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Amendment 27 - Page Change Instruction

|

The following pages have been changed, please make the specilled changes in your SSAR. Pages are listed as
page pairs (iront & back). (LgliCPage numbers represent thosepages which identifyproprietary infonnation pages.
Bold page numbers represent a page that has been changed by Amendment 27. |'

| |
REMOVE ADD REMOVE ADD i

PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No.
|

Cil AlrrER 1 CHAPTER 1 (cont'd)

1.1-23 1.1-2, 3 1.7-5.1, 5.2 1.7-51,5.2
1.7-5.7, 5.8 1.7-5.7. 5.8

1.2-vi, vi.1 1.2-vi, vi.1 1.7-5.11,5.12 1.7-5.11, 5.12

1.2-vi.2, vi3 1.2-vi.2, vl3 1.7 5.13,5.14 1.7-5.13, 5.14

1.2-vi.4 1.2-vi.4, vii 1.7-5.15, 5.16 1.7-5.15, 5.16

1.7-14, 15 1.7-14,151.2-vii .----

1.2-1, 2 1.2-1, 2 1.7-16, 17 1.7-16,17

1.2-3, 4 1.2-3, 4

1.2-6 1.2-6, 6.1 1.82,3 1.8-2, 3

| 1.2-7, 8 1.2-7, 8 1.8-4,5 1.8-4, 5

l 1.2-9, 10 1.2-9,10 1.8-6, 7 1.8-6, 7

Add 1.2-10.1 1.8-10, 11 1.8-10,11

j q 1.2-11,12 1.2-11, 12 1.8-16,16a 1.8-16,16a

' Q 1.2-13,14 1.2-13,14 1.8-36,37 1.8-36, 37
i Add 1.2-14.1 1.8-38, 39 1.8-38,39

| 1.2-15,16 1.2-15, 16 1.8-48,49 1.8-48,49

1.2-16.1, 16.2 1.2-16.1,16.2 1.8-63, 64 1.8-63, 64

1.2-163,16.4 1.2-163,16.4 1.8-81, 82 1.8-81, 82

1.2-16.5,16.6 1.2-16.5,16.6 1.8-89,90 1.8-89, 90

1.2-16.7 1.2-16.7
1A.2-1, 2 1A.2-1, 2

13-2,3 13-2,3 1A.2-3, 3.1 1A.2-3, 3.1

13-5,6 13-5,6 1A.2-4 1A.2-4

13-7 13-7 1A.2-5, 6 1A.2-5, 6

1 3-10, 11 13-10,11 1A.2-10,10a 1A.2-10,10a

1 3-12,13 1 3-12, 13 1A.2-11,12 1A.2-11,12

1 3-14, 15 1 3-14,15 1A.2-13,13a A.2-13,13a
1 3-16,17 13-16,17 1A.2-14,14a IA.2-14,14a i

1 3-18,19 13-18,19 1A.2-15,15a 1A.215,15a 1

1A.2-17,18 1A.2-17,18
'

1.4-2, 3 1.4-2, 3 1A.2-18.1 1A.2-18.1
1A.2-22,23 1A.2-22, 23

1.5-1 1.5-1 1A.2-26, 27 1A.2-26, 27
i
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ABWR SSAR g
Amendment 27. Page Change Instruction (continued)

The following pages have been changed, please make the specified changes in your SSAR. Pages are listed as
page pairs (front & back). [Lgligpage numbers represent thosepages which identifyproprietary information pages.
Hold page numbers represent a page that has been changed by Amendment 27.

REMOVE ADD REMOVE ADD
PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No.

CilAPTER 2 CII AITER 3 (cont'd)
|

2.1-2, 3 2.1-2,3 3.2-26 3.2 26
3.2-29,30 3.2-29, 30

2.2-1 2.2-1
3.2-31,32 3.2-31,32

2.3-1, 2 2.3-1, 2 3.2-33, 34 3.2-33,34

3.2-34.1 3.2-34.1

Cil AITER 3 3.2 35,36 3.2 35,36

3.1-1, 2 3.1-1, 2 3.3-1, 2 3.3-1, 2

3.1-5, 6 3.1-5, 6
3.1-13,14 3.1-13, 14 3.8-53,54 3.8-53, 54

3.1 17, 18 3.1-17,18
3.1-19,19.1 3.1-19,19.1 3.9-33,33.1 3.9-33, 33.1

3.1-20 3.1-20 3.9-37, 38 3.9-37,38
3.1-21, 21.1 3.1-21,21.1 3.9-58.4, 58.5 3.9-58.4,58.5
3.1-23,21 3.1-23,24 3.9-58.6,58.7 3.9 58.6,58.7

3.1-41 3.1-41 3.9-58.12,58.13 3.9-58.12,58.13

3.2-7.1, 7.2 3.2-7.1, 7.2 3.10-li, iii 3.10-11, iii

3.2-7.3, 7.4 3.2-73,7.4 3.10-1,2 3.10-1,1.1

3.2-9 3.2-9 Add 3.10-2
3.2-10, 11 3.2-10,11 3.10-5,6 3.10-5, 6
3.2-11.1, 12 3.2-11.1,12 3.10-7,8 3.10-7,8
3.2-13, 13.1 3.2-13, 13.1

3.2-14.1, 15 3.2-14.1, 15 3.11-1, 1.1 3.11-1,1.1
3.2-18,18.1 3.2-18,18.1 3.11-2,3 3.11-2,3
3.2-19 3.2-19
3.2-19.1, 20 3.2-19.1,20 3D-li, iii 3 D ii,ill
Add 3.2-20.1
3.2-21.4, 22 3.2-21.4,22 3D.2-1 3D.21
3.2-25,25.1 3.2-25,25.1 j

3D.3-1 3D.3-1
|
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Amendment 27 - Page Change Instruction (continued) .

The following pages have been changed, please make the specified changes in your SSAR. Pages are listed as'

page pairs (Tront & back).11g{icpage numbers represent thosepages which identifypropnetary infonnation pages.
Bold page numbers represent a page that has been changed by Amendment 27.

REMOVE ADD REMOVE ADD )
PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No.

CH AMER 3 (cont'd) CHAMER 5 (cont'd)

3D.4-li 3D.4-il 5.2-4 5.2-4

3D.4-1, 2 3D.4-1,2 5.2-5, 6 5.2-5, 6

5.2-7, 8 5.2-7, 8 |

3D.5-il 3D.5-li 5.2-11,11a 5.2-11,11a !
3D.5-1 3D.5-1 5.2-12 5.2-12 i

5.2-13, 14 5.2 13,14

| 3D.6-il 3D.6-il 5.2-15, 15.1 5.2-15, 15.1

3D.6-1 3D.6-1 5.2-17 5.2 17
5.2-17.1, 17.2 5.2-17.1, 17.2

3D.7-il 3D.7-il 5.2 19, 20 5.2-19,20
3D.7-1,2 3D.7-1,2 5.2-21, 22 5.2-21, 22

5.2-23,24 5.2-23, 24

( 3E.2-13,14 3E.2-13,14 5.2-27,28 5.2-27,28!

| 3E.2-15,16 3E.2-15,16 5.2-30 5.2-30*

3E.2-17,18 3E.2-17,18 5.2-31,32 5.2-31,32

[ 3E.2-19, 20 3E.2-19,20 5.2-33, 34 5.2-33,34
3E.2-21, 22 3E.2-21,22 5.2-37, 38 5.2-37,38
3E.2-23 3E.2-23

5.4-il, iii 5.4-11, ill

3E.3 3,4 3E.3-3, 4 5.4-vi, vii 5.4-il, vii
5.4-1, 2 5.4-1, 2

3E.41,2 3E.4-1, 2 5.4-3, 4 5.4-3, 4

3E.4-3, 4 3E.4-3,4 5.4-5, 5.1 5.45,5.1
3E.4-6, 7 3E.4-6,7 5.4-6 5.4-6

5.4-7, 7.1 5.4-7, 7.1

3E.6-1, 2 3E.6-1, 2 5.4-9,10 5.4-9,10

| 3E.6-5,6 3E.6-5,6 5.4-17, 18 5.4-17,17.1

3E.6-7 3E.6-7 Add 5.4-18 j

3E.6-8 3E.6-8 5.4-22, 22.1 5.4-22, 22.1 '

5.4-25, 25.1 5.4-25,25.1i

i 5.4-26 5.4 26
CH AMER 5 5.4-27, 28 5.4-27,28

! 5.4-31,31.1 5.4-31,31.1
' 5.11,2 5.1-1, 2 5.4-41,42 5.4-41,42

,

5.4-43 5.4-43 1
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ABWR SSAR
OAmendment 27 Page Change Instruction (continued)

The following pages have been changed, please make the specified changes in your SSAF. Pages are listed as
page pairs (tront & back). Lig],icpage numbers represent thosepages which identifyprop setary infonnation pages.
Iloid page numbers represent a page that has been changed by Amendment 27.

REMOVE ADD REMOVE ADD
PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No.

Cil AIER 6 CIIAITER 6 (cont'd)

6.2-li, iii 6.2-11, iii 6.6-1,1.1 6.6-1,1.1
6.2-3, 4 6.2-3, 3.1 6.6-3, 3.1 6.6-3,3.1
6.2-4a 6.2-4 4a 6.6-4, 5 6.6-4,5
6.2-50.1,50.2 6.2-50.1,50.2
6.2-503,503a 6.2-503,503a 6.7-1,1.1 6.7-1.1.1
6.2-50.5,50.6 6.2-50.5,50.6
6.2-50.15,50.16 6.2-50.15,50.16 6A-5, 6 6A-5, 6
6.2-50.17,50.18 6.2-50.17,50.18
6.2-50.19,50.20 6.2-50.19,50.20 6B-1, 2 6B-1,2
6.2-50.35,50 36 6.2-5035,5036 6B-3, 4 6B 3,4
6.2-50.45,50.46 6.2 50.45,50.46 6B-5, 6 6B-5, 6
6.2-50.49, 50.49a 6.2-50.49, 50.49a

6.2-50.49b 6.2-50.49b
CIIAITER 7

63-iv, v 63-Iv, v
63-5,6 63-5,6 7-iv, v 7-iv, v
6 3-10, 10.1 63-10,10.1
6 3-11,11.1 6 3-11, 11.1 7.1-ii, iii 7.1.ii,111

63-12,12.1 6 3-12,12.1 7.1-iv, v 7.1-iv,v
6 3-13, 14 6 3-13, 14 7.1-1, 2 7.1-1, 2
6 3-16,17 63 16,17 7.13,4 7.13,4
63-18,19 6 3-18.19 7.1-7, 8 7.1-7, 8
6 3-21 6 3-21 7.1-9,10 7.1 9,10
6 3-23 6 3-23 7.1 11,12 7.1 11,12
6 3-24 63 24 7.1-15, 16 7.1 15,15.1
6 3-26 63-26 Add 7.1-16
6 3-30,31 63-30,31 7.1 17, 18 7.1 17,18
63-32 6 3-32 7.1-22, 23 7.1-22,23

; 6.3-42 thni 6.3-75 6.3-42 - 75 7.1-24, 25 7.1-24,25
7.1-26 7.1 26

6.5-1, 2 6.5-1, 2
6.5-7, 8 6.5-7, 8 7.2-iv 7.2-iv

7.2-1, 2 7.21,2
I

l

l
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ABWR SSARg
U Amendment 27 - Page Change Instruction (continued)

The following pages have been changed, please make the specified changes in your SSAR. Pages are listed as
page palrs (front & back). llglicpage numbers represent those pages which identify proprietary infomsation pages. ,

Bold page numbers represent a page that has been changed by Amendment 27.

REMOVE ADD REMOVE ADD
PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No.

i

CHAPTER 7 (cont'd) CIIAITER 7 (cont'd)
i
1

7.2-3, 4 7.2-3, 4 7.4-1,1.1 7.4-1,1.1 1

7.2-5, 6 7.2-5, 6 7.4-2,2.1 - 7.42,2.1 ,

7.2-7, 8 7.2-7, 8 7.4-3, 4 7.4-3, 4

7.2-11, 12 7.2-11, 12 7.4-9,10 7.4-9,10

7.2-13, 14 7.2 13,14 7.4-11, 12 7.4-11, 11.1

7.2-15, 16 7.2-15,16 Add 7.4-12 |

7.2-17, 18 7.2-17, 18 7.4-19-22 7.4-19 - 23.1. I

7.2-19, 20 7.2-19,20 7.4-23 - 35 7.4-24 - 35 )
7.2-21,22 7.2-21,22
7.2-23,24 7.2-23,24 7.6-11, iii 7.6-11, til

7.2-25,26 7.2-25,26 7.6-iii,'iv 7.6-illa, iv
7.2-27,28 7.2-27,28 7.6-1, 2 7.6-1, 2

/] 7.2-29,30 7.2-29,30 7.6-3, 4 7.6-3, 3.1

V 7.2-32, 33 7.2-32,33 Add 7.6-4-
7.2-36, 37 7.2-36,37 7.6-5,6 7.6-5, 6

Add 7.6-6.1

73-5,5.1 73-5,5.1 7.6-7, 8 7.6-7, 8

73-7,8 73-7,8 7.6-9, 10 7.6-9,10

73-19,19a - 7 3-19,19.1 7.6-11, lla 7.6-11,11a

73-19b,19e 73-19.2,193 7.6-12, 13 7.6-12, 13

73-19d,19e 73-19.4,19.5 7.6-14, 15 7.6-14, 15

73-19f,19g 7 3-19.6,19.7 7.6-16,17 7.6-16, 17. ;

73-19h,19i 7 3-19.8,19.9 7.6-18, 19 7.6-18,19 |
7 3-19),20 7 3-19.10,20 7.6-21, 22 7.6-21,22

73 25,26 _73-25,26 7.6-23.1, 23.2 7.6-23.1, 23.2

7 3-27,28 7 3-27,28 Add 7.6-23 3

73-31,32 7 3-31,32 7.6 24- 27 7.6 24- 27

7 3-37,38 7 3-37,38 7.6-43,44 7.6-43, 44

7 3-43,44 7 3-43,44
7.3-59 - 73 7.3-59- 73.22

tO
V -5
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ABWR SSAR $
Amendment 27 - Page Change Instruction (continued)

7he following pages have been changed, please make the specified changes in your SSAR. Pages are listed as
page pairs (tront & back). [Jali.cpage numbers represent thosepages which identifyproprietary infonnation pages.
Bold page numbers represent a page that has been changed by Amendment 27.

REMOVE ADD REMOVE ADD
PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No.

CIIAITER 7 (cont'd) CIIAITER 9

7.7-il, iii 7.7-il, til 9.1-iv, v 9.1-iv, Y

7.7-iv, v 7.71v, y 9.1-1,1.1 9.1-1,1.1
7.7-1, 2 7.7-1,1.1 9.1-1.2 9.1-1.2

Add 7.7-2, 2.1 9.1-2, 2a 9.1-2, 2a

7.7-3, 4 7.73,4 9.1-3, 3.1 9.1-3, 3.1

Add 7.7-4.1 9.1-4, 5 9.1-4, 5

7.7-5, 6 7.7-5, 5.1 9.1-5.1 9.1 5.1
Add 7.7-6 9.1-6, 6.1 9.1-6, 6.1

7.7-7, 8 7.7-7, 8 9.1-6.2,63 9.1-6.2,63
7.7-9,10 7.7-9,10 9.1-6.4, 6.5 9.1-6.4, 6.5

7.7 11,12 7.7-11, 12 9.1-6.6, 6.7 9.1-6.6, 6.7

7.7-13, 14 7.7-13,13.1 9.1-6.8, 6.9 9.1-6.8, 6.9

Add 7.7-14 9.1 6.10,6.11 9.1-6.10, 6.11

7.7-15, 16 7.7-15,16 9.1-6.12,6.13 9.1 6.12,6.13
7.7-17, 17.1 7.7-17, 17.1 9.1-7, 8 9.1-7, 8
7.7-17.2,18 7.7 17.2,173 9.1-13a,13b 9.1 13a,13b
7.7-18a 7.7-18,18.1 9.1 13e,14 9.1-13e,14
7.7-19, 20 7.7-19,20 9.1-32, 33 9.1-32,33
7.7-21, 22 7.7 21,22
7.7-34.1, 34.2 7.7-34.1, 34.2 9.2-1.8 9.2-1.8
Add 7.7-34.2.1 9.2-2, 3 9.2-2, 3
7.7-34 3,34.4 7.7-34 3,34.4 9.2-3.1 9.2-3.1
7.7 34.5,34.6 7.7-34.5, 34.6 9.2-4, 4.1 9.2-4, 4.1

7.7 34.9 7.7-34.9,34.10 9.2-5, 6 9.2-5, 6
7.7-35, 36 7.7-35,36 92-7,8 9.2-7, 8
7.7-38.1,38 2 7.7-38.1,38.2 9.29,9.1 9.2-9, 9.1

Add 7.7-383 9.2-10,10.1 9.2 10,10.1
7.7-41 7.7-41 9.2-12.2,123 9.2-12.2,12 3
7.7-42- 53 7.7-42 - 53.52. 9.2-16, 17 9.2-16,17
7.7-54- 60.I 7.7-54- 60.1 9.2 18,19 9.2-18,19

9.2-19.1 9.2-19.1

7.8-1 7.8-1

-6-
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Amendment 27 - Page Change Instruction (continued)

The following pages have been changed, please make the specified changes in your SSAR. Pages are listed as
page pairs (front & back). Ifgligpage numbers represent thosepages which identifyproprietary information pages.
Bold page numbers represent a page that has been changed by Amendment 27.

REMOVE ADD REMOVE ADD
PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No.

CHAPTER 9 (cont'd) CHAPTER 11

9.2-22, 23 9.2-22,23 11.4-il, iii 11.4-11, Ill
|

9.2-24, 25 9.2 24,25 11.4-1- 9 11.4-1- 1l
9.2-25c, 25d 9.2-25c,25d

11.5-11, iii 11511, til

93-3,3.1 93-3,3.1 11.5-iv 11.5-iv |
93-4,5 93-4,5 11.5-1, 2 1151,2 |
93-8, 8a 93-8, 8a 11.5-2.1 11.5-2.1

9 3-12, 13 9 3-12, 13 11.5-3,4 11.5 3,4
9 3-13.1, 13.2 9 3-13.1, 13.2 11.5-5,6 1155,6
9 3-14, 15 9 3-14,15 11.5-7, 8 11.5-7,8
93-15e,15f 93-15e,15f 1159,9.1 11.5-9,9.1 ,

9 3-17,18 9 3-17, 18 11.5-10 11510 )

,
9.4-4, 5 9.4-4,5 11.5 13,14 11513,14 '|11.5-11,12 11.5-11,12

I 9.4-6, 7 9.4-6, 7 11.5-15, 16 11.5-15,16 l

11.5-17, 18 11517,18
11.5-19,20 11.5-19,20

CHAPTER 10 11.5-21,22 11.5-21,22
|

10.4-15, 16 10.4-15,16
CH APTER 14

CHAFTER 11 14.2-6,6.1 14.2-6,6.1

| 11.211, iii 11.2-11, ill

| 11.2-1- 8 11.2-1 - 49 CH APTER 15

n9 .....

15.0-6, 7 15.0-6, 711.2-10 11 - ---

15.0-10,11 15.0-10,11-11.2-12 - 49 -----

i
11.3-1- 25 11.3-1- 25 15.1-1, 2 15.1-1,2

|
|

|

C.V -7-
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Amendment 27 Page Change Instruction (continued)

!

The following pages have been changed, please make the specified changes in your SSAR. Pages are listed as
page pairs (tront & back), itali.cpage numbers represent thosepages which identifyproprietary information pages.
Ihld page numbers represent a page that has been changed by Amendment 27.

REMOVE ADD REMOVE ADD
PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No. PAGE No.

Cil Al'fER 15 (cont'_d) CIIAPTEP,17

15.2-ii, iii 1 5 .2 -11, 111 17 3-1, 2 173 1,2

15.2-2, 2.1 15.2 2, 2.1 173-3,4 173-3,4

15.2-18, 19 15.2-18.19 17 3-5, 6 17 3-5, 6

15.2-30, 30.1 15.2-30,30.1 173-15,16 173-15,16

15.2 30.2, 30 3 15.2-30.2,303 17 3-19 -----

15.2-30.4,30.5 15.2-30.4,30.5
15.2-30.6,30.7 15.2-30.6,30.7

CIIAPTER 20

153-ii, iii 153-ii,111 20.1-1.2, 1 3 20.1-1.2,1 3

Add 15 3-2.1 20.1-1.4,1.5 20.1 1.4,1.5

15 3-3, 3.1 15 3-3,3.1 20.1-1.6, 1.7 20.1-1.6,1.7
20.1-1.8,1.9 20.1 1.8,1.9

15.4-7, 8 15.4-7, 8 20.1-1.12,1.13 20.1 1.12, 1.13

20.1-1.16,1.17 20.1 1.16,1.17

15.5 1, 2 15.5-1, 2 20.1-1.22 20.1-1.22

15.8-1 15.8-1 20.2-21.2,213 20.2 21.2,213

15A.6-3,4 15A.6-3,4 203-60,61 203-60,61 ,

'

15A.6-7, 8 15A.6-7, 8 203-94,95 203-94,95
15A.6-13,14 15A.6-13,14 20 3-100,101 20 3-100, 101

1

15A.6-17 15A.6-17 20 3-102,103 20 3-102, 103

20 3 129 20 3-129 |

15B3-1,2 15B3-1,2 20 3-154, 155 20 3-154,155 )
15B3-3,4 15B3-3,4 20 3-156,157 203-156,157

15B3-5 1583-5 20 3-158,159 20 3-158,159
20 3-160,161 20 3-160,161
20 3-171,172 20 3-171,172

CII AFTER 17 20 3-173,174 20 3-173,174

17-il, iii 17-li,111

17.1-3 17.1-3

!

|
1
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Amendment 27 - Page Change Instruction (continued)

I

The following pages have been changed, please make the specified changes in your SSAR. Pages are listed as
page pairs'(front & back). [1gligpage numbers represent thosepages which identifypropn'etary information pages.
Hold page numbers represent a page'that has been changed by Amendment 27.

L

REMOVE ADD-
PAGE No. PAGE No.

.

CHAFTER 20 t

203-216,217 20 3-216,217
203 242,243 20 3-242,243
20 3-250,251 203-250,251 ,

20 3-350.8, 350.9 20 3-350.8,350.9 |

203-350.10, 350.11 20 3-350.10,350.11
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LEGEND Assumed System Losses

P - Pressure, psia Thermal 1.1 MW
1040 P

G - Flow, Ibm /hr

h - Enthalpy, Btu /lbm

T - Temperature,*F
MAIN STEAM FLOW

M - % Moisture 4/-- [- / p 1684.5 x 10 G

" , " ,e / /
"

>mA_ @RBINE Iw
* ENGLISH UNITS 1190.8 h

0.4 M

/ \
FEEDWATER FLOW

3926MWt 1714.4 x 10 G 1680.8 x 10 G4 4
,

398.0 h A 397.6 h
420 T 420 T

TOTAL
CORE FLOW

6115.1 x 10 G
<

415.4 h

JL JL JL JL JL 0.15Ah pump

V V
527 h

%-

CLEANUP
DEMINERALIZER

SYSTEM

I I h
"

RIP AND
CONTROL
ROD DRIVE 3.62 x 10 G 33.62 x 104G4

PURGE FLOW 87.6 h 527.6 h
119.2 T 533 T

1Figure 1.1-2 Heat Balance at 100% Power
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1.2 GENERAL PLANT DESCRIPTION (8) aactor controls, including alarms, aren
|

i arranged to allow the operator to rapidly:

V 1.2.1 Principal Design Criteria assess the condition of the reactor system
and locate system malfunctions.

The principal design criteria are presented in
two ways. First, they are classified as either a (9) Interlocks or other automatic equipment are
power generation function or a safety function. provided as backup to procedural control to
Second, they are grouped according to system. avoid conditions requiring the functioning
Although the distinctions between power genera- of nuclear safety systems or engineered
tion or safety functions are not always clear cut safety features.
and are sometimes overlapping, the functional
classification facilitates safety analyses, while (10) The station is designed for routine
the grouping by system facilitates the under- continuous operation whereby steam
standing of both the system function and design. activation products, fission products,

corrosion products, and coolant dis-
1.2.1.1 General Design Criteria sociation products are processed to remain

within acceptable limits.
1.2.1.1.1 Power Generation Design Criteria

1.2.1.1.2 Safety Design Criteria
(1) The plant is designed to produce steam for

| direct use in a turbine-generator unit. (1) The station design conforms to applicable
codes and standards as described in Sub-

(2) Heat removal systems are provided with section 1.8.2.
sufficient capacity and operational adequacy
to remove heat generated in the reactor (2) The station is designed, fabricated,
core for the full range of normal erected, and operated in such a way that
operational conditions and abnormal the release of radioactive material to the

,

[ f operational transients. environment does not exceed the limits and
s

guideline values of applicable government'

(3) Backup heat removal systems are provided to regulations pertaining to the release of
remove decay heat generated in the core radioactive materials for normal opera-
under circumstances wherein the normal tions, for abnormal transients; and for
operational heat removal systems become accidents,

inoperative. The capacity of such systems
is adequate to prevent fuel cladding damage. (3) The reactor core is designed so its nuclear

characteristics do not contribute to a
(4) The fuel cladding in conjunction with other divergent power transient,

plant systems is designed to retain
integrity so that the consequences of any (4) The reactor is designed so there is no
f ailures are within acceptable limits tendency for divergent oscillation of any
throughout the range of normal operational operating characteristic considering the
conditions and abnormal operational interaction of the reactor with other
transients for the design life of the fuel. appropriate plant systems.

(5) Control equipment is provided to allow the (5) The design provides means by which plant
reactor to respond automatically to load operators are alerted when limits on the
changes and abnormal operational transients. release of radioactive material are

i

approached.
(6) Reactor power level is manually control-

lable. (6) Sufficient indications are provided to
allow determination that the reactor is

(7) Control of the reactor is possible from a operating within the envelope of conditions
f'i single location. considered safe by plant analysis.

Amendment 27 1.2-1
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(7) Radiation shielding is provided and access allowances for natural environmental
control patterns are established to allow a disturbances such as earthquakes, floods, j
properly trained operating staff to control and storms at the station site. <

radiation doses within the limits of I

applicable regulations in any mode of normal (15) Standby electrical power sources have
plant operations. sufficient capacity to power all safety

related systems requiring electrical power
(8) Those portions of the nuclear system that concurrently.

form part of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary are designed to retain integrity as (16) Standby electrical power sources are
a radioactive material containment barrier provided to allow prompt reactor shutdown
following abnormal operational transients and removal of decay heat under circum-
and accidents. stances where normal auxiliary power is not

available.
(9) Nuclear safety sptems and engineered safety

features furution to assure that no damage (17) A containment is provided that completely
to the scactor coolant pressure boundary encloses the reactor systems, drywell, and
results from internal pressures caused by suppression chambers. The containment |
abnormal operational transients and employs the pressure suppression concept.
accidents.

(18) It is possible to test primary contain-
(10) Where positive, precise action is immediate- ment integrity and leak tightness at

ly required in response to abnormal opera- periodic intervals.
tional transients and accidents, such action
is automatic and requires no decision or (19) A secondary containment is provided that
manipulation of controls by plant operations completely encloses the primary containment
personnel. above the reactor building basemat. This

secondary containment provides for a
(11) Safety related actions are provided by controlled, monitored release of any

equipment of sufficient redundance and inde- potential radioactive leakage from the
pendence so that no single failure of active primary containment.
components, or of passive components in cer-
tain cases in the long term, will prevent (20) The primary containment and secondary
the required actions. For systems or compo- containment in conjunction with other
nents to which IEEE-279 apply, single fail- safety related features limit radio-
urcs of either active or passive electrical logical effects of accidents resulting in
components are considered in recognition of the release of radioactive material to the
the higher anticipated failure rates of containment volumes to less than the
passive electrical components relative to prescribed acceptable limits.
passive mechanical components.

(21) Provisions are made for removing energy
(12) Provisions are made for control of active from the primary containment as necessary

components of safety related systems from to maintain the integrity of the
the control room. containment system following accidents that

release energy to the containment.
(13) Safety related systems are designed to

permit demonstration of their functional (22) Piping that penetrates the primary
performance requirements. containment and could serve as a path for

the uncontrolled release of radioactive
(14) The design of safety related systems, material to the environs is automatically

components and structures includes isolated when necessary to limit the

O
Amendment 23 1.2-2
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f3 radiological impact from an uncontrolled 1.2.1.2 System Criteria

) release to less than acceptable limits.
The principal design criteria for particular

(23) Emergency core cooling systems (ECCS) are systems are listed in the following subsections,
provided to limit fuel cladding temperature
to less than the limits of 10CFR50.46 in the 1.2.1.2.1 Nuclear System Criteria

event of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA).
(1) The fuel cladding is a radioactive material

(24) The emergency core cooling systems provide barrier designed to retain integrity so
for continuity of core cooling over the that failures do not result in dose
complete range of postulated break sizes in consequences that exceed acceptable limits
the reactor coolant pressure boundary. throughout the design power range.

(25) Operation of the emergency core cooling (2) The fuel cladding in conjunction with other
systems is initiated automatically when plant systems is designed to retain
required regardless of the availability of integrity so that the consequences of any
offsite power supplies and the normal failures are within acceptable limits
generating system of the station, throughout any abnormal operational

transient.
(26) The control room is shielded against radia-

tion so that continued occupancy under de- (3) Those portions of the nuclear system that
sign basis accident conditions is possible. form part of the reactor coolant pressure

boundary are designed to retain integrity
(27) In the event that the control room becomes as a radioactive material barrier during

inaccessible, it is possible to bring the normal operation and following abnormal
reactor from power range operation to cold operational transients and accidents.

h shutdown conditions by utilizing alternative
'

V controls and equipment that are available (4) The capacity of the heat removal systems
outside the control room. provided to remove heat generated in the

reactor core for the full range of normal
(28) Backup reactor shutdown capability inde- operational transients as well as for

pendent of normal reactivity control is abnormal operational transients is adequate
provided. This backup system has the to prevent fuel cladding damage that
capability to shut down the reactor from any results in dose consequences exceeding
normal operating condition and subse. acceptable limits.
quently to maintain the shutdown condition.

(5) The reactor is capable of being shut down
(29) Fuel handling and storage facilities are automatically in sufficient time to permit

designed to prevent inadvertent criticality decay heat removal systems to become
and to maintain shielding and cooling of effective following loss of operation of
spent fuel as necessary to meet operating normal heat removal systems. The capacity
and offsite dose constraints. of such systems is adequate to prevent fuel

cladding damage.
(30) Systems that have redundant or backup safety

functions are physically separated, and (6) The reactor core and reactivity control
arranged so that credible events causing system are designed such that control rod
damage to one region of the reactor island action is capable of making the core
complex has minimum prospect for subcritical and maintaining it even with
compromising the functional capability of _ the rod of highest reactivity worth fully
the redundant system, withdrawn and unavailable for insertion.

R

V)

Amendment 1 1.2-3
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(7) Backup reactor shutdown capability is radiation doses within the limits of applicable
provided independent of normal reactivity regulations in any normal mode of plant
control provisions. This backup system has operation,
the capability to shut down the reactor from
any operating condition and subsequently to 1.2.1.23 Process Control Systems Criteria
maintain the shutdown condition.

The principal design criteria for the process
(8) The nuclear system is designed so there is control systems are as follows:

no tendency for divergent oscillation of any
operating characteristic, considering the 1.2.1.2.5.1 Nuclear System Process Control
interaction of the nuclear system with other Criteria
appropriate plant systems.

(1) Control equipment is provided to allow the
1.2.1.2.2 Electrical Power Systems Criteria reactor to respond automatically to load

changes within design limits.
Sufficient normal auxiliary and standby

sources of electrical power are provided to (2) It is possible to control the reactor power
attain prompt shutdown and continued maintenance level manually,
of the station in a safe condition under all
credible circumstances. The power sources are (3) Nuclear systems process displays, controls
adequate to accomplish all required essential and alarms are arranged to allow the
safety actions under all postulated accident operator to rapidly asses the condition of
conditions. the nuclear system and to locate process

system malfunctions.
1.2.1.2.3 Auxiliary Systems Criteria

J.2.1.23.2 Electrical Power System Process
(1) Fuel handling and storage facilities are Control Criteria

designed to prevent inadvertent criticality
and to maintain adequate shielding and (1) The Class 1E power systems are designed
cooling for spent fuel, with three (3) divisions with any two

divisions being adequate to safely place
(2) Other auxiliary systems, such as service the unit in the hot shut down condition.

water, cooling water, fire protection,
heating and ventilating, communications, and (2) Protective relaying is used to detect and
lighting, are designed to function as isolate faulted equipment from the system

| needed, during normal and/or accident with a minimum of disturbance in the event
conditions. of equipment failure.

(3) Auxiliary systems that are not required to (3) Voltage relays are used on the emergency
effect safe shutdown of the reactor or equipment buses to disconnect the normal
maintain it in a safe condition are designed source in the event of loss of offsite
so that a failure of these systems shall not power and to initiate starting of the
prevent the essential auxiliary systems from standby emergency power system diesel
performing their design functions, generators.

1.2.1.2.4 Shielding and Access Control (4) The standby emergency power diesel
Criteria generators are started and loaded

automatically.
Radiation shielding is provided and access

control patterns are established to allow a (5) Safety related electrically operated break-i

l properly trained operating staff to control ers are controllable from the control room.
1

0
'

Amendment 27 1.2-4
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supporting structures; the steam separators and main steamline to isolate primary containment
dryers; the control rod guide tubes; the spargers for upon receiving an automatic or manual closure
the feedwater, RHR and core flooder system; the signal. Each is powered by both pneumatic press-
control rod drive housing; the in-core instrument- ute and spring force. These valves fulfill the
ation guide tubes and housings; and other following objectives:
components. The main connections to the vessel
include steamlines, feedwater lines, reactor internal (1) prevent excessive damage to the fuel barrier
pumps, control rod drives and in-core nuclear bylimiting the loss of reactor coolant from
instrument detectors, core flooder lines, residual the reactor vessel resulting from either a -
heat removal lines, head spray and vent lines, core major leak from the steam piping outside the
plate differential pressure lines, internal pump containment or a malfunction of the
differential pressure lines, and water level pressure control system resulting in
instrumentation, excessive steam flow from the reactor vessel;

A venturi-type flow restrictor is a part of the (2) limit the release of radioactive materials by
reactor pressure vessel nozzle configuration for each isolating the reactor coolant pressure
steamline. These restrictors limit the flow of steam boundaryin case of the detection of high
from the reactor vessel before the main steamline steam line radiation.
isolation valves are closed in case of a main i
steamline break outside the containment. 1.2.2.2.2.2 Main Steamline Flow Instrumentation *

Control rod drive housing supports are located . The steam flow instrumentation is connected to
internal to the reactor vessel and the control rod the venturi type steam nozzle of the RPV. The
drive. The supports limit the travel of a control rod instrumentation provides high nozzle flow isolation
in the event that a control rod housing is ruptured. signals in case of a main steam line break, flow

signals for feedwater flow control system and
T The reactor vesselis designed and fabricated in indication in the control room.

accordance yith applicable codes for a pressure of
87.9 kg/cm g. The nominal operating pressure in 1.2.2.2.23 Nuclear System Pressure Reller
the ste,am space above the separators is 72.2 System |
kg/cm*g. The vessel is fabricated of low alloy steel - |
and is clad internally with stainless steel or Ni-Cr-Fe A pressure relief system consisting of i

Alloy (except for the top head, RIP motor casing, safety / relief valves mounted on the main
nozzles other than the steam outlet nozzle, and steamlines is provided to prevent excessive
nozzle weld zones which are unciad). pressure inside the nuclear system as a result of

operational transients or accidents.
The reactor core is cooled by demineralized water

that enters the lower portion of the core and boils as - 1.2.2.2.2A Automatic Depressurization System
it flows upward around the fuel rods. The steam
leaving the core is dried by steam separators and The ADS rapidly reduces reactor vessel pressure
dryers located in the upper portion of the reactor in a loss of coolant accident, enabling the
vessel. The steam is then directed to the turbine low-pressure RHR to deliver cooling water to the
through the main steamlines. Each steamline is reactor vessel.
provided with two isolation valves in series, one on

. .

each side of the containment barrier. The ADS uses some of the safety relief valves
that are part of the nuclear system pressure relief

1.2.2.2.2 Nuclear Boller System system. The safety relief valves used for ADS are
set to open on detection of appropriate low reactor

1.2.2.2.2.1 Main Steamline Isolation Valves water level and high drywell pressure signals. The
ADS will not be activated unless either HPCF or

All pipelines that both penetrate the containment RHR/ low pressure flooder loop pump is operat-
and offer a potential release path for radioactive ing. This is to ensure that adequate coolant will be
material are provided with redundant isolation available to maintain reactor water level afterr

O j capabilities. Isolation valves are provided in each depressurization.
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1JJ22.5 ReactorVesselInstrumentation
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In addition to instrumentation for the nuclear'
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g safety systems and engineered safety features, the rods into the core. Thus, the hydraulic scram|

|Q instrumentation is pro ided to monitor and transmit action is backed up by an electrically energized
information that can be used to assess conditions insertion of the control rods.
existing inside the reactor vessel and the physical
condition of the vesselitself. This instrumentation 1.2.23.2.1 Control Rod Braldng Mechanism
monitors reactor vessel pressure, water level, coolant

| temperature, reactor core differential pressure, An electro-mechanical braking mechanism is
coolant flow rates, and reactor vessel head inner seal incorporated in each control rod to limit the
ring leakage. velocity at which a control rod can fall out of the

core should a hydraulic line break or failure of
1.2.2.23 Reactor Recirculation System flange bolts or a spool piece. This action limits the

rate of reactivity insertion resulting from a rod
The reactor internal pumps (RIPS) are internal drop accident.

pumps which provide a continuous internal
circulation path for the core coolant flow. The RIPS 1.2.23.2.2 Control Rod Ejection
are located at the bottom of the vessel. The pump
motors are enclosed in casings which are a part of A nuclear excursion is prevented in case of a
the vessel. A break in the casing as described in housing failure and thus the fuel barrier is

,
Subsection 15BJ.43 will result in a leak flow that is protected because, as discussed in Subsection
less than the ECCS capacity allowing full core 1.2.2.2.1, the housing and the drive are restrained'

coverage. The internal pumps are a wet motor internally to the vessel to prevent the control rod -
design with no shaft seals, thereby providing ejection.
increased reliability, reduced maintenance
requirements and decreased operational radiation 1.2.233 Feedwater Control System

| cxposure. The RIP has a low rotating inertia.
! Coupled with the solid state adjustable speed drives, The feedwater control system automatically

/] the RIP can respond quickly to load transients and controls the flow of feedwater into the reactor
() operator demands. pressure vessel to maintain the water within the

vessel at predetermined levels. A fault-tolerant
,

1.2.23 Control and Instrumentation Systems triplicated, digital controller using conventional|

three. element control scheme is used to
1.2.23.1 Rod Control and Information System accomplish this function.

The rod control and information system (RCIS) 1.2.23.4 Standby Liquid Control System
provides the means by which control rods are
positioned from the control room for power control. The standby liquid control (SLC) system
The system operates the rod drive motors to change provides an alternate method to bring the nuclear
control rod position. For operation in the normal fission reaction to subcriticality and to maintain
gang movement mode, one gang of control rods can suberiticality as the reactor cools. The system j

be manipulated at a time. The system includes the makes possible an orderly and safe shutdown in the I

logic that restricts control rod movement (rod block) event that not enough control rods can be inserted |
under certain conditions as a backup to procedural into the reactor core to accomplish shutdown in the

'

controls. normal manner. The system is sized to counteract
the positive reactivity effect from rated power to

1.2.23.2 Control Rod Drive System the cold shutdown condition. i

|
I

| When scram is initiated by the RPS, the control 1.2.23.5 Neutron Monitoring System

| rod drive (CRD) system inserts the negative
reactivity necessary to shut down the reactor. Each The neutron monitoring (NMS) system is a
control rod is normally controlled by an electric system of in core neutron detectors and
motor unit. When a scram signal is received, out-of-core electronic monitoring equipment. The
high-pressure water stored in nitrogen charged system provides indication of neutron flux, which

[ ,} accumulators forces the control rods into the core can be correlated to thermal power level for the
v and the electric motor drives are signalled to drive
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entire range of flux conditions that can exist in the Adjusting RIP speed changes the coolant flow rate
core. There are fixed in core sensors which, the through the core and thereby changes the core
startup range neutron monitors (SRNM), provide power level. The system can automatically adjust
levelindications during reactor startup and low the reactor power output to the lead demand. The
power operation. The local power range monitors solid-state adjustable speed drives (ASD) provide
(LPRM) and average power range monitors variable voltage, variable frequency electrical
(APRM) allow assessment of local and overall flux power to the RIP motors. In response to plant
conditions during power range operation. The needs, the recirculation flow control system adjusts
automatic traversing in. core probe (ATIP) system the ASD power supply output to vary RIP speed,
provides a means to calibrate the local power range core flow, and core power.
monitors. The NMS provides inputs to the rod
control and information system to initiate rod blocks 1.2.23.9 Automatic Power Regulator System
if preset flux limits or period limits for rod block are
exceeded as well as inputs to the RPS if other limits The automatic power regulator system is
for scram are exceeded. summarized in Subsection 7.7.1.7(1).

Those portions of the neutron monitoring system 1.2.23.10 Steam Hypass and Pressure Control
that input signals to the RPS qualify as a safety. System
related system. The startup range neutron monitor
(SRNM) and the average power range monitors A turbine bypass system is provided which passes

(APRM) which monitor neutron flux via incore steam directly to the main condenser under the
detectors provide scram logic inputs to the reactor control of the pressure regulator. Steam is
protection system (RPS) to initiate a scram in time bypassed to the condenser whenever the reactor
to prevent excessive fuct clad damage as a result of steaming rate exceeds the load permitted to pass to
over-power transients. The APRM system also the turbine generator. The turbine bypass system
generates a simulated thermal power signal. Both has the capability to shed 40 percent of the
upscale neutron flux and upscale simulated thermal turbine-generator rated load without reactor trip
power are conditions which provide scram logic or operation of safety relief valve. The pressure
signals. regulation system provides main turbine control

valve and bypass valve flow demands so as to
1.2.23.6 Remote Shutdown System maintain a nearly constant reactor pressure during

normal plant operation. It also provides demands
In the event that the control room becomes to the recirculation system to adjust power level by

inaccessible, the reactor can be brought from power changing reactor recirculation flow rate.
range operation to cold shutdown conditions by use
of controls and equipment that are available outside 1.2.23.11 Process Computer (includes PMCS,
the control room. PGCS)

1.2.23.7 Reactor Protection System On-line process computers are provided to
monitor and log process variables and make

The reactor protection system (RPS) initiates a certain analytical computations. The performance
rapid, automatic shutdon (scram) of the reactor. It and power generation control systems are included.
acts in time to prevent fuel cladding damage and any
nuclear system process barrier damage following 1.2.2 3.12 Refueling Platform Control Computer
abnormal operational transients. The reactor
protection system overrides all operator actions and The refueling platform control computer
process controls and is based on a fail-safe design provides memory of all the fuel and platform
philosophy that allows appropriate protective action positions, directions for the traversable area and
even if a single failure occurs. traveling paths, directions for the speed functions

for all modes of travel and control of the fuel load.
1.2.23.8 Recirculation Flow Control System The computer controls automatic or manual

refueling between fuel storage and the reactor
During normal power operation, the speed of the from the remote control room.

reactor internal pumps is adjusted to control flow.
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1.2.23.13 CRD Removal Machine Control fulfills the following functions: |

[ Computer ]
(1) removes decay and sensible heat during and

The CRD handling machine control computer after plant shutdown; j
provides automatic positioning, continuous operation
and prevention of erroneous operation in the step (2) injects water into the reactor vessel following
wise remova1 and installation of CRD's from the a loss-of-coolant accident to reflood the core
remere control room. in conjunction with other core cooling

systems (Subsection 1.2.2.4.8);
1.2.2.4 Radiation Monitoring Systems

(3) removes heat from the containment
i.2.2.4.1 Process Radiation Monitoring System following a loss-of-coolant accident to limit

the increase in containment pressure. This
| The process radiation monitoring system monitors is accomplished by cooling and recirculating

and records radioactivity in process and effluent the suppression pool water,
streams and activates appropriate alarms and
controls. 1.2.2.5.1.1 Low Pressure Flooder Loop

| The process radiation monitoring system measures Low pressure flooding is an operating mode of
and records radiation levels associated with selected each RHR system, but is discussed here because
plant process streams and effluent paths leading to the low pressure flooder loop (LPFL) mode acts in

i

the environment. All effluents from the plant which conjunction with other injection systems. LPFL
are potentially radioactive are monitored. uses the pump loops of the RHR to inject cooling

water into the pressure vessel. LPFL operation
1.2.2.4.2 Area Radiation Monitoring System provides the capability of core flooding at low

vessel pressure following a LOCA in time to -
| The area radiation monitoring systems alerts local maintain the fuel cladding below the prescribed ,

g occupants and the control room personnel of temperature limit. :

excessive gamma radiation levels at selected ;

locations within the plant. 1.2.2.5.1.2 Residual Heat Removal System
Containment Cooling

1.2.2.4.3 Containment Atmospheric Monitoring
System The residual heat removal (RHR) system is

placed in operation to: (1) limit the temperature of .

1The containment atmospheric monitoring system the water in the suppression pool and the
(CAMS) measures, records and alarms the radiation atmospheres in the drywell and suppression
levels and the oxygen and hydrogen concentration chamber following a design basis LOCA;(2)
levels in the primary containment under post control the pool temperature during normal
accident conditions. It is automatically put in service operation of the safety / relief valves and the RCIC ;

upon detection of LOCA conditions. system; and (3) reduce the pool temperature
following an isolation transient. In the con. ;

1.2.2.5 Core Cooling System tainment cooling mode of operation, the RHR ]
main system pumps take suction from the -

In the event of a breach in the reactor coolant suppression pool and pump the water through the
| pressure boundary that results in a loss of reactor RHR heat exchangers where cooling takes place by i

l coolant, three independent divisions of ECCS are transferring heat to the service water. The fluid is |
provided to maintain fuel cladding below the then discharged back to the suppression pool, to j
temperature limit as defined by 10CFR50.46. Each the drywell spray header, to the suppression ]
division contains one high pressure and one low chamber spray header, or to the RPV. j

pressure inventory makeup system.
1.2.2.5.13 Wetwell/Drywell Spray

1.2.2.5.1 Residual Heat Removal System

h A spray system is provided for wetwell/ drywell
d The residual heat removal (RHR) system is a cooling in the suppression chamber and drywell air

system of pumps, heat exchangers, and piping that space. The wetwell/drywell spray can be initiated
1
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manually if a high containment pressure signalis (10) Isolates the llammability control system lines
received. Each subsystem is supplied from a ;

separate redundant RHR subsystem. (11) Isolates the drywell sumps drain lines 1

i

1.2.2.5.2111gh Pressure Corr Flooder System (12) Isolates the fission products monitor |

sampling and return lines |

High pressure core flooder (HPCF) are provided !

in two divisions to maintain an adequate coolant (13) Initiates withdrawal of the automated
inventory inside the reactor vessel to limit fuel traversing in-core probe
cladding temperatures in the event of breaks in the
reactor coolant pressure boundary. The systems are In addition to the above functions, LDS
initiated by either high pressure in the drywell or low monitors leakage inside the drywell from the
water level in the vessel. They operate following sources and annuciates the abnormal
independently of all other systems over the entire leakage levels in the control room:
range of system operating pressures. The HPCF
system pump motors are powered by a diesel (1) Fission products releases
generator if auxiliary power is not available. The
systems may also be used as a backup for the RCIC (2) Condensate flow from the drywell air coolers
system.

(3) Drywell sump level changes
1.2.2.5.3 leak Detection and Isolation System

(4) Leakages from valve stems equipped with
The leak detection and isolation system (LDS) leak-off lines

detects and monitors leakage from the reactor
coolant pressure boundary and initiates isolation of Other leakages from the FMCRDs, the SRVs
the leakage source. The system initiates isolation of and from the reactor vessel head seal flange are
the process lines that penetrate the containment by monitored by their respective systems.
closing the appropriate inboard and outboard
isolation valves. LDS monitors leakage inside and 1.2.2.5.4 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System
outside of the drywell and annunciates excessive
leakages in the control room. The following control The RCIC system provides makeup water to the
and isolation functions are automatically performed reactor vessel when the vessel is isolated and is also
by LDS: part of the emergency core cooling network. The

RCIC system uses a steam-driven turbine-pump
(1) Isolates the main steam lines unit and operates automatically in time and with

sufficient coolant flow to maintain adequate water
(2) Isolates the reactor water clean-up process level in the reactor vessel for events defined in

lines Section 5.4.

(3) Initiates the standby gas treatment system One division contains the RCIC system which
consists of a steam-driven turbine which drives a

(4) Isolates the reactor building HVAC system pump assembly and the turbine and pump
accessories. The system also includes piping,

(5) Isolates the containment purge and vent lines valves, and instrumentation necessary 1o
implement several flow paths. The RCIC steam

(6) Isolates the cooling water lines in the reactor supply line branches off one of the main steam
building lines (leaving the reactor pressure vessel) and goes

to the RCIC turbine with drainage provision to the
(7) Isolates the RHR shutdown cooling system main condenser. The turbine exhausts to the

lines suppression pool with vacuum breaking protection.
Makeup water is supplied from the condensate

(8) Isolates the steamline to the RCIC turbine storage tank (CST) or the suppression pool with
preferred source being the CST. RCIC pump

(9) Isolates the suppression pool clean-up system discharge lines include the main discharge line to
lines
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|n the feedwater line, a test return line to the
,( ) suppression pool, a minimum flow bypass line to the

|'V suppretsion pool and a cooling water supply line to
auxiliary equipment.

Following a reactor scram, steam generation in the
reactor core continues at a reduced rate due to the
core fission product delay heat. The turbine
condenser, and the feedwater system supplies the
makeup water required to maintain reactor vessel
inventory.

I

j la the event the reactor vesselis isolated, and the

| feedwater supply is unavailable, relief valves are
| provided to automatically (or remote manually)

maintain vessel pressure within desirable limits. The
water levelin the reactor vessel drops due to!

continued steam generation by decay heat. Upon
reaching a predetermined low level, the RCIC
system is initiated automatically. The turbine-driven

| pump supplies water from the suppression pool or
| from the CST to the reactor vessel. The turbine is

| driven with a portion of the decay heat steam from
! the reactor vessel, and exhausts to the suppression
'

pool.

/^% In the event there is a LOCA, the RCIC system ,

C,/ in conjunction with the two HPCF systems, is |
designed to pump water into the vessel from !

approximately 150 psig to full operating pressure.
These high pressure systems, combined with the

,-,

L)
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| RHR low pressure flooders and ADS, make up the auxiliary hoist and used when the reactor is open., p) ECCS network which can accommodate any single A variety of equipment such as grapples, guides,('' failure and still shut down the reactor. (See plugs, holders, caps, strongbacks and sampling
Subsection 63.1.1 for a detailed description of ECCS stations are used for internal senicing. In addition
redundancy and reliability.) to these are the RIP handling devices for repair

and/or installation. Lifting tools are designed for a

| During RCIC operation, the wetwell suppression safety factor of 10 or better with respect to the
pool acts as the heat sink for steara generated by uhimate strength of the material used,

'

reactor decay heat. This results in a rise in pool
water temperature. Heat exchangers in the residual 1.2.2.6.5 Refueling Equipment
heat removal (RHR) system are used to maintain
pool water temperature within acceptable limits by The fuel senicing equipment includes a 150-ton
cooling the pool water directly. reactor building crane, refueling machine, and |

other related tools for reactor senicing.
1.2.2.6 Reactor Senicing Equipment

The reactor building crane handles the spent fuel
1.2.2.6.1 Fuel Servicing Equipment cask from the transport device to the cask loading

| pit. The refueling machine transfers the fuel
| Fuel servicing equipment is suntmarized 'm assemblies between the storage area, and the
| Subsection 9.1.4.23. reactor core. New fuel bundles are handled by the
j reactor building crane. The bundles are stored in
! 1.2.2.6.2 Miscellaneous Servicing Equipment the new fuel vault on the reactor refueling floor

and are transferred from the vault to the spent fuel
The servicing aids equipment includes general pool by the reactor building crane auxiliary hook. I

handling fuel pool tools such as actuating poles with
i by various end configurations. General area The handling of the reactor head, removable

| r] underwater lights and support brackets are provided internals, reactor insulation, and drywell head |

[Q to allow the lights to be positioned over the. area during refueling is accomplished using the reactor
being serviced independent of the platform. A building crane.
general. purpose, plastic viewing aid is provided to
float on the water surface to provide better risibility. 1.2.2.6.5.1 Refueling Interlocks
A portable underwater closed circuit television
camera may be lowered into the reactor vessel pool A system of interlocks that restricts movement of
and/or the fuel storage pool to assist in the refueling equipment and control rods when the
inspection and/or maintenance of these areas. An reactor is in the refueling and startup modes is
underwater vacuum with submersible pump and provided to prevent an inadvertent criticality
filter. during refueling operation. The interlocks back up

procedural controls that have the same objective.
1.2.2.63 Reactor Pressure Vessel Servicing The interlocks affect movement of the refueling
Equipment machine, refueling machine hoists, fuel grapple,

and control rods.
| Equipment associated with servicing the reactor

pressure vessel is used when the reactor is shutdown 1.2.2.6.6 Fuel Storage Facility

| and the reactor vessel head is being removed or
installed. Tools used consist of strongbacks, nut New and spent fuel storage racks are designed to
racks, stud tensioners, protectors, wrenches, etc. prevent inadvertent criticality and load buckling.

,

Lifting tools are designed for a 60 year life and for a Sufficient cooling and shielding are provided to
'

safety factor of 10 or better with respect to the prevent excessive pool heatup and personnel
ultimate strength of the material used. exposure, respectively. The design of the fuel pool

, provides for corrosion resistance, adherence to
I 1.2.2.6.4 RPV Internal Servicing Equipment Seismic Category I requirements, and prevention

of k fro
con 8 Eons.m reaching 0.95 under dry or flooded

' (V]
The majority of internal servicing equipment was

designed to be attached to the refueling platform
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1.2.2.6.7 Under Vessel Servicing Equipment replaced and the cask lifted to the washdown pit.
,

The cask is decontaminated with higia pressure
This equipment is used for the installation and water sprays, chemicals and hand scrubbing to the

removal work associated with the FMCRD, RIP, level required for offsite transport. Smear tests are
ICM and so on. A handling platform provides a performed to verify cleaning before the filled cask
working surface for equipment and personnel is lowered to the airlock, mounted on the transport
performing work in the under-vessel area. The polar vehicle and moved out of the reactor building.
platform is capable of rotating 360 degrees, and has a
FMCRD handling trolley with full trverse capability 1.2.2.6.11 Plant Start-up Test Equipment
across the vessel diameters. All equipment is
designed to minimize radiation exposure, Plant start-up test equipment is a combination of
contamination of surrounding equipment and reduce strain gages, accelerometers, temperature
the number of workers required. detectors, photo cells, pressure transducers and

other associated instrumentation for conducting
1.2.2.6.8 CRD Maintenance Facility special startup and reactor internal vibration tests.

The CRD maintenance facility located close to the 1.2.2.6.12 Inservice Inspection Equipment
primary containment is designed and equipped to
accommodate maintenance of the FMCRD, provide Inservice inspection equipment are coordinated
decontamination of the FMCRD component, ultrasonic, eddy current and visual systems needed
perform the acceptance tests and provide storage. for incore housing, stub tube, feedwater nozzle,
The facility uses manual and/or remote operation to RPV inside and outside diameters (GERIS 2000),
minimize radiation exposure to the personnel and to RPV internals and head studs, shroud head bolts,
minimize the contamination of surrounding and piping (SMART 2000) inspections and
equipment during operation. The layout of the examinations.
facility is designed so as to maximize the efficiency of
the personnel thereby minimizing the number of 1.2.2.7 Reactor Auxiliary Systems

| workers required.
1.2.2.7.1 Reactor Water Cleanup System

1.2.2.6.9 Internal Pump Maintenance
Facility The reactor water cleanup system (CUW)

recirculates a portion of reactor coolant through a
The reactor internal pump (RIP) maintenance filter-demineralizer to remove particulate and

facility is located in the reactor building and is dissolved impurities from the reactor coolant. It
designed for performing maintenance work on the also removes excess coolant from the reactor
motor assembly and related parts. The facility is system under controlled conditions and provides
designed for one motor assembly including clean water for the reactor head spray nozzle.
decontamination in assembled and disassembled
states. The facility is equipped with all tools needed 1.2.2.7.2 Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System
for inspection of motor parts and heat exchanger
tube bundles. RIP handling tools are stored outside The fuel pool cleanup (FPC) system maintains
this area, acceptable levels of temperature and clarity and

minimizes radioactivity levels of the water in the
1.2.2.6.10 Fuel Cask Cleaning Facility spent fuel pool, reactor well and dryer / separator

pit on top of the containment. The FPC system
The fuel cask cleaning facility provides for empty also maintains the temperature and water level in

casks to be checked for contamination and cleaned the service pool and equipment pool. The system
of road dirt, moved into the reactor building airlock, includes two heat exchangers, each capable of
inspected for damage, and raised to the refueling removing the decay heat generated from an i

floor cask pit. The closure head is removed and average discharge of spent fuel, and two filter / )
stored in the adjacent cask wash down pit while the demineralizers, each unit having the capacity to 1

canal gates between the cask pit and spent fuel pool process the system flow or greater to maintain the
are removed and the spent fuel is transferred to fill desired purity level.
the cask. The canal gates and closure head are

i
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|9 1.2.2.7.3 Suppression Pool Cleanup System installation and operation of electrical equipment
and interconnecting wiring which supports no||V| Suppression pool cleanup (SPCU) system provides primary man-machine interface during normal

a continuous purification of the suppression pool plant operations. Included within the scope of the
water. The system removes impurities by filtration, local control panels shall be the physical panel
adsorption, and ion exchange processes. The system structure and the wiring associated with the
consists of a recirculation loop with a pump and components installed within the panels. The local
isolation valves. Suppression pool water through the control pancis do not include the major electrical
Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup (FPC) system filter components, installed within the panels, which are
demineralizers for treatment. Treated water may be instead defined and provided as part of the .

diverted to refill the reactor well and the upper pool interfacing plant systems.
,

f during refueling outage or provide makeup water to
| the fuel pool and reactor cooling water (RCW) surge 1.2.2.8.5 Instrument Racks

.

| tanks following a seismic event. !

l The instrument racks provide facilities for the i

1.2.2.8 ControI Panels installation and operation of locally mounted
instrumentation, included within the scope of the

1.2.2.8.1 Main Control Room Panels instrument racks shall be the physical structure ;

upon which the instrumentation is mounted and j

The main control room is summarized in the wiring associated with the instrument
Subsection 18.4.1.1. installations. The instrument racks do not include

the locally mounted instrumentation which is )
1.2.2.8.2 Control Room Back Panels instead defined and provided as part of the '

interfacing plant systems.
The control room back panels are located in an

i

area adjacent to the main control panels and 1.2.2.8.6 Multiplexing Systemi

| convenient to the control room crew.

!s ) The multiplexing system provides redundant and
! 1.2.2.8.3 Radioactive Waste Control Panel distributed control and instrumentation data'

communications networks to support the
The radioactive waste control panel system monitoring and control of interfacing plant

provides the operator interface to the consolidated systems. The system provides all electrical devices
automatic and remote manual controlling of and circuitry (such as multiplexing units, bus
radioactive waste system mechanical, electrical, and controllers, formatters and data busses) between

,

chemical process components. It consists of one or sensors, display devices, controllers and actuators'

more control panels including panel-mounted meters which are defined and provided by other plant

| and displays, CRT displays, status indicating lights, systems. The multiplexing system also includes the ,

i mode and display selector switches, actuating associated data acquisition and communication 1

mechanical and electrical components, controllers, software required to support its function of
and control logic elements and signal conditioning plant-wide data and control distribution.
devices and processors, it does not include
equipment or process sensors, local panels or 1.2.2.8.7 Local Control Boxes
equipment-mounted actuators or power controllers.

Local control boxes are uniquely identified to
it is expected that most of the panels of this system provide operational control of an individual piece i

will be located in the radioactive waste control room; of electrical equipment. |
, '

| panels performing the above functions which become

i located in the main control room shall also belong to 1.2.2.9 Nucicar Fuel

! this system.

1.2.2.8.4 Local Control Panels ;

The nuclear fuel assembly contains fissionable i

f} The local control pancis provide facilities for the material which produces thermal power while
V,
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maintaining structural integrity. The configuration to determine concentrations of radioactivity and
of the fuel bundle consists of fuel rods, spacers, other contamination. Equipment drains and other
water rods, upper and lower tie plates. The fuel low-conductivity wastes are treated by filtration
bundle along with the channel and channel fastener, and demineralization and are transferred to the
are assembled into a transportable, interchangeable condensate storage tank for reuse. Laundry drain
fuel assembly. The outer envelope of the fuel wastes and other detergent wastes of low activity
assembly is square with distinguishing features which are treated by filtration, sampled and released via
provide support, identification, orientation and the liquid discharge pathway and demineralization
handling capabilities. The fuel design interface is and may be released from the plant on a batch
described in Subsection 4.2.2.1. basis. Protection against inadvertent release of

liquid radioactive waste is provided by design
1.2.2.9.2 Fuel Channel redundancy, instrumentation for the detection and

alarm of abnormal conditions, automatic isolation,
The fuel channel encloses the fuel bundle and and administrative controls.

provides:
Equipment is selected, arranged, and shielded to

(a) A barrier between two parallel coolant flow permit operation, inspection, and maintenance with

|
paths, one for flow inside the fuel bundle minimum radiation exposure to personnel,
and the other for flow in the bypass region
between channels. 1.2.2.10.1.2 Gaseous Radwaste Management

Systems
(b) A bearing surface for the control rod.

The objective of the gaseous waste management
(c) Rigidity for the fuel bundle. system is to process and control the release ofg

gaseous radioactive effluents to the site environs so
The channel fastener attaches the channel to the as to maintain the exposure of persons in unre-

fuel bundle, and along with the channel spacer stricted areas to radioactive gaseous effluents as
buttons provides channel-to-channel spacing with low as reasonably achievable (10CFR50, Appendix
resilient engagement. 1). This shall be accomplished while maintaining

occupational exposure as low as reasonably
1.2.2.10 Rrtdioactive Waste System achievable and without limiting plant operation or

availability.
1.2.2.10.1 Radwaste System

The offgas system provides for holdup and decay
1.2.2.10.1.1 Liquid Radwaste Management of radioactive gases in the offgas from the air
Systems ejector system of a nuclear reactor and consists of

process equipment along with monitoring instru-
The liquid radwaste management system col- mentation and control equipment. See Section

lects, monitors, and treats liquid radioactive wastes 113.
for return to the primary system whenever
practicable. The radwaste processing equipment is 1.2.2.10.13 Solid Radwaste Management
located in the radwaste building. Processed waste System
volumes discharged to the environs are expected to
be small. Any discharge is such that concentrations The solid radwaste management system
and quantities of radioactive material and other provides for the safe handling, packaging, and
contaminants are in accord with applicable local, short-term storage of radioactive solid and

| state, and federal regulations. concentrated liquid wastes that are produced. Wet
| waste processed by this system is transferred to the

All potentially radioactive liquid wastes are solidification system where it is solidified in
| collected in sumps or drain tanks at various loca- containers. Dry active waste is surveyed and

tions in the plant. These wastes are transferred to disposed of whenever possible via the provisions of
; collection tanks in the radwaste facility. 10CFR20302 (a). The remaining combustible

,

I
! waste is incinerated. Incinerator ash is compacted

Waste processing is done on a batch basis. Each and waste are shipped in containers for off-site
'

batch is sampled as necessary in the collection tanks disposal.

l
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p 1.2.2.11 Power Cycle Systems
5

1.2.2.11.1 Turbine Main Steam System

The main steam system delivers steam from the
reactor to the turbine generator, the reheaters, and
the steam jet air ejectors from warmup to full-load
operation. The main steam system also provides
steam for the steam seal system and the auxiliary
steam system when other steam sources are not
available.

1.2.*.11.2 Condeesate, Feedwater and -

Condensate Air Extraction System

The condensate and feedwater system provides a
dependable supply of high-quality feedwater to the
reactor at the required flow, pressure, and

,

temperature. The condensate pumps take the '

i

|

|

.]

A
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i
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!
!

|
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deaerated condensate from the condenser hotwell 1.2.2.11.6 Condensate Demineralizer
and deliver it through the steam jet air ejector

\ condenser, the gland steam condenser, the off-gas The condensate demineralizers continuously.
condenser, the condensate demineralizer, and process dissolved solids to reactor feedwater
through three parallel strings of four low pressure quality through five, one fifth capacity,
feedwater heaters to the reactor feed pumps' suction. demineralizers and a sixth one-fifth capacity unit in

| The reactor feed pumps discharge through two manual standby. An emergency bypass line
j stages of two parallel high pressure feedwater protects the equipment and a demineralizer resin ;

heaters to the reactor. The drains from the high handling and cleaning system is included.
pressure heaters are pumped backward to the

j suction of the reactors feed pumps. 1.2.2.11.7 Main Turbine

1.2.2.11.2.1 Main Condenser Evacuation System The main turbine is a 1800-rpm, tandom
compound six flow, reheat steam turbine with 52

The main condenser evacuation system removes inch last stage blades. The turbine generator is
the noncondensible gases from the main condenser equipped with an electro hydraulic control system
and discharges them to the gaseous radwaste system. and supervisory instruments to monitor
This system consists of two 100% capacity, performance. The gross electrical output of the
multiple-element, multi-stage steam jet air ejectors turbine generator is approximately 1400 MW.

,
(SJAE) with intercondensers, for normal station .

! '
operation, and mechanical vacuum pumps for use 1.2.2.11.8 Turbine Control System
during startup.

The turbine control system is summarized in

( 1.2.2.113 Heater, Drain and Vent System Subsection 10.2.23.

|
'

The heater, drain and vent system permits eflicient 1.2.2.11.9 Turbine Gland Steam System
and dependable operation of the heat cycle balance
of plant equipment and, particularly, the condensate The turbine gland steam system provides steam
and feedwater regenerative heaters. All process to the turbine shafts glands and the turbine valve >

equipment drains and vents are collected and routed stems. The turbine gland steam system prevents
to the appropriate points in the cycle and flows are leakage of air into or radioactive steam out of the
controlled for equipment protection. turbine shaft and turbine valves. The gland steam

'condenser collects air and steam mixture,
1.2.2.11.4 Condensate Purification System condenses the steam, and discharges the air

leakage to the atmosphere via the main vent by a )

Each unit is served by a 100% capacity conden- motor-driven blower. !

sate cleanup system, consisting of three hollow fiber |
filters followed by six deep-bed demineralizer vessels 1.2.2.11.10 Turbine Lubricating Oil System

| | designed for parallel operation. One demineralizer i
! vesselis a spare. The condensate cleanup system The turbine lubricating oil system shall supply oil

with instrumentation and automatic controls is to turbine-generator bearing lubrication lines and
designed to ensure a constant supply of high-quality mainly consists of tube oil tank, oil pumps, oil

! water to the reactor. coolers, and oil purifier equipment.
l

1.2.2.11.5 Condensate Filter Facility 1.2.2.11.11 Moisture Separator IIcater

The condensate filter facility continuously removes The moisture separator reheater is summarized
suspended solids by processing the full flow in Subsection 10.2.2.2, Subtopic; Moisture |
condensate through three, one-third capacity, hollow Separator Reheater. |

fiber filters. A fast acting full flow bypass valve
opens on high pressure differential across the filter L2.2.11.12 Extraction System
to protect against sudden loss of condensate flow. !

[ Extraction steam from the high pressure turbine 1

..( supplies the last stage of feedwater heating and
!
i

4
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extraction steam from the low pressure turbines hydrogen gas from leaking from the generator. ,

Isupplies the first four stages. An additional low The scaling oil is vacuum-treated to maintain the
pressure extraction drained directly to the condenser hydrogen gas purity.
protects the last stage bucket from crosion induced
by water droplets. 1.2.2.11.20 Exciter ,

|

1.2.2.11.13 Turbine Hypass System The generator exciter is a 565 V,0.50 response
ratio completely static General Electric

The turbine bypass system is summarized in Generrex-PPs System.
Subsection 10.4.4.

Main turbine-generator excitation power is
1.2.2.11.14 Reactor Feedwater Pump Driver provided by the output of the ac alternator-exciter.

This output is rectified by the stationary
Each reactor feedwater pump is driven by an silicon-diode rectifiers. The de output of the

adjustable speed synchronous motor, rectifier banks then is applied to the main
generator field through the generator collectors.

1.2.2.11.15 Turbine Auxiliary Steam System
1.2.2.11.21 Main Condenser

The turbine auxiliary steam system supplies
steam to the steam jet air injectors for condenser The main condenser is a multipressure
deacration and to the turbine gland seal system three-shell deacrating type condenser. During
which prevents radioactive steam leakage out of the plant operation, steam expanding through the low
turbine casings and atmospheric air leakage into the pressure turbines is directed downward into the
casing at specific operating conditions. main condenser and is condensed. The main

condenser also serves as a heat sink for the turbine
The house boiler steam is a backup to the reactor bypass system, emergency and high level feedwater

generated steam during operation and would be used heater and drain tank dumps, and various other
only when reactor steam is unavailable or too startup drains and relief valve discharges.
radioactive.

1.2.2.11.22 oft-Gas System
1.2.2.11.16 Generator

The off-gas system is summarized in Section
Each generator is a direct driven, three phase,60 113.

112, 2700 V,1800 rpm, conductor cooled,
synchronous generator rated at approximately 1600 1.2.2.11.23 Circulating Water System
MVA, at 0.90 power factor,75 psig hydrogen
pressure, and .60 short circuit ratio. The circulating water system provides a con-

tinuous supply of cooling water to the condenser to
1.2.2.11.17 Ilydrogen Gas Cooling System remove the heat rejected by the steam cycle and

transfers it to the ultimate heat sink.
The hydrogen gas cooling system is summarized

in Subsection 10.2.2.2, Subtopic; Bulk liydrogen 1.2.2.11.24 Condenser Cleanup Facility
System.

The condenser cleanup facility removes slime
1.2.2.11.18 Generator Cooling System and sludge to prevent vacuum decline of the

condenser and to suppress corrosion on the inner
,

| The generator cooling system includes the surface of the condenser tubes.
hydrogen cooled rotor portion of the hydrogen gas
cooling system and the water cooled stator portion of 1.2.2.12 Station Auxiliary Systems
the turbine building cooling water system.

1.2.2.12.1 Makeup Water System (Preparation)
1.2.2.11.19 Generator Scaling Oil System

The makeup water system (preparation)is
The generator scaling oil system prevents summarized in Subsection 9.2.83.

; Amendment 27 1.2-16
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1.2.2.12.1.1 Makeup Water System (Purified) 1.2.2.12.5 HVAC Normal Cooling Water System

? The makeup water system (purified) is The HVAC normal cooling water system
summarized in Subsection 9.2.10.2. provides chilled water to the air supply cooling'

coils of the reactor building, to the heating / cooling

,

1.2.2.12.2 Makeup Water System coils in the drywell, and the control building
j (Condensate) electrical equipment room. ,

j The makeup water system maintains the required 1.2.2.12.6 HVAC Emergency Cooling Water System >

capacity and flow of the condensate for the RCIC
and HPCF systems and maintains the required level The HVAC emergency cooling water system,

*

in the condenser hotwell. The system also stores and provides chilled water to the cooling coils in the
transfers water during refueling and cask storage control building essential electrical equipment,

pool water during fuel shipping cask loading, receives room, the main control room and the diesel
| and stores the process effluent from the liquid generator electrical equipment areas. The

radwaste system, provides makeup to other plant safety-related chilled-water system is designed to*

systems where required, and provides condensate to meet the requirements of Criterion 19 of 10CFR50.
the control rod drive (CRD) hydraulic system.

1.2.2.12.7 Oxygen Injection System
The system consists of a condensate storage tank,<

three condensate transfer pumps, and the necessary The oxygen injection system is summarized in
controls and instrumentation. Subsection 93.10.2.

'

1.2.2.12.2.1 Condensate Storage Facilities 1.2.2.12.8 Ultimate Heat Sink
and Distribution System

The ultimate heat sink system is summarized in
The condensate storage tank receives Subsection 9.2.53.b | demineralized water from the purified water makeup

''

system and may also receive low conductivity water 1.2.2.12.9 Reactor Service Water System
from the condensate return of the primary loop,
from the radwaste disposal system and the The reactor service water system is summarized
condensate system in the turbine building. in Subsection 9.2.15.2.

1.2 2.123 Reactor Building Cooling Water System 1.2.2.12.10 Turbine Service Water System

The reactor building cooling water (RCW) The turbine service water system is summarized
system provides cooling water to certain designated ion Subsection 9.2.16.2.1

) equipment located in the reactor building. Capacity
and redundancy is provided in heat exchangers and 1.2.2.12.11 Station Service Air System
pumps to ensure adequate performance of the
cooling system under all postulated conditions. The station service air system provides a
During loss of offsite power, emergency power for continuous supply of compressed air of suitable
the system is available from the onsite emergency quality and pressure for general plant use. The
diesel generators. The closed loop design provides a service air compressor discharges into the air

,

barrier between radioactive systems and the service receivers and the air is then distributed throughout 1

water discharged to the environment. Heat is the plant.
j removed from the closed loop by the service water !

,

system. Radiation monitors are provided to detect 1.2.2.12.12 Instrument AirSystem
contaminated leakage into the closed systems.

The instrument air system is summarized in
1.2.2.12.4 Turbine Building Cooling Water System Subsection 93.6.2.

Q The turbine building cooling water system is 1.2.2.12.13 High Pressure Nitrogen Gas
(/ summarized in Subsection 9.2.14.2.2. Supply System

Amendmen 27 1.2-16.1
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Nitrogen gas is normally supplied by the The breathing air system includes air
Atmospheric Control System to meet the compressors, dryers, purifiers and a distribution
requirement on the main steam system safety relief network. This network makes breathing air '

valve automatic depressurization and relief function available in all plant areas where operations or
accumulators, the main steam isolation valves, maintenance must be performed and high
instruments and pneumatic valves using nitrogen in radioactivity could occur in the ambient air.
the reactor building. When this supply of Special connections are provided to assure that this
pressurized nitrogen is not available, the HPIN air is used only for breathing apparatus.
automatically maintains nitrogen pressure to this |

equipment. The HPIN system consists of high 1.2.2.12.20 Sampling System (Includes PASS)
pressure nitrogen storage bottles with piping, valves,
instruments, controls and control panel. The process sampling system is furnished to

provide process information that is required to
1.2.2.12.14 Heating Steam and Condensate Water monitor plant and equipment performance and
Return System changes to operating parameters. Representative

liquid and gas samples are taken automatically
The heating steam and condensate water return and/or manually during plant operation for

system supplies heating steam from the House Boiler laboratory or on-line analyses.
for general plant use and recovers the con !cnsate
return to the boiler feedwater tanks. The system 1.2.2.12.21 Freeze Protection System
consists of piping, valves, condensate recovery set
and associated controls and instrumentation. The freeze protection system provides insulation,

steam and electrical heating for all external tanks
1.2.2.12.15 Ilouse Boiler and piping that may freeze during winter weather.

The house boiler system consists of the house 1.2.2.12.22 Iron Injection System
boilers, reboilers, feedwater components, boiler >

water treatment and control devices. The house The iron injection system consists of an
boiler system supplies turbine gland steam and electrolytic iron ion solution generator and means
heating steam including the concentrating tanks and to inject the iron solution into the feedwater system
devices of the high conductivity waste equipment. in controlled amounts.

1.2.2.12.16 Ilot Water lleating System 1.2.2.13 Station Electrical Systems

The hot water heating system is a closed loop hot 1.2.2.13.1 Electrical Power Distribution System
water supply to the various heating coils of the
HVAC systems. The system includes two heat The unit Class 1E a-c power system supplies
exchangers, a backup heat exchanger, surge and power to the unit Class 1E loads. The offsite
chemical addition tanks and associated equipment, power sources converge at the system. The system
controls and instrumentation. includes diesel generators that serve as standby

power sources, independent of any onsite or offsite
1.2.2.12.17 Ilydrogen Water Chemistry source. Therefore, the system has three sources.
System Furthermore, the system is divided into three

divisions, each with its own independent
The hydrogen water chemistry system is distribution network, diesel generator, and

summarized in Subsection 9.3.9.2. redundant load group. A fourth division for the
safety logic and control system bus receives power

1.2.2 12.18 Zinc Injection System from the division 1 source.

The zine injection system is summarized in 1.2.2.13.2 Unit AuxiliaryTransformer
Subsection 93.11.1.

The unit auxiliary a.c power system supplies
1.2.2.12.19 Breathing Air System power to unit loads that are non. safety related and

uses the main generator as the normal power

Amendment 27 1.2-16.2
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source with the reserve auxiliary transformers as a medium voltage power cables, low voltage power

Oi backup source. The unit auxiliary transformer steps eabies, controI cabies and Iow Ievei j

down the a-c power to the 6900 V and 4160 V station signal / instrumentation cables. Divisional cables |

bus voltage. are routed in separate cable raceways for each j

division. Fiber optic dataways are not restricted to i
1.2.2.133 Isolated Phase Bus raceway classifications, but would generally be run

'

with control cables due to their common .

The isolated phase buses duct system provides destinations. !
electrical interconnection from the main generator !

output terminals to the low voltage generator 1.2.2.13.9 Grounding Wire
breaker and from the low voltage generator breaker
to the low voltage terminals of the main transformer, Grounding wire is summarized in Subsection
and the unit auxiliary transformers. During the time 83.1.1.6.2.
the main generator is off line, the low voltage
generator breaker is open and power is fed to the 1.2.2.13.10 Electrical Wiring Penetration |
unit auxiliary transformers by back feeding from the

'

main transformer. During startup the generator Electrical wiring penetrations are summarized
breaker is closed at about 7% power to provide in Subsection 83.14.1.2(7).
power to the main and the unit auxiliary
transformers for normal operation of the plant. 1.2.2.13.11 Combustion Turbine Generator

A package cooling unit is supplied with the The primary function of the combustion turbine
isolated bus duct system. generator (CTG) is to act as a standby on-site |

non safety power source to feed permanent
1.2.2.13.4 Non-Segregated Phase Bus non-safety loads during loss of offsite power

(LOOP) events.
T The non-segregated phase bus provides the

electricalinterennection between the unit auxiliary The unit also provides an alternate AC power
transformers and their associated 6.9kv metal-clad source in case of a station blackout event, as
switchgear. dermed by Appendix B of Regulatory Guide 1.155.

1.2.2.13.5 Metalciad Switchgear 1.2.2.13.12 Direct Current Power Suplily

The metal-clad switchgear distributes the 6.9kv The plant has four independent Class 1E
power. Circuit breakers are drawout type, stored 125. volt de power systems.
energy vacuum breakers. The switchgear
interrupting rating shall be determined in accordance 1.2.2.13.12.1 Unit Auxiliary DC Power System
with requirements of ANSI C37.10.

The unit auxiliary DC power system supplies
1.2.2.13.6 Power Center power to unit DC loads that are nonsafety-related.

The system consists of two battery chargers, two
The power center is summarized in Subsection batteries, two motor control centers, and two

83.1.1.2.1. distribution panels.

1.2.2.13.7 Motor Control Center 1.2.2.13.12.2 Unit Class 1E DC Power System

The motor control center is summarized in The unit Class 1E DC power system supplies
Subsection 83.1.1.2.2. 125 VDC power to the unit Class IE loads.

Battery chargers are the primary power sources.
1.2.2.13.8 Raceway System The system, which includes storage batteries that

serve as standby nower sources, is divided into four
divisions, each wi h its own independent

.
The raceway system is a plant wide network t

distribution networ ., battery, charger, andcomprised of metallic cable trays, metallic conduits 8

and supports. Raceways are classified for carrying redundant load grog.

Amendment 27 1.2-16.3 .
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1.2.2.13.13 Emergency Diesel Generator System 1.2.2.13.16 Communication System

OThe emergency dicsci generator system is The communication system is summarized in
supplied by three diesel generators. Each Class 1E Subsection 9.5.2.
division is supplied by a separate diesel generator.
There are no provisions for transferring Class 1E 1.2.2.13.17 Lighting and Servicing Power Supply
buses between standby ac power supplies or
supplying more than one engineered safety feature The design basis for the lighting facilities is the
(ESF) from one diesel generator. This one-to-one standard for the Illuminating Engineering Society.
relationship ensures that a failure of one diesel Special attention is given to areas where proper
generator can effect only one ESF division. The lighting is imperative during normal and
diesel generators are housed in the reactor building emergency operations. The system design
which is a Seismic Category I structure, to comply precludes the use of mercury vapor fixtures in the
with applicable NRC and IEEE design guides and containment and the fuel handling areas. The
criteria. normal lighting systems are fed from the unit

auxiliary transformers. Emergency power is
1.2.2.13.14 Vital AC Power Supply supplied by enginected safety buses backed up by

diesel generators. Normal operation and regular
1.2.2.13.14.1 Safety System Protection System simulated offsite power loss tests verify system
Power System integrity.

Four divisions of the safety system logic and 1.2.2.14 Power Transmission Systems
control (SSLC) power system provide an
uninterruptible Class 1E source of 120-VAC single 1.2.2.14.1 Reserve Transformer
phase control power. The primary power source for
the SSLC power system is the Class 1E AC power The reserve auxiliary transformer provides the
system. On loss of AC power, the appropriate alternate preferred feed for the safety-related
divisional battery immediately assumes load without buses M/C, C, D, & E. It also provides an
interruption. When AC power is restored. It alternate feed to 6.9kv bus M/C B1 which supplies
resumes the load without interruption. the "B" train for plant investment protection loads.

The "A" train plant investment protection load
1.2.2.13.14.2 Uninterruptible Power System alternate feed is from the combustion turbine via

6.9ky bus M/C A1.
The uninterruptible power system (UPS)

supplies regulated 120 VAC single phase power to 1.2.2.15 Containment and Environmental
non Class 1E instrument and control loa.ds which Control Systems
require an uninterruptible source of power. The
power sources for the UPS are similar to those for 1.2.2.15.1 Primary Containment System
the SSLC, but are non-Class 1E.

The primary containment system design for this
1.2.2.13.143 Reactor Protection System plant incorporates the drywell/ pressure
Alternate Current Power Supply suppression feature of previous BWR containment

designs into a dry containment type structure. In
The reactor protection system alternate current fulfilling its design basis as a fission product

power supply is summarized in Subsection barrier, the primary containment is a low leakage
83.1.1.4.2.2. structure even at the increased pressures that could

follow a main steamline rupture or a fluid system
1.2.2.13.15 Instrument and Control Power Supply line break.

The instrument and control power supply The maiu features of the containment design
provides 120 VAC single phase power to instrument include:
and control loads which do not require an
uninterruptible power source. (1) the drywell, a cylindrical steel lined

reinforced concrete structure surrounding

Amendment 27 1.2-16.4
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the reactor pressure vessel (RPV); 1.2.2.15.6 Atmospheric Control System

\ )
(2) a suppression pool filled with water which The atmospheric control system is summarizedV

serves as a heat sink during normal operation in Subsection 6.2.5.2.1.
and accident conditions;

1.2.2.15.7 Drywell Cooling System

(3) the air space above the suppression pool; and
The drywell cooling system is summarized in

(4)the reactor building which is structurally Subsection 9.4.9.2.
integrated with the concrete primary containment
structure. 1.2.2.15.8 Flammability Control System

A secondary containment which surrounds the An atmospheric control system is desigtied to
primary containment permits monitoring and establish and maintain an inert atmosphere within
treating all potential radioactive leakage from the the primary containment during all plant operating
primary containment. Treatment consists of HEPA modes except during plant shutdown for refueling
and activated charcoal filtration. or maintenance. A recombiner system is provided

to control the concentration of oxygen produced by

1.2.2.15.2 Containment Internal Structures radiolysis in the primary containment.

The containment internal structures are 1.2.2.15.9 Suppression Pool Temperature

summarized in Subsection 6.2.1.1.2. Monitoring System

1.2.2.153 Reactor Pressure Vessel Pedestal The suppression pool temperature monitoring
system is summarized in Subsection 7.6.1.7.1.

The reactor pressure vessel pedestal is a
A prefabricated cylindrical steel structure filled with 1.2.2.16 Structures and Servicing Systems

Q concrete which supports the RPV and is maintained
below design temperature by cooling. The pedestal 1.2.2.16.1 Foundation Work 4

provides drywell connecting vents which lead to the j

horizontal vent pipes to the suppression pool. The analytical design and evaluation methods for j
the containment and reactor building walls, slabs ,

1.2.2.15.4 Standby Gas Treatment System and foundation mat and foundation soil are !

summarized in Subsection 3.8.1.4.1.1. j
The standby gas treatment (SGTS) system

minimizes exflitration of contaminated air from the 1.2.2.16.2 Turbine Pedestal
secondary containment to the environment following
an accident or abnormal condition which could resuh The description for the turbine pedestal is the
in abnormally high airborne radiation in the reactor same as that for foundation work in Subsection
building. Because the fuel storage area is also in the 3.8.1.4.1.1.
secondary containment it also can be exhausted to
the SGTS. 1.2.2.163 Cranes and lloists

All safety.related components of the SGTS are The crane and hoist are summarized in
operable during loss of offsite power. Subsection 9.1.4.2.2.1.

1.2.2.15.5 PCV Pressun and leak Testing Facility 1.2.2.16.4 Elevator

The PCV pressure and leak testing facility is a The controlled elevators service the reactor
special area just outside the containment provides building radiation controlled zones from the
instrumentation for conducting the PCV pressure basemat to the refueling floor. Two additional
and integrated leak rate tests. clean elevators service all elevations of the clean

( ) zone.
LJ
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1.2.2.16.5 lleating, Ventilating and Air (8) coolers in the steam tunnel and ECCS
Conditioning rooms to remove heat generated during

operation of the equipment in these rooms.
! The plant environmental control systems control

temperature, pressure, humidity, and airborne 1.2.2.16.5.1 Potable and Sanitary Water System
contamination to ensure the integrity of plant
equipment, provide acceptable working conditions The potable and sanitary water system is
for plant personnel, limit offsite releases of airborne summarized in Subsection 9.2.4.2.,

| contaminants.
1.2.2.16.6 Fire Protection System

The following environmental systems are
provided: The fire protection system is designed to provide

an adequate supply of water or chemicals to points
(1) the control room air conditioning system throughout the plant where fire protection is

consisting of supply, recirculation / exhaust and required. Diversified fire alarm and fire-

|
makeup air cleanup units to ensure the suppression types are selected to suit the particular

| habitability of the control room under normal areas or hazards being protected. Chemical fire

| and abnormal conditions of plant operation; fighting systems are also provided as additions to
or in lieu of the water fire fighting systems.'

(2) the reactor building secondary containment Appropriate instrumentation and controls are
HVAC system maintains a negative pressure in provided for the proper operation of the fire
the secondary containment under normal and detection, annunciation and fire fighting systems.
abnormal operating conditions thereby isolating
the environs from potentialleak sources. This 1.2.2.16.7 Floor Leakage Detection System
system removes heat generated during normal
plant operation, shutdown, and refueling periods; The drainage system is also used to detect

abnormal leakage in safety related equipment
(3) the drywell cooling system to remove heat from rooms and the fuel transfer area.

the drywell generated during normal plant
! operations including startup, reactor scrams, hot 1.2.2.16.8 Vacuum Sweep System

standby, shutdown, and refueling periods;
A portable, submersible-type, underwater

(4) the power block pressure control supply and vacuum cleaner is provided to assist in removing
exhaust system to distribute air so that a negative crud and miscellaneous particulate matter from the
pressure is maintained in the emergency core pool floors or reactor vessel. The pump and the
cooling equipment rooms, thereby isolating the filter unit are completely submersible for extended
potential airborne contamination in these rooms; periods. The filter " package" is capable of being

remotely changed, and the filters will fit into a
(5) the electrical equipment supply and exhaust standard shipping container for offsite burial.

system to pressurize the electrical rooms allowing
I exfiltration of air to the battery rooms for exhaust 1.2.2.16.9 Decontamination System

to the outside atmosphere;
The decontamination system provides areas,

(6) the power block exhaust system to maintain the equipment and services to support low radiation
refueling floor at a negative pressure with respect level decontamination activities. The services may

; to the outside atmosphere ta prevent the include electrical power, service air, demineralized

| potential release of airborne contamination; water, condensate water, radioactive and nonrad-
'

ioactive drains, HVAC and portable shielding.
(7) the diesel generator area air exhaust system to

|

provide cooling during operation of the diesel 1.2.2.16.10 Reactor Buildingi

generators. A tempered air supply system
controls the thermal emironment when the diesel The reactor building includes the containment,
generators are not operating; and drywell, and major portions of the nuclear steam

supply system, steam tunnel, refueling area, diesel

Amendment 27 1.2-16.6
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Standard Plant nev.c

generators, essential power, non-essential power, 1.2.2.173 Site Security.

emergency core cooling systems, HVAC and*

supporting systems; Site Security is summarized in Subsection'

13.6 3.1.
4 1.2.2.16.11 Turbine Building

The turbine building houses all equipment
associated with the main turbine generator. Other

! auxiliary equipment is also located in this building.

!
1.2.2.16.12 Control Building

The control building includes the control room,
the computer facility, the cable tunnels, some of the
plant essential switchgear, some of the essential
power, reactor building water system and the
essential HVAC system.

1.2.2.16.13 Radwaste Building

The radwaste building houses all equipment
associated with the collection and processing of solid
and liquid radioactive waste generated by the plant.

1.2.2.16.14 Service Building

g The service building houses the personnel
facilities, and portions of the non-essential HVAC.

1.2.2.17 Yard Structures and Equipment

1.2.2.17.1 Stack

The plant stack is located on the reactor building
and rises to an elevation of 76 meters above grade
level. The stack is a steel shell construction
supported by an external steel tubular frame work.
The stack vents the reactor building, turbine
building, radwaste building, control and service
buildings.

1.2.2.17.2 Oil Storage and Transfer System ,

The major components of this system are the
fuel-oil storage tanks, pumps, and day tanks. Each
diesel generator has its own individual supply
components. Each storage tank is designed to supply
the diesel needs during the post-LOCA period and
each day tank has capacity for two hours of diesel
generator operation. Each fuel oil pump is
controlled automatically by day-tank level and feeds
its day tank from the storage tank. Additional fuel

O oil pumps supply fuel to each diesel fuel manifold
V from the day tank.

Amendment 27 1.2-16.7
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Standard Plant nev. c

generators, essential power, non-essential power, 1.2.2.17.3 Site Security-

emergency core cooling systems, HVAC and
supporting systems; Site Security is summarized in Subsection

13.6 3.1.
1.2.2.16.11 Turbine Building

The turbine building houses all equipment
associated with the main turbine generator. Other
auxiliary equipment is also located in this building.

1.2.2.16.12 Control Building

The control building includes the control room,
the computer facility, the cable tunnels, some of the
plant essential switchgear, some of the essential
power, reactor building water system and the
essential HVAC system.

1.2.2.16.13 Radwaste Building

The radwaste building houses all equipment
associated with the collection and processing of solid
and liquid radioactive waste generated by the plant.

1.2.2.16.14 Service Building

The service building houses the personnel
' facilities, and portions of the non-essential HVAC.

1.2.2.17 Yard Structures and Equipment

1.2.2.17.1 Stack

The plant stack is located on the reactor building
and rises to an elevation of 76 meters above grade
level. The stack is a steel shell construction
supported by an external steel tubular frame work.
The stack vents the reactor building, turbine
building, radwaste building, control and service
buildings.

1.2.2.17.2 Oil Storage and Transfer System

The major components of this system are the
fuel-oil storage tanks, pumps, and day tanks. Each
diesel generator has its own individual supply
components. Each storage tank is designed to supply
the diesel needs during the post-LOCA period and
each day tank has capacity for two hours of diesel
generator operation. Each fuel oil pump is
controlled automatically by day-tank level and feeds
its day tank from the storage tank. Additional fuel

/, oil pumps supply fuel to each diesel fuel manifold
k from the day tank.

Amendment 27 1.2-16.7
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Standard Plant nrw.c

TABLE 1.3-1
,O

COMPARISON OF NUCLEAR STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM .

DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS i

(Parameters are related to rated power out for a single plant unless otherwise noted)

This Plant ** GESSAR NMP2 Grand Gulf
ABWR HWR/6 HWR/5 HWR/6

Deslan* 278-872 238-748 251 764 251-800

l
Thermal and Hydraulic j

(See Section 4.4) j

Rated power 3,926 3,579 3,323 3,833

(MWt)

Design power 4,005 3,729 3,463 4,025 |
!

(MWt) (ECCS
design basis)

Steam flow 16.843 15.40 14.263 16.491

rate, Mlb/hr ,

'

at 420 F
(FW Temp)

|f Core coolant 115.1 104.0 108.5 112.5
\. flow rate

(Mlb/hr) :

Feedwater flow 15.807 15372 14.564 16.455

rate (Mlb/hr)

System pressure, 1,040 1,040 1,020 1,040

nominalin steam
dome (psia)

Average power 50.6 54.1 49.15 54.1
density (kW/ )

Maximum linear 13.4 13.4 13.4 13.4

heat generation

rate (kW/ft)

Average linear 6.0 5.9 5.40 5.93
heat generation

rate (kW/ft)

Maximum heat 361,600 361,600 354,255 361,600
flux

(Utu/hr/ft )

*English units.
%' "Parametersfor the core loadingin Figure 43-1 used in the sensitivity analysis.

1.3-2Amendment 27
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Standard Plant imv, c |

TAHLE 1.3-1

O
COMPARISON OF NUCLEAR STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM

DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS (Continued)

*Ihis Plant ** GESSAR NMP2 Grand Gulf
ABWR HWR/6 BWR/S HWR/6

JhMgD* 278 872 238-748 251 764 251 800

Thermal and livdraulle (Continued)

Average Heat 154 600 159,500 144,032 160,300

flux ,,

(Btu /hr ft1

Maximum UO 3365 3,435 3,325 3,435

temperature (h)

Average 2150 2,185 2,130 2,185

volumetcric fugt
temperature ( F)

Average $66 565 566 565

cladding surface
temperature ("F)

Minimum critical 1.17 1.20 1.24 1.20 ,

power ratio |
(MCPR) j

Coolant 527.7 527.6 527.5 527.9

enthalpy at
core inlet
(Btu /lb)

Core maximum 75 79 76.2 76

voids within
assemblies

Core average 14.5 14.7 13.1 14.6

exit quality
(% steam)

Feedwater 420 420 420 420
temperature ("F)

*English units.
"Parametersfor the core loading in Figure 4.3-J used in the sensitivity analysis.

O
IMAmendment 27
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Standard Plant nrtv. c j

TABLE 1.3-10 COMPARISON OF NUCLEAR STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM i

DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS (Continued)

This Plant" GESSAR NMP2 Grand Gulf |

ABWR BWR/6 BWR/5 BWR/6 <

'

Deslan* 278-872 238-748 251-764 251-800

Nuclear (first coM (Continued)
,

Initial average 2.22 1.90 1.90 ' 1.70

U-235 enrichment (%)

Initial cycle 9,950 9,138 9,200 7,500

exposure

(mwd /short ton)

Fuel assembly

(Section 4.2)

Number of fuel 872 748 764 800
assemblics

Fuel rod array 8x8 8x8 6x8 8x8

Overalllength 176 176 176 176

(inches)

Weight of UO 435 456 466 458
2

per assembly
(Ib)(pellet type)

Weight of fuel 675 697 698 697
.

assembly (Ib)

(includes channel)

Fuel Rods '

(Section 4.2)

Number of fuel 62 62 63 62
rods per assembly

Outside diameter 0.483 0.483 0.493 0.483

(in.)

| Cladding 0.032 0.032 0.032"*

thickness (in.)

*English units

(- " Parametersfor the core loading in Figure 4.3-1 used in the sensitivity analysts.
%' *" Proprietary information, submitted under separate cover.

Amendment 27 1.3-5
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Standard Plant nirv. c

TABLE 1.3-1

COMPARISON OF NUCLEAR STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM
DESIGN CIIARACTERISTICS (Continued)

This Plant ** GESSAR N M P-2 Grand Gulf
ABWR BWR/6 HWR/S BWR/6

Design * 21H12 238-746 251-764 251 800

Fuel Rods (Continued)

Diameteral gap, 0.009 0.009 0.009*"*

pellet-to-
cladding (in.)

[ Length of gas 9.48 14 9.48""

plenum (in.)

Cladding Zircaloy-2 Zircaloy-2 Zircaloy-2 Zircaloy-2
material *"

Fuel Pellets
(Section 4.2)

Material UO UO UO UO
2 2 2 2

Density (% of 95 95 95""

theoretical)

Diameter (in.) 0.410 0.416 0.410"**

Length (in.) 0.410 0.420 0.410""

Fuel Channel
(Section 4.2)

Thickness 0.100 0.120 0.100 0.120

(in.)

Cross section 5.48 x 5.48 5.45 x 5.45 5.48 x 5.48 5.45 x 5.45

dimensions (in.)

Material Zircaloy-4 Zircaloy-4 Zircaloy-4 Zirealoy-4

Core assembly

(Section 4.2)

Fuel weight 379,221 341,640 265,551 365,693

as UO (Ib)2

*English units
" Parametersfor the core loading in Figure 4.3-1 used in the sensitivity analysis.
*" Free-standing loaded tubes

'

"" Proprietary infonnation, submitted smder separate cover.

Amendment 2' 1,3-6
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TABLE 13-1

O \ l
COMPARISON OF NUCLEAR STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM ,

DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) |
~

I
nls Plant ** GESSAR N M P-2 Grand Gulf
ABWR BWR/6 BWR/5 BWR/6 |

Iblan* 278-872 238-748 251 764 251 800 |
i

Core Assembly (Continued)
|

Core diameter 203 3 185.2 160.2 191.5

(equivalent) :
'

(in.)

Core height 146 150 146 150

(active fuel)
(in.)

Reactor Control System
(Chapters 4 and 7)

Method of Movable Movable Movable Movable
variation of control controt rods control control
reactor power rods and and variable rods and rods and

variable forced variable variable,]
V forced coolant forced forced

coolant flow coolant coolant
now Dow Dow

Number of 205 177 185 193

movable con-
trol rods

Shape of Cruciform Cruciform Cruciform Cruciform
movable control
rods

Pitch of 12.2 12.0 12.0 12.0

movable control
rods

Control BC BC BC BC
4 4 4 4

matenal ,m granules granules granules granules
movable rods compacted compacted compacted compacted

'
in SS tubes in SS in SS in SS

tubes tubes tubes

*English units.
t t. "Parametersfor the core loading in Figure 4.3-J used in the sensitivity analysis.
V

1 k7Amendment 27
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TABLE 1.31 )g
COMPARISON OF NUCLEAR STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM

DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS (Continued)

'Ihis Plant GESSAR NMP2 Grand Gulf !

ABWR BWR/6 BWR/5 BWR/6 -
| Deslan* 278-872 238-748 251-764 251-800

Cort Mechanical (Continued)
Reactor Vessel (Continued)

Design pressure 1,250 1,250 1,250 1,250

(Psi)B
,

Design tempera- 575 575 575 575

ture ( F)

Inside diameter 23-2 19-10 20-11 20-11

(ft-in.)

Inside height 68-11 70-4 72-5 ' 72-7

(ft-in.)

Minimum base ' 7.50 6.0 6.19 6.19
metal thickness

A (cylindrical

V section)(in.)
h

Minimum cladding 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8
thickness (in.)

Reactor Coolant Recirculation
(Chapter 5)

Number of recir- 0 2 2 2
culation loops

Design pressure

| inlet leg N/A" 1250 1650 1250
(psig)

*English units.
** ABWR design utilizes ReactorIntemalPwnps, (RIP)

i

i

|V
i

Amendment 27 1.3-10
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ABWR nuimac
Standard Plant REV.C

TAllLE 1.31

COMPARISON OF NUCLEAR STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM
DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS (Continued)

This Plant GESSAR NMP2 Grand Gulf
AllWR BWR/6 IlWR/S I!WH/6

| Design * 278-872 235 748 ML2fis 251-800

Feactor Coolant Recirculation (Continued)
(Chapter 5)

outlet leg N/A"" 1650 "; 1650 "; 1650 " ;

(psig) 1550* " 1550 1550 " *

Desi temper. N/A"" 575 575 575

ture F)

Pipe diameter N/A * * " 22/24 24 24

(in.)

Pipe material N/A"" 304/316 316k 304/316
(ANSI)

Recirculation 30,516 42,000 47,200 44,600

pump flow rate / Pump
(gpm)

| Number ofjet N/A"" 20 20 24

pumps in reactor ;

Main Steamlines
(Subsection 5.4.9)

Number of 4 4 4 4

steamlines

Design Pressure 1,250 1,250 1,250 1,250

(psig)

Design temper- 575 575 575 575

ture ( F)

Pipe diameter 28 26 26/28 28

(in.)

Pipe material Carbon Carbon Carbon Carbon
steel steel steel steel

English units.*

nmsp and discharge piping to and including discharge block vake"

Dicharge pipingfrorn discharge block valve to vessel"*

"" ABliR design utilizes 10 Reactor InternalPunty, (RIP's)

13'llAmendment 27
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TABLE 1.3-2g
COMPARISON OF ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES

DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

'Ihis Plant GESSAR NMP2 Grand Gulf
ABWR BWR/6 BWR/5 BWR/6

|
System /Comoonent* 278-872 238-748 251-764 251-800

Emernency Core

Cooline Systems

(sized on design
power section 63)

| Low Pressure Core Sorav Systems"

Number ofloops N/A 1 1 1

flow rate N/A 6000 at 6350 at 7000 at
(gpm) N/A 122 psid 128 psid 122 psid

| Hinh Pressure Core Snray System *

Number ofloops 2 1 1 1

Flow rate 800 at 1550 at 1550 at 1650 at
(gpm) 1177 psid 1147 psid 1130 psid 1147 psid

3200 at 6110 at 6350 at 7000 at
100 psid 200 psid 200 psid 200 psid

Reactor Core Isolation Cooline System

(Subsection 5.4.6) ,

Flow rate 800 at 700 at 600 at 800 at
(gpm) 165-1192 165-1192 1173 165-1192

psia psia psia psia
reactor reactor reactor reactor
Pressure Pressure Pressure Pressure

Automatic Denressuration System

Number of relief 8 8 7 8
valves

| English units.*

| ABWR design utilizes the lowpressureflooder mode of the RHR system"

|. "* ABWR design is afloodersystem not a spray system

| (J
!

Amendment 27 13 12
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TABLE 1.3-2

COMPARISON OF ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES
DESIGN CHARACTERISTIC (Continued)

This Plant GESSAR N M P-2 Grand Gulf
AllWR BWR/6 IlWR/5 llWH/6

System /Comr>onent* 221121 238-748 ;51 764 251-800

Low Pressure Coolant Inlection**

Number ofloops 3 3 3 3

Number of pumps 3 3 3 3

Flow rate 4200 at 7100 at 7450 at 7450 at
(gpm/ pump) 40 psid 20 psid 26 psid 20 psid

Auxiliary Systems
Eesidual IIcat R_rmoval System
(Subsection 5.4.7)

Heactor shutdown cooline mode

Number ofloops 3 2 2 2

| Number of pumps *"3 2 2 2
Flow rate 4200 7100 7450 7450
(gpm/ pump)

Duty (MBTU/hr""29.0 46.9 41.6 50.0
heat exchanger)

Number of heat 3 2 2 2
exchangers

| Primary contain- 7100 7100 7450 7450
ment cooling mode
Flow rate (gpm)

English wtits.*

ABWR design referred to as Low Pressure Flooder"

The design of the pumps is in part t>ased on the required capacity during the"*

reactor flooding rnode.
"" Heat e.tchanger duty at 20 hours after reactor shutdown.

O
I 3-I3Amendment 27
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TABLE 1.3 2 !

COMPARISON OF ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES
DESIGN CHARACTERISTIC (Continued) !

This Plant GESSAR N M P-2 Grand Gulf
ABWR BWR/6 BWR/5 BWR/6

| System / Component *178-872 238-748 251 764 251-800 |
|
,

Reactor shutdown cooline mode (continued)

| 7400 25,300Flow rate 8000 "

(gpm/ heat total
exchanger

Number of pumps 3 loops 6 2 at**

RBCW 12,000

gpm 1 at
1,300 gpm ,

Fuel Pool Cooline and Cleanun System

(Subsection 9.13)

Capacity 6.55 8.0 15.0 11.8

(MBtu/hr)

O

j

,

1
i

English units.*

" Not specified.

O
V

Amendment 27 1.3 14
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1

TABLE 1.3 3

COMPARISON OF CONTAINMENT
DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

1
|

|
'

This Plant GESSAR NMP2 Grand Gulf
ABWR BWR/6 HWR/S HWR/6

| Containment * 278-872 238-748 251-764 251-800

1
Primary

Type Over and Mark III Over and Mark Ill
under free- under reinforced
Pressure standing pressure concrete
Suppres- steel with Suppres- containment
sion reinforced sion with steel

concrete Mark II liner
shield
building

Construction Reinforced Cylindrical Reinforced Reinforced
concrete free- concrete concrete
with steel standing with r. teel cylinder
liner; steel with liner with hemi-
steel ellipsoidal spherical
structure head head; steel

lined

Drywell Concrete Concrete * * Frustum Concrete"
cylinder cylinder of cone cylinder

upper
portion

Pressure- Concrete Free stand- Cylindri- Steellined
suppression annulus ing steel callower concrete
chamber annulus with portion annulus

concrete
backing

Containment 45 15 45 15
internal design
pressure (psig)

Drywellinternal 45 30 45 3')
design pressure
(psig)

Drywell free 259,563 275,000 303,418 270,000
3

volume (ft )

English units:*

1i1 sere applicable, containment parameters are based on desigrs ratedpower.
Notpart ofcontainment boundary."

Amendment 27 1.3-15
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TABLE 1.3-3j

COMPARISON OF CONTAINMENT
DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS (Continued)

This Plant GESSAR N M P-2 Grand Gulf
ABWR BWR/6 BWR/5 BWR/6

Containment * 278-872 238-748 251-764 251-800

Primary (Continued)

Pressure- 210,475 1,140,000 192,028 1,400,000 i

suppression

chamber fy)evolume (ft (HWL)

Pressure- 126,426 129,600 . 154,794 136,000 e

suppression (upper pool (upper
pool water "* E " E ' "*E3

i volume (ft )(LWL) 34,200 = 72,800

Submergence of 11.8 to 20.8 7.5 11.0 max. 7.5 min.
vent pipe below
pressure pool

surface (ft)(HWL)

/~~ Design temper o 340 330 340 330,

. ature of drywell( F)
!

Downcomer vent 2.5 - 3.5 2.5 - 3.5 1.37 2.5 - 3.5
pressure loss
factor

Break area / 0.01 0.012 0.0108 0.008
total vent |
area

Calculated maxi- 39 23.0 39.7 22.0
mum drywell
pressure after
blowdown (psig). |

English units:*

Incre applicable, containmentparameters are based on design ratedpower.

Eh
U

Amendment 27 1.3-16
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TABLE 1.3-3

COMPARISON OF CONTAINMENT
DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS (Continued)

This Plant GESSAR NMP2 Grand Gulf
ABWR BWR/6 BWR/5 BWR/6

Containment * 278-872 238-748 251-764 28 400

Primary (Continued)

Pressure- 26 8.7 34.0 9.0
suppression
chamber (psig)

Initial 50 50 50 30
pressure-
suppression pool
temperature
rise ( F) during
LOCA

Leakage rate 0.4 1.0 1.1 035
(% free volume /
day)

Secondary

Type Controlled Controlled Controlled Controlled
leakage leakage leakage leakage

elevated
release

Construction

Lower levels Reinforced Reinforced Reinforced"

Concrete Concrete Concrete

Upper levels Reinforced Steel Steel"

Concrete super- super-
structure structure
and siding and siding

Roof Reinforced Steel Steel"

concrete decking decking

English units:*

Il'here applicable, containmentparameters are based on design ratedpower.
Not Specified."

O
Amendment 27 I3-I7
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Standard Plant REV.C 1

TABLE 1.3 3 <

O' i

- COMPARISON OF CONTAINMENT'

DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS (Continued)'
'

This Plant GESSAR N M P-2 Grand Gulf
ABWR BWR/6 BWR/5 BWR/6

Containment * 22H_-171 238-748 251 764 251-800
,

Construction (Continued)
1

Internal design 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 '

|pressure (PSIG)

Design leakage 50 100 100 100

rate (% free
volume / day
at 0.25 in.

H O)2
1

l
1

0
1
l

I

i

l

i

|

English units:*

Where applicable, containmentparameters are based on design ratedpower.

/^g
V

Amendment 27 13-18
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TABLE 1.3-4 i

i'

COMPARISON OF STRUCTURAL
DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

This Plant GESSAR N M P-2 Grand Gulf
ABWR llWR/6 IlWR/S IlWR/6
278-872 238 748 251 764 251-800

Seismic Desien*
(Section 3.7)

Operating Basis
Earthquake

horizontal g 0.15 0.15 0.075 0.075

vertical g 0.067 0.10 0.075 0.05

Safe Shutdown
Earthquake

horizontal g 03 030 0.15 0.15

vertical g 0.20 0.20 0.15 0.10

Wind Desien

(Subsection 33.2)

Translati ,al 60 70 max. 70 60
(mph) 5 min.

Tangential (mph) 260 290 290 300

c

!

|

|

This table to remain in English imits. 1
*

O
I3'I9Amendment 27
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|
1

q |

Table 1.4-1

COMMERCIAL NUCLEAR REACTORS COMPLETED, UNDER CONSTRUCTION,
OR IN DESIGN BY GENERAL ELECTRIC

|
Year of ;

Rating Year of Low Power i
Station Utility (MWe) Order License !

Dresden 1 Commonwealth Edison 207 1955 1959 ;

Humboldt Bay Pacific G&E 70 1958 1%2 !

KHAL. Germany 15 1958 1%1
Garigliano Italy 150 1959 1964 i

Big Rock Point Consumers Power 72 1959- 1%3 I

JPDR Japan 11 1960 1%3 )
KRB Germany 237 1%2 1%7 ;

Tarapur 1 India 190 1%2 1%7 I

Tarapur 2 India 190 1%2 1%9
GKN Holland 52 1%3 1968

,

Oyster Creek JCP&L 640 1%3 1%9 i

Nine Mile Point Niagara Mohawk 610 1%3 1%9 I
Dresden 2 Commonwealth Edison 794 1%5 1%9 I
Pilgrim Boston Edison 670 1%5 1972 Ll
Millstone 1 NUSCO 652 1%5 1970 |

O Tsuruga Japan 340 1965 1970 |
d Nucienor Spain 440 1%5 1971

Fukushima 1 Japan 439 1966 1971

BKW KKM Switzerland 306 1966 1972
,

Dresden 3 Commonwealth Edison 794 1966 1971 -1
Monticello Northern States 548 1966 1970 |

l
Ouad Cities 1 Commonwealth Edison 789 1966 1972

Browns Ferry 1 TVA 1067 1966 1973

Browns Ferry 2 TVA 1067 1966 1974

Quads Cities 2 Commonwealth Edison 789 1966 1972 |
Vermont Yankee Vermont Yankee 515 1966 1972

Peach Bottom 2 Philadelphia Electric 1065 1966 1973 )
Peach Bottom 3 Philadelphia Electric 1065 1966 1974

Fitzpatrick PASNY 821 1968 1974 ;

Shoreham LILCO 820 1%7 1984

Cooper Nebraska PPD 778 1%7 1974

Browns Ferry 3 TVA 1067 1%7 1977

Limerick 1 Philadelphia Electric 1100 1%7 1984

Hatch 1 Georgia Power 786 1%7 1974

Fukushima 2 Japan 762 1%7 1975-
Brunswick 1 Carolina P&L 821 1968 1977

Brunswick 2 Carolina P&L 821 1968 1974

Duane Arnold Iowa ELP 545 1968 1974

Fermi 2 Detroit Edison 1093 1968 1987

Hope Creek 1 PSE&G 1067 1%9 1984

O
Amendment 1 1A-2
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Table 1.4-1

COMMERCIAL NUCLEAR REACTORS COMPLETED, UNDER CONSTRUCTION,
OR IN DESIGN BY GENERAL ELECTRIC (Continued)

Year Of
Rating Year of Low Power

Station Utility (MWe) Order License

llope Creek 2 PSE&G 1067 1%9 1986

Chinshan 1 Taiwan 610 1%9 1978

Caorso 1 Italy 822 1%9 1977

Hatch 2 Georgia Power 786 1970 1978

La Salle 1 Commonwealth Edison 1078 1970 1982

La Salle 2 Commonwealth Edison 1078 1970 1983

Susquehanna1 Pennsyvania P&L 1050 1967 1982

Susquehanna 2 Pennsyvania P&L 1050 1968 1984

Chinshan 2 Taiwan 610 1970 1979

Hanford 2 WPPSS 1100 1971 1983

Nine Mile Point 2 Niagara Mohawk 1100 1971 1987

Grand Gulf 1 Mississippi P&L 1250 1971 1982

Fukushima 6 Japan 1135 1971 1979

Tokai Japan 1135 1971 1977

Riverbcnd 1 Gulf States 940 1972 1985

Perry 1 Cleveland Electric 1205 1972 1981

Laguna Verde 1 Mexico 660 1972 1988

Leibstadt Switzerland 940 1972 1984

Kuosheng 1 Tawian 992 1972 1981

Kuosheng 2 Tawian 992 1972 1982

Clinton 1 Illinois Power 950 1973 1986

Confrentes Spain 975 1973 1985

Laguna Verde 2 Mexico 660 1973 1990

Alto Lazio 1 Italy 982 1974 1990

Alto Lazio 2 Italy 982 1974 1991

Kashiwazaki 6 Japan 1300 1987 1996

Kashiwazaki 7 Japan 1300 1987 1997
|

l

|
|

|

O
l 4-3Amendment 27
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1.5 REQUIREMENTS FOR FURTHER I

Q TECHNICALINFORMATION
.
|

In the December 1986 technical description of I

| the Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR) GE,in |
Section 3, provided a description of the test and i

'

development program associated with the ABWR. Of
the effort described in that report all have been j
satisfactorly completed. ;

I

|

I

|

O

O
Amendment 27 1.5-1
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Table 1.7 2
!

INSTRUMENT ENGINEERING, INTERLOCK-

BLOCK AND SINGLE LINE DIAGRAMS
| (Continued)

SSAR Fig. No. Page No. Title Type

| 7.6-12 7.6-81 Suppression Pool Temperature Monitoring System IBD

7.7-2 7.7-42 Rod Control and Information System . IED

| 7.7-3 7.7 45 Rod Control and Information System IBD
1

7.7-4 7.7 54 Control Rod Drive System IBD

7.7-5 7.7-61 Recirculation Flow Control System IED

| 7.7-7 7.7-64 Recirculation Flow Control System IBD
1

7.7-8 7.7-73 Feedwater Control System IED

7.7-9 7.7 75 Feedwater Control System IBD

'

83-1 8 3-30 Electrical Power Distribution System SLD

83-2 8 3-33 Instrument Control + Power System SLD

83-3 8 3-34 Plant Vital AC Power Supply System SLD

83-4 8 3-36 Plant DC Power Supply System SLD

|

.

I

I -

Amendment 27 1,7-5.1
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hTable 1.7-3

ASME STANDARD UNITS METRIC CONVERSION FACTORS

(1) Pressure / Stress

1 Pound / Square Inch 0.0007031 Kilograms / Square MM
1 Pound / Square Inch 0.07031 Kilograms / Square CM >

1 Atmospheres (STD) 1.0332 Kilograms / Square CM

1 Feet of Water (68 F) 0.03042 Kilograms / Square CM
1 inches of Water 0.002535 Kilograms / Square CM

1 Inches of HG (O C) 0.03453 Kilograms / Square CM

(2) Force /Weicht

1 Pounds 45339 Grams
1 Pounds 0.45359 Kilograms

1 Ton (Short) 907.2 Kilograms

1 Tons (Short) 0.9072 Tonnes

(3) Heat /Enerev

1 BTU 1055,056 Joules
1 BTU 0.252 Kilocalories
1 BTU 0.000293 Kilowatt-Hours
1 Horsepower 0.7457 Kilowatts
1 Horsepower-Hour 0.7457 Kilowatt-Hours
1 BTU / Minute 15.12 Kilocalorie/ Hour
1 BTU / Pound 0.555568 Kilocalorie/ Kilogram

(4) length

1 Inches 25.4 Millimeters
1 Inches 2.54 Centimeters
1 Inches 0.0254 Meters
1 Feet 03048 Meters
1 Feet 30.48 Centimeters
1 Miles 16093 Meters
1 Miles 1.6093 Kilometers

(5) . Volume

1 Cubic Inches 0.016387 Liters
1 Cubic Inches 16387 Cubic Centimeters
1 Cubic Feet 0.02832 Cubic Meters
1 Cubic Feet 28320 Cubic Centimenters
1 Cubic Feet 2832 Liters
1 Cubic Yard 0.7646 Cubic Meters i

!

1 Gallons (US) 3.7854 Liters

O
Amendment 8 1.7-5.2 j
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Table 1.7-5

DRAWING STANDARDS

i l

1.0 EQUIPMENTIDENTIFICATION
.

l
1

|
l
!

~ O O _ _ _ ~ -O O O ~ -O
'

L Equipment Suffix #2 (Section 1.6)

Equipment Suffix #1(Section 1.5) |

Equpment Number (Section 1.4)

Equpment Type (Section 1.3)

System Number (Section 1.2)

System Group (Section 1.1)

O ii svsrs= caours

| The plant systems and facilities are dmded into several major groups. Each group is represented by a single
alphabeticalletter as follows:

A Plant in general |
B Reador steam-generating systems i

| C Controf systems i

D Radiatina monitoring systems
E Core cooling systems
F Reador handhas equipment
G Reactor auxiliary systems
'H Control panels

J Fuels
K Waste-processing systems
N Plant usain systems

j
P Plant ausiliary systems |
R On-site electrical systems '

S Power tra===iania= and receiving systems
T Reactor containasent vessel and ancillary facilmW
U Vanous buildings and ancillary f=liaW |

'W Water intake facihties and anedlary faahties
Y Other facilities on the grounds

Note: The following letters are not used:
O
V I, I, M, o, o, y, x, z

Amendneemt 27
1.7-5.7

. , _
. , - . . .
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Table 1.7-5
DRAWING STANDARDS (Cont.)

1.2 SYSTEM NUMBERS i

The system number for each system or facility consists of a two-digit number. Table 3.2-1 shows the system |

group and system numbers (MPL numbers) for each system and facility.

1.3 EQUIPMENTTYPE

The equipment type is represented by from one to four alphabetical letters as follows:

Mechanical Eouinment

identifying
Letter Description

A Tanks Such as collection tanks, sample tanks, surge tanks,
precoat tanks, backwashing tanks, sludge and resin
tanks, other tanks, lining vats

B Heat transfer Various types of heat exchangers, coolers, condensers,
equipment heaters

C Rotating equipment Such as various types of pumps and prime movers, fans
and blowers, generators, exciters

D Other equipment Such as reactor pressure vessel, reactor internals, steam
separators, dryers, control rod drive mechanisms,
hydraulic contral units, control rods, flow-limiting
orifices, strainers, filters, demineralizers, agitators,
eruactors, ejectors, dispersers, and other types of
equipment

E Tools and servicing equipment

F Valves and their operators
(where supplied)

G Pipes, hangers and supports

H Insulation

Structural Eautoment

Identifying
letter Description

|
U Foundation and supporting structures i

|V Steel structures

9'
Amendment 13 1.7-5.8
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Table 1.7-5
DRAWING STANDARDS (Cont.)

1AJ Rules for Adding and Eliminating Equipment
.

When equipment is' added to a system as the design progresses, the sequential numbers in the system i

upstream and downstream of the added equipment are not changed, and the added equipment is given the
number following the last of the sequential numbers of the equipment at that time. When equipment is ;

eliminated, its equipment number shall not be used again, and the numbers of the equipment on the j
'

downstream side remain unchanged.

- 1AA Valve Numbering

Valves are divided into three categories - Process Valves, Drain Valves and Vent Valves, and Instrument
Valves having the following sets of numbers:

>

Process Valves 001 to 499

Drain and Vent Valves 500 to 699
'

Instrument Valves 700 to 999

1AJ Instrument Numbering

Equipment numbers for instruments are assigned in a series, for instruments only, from the upstream side
of the system. They are assigned without relation to the symbols for the type of equipment; that is, without
regard to the variables measured and measuring functions. The following sets of numbers are used for
instruments according to their location and equipment classification:

001 to 299 Instruments installed in local panels

301 to 399 Instruments installed locally, attached to equipment only
9

601 to 999 Instruments installed in main control room including instrument functions performed
by multiplexer. The instrument number assigned to the latter is prefused by the letter
Z.

For a system having more than one fluid stream, instruments are numbered in sequence with those used ,

for water first, then for steam and then for air. Within any of the above categories, for localinstruments |
mounted on equipment the priority is for level instruments first, then pressure and then temperature.

3

Instruments measuring the same quantities, in this case, are numbered in' sequence from those which have i 1

higher setting values, or from those which have higher upper limit values.

Locally Mounted *

Water . Rack Mounted

Control Roorn

instrcrnents Stearn . (Sarne as Above)

l

Air (Same as Above)
.

1.7.5.11 - igg, p
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DRAWING STANDARDS (Cont.)

Hign
Set Point ValueLevel y or Rangeinstruments

Low

' Local instruments
PressureMounted on Equipment (Same as Above)
Instruments(Special Cases)

Temperature (Same as Above)
Instruments

IA.6 Numbering Within a 140p

Instruments or instrument functions performed by multiplexer in the same loop have the same last two
numbers. Instruments located in the main control room that receive signals from locally installed instruments in
the same loop are numbered by adding 600 to the local or local panel mounted instrument number in the loop.

1.5 EQUIPMENT SUFFIX #1 O
Equipment suffix #1 shall consist of a single letter (A, B, C, etc.). This is assigned when equipment or |

instruments in a system have the same equipment numbers and are required to be differentiated because of
safety / separation considerations or because there are redundant instrument or mechanicalloops. The following
set of guidelines are followed in assigning equipment suffix #1.

(a) Equipment suffix #1 is the same as the sufTtx assigned to the reactor vessel nozzle to which the
associated system or subsystem containing that equipment or instrument is connected.

(b) For equipment or instruments arranged in parallel and their systems have the same flow direction,
the equipment sufftx #1 is assigned by the equipment arrangement. The numbering is done from
north to south or from sea to mountain. The north to-south direction takes priority over the
sea-to-mountain direction.

.

(c) For equipment or instruments having the same flow direction but which are installed at upper and !
!

lower levels, the suffix #1 is assigned as 'A", "B", 'C", etc., from the lower level up.

(d) For the secondary system, the equipment suffix #1 is the same as that for the equipment in the
primary system.

(e) If equipment or instruments belonging to an interfacing system are connected to equipment with
suffix A and B in the primary system, their equipment suffix #1 may be omitted if they can be
differentiated without it.

O
I 7dI2

Amendment 77
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Table 1.7-5

f] DRAWING STANDARDS (Cont.)
%

(f) When components connected to a dual system are further divided the equipment suffix #1 is
assigned in a staggered fashion. That is, component elements of the secondary system which are
connected to system A have suffix A, C, E, G, J, L, .., while those which are connected to system B
have suffix as B, D, F, H, K, M. .,

vS

sysTru e SVsTEM A

X X

F10ig F101C F10iAF1010 $ f g 7

@D :: r :10lt8@8 @e :: r F10BA @A: ::
P1020 F F10EC

6ET 6th
W. WA

* (g) The Hydraulic Control Units (HCUs) in the Control Rod Drive (CRD) System shall be assigned a
different type of equipment suffix #1. The core-coordinates of the two fuel bundles to which a
particular HCU belongs shall be used as suffix. For example, C12D0010722/2718 represents an |

HCU for control rods belonging to fuel bundles at core coordinates 07,22 and 27,18. |
|
i1.6 Equipment Sumx #2

Equipment suffix #2 is only used for instruments if necessary. This number will differentiate instruments
of the same type in an instrument loop. A single digit number is used in specifying the equipment suffix #2.

1.T . LS
______,_____

| 001 A-1

I
e

| EQUIPMENTSUFFIX #2

.'. _ _ _ _LS

001 A-2

Amendment 13 1.7-5.13
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DRAWING STANDARDS (Cont.) O

1.7 Numbering of Shared Equipment

The following rules are followed in assigning numbers to equipment shared between systems or between
loops within a system:

| (a) * System group and number" of shared instruments - Assign the system number of whichever system
has the largest number ofinstruments using the shared component. If the number of instruments is

| the same, use the system number which has the system group and system number closest to A00.

(b) " Equipment Number" of shared instruments - Except for instruments with a recording function, the
same rule as outlined for unshared instruments is followed. All recorders, regardless of the
" measured variable" are numbered in a single series from 001 to 999.

.

(c) In instrumentation systems which monitor the process quantities of one system and perform
interlock controls with another system, the primary instruments (elements and transmitters, or local
switches) are assigned the system and equipment number of the system being monitored; and the
other instruments are assigned the system and equipment number of the latter system. However,
switch functions sending signals to multiple systems are excepted from the above rule and are
considered as a part of the primary system.

O

gu a-____

pps... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .._

V B21 C71

2.0 PIPING AND INSTRUMENT DIAGRAM STANDARDS

2.1 P&ID

The P&ID provides a schematic illustration of a specific system. It may contain the following information:
|

(a) Equipment, valves, piping and instrumentation required for system function.
!
|

(b) Interface between components and other systems to show control and function of each valve.

| (c) Electrical and instrumental interlocks, protective features and logic connections. ;

(d) Valves and associated components shown in plant normal operating mode (e.g., valve open-valve closed)
or as defined on the drawing or specified in the notes. An exception to this is a three-way solenoid valve
supplied with associated air or nitrogen operated valve, which is shown in the de-energized mode.

Amendment 27 1.7 5.14
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DRAWING STANDARDS (Cont.); f

(c) The P&ID shows the location of the valves, pipe junctions, pumps, instruments, tanks and other equipment
in actual sequence along the pipeline. Piping takeoff connections from equipment are shown at their;

j proper locations relative to the equipment whenever practicable.

| (f) System design (maximum) conditions such as design pressure, design temperature, material and seismic,

class are given in the P&lD. The changing points for these items are defined. ;

j
1

}
(g) The identification of building (s) (including yard) is defined.

(h) Equipment, valves and instrumentation belonging to another system or used in common are shown by'
;

broken line with two dots between each line break, and the system group and number (s) clearly stated for -
'

: other system or systems.
s

(i) Instrument root valves in the instrument piping branching from the process piping are shown. Valves on
the instrument side are not shown.

(j) Drain, vent and test connections are shown on P& ids. The discharge of drains and vents is assigned to -
the appropriate drain system whose system acronym is written at the end of the line.

t

(k) System (group and number) and system acronym are given at the upper right hand corner of the first sheet - r

of the P&lD.

(1) Use of a black box on a P&ID is allowed'when other sheets of the same drawing or a different drawing
contains complete information about the contents of the black box. A note is added that specifies the .

drawing number of the contents of the black box.

| (m) Piping is divided into three categories -- Process piping, drain and vent piping and instrument piping. The
' ;

following sets of numbers are used for these categories:
t

Process Piping 001 to 499
Drain and Vent Piping 500 to 699
Instrument Piping 700 to 999 !

When numbers in a series run out, four digit pipe numbers may be used. For example, for process piping,
after 499, the numbers from 1001 to 1499 are used.

(n) The pipe numbering is done using the flow direction method, same as the equipment numbering method
described in 1.4.1. !

(p) Piping is basically identified by a single number (see example 1 below). If the P&lD is changed during the
detailed design after the initial numbering and if an additional pipe number is required due to the change, j

a suffix number may be applied (see exampic 2). ]

Example 1 400A MUWC-001

Exampic 2 400A.MUWC-0011
400A MUWC-0012

bG 1.7-5.15Amendment 27

j
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DRAWING STANDARDS (Cont.)

3.0 PROCESS FLOW DIAGRAM STANDARDS

3.1 PFD

The process flow diagram shows the engineering requirements or conditions, e.g. modes of operation,
flow, pressure and temperature at specified locations throughout the system using the following guidelines:

(a) Main flow lines of the system are shown. Drain lines, vent lines and instrument lines are not shown.

(b) Identification number of the main valves are included. All symbols used are the same as the P&ID.

(c) Operating conditions for each mode of operation are shown in a tabular form.

(d) The position node for the key locations at which the operating conditions are given are shown by the
symbol (circle) or (hexagon).

3.6 OPERATING CONDITIONS

The operating conditions include the following items:

3
(a) Flow (m /h)

2 2
(b) Pressure (kg/cm g or kg/cm ,)

(c) Temperature (C )

(d) Valve opening / closing conditions.

(c) Maximum pressure drop (m)if necessary.

O
Amendment 13 1.7-5.16
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GRAPHIC EXPLANATION

NO. FUNCTION
SYMBOL OF FUNCTION

S - PLACE OF INSTALLATION
X - SWITCH OPERATION NAME

S Y - SWITCH TYPE, E.G.

CS- CONTROL SWITCH
8 OPERATING Z + SPRING RETURNSWITCH

Y Z + COS - CONTROL

Z + OPERATING SWITCH
POSITION HOLD ,

PBS - PUSHBUTTON
SWITCH

PBL - PUSHBUTTON
ILLUMINATED TYPE

KS- KEY SWITCH
(SPRING RETURN)

KOS - KEY OPERATING
SWITCH (POSITION
HOLD)

CRT- CRTTOUCH-SCREEN |

Z - SWRCH POSRON ,

ON, OFF, PULL HOLD,...ETC. |

X SHOWS A COMPONENTOR

9 CONTROL --> Z
COMPONENT --> Z X - PART # OF CONTROLLED

OR DEVICE '

DEVICE Y - CONTROLLED DEVICE i
X NAME l

y E.G. PUMP, VALVE, ...ETC.

Z - CONTROLLED CONDITON
--> Z E.G. START, STOP, ON, OFF,

OPEN, CLOSE ...ETC.
|

THIS SYMBOL REPRESENTS AN '

1 ELECTRO E FULLY OPEN ELECTROMAGNETIC VALVEMAGNETIC
--> DE FULLY CLOSEVALVE

E- ' ENERGlZED
DE- DE-ENERGlZED

D
Figure 1,7-2g GRAPHICAL SYMBOLS FOR USE IN IBDs

I 7-14Amendment 27
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GRAPHIC EXPLANATION

NO. FUNCTION
SYMBOL OF FUNCTION

ff THIS SYMBOL REPRESENTS AN
11 ELECTRO

MAGNETIC y ELECTROMAGNETIC PILOT

PILOT > E &
VALVE

DE & E- ENERGlZED
DE- DE-ENERGlZED

S - REPRESENTS " SET MEMORY"
R- REPRESENTS RESET MEMORY"

(F P F OP) A ----> S 4C LOGICOUTPUT C EXISTS
WHEN LOGIC INPUT A EXISTS.

|B ---> R 4 D* C CONTINUES TO EXIST
REGEARDLESS OF SUBSEQUENT
STATE OF A AND UNTilRESET
BY INPUT AT B.

* OUTPUT D SHALL
NOT BE SHOWN C REMAINSTERMINATED
IF NOT USED. REGARDLESS OF SUBSEQUENT

STATE OF B, UNTIL A CAUSES
MEMORY TO RESET.
LOGIC OUTPUT D, IF USED,
EXISTS WHEN C DOES NOT
EXIST, AND D DOES NOT EXIST
WHEN C EXISTS.

13 STATIC THIS DEVICE CONVERTS
TRANSDUCER >| E/P | > E"(ELECTRICAL SIGNAL) TO
(CONVERTER) "P"(PNEUMATIC SIGNAL)

SHOWS A PILOT

14 ELECTRO A | E/P | # ELECTROMAGNETIC VALVE

MAGNETIC y FOR A CONTROL VALVE.
WHEN THE PILOTPILOT B E *'

VALVE ELECTROMAGNETIC VALVE IS
DE & ENERGlZED BY A SIGNAL

FROM A OPENING OFTHE
CONTROL VALVE IS ADJUSTED
BY A SIGNAL FROM B.

Figure 1.7-2h GRAPIIICAL SYMBOLS FOR USE IN IBDs

Amcndment 27 1.7-15
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GRAPHIC EWLANATION
NO. FUNCTION

SYMBOL OF FUNCTION
.

i

3

> INDICATES ELECTRICAL SIGNAL

15 TRANSMISSION AND FLOW DIRECTION

SIGNALS
1 OR INDICATES PNEUMATIC LINE
' LINES AND FLOW DIRECTION

|> INDICATES OIL HYDRAULIC
PRESSURE LINE AND FLOW

;

DIRECTION

O O O > INDICATES MECHANICAL LINKAGE
;

|

' 16 ELECTRICAL SIGNAL IS CONNECTED
ELECTRICALLYSIGNAL

CONNECTION
' O SIGNAL IS NOT ELECTRICALLY
Y CONNECTED-

i

', THIS SYMBOL REPRESENTS AN
g INPUT SIGNAL TO A COMPUTER,17 SIGNAL

INPUT DISPLAY, TEST PANEL, ETC. AS
" ,

DESIGNATED BY THE LETTER X '

INSIDE THE TRIANGLE. THE
LETTER N INDICATESTHE

I ASSIGNED SIGNAL NUMBER.
'

|

|

m
| 18 OPERATIONAL "W THIS GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION

CONDITION IS USED IN SEQUENTIAL
CONTROLj "A" VALVE \ m A

\ FULLY OPEN/ " W;

.

USED ONLY FOR SIGNALS WHICH19 VIRTUAL ( ~ ~ ~ \. DO NOT ACTUALLY EXIST BUTCONDITION .

SIGNAL U-- / ARE CONVENIENT TO SHOW ON
IBD.

,

( Figure 1.7-21 GRAPillCAL SYMBOLS FOR USE IN IBDs

1.7-16

Amendment 27
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GRAPHIC EXPLANATION

NO. FUNCTION SYMBOL OF FUNCTION

@ RED INDICATION LIGHT:

20 PANELING
SHOWS ACTUATION, INPUT AN VALVE OPENING

GREEN INDICATION LIGHT:L HTS G SHOWS STOP, INTERUPTION AND VALVE CLOSURE

WHITE (MILK-WHITE) INDICATION LIGHT:

OW SHOWS CONDITION INDICATION, AUTOMATIC MODE
OPERATION ...ETC.

@ ORANGE INDICATION LIGHT:
SHOWS CAUTION AND FAILURE

COLORLESS OR TRANSPARENT INDICATOR LIGHT

CRT LIGHT INDICATOR TO BE SHOWN ON CRT.
INDICATING X REPRESENTS THE COLOR OF THE LIGHT TO BE

LIGHTS CRT INDICATED

21 ALARM A INDICATES AN ANNUNCIATED ALARM OR WARNING. THE |
N INDICATES WE AN NWBER

N

THIS SYMBOL REPRESENTS THAT THE INPUT SIGNAL
22 ISOLATOR X

SHALL BE DIVISIONALLY ISOLATED FROM THE OUTPUT
Y SIGNAL

X - INPUT DIVISION NUMBER
Y ISOLATED OUTPUT DIVISION NUMBER

23 TO 32 INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK FOR FUTURE ADDITIONS

THESE SYMBOLS INDICATE SIGNAL TRANSFER TO OTHER
LOCATION (S). THE UPPER HALF OF THE SYMBOL IS USED
TO ENTER THE TRANSFER CODE. THE LOWER LEFT33 SIGNAL

OR PORTION OF SYMBOL IS USED TO REFERENCE THE SHEETTRANSFER n NO.TO REFER TO. THE LOWER RIGHT HAND PORTION
2: WILL INDICATE THE LOCATION WERE THE SIGNAL CAN BE
zz FOUND. THE TRANSFER CODE SHALL UTILIZE EITHER A

LETTER OR A NUMBER IF THE SIGNAL TRANSFER IS
WITHIN THE SAME SHEET OR TO OTHER SHEETS OF THE
IBD. THE SIGNAL TRANFER FROM OR TO OTHER .MPL
SYSTEMS. THE TRANSFER CODE SHALL BE EXPRESSED
WITH TWO LETTERS THAT START WITH "AA". ALSO,
INDICATE THE SYSTEM MPL REFERENCE WHERE THE
SIGNAL GOES TO OR ORIGINATES NEXT TO THE SYMBOL.

Figure 1.7 2j GRAPHICAL SYMBOLS FOR USE IN IBDs g
Amendment 27 1.7-17
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p TABLE 1.8-1
V I

'

SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM SRP SECTION 1

Subsection
SRP Specific SRP Summary Description %1iere

Section Acceptance Criteria of Difference Discussed

i

NONE

O

)
i

O
Amendment 6
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TABLE 1.8 2

hSUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM SRP SECTION 2
i
4

I
Subsection j

SRP Specific SRP Summary Description Where j

Section Acceptance Criteria of Difference Discussed 1

2.2.1 See Table 2.11. Limits imposed on selected SRP 2.1

2.2.2 Section 11 acceptance criteria by
(1) the envelope of the ABWR

2.23 Standard Plant site parameters
and (2) evaluations assumptions.

23.1

| 23.4

2.4.1

2.4.4

2.4.5

2.4.6

2.4.8

2.4.11.6

2.4.12 V

2.5.2.7 OBEis not a design
requirement

O
Amendment 27 1.8-3
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TABLE 1.8-3

- SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM SRP SECTION 3

Subsection i

SRP Specific SRP Summan Description Where

Section Acceptance Criteria of Difference Discussed

| 3.6.1 II Postulated pipe Large bore piping can utilize 3.6 and 3.6.3 -

and rupture. leak before break option as pro-
3.6.2 . vided in GDC-4 October 27,1987

" Modification of General Design
Criterion 4".

3.73 II.2.b - Determination Earthquake cycle loading equiva- 3,73.2.2

of number of OBE lent to OBE considered.
cycles.

|
1

I

!

O
|

O
Amendment 27 1.84
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TABLE 1.8-4

SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM SRP SECTION 4

Subsection

SRP Specific SRP Suminary Description Where

Section Acceptance Criteria of Difference Discussed

None

O

.

.

O'
I 8-5

Arnendment 27
1

0
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TABLE 1.8-5

SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM SRP SECTION 5

,

Subsection

SRP Specific SRP Summary Description Where

Section Acceptance Criteria of Difference Discussed
t

5.2.3 II.3.b.(3) - Regulatory Alternate position employed. 5.23.4.23
Guide 1.71, Welding
Qualification for Areas
of Limited Accessibil-
ity.

5.2.4 II.1 - Inspection of Some welds inaccessible for 5.2.4.2.2

Class 1 pressure- con- volumetric examination. ,

taining components.

5.4.6 II.3 - Unavailability Designed for at least 8 hours of 5.4.6.1

of a c power. operation.

5.4.7 Branch Technical Posi- No diversity ofinterlocks. 5.4.7.1.1.7

tion RSB 51, B.1.(b)
and (c) - Diverse inter-

'

locks for RHR suction
isolation valves.0,

t

' Amendment 27 1.84

. . - ..
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TABLE 1.8-6

SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM SRP SECTION 6 h
Subsection

SRP Specific SRP Summary Description Where

Section Acceptance Criteria of DINerence Discussed

-

None

O

i
.

;

!

I

l
|

O
Amendment 27 1.8-7

,
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TABLE 1.8-9

SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM SRP SECTION 9

Subsection

SRP Specific SRP Summary Description Where i

Section Acceptance Criteria of Difference Discussed

93.1 11.1 - Particles shall Instrument air is filtered to 5 93.6.2 <

'

not exceed 3 icrons. microns

| 93.2 II.k.5 Capable of CapabJe of sampling liquids of 1 93.23.1 ;

sampljng liquid of 10 ci/cm .
'

ci/cm .

9.4.1 GDC 19 Site specific 6.4.73 |

|
1

l
1

l
~

.

I

'

O

O
Amendment 27 1110
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TABLE 1.8-10

SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM SRP SECTION 10

Subsection |
SRP Specific SRP Summary Description Where

Section Acceptance Criteria of Difference Discussed

i

i
1NONE
1

|

4

I

I

|

!

Amendment 6
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TABLE 1.815 j

SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM SRP SECTION 15
|

Subsection
SRP Specific SRP Summary Description Where

Section Acceptance Criteria of Difference Discussed +

15.1.1- Acceptable analytical 3d simulator instead of REDY code 15.1.1 3.2

15.1.4 model. is used. 3D simulator was ap.
proved for use in GESTAR review
by NRC. i

|15.2.6 All recirculation pumps Only four of ten RIPS are 15.2.6.1.1

are tripped simulta- tripped. This is based on ABWR
neously by the initiat- design. !

ing event.

I15 3.1- Complete recirculation Trip of all RIPS is classified as 15.3.1.1.2 a n d ,

'

15 3.2 pumps trip is consid- a limiting fault. This is based 203.6 (Response to
cred as a moderate- on ABWR design. Question 440.113)- | ,

frequency transient. ]

1533- II.10 - coincident tur. Not analyzed with the assump- 1533.2.2.
15 3.4 bine trip, loss of off- tion. If the assumption is made, .

site power and coast- the consequence would be similar
down of undamaged to event shown in 15.2.6.,

pumps.
1

15.4.2 Analysis of uncon- No quantitative analysis is pro. 15.4.2.2 I

tro11ed controI rod vided because ABWRs ATLM design |
withdrawal at power. prevents this transient from oc-

curring,

l
15.4.4- II.2.(b) - Fuel clad. MCPR not calculated since tran- 15.4.4 3 )
15.4.5 ding integrity sients are very mild. 15.4.5.3.2.1 a n d I

15.4.5.3.2.2

15.4.8 Not applicable SRP for Discussion is provide to show 15.4.8
BWR. this event can not occur with

ABWR FMCRD design.

15.4.9 Analysis of rod drop No quantitative analysis is pro- 15.4.9.1 & l5.4.9.2
accidents vided because ABWR's FMCRD design

prevent this accident from occur-
ring.

'

Amendment 27 1.8-16

L
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O ;ITABLE 1.8-15

SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES FROM SRP SECTION 15 (Continued) !

| 1

15.6.5 II.2 - Use of assump- ABWR LOCA analysis incorporates 15.6.5.5

|
tions outIined in suppression pool scrubbing 1AW
Regulatory Guide 1.3 SRP 6.5.5 and in variance from

,

R . G . 1. 3. Fission product
platcout and removal is incorp-
orated in the analysis of leakage
sources through the main steam
lines and into the turbine
condenser based upon BWROG
analysis of acceptability of the
steam lines and condenser to
mitigate releases without
requiring Seismic Cataegory I
structures.

15.8 10CFR50.62 requires au- The ABWR design does not need an 15.8.2 & 20.3.6

| (superceded tomatic SLCS SLCS to response to an ATWS (Response to
by 10 CFR event. Question 440.104)'

60.62)

O

l

!
f
i

I

!
l

O
Arnendment 27 1.8-16a

1
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TABLE 1.819

SRPs and BTPs Applicable To ABWR
(Continued) ,

1

ABWR
Appl. Issued Appil-

SRP No. Egy Dans cable? C---ats

Appendix B 1 7/81 Yes

Appendix C (Deleted)'
p

Appendix D 1 7/81 Yes
'

15.7.1 Waste Gas System Failure (Deleted)

15.7.2 Radioactive Liquid Waste System Leak or
Failure (Released to Atmosphere) (Deleted)

15.7 3 Postulated Radioactive Release Due to Liquid-
Containing Tank Failures 2 7/81 Yes ,

,

15.7.4 Radiological Consequences of Fuel Handling
Accidents 1 7/81 Yes

15.7.5 Spent Fuel Cask Drop Accidents 2 7/81 Yes

O ,

15.8 Anticipated Transients Without Scram 1 7/81 Yes
,

Appendix (Deleted)
:

Chanter 16 TM '-.I S.-In, ein _.

16.0 Technical Specifications 1 7/81 Yes ;

,

Chanter 17 O- ney A..or..,. i

17.1 Ouality Assurance During the Design and
Construction Phases 2 7/81 Yes

' 17.2 Quality Assurance During the Operations
Phase 2' 7/81 -- COL applicant

!
|

O i
1.8.% !

Amendment 27
|

'

.
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TABLE 1.819 |
|

SRPs and BTPs Applicable To ABWR
(Continued) j

1

AllWR ;

Appl. Issued Appli- |

SRP No. B. rya lhtic cable? Comments

Chapter 18 Iturnan Factors Encineerine l

18.0 lluman Factors Engineering / Standard Review Plan |

Development 1 9/84 Yes j

18.1 Control Room 0 9/84 Yes

Appendix A 0 9/84 Yes

18.2 Safety Parameter Display System 0 11/84 Yes

Appendix A 0 11/84 Yes
^

|

I

O!

O
Amendment 6 1 & 37
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TABLE 1.8-20

NRC Regulatory Guides Applicable to ABWR

ABWR i
Appl. Issued Appli-

RG No. Regulatory Guide Title Egy:n Dals cable? Comments

1.1 Net Positive Suction Head for Emergency 0 11/70 Yes

Core Cooling and Containment Heat Removal
System Pumps.

1.2 Thermal Shock to Reactor Pressure Vessels. 0 11/70 Yes

1.3 Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Poten. 2 6/74 Yes

tial Radiological Consequences of a Loss-
of-Coolant Accident for Boiling Water
Reactors.

1.4 Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Poten- 2 6/74 No PWR only

tial Radiological Consequences of a Loss-
of-Coolant Accident for Pressurized Water
Reactors.

1.5 Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Poten- 0 3/71 Yes

tial Radiological consequences of a Steam
Line Break Accident for Boiling Water Re-
actors.

1.6 Independence Between Redundant Standby (On. 0 3/71 Yes

site) Power Sources and Between Thei
Distribution Systems.

1.7 Control of Combustible Gas Concentrations 2 11/78 Yes
in Containment Following a Loss of Coolant i

Accident. ,

I

|1.8 Personnel Selection and Training -- - - See Table
17.0-1

|

))1.9 Selection, Design, and Qualification of 2 12/79 Yes

Diesel-Generator Units Used As Standby
(Onsite) Electric Power Systems at Nuclear !

Plants. |

1.11 Instrument Lines Penetrating Primary Reac- 0 3/71 Yes j

tor Containment.
|

1.12 Instrumentation for Earthquakes. 1 4/74 Yes
11

1.13 Spent Fuel Storage Facility Design Basis. 1- 12/75 Yes

:O
t.a

1.8 38
Amendment 27

)
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TABLE 1.8 20 |
|

!
RGs Applicable to ABWR (Continued)

ABWR
Appl. Issued Appil-

RG No. Rerulatory Guide Title ECL Dait cable? Comments

1.14 Reactor Coolant Pump FlywheelIntegrity. 1 8/75 No PWR only

COL applicant1.16 Reporting of Operating Information-Appendix 4 8/75 ---

A Technical Specifications.

1.17 Protection of Nuclear Power Plants Against 1 6/73 Yes

Industrial Sabotage. )

1.20 Comprehensive Vibration Assessment Program 2 5/76 Yes

for Reactor Internals During Preoperational
and Initial Startup Testing.

1.21 Measuring, Evaluating and Reporting Radio- 1 6/74 Yes

activity in Solid Wastes and Releases of
Radioactive Materials in Liquid and Gaseous
Effluents from Light Water Nuclear Power
Plants.

1.22 PeriodicTesting of Protection System Actu- 0 2/72 Yes I
ation-Functions. (

1.23 On-site Meteorological Programs. 0 2/72 Yes |

|

1.24 Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Poten- 0 3/72 No PWR only j
tial Radiological Consequences of a Pressu-

| rized Water Reactor Radioactive Gas Storage
Tank Failure.

1

1.25 Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Poten- 0 3/72 Yes I

tial Radiological Consequences of a Fuel |

Handling Accident in the Fuel Handling and
Storage Facility for Boiling and Pressu-
rized Water Reactors. |

See Table i
1.26 Ouality Group Classifications and Standards - -- ---

for Water , Steam , and Radioactive-Waste. 17.0-1

Containing Components of Nuclear Power ,

Plants |

1.27 Ultimate Heat Sink for Nuclear Power 2 1/76 Yes

Plants.

See Table1.28 Ouality Assurance Program Requirements - -- --

(Design and Construction). 17.0-1

O
t.8-39

Amendment 27

I
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TAHLE 1.8-20

RGs Applicable to ABWR (Continued)

( ABWR
; Appl. Issued Appli-

RG No. Renulatory Guide Tills Ern llaic cable? comments

1.137 Fuel-Oil Systems for Standby Diesel Genera- 1 10/79 Yes
lors.

1.138 Laboratory Investigations of Soils for En- 0 4/78 Yes
gineering Analysis and Design of Nuclear
Power Plants.

1.139 Guidance for Residual Heat Removal. 0 5/78 Yes
i

!
'

1.140 Design, Testing, and Maintenance Criteria 1 10/79 No No charcoal
For Normal Ventilation Exhaust System Air fi t t r a t i o n
Filtration and Absorption Units of Light- required for.
Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants. norma 1

opcration

1.141 Containment Isolation Provisions for Fluid 0 4/78 Yes
Systems.

1.142 Safety-Related Concrete Structures for Nu- 1 11/81 - YesO clear Power Plants (Other Than Reactor Ves-
sels and Containments).

P

1.143 Guidance for Radioactive Waste Management 1 10/79 Yes
Systems, Structures, and Components Instal-
led in Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power
Plants.

1.144 Auditing of Quality Assurance Programs Nu- Superceded
clear Power Plants.

1.145 Atmospheric Dispersion Models for Potential 1 12/82 Yes See Table
,

Accident Consequences Assessments at Nucle- 17.0-1 )
ar Power Plants.

1

1.146 Qualification of Quality Assurance Program Superceded ;

Audit Personnel for Nuclear Power Plants.

1.147 Inservice inspection Code Case Acceptabi- 8 11/90 Yes See Table
lity-ASME Section XI, Division 1. 17.0-1

1.148 Functional Specification for Active Valve 0 4/81 Yes
Assemblics in Systems Important to Safety
in Nuclear Power Plants.

O
|Amendment 23 1.8-48

_ _. __ . - __
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TABLE 1.8 20

RGs Applicable to ABWR (Continued) h
ABWR

Appl. Issued Appil.

RG No. Regulatory Guide Title Es.Y, Dalt sahls2 comments

Interface1.149 Nuclear Power Plant Simulation Facilities 1 5/87 --

for Use in Operator License Examinations.

1.150 Ultrasonic Testing of Reactor Vessel Welds 1 2/83 Yes

During Preservice and Inservice Examina-
tions.

1.151 Instrument Sensing Lines. 0 8/83 Yes

1.152 Criteria for Programmable Digital Computer 0 11/85 Yes

System Software in Safety-Related Systems
of Nuclear Power Plants.

1.153 Criteria for Power Instrumentation, and 0 12/85 Yes

Control Portions of Safety Systems.

1.154 Format and Contents of Plant-Specific 0 3/87 No PWR only

Pressurized Thermal Shock Safety Analysis

Reports for Pressurized Water Reactors.

1.155 Station Blackout 0 8/88 Yes

5.1 Serial Numbering of Fuel Assemblies for 0 12/72 Yes

Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Reactors.

5.7 Control of Personnel Access to Protected 1 5/80 Yes

Areas, Vital Areas, and Material Access
Areas.

5.12 General use of Locks in the Protection 0 11/73 Yes

and Control of Facilities and Special
Nuclear Materials.

5.44 Perimeter Intrusion Alarm Systems. 2 6/80 Yes

5.65 Vital Area Acess Controls, Protection of 0 9/86 Yes

Physical Security Equipment, and Key and
1.ock Controls.

8.5 Criticality and Other Interior Evacuation 0 2/73 Yes

Signals.

8.8 Information Relevant to Ensuring That Occu- 3 6/78 Yes

pational Radiation Exposures at Nuclear
Power Stations Will Be As Low As Is Reason-
ably Achievable

1.8 89
Amendment 27
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TABLE 1.8 21 (Continued) ,

!

INDUSTRIAL CODES AND STANDARDS
APPLICABLE TO ABWR

!Code or
Standard |

Number Year Title I

IEEE (Con't) j

485 1983 Recommended Practice for Sizing Large Lead Storage
Batteries for NPGS

944 1986 Recommended Practice for the Application and Testing of
Uninterruptable Power Supplies for Power Generating
Station ,

-!

ISA |

S73 1981 Quality Standard for Instrument Air

NCIG ,

1 Visual Weld Acceptance Criteria for Structural Welding
of Nuclear Power Plants, Revision 2

NEMA
|

ICS1 1983 General Standards for Industrial Control

MG1 1987 Motors and Generators

,

r

i

.

.

Amendment 27 1M3

.
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TABLE 1.8-21 (Continued)

INDUSTRIAL CODES AND STANDARDS
APPLICABLE TO ABWR

Code or
Standard
Number Year "Iltle

NFPA

10 1981 Portable Fire Extinguishers - Installation

10A 1973 Portable Fire Extinguishers - Maintenance and Use

12 1985 Carbon Dioxide Extinguishing Systems

13 1985 Installation of Sprinklers Systems

14 1986 Installation of Standpipe and Hose Systems

24 1984 Private Service Mains and their Appurtenances

37 1984 Stationary Combustion Engines and Gas Turbines

70 1987 Handbook 1987

72D 1986 Proprietary Protective Signaling Systems

78 1986 Lightning Protection Code

80 1986 Fire Doors and Windows

90A 1985 Installation of Air Conditioning and Ventilating
Systems

91 1983 Blower and Exhaust Systems

101 1985 Life Safety Code

251 1985 Fire Test, Building Construction and Materials |
|

252 1984 Fire Tests, Door Assemblies

255 1984 Building Materials, Test of Surface Burning
Characteristics

321 1987 Classification of Flammable Liquids

801 1986 Facilities Handling Radioactive Materials

O'
Amendment 12 1.8-64

|
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Table 1.8-22

O
EXPERIENCE INFORMATION APPLICABLE TO ABWR (Continued)

TYPE: IE INFORMATION NOTICES
Issue

N_Q, Dalt. Iltls Comment

86-106 12/16/86 Feedwater Line Break

% 106, 2/13/87 Feedwater Line Break
Supp.1 PAST REIATED CORRESPONDENCE:

IE Notice 82-22
EPRI Report NP 3944,4/85

86-106, 3/18/87 Feedwater Line Break
Supp.2

% 106, 10/10/88 Feedwater Line Break
Supp.3

86-109 12/29/86 Diaphragm Failure in Scram Outlet Valve COL applicant
Causing Rod Insertion

PAST RELATED CORRESPONDENCE:
IE Notice %08

87-06 1/30/87 loss of Suction to low Pressure Service COL applicant
Os Water System Pumps Resulting From less of

Siphon

87-08 2/4/87 Degraded Motor Leads in Limitorque DC Motor
Operators

PAST RELATED CORRESPONDENCE:
(Unrelated problems involving wiring

| installed in Limitorque motor actuators)
IE Notices 83 72,86-03 and %71

87-09 2/5/87 Emergency Diesel Generator Room Cooling
Deficiency

PAST RELATED CORRESPONDENCE:
IE Notice 86-50,86-51 and 86-89

87-10 2/11/87 Potential for Water Hammer During Restart
of Residual Heat Removal Pumps
PAST RElATED CORRESPONDENCE:
AEOD/E309,4/83

87-13 2/24/87 Potential For High Radiation Fields Following
loss of Water From Fuel Pool
PAST RElATED CORRESPONDENCE:
IE Notice 84-93,IE Bulletin 84-03

Amendment 27
1Mi
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Table 1.8-22
OEXPERIENCE INFORMATION APPLICABLE TO ABWR (Continued)

TYPE: IE INFORMATION NOTICES I
1

Issue i

No, j))attr_ Title Comment 1

87 14 3/23/87 Actuation of Fire Suppression System Causing 1

Inoperability of Safety-Related Ventilation Equipment
PAST RELATED CORRESPONDENCE:
1E Notice 83-41,85-85,86-106 Supp. 2 {

l
87 28 6/22/87 Air Systems Problems at U.S. Light Water Reactors

PAST RELATED CORRESPONDENCE: j

AEOD-C701

87-28, 12/28/88 Air Systems Problems at U.S. Light Water Reactors
Sup.1 PAST RElATED CORRESPONDENCl!,;

AEOD C701
NUREG-1275 Vol. 2

|

87 36 8/4/87 Significant Unexpected Erosion of Feedwater Lines !

PAST RELATED CORRESPONDENCE:
IE Notice 82-22,86-106 plus Supp.1&2
IE Bulletin 87-01

87 43 9/8/87 Gaps in Neutron Absorbing Materialin High-
Density Spent Fuel Storage Racks
PAST RElATED CORRESPONDENCE:
EPRI NP-4724

87-49 10/9/87 Deficiencies in Outside Containment Flooding

Protection

87-50 10/9/87 Potential LOCA at High- and Low-Pressure Interfaces
from Fire Damage

87-59 11/17/87 Potential Rif R Pump Loss

88-01 1/27/88 Safety Injection Pipe Failure

88-04 2/5/88 Inadequate Qualification and Documentation
of Fire Barrier Penetration Seals
PAST RELATED CORRESPONDENCE:
10CFR50 Appendix R, Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1, ;

NUREG-0800, ASTM E-119, BTP CMEB 9.5-1,

Generic Letter 86-10

88-04, 8/9/88 Inadequate Qualification and Documentation

Supp.1 of Fire Barrier Penetration Seals

88-05 2/12/88 Fire in Annunciator Control Cabinets

IM2
Amendment 12

|
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Q Table 1.8-22
V

EXPERIENCE INFORMATION APPLICABLE TO ABWR (Continued)

TYPE: NUREG
Issue

hia Dalg. Illis Comment

! 0313 6/88 Technical Report on Material Selection and Processing
! Rev. 2 Guidelines for BWR Coolant Pressure Boundary Piping
|

0371 10/78 Task Action Plans for Generic Activities Category A

G471 6/78 Generic Task Problem Description: Category B,
C & D Tasks

'
|

0578 9/80 Performance Testing of BWR and PWR Relief and Safety Valves.

0588 12/79 Interim Staff Position On Environmental Qualification
of Safety-Related Electrical Equipment

0619 4/80 BWR Feedwater Nozzle and Control Rod Drive Return
Line Nozzle Cracking

0626 1/80 Generic Evaluation of Feedwater Transients and Small

p Break LOCA in GE-Designed Operating Plants and Near-Term

Q Operating License Applications

0660 5/80 NRC Action Plan Developed as a Result of the TMI-2 Accident

0661 8/82 Safety Evaluation Report-Mark I Containment
Supp.1 Long-Term Program-Resolution of Generic Technical

Activity A-7

0710 6/81 Licensing Requirements for Pending Applications for
Rev.1 Construction Permits and Manufacturing License.

0737 12/82 Clarification of TMl Action Plan Requirements
Supp.1

0744 10/82 Resolution of the Task A-11 Reactor Vessel Materials
Rev.1 Toughness SafetyIssue

0808 8/81 Mark Il Containment Program Load Evaluation and
Acceptance Criteria

0813 9/81 Draft Environmental Statement Related to the
Operation of Calloway Plant, Unit No.1

0977 3/83 NRC Fact-Finding Task Force Report on the ATWS Events
at the Salem Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 1,

. on February 22 and 25,1983
%

a

Amendment 17 1.8-89
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Table 1.8-22

EXPERIENCE INFORMATION APPLICABLE TO ABWR (Continued) h
TYPE: NUREG

Issue

h Datt. 31tle Comment

1150 6/89 Severe Accident Risks: An assessment for Five U.S.
Nuc! car Power Plants, Vol.1 & 2.

1161 5/80 Recommended Revisions to USNRC-Seismic Design Subsection

Criteria 19B.2.27

1174 $/89 Evaluation of Systems Interactions in Nuclear Subsection

Power Plants 19B.23

1212 6/86 Status of Maintenance in the US Nuclear Power
Industry 1985 Vol.1,2

1216 f./86 Safety Evaluation PP2 Related to Operability and
Reliability of Emergency Diesel Generators

1217 4/88 Evaluation of Safety Implications of Control Systems Subsection
in LWR Nuclear Power Plants-Technical Findings 19B.2.5

Related to USl A-47

| 1218 4/88 Regulatory Analysis for Proposed Resolution of USI A-47 Subsection
19B.2.5

1229 8/89 Regulatory Analysis for Resolution of USI A-17 Subsection
19B.23 & 19B2.27

1233 9/89 Regulatory Analysis for USI A 40 Subsection
19B.2.27

1273 4/88 Containment Integrity Check-Technical Finds Regulatory
Analysis

1289 11/88 Regulatory and Backfit Analysis: Unresolved Safety Subsection
Issue A-45, Shutdown Decay Heat Removal Requirements 19B.2.29 j

1296 2/88 Peer Review of High Level Nuclear Waste

1341 5/89 Regulatory Analysis for Resolution of Generic
Issue 115, Enhancement

1353 4/89 Regulatory Analysis for the Resolution of Generic Subsection

| Issue 82,"Beyond Design Basis Accidents in Spent 19B.2.14

| Fuel Pools"

1370 9/89 Resolution of USI A-48 Subsection
19B.2.6

O
Amendment 27 1 & 90
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1 A.2 NRC POSITIONS / RESPONSES GE has participated, and continues to par-

ticipate, in the BWR Owners' Group program to de-
IA.2.1 Short Term Accident Analysis velop emergency procedure guidelines for General |

Procedtire Revision [I.C.1(3)] Electric BWRs. The resulting emergency procedure
guidelines are generally applicable to the ABWR as j

NRC Position are the transient and accident analyses. Following is
'

a brief description of the submittals to date, and a ;

In letters of September 13 and 27, October 10 justification of their adequacy to support guideline ;

and 30, and November 9,1979 (References 4 through development.
'

8), the Office of Nucicar Reactor Regulation re-
quired licensees of operating plants, applicants for (1) Description of Submittals
operating licenses and licensees of plants under con-
struction to perform analyses of transients and acci- (a) NEDO-24708, Additionallnformation Re-
dents, prepare emergency procedure guidelines, up- quired for NRC Staff Generic Report on Boil-
grade emergency procedures, including procedures ing Water Reactors, August,1979.

for operating with natural circulation conditions, and
to conduct operator retraining (see also item (b) NEDO 24708A, Revision 1, AdditionalInfor-

1.A.2.1). Emergency procedures are required to be mation Requiredfor NRC Staff Generic Report
consistent with the actions necessary to cope with the on Boiling Water Reactors, December,1980.
transients and accidents analyzed. Analysis of tran- This report was issued via the letter from D.
sients and accidents were to be completed in early B. Waters (BWR Owners' Group) to D. G.
1980 and implementatica of procedures and retrain- Eisenhut (NRC) dated March 20,198L
ing were to be completed 3 months after emergency
procedure guidelines were established; however, (c) BWR Emergency Procedure Guidelines (Re-
some difficulty in completing these requirements has vision 0) - submitted in prepublication form

(o) been experienced. Clarification of the scope of the June 30,1980.

task and appropriate schedule revisions are beingv

developed. In the course of review of these matters (d) BWR Emergency Procedure Guidelines (Re-
on Babcock and Wilcox (B&W) designed plants, vision 1) - Issued via the letter from D. B.
the staff will follow up on the bulletin and order mat- Waters (BWR Owners' Group) to D. G.
ters relating to analysis methods and results, as listed Eisenhut (NRC) dated January 31,1981.
in NUREG-0660, Appendix C (see Table C.1, items
3, 4, 16, 18, 24, 25, 26, 27; Table C.2, items 4,12,17, (e) BWR Emergency Procedure Guidelines (Re-
18, 19, 20; and Table C.3, items 6,35,37,38,39,41, vision 2) - submitted in prepublication form j

47,55,57). June 1,1982, Letter BWROG-8219 from T. J. I

Dente (BWR Owners' Group) to D. G. |
Response Eisenhut (NRC). j

l

in the clarification of the NUREG-0737 require- (f) BWR Emergency Procedure Guidelines (Re- |
ment for reanalysis of transients and accidents and vision 3), submitted in prepublication form I

inadequate core cooling and preparation of guide- December 22,1982, Letter BWROG-8262
lines for development of emergency procedures, from T. J. Dente (BWR Owners' Group) to
NUREG-0737 states: D. G. Eisenhut (NRC).

Owners' group or vendor submittals may be refer. (g) NEDO-31331, BWR Emergency Procedure
enced as appropriate to support this reanalysis. If Guidelines (Revision 4), submitted April 23, |

owners' group or vendor submittals have already 1987, Letter BWROG 8717, irom T. A.
been forwarded to the stafffor review, a brief de- Pickens (BWR Owners' Group) to T. Murley
scription of the submittals and justification of (NRC).
their adequacy to support guideline development

( ) is all that is required. (2) AdequacyoiSubmittals
v
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The submittals described in (1) above have been 0700. A DCRDR specified in NUREG-0737 is not
discussed and reviewed extensively among the BWR required by SRP Section 18.1.
Owners' Group, the General Electric Company, and
the NRC Staff. IA.2.3 Control Room Design - Plant

Safety Parameter Display Console
The NRC has extensively reviewed the latest re- [I.D.2]

vision (Revision 4) of the Emergency Procedures
Guidelines and issued a SER, Safety Evaluation of NRC Position
BWR Owners' Group Emergency Procedure Guide-
lines, Revision 4, NEDO-31331, March 1987, letter in accordance with Task Action Plan I.D.2, each
from A. C. Thadani, NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor applicant and licensee shall install a safety parameter
Regulation, to D. Grace, Chairman of BWR Owners' display system (SPDS) that will display to operating
Group, dated September 12,1988. The SER con- personnel a minimum set of parameters which define
cludes that this document is acceptable for imple- the safety status of the plant. This can be attained
mentation. It further states that the SER closes all through continuous indication of direct and derived
the open items carried from the previous revisions of variables as necessary to assess plant safety status.

the EPG.
Response

GE believes that in view of these findings, no
further detailed justification of the analyses or guide. The functions of the SPDS will be integrated into
lines is necessary at this time. COL license in- the overall control room design, as permitted by SRP
formation requirements pertaining to emergency Section 18.2.
procedures are discussed in Subsection 1A3.1.

IA.2.4 Scope of Test Program - Preoper-
1A.2.2 Control Room Design Reviews - ational and Lower Power Testing [I.G.1]
Guidelines and Requirements [I.D.1(1)]

NRC Position
NRC Position

Supplement operator training by completing the
in accordance with task Action Plan I.D.1.(1), special low-power test program. Tests may be ob-

all licensees and applicants for operating licenses will served by other shifts or repeated on other shifts to
be required to conduct a detailed control room de- provide training to the operators.
sign review to identify and correct design deficien.
cies. This detailed control room design review is Response

.

expected to take about a year. Therefore, the Office |
of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) requires that The initial test program presents an excellent op-

'

those applicants for operating licenses who are portunity for licensed operators and other plant staff
unable to complete this review prior to issuance of a members to gain valuable experience and training
license make preliminary assessments of their con- and in fact these benefits are objectives of the pro-
trol rooms to identify significant human factors and gram (see Subsection 14.2.1). The degree to which
instrumentation problems and establish a schedule the potential benefit is realized will depend on such
approved by NRC for correcting deficiencies. These plant specific factors as the organizational makeup of
applicants will be required to complete the more the startup group and overall plant staff (see Subsec-
detailed control room reviews on the same schedule tions 14.2.2 and 13.1), as well as how the test pro-
as licensees with operating plants. gram is conducted (see Subsection 14.2.4).

Response The BWR Owners' Group resonse to item 1.G.1
of NUREG-0737 as documented in a letter of Febru-

The design of the main control room will utilize ary 4,1981 from D. B. Waters to D.G. Eisenhut. For l

accepted human factors engineering principles, in- the most part, this issue concerns training
corporating the results of a full systems analysis requirements, although in the context of the initial i

similar to that described in Appendix B of NUREG- test program. Thus, the BWROG response j
primarily deals likewise with operator training issues.
The exception is Appendix E of the BWROG

j

Amendment 27 1A.2-2
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response which describes additional tests to be. ing or terminating vent usage.
conducted during the preoperational and/or startup '

phase. Response

The specific training requirements for reactor The capability to vent the ABWR reactor cool-
,

operators are discussed in Section 13.2 of the SRP ant system is provided by the reactor coolant vent j

which is outside the scope of the ABWR Standard line. The capability of this system and its satisfaction |
Plant. See Table 1.9-1 for COL license information ofItem II.B.1is discussed below.
requirements.

The additional tests specified in Appendix E of
the BWROG response are contained within the

'

initial test program described in Chapter 14. See
specifically Subsections 14.2.12.1.1(3)(a),
14.2.12.1.9(3)(j), and 14.2.12,1.44(3)(a) for the
relevant testing.

1A.2.5 Reactor Coolant System Vents "

[II.B.1]

NRC Position ;

- Each applicant and licensee shallinstall reactor
coolant system (RCS) and reactor vessel head high ;

point vents remotely operated from the control i

room. Although the purpose of the system is to vent
noncondensible gases from the RCS which may in-
hibit core cooling during natural circulation, the
vents must not lead to an unacceptable increase in

,

the probability of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA)'
or a challenge to containment integrity. Since these
vents form a part of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary, the design of the vents shall conform to
the requirements of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50,

j

General Design Criteria. The vent system shall be }
designed with sufficient redundancy that assures a I

low probability of inadvertent or irreversible ac-
tuation.

The ABWR design includes various means of
Each license shall provide the following infor- high-point venting. Among these are:

mation concerning the design and operation of the
high point vent system. (1) Normally closed reactor vessel head vent valves,

operable from the control room, which discharge
,

(1) Submit a description of the design, location, to the drywell. The reactor coolant vent line is j
size, and power supply for the vent system along located at the very top of the reactor vessel as )
with results of analyses for loss-of-coolant shown in the nuclear boiler P&ID (Figure )
accidents initiated by a break in the vent pipe. 5.1-3u). This 2-inch line contains two safety-
The results of the analyses should demonstrate related Class 1E motor-operated valves that are !

compliance with acceptance criteria of 10 CFR operated from the control room. The location of
50.46. this line permits it to vent the entire reactor core

(2) Submit procedures and supporting analysis for
operator use of the vents that also include the

V information available to the operator for initiat-i

'

Amendment 27 1A.2-3
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1

system normally connected to the reactor pres- |

sure vessel. In addition, since this vent line is I

part of the design, it has already been I

considered in all the design-basis accident
analyses contained elsewhr.re in this document.

(2) Normally open reactor head vent line, which dis-
charges to a main steamline. ,

l
l

|

|

!

O

O-
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j (4) No new 10CFR50.46 conformance calculations |v are required, because the vent provisions are part
of the plant's original design and are covered by
the original design bases.

(5) Plant specific procedures govern the operator's |
use of the relief mode for venting reactor
pressure.

1A.2.6. Plant Shielding to Provide
Access to Vital Areas and Protect Safety
Equipment for Post-Accident Operation
[II.B.2]

NRC Position

With the assumption of a post-accident release of
radioactivity equivalent to that described in Regula-
tory Guide 13 and 1.4 (i.e., the equivalent of 50% of
the core radioiodine,100% of the core noble gas
inventory, and 1% of the core solids are contained in
the primary coolant), each licensee shall perform a
radiation and shielding design review of the spaces
around systems that may, as a result of an accident,

The conclusions from this vent evaluation are as
follows:

(1) Reactor vessel head vent valves exist to relieve
head pressure (at shutdown) to the drywell via
remote operator action.

(2) The reactor vessel head is continuously swept to
the main condenser and can be vented during
operating conditions.

(3) The size of the vents is not a critical issue
because BWR SRV's have substantial capacity,
exceeding the full power steaming rate of the
nuclear boiler.

Amendment 27 1A.2-5
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contain highly radioactive materials. The design re- .,

Iview should identify the location of vital areas and
equipment, such as the control room, radwaste con-
trol stations, emergency power supplies, motor con-
trol centers, and instrument areas, in which person-
nel occupancy may be unduly limited or safety equip-
ment may be unduly degraded by the radiation fields

,

during post-accident operation of these systems. |

Each licensee shall provide for adequate access
to vital areas and protection of safety equipment by
design changes,increa.ed permanent or temporary
shielding, or post-accident procedural controls. The
design review shall determine which types of corree-
tive actions are needed for vital areas throughout the
facility.

Response

A design review of the radiation and shielding of i

the ABWR Standard Plant post accident operations -|
has been made. It has been found that there is
adequate access to vital areas and that safety
equipment is adequately protected. No need for .)corrective action was identified. Details of the j

review may be found in Attachment A to Appendix
1A.

|

O
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1A.2.15 Additional Accident-Monitoring the top of the containment sump. A wide range in-
Instrumentation [II.F.1(1)] strument shall also be provided for BWRs and shall i,

k cover the range from the bottom of the contaigment
NRC Position to the elevation equivalent to a 2.27 x 10 liter | |

capacity. For_ BWRs, a wide range instrument shall i

Noble gas effluent monitors shall be installed be provided and cover the range from the bottom to
with an extended range designed to function during 1.52 meters above the normal water level of the sup- |
accident conditions as well as during normal operat- pression pool. ,

ing conditions. Multiple monitors are considered I
necessary to cover the ranges of interest. A continuous indication of hydrogen concentra- |

tion in the containment atmosphere shall be pro- -I

(1) Noble gas efflynt monitors with an upper range vided in the control. room. Measurement capability
capacity of 10 Ci/cc (Xe-133) are considered to shall be provided over the range of 0 to 10% hydro-
be practical and should be installed in all gen concentration 'under both positive and negative
operating plants. ambient pressure.

1

(2) Noble gas effluent monitoring shall be provided Response
for the total range of concentration extending l

from normal condition (as low as reasonably GE believes the requirements of Regulatory I

achievable pLARA)) concentrations to a maxi- Guide 1.97, Revision 3, incorporate the above re-
mum of 10 Ci/cc (Xc-133). Multiple monitors quirements. Section 7.5 compares the ABWR design >

are considered to be necessary to cover the against this Regulatory Guide.
ranges of interest. The range capacity of
individual monitors should overlap by a factor of 1A.2.16 Identification of and Recovery
ten. From Conditions Leading to Inadequate

Core Cooling [II.F.2]
p Because iodine gaseous effluent monitors for

Q the accident condition are not considered to be prac- NRC Position
tical at this time, capability for effluent monitoring of
radioiodines for the accident condition shall be Licensees shall provide a description of any addi-
provided with sampling conducted by absorption on tional instrumentation controls (primary or backup)
charcoal or other media, followed by onsite labora- proposed for the plant to supplement existing instru-
tory analysis. mentation (including primary coolant saturation

monitors) in order to provide an unambiguous, easy-

In-containment rgdiation-level monitors with a to interpret indication of inadequate core cooling
maximum range of 10 rad /hr shall be installed. A (ICC). A description of the functional design re-
minimum of two such monitors that are physically quirements for the system shall also be included. A
separated shall be provided. Monitors shall be description of the procedures to be used with the
developed and qualified to function in an accident proposed equipment, the analysis used in developing
environment. these procedures, and a schedule for installing the

equipment shall be provided.
A continuous indication of containment pressure

i

shall be provided in the control room of each operat- Response !
ing reactor. Measurement and indication capability
shall include three times the design pressure of the The direct water level instrumentation provided

containment for concrete, four times the jesign pres- in the ABWR design is capable of detecting
| sure for steel, and -0.35 kg/cm g for all conditions indicative ofinadequate core cooling.

,

contamments.
The ABWR has two sets of four wide range

A continuous indication of containment water reactor water level sensing units (eight total) which
level shall be provided in the control room for all are used in two separate two out of four logics which ;

'

plants. A narrow range instrument shall be provided initiate ECCS and other safety functions. Each set of

Q_ for BWRs and cover the range from the bottom to

Amendment 27 tA.210
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four sensors are used in two separate two out of four
logics which initiate ECCS operation. Four separate
sets of sensing lines, one from each quadrant of the

,
reactor pressure vessel, supply the pressure to the

| eight sensors for reliability. This ABWR
arrangement of reactor water level sensing exceeds
or is at least equal to the redundancy and reliability
of the BWR reactor water level measurement systems
reviewed in BWR Owners Group Report SLI-821,
July 1982. The conclusions reached in SLI 1982, also
apply to the ABWR. These conclusions meet the
NRC staff expectation given in paragraph 4.4.7 of
GSSAR 11 SER (Safety Evaluation Report
NUREG-0979, April 1983) regarding NUREG-0737,
item 11 F.2.

Based on the above information, the existing
highly redunant direct water level instrumentation
already provides an unambiguous, easy to interpet
indication of inadequate core cooling and there are no
plans to include core exit therrnoccupies in the
ABWR design.

O

l

O
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1A.2.17 Instrument for Monitoring 1A.2.19 Review and Modify Proceduresm

Accident Conditions [II.F.3] for Removing Safety Related Systems
From Service (II.K.1(10)]

NRC Position
NRC Position

Provide instrumentation adequate for monitor.
ing plant conditions following an accident that in- Review and modify (as required) procedures for
cludes core damage. removing safety-related systems from service (and

restoring to service) to assure operability status is
Response known.

The ABWR Standard Plant is designed in accor- Response

dance with Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 3. A de-
tailed assessment of the Regulatory Guide, including See Subsection 1A.3.2 for COL license
the list ofinstruments, is found in Section 7.5. information requirements.

1A.2.18 Safety-Related Valve Position 1A.2.20 Describe Automatic and Manual-
Indication [lI.K.1(5)] Actions for Proper Functioning of

Auxiliary Heat Removal Systems When FW
NRC Position System Not Operable [II.K.1(22)]

(1) Review all valve positions and positioning re. NRC Position
quirements and positive controls and all related
test and maintenance procedures to assure For boiling water reactors, describe the auto-
proper ESF functioning, if required. matic and manual actions necessary for proper func-

tioning of the auxiliary heat removal systems that are

p (2) Verify that AFW valves are in open position, used when the main feedwater system is not operable
1 (see Bulletin 79-08, item 3).

Response
Response

(1) The ABWR Standard Plant is equipped with
status monitoring that satisfics the requirements If the main feedwater system is not operable, a
of Regulatory Guide L47. See Subsection 7.1.2 reactor scram will be automatically initiated when
for detailed information on the status monitor- reactor water level falls to Level 3. The operator can
ing equipment and capability provided in the then manually initiate the RCIC system from the i

ABWR Standard Plant design. main control room, or the system will be automati- )
cally initiated as hereinafter described. Reactor

In addition to the status monitoring, plant spe- water level will continue to decrease due to boil-off
cific procedures (see Subsection 1A.3.2) will until the low low level setpoint, Level 2,is reached.
assure that independent verification of system At this point, the reactor core isolation cooling j

line-ups is applied to valve and electrical (RCIC) system will be automatically initiated to sup-
line-ups for all safety-related equipment, to ply makeup water to the RPV. This system will
surveillance procedures, and to restoration continue automatic injection until the reactor water
following maintenance. Through these proce- level reaches Level 8, at which time the RCIC steam
dures, approval will be required for the supply valve is closed.
performance of surveillance tests and mainte-
ance, including equipment removal from service in the nonaccident case, the RCIC system is nor-
and return to service. mally the only makeup system utilized to furnish sub-

sequent makeup water to the RPV. When level
(2) This requirement is not applicable to the reaches Level 2 again due to loss of inventory

ABWR. It applies only to Babcock & Wilcox through the main steam relief valves or to the main
designed reactors. condenser, the RCIC system automatically restarts

as described in Subsection 1A.2.22. This system then
N -
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maintains the coolant makeup supply. RPV pressure cral is fully described in NEDO-24708A, Additional
'

is regulated by the automatic or manual operation of Infonnation Requiredfor NRC Staff Generic Report
the main turbine bypass valves which discharge to on Boiling Water Reactors. An outline of this '

the condenser. description as applicable to the ABWR Standard
|Plant is provided in the following paragraphs.

To remove decay heat during a planned isola-
tion event, assuming that the main condenser is not Figure 7.7-1 illustrates the reactor vessel eleva-
available, the safety relief valves are utilized to dump tions covered by each water-level range. Additional
the residual steam to the suppression pool. The sup- details may be found in Figure 5.1-3 (nuclear boiler
pression pool will then be cooled by manual align- system P&lD). The instruments that sense the water
ment of the RHR system into the suppression pool level are differential pressure devices calibrated to be
cooling mode, which routes the pool water through accurate at a specific vessel pressure and liquid tem-
the RHR heat exchangers, cools it, and returns it to perature condition. The following is a description of
the suppression pool in a closed cycle. Makeup each water level range.
water to the RPV is still supplied by the RCIC
system. (1) Shutdown water-level range: This range is used

to monitor the reactor water-level during the
For the accident case with the RPV at high pres- shutdown condition when the reactor system is

sure, the HPCF systems can also be utilized to auto- flooded for maintenance and head removal. The
matically provide the required makeup flow when the water-level measurement design is the conden-
water level drops below Level 1.5 setpoint. No sate reference chamber leg type that is not com-
manual operations are required. If the HPCF sys- pensated for changes in density. The vessel tem-

perature and pressure condition 3 that are used |tems are postulated to fail at these same conditions
for the calibration are 0 kg/cm g and 48.9"Cand the RCIC capacity is insufficient, the automatic

depressurization system (ADS) will automatically water in the vessel. The two vessel instrument
initiate depressurization of the RPV to permit the penetrations elevations used for this water-level
low pressure ECCS/LPFL mode of RHR systems to measurement are located at the top of the RPV
provide makeup coolant. head and the instrument tap just below the bot-

tom of the dryer skirt.
Therefore,it can be seen that although manual

actions can be taken to mitigate the consequences of (2) Narrow water-!cvel range: This range uses for its
a loss of feedwater, there are no short term manual RPV taps the elevation above the main steam
actions which must be taken. Sufficient systems exist outlet nozzle and the tap at an elevation near the
to automatically mitigate these consequences. bottom of the dryer skirt. The instruments are

calibrated to be accurate at the normal operating
1 A.2.21 Describe Uses and Types of RV points. The water-level measurement design is
Level Indication for Autornatic and the condensate reference chamber type,is not
Manual Initiation of Safety Systerns density compensated, and uses differential pres-

[II.K.I(23)] sure devices as its primary elements. The
feedwater control system uses this range for its

NRC Position water-level control and indication inputs.

For boiling water reactors, describe all uses and (3) Wide water-level range: This range uses for its
types of reactor vessellevelindication for both RPV taps the elevation above the main steam
automatic and manualinitiation of safety systems. outlet nozzle and the taps at an elevation near
Describe other instrumentation that might give the the top of the active fuel. The instruments are
operator the same information on plant status. See calibrated to be accurate at the normal power op-
Bulletin 79-08, item 4. crating point. The water-level measurement de-

sign is the condensate reference type,is not den-
Response sity compensated, and uses differential pressure

devices as its primary elements. These instru-
The water level measurement for BWRs in gen- ments provide inputs to various safety systems

O
Amendment 27 1A.2-12
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and engineered safeguards systet r tion (HPCI) systems both initiate on the same low-
t water-level signal and both isolate on the same
'

(4) Fuel-zone, water-level range: This range used high water-level signal. The HPCI system will |
'

for its RPV taps the elevation above the main restart on low water level but the RCIC system will
steam outlet nozzle and the tapsjust above the not. The RCIC system is a low-flow system when ;

| reactor internal pump (RIP) deck. The zero of compared to the HPCI system. The initiation levels
the instrument is the bottom of the active fuel of the HPCI and RCIC system should be separated -

and the instrumenjs are calibrated to be so that the RCIC system initiates at a higher water

| accurate at 0 kg/cm g and saturated condition. level than the HPCI system. Further, the initiation
The water-level measurement design is the con- logic of the RCIC system should be modified so that
densate reference type, is not density the RCIC system will restart on low water level.
compensated, and uses differential pressure These changes have the potential to reduce the
devices as its primary elements. These number of challenges to the HPCI system and could
instruments provide input to water-level result in less stress on the vessel from cold water
indication only. injection. Analyses should be performed to evaluate i

these changes. The analysis should be submitted to
There are common condensate reference cham- the NRC staff and changes should be implemented if

bers for the narrow range, wide-range, and fuel- justified by the analysis-
zone range water-level transmitters.

Response
The elevation drop from RPV penetration or

condensing chamber to the drywell penetration is The ABWR Standard Plant design is consistent
uniform for the narrow range and wide range with this position. The high pressure core flooder
water-levelinstrument lines in order to minimize the (HPCF) system is initiated at Level 1-1/2, and the
change in water-level with changes in drywell RCIC system is initiated at Level 2. .At Level 8, the

'

temperature. injection valves for the HPCF and the RCIC steam

( supply and injection valves will automatically close in
( Reactor water-levelinstrumentation that ini- order to prevent water from entering the main steam

tiates safety systems and engineered safeguards is lines.
shown in Figure 5.1-3.

In the unlikely event that a subsequent low level
1A.2.21.1 Failure of PORV or Safety to recurs, the RCIC steam supply and injection valves ;

Close [II.K.3.(3)] will automatically reopen to allow continued flooding
of the vessel. The HPCF injection valves will also

NRC Position automatically reopen unless the operator previously
closed them manually. Refer to Subsections

Assure that any failure of a PORV or safety 7.3.1.1.1.1 (HPCF) and 7.3.1.1.1.3 (RCIC) for
valve to close will be reported to the NRC promptly, additional details regarding system initiation and
All challenges to the PORVs or safety valves should isolation logic.
be documented in the annual report. This
requirement is to be met before fuelload. 1A.2.23 Modify Break-Detection Logic

to Prevent Spurious Isolation of HPCI
Response And RCIC Systems [II.K.3(15)]

See Subsection 1A'.3.4 for COL license NRC Position
information requirements.

The high-pressure coolant injection (HPCI) and
1A.2.22 Separation of HPCI AND RCIC reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) systems use
System Initiation Levels [II.K.3(13)] differential pressure sensors on elbow taps in the

steam lines to their turbine drives to detect and
NRC Position isolate pipe breaks in the systems. The pipe-break-

. detection circuitry has resulted in spurious isolation
Currently, the reactor core isolation cooling of the HPCI and RCIC systems due to the pressure

L - (RCIC) system and the high-pressure coolant injec- spike which accompanies startup of the systems. The
pipe-break-detection circuitry should be modified to

Amendment 27 1A.2-13
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O
that pressure spikes resulting from HPCI and RCIC
system initiation will not cause inadvertent system
isolation.

Response

The ABWR design utilizes the motor-driven
HPCF system rather than the turbine-driven HPCI
system for high pressure inventory maintenance.
Therefore, this position is only applicable to the
turbine-driven RCIC system.

|

In the ABWR Standard Plant design, the high

!

l
!

]

O

O
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differential pressure signals which isolate the RCIC (5) Earlier initiation of ECC systems,

("j turbine are processed through the leak detection and
isolation system (LDS). Spurious trips are avoided (6) Heat removal through emergency condensers,
because the RCIC has a bypass start system con-
trolled by valves F037 and F045 (see Figure 5;4-8, (7) Offset valve setpoints to open fewer valves per

RCIC P&lD). challenge,

On receipt of RCIC start signals, bypass valve (8) Installation of additional relief valves with a block
F045 opens to pressurize the line downstream and or isolation-valve feature to climinate opening of
accelerate the turbine. The bypass line via F045 is the safety / relief valves (SRV's), consistent with
small (1 inch) and naturally limits the initial flow the ASME Code, |

lsurge such that a differential pressure spike in the
upstream pipe will not occur. (9) Increasing the high steam line flow setpoint for |

main steam line isolation valve (MSIV) closure,

After a predetermined delay (approximately
.

!

5-10 seconds), steam supply valve W37 opens to ad- (10) Lowering the pressure setpoint for MSIV
mit full steam flow to the turbim,. At this stage, the Closure,

line downstream is already pressurized. Thus, it is
highly unlikely that a differential pressure spike (11) Reducing the testing frequency of the
could occur during any phase of the normal start-up MSIV's,

process.
(12) More stringent valve leakage criteria, and

1A.2.24 Reduction of Challenges and
Failures of Relief Valves - Feasibility (13) Early removal ofleaking valves. |

Study and System Modification |

[II.K.3(16)] An investigation of the feasibility and constraints I

A of reducing challenges to the relief valves by use of (
NRC Position the aforementioned methods should be conducted.

Other methods should also be included in the feasi-
The record of relief-valve failures to close for all bility study. Those changes which are shown to

boiling water reactors (BWRs) in the past 3 years of reduce relief-valve challenges without compromising
plant operation is appproximately 30 in 73 reactor- the performance of the relief valves or other systems
years (0.41 failures per reactor-year). This has dem- should be implemented. Challenges to the relief
onstrated that the failure of a relief valve to close valves should be reduced substantially (by an order
would be the most likely cause of a small-break loss- of magnitude).
of-coolant accident (LOCA). The high failure rate is
the result of a high relief-valve challenge rate and a Response
relatively high failure rate per challenge (0.16 fail-
urcs per challenge) Typically, five valves are chal- General Electric and the BWR Owners' Group
lenged in each event. This results in an equivalent reponded to this requirement in Reference 6. This
failure rate per challenge of 0.03. The challenge and response, which was based on a review of existing
failure rates can be reduced in the following ways: operating information on the challange rate of relief

valves, concluded that the BWR/6 product line had
(1) Additional anticipatory scram on loss of feedwa- already achieved the " order of magnatude" level of

ter, reduction in SRV challange rate. The ABWR relief
valve system also has similar design features which

(2) Revised relief-valve actuation setpoints, also reduce the SRV challenge rate. With regard to
inadvertently opened relief valves (IORV), the

(3) Increased emergency core cooling (ECC) flow, BWR/6 plant design evaluated for the Owners' |
Group report reflected a reduced level if IORC

(4) Lower operating pressures, compared with previous design because of

Amendment 27 1A.214
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climination of the pilot operated relief valve type of
_

design. The ABWR design has also eliminated the
pilot operated relief valve type of design.

For the ABWR which has solid state logic
|design with redundancy, the likelihood of an IORV is
'

the same or less than the BWR/6 design evaluated in
conection with the Owners' Group report. The ;

redundant solid state design has been selected in
order that the frequency of IORV with solid state
logic becomes low enough so as to achieve the order
of magnitude reduction in total SRV challange rate
required by NUREG-0737.

The redundant solid state design for SRV
operation in the pressure relief mode consists of two
duplicated microproccessor channels. Each
microproccessor channel activates a separate load
driver and both load drivers must be activated to
cause operation of the SRV's in the relief mode.
Operation of the SRV's in the ADS mode also
requires activation of two microproccessors channels
with separate load drivers to prevent unwanted SRV
operation; however, two separate dual channel
systems are used to assure reliab!r operation in the
ADS mode. Reliable operation in the pressure relief
mode is assured by direct opening of the SRV
against spring force.

O
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1A.2.25 Report on Outages of Emergency See Subsection IA.3.5 for COL license

{3} Core-Cooling Systems Licensee Report information requirements.
f

and Proposed Technical Specification
Changes [II.K.3(17)] 1A.2.26 Modification of Automatic De-

Pressurization System Logic - Feasi-
NRC Position bility for Increased Diversity for Some

Event Sequences [II.K.3(18)]
Several components of the emergency core

cooling (ECC) systems are permitted by technical NRC Position
specifications to have substantial outage times (e.g., I

|72 hours for one diesel-generator; 14 days for the The automatic depressurization system (ADS)
HPCI system). In addition, there are no cumulative actuation logic should be modified to eliminate the

,

outage time limitations for ECC systems. Licensees need for manual actuation to assure adequate core j

should submit a report detailing outage dates and cooling. A feasibility and risk assessment study is |
Ilengths of outages for all ECC systems foi the last 5 required to determine the optimum approach. One

years of operation. The report should also include possible scheme that should be considered is ADS
the causes of the outages (i.e., controller failure, actuation on low reactor-vessel water level provided
spurious isolation). no high-pressure coolant injection (HPCI) or high- )

pressure coolant system (HPCS) flow exists and a
Clarification low-pressure emergency core cooling (ECC) system

is running. This logic would complement, not
The present technical specifications contain replace, the existing ADS actuation logic.

limits on allowable outage times for ECC systems
,

and components. However, there are no cumulative Response |

outage time limitations on these same systems. It is'

possible that ECC equipment could meet present An 8 minute high drywell pressure bypass timer

h(m
technical specification requirements but have a high has been added to the ADS initiation logic to address
unavailability because of frequent outages within the TMI action item II.K.3.18. This timer will initiate on
allowable technical cpecifications. a Low Water Level 1 signal. When it times out, it

bypasses the need for a high drywell signal to initiate
The licensees should submit a report detailing the standard ADS initiation logic.

outage dates and length of outages for all ECC
systems for the last 5 years of operation, including For all LOCAs inside the containment, a high
causes of the outages. This report will provide the drywell signal will be present and ADS will actuate
staff with a quantification of historical unreliability 29 seconds after a Low Water Level 1 signal is
due to test and maintenance outages, which will be reached. All LOCAs outside the containment
requirements in the technical specifications. become rapidly isolated and any one of the three |

high pressure ECCS can control the water level. The
Based on the above guidance and clarification, a high drywell pressure bypass timer in the ADS

detailed report should be submitted. The report initiation logic will only affect the LOCA response if
should contain (1) outage dates and duration of all high pressure ECCS fail following a break outside
outages; (2) causes of the outage; (3) ECC systems the containment. For this case the ADS will
or components involved in the outage; and (4) automatically initiate within 509 seconds (8 minute
corrective action taken. Tests and maintenance timer plus 29 second standard ADS logic delay) I

outages should be included in the above listings following a low Water Levell signal.
which are to cover the last 5 years of operation. The
licensee should propose changes to improve the
availability of ECC equipment,if needed.

COL applicants shall establish a plan to meet
these requirements.

! ), Response
f

\.)
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switchover is implemented, licensees should verify
'

) that clear and cogent procedures exist for the manual
switchover of the RCIC system suction from the con-
densate storage tank to the suppression pool.

Response

The RCIC system provided in the ABWR Stan-
dard Plant includes an automatic switchover feature
which will change the pump suction source from the

|
The safety-grade switchover will automatically occur
condensate storage pool to the suppression pool.

upon receipt of a low-level signal from the
condensate storage pool or a high-level signal from
the suppression pool.

See Subsection 7.3.1.1.1.3 for additional infor-
mation.

1A.2.29 Confirm Adequacy of Space
Cooling for High Pressure Coolant |

'

Indection and Reactor Core Isolation
Cooling Systems [II.K.3(24)] j

i

NRC Position

fm Long-term operation of the reactor core isola- |
( tion cooling (RCIC) and high-pressure coolant injec- !

tion (HPCI) systems may require space cooling to
maintain the pump-room temperatures within allow-
able limits. Licensees should verify the acceptability
of the consequences of a complete loss of alternat-
ing-current power. The RCIC and HPCI systems
should be designed to withstand a complete loss of
offsite alternating-current power to their support sys-
tems, including coolers, for at least 2 hours. )

i

Response |

The ABWR high pressure core flooder (HPCF)
and the reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC)
systems are provided space cooling via individual
room safety grade air-coditioning systems (See
Subsection 9.4.5). If all offsite power is lost, space
cooling for the HPCF and RCIC system equipment
would not be lost because the motor power supply
for each system is from seperate essential power
supplies.

- |D
V
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1A.2.30 Effect of Loss of Alternating- The RIP motors are designed and will be plant
Current Power on Pump Seals [II.K.3(25)] tested to not be damaged in the stopped hot

standby condition indefinitely with RCW cooling
NRC Position available.

The licensees should determine, on a plant (b) RMP Failure - Subsection 5.4.13.2 describes the
specific basis, by analysis or experiment, the RMP operation. Since the RIP and motor have

| consequences of a loss of cooling water to the no seals, the water in the RIP motor
I reactor recirculation pump seal coolers. The pump communicates directly with the reactor water at

j seals should be designed to withstand a complete loss the same pressure but at much lower
' of alternating-current (ac) power for at least 2 hours. temperature. There is no possibility of this
I Adequacy of the seal design should be demonstrated. water escaping from the coolant pressure

i boundary such as in conventional pumps which
Response include seals.!

!

The ABWR design features internal recircula- The RMP water is supplied from the CRD
| tion pumps (RIP) which do not require shaft seals. system. The CRD pumps will stop temporarily
| During a LOPP, the RIPS shutdown automatically. during a LOPP, which will cause the normal

| There are no shaft seals which require cooling water RMP flow to each RIP to temporarily stop. The
restoration. CRD pumps are subsequently restarted automa-

|
tically, after several minutes time delay, powered

A plant AC power failure would temporarily by onsite power sources and the RMP water willi

disrupt the operation of the reactor recirculation restart.'

subsystems but their failure would not generate a
LOCA as the following describes. This temporary interruption of RMP flow will

not initiate a LOCA. The only effect of loosing

| (a) RMC Failure - Subsection 5.4.13.1 describes the the RMP flow temporarily to the RIPS, from a
| RMC operation during normal running or LOPP, is that it will allow reactor

stopped condition. This operation assumes the contamination, by diffusion, to enter the RIP
reactor building cooling water (RCW) is in motor during the RMP flow interruption.
operation continuously during these operating
or stopped conditions. Normal LOCA and (c) RMISS Failure - Subsection 5.4.133 describes
LOPP operation of the RCW are described in the operation of the RMISS, which is used only
Subsection 9.2.11.2. during plant shutdown and RIP maintenance.

The power source for the inflatable sealis a
A loss of AC power or loss of Preferred power portable air operated water pump which is
(LOPP) will stop all RIPS. The LOPP will also moved from RIP to RIP. A LOPP would
temporarily stop the RCW and RSW pumps. therefore not cause a direct loss of RMISS
The onsite emergency power sources will pressure since (1) the plant air system has a
automatically restart the RCW/RSW pumps finite passive storage capacity in the air receivers
which will restore cooling for the stopped RIP and (2) the RMISS air operated pump only
motors. The RCW primary containment operates when the RMISS pressure drops below
isolation valves will not close on LOPP (only on a preset value.

LOCA).
The RMISS is a secondary seal. Even with a

The RMC subsystem for each RIP includes a long time RMISS failure RIP maintenance, the
|

| motor cooling inlet and outlet temperature passive backseat seal of the RIP shaft on the
detectors TE 301 and 302 which will automa- stretch tube will preclude draining the reactor.
tically runback individual RIPS to minimum
speed and subsequently trip on high coolant
temperature and prevent motor damage.

O
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1A.2.31 Study and Verify Qualincation of The accumulators are designed to provide two

b Accumulators on Automatic Depressuri- ADS actuations at 70% of drywell design pressure, |
V zation System Valves [II.K.3(28)] which is equivalent to 4 to 5 actuations at

atmospheric pressure. The ADS valves are designed

NRC Position to operate at 70% of drywell design pressure because
that is the maximum pressure for which reactor

Safety analysis reports claim that air or nitrogen depressurization through the ADS valves is required.
accumulators for the automatic depressurization The greater drywell design pressures are associated
system (ADS) valves are provided with sufficient only with short duration primary system blowdown in
capacity to cycle the valves open five times at design the drywell immediately following a large rupture for

pressures. GE has also stated that the emergency which ADS operation is not required. For large
core cooling (ECC) systems are designed to with- breaks which result in higher drywell pressure,
stand a hostile environment and still perform their sufficient reactor depressurization occurs due to the
function for 100 days following an accident. Licensee break to preclude the need for ADS. One ADS
should verify that the accumulators on the ADS actuation at 70% of drywell pressure is sufficient to
valves meet these requirements, even considering depressurize the reactor and allow inventory makeup
normal leakage. If this cannot be demonstrated, the by the low pressure ECC systems. However, for
Licensee must show that the accumulator design is conservatism, the accumulators are sized to allow 2

still acceptable. actuators at 70% of drywell pressure. See Sub-
section 6.8.1 for a description of the ADS N

2
Response pneumatic supply.

The accumulators for the ADS valves are sized
to provide two operating cycles at 70% of drywell
design pressure. This cyclic capability is validated
during preoperational testing at the station. The
accumulators are safety grade components.

\.)
The 100-day, post-accident functional operability

requirement is met through conservative design and
redundancy; eight ADS valves are provided with
code-qualified accumulators and seismic Category I
piping within primary containment. Two redundant
7-day supplies of bottled air are available to
compensate for leakage during long-term usage, with
replacement capability being provided for the
remainder of the postulated accident to assure
system functional operability. A maximum of three
of eight ADS valves need function to meet
short-term demands (see Subsection 19.3.1.3.1) and
the functional operability of only one ADS valve will
fulfilllonger term needs. Loss of pneumatic supply
pressure to the ADS SRV accumulator is alarmed to
provide the reactor operator with indication of the
failure of any of the redundant systems under hostle
environmental condition.

The BWR Owners' Group sponsored an
evaluation of the adequacy of the ADS
configurations. Evaluation results are summarized in
the following paragraph.

O
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TABLE 1A.2-1i nU RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS POSED BY MR. C. MICHELSON [lI.K.3(46)]'

OUESTION 1

Pressurizer level is an incorrect measure of primary coolant inventory.

RESPONSE 1

BWRs do not have pressurizers. BWRs measure primary coolant inventory directly using differential
pressure sensors attached to the reactor vessel. Thus, this concern does not apply to ABWR.

;

i OUESTION 2

The isolation of small breaks (e.g., letdown line; PORV) not addressed or analyzed. 3

|

RESPONSE 2 i

Automatic isolation only occurs for breaks outside the containment. Such breaks are addressed in Section
3.1.1.1.2 of NEDO-24708. It was shown that if high pressure systems are available no' operator actions are ;

required. Ifit is assumed that all high pressure systems fail, the operator must manually depressurize to allow
'

,

| the low pressure systems to inject and maintain vessel water level. Analyses in Section 3.5.2.1 of NEDO-24708

| show that the operator has sufficient information and time to perform these manual actions. The necessary |
manual actions have been included in the operator guidelines for small break accidents. !

1

Q OUESTION 3i

V ,

Pressure boundary damage due to loadings from (bubble collapse in subcooled liquid and 2) injection of |
ECC water in steam-filled pipes.

RESPONSE

The BWR has no geometry equivalent to that identified in Michelson's report on B&W reactors relative to
bubble collapse (steam bubbling upward through the pressurizer surge line and pressurizer). Thus the first
concern is not applicable to ABWR.

| ECC injection in the ABWR at high pressure is either into the reactor vessel through water filled i
lines (RHR-B + C;HPCF-B + C) or into the feedwater lines (RHR-A:RCIC). The feedwater lines are normally

'

filled with relatively cold liquid (215.5 C or less). ECCS injection in the ABWR at low pressure is either directly
into the reactor vessel or into the feedwater lines. Thus the second concern is not applicable to the ABWR.

OUESTION 4
!

In determining need for steam generators to remove decay heat, consider that break flow enthalpy is not
core exit enthalpy.

RESPONSE 4

' BWRs do not use steam generators to remove decay heat, so this concern does not apply to ABWR.

O
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TABLE 1A.2-1 (Continued) i

!
'

| RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS POSED BY MR. C. MICHELSON [II.K.3(46)]
|

| OUESTION 5

Are sources of auxiliary feedwater adequate in the event of a delay in cooldown subsequent to a small
LOCA?

RESPONSE 5

BWRs do not need feedwater to remove heat from the reactor following a LOCA, whether the subsequent
cooldown is delayed or not. Therefore, this concern is not applicable to ABWR. BWRs have a closed cooling
system la which vessel water flows out the postulated break to the suppression pool. The suppression pool is
cooled and watcr I. pumped back to the vessel with ECCS pumps.

! OUESTION 6

Is the recirculation mode of operation of the HPCI pumps at high pressure an established design
requirement?,

|

RESPONSE 6
I

The high-pressure injection systems utilized in the ABWR are the reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC)
and high pressure core flooder (HPCF).

The RCIC and HPCF systems normally take suction from the condensate storage tank and have an
alternate suction source from the suppression pool. A recirculation mode of operation of these systems is
established when the system suction is from the suppression pool. Following a LOCA when system suction is

,

from the suppression pool, water injected into the reactor is discharged through the break and flows back to the
'

suppression pool forming a closed recirculation loop.

Other recirculation modes include test modes (e.g., suction from and discharge to the suppression pool)
and system operation on low flow bypass with discharge to the suppression pool.

All of these modes are established design requirements.

OUESTION 7

Are the HPCI pumps and RHR pumps run simultaneously? Do they share common piping?/ suction? If
so, is the system properly designed to accommodate this mode of operation (i.e., are any NPSH requirements

| violated, etc...)?

RESPONSE 7

For ABWR the high-pressure injection systems (RCIC/HPCF) do not share any common suction piping |
with the low pressure RHR and they can operate simultaneously with this low pressure system. |

The RCIC and HPCF systems share common suction line from the condensate storage tank. The RHR
shutdown cooling operating mode does not share any common suction piping with the RCIC or HPCF systems.
It is an established design requirement to size the suction piping, including shared piping, such titat adequate
NPSH is available to RCIC and HPCF pumps for all operating modes of these systems.

O
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TABLE 1A.21 (Continued)
A)e

V RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS POSED BY MR. C. MICHELSON [11.K.3(46)]
1

RESPONSE 15

The ABWR containment spray system is manually initiated. All essential equipment inside the
containment is required to be qualified for the environmental conditions resulting from the initiation of the
containment spray system.

OUESTION 16*

This concern relates to the possibility that an operator may be included and perhaps even trained to isolate,
where possible, a pipe break LOCA without realizing that it might be an unsafe action leading to high pressure,
and short-term core bakeout. For example,if a BWR should experience a LOCA from a pressure boundary
failure somewhere between the pump suction and discharge valve for either reactor recirculation pump,it
would be possible for the operator to close these valves following the reactor blowdown to repressurize the
reactor coolant system. Before such isolation should be permitted, it is first necessary to show by an
appropriate analysis that the high pressure ECCS is adequate to reflood the uncovered core without assistance
from the low pressure ECCS which can no longer delivery flow because of the repressurization. Otherwise,
such isolation action should be explicitly forbidden in the emergency operating instructions.

RESPONSE 16

The ABWR does not have recirculation lines. However, there are other systems where it is possible for
the operator to close these valves following the reactor blowdown to low pressure and thereby isolate the
break. An example of this would be a break in the reactor water cleanup piping between the shutdown suction(q line valve and the containment boundary. In Reference 2, the NRC concluded based on information provided~y i

by GE that break isolation is not a problem.

In order for the reactor vessel to repressurize following isolation of a line break, the isolation would have
to occur before initiation of ADS due to a high drywell pressure in concurrence with low water level 1 condi-

tion. Isolation of a ling break prior to obtaining a high drywell pressure signal might occur for very small
| breaks (area < < 93 cm ) which may require several hundred seconds following the break to reach the high

drywell pressure set point. In this case it has been shown in Reference 3 that the high pressure systems (RCIC,
HPCF and feedwater) are sufficient to maintain the water level above the top of the core.

If isolation of the break were to occur prior to reaching level 1 but after the high drywell pressure signal, i
the vessel would pressurize to the SRV set point following isolation of the main steam lines and then oscillate
as the SRVs cycle open and closed. If no high pressure systems were available, the loss of mass out the SRVs
would cause the level to continue dropping and result in automatic ADS actuation shortly after reaching Level I

1. This would depressurize the vessel and allow the low pressure systems to begin injecting. This capability was
demonstrated in NEDO-24708, in addition, explicitly provide for manual depressurization in the event of low
reactor water level with high pressure systems unable to maintain level for any reason.

In summary, in order to repressurize the vessel following break isolation, the isolation would have to occur
prior to ADS blowdown. For these cases, high pressure systems would maintain inventory. If no high pressure

* Excerpt from Reference 1.

A
i 1
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TABLE 1A.2-1 (Continued)

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS POSED BY MR. C. MICHELSON [II,K.3(46)]

system was available, the low pressure systems would control the vessel water level following automatie or i
'

manual vessel depressurization.

REFERENCES:
1

1. Memo, C. Michaelson to D. Okrent, Possible Incorrect Operator Action Such as Pipe Break |
Isolation, June 4,10%. |

2. Letter, D. G. Eisenhut to R. L. Gridley, Potentialfor Break Isolation and Resulting
GE-Recommended BWR/3 ECCS Modifications, June 14,1978.

3. AdditionalInformation Requiredfor NRC Staff Generic Report on Boiling Water Reactors,
,

NEDO-24708, August 1979.
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TABLE 2.1 1

LIMITS IMPOSED ON SRP SECTION II ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
BY ABWR DESIGN

SRP
SECTION SIRUECT LIMITS

GEOGRAPHY AND DEMOGRAPHY

2.1.1 Site laation and Description None.

2.1.2 Eulusion Area Authorityand None.
Control

2.13 Population Distribution None.

I

NEARBY INDUSTRIAL, TRANSPORTATION AND MILITARY FACILITIES

l
2.2.1- Identification of Potential Identify potential hazards in the site vicinit I

2.2.2 Hazards in Site Vicinity that have a probability of occurrence >10'y |
'

per year which produce: (1) missiles more
energetic than the tornado missile spectra,

h or (2) pressure effects in excess of the design j
V basis tornado,

l

2.23 Evaluation of Potential Accidents Evaluate only those potential hazards
identified above.

METEOROLOGY

23.1 Regional Climatology Per Table 2.0-1.

23.2 Local Meteorology None. ]

233 Offsite Meterological Measure- None.
ment Programs

23.4 Short-Term Dispersion Estimates Show that the site meteorological dispersion
for Accidental Atmospheric values as calculated in accordance with
Releases Regulatory Guide 1.145, and compared to dose

values given in Chapter 15, result in doses
less than stipulated in 10CFR100 and the
applicable portions of SRP Sections 11 and 15.

23.5 Long-Term Diffusion Estimates None.

v
Amendment 27 2.12
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TABLE 2.1-1

OLIMITS IMPOSED ON SRP SECTION II ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
BY ABWR DESIGN (Continued)

SRP
SECTION SUBJECT LIMITS

IIYDROLOGY ENGINEERING

2.4.1 Hydrologic Description per Table 2.0-1.

2.4.2 Floods per Table 2.0-1.

|
2.43 Probable Maximum Flood on None.

Streams and Rivers

2.4.4 Potential Dam Failures Demonstrate that failure of existing and
SeismicallyInduced potential upstream or downstream water control

structures will not exceed flooding 30.5 cm |
below grade.

2.4.5 Probable Maximum Surge and Probable maximum serge and seiche flood?ng
Sieche Flooding level 30.5 cm below grade. !

2.4.6 Probable Maximum Tsunami Probable maximum tsunami flooding level 30.5 cm |
below grade.

2.4.7 Ice Effects None.

2.4.8 Cooling Water Channels None.
and Reservoirs

2.4.9 Channel Diversion None.

2.4.10 Flooding Protection Requirements None.

2.4.11 Cooling Water Supply None.

2.4.12 Groundwater Per Table 2.0-1.

2.4.13 Accidental Releases of Liquid None.;

Effluents in Ground and Surface
Waters

, 2.4.14 TechnicalSpecifications and None.
| Emergency Operation Requirement

O
l
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2.2 REOUIREMENTS FOR UTILITY are to be supplied by the licensing utility

O DETER 1IINATION OF ABWR SITE as specified in the CR AC 2 manua1
ACCEPTABILITY (NUREG/CR-2326) and are site specific. l

|
'

This section provides the requirements for the The basic reference case for determining
determination of ABWR site acceptability. individual and societal risk comparisons (see Table
Acceptability is required from the standpoint of both 2.21) uses a 95/5 evacuation model as is shown in
design bases events and severe accident. Table 19E.3 3. For the determination of dose

consequences for comparison to the dose goal shown i

2.2.1 Design Bases Events in Table 2.2-1 no evacuation or shielding factors
were assumed. If the results for a specific site using

For design bases events, the site is acceptable if the above assumptions prove unacceptable, then site
all of the site characteristics fall within the envelope specific evacuation and shielding parameters may be
of ABWR Standard Plant site design parameters substituted in lieu of the reference values.in
given in Table 2.0-1. For cases where a characteristic Subgroup Evacuation. However,if the results of
exceeds its envelope it will be necessary for the COL such an evaluation for a specific site are
applicant to submit analyses to demonstrate that the unacceptable, site specific evacuation and shiciding
overall set of site characteristics do not exceed the parameters may be substituted in lieu of the
capability of the design. See Subsection 2.3.1 for reference values in Subgroup Evacuation.
COL license information requirements.

Analysis: The analysis for evaluation of a specific site
2.2.2 Severe Accidents will be accomplished with the CR.AC 2 computer

code as modified through Sandia National Labo.
The ABWR PRA results were calculated for an ratory mod 46. Basic input and code characteristics

average or typical site, as outlined in Subsection are described in NUREG/CR-2326 and
19E3. Although these results form a good basis for NUREG/CR-2552.

(~ assessing the general ABWR capability to satisfy
( offsite dose related goals, they do not form a basis See Subsection 233 for COL license information

for coacluding that the ABWR would meet dose requirements.
related goals at a specific site whose characteristics
cannot be defined at the point of ABWR
certification. Consistent with the certification
concept that all key technical issues be resolved
before certification, it is appropriate to define the
process for determining future site acceptability.
This process is defined below in terms of (1) j
acceptance criteria, (2) data input, and (3) analysis.

Accentance Criteria: Site acceptability for severe
accidents will be based upon a calculation using the
CRAC 2 computer code. The results of such a
calculation will be compared to the goals of Table
19E.3-7 as shown in Table 2.21. The site will be
deemed acceptable if the results fall within the given i

goals.
'

Data Inout: The input to the CRAC 2 computer code
will be a combination of ABWR and site parameters.
The CRAC 2 code input is divided into specific
areas, The areas defined in Table 2.2 2 as ABWR
will be used as input with their specific data listed in
Appendix 2A. The areas defined as GENERAL are
also provided in Appendix 2A. The areas defined as

Amendment 27 2.2-1
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2.3 COL LICENSE INFORMATION (1) Design adequacy is established if fioor, s
response spectra are bounded by Section 3G.4 I,

23.1 Envelope of Standard Plant Design spectra (or the actual spectra considered in
Parameters design if applicable) at key locations. The site

unique response spectra used for comparison |
23.1.1 Non-Seismic Design Parameters need not be broadened since uncertainties in j

the structural frequencies have been !

Compliance with the envelope of ABWR Standard accounted for in the smooth broadened site

| Plant site non seismic design parameters of Table envelope spectra, i
1

2.0-1 shall be demonstrated for design bases events.!

(See Subsection 2.2.1) (2) If not, examine whether the deviations are at
major resonant frequencies of the component

{ 23.1.2 Seismic Design Parameters under consideration. If not, design adequacy
j is confirmed. Otherwise, perform analysis

To confirm the seismic design adequacy of the and/or testing to demonstrate that the
| standard plant, COL applicants shall demonstrate acceptance criteria given in design -

that the eight (8) site-dependent conditions specified specifications are met.
in Section 3A.1 are satisfied. In meeting these eight
conditions, the compliance with the site envelope If the soil properties of the site vary very abruptly
parameters shown in Table 2.0-1 for soil properties with depth (site-dependent condition 7), a site

i' and seismology is also established. specific SSE SSI analysis is required. The evaluation
procedures and acceptance criteria specified above

If there is any deviation of the eight are applicable.,

site-dependent conditions, a site specific evaluation is
! required. The type of evaluation will vary depending If the soil bearing capacity at the site is not

on the deviation. If the deviation is for condition 1 adequate to accommodate the standard plant design
D (peak ground acceleration),2 (ground response loads (site-dependent condition 8), the foundation
( spectra), or 6 (shcar wave velocity), a site specific material shall be removed and replaced with better

; SSE soil-structure interaction analysis (SSI) is material to achieve the required bearing capacity.
required. The calculated site unique responses are Alternatively, the COL applicant may perform a site |

3 compared to the site-envelope responses defined in specific analysis to demonstrate that the site has an
'

Section 3G.4 to confirm the seismic design adequacy adequate bearing capacity against the site unique I

of the standard plant according to the following loads. ]
procedures and acceptance criteria.

The site-dependent conditions 3 (liquefaction
,
; The Seismic Category I structures including the potential) and 4 (fault displacement potential)

RPV and its internal components that are included require site specific investigation.4

! in the SSI analysis model:
A site specific evaluation is required if the

(1) Design adequacy is established if maximum embedment depths of Seismic Category I buildings
structural responses in terms of force, moment, deviate from those from the standard plant design
or acceleration are bounded by the Section 3G.4 (site-dependent condition 5). The evaluation
responses (or the actual seismic loads considered procedure and acceptance criteria are the same as
in design if applicable) at key locations. those defined above for the site specific SSE SSI

( analysis.
(2) If not, calculate resulting SSE stresses. Design

adequacy is confirmed if combined stresses due 23.2 Standard Review Plan Site Characteristics
to SSE and other appropriate loads are within
design code allowable limits. Identification and description of all differences

from SRP Section 11 Acceptance Criteria for site
; For Seismic Category I equipment and piping characteristics (as augmented by Table 2.1-1) shall

whose seismic input is in the form of floor response be provided. Where such differences exist, the

J-[V]
spectra: evaluation shall discuss how the alternate site

characteristic is acceptable. In addition, the COL
,
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applicant will provide / address the following: COL applicants will provide the onsite
meteorological measurements programs.

23.2.1 Site Location and Description
23.2.9 Short Term Dispersion Estimates for

COL applicants will provide site-specific Accidental Atmospheric Releases
information to site location, including political
subdivisions, natural and man made features, COL applicants will provide site-specific
population, highways, railways, waterways, and other short-term dispersion estimates for NRC review to
significant features of the area. ensure that the envelope values (Tables 15.6-3,

15.6-7,15.6-13,15.6-14 and 15.6-18) of relative
23.2.2 Exclusion Area Authority and Control concentrations are not exceeded.

COL applicants will provide site-specific 23.2.10 Long-Term Diffusion Estimates
information related to activities that may be
permitted within the designated exclusion area. COL applicants will provide annual average

atmospheric dispersion values for routine releases
23.23 Population Ulstribution for NRC review.

COL applicants will provide population data for 23.2.11 flydrologic Description
the site environs.

COL applicants will provide a detailed description
23.2.4 Identification of Potential llazards in Site of all major hydrologic features on or in the vicinity
Vicinity of the site. They will also provide a specific

description of the site and all safety-related
COL applicants will provide information with elevations, structures, exterior accesses, equipment,

respect to industrial, military, and transportation and systems from the standpoint of hydrology
facilities and routes to establish the presence and considerations.
magnitude of potential external hazards.

23.2.12 Floods
23.2.5 Evaluation of Potential Accidents

COL applicants will provide site specific
COL applicants will ;dentify potential accident information related to historical flooding and the

situations in the vicinity of the plant and the bases for potential flooding at the plant site, including flood
which these potential accidents were or were not history, flood design considerations, and effects of
accommodated in the design. local intense precipitation.

23.2.6 External Impact flazards 233.13 Probable Maximum Flood on Streams and
Rivers

COL applicants will provide a review and
evaluation of the effects on the protection criteria of COL applicants will provide site-specific ;

some external impact hazards, such as general information related to determining design basis |

aviation or nearby explosions. flooding at power reactor sites and the extent of
flood protection required for those safety-related

23.2.7 Local Meteorology systems, structures, and components.
!

COL applicants will provide local meteorology 2.3.2,14 lee Effects i
1for NRC review

COL applicants will demonstrate that
safety-related facilities and water supply are not
affected by ice fkmding or bk>ckage.

2.3.2.8 Onsite Meteorological Measurements
Program 23.2.15 Cooling Water Channels and Reservoirs |

COL applicants will provide the basis for the
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n 3.1 CONFORMANCEWITH NRC to safety shall be designed, fabricated,
V GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA erected, and tested to quality standards

commensurate with the importance of the safety
,

3.1.1 SUMMARY DESCRIPTION functions to be performed. Where generally I
recognized codes and standards are used, they j

This section contains an evaluation of the shall be identified and evaluated to determine
principal design criteria of the ABWR Standard their applicability, adequacy, and sufficiency
Plant as measured against the NRC General Design and shall be supplemented or modified as
Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants,10CFR50 necessary to assure a quality product in keeping
Appendix A. The general design criteria, which with the required safety function. A quality
are divided into six groups with the last assurance program shall be established and
criterion numbered 64, are intended to establish implemented in order to provide adequate
minimum requirements for the principal design assurance that these structures, systems, and

Icriteria for nuclear power plants. components will satisfactorily perform their
safety functions. Appropriate records of the

The NRC General Design Criteria were intended design, fabrication, erection, and testing of
to guide the design of all water-cooled nuclear structures, systems, and components important to
power plans; separate BWR-specific criteria are safety shall be maintained by or under the
not addressed. As a result, the criteria are control of the nuclear power unit licensee
subject to a variety of interpretations. For throughout the life of the unit,
this reason, there are some cases where
conformance to a particular criterion is not 3.1.2.1.1.2 Evaluation Against Criterion i
directly measurable. In these cases, the
conformance of the ABWR design to the interpreta- Safety related and non-safety-related
tion of the criteria is discussed. For each structures, systems, and components are
criterion, a specific assessment of the plant identified on Table-3.21. The total quality

O design is made and a complete list of references assurance program is described in Chapter 17 and
V is included to identify where detailed design is applied to the safety related items. The

information pertinent to that criterion is quality requirements for non-safety-related
treated in this safety analysis report (SAR), items are controlled by the quality assurance

program described in Chapter 17 in accordance
Based on the content herein, the design of the with the functional importance of the item. The

ABWR design fully satisfies and is in compliance intent of the quality assurance program is to
with the NRC General Design Criteria. assure sound engineering in all phases of design

and construction through conformity to
3.1.2 EVALUATION AGAINSTCRITERIA regulatory requirements and design bases

described in the license application. In
3.1.2.1 Group l . Overall Requirements addition, the program assures adherence to

specified standards of workmanship and
3.1.2.1.1 Criterion 1 - Quality Standards and implementation of recognized codes and standards
Records in fabrication and construction. It also

includes the observance of proper preoperational
3.1.2.1.1.1 Criterion 1 Statement and operational testing and maintenance

procedures as well as the documentation of the
Structures, systems, and components important foregoing by keeping appropriate records. The

total quality assurance program is responsive to
and in conformance with the intent of the
quality-related requirements of 10CFR50 Appendix
B,

.

\
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Structures, systems, and components are (1) Appropriate consideration of the most severe
identified in Section 3.2 with respect to their of the natural phenomena that have been his-
location, service and their relationship to the torically reported for the site and sur-
safety-related or non-safety related function to rounding area, with sufficient margin for
be performed. Recognized codes and standards are the limited accuracy, quantity, and period
applied to the equipment per the safety of time in which the historical data have
classifications to assure meeting the required been accumulated;
safety-related function.

(2) Appropriate combinations of the effects of
Documents are maintained which demonstrate normal and accident conditions with the

that all the requirements of the quality effects of the natural phenomena; and
assurance program are being satisfied. This
documentation shows that appropriate codes, (3) The importance of the safety functions to be
standards, and regulatory requirements are performed.
observed, specified materials are used, correct
procedures are utilized, qualified personnel are 3.1.2.1.2.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 2
provided, and the finished parts and components
meet the applicable specifications for safe and Since the ABWR design is designated as a
reliable operation. These records are available standard plant, the design bases for
so that any desired item of information is safety-related (See Subsection 3.1.2.1.1.2)
retrievable for reference. These records will be structures, systems, and components, cannot
maintained during the life of the operating accurately reflect the most severe of the natu-
licenses. ral phenomena that have been historically re-

ported for each possible site and their sur-
The detailed quality assurance program is in rounding areas. However, the envelope of site-

conformance with the requirements of Criterion 1. related parameters which blanket the majority of
potential sites in the coterminous United States |

For further discussion, see the following is defined in Chapter 2. The design bases for
sections: these structures, systems, and compo- nents

reflect this envelope of natural phenomena
Chapter / including appropriate combinations of the ef-
Section Illh fccts of normal and accident conditions with

this envelope. The design bases is not required
(1) 1.2 General Plant Description to meet the requirements of Criterion 2.

|

(2) 3.2 Classification of Structures, Detailed discussion of the various phenomena !
Components, and Systems considered and design criteria developed are i

presented in the following sections: I
3.1.2.1.2 Criterion 2 - Design Bases for
Protection Against Natural Phenomena Chapter /

Section
3.1.2.1.2.1 Criterion 2 Statement Illk

Structures, systems, and components important (1) 2.0 Summary of Site Characteristics
to safety shall be designed to withstand the
effects of natural phenomena such as earthquakes, (2) 3.2 Classification of Structures,
tornadoes, hurricanes, floods, tsunami, and Components, and Systems
seiches without loss of capability to perform
their safety functions. The design bases for (3) 33 Wind and Tornado Loadings
these structure systems and components shall
reflect: (4) 3.4 Water Level (Flood) Design

O
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control, and protection systems shall be designed
/ with appropriate margin to assure that specified For further discussion, see the followingO acceptable fuel design limits are not exceeded sections: 1

during any condition of normal operation |
including the effects of anticipated operational Chapter /
occurrences. Section Title

3.1.2.2.1.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 10 (1) 1.2 General Plant Description

The reactor core components consist of fuel (2) 4.2 Fuel Design System
assemblies, control rods, incore ion chambers,
neutron sources, and related items. The mechani- (3) 4.3 Nuclear Design
cal design is based on conservative application
of stress limits, operating experience, and (4) 4.4 Thermal and Hydraulic Design
experi- mental test results. The fuel is
designed to pro- vide integrity over a complete (5) 5.4.1 Reactor Recirculation System

I range of power levels including transient
conditions. The core is sized with sufficient (6) 5.4.6 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling
heat transfer area and coolant flow to ensure System

| that fuel design limits are not exceeded under
'

normal conditions or anticipated operational (7) 5.4.7 Residual Heat Removal System
occurrences.

(8) 7.2 Reactor Protection System
The reactor protection system is designed to

monitor certain reactor parameters, sense (9) 73 Emergency Core Cooling System
abnormalities, and to scram the reactor thereby

;

o preventing fuel design limits from being exceeded (10) 15 Accident Analyses |
( when trip points are exceeded. Scram trip

setpoints are selected on operating experience 3.1.2.2.2 Criterion 11. Reactor Inherent
and by the safety design basis. There is no case Protection
in which the scram trip setpoints allow the core,

l to exceed the thermal hydraulic safety limits. 3.1.2.2.2.1 Criterion 11 Statement
Power for the reactor protection system is
supplied by four independent uninterruptible AC The reactor core and associated coolant sys- |
power supplies. An alternate power source and tems shall be designed so that in the power ope-
battery are available for each bus. The reactor rating range the net effect of the prompt inhe-
will scram on loss of power or hydraulic rent nuclear feedback characteristics tends to
pressure, compensate for a rapid increase in reactivity, j

An analysis and evaluation has been made of 3.1.2.2.2.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 11
the effects upon core fuel following adverse

| plant operating conditions. The results of The reactor core is designed to have a reac.
; abnormal operational transients are presented in tivity response that regulates or damps changes
I Chapter 15 and show that the minimum critical in power level and spatial distributions of

power ratio (MCPR) does not fall below the power production to a level consistent with safe
transient MCPR limit, thereby satisfying the and efficient operation,
transient design basis.

The inherent dynamic behavior of the core is
The reactor core and associated coolant, characterized in terms of:

I control, and protection systems are designed to
| | assure that the specified acceptable fuel design (1) fuel temperature or Doppler coefficient;

limits are not exceeded during conditions of;O! normal or abnormal operation and, therefore, meet (2) moderator void coefficient; and
!O the requirements of Criterion 10.
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(3) moderator temperature coefficient. For further discussion, see the following
sections:

The combined effect of these coefficients in
the power range is termed the power coefficient. Chapter /

Section Iilla
Doppler reactivity feedback occurs simultane-

ously with a change in fuel temperature and op- (1) 1.2.1 Principal Design Criteria
poses the power change that caused it; it contri-
butes to system stability. Since the Doppler re- (2) 43 Nuclear Design
activity opposes load changes, it is desirable to
maintain a large ratio of moderator void coeffi- (3) 4.4 Thermal and Hydraulic Design
cient to Doppler coefficient for optimum load-
following capability. The boiling water reactor 3.1.2.23 Criterion 12 - Suppression of
has an inherently large moderator-to-Doppler Reactor Power Oscillations.
coefficient ratio which permits use of coolant
flow rate for load following. 3.1.2.23.1 Criterion 12 Statement

in a boiling water reactor, the moderator void The reactor core and associated coolant,
coefficient is of importance during operation at control, and protection systems shall be
power. Nuclear design requires the void coeffi- designed to assure that power oscillations which
cient inside the fuel channel to be negative. can result in conditions exceeding specified
The negative void reactivity coefficient provides acceptable fuel design limits are not possible
an inherent negative feedback during power or can be reliably and readily detected and
transients. Because of the large negative suppressed.
moderator coefficient of reactivity, the BWR has
a number of inherent advantages, such as: 3.1.2.23.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 12

(1) The use of coolant flow as opposed to The reactor core is designed to ensure that
control rods for load following; no power oscillation will cause fuel design

limits to be exceeded. The power reactivity co-
(2) the inherent self-flattening of the radial efficient is the composite simultaneous effect

power distribution; of the fuel temperature or Doppler coefficient,
moderator void coefficient, and moderator tem-

(3) the ease of control; and perature coefficient to the change in power
level. It is negative and well within the range

(4) the spatial xenon stability. required for adequate damping of power and spa-
tial xenon disturbances. Analytical studies in-

The reactor is designed so that the moderator dicate that for large boiling water reactors,
| temperature coefficient is small and positive in under-damped, unacceptable power distribution

i

the cold condition; however, the overall power behavior could only be expected to occur with I

reactivity coefficient is negative. Typically, power coefficients more positive than about |
'

the power coefficient at full power is about -0.01 Ak/k/AP/P. Operating experience has
-0.04 Ak/k/ AP/P at the beginning of life and shown large boiling water reactors to be inhe-
about -0.03 Ak/k/ AP/P at 10,000 mwd /T. rently stable against xenon induced power
These values are well within the range required instability. The large negative coefficients
for adequate damping of power and spatial xenon provide:
disturbances.

(1) good load following with well-damped
The reactor core and associated coolant system behavior and little undershoot or overshoot

are designed so that in the power operating in the heat transfer response;
range, prompt inherent dynamic behavior tends to
compensate for any rapid increase in reactivity (2) load following with recirculation flow
in accord with Criterion 11. control; and

Amendment 27 3I4
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equipment for operation of the plant functions (6) 9.4.1 Control Room Area Ventilation
such as the reactor and its auxiliary systems, System
engineered safety features, turbine generator,
steam and power conversion systems, and station (7) 9.5.1 Fire Protection System
electrical distribution boards.

(8) 123.2 Shielding
The control room is located in a Seismic

Category I control building. Safe occupancy of (9) 1233 Ventilation ;

the control room during abnormal conditions is !
provided for in the design. Adequate shielding 3.1.23 Group III- Protection and Reactivity !

is provided to maintain tolerable radiation ControI System |
'

levels in the control room in the event of a
design basis accident for the duration of the 3.1.23.1 Criterion 20 - Protection System i

accident. Functions

The control building ventilation system has 3.1.23.1.1 Criterion 20 Statement
redundant equipment and provides radiation detec-
tors and smoke detectors with appropriate alarms The protection system shall be designed
and interlocks. The control room intake air can
be filtered through high efficiency particulate (1) to initiate automatically the operation of
air / absolute (HEPA) and charcoal filters, appropriate systems including the reactivity

control systems, to assure that specified
The control room is continuously occupied by acceptable fuel design limits are not ex-

qualified operating personnel under all operating ceeded as a result of anticipated opera-
and accident conditions. In the unlikely event tional occurrences, and
that the control room must be vacated and access

|is restricted, instrumentation and controls are (2) to sense accident conditions and initiate
provided outside the control room which can be the operation of systems and components
utilized to safely perform a hot shutdown and a important to safety.
subsequent cold shutdown of the reactor.

3.1.23.1.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 20
The control room design meets the requirements

of Criterion 19. The reactor protection system is designed to
provide timely protection against the onset and

For further discussion, see the following consequences of conditions that threaten the
sections: integrity of the fuel barrier and the reactor

coolant pressure boundary barrier. Fuel damage |

Chapter / is prevented by initiation of an automatic
Section Illk reactor shutdown if monitored variables of I

nuclear steam supply systems (see Subsection |

(1) 1.2 General Plant Description 3.1.2.2.6.2) exceed pre-established limits of I

anticipated operational occurrences. Scram trip |

(2) 3.8.4 Other Seismic Category l settings are selected and verified to be far
Structures enough above or below operating levels to pro- '

vide proper protection but not be subject to
(3) 7 Instrumentation and Control spurious scrams. The reactor protection system

Systems includes the ride through power sources, sen- )
sors, transmitters, bypass circuitry, and | j

(4) 7.4.1.4 Remote Shutdown System - switches that signal the control rod system to
.

and Instrumentation and Controls scram and shut down the reactor. The scrams
7.4.2.4 initiated by neutron monitoring system vari-

ables, nuclear steam supply systems (NSSS) high i

f. (5) 6.4 Habitability Systems pressure, high suppression pool temperature, |
\ turbine stop valve closure, turbine

Amendment 27 3.1-13
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control valve fast closure, and reactor vessel (5) 63 Emergency Core Cooling System
low-water level prevent fuel damage following
abnormal operational transients. Specifically, (6) 7.2 Reactor Protection System
these process parameters initiate a scram in time
to prevent the core from exceeding thermal hy- (7) 73.1.1 Emergency Core Cooling Systems -
draulic safety limits during abnormal operational and Instrumentation and Control
transients. Response by the reactor protection 73.2.1
system is prompt and the total scram time is
short. Control rod scram motion starts in about (8) 73.1.2 Leak Detection and Isolation
290 milliseconds after the high flux set point is and System - Instrumentation
exceeded. 73.2.2 and Controls

A fully withdrawn control rod traverses 60% of (9) 7.6.1.2 Process Radiation Monitoring
its full stroke in sufficient time to assure that and System - Instrumentation and
acceptable fuel design limits are not exceeded. 7.6.2.2 Controls

in addition to the reactor protection system, (10) 15 Accident Analyses
which provides for automatic shutdown of the re-
actor to prevent fuel damage, protection systems 3.1.23.2 Criterion 21 - Protection System
are provided to sense accident conditions and Reliability and Testability
initiate automatically the operation of other
systems and components important to safety. 3.1.2.3.2.1 Criterion 21 Statement
Systems such as the emergency core cooling system
(ECCS) are initiated automatically to limit the The protection system shall be designed for
extent of fuel damage following a loss of-coolant functional reliability and inservice testability
accident (L,0CA). Other systems automatically commensurate with the safety functions to be
isolate the reactor vessel or the containment to performed. Redundancy and independence designed
prevent the release of significant amounts of into the protection system shall be sufficient
radioactive materials from the fuel and the re- to assure that:
actor coolant pressure boundary. The controls
and instrumentation for the ECCS and the isola- (1) no single failure results in loss of the
tion systems are initiated automatically when protection function, and
monitored variables exceed pre-selected
operational limits. (2) removal from service of any component or

channel does not result in loss of the re-
The design of the protection system satisfies quired minimum redundancy unless the accept-

the functional requirements as specified in able reliability of operation of the protec.
Criterion 20. tion system can be otherwise demonstrated.

For further discussion, see the following The protection system shall be designed to
sections: permit periodic testing of its functioning when

the reactor is in operation including a capabi-
Chapter lity to test channels independently to determine
Section Iith failures and losses of redundancy that may have

occurred.
(1) 1.2.1 Principal Design Criteria

3.1.23.2.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 21
(2) 4.6 Functional Design of Reacthity

Control Systems Reactor protection system design provides
assurance that, through redundancy, each channel

(3) 5.2.2 Overpressurization Protection has sufficient reliability to fulfill the

single-failure criterion. No single component
(4) 5.4.5 Main Steamline Isolation System failure, intentional bypass maintenance

Amendment 1 3.1-14
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3.1.23.4 Criterion 23 - Protection System (2) 7.2 Reactor Protection System
y Failure Modes,V

3.1.2.3.5 Criterion 24 Separation of
3.1.23.4.1 Criterion 23 Statement Protection and Control Systems

The protection system shall be designed to 3.1.23.5.1 Criterion 24 Statement
fail into a safe state or into a state demon-
strated to be acceptable on some other defined The protection system shall be separated from
basis if conditions such as disconnection of the control systems to the extent that failure of j

system, loss of energy (e.g., clectric power, in- any single control system component or channel
strument air), or postulated adverse environments or failure or removal from service of any single ;

(e.g., extreme heat or cold, fire, pressure, protection system component or channel which is !

steam, water, and radiation) are experienced. common to the control and protection systems I

leaves intact a system satisfying all reliabili-
3.1.23.4.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 23 ty, redundancy, and independence requirements of

the protection system. Interconnection of the
The reactor protection (trip) system is protection and control systems shall be limited ;

designed to fail into a safe state. Use of an to assure that safety is not significantly
'

independent channel for each actuator logic impaired. ,

allows the system to sustain any logic channel |
failure without preventing other sensors 3.1.23.5.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 24 |
monitoring the same variable from initiating a
scram. Any two-out-of-four logic channel trips There is separation between the reactor pro-
initiate a scram. Intentional bypass for tection system and the process control systems.
maintenance or testing causes the scram logic to Logic channels and actuator logics of the reac-
revert to two-out-of-three. A failure of any one for protection system are not used directly for

A reactor protection system input or subsystem automatic control of process systems. Sensor
U component produces a trip in one channel. This outputs may be shared, but each signal is opti-

condition is insufficient to produce a reactor cally isolated before entering a redundant or
scram, but the system is ready to perform its non-safety channel interface. Therefore, fail-
protective function upon trip of another channel. ure in the controls and instrumentation of pro-

cess systems cannot induce failure of any por- j
The environmental conditions in which the tion of the protection system. Scram reliabi- !

instrumentation and equipment of the reactor lity is designed into the reactor protection
protection system must operate were considered in system and hydraulic control unit for the con-
establishing the component specifications. trol rod drive. The scram signal and mode of
instrumentation specifications are based on the operation override all other signals.
worst expected ambient conditions in which the
instruments must operate. The systems that isolation containment and |

reactor pressure vessel are designed so that any
The failure modes of the reactor protection one failure, maintenance operation, calibration

(trip) system are such that it fails into a safe operation, or test to verify operational
state as required by Criterion 23. availability does not impair the functional

ability of the isolation systems to respond to
For further discussion, see the following essential variables.

sections.
Process radiation monitoring is provided on

Chapter / process liquid and gas lines that may serve as
Section Tjlk discharge routes for radioactive materials.

Four instrumentation channels are used to pre-
(1) 1.2.1 Principal Design Criteria vent an inadvertent scram and isolation as a re-

b
%.)
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sult of instrumentation malfunctions. The out. 3.1.23.6.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 25
1

put trip signals from each channel are combined
in such a way that two channels must signal high The reactor protection system provides |

'radiation to initiate scram and main steam protection against the onset and consequences of
isolation, conditions that threaten the integrity of the

fuel barrier and the reactor coolant pressure
The protection system is separated from boundary or the primary containment vessel / )

control systems as required in Criterion 24. pressure boundary. Any monitored variable which |

exceeds the scram setpoint will initiate an '

For further discussion, see the following automatic scram and not impair the remaining
sections: variables from being monitored, and if one

channel fails, the remaining portions of the
Chapter / reactor protection system shall function.
Section litk

The rod control and information system is de-
(1) 1.2.1 Principal Design Criteria signed so that no single failure can negate the

effectiveness of a reactor scram. The circuitry
(2) 4.6 Functional Evaluation of for the rod control and information system is

Reactivity Control Systems completely independent of the circuitry
controlling the scram valves. This separation

(3) 63 Emergency Core Cooling Systems of the scram and normal rod control functions
prevents failures in the rod control and

(4) 7.2 Reactor Trip System information system circuitry from affecting the
scram circuitry. Because only two control rods

(5) 73.1.1 Emergency Core Cooling System - are controlled by an individual hydraulic
and Instrumentation and Controls control unit (HCU), a failure that results in
73.2.1 continued energizing of an insert solenoid valve

on an HCU can affect only two control rods. The
(6) 73.1.2 Leak Detection and Isolation effectiveness of a reactor scram is not impaired

and System -Instrumentation by the malfunctioning of any one HCU or two
73.2.2 and Controls control rods.

(7) 7.6.1.2 Process Radiation Monitoring - The design of the protection system assures
and Instrumentation and Controls that specified acceptable fuel limits are not
7.6.2.2 exceeded for any single malfunction of the

reactivity control systems as specified in j

(8) 7.7.1.2 Rod Control and Information Criterion 25. i

and System - Instrumentation and
7.7.2.2 Controls For further discussion, see the following

sections:
3.1.23.6 Criterion 25 - Protection System
Requirements for Reactivity Control Malfunctions Chapter /

Section Iitl.g i
'

3.1.2.3.6.1 Criterion 25 Statement
(1) 1.2.1 Principal Design Criteria l

The protection system shall be designed to as-
sure that specified acceptable fuel design limits (2) 43 Nuclear Design
are not exceeded for any single malfunction of
the reactivity control system such as accidental (3) 4.4 Thermal and Hydraulic Design
withdrawal (not ejection or dropout) of control
rods. (4) 4.6 Functional Design of Reactivity

ControlSystems

O
I
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(5) 7.2 Reactor Trip System The circuitry for manual insertion or with-
O drawal of control rods is completely independent-
V (6) 7.7.1.2 Rod Control and information of the circuitry for reactor scram. This

and System - Instrumentation and - separation of the scram and normal rod control
7.7.2.2 Controls functions prevents failures in the reactor

manual control circuitry from affecting the
(7) 15 Accident Analyses scram . circuitry. Two sources of energy <

*

(accumulator pressure and electrical power to
3.1.2.3.7 Criterion 26 - Reactivity Control the motors of the' fine motion control rod
System Redundancy and Capability drives, FMCRDs) provide needed control rod

insertion performance over the entire range of
3.1.23.7.1 Criterion 26 Statement reactor pressure (i.e., from operating

conditions to cold shutdown). The design of the
Two independent reactivity control systems of control rod system includes appropriate margin

different design principles shall be provided. for malfunctions such as stuck rods in the
One of the systems shall use control rods, pre- unlikely event that they do occur. Control rod
ferably including a positive means for inserting withdrawal sequences and patterns are selected
the rods, and shall be capable of reliably con- prior to operation to achieve optimum core .

Jtrolling reactivity changes to assure that under performance and, simultaneously, low individual .
conditions of normal operation, including rod worths. The operating procedures to
anticipated operational occurrences, and with accomplish such patterns are supplemented by the
appropriate margin for malfunctions such as stuck rod pattern control system, which prevents rod
rods, specified acceptable fuel design limits are withdrawals yielding a rod worth greater than
not exceeded. The second reactivity control permitted by the preselected rod withdrawal
system shall be capable of reliably controlling pattern. Because of the carefully planned and
the rate of reactivity changes resulting from regulated rod withdrawal sequence, prompt

-A planned, normal power changes (including xenon shutdown of the reactor can be achieved with the
burnout) to assure that acceptable fuel design insertion of a small number of the many
limits are not exceeded. One of the systems independent control rods. In the event that a.
shall be capable of holding the reactor core reactor scram is necessary, the unlikely
suberitical under cold conditions. occurrence of a limited number of stuck rods' l

will not hinder the capability of the control |
3.1.23.7.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 26 rod system to render the core suberitical. )

i

Two independent reactivity control systems A standby liquid control system containing a
| utilizing different design principles are pro- neutron-absorbing sodium pentaborate solution is

vided. The normal method of reactivity control the independent backup system. This system has
employs control rod assemblies which contain the capability to shut the reactor down from
boron carbide (B4C) powder. Positive insertion full power and maintain it in ~a subcritical
of these control rods is provided by means of the condition at any time during the core life,
control rod drive electrical and hydraulic sys- The reactivity control provided to reduce
tem. The control rods are capable of reliably reactor power from rated power to a shutdown
controlling reactivity changes during normal condition with the~ control rods withdrawn in
operation (e.g., power changes, power shaping, the power pattern accounts for the reactivity
xenon burnout, normal startup and shutdown) via effects of xenon decay, elimination of steam
operator controlled insertions and withdrawals. voids, change in water density due to the
The control rods are also capable.of maintaining reduction in water temperature, Doppler effect

_

the core within acceptable fuel design limits du- in uranium, change in the neutron lcakage from
ring anticipated operational occurrences via the - boiling to cold, and change in the rod worth as

.

automatic scram function. The unlikely occur- boron affects the neutron migration length,
rence of a limited number of stuck rods during a
scram will not adversely affect the capability to' The control rod system is capable of holding

) maintain the core within fuel design limits. the reactor core subcritical under cold

Amendment 27 3 1-19
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| conditions, even when the number of control rods
of highest worth controlled by an hydraulic
control unit is assumed to be stuck in the fully
withdrawn position. This shutdown capability of

O

|

|

1

1

O ||
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the control rod system is made possible by There is no credible event applicable to the
designing the fuel with burnable poison (Gd ABWR which requires combined capability of the
0 ) to control the high reactivity of fres$ control rod system and poison additions. The

3fuel. ABWR design is capable of maintaining the
reactor core suberitical, including allowance
for a pair of stuck rods controlled by a i
hydraulic control unit (HCU), without addition
of any poison to the reactor coolant. The

The redundancy and capabilities of the primary reactivity control system for the ABWR
reactivity control systems for the BWR satisfy during postulated accident conditions is the
the requirements of Criterion 26. control rod system. Abnormalities are sensed,

and, if protection system limits are reached,
For further discussion, see the following corrective action is initiated through automatic

sections: insertion of control rods. High integrity of
the protection system is achieved through the

Chapter / combination of logic arrangement, actuator
Section Tjils redundancy, power supply redundancy, and

physical separation. High reliability of
(1) 1.2.1 Principal Design Criteria reactor scram is further achieved by separation

of- scram and manual control circuitry,

(2) 4.6 Functional Design of Reactivity individual HCU controlling a pair of control
Control Systems rods, and fail-safe design features built into

the rod drive system. Response by the reactor
(3) 73 Engineered Safety Feature protection system is prompt and the total scram

Systems time is short,

fm
( (4) 7.4.1.2 Standby Liquid Control System - In the very unlikely event that more than one

and Instrumentation and Controls control rod fails to insert and the core cannot
7.4.2.2 be maintained in a suberitical condition by con-

trol rods alone as the reactor is cooled down
(5) 7.7.1.2 Rod Control and Information subsequent to initial shutdown, the standby li- .

and System - Instrumentation and quid control system (SLCS) can be actuated to |

7.7.2.2 Controls insert soluble boron into the reactor core. The
SLCS has sufficient capacity to ensure that the l

3.1.23.8 Criterion 27 - Combined Reactivity reactor can always be maintained suberitical; j
Control Systems Capability and, hence, only decay heat will be generated by -

the core which can be removed by the residual
3.1.23.8.1 Criterion 27 Statement heat removal (RHR) system, thereby ensuring that

the core will always be coolable.
The reactivity control systems shall be de-

signed to have a combined capability in conjunc- The design of the reactivity control systems
tion with poison addition by the emergency core assures reliable control of reactivity under i

cooling systems of reliably controlling reacti- postulated accident conditions with appropriate
'

vity changes to assure that, under postulated margin for stuck rods. The capability to cool
accident conditions and with appropriate margin the core is maintained under all postulated
for stuck rods, the capability to cool the core accident conditions; thus, Criterion 27 is
is maintained. satisfied.

3.1.23.8.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 27 For further discussion, see the following
seetions:

p
t
C
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Chapter / the presclected rod withdrawal pattern. The
O Section Ijik RPCS function assists the operator with an i

L./ cffective backup control rod monitoring routine
(1) 1.2.1 Principal Design Criteria that enforces adherence to established startup, |

shutdown, and low-power level operation control | |

(2) 43 Nuclear Design rod procedures. |

(3) 4.4 Thermal and Hydraulic Design The control rod mechanical design incor-
,

porates a passive brake and hydraulic inlet |
(4) 4.6 Functional Design of Reactivity check valve which individualy, prevents rapid |

Control System rod ejection. The brake spring force holds the
rod position if there is a break in the FMCRD

(5) 7.2 Reactor Trip System primary pressure boundary. The check valve
prevents rod ejection if there is a failure of

(6) 7.4.1.2 Standby I iquid Control System - the scram insert line. Normal rod movement and
and Instrumentation and Controls the rod withdrawal rate is limited through the
7.4.2.2 fine motion control motor.

(7) 15 Accident Analyses The accident analysis (Chapter IS) evaluates
the postulated reactivity accidents, as well as

3.1.23.9 Criterion 28 Reactivity Limits abnormal operational transients in detail.
Analyses are included for rod dropout, steamline

3.1.23.9.1 Criterion 28 Statement rupture, changes in reactor coolant temperature
and pressure, and cold water addition. The

The reactivity control systems shall be initial conditions, assumptions, calculational
designed wnh appropriate limits on the potential models, sequences of events, and anticipated
amount and rate of reactivity increase to assure results of each postulated occurrence are
that the effects of postulated reactivity covered in detail. The results of these; .

accidents can neither: analyses indicate that none of the postulated
reactivity transients or accidents results in

(1) result in damage to the reactor coolant damage to the reactor coolant pressure
pres- sure boundary greater than limited boundary. In addition, the integrity of the
local yielding, nor core, its support structures or other reactor

pressure vessel internals is maintained so that
(2) sufficiently disturb the core, its support the capability to cool the core is not impaired ,

structures, or other reactor pressure vessel for any of the postulated reactivity accidents !

internals to impair significantly the described in the accident analysis.
capabi- lity to cool the core. Thesc ;

postulated reactivity accidents shall The design features of the reactivity control '

include considera- tion of rod ejection system which limit the potential amount and rate
(unless prevented by positive means), rod of reactivity increase ensure that Criterion 28 |
dropout, steamline rup- ture, changes in is satisfied for all postulated reactivity |
reactor coolant temperature and pressure, accidents.
and cold water addition.

For further discussion, see the following
3.1.23.9.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 28 sections:

The control rod system design incorporates Chapter /
appropriate limits on the potential amount and SgIlinn lihJ
rate of reactivity increase. Control rod with-
drawal sequences and patterns are selected to (1) 1.2.1 Principal Design Criteria
achieve optimum core perfennance and low
individual rod worths. The rod pattern control (2) 3.9.4 Control Rod Drive System

V system (RPCS) prevents withdrawal other than by the following page is 3.1-21a

Amendment 27 3.1-21
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(3) 3.9.5 Reactor Pressure Vessel
Internals

,

1

6

.

O

|

)

|
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Components which are part of the reactor vided by the RCIC system. While the leak detec-p) coolant pressure boundary shall be designed, tion system provides protection from small!
''' fabricated, erected, and tested to the highest leaks, the ECCS network provides protection for

quality standards practical. Means shall be the complete range of discharges from ruptured
provided for detecting and, to the extent pipes. Thus, protection is provided for the
practical, identifying the location of the source full spectrum of possible discharges.
of reactor coolant leakage.

The reactor coolant pressure boundary and the
3.1.2.4.1.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 30 leak detection and isolation system are designed

to meet requirements of Criterion 30.
By utilizing conservative design practices and

detailed quality control procedures, the For further discussion, see the following
pressure-retaining components of the reactor sections:
coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) are designed and
fabricated to retain their integrity during Chapter /
normal and postulated accident conditions (See Section Thic
Subsection 3.1.2.2.5.2). Accordingly, compo-
nents which comprise the RCPB are designed, (1) 1.2.1 Principal Design Criteria
fabricated, erected, and tested in accordance
with recognized industry codes and standards (2) 3.2 Classification of Structures,
listed in Chapter 5 and Table 3.2-1. Further, Components, and Systems
product and process quality planning is provided
as described in Chapter 17 to assure conformance (3) 5.2.2 Overpressurization Protection
with the applicable codes and standards, and to
retain appropriate documented evidence verifying (4) 5.2.5 Detection of Reactor Coolant
compliance. Because the subject matter of this Leakage Through Reactor Coolant

p criterion deals with aspects of the RCPB further Pressure Boundary

Q discussion on this subject is treated in the
response to Criterion 14. (5) 53 Reactor Vessel

Means are provided for detecting leakage in (6) 5.4.1 Reactor Recirculation Pumps
the reactor coolant system (RCS). The leak de-
tection and isolation system consists of sensors (7) 73.1.2 Leak Detection and Isolation
and instruments to detect, annunciate, and, in and System - Instrumentation and
some cases, isolate the reactor coolant pressure 73.2.2 Controls
boundary from potential hazardous leaks before
predetermined limits are exceeded. Small leaks (8) 7.7.1.1 Reactor VesselInstrumentation
are detected by temperature and pressure changes,
increased frequency of sump pump operation, and (9) 17 Quality Control System
by measuring fission product concentration. In
addition to these means of detection, large leaks 3.1.2.4.2 Criterion 31 - Fracture Prevention
are detected by changes in flow rates in process of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary
lines, and changes in reactor water level. The
allowable leakage rates have been based on the 3.1.2.4.2.1 Criterion 31 Statement
predicted and experimentally determined behavior
of cracks in pipes, the ability to make up the The reactor coolant pressure boundary shall
RCS the normally expected background leakage due be designed with sufficient margin to assure
to equipment design, and the detection capability that when stressed under operating, maintenance,
of the various sensors and instruments. The testing, and postulated accident conditions:
total leakage rate limit is established so that,
in the absence of normal ac power with loss of (1) the boundary behaves in a nonbrittle manner,
feedwater supply, makeup capabilities are pro- and

!V)
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(2) the probability of rapidly propagating The reactor coolant pressure boundary is de-
fracture is minimized. signed, maintained, and tested to provide ade-

quate assurance that the boundary will behave in
The design shall reflect consideration of a non-brittle manner throughout the life of the

service temperatures and other conditions of the plant. Therefore, the reactor coolant pressure l

boundary material under operating, maintenance, boundary is in conformance with Criterion 31. |

testing, and postulated accident conditions and |
the uncertainties in determining: For further discussion, see the following

sections:
(1) material properties;

Chapter /

(2) the effects of irradiation on material Section IiLis
properties;

(1) 3 Design of Structures,Compon-
(3) residual, steady-state, and transient ents, Equipment and Systems

stresses; and
(2) 5.2 Integrity of Reactor Coolant

(4) size of flaws. Pressure Boundary

3.1.2.4.2.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 31 (3) 53 Reactor Vessel

Brittle fracture control of pressure- 3.1.2.43 Criterion 32 - Inspection of Reactor
retaining ferritic materials is provided to Coolant Pressure Boundary
ensure protection against nonductile fracture. To
minimize the possibility of brittle fracture 3.1.2.43.1 Criterion 32 Statement
failure of the reactor pressure vessel, the
eactor pressure vessel is designed to meet the Components which are part of the reactor

requirements of ASME Code Section III. coolant pressure boundary shall be designed to
permit: (1) periodic inspection and testing of

The nil-ductility transition (NDT) temperature important areas and features to assess their
is defined as the temperature below which structural and leaktight integrity and, (2) an
ferritic steel breaks in a brittle rather than appropriate material surveillance program for
ductile manner. The NDT temperature increases as the reactor pressure vessel.
a function of neutron exposure at integrpted
neutron exposures greater than about 1x10 nyt 3.1.2.43.1 Evaluation Against Criterion 32
with neutron of energies in excess of 1 MeV.

The reactor pressure vessel design and engi-
The reactor assembly design provides an annu- neering effort include provisions for inservice

lar space from the outermost fuel assemblies to inspection. Removable plugs in the reactor
the inner surface of the reactor vessel that shield wall and/or removable panels in the insu-
serves to attenuate the fast neutron flux inci- lation provide access for examination of the
dent upon the reactor vessel wall. This annular vessel and its appurtenances. Also, removable
volume contains the core shroud, and reactor insulation is provided on the reactor coolant
coolant. Assuming plant operation at rated power system safety / relief valves, and on the main
and availability of 100% for the plant life time, steam and feedwater systems extending out to and
the neutron fluence at the inner surface of the including the first isolation valve outside con-
vessel causes a slight shift in the transition tainment. Inspection of the reactor coolant
temperatures. Expected shifts in transition pressure boundary is in accordance with the ASME
temperature during design life as a result of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section XI.
environmental conditions, such as neutron flux, Secion 5.2 defines the Inservice Inspection
are considered in the design. Operational Plan, access provisions, and areas of restricted
limitations assume that NDT temperature shifts access.
are accounted for in the reactor operation.

Amendment 27 3.1-24
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3.1.2.6.4.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 63 released from normal operations including

O anticipated operational occurrences and from
The fuel pool cooling and cleanup (FPC) system postulated accidents.

removes decay heat from fuel storage pools. In
addition, two loops of the RHR system can provide 3.1.2.6.5.2 Evaluation Against Criterion 64
additional cooling of the spent fuel pool, as re-
quired. Fuel pool temperature and level are moni- Means have been provided for monitoring
tored as part of the FPC system. High pool tem- radioactivity releases resulting from normal and
perature or low skimmer surge tank level would anticipated operational occurrences and from -
signal the need for providing additional cooling, postulated accidents. The following releases
e.g., adding a loop of RHR, or makeup water, are monitored:
e.g., from the makeup water system (condensate)
connection, as appropriate. Area radiation mon- (1) gaseous releases, and
itors are provided as part of the area radiation 3

monitoring system which monitors the operating / (2) liquid discharge. ,

refueling floor for high radiation levels.
In addition, the containment atmosphere is

Area radiation and tank and sump levels are monitored.
monitored and alarmed to give indication of ,

conditions which may result in excessive For further discussion of the same means and |
radiation levels in radioactive waste system equipment used for monitoring reactivity re-
areas. These systems satisfy the requirements of leases, see the following sections:
Criterion 63. 1

Chapter / I

Section Iille |

,

( (1) 5.2.5 Detection of Leakage through !

5 Reactor Coolant Pressure ~I
Boundary i

For further discussion, see the following (2) 11 Radioactive Waste Management
sections:

Chapter /
Section Iills

(1) 5.4.7 Residual Heat Removal System

(2) 9.1.3 Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup
System

(3) 9.2.9 Makeup Water System (Condensate)

(4) 11 Radioactive Waste Management

(5) 12 Radiation Protection
1

3.1.2.6.5 Criterion 64 - Monitoring
Radioactivity Releases

3.1.2.6.5.1 Criterion 64 Statement

Means shall be provided for monitoring the
reactor containment atmosphere, spaces containing
components for recirculation of loss-of-coolant
accident fluids, effluent discharge paths, and
the plant environs for radioactivity that may be

V
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TABLE 3.2-1OD CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Table Table
3.2 1 MPL 3.2 1 MPL
Item No. Number ** 11tig item No. Number ** 11 tit

J Nuclear Fuel N12 N36 Extraction System

J1 J11 Nuclear Fuel N13 N37 Turbine Bypass System

J2 J12 FuelChannel N14 N38 Reactor Feedwater Pump Driver

K Badly.ctive Waste System N15 N39 Turbine Auxiliary Steam System

K1 K17 Radwaste System N16 N41 Generator

N Power Cvele Systems N17 N42 Hydrogen Gas Cooling System

N1 N11 Turbine Main Steam System N18 N43 Generator Cooling System

N2 N21 Condensate, Feedwater and N19 N44 Generator Sealing Oil System
Condensate Air Extraction
System N20 N51 Exciter

N3 N22 Heater, Drain and Vent System N21 N61 Main Condenserq
N4 N25 Condensate Purification System N22 N62 Offgas System

N5 N26 Condensate Filter Facility N23 N71 Circulating Water System

N6 N27 Condensate Demineralizer N24 N72 Condenser Cleanup System

N7 N31 Main Turbine P Station Auxilairy Systems

N8 N32 Turbine Control System P0 P10 Makeup Water System
(Preparation)

P1 P11 Makeup Water System
(Purified)

N9 N33 Turbine Gland Steam System

N10 N34 Turbine Lubricating Oil P2 P13 Makeup Water System
System (Condensate)

N11 N35 Moisture Separator Heater

These systems or subsystems thereof, have a primary function that is safety-related. As shown in*

the balance of this Table, some of these systems contain non-safety related components and,
conversely, some systems whose primary functions are non-safety related contain components that
have been designated safety-related.

(]' " Master Parts List Number designatedfor the system

Amendment 27 32-7.1
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gTABLE 3.2-1

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)
Table Table
3.2 1 MPL 3.2 1 MPL
Item No. Number ** 1111g item No. Number ** IllJlg

P Station Auxiliary Systems (Continued) P17 P73 Hydrogen Water Chemistry
System

P3 P21 Reactor Building Cooling
Water System * P18 P74 Zinc Injection System

P4 P22 Turbine Building Cooling P19 P81 Breathing Air System
Water System

P20 P91 Sampling System (Includes PASS) |

P5 P24 HVAC Normal Cooling Water
System P21 P92 Preeze Protection System

P6 P25 HVAC Emergency Cooling Water P22 P95 Iron injection System
System

R Station Electrical Systems

P7 P32 Oxygen Injection System
R1 RIO Electrical Power Distribution

P8 P40 Ultimate Heat Sink System

P9 P41 Reactor Service Water System R2 R11 Unit AuxiliaryTransformer

P10 P42 Turbine Service Water System R3 R13 Isolated Phase Bus

P11 P51 Station Instrument Air System R4 R21 Non-Segreated Phase Bus

P12 P52 Instrument Air System R5 R22 Metalciad Switchgear

|P13 P54 High Pressure Nitrogen Gas R6 R23 Power Center
Supply System

R7 R24 Motor Control Center
P14 P61 Heating Steam and Condensate

Water Return System R8 R31 Raceway System

P15 P62 House Boiler R9 R34 Grounding Wire

P16 P63 Hot Water Heating System R10 R35 Electrical Wiring Penetration ,

I

These systems or subsystems thereof, have a primary function that is safety-related. As shown*

in the balance of this Table, some of these systems contain non-safety related components and,

| conversely, some systems whose primary functions are non-safety related contain components that |
| have been designated safety-related. j

|

Master Parts List Number designatedfor the system"

I

. O|
{
1
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TABLE 3.21

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)
Table Table
3.2 1 MPL 3.2-1 MPL
Item No. Number ** '[]1]g item No. Number ** Tult

R Station Electrical Systems (Continued) T5 T25 PCV Pressure and Leak Testing
Facility

R11 R40 Combustion Turbine Gncrerator
T6 T31 Atmospheric Control System

R12 R42 Direct Current Power Supply *
T7 T41 Drywell Cooling System

R13 R43 Emeregncy Diesel Generator
System * T8 T49 Flammability Control System

R14 R46 Vital AC Power Supply T9 T53 Suppression PoolTemperature
Monitoring System *

R15 R47 Instrument and Control Power
Supply U Structunts and Servician Systems i

R16 R51 Communication System U1 U21 Foundation Work

R17 RS2 Lighting and Servicing Power U2 U24 Turbine Pedestal i
Supply -|,

' /~N U3 U31 Cranes and Hoists

'h S Power Transmission Systems ;

U4 U32 Elevator
S1 S12 Reserve Transformer

US U41 Heating, Ventilating and Air
T Containment and Environmental Control Conditioning *

Systems

TO T10 Primary Containment System U5.1 U42 Potable and Sanitary Water
System

T1 Til Primary Containment Vessel U6 U43 Fire Protection System

l
! T2 T12 Containment Internal U7 U46 Floor Leakage Detection

Structures System

T3 T13 Reactor Pressure Vessel U8 U47 Vacuum Sweep System
Pedestal

T4 T22 Standby Gas Treatment System *

These systems or subsystems thereof, have a primaryfunction that is safety-related. As shown*

in the balance of this Table, some of these systems contain non safety related components and,
conversely, some systems whose primary functions are non-safety related contain components that
have been designated safety-related.

Master Pans List Number designatedfor the system**

Amendment 27 3.2-7.3
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TABLE 3 2-1

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)
Table Table
3.2 1 MPL 3.2 1 MPL
ltem No. Number ** Ill!g item No. Number ** ]]11g

U Structuits and Servicine Systems

(Continued)

U9 U48 Decontamination System

U10 U71 Reactor Building *

Ull U72 Turbine Building *

U12 U73 Control Building *

U13 U74 Radwaste Building

U14 U75 Service Building

Y Yard Structures and Eculoment

Y1 Y31 Stack

Y2 Y52 Oil Storage and Transfer
System

Y3 Y86 Site Security

* These systems or subsystems thereof, have a primary function that is safety-related. As shown
in the balance of this Table, some of these systems contain non-safety related components and,
conversely, some systems whose primary functions are non safety related contain components that
have been designated safety-related.

Master Pans List Number designatedfor the system**

O
Amendment 20 3.2-7.4
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|

On TABLE 3.21 |

V
CIASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

!

Quality i

Group Quality - |

Safet4 Loca- Classi- Assurance Seismic
Principal Component" Class tien Scation Requirement * CaltseII Notes

'B2 Nuclear Boiler System (Continued)

4 Pipinginduding supports 1 C,SC A B 'I
main steamline (MSL) and feed.
water (FW)1ine up to and in-
cluding the outermost isolation
valve

5. Piping including supports- 2 SC B B I
MSL and FW from outermost
isolation valve up to and including
seismic interface restraint

6. Piping including supports-MSL N SC,T B B --- (r)
from the seismicinterface
restraint up to the turbine stop valve

fg and turbine bypass valve

U
| 7. Deleted

8. Deleted

9. Deleted

10. Pipe whip restraint - MSL/FW 3 SC,C - B --- (dd) I

|

if needed

11. Piping including supports-other
within outermost isolation valves

a. RPV bead vent 1 C A B I (g)
b. Main steam drains 1 C,SC A B I (g)

12. Piping including supports-other
beyond outermost isolation or
shutoff valves ;

a. RPV head vent beyond N C C E ---

shutoff valves

| b. Main steam drains . N SC,T B/D B/E I /--- (r)

.b)%

Amendment 27 3.2-9
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TABLE 3.21

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
,

| Group Quality |

Safet4
Loca- Classi- Assurance Seismic

Princinal Component" flaan ling * Scation Requirement' Cateqtory Notes

| B2 Nuclear Boller System (Continued)

13. Piping including supports- 2/N C,SC B/D B/E I/--- (g)
instrumentation up to and
beyond outermost isolation
valves

14. Safety /reliefvalves 1 C A B I
.

15. Valves - MSL and FW 1 C,M A B I
isolation valves, and other
FW valves within containment

16. Valves - FW, other beyond 2 SC B B- I
outermost isolation valves up to

- and including shutoff valves

V
17. Valves - within outermost isolation valves

a. RPV head vent 1 C A B I (g)
b. Main steam drains 1 C,SC A B I (g)

18. Valves, other

a. RPV head vent 3 C C B I

| b. Main steam drain N SC B/D B/E I/---

19. Deleted
i

20. Mechanicalmodules-instrumen- 3 C,SC --- B I
tation with safety-related function

21. Electrical modules with safety- 3 C,SC,X B I (i)---

related function

22. Cable with safety-related 3 C,SC,X B I---

function
,

|

r~'

Amendment 27 3.2 10
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TABLE 3.2-1

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safet4 Loca- Classi- Assurance Seismic
Princloal Comoonent" Class tinn# fication Reavirement' Cateeory Notes

B3 Reactor Recirculation System

1. Piping, Valves and all their 2 C B B 1 (s)(g)
supports-Purge System, heat
exchanger and primary side
of recirculation motor cool-
ing system (RMCS)

2. Pump motor cover, bolts 1 C A A I
and nuts

3. Pump non-pressure retain- N C --- E -

ing parts including motor,
instruments, electrical
cables and seals

4. ATWS equipment associated N C --- E -- (cc)
with the pump trip function

C1 Rod Control and Information System

1. Electrical Modules N RZ,X D E --

2. Cable N SC,RZ.X D E ---

C2 CRD System

1. Valves with no safety related N SC D E ---

ifunction (not part of HCU)
1

2. Piping including supports- 2 C,SC B B 1 (j) |

insert line |

3. Piping-other (pump suction, N SC D E - (g)
pump discharge, drive 1|

header) |i

|

B I (k) I| 4. Hydraulic control unit 2 SC ---

:

5. Fine motion drive motor N C --- E --

i

O'
Amendment 27 3.2-11

|

|

|
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TABLE 3.2-1

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safet4 Loca. Classi- Assurance Seismic
Princloal Comnonent" Gan llan fication Reauirement' Catenorv Notes

C2 CRD System (Continued)

6. CRD Drive water pumps N SC D E ---

7. Control Rod Drive 1/3 C A/--- B 1

8. Electrical modules with 3 C,SC -- B 1

safety function

B I9. Cable with safety-related 3 C,SC,X - - -

,

(cc)-10. ATWS Equipment associated N C - E --

with the Alternate Rod i

Insert (ARI) functions

C3 Feedwater Control System N C,T,SC, --- E ---

|

I

r
f
\.

Amendment 25 3.2 11.1
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h|TABLE 3.21

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued) !
I

Quality
Group Quality

Safet4
Loca. Classi. Assurance Seismic

I
Princinal Component * Class lign# fication Reauirement' Catecory Natn

C4 Standby Liquid Control System

1. Standbyliquid control 2 SC B B I (u)
tank including supports

2. Pump including supports 2 SC B B i (u)

3. Pump motor 2 SC --- B 1 (u)

4. Valves - injection 1 SC A B I (u)

5. Valves within injection 1 C,SC A B 1 (u)
valves

6. Valves beyond injection 2 SC B B I (u)
valves

7. Piping including supports 1 C,SC A B I (g,u)
within injection valves

8. Piping including supports 2 SC B B I (g,u)
beyond injection valves

9. Electrical equipment 3/N SC,X B/E I/--- (cc)---

and devices

10. Cable 3/N SC,X B/E 1/ (cc) ;
--

C5 Neutron Monitoring System

1. Electrical modules - 3 SC,X B I---

SRNM, LPRM and APRM

2. Cable - SRNM and LPRM 3 C,SC,X --- B I
RZ

3. Detector and tube 2/3 C B/C B 1

assembly

9
| Amendment 27 3.2-i2
|
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TABLE 3.2-1

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safety Loca. Classi- Assurance Seismic
Princinal Comnonenta Ga11 ge ficationd Reaulrement' ' Categoryfb

N.!aita
C6 Remote Shutdown System

i

Components of this system are included under B2, E1, E4, G3,114, and P2. I

1. Electrical modules 3 C,SC,RZ, --- B I
safety-related function X

i

2. Cable with safety related 3 RZ B I {
---

function '

| C7 Reactor Protection System

1. Electrical modules with 3 SC,X,T, B I--

safety-related function RZ

2. Cable with safety 3 SC,X,T, B I---

i - related function RZ

| 3. Deleted

4. Deleted

| C8 Recirculation Flow Control System N X --- E --

C9 Automatic Power Regulator System N X E--- ---

C10 Steam Bypass and Pressure Control
System N X E-- ---

5"
C11 Process Computer (includes PMCS

| & PGCS) N X --- E ---

|

Amendment 20 3.2-13
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gTABLE 3.21

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
;

| Group Quality

Safet4 Toca- Classi d Assurance Seismic
,

! Princinal Compontni" Gall lign ficatfori Reauirement' Catecon Notes
E --C12 Refueling Platform Control ComputerN SC -

E -C13 CRD Removal Machine Control N SC --

Computer

,

D1 Process Radiation Monitoring S.ntem
I (includes gaseous and liquid amuent

monitoring)

1. Electrical modules - with 3 SC,X,RZ ~ B I
with safey-related functions
(including monitors)

2. Cable with safety-related 3 SC,X,RZ - B I
functions

(u)3. Electrical Modules, other N T,SC,RZ, - E ---

X,W

4. Cables, other N T,SC,RZ, - E - (u)
X,W

D2 Area Radiation Monitoring System N X,T,W,SC,-- E -

RZ,H

O
3.2-13.1Amendment 27
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:

TABLE 3.21
;

i CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)
1
|
'

Quality
Group Quality

Safety Loca. Classi. Assurance Seismic
Princinal Comnonenta flan ge ficationd Reauirement* Catenorvf Notesb

El RHR System (Continued)

3 10. Jockey pumps and motors 2 SC B B I
M including supports

.

O

|

|
.

.

Amendment 20 3.2-14.1
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h|TABLE 3.2-1

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safet4
Loca- Classi d Assurance Selsmic

7Principal Comoonent, C.huis ljan fication Reoulrement, Catenory Notes

E2 liigh Pressure Core Flooder
System

1, Reactor pressure vessel 1/2 C,SC A/B B I (g)
injection line and connected
piping including supports with-
in outermost isolation valve *

2. All other pipingincluding 2/3 SC,0 B/C B I (g)
supports"

3. Main Pump 2 SC B B 1

4. Main Pump Motor 3 SC --- B I

5. Vahes - other isolation 1 C,SC A B I (6
and within the reactor pressure
vesselinjection line and

.

connected lines

6. All other valves 2/3 SC B/C B I (g)

7. Electrical modules with safety- 3 C,SC,X B I---

related functions

8. Cable with safety-related 3 C,SC,X B 1--

function

E3 leak Detection and Isolation
System

B/E I/--- (z) || 1. Temperature sensors 3/N C,SC,T --

2. Pressure transmitters 3 C,SC B I/--- (z)---

3. Differential pressure 3 C,SC B I/--- (z)--

transmitters (flow)

The ECCS high pressure core flooder spargers are part of the Reactor Pressure Vessel System, see item*

B1.5.

Pool suction piping, st.ction piping from condensate storage tank, test line to pool, pump discharge"

piping and return line to 0001.

Amendment 27 3.2-15
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TABLE 3.21

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safet4 Loca- Classi- Assurance Seismic
Princloal Component" Class liga fication Reaulrement' Catenory Netts

F3 RPV Servicing Equipment N/2 SC E 3
-- ---

EF4 RPV Internal Servicing Equipment N SC --- ---

FS Refueling Equipment ,

1. Refueling equipment N SC --- E I (bb)
machine assembly

F6 Fuel Storage Equipment

1. Fuel storage racks - N SC -- E. I (bb)
new and spent

2. Defective fuel storage N SC E (bb)- ---

i

F7 Under-Vessel Servicing Equipment N SC E (bb)--- ---

|

F8 CRD Maintenance Facility N SC --- E --

F9 Internal Pump Maintenance Facility N SC -- E ---

F10 Fuel Cask Cleaning Facility N SC E-- ---

Fil Plant Start-up Test Equipment N M --- E --

i

nv
Amendment 27 3.2 18
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TABLE 3.21

CLASSIFICATION SUMhiARY (Continued)

Quality
,

Group Quality
Safety Loca- Classi. Assurance Seismic

Ilan ficationd Reautremente Catenorvf NotesI l cPrincipal Componenta Class'
f F12 Inservicelaspection Equipment N M E ------

G1 Reactor Water Cleanup System

1. Vessels including supports N SC C E ---

g (filter /deminrealizer)
$

* 2. Regenerative heat exchangers N SC C E ---

$ including supports carrying
reactor water

3. Cleanup recirculation N SC C E - - -

pump, motors

G

O
Amendment 20 3.2-18.1
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,i TABLE 3.21 1

,d
CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

""'""## ""'#
Safet4

Loca- Classi d e fPrincinal Comnonent, Class llan fication Reauirement Catenorv Notes
G1 Reactor Water Cleanup System (Continued)

l

4 Piping induding supports and 1 C,SC A B 1 (g) j
valves within and including
outermost containment isolation
valves on pump suction

l(g)5. Pump suction and discharge N SC C E ---
i

piping induding supports and l
'

valves from containment isola-
tion valves back to shut-off
valves at feedwater line -

| connections !

|

{ 6. Piping induding supports and 2 SC B B 1 (g)
valves from feedwater lines to
and including shut-off valves

O'|

| 7. Pipingincluding supports and N SC,W C E --- (g)
i valves to radwaste and suppres-
! sion pool

8. Non-regenerative heat exchanger N SC C E (g)---

tube inside and piping including
supports and valves carrying
process water |

;

9. Non-regenerative heat exchanger N SC D E I--

shell and pipingincluding
supports carrying dosed
cooling water

10. Filter /demineralizer N SC D E ---

precoat subsystem

11. Filter demin holding pumps N SC C E ---

including supports - valves
| and piping includmg supports |

!

e

[

]

Amendment 27 3.2-19 |

_, ._
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TABLE 3.21
'

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued) 4

|

Quality
Group Quality

Safet4
Loca. Classi- Assurance Seismic I

i

Princinal Comnonent' Class llan* fisalign Reauirement' Catenorv Notes i

G1 Reactor Water Cleanup System (Continued) . |

|

12. Sample station N SC D E ---

E' |13. Electrical modules and cable N SC,X ----

with no safety-related function

14. Electrical modules and cable 3 SC
'

B I---

for isolation valves

i

!<

: v
|

|

|

!

|

Amendment 23 3.2-19,1
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TAHLE 3.2-1

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued) |
|
J
.

Quality |
Group Quality I

Safet4
Loca. Classi d

Assurance Seismic I

7Princloal Component, Class ihm fication Ecguirement, Catecon Natn
G2 Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System I

1. Vessels including supports - N SC D E ---

filter /demineralizers

2. Piping and valves including N SC D E ---

supports upstream of F/D
outlet isolation valve

3. Piping and valves including N SC D E ---

supports downstream of F/D
inlet isolation valve

4. Heat exchangers including N SC C E I

supports

5. Pumps including supports N SC C E I

6. Pump motors N SC --- E - - -

7. Piping including supports N SC C E I
and valves-cooling portion

8. Makeup Water System (MUWC) N SC C E I
connection including valves
and supports for normal
makeup

9. R11R piping connections and 3 SC C B 1

valves including supports
safety-related makeup

10. SPCU piping connections and N SC C E I
valves including supports
for makeup

11. Electrical modules and N SC,X E -----

cables with no safety-related
function

9
Amendment 27 3.2-20
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TABLE 3.2-1

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safet4 Loca- Classi d Assurance Selsmic -
PAncloal component' Class linn* pcation Reauiremen[ . Catenorv Notes

G3 Suppression Pool Cleanup
System

1. Isolation valves and piping 2 C B B 1

including supports within
outermost isolation valves

2. Pumps N SC D E --

3. Pump motors N SC E ----

4. Other pipingincluding supports N SC D E --

5. Electrical modules and Cables N SC,X E-- ---

L

O
Amendment 27

3.2 20.1
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; TABLE 3.21,

! CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued) |
4 i

I
; Quality

Group . Quality

Safet4 Loca- Classi- Assurance. Seismic
Princinal Comnonent' Class llan* fication Reauirement* Catenorv Ngiga

N9 Turbine Gland Steam System N T D E --

E '

NIO Turbine Lubricating oil System N T ------

N11 Moisture Separator Heater N T --- E --

N12 Extraction System N T E ------

N13 Turbine Bypass System

1. Turbine bypass piping N T D E --- (r)
including supports up to
the condenser

N14 Reactor Feedwater Pump Driver N T --- E --

N15 Turbine Auxiliary Steam System N T E--- ----

N16 Generator N T --- E ---

N17 Hydrogen Gas Cooling System N T -- E ---

N18 Generator Cooling System N T --- E ---

N19 Generator Scaling Oil System N T -- E - - -

N20 Exciter N T --- E ---

+

N21 Main Condenser N T E ------

N22 Offgas System N T E. -----

,

N23 CirculatingWaterSystem N T D E ---

N24 Condenser Cleanup Facility N T E--- ---

i

|

('M

Amendment 23 3.2-21.4
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gTABLE 3.21

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

s m nce Seismic
Safet4

Loca- Classi d g
Princloal Comoonent, Class llan fication Reautrement, Catecory Notes

| P0 Makeup Water System (Preparation) N M --- E --

P1 Makeup Water System (Purified)

1. Piping including supports and 2 C B B 1

valves forming part of thew con-
tainment boundary

2. Demineralizer water storage N O D E ---

tank including supports

3. Demineralizer water header. 2 SC B B I
piping including supports
and valves

4. Piping including supports and N O D E ---

valves
1

5. Other components N O D E ---

P2 Makeup Water System (Condensate)

1. Condensate storage tank N O D E (w)---

including supports

2. Condensate header piping 2 SC B B 1

including supports, level
instrumentation and valves

3. Piping including supports and N O D E --

valves and other components

P3 Reactor Building Cooling Water System

1. Piping and valves forming part 2 SC,C B B I (g)
of primary containment boundary

2. Other safety-related piping, 3 SC,C C B 1

including supports, pumps and 1

valves )
!

l
(

9
Amendment 27 3.2-22
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TABLE 3.21

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)
i

Quality
Group Quality

Safety Loca- Classi- Assurance Seismic
Princinal Comnonenta ci,33b ge ficationd Reauiremente Catenorvf Notes

R14 Vital AC PowerSupply 3 X - B I

R15 Instrument and Control Power 3 X B I--

Supply

R16 Communication System N X - - - B I

R17 Lighting and Servicing Power
Supply

1. NormalLighting N ALL --- E g---

2. Standby Lighting 3/N ALL C/--- B/E 'I/---

3. DC Emergency Lighting 3/N SC,X,W C/--- B/E I/--
S1 Reserve Transformer N T --- E -

T1 Primary Containment System

1. Primary containment vessel 2 C B B I
(PCV)-reinforced concrete
containment vessel (RCCV)

2. Vent system (vertical flow 2 C B B I
channels and horizontal
discharges

3. Suppression chamber /drywell 2 C B B I
vacuum breakers

4. PCV penetrations and 2 C B B I
drywell steel head

5. Upper and lower drywell airlocks 2 C,SC B I---

6. Upper and lower drywell 2 C,SC B 1---

equipment hatches

7. Lower drywc!! access tunnels 2 C B I--

O
Amendment 20 3.2-25
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TABLE 3.2-1

01iCLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality
Group Quality

Safetg Locag Classi d ^**"'*"#* b'I'"i" f ie
Princinal Component, Class ligg fication Renuirement Category Notes

T1 Primary Containment System (Continued) !

8. Suppression chamber 2 C,SC --- B I
access hatch

9. Safety related instrumentation 2 C,SC --- B I .,

T2 Containment Internal Structures

B I1. RPV stabilizer truss 3 C ---

O

|

l
1

!
|

O
Amendment 27 3.2 25.1
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TABLE 3.21

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

Quality ,

Group Quality
Safety Loca- Classi. Assurance Seismic

Princinal Comnonent" fdaal 1l93 flCRil9n Reauireq1tni' CatenorY ' N_21EE

T2 Containment Internal Structures (Continued)

2. Support structures & equipment 3 C --- B 1

for safety-related piping

3. Diaphragm floor 3 C B- I---

4. L/D equipment and personnel 3 C -- B- I
tunnel

T3 RPV Pedestal

1. RPV pedestal and shield wall 3 C B I--

T4 Standby Gas Treatment System

1. All equipment except 3 SC,RZ - C B I
deluge piping and valves

2. Deluge piping and valves N SC E - - ----

T5 PCV Pressure and leak Testing N SC E ------

Facility

O
Amendment 27 3.2-26
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TABLE 3.2-1 |

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued) .

I

Quality .

Group Quality .

Safet4 Loca- Classi. Assurance - Seismic
i- Principal Component" .Claat lins * fication Reauirement' . Catenerv Notes

U5 Heating, Ventilating, and
Air Conditioning Systeens* (Continued)

B Ig. Valves and Dampers- '2 SC,RZ ---

,

- secondary containment
isolation *

| h. Other safety-related 3 H,Z B I---

valves and dampers
>

i

| t

! i. Electrical modules with 3 SC,RZ !B I---

safety-related function H,X
'

|

i j. Cable with safety-related 3 SC.RZ B 1 ;---

function H,X . ;
!

2. Non-safety related equipment **

a. HVAC mechanical or N SC,RZ,H -- E --

electrical components X,W,T
with non-safety related
functions

| U5.1 Potable and Sanitary Water System N M - E --

U6 Fire Protection System
|
|

[ 1. Pipingincluding supports and 2 C B B I ;

valves forming part of the i
'

primary containment boundary
,

i

2. Other piping including supports N SC,C,X D E --- (t) (u)
and valves RZ,H,T,

W,0
i ,

| 3. Pumps N F D E
'

(t) (u)--- -

E --- (t) (u)4. Pump motors N F - - - -

* In:ludes thennat and radiological environmental controlfunctions within the ABWR Standard
Plant scope.

** Controls environment in rooms or areas containing non-safety related equipment within the
-

ABWR Standard Plant.

Amendment 27 3.2-29-
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gTABLE 3.2-1

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY (Continued)

|

| Quality
Group Quality

Safet4
loca- Classi d Assurance Seismic g

Principal Component, Class linn fication Reouirement, Catecorv Notes

06 Fire Protection System (Continued)

(t) (u)E5. ElectricalModules N C,SC,X ------

RZ,H,
| T,W
l
,

6. CO actuation modules N RZ --- E --- (t) (u)!

2

7. Cables N SC,C,X --- E - - - (t) (u)

8. Sprinklers or deluge water N II,W,SC, D E --- (t) (u)
X,RZ,T

| 9. Foam, preaction or deluge N RZ,T --- E --- (t) (u)

U7 Floor leakage Detection System N SC,RZ --- E ---

U8 Vacuum Sweep System N C,SC --- E ---

U9 Decontamination System N C,SC,RZ --- E -~

T,W,S,X
|

! U10 Reactor Building 3 SC,RZ --- B I

Ull Turbine Building N T --- E -- (v) | ,

1

I

U12 Control Building 3 X --- B I {

I
U13 Radwaste Building N W -- E ---

1. Radwaste Building Substructure 3 W --- B I
i

| U14 Service Building N H --- E --- !

E IYi Stack 3 RZ ---

|

B/E 1/---j Y2 Oil Storage and Transfer System 2/N O ---

;

! E ---Y3 Site Security N ALL ---

O
Amendment 24 3.2-30
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NOTES

|Of3 A module is an assembly of interconnected components which constitute an identifiable device or piece' a.
of equipment. For example, electrical modules include sensors, power supplies, signal processors and
mechanical modules include turbines, strainers, and orifices.

b. 1,2,3, N + Nuclear safety-related function designation defined in Subsections 3.2.3 and 3.2.5.
!

Primary Containmentc. C =

Service buildingH =

any other locationM =

Outside onsiteO =

| RZ = Reactor Building Clean Zone (balance portion of the reactor building outside the
Secondary Containment Zone)

SC = Secondary Containment portion of the reactor building
Turbine BuildingT =

Radwaste BuildingW =

Control BuildingX =

Firewater Pump House *F =

Ultimate Heat Sink Pump House'U =
i

| | P Power Cycle Heat Sink Pump House *=

( * Pump House structures are out of the ABWR Standard Plant scope.

|
! d. A,B,C,D = Quality groups defm' ed in Regulatory Guide 1.26 and Subsection 3.2.2. The structures,

systems and components are designed and constructed in accordance with the requirements identified
! (~' in Tables 3.2-2 and 3.2-3.

(
= Ouality Group Classification not applicable to this equipment.--

| e. B = the quality assurance requirements of 10CFR50, Appendix B are applied in
accordance with the quality assurance program described in Chapter 17.

E = Elements of 10CFR50, Appendix B are generally applied, commensurate with the
importance of the equipment's function.

,

f. I = The design requirements of Seismic Category I structures and equipment are applied
as described in Section 3.7, Seismic Design.

= The seismic design requirements for the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) are not---

| applicable to the equipment. However, the equipment that is not safety related but
which could damage Seismic Category I equipment if its structural integrity failed

! is checked analytically and design to assure its integrity under seismic loading
resulting from the SSE.

g. 1. Lines one inch and smaller which are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary and are ASME
Code Section 111, Class 2 and Seismic Category I.

|
'

2. Allinstrument lines which are connected to the reactor coolant pressure boundary and are
utilized to actuate and monitor safety systems shall be Safety Class 2 from the outer isolation
valve or the process shutoff valve (root valve) to the sensing instrumentation.

/,~') 3. Allinstrument lines which are connected to the reactor coolant pressure boundary and are not
t
'

'd utilized to actuate and monitor safety systems shall be Code Group D from the outer isolation

( valve or the process shutoff valve (root valve) to the sensing instrumentation.

Amendment .t7 3.2 31
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NOTES (Continued)

4. All other instrument lines:j

1. Through the root valve the lines shall be of the same classification as the system
to which they are attached.

ii Beyond the root valve, if used to actuate a safety system, the lines shall be of
the same classification as the system to which they are attached.

|
'

iii Beyond the root valve, if not used to actuate a safety system, the lines may be
Code Group D.

! 5. All sample lines from the outer isolation valve or the process root valve through the
remainder of the sampling system may be Code Group D.

6. All safety-related instrument sensing lines shall be in conformance with the criteria of
Regulatory Guide 1.15L

l

h. Safety / Relief valve discharge line (SRVDL) piping to the quencher shall be Ouality Group C and
Seismic Category I. In addition, all welds in the SRVDL piping in the wetwell above the

I surface of the suppression pool shall be non-destructively examined to the requirements of
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Class 2.

|
| SRVDL piping from the safety / relief valve to the quenchers in the suppression pool consists of

two parts: the first part is located in the drywell and is attached at one end to the
j safety / relief valve and attached at its other end to the diaphram floor penetration. This

first part of the SRVDL is analyzed with the main stem piping as a complete system. The'

| second part of the SRVDL is in the wetwell and extends from the penetration to the quenchers
| in the suppression pool. Because of the penetration on this part of the line, it is physically

decoupled from the main steam piping and the first part of the SRVDL piping and is therefore
analyzed as a separate piping system.

i. Electrical devices include components such as switches, controllers, solenoids, fuses,
junction boxes, and transducers which are discrete components of a larger subassembly / module.
Nuclear safety-related devices are Seismic Category 1. Fail-safe devices are non-Scismic
Category 1.

j. The control rod drive insert lines from the drive flange up to and including the first valve
on the hydraulic control unit are Safety Class 2, and non-safety related beyond the first
valve.

k. The hydraulic control unit (HCU) is a factory-assembled engineered module of valves, tubing,
piping, and stored water which controls two control rod drives by the application of pressures
and flows to accomplish rapid insertion for reactor scram.

Although the hydraulic control unit, as a unit, is field installed and connected to process
,

i piping, many of its internal parts differ markedly from process piping components because of the
more complex functions they must provide. Thus, although the codes and standards invoked by
Groups A, B, C and D pressure integrity quality levels clearly apply at all levels to the
interfaces between the HCU and the connection to conventional piping components (e.g., pipe
nipples, fittings, simple hand valves, etc.), it is considered that they do not apply to the
specialty parts (e.g., solenoid valves, pneumatic components, and instruments).

Amendment 23 3.2-32
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NOTES (Continued) )[ ]/ 1

s

The design and construction specifications for the HCU do invoke such codes and standards as can be
reasonab!y applied to individual parts in developing required quality levels, but of the remaining
parts and details. For example: (1) all welds are LP inspected; (2) all socket welds are inspected

| for gap between pipe and socket bottom; (3) all welding is performed by qualified welders; and (4)
all work is donc per written procedures. Quality Group D is generally applicable because the codes
and standards invoked by that group contain clauses which permit the use of manufacturer standards
and proven design techniques which are not explicitly defined within the codes for Quality Groups A,
B, or C. This is supplemented by the OC technique described.

1. The turbine stop valve is designed to withstand the SSE and maintain its integrity.
!

| m.The RCIC turbine is not included in the scope of standard codes. To assure that the turbine is
fabricated to the standards commensurate with safety and performance requirements, General Electric
has established specific design requirements for this component which are as follows:;

|
| 1. All welding shall be qualified in accordance with Section IX, ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Code.

2. All pressure-containing castings and fabrications shall be hydrotested at 1.5 times the design
pressure.

3. All high-pressure castings shall be radiographed according to:

ASTM E 94
i

[m'~ 'j E-141i

E-142 maximum feasible volume
| E-446,186 or 280 Severitylevel3

4. As-cast surfaces shall be magnetic-particle or liquid-penetrant tested according to ASME Code,
| Section Ill, Paragraphs NB-2545, NC-2545, or NB-2546, and NC-2546.

5. Wheel and shaft forgings shall be ultrasonically tested according to ASTM A-388.

6. Butt welds in forgings shall be radiographed and magnetic particle or liquid penetrant tested
according to the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section 111 paragraph NB-2575, NC-2575,
NB-2545, NC-2545, NB-2546, NC-2546 respectively. Acceptance standards shall be in accordance
with ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section III, Paragraph NB 5320, NC-5320, NB-5340, |

NC-5340, NB-5350, NC-5350, respectively.

7. Notification shall be made on major repairs and records maintained thereof.

8. Record system and traceability shall be according to ASME Section III, NCA-4000.

9. Quality control and identification shall be according to ASME Section Ill, NCA-4000.

10. Authorized inspection procedures shall conform to ASME Section Ill, NB-5100 and NC-5100.

11. Non-destructive examination personnel shall be qualified and certified according to ASME Section
III, NB-5500 and NC-5500.

,

I ?m

' f
%)
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NOTES (Continued)

O'
| All cast pressure-retaining parts of a size and configuration for which volumetric methods are !n.

cffective are examined by radiographic methods by qualified personnel. Ultrasonic examination to
equivalent standards is used as an alternate to radiographic methods. Examination procedures and
acceptance standards are at least equivalent to those defined in Paragraph 136.4, Nonboiler External
Piping, ANSI B31.1.

The following qualifications are met with respect to the certification requirements:o.

1. The manufacturer of the turbine stop valves, turbine control valves, turbine bypass valves, and
main steam leads from turbine control valve to turbine casing utilizes quality control procedures

j equivalent to those defined in GE Publication GEZ-4982A, General Electric Large Steam Turbine

j Generator Quality Control Program.

2. A certification obtained from the manufacturer of these valves and steam loads demonstrates that
the quality control program as defined has been accomplished.

The following requirements shall be met in addition to the Quality Group D requirements:

1. All longitudinal and circumferential butt weld joints shall be radiogrphed (or ultrasonically
tested to equivalent standards). Where size or configuration does not permit effective
volumetric examination, magnetic particle or liquid penetrate examination may be substituted.

| Examination procedures and acceptance standards shall be at least equivalent to those specified
as supplementary types of examinations, Paragraph 136.4 in ANSI B31.1.

2. All fillet and socket welds shall be examined by either magnetic particle or liquid penetrate
methods. All structural attachment welds to pressure retaining materials shall be examined by

| cither magnetic particle or liquid penetrate methods. Examination procedures and acceptance
i standards shall be at least equivalent to those specified as supplementary types of examinations,
'

Paragraph 136.4 in ANSI B31.1

3. All inspection records shall be maintained for the life of the plant. These records shall
include data pertaining to qualification of inspection personnel, examination procedures, and
examination results. ;

p. A quality assurance program meeting the guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.143 will be applied during
design and construction.

|

| q. Detailed seismic design criteria for the offgas system are provided in Subsection 11.3.4.8.
i

r. The main steam lines from the containment outboard isolation valves and all branch lines 2-1/2 inches I
in diameter and larger, up to and including the first valve (including lines and valve supports) are I!

designed by the use of an appropriate dynamic seismic system analysis to withstand the operating !

| bases earthquake (OBE) and safe shutdown carthquake (SSE) design loads in combination with other
appropriate loads, within the limits specified for Class 2 pipe in the ASME Section Ill. The

| mathematical model for the dynamic seismic analyses of the main steam lines and branch line piping I

| includes the turbine stop valves and piping to the turbine casing. The dynamic input loads for
| design of the main steam lines are drived from a time history model analysis or am equivalent method

as described in Section 3.7.

l
I

O
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NOTES (Continued)
,

| s. The recirculation motor cooling subsystem (RMCS) is classified Quality Group B and Safety Class 2 2

which is consistent with the requirements of 10CFR50.55a. The RMCS, which is part of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) meets 10CFR50.55a (c)(2). Postulated failure of the RMCS piping
cannot cause a loss of reactor coolant in excess of normal makeup (CRD return or RCIC flow), and the
RMCS is not an engineered safety feature. Thus, in the event of a postulated failure of the RMCS
piping during normal operation, the reactor can be shutdown and cooled down in an orderly manner, and ,

'reactor coolant makeup can be provided by a normal make up system (e.g., CRD return or RCIC system).
Thus, per 10CFR50.55a(c)(2), the RMCS need not be classified Quality Group A or Safety Class 1,
however for plant availablity, the system is designed, fabricated and constructed in accordance with
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Class 1 criteria as specified in Subsection
3.9.3.1.4 and Figure 5.4-4. ,

t, A quality assurance program for the Fire Protection System meeting the guidance of Branch Technical
Position CMEB 9.5-1 (NUREG-0800), is applied.

Special seismic qualification and quality assurance requirements r.re applied.u.

v. See Reg Guide 1.143, paragraph C.5 for the offgas vault seismic requirements.

The condensate storage tank will be designed, fabricated, and tested to meet the intent of APIw.
Standard API 650. In addition, the specification for this tank will require: (1) 100% surface
examination of the side wall to bottom joint and (2) 100% volumetric examination of the side wall
weld joints.

,

The cranes are designed to hold up their loads and to maintain their positions over the units under

O
x.

conditions of SSE.

y. All off engine components are constructed to the extent possible to the ASME Code, Section III, Class
3.

Components usociated with safety-related function (e.g., isolation) are safety-related.z.
,

i

aa. Structures which support or house safety-related mechanical or electrical components are ,

safety-related. |
|

bb. All quality assurance requirements shall be applied to ensure that the design, construction and
testing requirements are met.

cc. A quality assurance program, which meets or exceeds the guidance of Generic Letter 85-06, is applied
to all non-safety related ATWS equipment.

dd. The need for pipe whip restraints on the MSL/FW piping will be determined by a " leak-before-break"
evaluation.

|

I

.

4

b.
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Table 3.2-2
q%/

MINIMUM DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR AN
ASSIGNED SAFETY DESIGNATION

Minimum Deslan Reauirements(6)

Quality Seismic Electrical Quality
Safety Designation (l) Group (2) - Category (3) Classification (4) Assurance (5)

| SC-1 A I B---

SC-2 B 1 --- B

| SC-3 C 1 1E B
|

NNS ...(2) ...(3) ...(4) ...(5)
i

NOTES

1. Safety designations are defined in Subsections 3.23 and 3.2.5.

2. Table 3.2-3 shows applicable codes and standards for components and structures in accordance
;

with thar quality group identified in Table 3.2-1.

Non-nuclear safety (NNS) related structures, systems and equipment that are not assigned a

'

Quality Group in Table 3.21 are designed to requirements of applicable industry codes and<

standards (See Subsection 3.2.5.2).
.

Some NNS structures, system, and component are optionally designed to Quality Group C or D ,

requirements of Table 3.2-3, per Quality Group designation on Table 3.2-1. |

3. Seismic Category I structures, systems and components meet design and analysis requirements of
Subsection 3.7.

'

j
i

Some NNS structures, systems and components are optionally designed to Seismic Category I
design criteria as noted on Table 3.2-1. Some safety-related components (e.g., Pipe whip
restraints) have no safety related function in the event of an SSE, and are not Seismic
Category 1.

4. Safety-related electrical equipment and instrumentation are designated SC-3 and are designed to
meet IEEE Class 1E (as well Seismic Category I) design requirements.

Some NNS electrical equipment and instrumentation are optionally designed to IEEE Class IE
requirements as noted on Table 3.2-1.

5. Safety related structures, systems and components meet the quality assurance requirements of -
10CFR50, Appendix B, as described in Chapter 17.

Some NNS structures, systems, and components meet the QA requirements as noted on Table 3.2-1.

[
- 6. For structural design requirements that are not covered here and in Table 3.2-3, see Section

Amendment 2 3.2-35
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Table 3.2 3

QUALITY GROUP DESIGNATIONS - CODES AND INDUSTRY STANDARDS

Applicable Standards or
Subsections of the ASME
Code Section III

ASME ASME

Quality Section Pressure Pipes, Storage Section

Group III Vessels and Valves. Storage Tanks Ill Core Primary

Classi- Code lleat and Tanks Aamos- Component Support Containment

fication Classes Exchangers Pumps 015 psig pheric Supports Structures Boundary

A 1 NCA and NCA and - - NCA and NT - -

NU NB

"IEMA C

B 2 NCA had NCA and NCA and NCA and NCA and NT - -

NC NC NC NC

TEMAC

CC and - - - - - - NCA, CC

MC and NE

C 3 NCA and NCA and NCA and NCA and NCA and NF - -

ND ND ND ND

TEMA C

CS - - - - - NG -

D - ASME Section Piping & API-620 AP!450 - - -

VIII Div 1 valves or AWWA-D100

| TEMA C ANSI .1 equ - ANSI D96.1

Pumps lent or

equivalent

,

NOTES

(1) For pumps classified in Group D, ASME Code Section VIII, Division 1, shall be used as a guide in
calculating the wall thickness for pressure-retaining parts and in sizing the cover bolting.

(2) Tanks shall be designed to meet the intent of API, AWWA, and/or ANSI B96.1 Standards as
applicable.

O
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3.3 WIND AND TORNADO LOADINGS Reference 1. Reference 2 is used to obtain the !~

( effective wind pressures for cases which Refer- I
ABWR Standard Plant structures which are ence 1 does not cover. Since the Seismic Cat-

i

Seismic Category I are designed for tornado and egory I structures are not slender or flexible, I

extreme wind phenomena, vortex-shedding analysis is not required and the 1
'

above wind loading is applied as a static load.
3.3.1 Wind Loadings

3.3.2 Tornado Loadings 4

33.1.1 Design Wind Velocity I

33.2.1 Applicable Design Parameters
Seismic Category I structures are designed to

withstand a design wind velocity of 130 mph at an The design basis tornado is described by the
elevation of 33 feet above grade with a recur- following parameters:'

rence interval of 100 years. See St i,section
3.3.3.1 for interface requirement. (1) A maximum tornado wind speed of 300 mph at a

radius of 150 feet from the center of the,

33.1.2 Determination of Applied Forces tornado;

The design wind velocity is converted to (2) A maximum translational velocity of 60 mph;
velocity pressure in accordance with Reference 1
using the formula: (3) A maximum f angential velocity of 240 mph,

based on the translational velocity of 60
= 0.00256 K (IV)2 mph;q

z z

where K = the velocity pressure exposure (4) A maximum atmospheric pressure drop of 2.00*
coefficient which depends upon the psi with a rate of the pressure change of

p type of exposure and height (z) 1.2 psi per second; and
Q above ground per Table 6 of

R e ference 1. (5) The spectrum of tornado-generated missiles
and their pertinent characteristics as given

I = the importance factor which depends in Subsection 3.5.1.4.
on the type of exposure; appropriate
values of I are listed in Table See Subsection 3.3.3.2 for COL license
3.3-1, information.

!
V = design wind velocity of 130 mph, and 33.2.2 Determination of Forces on Structures

q* = velocity pressure in psf The procedures of transforming the tornado i
loading into effective loads and the distribu- |

The velocity pressure (q ) distribution with tion across the structures are in accordance
height for exposure types C ar,id D of Reference 1 with Reference 4. The procedure for transform-
are given in Table 3.3-2. ing the tornado-generated missile im' pact into an

effective or equivalent static load on struc-
The design wind pressures and forces for tures is given in Subsection 3.5.3.1. The load-

buildings, components and cladding, and other ing combinations of the individual tornado load-
structures at various heights above the ground ing components and the load factors are in accor-
are obtained, in accordance with Table 4 of dance with Reference 4.
Reference 1 by multiplying the velocity pressure
by the appropriate pressure coefficients and gust The reactor building and control building are
factors. Gust factors are in accordance with not vented structures. The exposed exterior
Table 8 of Reference 1. Appropriate pressure roofs and walls of these structures are designed
coefficients are in accordance with Figures 2, for the 2.00 psi pressure drop. Tornado dampers

! ) 3a,3b,4, and Tables 9 and 11 through 16 of
%)

Amendment 23 3.3-1
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are provided on all air intake and exhaust 3. Deleted
openings. These dampers are designed to
withstand a negative 1.46 psi pressure.

33.23 Effect of Failure of Structures or
Components Not Designed for Tornado Loads 4. Bechtel Topical Report BC-TOP-3 A, Revision

3, Tornado and Extreme Wind Design Criteria
All safety-related system and components are for Nuclear Power Plants.

protected within tornado-resistant structures.

See Subsection 3.3.3.3 for COL license
information requirements.

3.3.3 COL License Information

333.1 Site-Specific Design Basis Wind

The site-specific design basis wind shall not
exceed the design basis wind given in Table 2.0-1
(See Subsection 2.2.1).

333.2 Site-Specific Design Basis Tornado

The site-specific design basis tornado shall
not exceed the design basis tornado given in
Table 2.0-1 (See Subsection 2.2.1).

3.3.3.3 Effect of Remainder of Plant Struc-
tures, Systems, and Components not Designed for
Tornado Loads

All remainder of plant structures, systems,
and components not designed for tornado loads
shall be analyzed for the site-specific loadings
to ensure that their mode of failure will not
effect the ability of the Seismic Category I ABWR
Standard Plant structures, systems, and compo-
nents to perform their intended safety functions.
(See Subsection 33.23)

3.3.4 References

1. ANSI Standard A58.1, Minimum Design Loads
for Buildings and Other Structures,

| Committee A. 58.1, American National

| Standards Institute.

2. ASCE Paper No. 3269, Wind Forces on
Structures, Transactions of the American
Society of Civil Engineers, Vol.126, Part
II.

O
!
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Figure 3.8-17 REACTOR BUILDING RCCV INTERNAL STRUCTURES NOMENCLATURE:
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significant modes of the piping months prior to initial systemg) systemt pre-operational testing. The(
v pre service examination will verify

o Dynamic cyclic load tests are the following:
conducted for hydraulic snubbers to
determine the operational charac- (i) There are no visible signs of
teristics of the snubber control damage or impaired opera-
valve: bility as a result of stor-

age, handling, or install-
Displacements are measured to ation,o
determine the performance
characteristics specified; (ii) The snubber location, orien-

tation, position setting, and
o Tests are conducted at various configuration (attachments,

temperatures to ensure operability extensions, etc.) are accord-
over the specified range; ing to design drawings and

specifications.
o Peak test loads in both tension and

compression are required to be (iii) Snubbers are not seized,
equal to or higher than the rated frozen or jammed,
load requirements; and

(iv) Adequate swing clearance is
o The snubbers are tested for various provided to allow snubber

abnormal environmental conditions. movements.
Upon completion of the abnormal
environmental transient test, the (v) If applicable, fluid is to be

p snubber is tested dynamically at a recommended level and not be
frequency within a specified leaking from the snubber
frequency range. The snubber must system.
operate normally during the dynamic
test. (vi) Structural connections such

as pins, fasteners and other
(d) Snubber Installation Requirements connecting hardware such as

lock nuts, tabs, wire, cotter
An installation instruction manual is pins are installed correctly.
required by the pipe support design
specification. This manual is required if the period between the
to contain instructions for storage, initial pre-service examin-
handling, erection, and adjustments (if ation and initial system pre-
necessary) of snubbers. Each snubber operational tests exceeds 6
has an installation location drawing months because of unexpected
which contains the installation location

situations, re-examination of |of the snubber on the pipe and items i, iv, and v will be

structure, the hot and cold settings, performed. Snubbers which |

Iand additional information needed to are installed incorrectly or
install the particular snubber. otherwise fail to meet the

i
above requirements will be j

(e) Snubber Pre-service Examination repaired or replaced and '

re-examined in accordance
The pre-service examination plan of all with the above criteria,

snubbers covered by the Chapter 16 tech-
nical specifications will be prepared. (4) Struts - Struts are defined as ASME() This examination will be made after ' Section III, Subsection NF, Component

V snubber installation but not more than 6 Standard Supports. They consist of rigid

Amendment 27 3.9 33
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rods pinned to a pipe clamp or lug at the
pipe and pinned to a clevis attached to the !

building structure or supplemental steel at i

the other end. Struts, including the rod, I

clamps, clevises, and pins are designed in I

accordance with ASME Code Section Ill,
Subsection NF-3000.

Struts are passive supports, requiring
little maintenance and in-service
inspection, and will normally be used
instead of snubbers where dynamic supports |

are required and the movement of the pipe
,

due to thermal expansion and/or anchor
motions in small. Struts will not be used
at locations where restraint of pipe |

movement to thermal expansion will
significantly increase the secondary piping
stress ranges or equipment nozzle loads.
Increases of thermal expansion loads in the
pipe and nozzles will normally be restricted
to less than 20%

Because of the pinned connections at the
pipe and structure, struts carry axial loads
only. The design loads on struts may
include those loads caused by thermal
expansion, dead weight, and the inertia and
anchor motion effects of all dynamic loads.
As in the case of other supports, the forces
on struts are obtained from an analysis,
which are assured not to exceed the design
loads for various operating conditions.

O
Amendment 23 3.9-33.1
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r3 | reactor components is shown in Figure 5.3-2. 3.9.5.1.1.2 Shroud Support j

U i

The floodable inner volume of the reactor The RPV shroud support is designed to sup. |
pressure vessel can be seen in Figure 3.9-2. It port the shroud, and includes the internal pump l

is the volume up to the level of the core flooder deck that locates and supports the pumps. The !

sparger. pump discharge diffusers penetrate the deck to |
introduce the coolant to the inlet plenum below |

The design arrangement of the reactor the core. The RPV shroud support is a horizon
internals, such as the shroud, steam separators tal structure welded to the vessel wall to pro-
and guide tubes, is such that one end is vide support to the shroud, pump diffusers, and !

unrestricted and thus free to expand. core and pump deck differential pressure lines
The structure is a Ang plate welded to the i

The ECCS core flooder couplings incorporate vessel wall and to a vertical cylinder supported |

vertically-oriented slip-fit joints to allow free by vertical stilt legs from the bottom head. I
thermal expansion.

3.9.5.1.1.3 Core Plate
3.9.5.1.1 Core Support Structures

The core plate consists of a circular
The core support structures consist of those stainless steel plate with round openings and is

items listed in Subsection 3.9.5.1(1) and are stiffened with a rim and beam structure. The
Safety Class 3 as defined in Section 3.2. These core plate provides lateral support and guidance
structures form partitions within the reactor for the control rod guide tubes, in-core flux
vessel to sustain pressure differentials across monitor guide tubes, peripheral fuel supports, i

the partitions, direct the flow of the coolant and startup neutron sources. The last two items
water, and laterally locate and support the fuel are also supported vertically by the core plate.
assemblies. Figures 3.9-2 and 3.9-3 show the ;

t j reactor vessel internal flow paths. The entire assembly is bolted to a support
V ledge in the lower portion of the shroud.

3.9.5.1.1.1 Shroud
3.9.5.1.1.4 Top Guide

The shroud support, shroud, and top guide make
up a stainless steel cylindrical assembly that The top guide consists of a circular plate
provides a partition to separate the upward flow with square openings for fuel with a cylindrical
of coolant through the core from the downward side forming an upper shroud extension and
recirculation flow. This partition separates the having a top flange for attaching the shroud ;

core region from the downcomer annulus. The head. Each opening provides lateral support and
volume enclosed by this assembly is characterized guidance for four fuel assemblies or, in the
by three regions. The upper portion surrounds case of peripheral fuel, less than four fuel
the core discharge plenum which is bounded by the assemblies. Holes are provided in the bottom of
shroud head on top and the top guide plate the support intersections to anchor the in core j
below. The central portion of the shroud flux monitors and startup neutron sources. The
surrounds the active fuel and forms the longest top guide is mechanically attached to the top of
section of the assembly, the shroud.

This section is bounded at the top by the top 3.9.5.1.1.5 Fuel Supports
guide plate and at the bottom by the core plate.
The lower portion, surrounding part of the lower The fuel supports (Figure 3.9-4) are of two
plenum, is welded to the reactor pressure vessel basic types: peripheral supports and orificed
shroud support. The shroud provides the fuel supports. The peripheral fuel supports are
horizontal support for the core by supporting the located at the outer edge of the active core and
core plate and top guide, are not adjacent to control rods. Each periph.

/%
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eral fuel support supports one fuel assembly and discharge mixture plenum together with the
contains an orifice designed to assure proper separators and their connecting standpipes. The
coolant flow to the peripheral fuel assembly, discharge plenum provides a mixing chamber for
Each orificed fuel support supports four fuel the steam / water mixture before it enters the
assemblics vertically upward and horizontally and steam separators. Individual stainless steel
is provided with orifice plates to assure proper axial flow steam separators are supported on and
coolant flow distribution to each rod-controlled attached to the top of standpipes that are
fuel assembly. The orificed fuel supports rest welded into the shroud head. The steam
on the top of the control rod guide tubes which separators have no moving parts. In each
are supported laterally by the core plate. The separator, the steam / water mixture rising
control rods pass through cruciform openings in through the standpipe passes vanes that impart a
the center of the orificed fuel support. A spin to establish a vortex separating the water
control rod and the four adjacent fuel assemblies from the steam. The separated water flows from
represent a core cell (Section 4.4). the lower portion of the steam separator into

the downcomer annulus. The assembly is
3.9.5.1.1.6 Control Rod Guide Tubes removable from the reactor pressure vessel as a

single unit on a routine basis.

| The control rod guide tubes located inside
| the vessel extend from the top of the control rod 3.9.$.1.2.2 Reactor Internal Pump

drive housings up through holes in the core (RIP)/ Diffusers
plate. Each guide tube is designed as the guide
for the lower end of a control rod and as the The pump assemblics are non-safety class
support for an orificed fuel support. This components and are discussed here to describe
locates the four fuel assemblies surrounding the coolant flow paths (Figure 3.9-3) in the
control rod. The bottom of the guide tube is vessel. The pump provides a means for forced
supported by the control rod drive housing, which circulation of the reactor coolant through the
in turn transmits the weight of the guide tube, core, including the mixing of feedwater and
fuel support, and fuel assemblies to the reactor annulus water from the steam separators and
vessel bottom head. The control rod guide tubes distribution of this fluid to the vessel lower

| also contain holes, near the top of the control plenum and up through the lower grid to the
rod guide tube and below the core plate, for core,

coolant flow to the orificed fuel supports.
The pump assemblies are mounted vertically

3.9.5.1.2 Reactor Internals into pump nozzles arranged in an equally-spaced
ring pattern on the bottom head of the RPV and

The reactor internals consist of those items are located inside the downcomer annulus between
listed in Subsection 3.9.5.1(2), and are Safety the core shroud and the reactor vessel wall.
Class 3 or non safety class as noted. These com- The design and performance of the pump
ponents direct and control coolant flow through assemblies is covered in detail in Subsection
the core or support safety-related and nonsafety 5.4.1. Each pump consists of three major
related function, hardware sections: an internal pump (IP)

section; a recirculation motor (RM) section; and
3.9.5.1.2.1 Shroud Head and Steam Separators a stretch tube section (Figure 5.4-1).

; Assembly
| The IP section of the RIP is located inside
! The shroud head and standpipes / steam the RPV, in an opening through the RPV pump
| separators are non safety class internal deck--the latter being the horizontal ring-plate

components. The assembly is discussed here to enclosing the bottom of the downcomer annulus
describe the coolant flow paths in the reactor and thus separating the lower pressure annulus
pressure vessel. The shroud head and steam region from the higher-pressure lower plenum
separators assembly includes the upper flanges region. The IP, in turn, is comprised of a
and bolts, and forms the top of the core vertical axis single-stage, mixed-flow impeller

|
| Amendment 27 3.9-38
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Table 3.9-8 (Continued)c

IN-SERVICE TESTING SAFETY-RELATED PUMPS AND VALVES

B21 Nuclear Boller System Valves

Safety Code Valve Test Test SSAR
Class Cat. Func. Para Freq Fig.

No. Qty Description (h)(1) (a) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

F001 2 Feedwater line Isolation Valve (MOV) 2 B P- S RO 5.13(4)
FD02 2 Upstream (First) FW line check valve (h3) 2 A,C A L,S RO 5.13(4)
F003 2 FW line outboard check valve-Air. 1 A,C I,A L,P,S RO 5.1-3(4) ,

Operated (AO)(hl)
F004 2 FW line inboard check valve (hl) 1 A,C ' I,A L,S RO 5.1-3(4)
F005 2 FWline inboard maintenance valve '1 B P El 5.13(4)
F006 2 RWCU (or CUW) System injection line 2 . A,C A L,S RO 5.1-3(4)

check valve (h3) .
F007 2 RWCU (or CUW) System injection line MOV 2 B P S El 5.13(4) ,

F008 4 Inboard Main Steam Iso. Viv. (MSIV) (hl) 1 A I,A L,P RO- 5.13(3)
'

'

S 3mo
F009 4 Outboard Main Steam Iso. Viv (MSIV) (hl) 1- A~ I,A L,P RO 5.13(3)-

S 3mo
FU10 18 Safety / Relief Valve (SRV)(hl,h2) 1 A,C A RL 5 yrs 5.1-3(2) .

P,S RO
F011 1 MSL bypass / drain line inb. iso, viv (hl) 1 A I,A L,P RO 5.1-3(3)

O
.

S 3 mo
F012 1 MSL bypass / drain line outb. iso. viv (hl) 1 A I,A L,P RO 5.1-3(3)

S 3mo
F013 1 MSL warm up line valve 2 B. P El 5.1-3(3)
FD16 1 MSL downstream drain line header valve 2 B P El 5.1-3(3)
F017 1 MSL downstream drain line header bypass 2 B A P RO 5.1-3(3)

S 3 mo
F018 1 RPV non-condensible gas removal line 1 B. P El 5.1-3(2)
F019 1 RPV head vent inboard shutoff valve (hl) 1 B A' P,S RO 5.1-3(2)-
F020 1 RPV head vent outboard shutoff valve (hl) ' 1 B A P,S RO 5.1-3(2)
F021 18 SRV discharge line vacuum breaker (ht) 3 C A R,S RO 5.13(2)
F022 18 SRV discharge line vacuum breaker (hl) 3 C A R,S RO 5.1-3(2)
F024 4 Inboard MSIV nitrogen supply line check 3 C A S RO 5.1-3(3)

valve (hl)
F025 4 Outboard MSIV air supplyline check viv (h1) 3 C A S RO 5.13(3)-

| F026 8 SRV ADS pnuematic supply line chk viv (hl) . 3 A,C. A- L,S RO 5.1-3(2)
FD29 18 SRV pneumatic supply check valve (hl) 3 C A S RO 5.13(2) ,

F031 2 Inboard valve on the outh. FW line check _2 B P El 5.1-3(4)
I

valve test line
F033 4 Inboard shutoff valve on the outboard 2 B P E1- 5.1-3(3) _

MSIV test line
F035 1 Inboard test line valve for the MSL bypass / 2 B P E1 5.1-3(3)

drain valve

| F039 2 - Inboard test line valve for the inboard FW 2 B P El 5.3-3(4)
line check valve '

A
V

Amendmeat 27 3.9-58.4
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Table 3.9-8 (Continued)

IN-SERVICE TESTING SAFETY RELATED PUMPS AND VALVES

B21 Nuclear Boller System Valves (Continued)

Safety Code Valve Test Test SSAR
Class Cat. Func. Para Freq Fig.

No. Qty Description (h)(1) (a) (c) (d) (c) (f) (g)

FD40 2 Outboard test line valve for the FW line 2 B P El 5.1-3(4)
check valve

| F500 2 Inboard test line valve for the 2 B P El 5.1-3(4)
first FW line check valve

F503 2 Outboard drain line valve for the 2 B P El 5.1-3(4)
FW line check valve

F508 4 Inboard MSIV accumulator A001 drain valve 3 B P El 5.13(3)
F509 4 Outboard MSIV accumulator A002 drain viv 3 B P El 5.1-3(3)
F510 8 SRV ADS accumulator A003 drain valve 3 B P El 5.1-3(2)
F511 18 SRV accumulator A004 drain valve 3 B P El 5.13(2)
F700 4 Manual isolation valve - RPV 2 B P El 5.13(5,6)

water level instrument reference leg line
| F701 4 Excess flow check valve - RPV 2 A,C I,A L,S RO 5.1-3(5,6)

water level instrument reference leg line (h3)
F702 4 Manual isolation valve - RPV narrow range 2 B P El 5.1-3(5,6)

water levelinstrument sensing line
F703 4 Excess flow check valve - RPV narrow range 2 A,C I,A L,S RO 5.1-3(5,6)

water level instrument sensing line (h3)
1704 4 Manual isolation valve - RPV wide range 2 B P El 5.1-3(5,6)

water levelinstrument sensingline
F705 4 Excess flow check valve - RPV wide range 2 A,C 1,A 1,S RO 5.1-3(5,6)

water level instrument sensing line (h3)
F706 1 Root valve Reactor well water level 2 B P El 5.1-3(5)

instrument sensing line
F709 1 Manual isolation valve - RPV shutdown range 2 B P El 5.1-3(2)

water level instrument reference leg line
F710 1 Excess flow check valve-RPV shutdown range 2 A,C I,A L,S RO 5.1-3(2)

water level instrument reference leg line (h3)
F711 1 Manualisolation valve RPV head seal 2 B P El 5.1-3(8)

leakage instrument line
F712 1 Excess flow check valve to RPV head seal 2 A,C I,A 1,S RO 5.1-3(8)

leakage instrument line (h3)
F713 4 Manual isolation valve - RPV above pump 2 B P El 5.1-3(7)

deck instrument line
F714 4 Excess flow check valve RPV above pump 2 A,C I,A L,S RO 5.1-3(7)

deck instrument line (h3)
F715 4 Manual isolation vahe - RPV below pump 2 B P El 5.1-3(7)

deck instrument line
F716 4 Excess flow check valve - RPV below pump 2 A,C I,A L,S RO 5.1-3(7)

deck instrument line (h3)

Amendment 27 39-583
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Table 3.9 8 (Continued)

IN-SERVICE TESTING SAFETY-RELATED PUMPS AND VALVES

B21 Nuclear Boller System Valves (Continued)

Safety Code Valve Test Test SSAR
Class Cat. Func. Para Freq. Fig.

No. Qty Description (b)(1) (a) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)'

F717 4 Manual isolation valve - RPV above core 2 B P El 5.1-3(7)
plateinstrument line

F718 4 Excess flow check valve RPV above core 2 A,C I,A L,S RO 5.1-3(7)

platainstrument line (h3)
F719 4 Manual isolation valve - RPV below core 2 B P El 5.1-3(7)

plate instrument line
F720 4 Excess flow check valve RPV below core 2 A,C I,A L,S RO 5.1-3(7)

plate instrument line (h3)
F723 4 Manual isolation valve - MSL flow restrictor 2 B P El 5.1-3(2)

instrument line
F724 4 Excess flow check valve MSL Gow restrictor 2 A,C I,A L,S RO 5.1-3(2)

instrument line (h3)
,

F725 4 Manual isolation valve - MSL flow restrictor 2 B P El 5.13(2) I

instrument line
F726 4 Exceu flow check valve MSL flow restrictor 2 A,C I,A L,S RO 5.1-3(2)

instrument line (h3)

F727 2 MSL PX instrument line inboard root valve 2 B P El 5.1-3(3)

B31 Reactor Recirculation Internal Pump Valves

F008 10 Excess flow check valve RIP 2 A,C 1,A LS RO 5.4-4(2)
pump motor purge water line (h3)

F1)10 10 RIP pump motor purge water supply line valve 2 B P El 5.4-4(1)

F011 10 RIP inflatable pressurized water hne 2 B P El 5.4-4(1)
inboard valve

F013 10 RIP sealequalizingline valve 2 B P El 5.4-4(1)

F015 10 Manual maintenance valve RIP pump motor 2 B P El 5.4-4(2)
purge water line

F500 10 RIP coohng water HX vent line inboard valve 2 B P El 5.4-4(1)

F502 10 RIP drain line inboard valve 2 B P El 5.4-4(1)

F505 10 RIP cooling water IlX shell drain line 2 B P El 5.4-4(1)

inboard valve

'p
O
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Table 3.9 8 (Continued)

INSERVICE TESTING SAFETY-RELATED PUMPS AND VALVES

C41-Standby Liquid Control System Valves

Safety Code Valve Test Test SSAR
Class Cat. Func. Para Freq. Fig.

No. Qty Description (a) (c) (d) (e) (O

F001 2 SLCS storage tank outlet line MOV 2 B A S 3 mo. 93-1
P 2 yrs

F002 2 SLCS pump suction line maintenance valve 2 B P E1 93-1
F003 2 SLCS pump discharge line relief valve 2 C P P,S 5 yrs 93-1
F004 2 SLCS pump discharge line check valve 2 C A S 3 mo. 93-1
F005 2 SLCS pump discharge line maintenance valve 2 B P El 93-1

| F006 2 SLCS pump injection valve MOV 2 A I,A L, P 2 yrs 93-1
| S 3 mo

( F007 1 SLCS injection line outboard check valve 2 A,C I,A L.S 2 yrs 93-1
F008 1 SLCS injection line inboard check valve 2 A,C 1,A L,S 2 yrs 93-1

i F010 1 SLCS test tank return line inboard 2 B P El 93-1
| shutoff valve

F012 1 SLCS test tank outlet line shutoff valve 2 B P El 93-1
F014 1 SLCS pump suct line demin water supply line 2 B P El 93 1
F018 1 SLCS storage tank sample line inboard 2 B P El 93 1

, shutoff valve
! F020 1 SLCS pump suction line demin water supply 2 B P El 93-1

line bypass line
F025 1 SLCS injection line test / vent line inb viv 2 B P El 93 1
F026 1 SLCS pump suction line relief valve 2 C P L,P 5 yrs 93-1
F500 1 SLCS pump suction line drain line 2 B P El 93-1,

'

F501 2 SLCS pump discharge line drain line valve 2 B P El 93-1
F700 2 SLCS test tank return line instr line valve 2 B P El 93-1

C51 Neutron Monitoring (ATIP) Systern Valves

J004 3 Isolation valve assembly 2 A,C,D P L,P 2 yrs 7.6-1c
J011 3 Purge isolation valve 2 A,C P L,P 2 yrs 7.6 Ic
J012 3 Manual gate vale 2 A P El 7.6-le

|
D23 Containment Atmosphere Monitoring System Valves

F001 2 CAMS drywell pressure instrument line 2 A I,A L 3mo 7.6-7c
outboard isolation valve

F004 2 CAMS drywell sample line outboard contain- 2 A I,A L,P 3mo 7.6-7c
ment isolation valve

F005 2 CAMS drywell return line outboard contain- 2 A I,A L,P 3 mo 7.6-7c
ment isolation valve

Amendment 27 3.9-58.7
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O Table 3.9 8 (Continued)J
IN SERVICE TESTING SAFETY-RELATED PUMPS AND VALVES

E22 High Pressure Core Flooder System Valves

Safety Code Valve Test Test SSAR
Class Cat. Func. Para Freq. Fig.

No. Qty Description (h)(i) (a) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

F001 2 Condensate Storage Pool (CSP) suction 2 B A P 2 yrs 63-7(2)
line MOV S 3 mo

F002 2 CSP suction line check valve 2 C A S 3 mo 63-7(2)
F003 2 HPCF System injection valve (h6) 1 A I,A L,P RO 63-7(1)

S CS
F004 2 HPCF System inboard check valve 1 A,C I,A L,P RO 63-7(1)

S 3mo
F005 2 Pump discharge line inboard maint valve 1 B P El 63-7(1)
F006 2 Suppression pool suction line MOV 2 A I,A L,P RO 63-7(2)

S 3 mo
F007 2 Suppression pool suction line check valve 2 C A S 3 mo 63 7(2)
F008 2 Test return line inboard valve 2 B A P 2 yrs 63-7(2)

S 3mo
F009 2 Test return line outboard valve 2 A I,A L,P RO 6307(2)

m. S 3 mo
F010 2 Pump minimum flow bypass line MOV 2 A I,A L,P RO 63-7(2)

S 3 mo
F011 2 Bypass line shutoff vahr around check 2 B P El 63-7(2)

valve E22-F002
F012 2 HPCI pump suction line drain line to HCW 2 B P El 63-7(2)
F014 2 Pump discharge line fill line outboard 2 C A S 3mo 63-7(1)

check viv
F015 2 Pump discharge line fill line inboard check viv 2 C A S 3mo 63-7(1)
F017 2 Pump discharge line test and vent line 1 A P El 63-7(1)

inboard valve
F019 2 Pressure equalizing valve around check 1 A P El 63-7(1)

valve E22-F004
F020 2 Suppression pool suction line relief valve 2 C A R 5 yrs 63-7(2)
F022 2 Suppression pool suction line test line valve 2 B P El 63-7(2)
F023 2 Pump discharge line test line valve 2 B P El 63-7(2)
F500 2 Pump discharge line high point vent 2 B P El 63-7(1)

inboard valve ;
F502 2 Pump discharge line drywell test line 2 B P El 63-7(1) )

inboard valve
F700 2 Pump suction line pressure instrument 2 B P El 63-7(2) ,

line root valve I

F701 2 Pump suction line pressure instrument 2 B P El 63-7(2)
line root valve

F702 2 Pump discharge line pressure instrument 2 B P El 63-7(2) )
line inboard valve !

'N F704 2 _ Pump discharge line pressure instrument 2 B P El 63-7(2)[d line inboard valve |

Amendment 23 3.9-58.12
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gTable 3.9-8 (Continued)

IN SERVICE TESTING SAFETY-RELATED PUMPS AND VALVES ,

|

E22 High Pressure Core Flooder System Valves (Continued) I

Safety Code Valve Test Test SSAR i
'

Class Cat. Func. Para Freq. Fig.
No. Qty Description (h)(1) (a) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

F705 2 Pump discharge line pressure instrument 2 B P El 63-7(2)
line outboard valve

F706 2 Pump discharge line flow instrument line 2 B P El 63-7(2)
inboard valve

F707 2 Pump discharge line flow instrument line 2 B P El 63-7(2)
outboard valve

F708 2 Pump discharge line flow instrument line 2 B P El 63-7(2)
inboard valve

F709 2 Pump discharge line flow instrument line 2 B P El 63-7(2)
outboard valve

E31 Leak Detection and Isolation System Valves

F001 1 Drywell fission product monitoring line 2 B P El 5.2-8(9)
maintenance valve

F002 1 Drywell fission product monitoring line 2 A I,A 1,P RO 5.2-8(9)
inboard isolation valve S 3mo

F003 1 Drywell fission product monitoring line 2 A I,A I,P RO 5.2-8(9)
outboardisolation valve S 3mo

F004 1 Drywell fission product monitoring line 2 A I,A 1,P RO 5.2-8(9)
outboard isolation valve S 3 mo

F005 1 Drywell fission product monitoring line 2 A I,A 1,P RO 5.2-8(9)
inboard isolation valve S 3mo

F006 1 Drywell fission product monitoring line 2 B P El 5.2-8(9)
maintenance valve

F701 4 RCIC instrument line manual maint valve 2 B P El 5.2-8(6)
F702 4 RCIC instr line iso excess flow chk viv (h3) 2 A,C I,A 1,S RO 5.2-8(6)

'

F703 4 RCIC instrument line manual maint valve 2 B P El 5.2-8(6)
F704 4 RCIC instr line iso excess flow chk viv (h3) 2 A,C I,A I,S RO 5.2-8(6)

E51 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System Valves

F001 1 Condensate Storage Pool (CSP) suction 2 B A P 2 yrs 5.4-8(1)
line MOV S 3mo

F002 1 CSP suction line check valve 2 C A S 3 mo 5.4-8(1)

|Amendment 27 3.9 58.13
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3.10 SEISMIC QUALIFICATION OF accomplished by test, analysis, a combination of
O SEISMIC CATEGORY I test and analysis, or by experience data.O) INSTRUMENTATION AND ELECTRICAL

EQUIPMENT (INCLUDING OTHER in general, analysis is used to supplement
DYNAMIC LOADS) test data although simple components may lead

themselves to dynamic analysis in lieu of full
This section is supposed to address only scale testing. The deciding f actors for

seismic qualification of electrical components choosing between tests or analysis include:
and equipment in accordance with NRC Regulatory
Guide 1.70 Revision 3. However, recognizing that (1) magnitude and frequency of seismic and other
dynamic loads due to suppression pool dynamics RBV dynamic loadings;

associated with a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA)
and safety / relief valve (SRV) discharge can have (2) environmental conditions (Subsection 3.11.1)
a significant vibratory effect on the reactor associated with the dynamic loadings;
building, and, hence, on the design of struc-
tures, systems, and equipment in the reactor (3) nature of the safety-related function (s);
building, GE has elected to address equipment
qualification for both seismic and other reactor (4) size and complexity of the equipment;
building vibration (RBV) dynamic loads in this
section. The format utilized is consistent with (5) dynamic characteristics of expected failure
R.G.1.70, Revision 3; thus, reference to the modes (structural or functional); and
operating basis earthquake (OBE) and the safe
shutdown earthquake (SSE) in this section include (6) partial test data upon which to base the
the combined seismic and other RBV dynamic analysis,
loads. The non-seismic RBV dynamic loads are
described in Table 3.9 2. The selection of qualification methods to be

used is argely a matter of engineering judge-
The mechanical components and equipment and ment; h vever, tests, and\or analyses of assem-g

the electrical components that are integral to blies arc, preferable to tests or analyses on'

the mechanical equipment are dynamically separate componeurs (e.g., a motor and a pump,
qualified as described in Section 3.9. including the coupling and other appurtenances

should be tested or analyzed as an assembly).

Principal Seismic Category I structures, Qualification by experience is drawn from
systems and components are identified in Table previous dynamic qualification or from other
3.2-1. Most of these items are safety-related as documented experience such as exposure to
explained in Subsection 3.2.1. The safety- natural seismic disturbance. Qualification by
related functions are defined in Section 3.2, and experience is based on dynamic similarity of the
include the functions essential to emergency equipment.
reactor shutdown, containment isolation, reactor
core cooling, reactor protection, containment and 3.10.1.2 Input Motion
reactor heat removal, and emergency power supply,
or otherwise are essential in preventing The input motion for the qualification of
significant release of radioactive material to equipment and supports is defined by response
the environment, spectra. The required response spectra (RRS)

are generated from the buildings dynamic analy-
3.10.1 Seismic Qualification Criteria sis, as described in Section 3.7. They are
(Including Other Dynamic leads) grouped by buildings and by elevations. This

RRS definition incorporates the contribution and
3.10.1.1 Selection of Qualification Method other RBV dynamic loads as specified by the load

combination Table 3.9-2. The response spectra
Dynamic qualification of Seismic Category I curves for the SSE and OBE are presented in Ap-

instrumentation and electrical equipment is pendix 3G. When one type of equipment is locat-

-
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ed at several elevation and/or in several build-
ings, the governing response spectra are
specified.

_

3.10.13 Dynamic Qualification Program

The dynamic qualification program is de-

,

.
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scribed in Section 4.4 of of GE's Environmen.ai displacement during an SSE including other RBV
Oualification Program, which is referenced in dynamic loads. Embedment loads and mounting
Subsection 3.11.2. The program conforms to the requirements kr the equipment supports are also
requirements of IEEE 323 as modified and endorsed specified in this manner.
by the Regulatory Guide 1.89, and meets the
criteria contained in IEEE 344 as modified and 3.10.2.1.2 Test Methods
endorsed by Regulatory Guide 1.100.

The test method is multi-axial, random |
3.10.2 Methods and Procedures for sing!c and/or multi-frequency excitation to
Qualifying Electrical Equipment and envelope generic RRS levels in accordance with
Instrumentation Sections 6.6.3 and 6.6.6 of IEEE 344. Past

testing has demonstrated that Seismic Category I
The following subsections describe the methods .instrumen tation and electrical equipment have

and procedures incorporated in the above mention- critical damping ratios equal to or less than
cd dynamic qualification program. Described here SE Hence, RRS at 5% or less critical damping
are the general methods and procedures to qualify ratio are developed as input to the equipment
by test or analysis Seismic Category I instrumen- base,
tation and electrical equipment for operability
durNg and after an SSE including other RBV dyna- Multi-axial testing applies input motions to
wie loads and to ensure structural and functional- the vertical and one or both horizontal axes
integrity of the equipment after an OBE including sinz dtaneously. Independcnt random inputs are
other RBV dynamic loads. preferred and, when used, the test is performed

in two steps with equipment rotated 90 degrees
3.10.2.1 Qualification by Testing in the horizontal plane in the second step.

The testing methodology for Seismic Category I When independent random tests are not
instrumentation and electrical equipment includes available, four tests are preformed:

4 d the hardware interface reqs.ments and the test
methods. (1) with the inputs in phase;

3.10.2.1.1 Interface Requirements (2) with one input 180 degrees out of phase;

Intervening structure or components (such as (3) with the equipment rotated 90 degrees
interconnecting cables, bus ducts, conduits, horizontally and the inputs in phase; and
etc.) that serve as interfaces between the
equipment to be qualified and that supplied by (4) with the same orientation as in the step (3)
others are not qualified as part of this but with one input 180 degrees out of phase.
program. However, the effects ofinterfacing are
taken into consideration. When applicable, 3.10.2.1.2.1 Selection of Test Specimen
accelerations and frequency content at locations
of interfaces with interconnecting cables, bus Representative samples of equipment and
ducts, conduits, etc., are determined and supports are selected for use as test
documented in the test report. This information specimens. Variations in the configuration of
is specified in the form of interface criteria. the equipment are analyzed with supporting 1:st

data. For example, these variations may include
To minimize the effects of interfaces on the mass distributions that differ from one cabinet

equipment, standard configurations using bottom to another. From test or analysis, it is
cable entry are utilized whenever possible. determined which mass distribution results in
Where non-rigid interfaces are located at the the maximum acceleration and/or frequency
equipment support top, equipment qualification is content, and this worst-case configuration is
based on the top entry requirements. A report used as the test specimen. The test report
including equipment support outline drawings is includes a justification that this configuration[s$ furnished specifying the equipment maximum envelops all other equipment configurations.V

: Amendea f 3.10-2
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| equipment to perform its safety related In many instances, however, similar equipment
, ,i

(V function (s). has already been qualified but with changes in
size or in specific qualified devices in a fixed

3.102.23 Documentation of Analysis assembly or structure. In such instances, a
full test program (Subsection 3.10.2.1) is

The demonstration of qualification is documen. conducted on a typical piece of equipment. A
| ted including the requirements of the equipment single frequency test is used in addition to any

specification, the results of the qualification, multi-frequency test.
and the justification that the methods used are
capable of demonstrating that the equipment will If the equipment is not rigid, the effects of
not malfunction. See Subsection 3.10.5.1 for COL the changes are analyzed. The test results
license information requirements. combined with the analysis allow the model of

the similar equipment to be adjusted to produce
3.1023 Qualification by Combined Testing and a revised stiffness matrix and to allow
Analysis refinement of the analysis for the modal

frequencies of the similar equipment. The
In some instances, it is not practical to result is a verified analytical model that is

qualify Seismic Category I instrumentation and used to qualify the similar equipment .
electrical equipment solely by testing or
analysis. This may be because of the size of the 3.10.233 Extrapolation of Dynamic Loading
equipment, its complexity, or the large number of Conditions.
similar configurations. The following
subsections address the cases in which combined Tests results can be extrapolate' er dynamic
analysis and testing may be warranted. loading conditions in excess of or different

from previous tests are given on a piece of
3.10.2.3.1 Low lmpedance Excitation equipment when the test results are in

fm sufficient detail to allow an adequate dynamic

( ) Large equipment maybe impractical to test duc model of the equipment to be generated. The
to limitations in vibration equipment loading model provides the capability of predicting~

capability. With the equipment mounted to failure under the increased or different dynamic
simulate service mounting, a number of exciters load excitation.
are attached at points which will best excite the
various mode of vibration of the equipment. Data 3.10.3 Methods and Procedures of Analysis
is obtained from sensors for subsequent analysis or Testing of Supports of Electrical
of the equipment performance under seismic plus Equipment and Instrumentation
other RBV dynamic loads. The amplification of
resonant motion is used to determine the The following subsections describe the
appropriate modal frequency and damping for a general methods and procedures, as incorporated
dynamic analysis of the equipment. in the dynamic qualification program (see

Subsection 3.10.1.3), for analysis and testing
This method can be used to qualify the of supports of Seismic Category I

equipment by exciting the equipment to levels at instrumentation and electrical equipment. When
least equal to the expected response from an SSE possible, the supports of most of the electrical i

including other RBV dynamic loads using analysis equipment (other than motor and valve-mounted |

to justify the excitation or utilization of the equipment supis..ts, mostly control panels and )
test Ma an modal frequencies in a mathematical racks) in the nuclear steam supply systems i

modd ts verify performance. (F % . uted with the equipment installed.
a dummy is employed to simulate iOt w

|
' 3.10.23.2 Extrapolation of Similar Equipment inerte inass effect and dynzmic coupling to the

support.
As discussed in IEEE 344, the qualification of

complex equipment by analysis is not recommended Combined stresses of the mechanically
|

| because of the great difficulty in developing an designed component supports are maintained
Ns accurate analytical model.

|
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within the limits of ASME Code Section III, between it and the input. Once known, the
Division 1, Subsection NF, up to the interface transmissibilities could be used analytically to
with building structure, and the combined determine the response at any Seismic Category I
stresses of the structurally designed component device location for any given input. (Itis
supports defined as building structure in the assumed that the transmissibilities are linear
project design specifications are maintained as a function of acceleration even though they
within the limits of the AISC Specification for actually decrease as acceleration increases;
the Design, Fabrication and Erection of therefore, it is a conservative assumption.)
Structural Steel for Buildings.

As long as the device input accelerations are
3.103.1 NSSS Electrical Equipment Supports determined to be below their malfunction limits,
(Other than Motors and Valve-Mounted Equipment) the assembly is considered a rigid body with a

transmissibility equal to one so that a device
The seismic and other RBV dynamic load mounted on it would be limited directly by the

qualification tests on equipment supports are assembly input acceleration.
performed over the frequency range of interest.

Control panels and racks constitute the
Some of the Seismic Category I supports are majority of Seismic Category I electrical

qualified by analysis only. Analysis is used for assemblies. There are basically four generic
passive mechanical devices and is sc,metimes used panel types. One or more of each type are
in combination with testing for larger assemblies tested using these procedures. Figures 3.10-1
containing Seismic Category I devices. For through 3.10-4 illustrate the four basic panel
instance, a test is run to determine if there are types and show typical accelerometer locations.
natural frequencies in the support equipment
within the critical frequency range. If the From these full acceleration level tests, it
support is determined to be free of natural is concluded that most of the panel types have
frequencies (in the critical frequency range), more than adequate structural strength and that
then it is assumed to be rigid and a static a given panel design acceptability is just a
analysis is performed. If natural frequencies function of its amplification factor and the
are present in the critical frequency range, then malfunction levels of the devices mounted in it.
calculations of transmissibility and responses to '

varying input accelerations are determined to see Subsequent panels are, therefore, tested at
if Seismic Category I devices mounted in the lower acceleration levels and the
assembly would operate without malfunctioning. transmissibilities measured to the various
in general, the testing of Category I supports is devices as described. By dividing the devices'
accomplished using the following procedure: malfunction levels by the panel transmissibility

between the device and the panel input, the
Assemblies (e.g,, control panels) containing panel dynamic qualification level could be

devices which have dynamic load malfunction determined. Several high level tests are run on
limits established are tested by mounting the selected generic panel designs to assure the
assembly on the table of a vibration machine in conservativeness in using the transmissibility
the manner it is to be mounted when in use and analysis desc ibed.
vibration testing it by running a low-level
resonance search. As with the devices, the 3.103.2 Other Seismic Category l
assemblies are tested in the three major Instrumentation and Electrical Equipment
orthogonal axes. Supports.

The resonance search is run in the same manner 3.103.2.1 Supports for Battery Racks,
as described for devices. If resonances are Instrument Racks, control Consoles, Cabinets,
pr a.. d. the transmissibility between the input and Panels
and um location of each device is determined by
measuring the accelerations at each device Response spectra are specified for floors
location and calculating the magnification where Seismic Category I equipment is located.

Amendment 27 3.10-6
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/^) Test data, operating experience, and/or Tray supports are anchored in the following |

(/ calculations shall be provided to verify that the manner: i

equipment will not suffer any loss of function
before, during, or after the specified dynamic (a) support members may be attached to
disturbance. Analysis and/or testing procedures existing structural steel; |

are in accordance with Subsection 3.10.2.
(b) support members may be attached to

In essence, these supports are inseparable supplementary steel members spanning ,

'

from their supported items and are qualified with between existing floor beams (or between
the items. During testing, the supports are existing floor beams and walls); or
fastened to the test table with fastenir.g devices
or methods used in the actual installation, (c) support members may be attached to
thereby qualifying the total installation. concrete wall / columns using:

3.10.3.2.2 Cable Trays and Conduit Supports (i) embedded steel plates with shear
connectors or

All Seismic Category I cable trays and conduit
supports are designed by the response spectrum (ii) steel plates or strut sections
method. Analysis and dynamic load restraint attached to concrete with concrete
measures are based on combined limiting values expansion anchors.
for static load, span length, and response to
excitation at the natural frequency. Restraint (3) Loads
against excessive lateral and longitudinal move-
ment uses the structural capacity of the tray to (a) Dead loads and live loads
determine the spacing of the fixed support
points. Provisions for differential motion 75 lb/ linear ft load used for 18 inch

( } between buildings are made by breaks in the trays and wider trays
v and flexible connections in the conduit. 50 lb/ linear-ft load used for 12 inch

and narrower trays
The following criteria are used in the design

of Seismic Category I cable tray and conduit (b) Dynamic loads - OBE or SSE plus other
supports. RBV dynamic loads

(1) Cable Tray Support Spacings (4) Load Combination
i

Tray support spacings for horizontal or (a) Deadioad + 1iveload
vertical runs do not exceed ten feet unless
noted otherwise on design drawings (design (b) Deadload + live load + OBE + other RBV
drawings generally locate supports not more dynamic loads
than eight feet apart with a longitudinal
tolerance of 1 foot to avoid interferences). (c) Dead load + live load + SSE + other RBV

dynamic loads
Tray supports provide resistance to three
excitation directions by means of vertical, (5) Dynamic Analysis
transverse, and longitudinal support and
bracing systems. (a) Regardless of cable tray function, all

supports are designed to meet Seismic
(2) Support locations Category I requirernents. Seismic and

other RBV dynamic loads are determined

Amendment 27 3.10-7
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by dynamic analysis using appropriate exceeded when the tubing is subjected to the
response spectra. loads specified in Subsection 3.9.2 for

Class 2 and 3 piping.
(b) Floor Response Spectra

3.10.4 Operating License Review (Tests and
(i) Floor response spectra used are Analyses Results)

those generated for the supporting
floor. In case supports are See Subsection 3.10.5.2 for COL license
attached to the walls or to two information requirements,
different locations, the upper

bound envelope spectra obtained by 3.10.5 COL License Information
superimposing are used.

3.10.5.1 Equipment Qualification Records
(ii) In many cases, to facilitate the

design, several floor response The equipment qualification records
spectra are combined by an upper including the reports (see Subsections
bound envelope obtained by 3.10.2.1.4 and 3.10.2.2.3) shall be maintained
superimposing, in a permanent file and shall be readily

available for audit
3.103.23 Local Instrument Supports

3.10.5.2 Dynamic Qualification Report
For field-mounted Seismic Category I

instruments, the following is applicable: A dynamic qualification report (DOR) shall
be prepared identifying all Seismic Category I

(1) The mounting structures for the instruments instrumentation and electrical parts and
have a fundamental frequency above the equipment therein and their supports. The DOR
excitation frequency of the RRS. shall contain the following: (1) A table or

file for each system that is identified in <

(2) The stress level in the mounting structure Table 3.2-1 to be safety-related or having
does not exceed the material allowable Seismic Category I equipment shall be included
stress when the mounting structure is in the DOR containing the MPL item number and
subjected to the maximum acceleration level name, the qualification method and the input
for its location, motion for all Seismic Category I equipment

and the supporting structure in the system,
3.103.2.4 Instnment Tubing Support and the corresponding qualification summary

table or vendor's qualification report. (2)
The following bases are used in the seismic The mode of safety-related operation (i.e.,

and other RBV dynamic loads design and analysis active, manual active or passive) of the
of Seismic Category I instrument tubing supports: instrumentation and equipment along with the

manufacturer identification and model numbers
(1) The supports are qualified by the response shall also be tabulated in the DOR. The

spectrum method; operational mode identifies the
instrumentation or equipment (a) that performs

(2) Dynamic load restraint measures and analysis the safety-related functions automatically,
for the supports are based on combined (b) that is used by the operators to perform

| limiting values for static load, span the safety-related functions manually, or (c)
| length, and computed dynamic response; and whose failure can prevent the satisfactory
| accomplishment of one or more safety-related
| (3) The Seismic Category 1 instrument tubing functions. (See Subsection 3.10.4).
| systems are supported so that the allowable

| stress permitted by Section Ill of ASME
| Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code are not

O
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p 3.11 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION 3.11.1 Equiprnent Identification and .!

3 OF SAFETY-RELATED MECHANICAL Environrnental Conditions5

AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
Safety related electrical equipment within

This section defines the environmental the scope of this section includes 'all three
conditions with respect to limiting design categories of 10CFR50.49(b) (Reference 1).
conditions for all the safety-related mechanical Safety-related mechanical equipment (e.g.,
and electrical equipment, and documents the pumps, motor-operated valves, safety-relief .
qualification methods and procedures employed to valves, and check valves) are as defined and
demonstrate the capability of this equipment to identified in Section 3.2. Electrical and
perform safety-related functions when exposed to mechanical equipment safety classifications are
the environmental conditions in their respective further defined on the system design drawings.
locations. The safety-related equipment within
the scope of this section are defined in Sub- Safety related equipment must perform its |
section 3.11.1. Dynamic qualification is proper safety function during normal, abnormal, ;

addressed in Sections 3.9 and 3.10 for Seismic test, design basis accident and post accident' !

Category I mechanical and electrical equipment, environments as applicable. A list of all
respectively. safety-related electrical and mechanical

equipment that is located in a harsh environment
Limiting design conditions include the area will be included in the Environmental

following: Qualification Document (EQD) to be prepared as
,

mentioned in Subsection 3.11.6.1. The COL ]
(1) Normal Operating Conditions - planned, applicant referencing the ABWR design will I

purposeful, unrestricted reactor operating provide a list of impacted non-safety-related |

modes including startup, power range, hot -control systems and the design features for .

'

standby (condenser available), shutdown, and preventing the potential adverse consequences
j'~] refueling modes; identified in IE Information Notice 79-22, j

'

L/ Qualification of Control Systems. The COL
(2) Abnormal Operating Conditions - any applicant will also address issues related to

deviation from normal conditions anticipated equipment wetting and flooding above the flood i

to occur often enough that the design should level identified in IE Information Notice 89-63, j

include a capability to withstand the con- Possible Submergence of Electrical Circuits |

ditions without operational impairment; Located Above the Flood Level Because of Water I
Intrusion and Lack of Drainage, as required m j

(3) Test Conditions - planned testing including Subsection 3.11.6. ;

pre-operational tests;
Environmental conditions for the zones where ,

(4) Accident Conditions - a single event not safety-related equipment is located are cal- |
reasonably expected during the course of culated for normal, abnormal, test, accident and ;

plant operation that has been hypothesized post-accident conditions and are documented in
for analysis purposes oc postulated from Appendix 3I, Equipment Qualification Environ-
unlikely but possible situations or that has mental Design Criteria (EQEDC). Environmental
the potential to cause a release of radio- conditions are tabulated by zones, contained in
active material (a reactor coolant pressure the referenced building arrangements. Typical
boundary rupture may qualify as an accident; equipment in the noted zones is shown in the
a fuel cladding deket does not); and referenced system P&ID and IED design drawings.

(5) Post-Accident Conditions - during the length Occurences of anticipated abnormal operating
of time the equipment must perform its conditions are similar to test conditions and
safety-related function and must remain in a their significant environments are comparable.
safe mode after the safety-related function
is performed.

V
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Environmental parameters include temperature, analytical techniques in the derivation of |

pressure, relative humidity, and neutron dose environmental parameters, 'he number of units
rate and integrated dose. Radiation dose for tested, production tolNances, and test
gamma and beta data for both normal and accident equipment inaccuracies.
conditions will be provided by applicant refer-
encing the ABWR design in accordance with the The environmental conditions shown in the
interface requirements in Subsection 12.2.3.1 Appendix 31 tables are upper bound envelopes
The radiation requirements are site specific used to establish the environmental design and
owing to the need to model specific equipment qualification bases of safety-related
which is applicant determined, the HVAC detailed equipment. The upper bound envelopes indicate
modeling and the evolsing considerations in the that the zone data reflects the worse case
area of accident source terms are expected to expected environment produced by a compendium of
generate significantly differing radiation accident conditions. Estimated chemical
requirements. Where applicable, these parameters environmental conditions are also reported is
are given in terms of a time-based profile. Appendix 31.

The magnitude and 60-year frequency of occur- 3.11.2 Qualification Tests and Analyses
rence of significant deviations from normal plant
environments in the zones have insignificant Safety-related mechanical and electrical
effects on equipment total thermal normal aging equipment is qualified by type testing,
or accident aging. Abnormal conditions are operating experience analysis, or any
overshadowed by the normal or accident conditions combination thereof as described in IEEE 323 and
in the Appendix 31 tables. permitted by 10CFR50.49)f)

Margin is defined as the difference between the
most severe specified service conditions of the
plant and the conditions used for qualification.
Margins shall be included in the qualification
parameters to account for normal variations in
commercial production of equipment and reasonable
errors in defining satisfactory performance. The
environmental conditions shown in the Appendix 3I
tables do not include margins.

Some mechanical and electrical equipment may
be required by the design to perform an intended
safety function between minutes of the occurrence
of the event but less than 10 hours into the
event. Such equipment shall be shown to remain
functional in the accident environment for a
period of at least 1 hour in excess of the time
assumed in the accident analysis unless a time
margin of less than 1 hour can be justified.
Such justification will include for each piece of
equipment. (1) consideration of a spectrum of
breaks; (2) the potential need for the equipment
later in the event or during recovery operations;
(3) determination that failure of the equipment
after performance of its safety function will not
be detrimental to plant safety or mislead the
operator; and (4) determination that the margin
applied to the minimum operability time, when
combined with other test margins, will account
for the uncertainties associated with the use of

Amendment 27 3.11 1.1
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p (Reference 1). Equipment type test is the 3.11.4 Loss of Heating, Ventilating, and Air
.

Q preferred method of qualification. Conditioning '

To ensure that loss of heating, ventilating,
and air conditioning (HVAC) system does not
adversely affect the operability of safety-

|
related controls and electrical equipment in -

The qualification methodology is described in buildings and areas served by safety-related HVAC i
detail in the NRC approved licensing Topical systems, the HVAC systents serving these areas
Report on GE's environmental qualification meet the single failure criterion. Section 9.4 -
program (Reference 2). This report also add- describes the_ safety-related HVAC systems
resses compliance with the applicable portions of including the detailed safety evalu- ations. The ' 1

the General Design Criteria of 10CFR50, Appendix loss of ventilation calculations are based on |
'

A, and the Quality Assurance Criteria of 10CFR50, maximum heat loads and consider operation of all
Appendix B. Additionally, the report describes operable equipment regardless of safety
conformance to NUREG-0588 (Reference 3), and classification.
Regulatory Guides and IEEE Standards referenced
in Section 3.11 of NUREG-0800 (Standard Review ' 3.11.5 Estimated Chemical and Radiation

1

Plan). Environment -

Mild environment is that which, during or 3.11.5.1 Chemical Environment
after a design basis event (DBE, as defined in
Reference 2), would at no time be significantly Equipment located in the containment drywell
more severe than that which exists during normal, and wetwell is potentially subject to water spray
test and abnormal events. modes of the RHR system.' In addition, equipment

in the lower portions of the contain- ment is
Safety-related mechanical equipment that is - potentially subject to submergence. The chemical

located in a harsh environment is qualified by composition and resulting pH to which '

,

analysis of materials data which are generally safety-related equipment is exposed during normal
based on test and operating experience, operation and design basis accident conditions is

reported in Appendix 3I.
For equipment located in a mild environment to

~

I
submit a certificate of compliance certifying Sampling stations are provided for periodic

.

that the equipment has been qualified to assure analysis of reactor water, refueling and fuel
its required safety-related function in its storage pool water, and suppression pool water to
applicable environment. This equipment is assure compliance with operational limits of the
qualified for dynamic loads as addressed in plant technical specifications.
Sections 3.9 and 3.10. Further, a surveillance
and maintenance program will be developed to 3.11.5.2 Radiation Environment
ensure equipment operability during its designed
life. (See Subsection 3.11.6). Safety-related systems and components are

designed to perform their safety-related function
3.11.3 Qualification Test Results when exposed to the normal operational radiation

levels and accident radiation levels.
The results of qualification tests for

safety-related equipment will be documented, Electronic equipment subject to radiation
| maintained, and reported as mentioned in exposure in excess of 1000 R and' mechanical

Subsection 3.11.6. equipment in excess of 10,000 R will be qualified
in accordance with Reference 1.

O
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The normal operational exposure is based on tla 3.11.7 References
radiation sources provided in Chapter 12.

(1) Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10,
| Radiation sources associated with the DBA and Chapter I, Part 50, Paragraph 50.49,
! developed in accordance with NUREG-0588 Environmental Qualification of Electric

(Reference 2) are provided in Chapter 15. Equipment Important to Safety for Nuclear
Power Plant.

Integrated doses associated with normal plant
| operation and the design basis accident condition (2) Interim Staff Position on Environmental
i for various plant compartments are described in Qualification of Safety-Related Electrical

Appendix 3I. Equipment, NUREG-0588.

3.11.6 COL License Inforrnation

3.11.6.1 Environmental Qualification Document
| (EQD)

The EQD shall be prepared summarizing the
qualification results for all' safety-related

| equipment located in harsh environments (see
Subsection 3.11.3). The EOD shall include the
following:

,

(1) The test environmental parameters and the
methodology used to qualify the equipment
located in harsh environments shall be
identified.

(2) A summary of environmental conditions and
qualified conditions for the safety-related
equipment located in a harsh environment
zone shall be presented in the system com-
ponent evaluation work (SCEW) sheets.

(3) Equipment gamma and beta radiation dose data
for both normal and accident conditions will
be provided in accordance with the
requirements of Subsection 12.2.3.1.

3.11.6.2 Environmental Qualification Itecords i

The results of the qualification tests shall I
be recorded and maintained in an auditable file.

| (See Subsection 3.11.1).

3.11.63 Surveillance, Maintenance and
Experience Information

The COL applicant will require vendor
equipment certificates of qualification
compliance and will develop a surveillance and
maintenance program in accordance with Subsection
3.11.2.
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7
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'

3D.4.4.2 Turbine Stop Valve Closure- TSFOR 3D.41
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|
'
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.

I4
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|
'
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3D.2 FINE MOTION CONTROL ROD

O a *> =

3D.2.1 Fine Motion Control Rod
Drive- FMCRD01

,

The program FMCRD01 is used to obtain scram
performance data for various inputs to the fine
motion control rod drive (FMCRD) stress analysis
for both code and non code parts. The use of
this program is addressed in Subsection
3.9.1.3.2. Experimental data on pressure drops,
friction factors, effects of fuel channel '

deflection, etc., are used in the setting up and
perfecting of this code. Internal drive
pressures and temperatures used in the stress
analysis are also determined during actual
testing of the prototype FMCRD.

3D.2.2 Structural Analysis Programs

Structural analysis programs, such as NASTRO4V
and ANSYS, that are mentioned in Subsections 3D.3
and 3D.5 are used in the analysis of the FMCRD. '

O

1

I

OV
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3D.3 REACTORPRESSUREVESSEL
AND INTERNALS

The following computer programs are used in
the analysis of the reactor pressure vessel, core j

| support structures, and other safety class ;
) reactorinternals: NASTR04V, SAP 4G07, HEATER, i

FATIGUE, ANSYS, CLAPS, ASSIST, SEISM 03 AND |
| S ASSIO1. '

These programs are described in
Subsection 4.1.4.

i

i
i

i

|

|

rbv
Amendment 27 3D.31
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SECTION 3DA

CONTENTS;

.
Section Title Eage

!
1

3DA.1 Pinine Analvsis Proeram-PISYS 3D.4-1

5 3DA.2 Comnonent Analysis-ANSI 7 3D.4-1

3DA.3 Area Reinforcement--NOZAR 3D.4-1

3DAA Dv===le Forcine Functions 3D.4-1

3D.4.4.1 Relief Valve Discharge Pipe Forces
Computer Program--RVFOR 3D.4-1

3D.4.4.2 Turbine Stop Valve Closure-TSFOR 3D.4-1

| 3DA.5 Respone Snectra Generation 3D.4-1

3D.4.5.1 ERSIN Computer Program 3D.4-1

3D.4.5.2 RINEX Computer Program 3D.4-1

A 3DA.6 Ploine Dynamic Analysis Proaram-PDA 3D.4-1

| 3DA.7 Deleted 3D.4 2

3DA.8 ThermalTransient Proaram-LION 3D.4-2

| 3DA.9 Deleted 3D.4-2

3DA.10 Enmineerine Analysis System-ANSYS 3D.4-2

l
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3D.4 PIPING 1,2 and 3 piping components in accordance with

O articles NB, NC and ND-3650 of the ASME Code,
30.4.1 Piping Analysis Program--PISYS Section Ill. ANSI 7 is also used to combine

loads and calculate combined service level A, B,
PISYS is a computer code for analyzing piping C and D loads on piping supports and pipe

systems subjected to both static and dynamic mounted equipment.
piping loads. Stiffness matrices representing
standard piping components are assembled by the 3D.4.3 Area Reinforcement--NOZAR
program to form a finite element model of a
piping system. The piping elements are connected The computer program NOZAR (Nozzle Area
to each other via nodes called pipe joints. it Reinforcement Program) performs an analysis of
is through these joints that the model interacts the required reinforcement area for openings.
with the environment, and loading of the piping The calculations performed by NOZAR are in
system becomes possible. PISYS is based on the accordance with the rules of the ASME Code,
linear elastic analysis in which the resultant Section III,1974 edition,
deformations, forces, moments and accelerations
at each joint are proportional to the loading and 3D.4.4 Dynamic Forcing Functions
the superposition of loading is valid.

3D.4.4.1 Relief Valve Discharge Pipe Forces
PISYS has a full range of static dynamic load . Computer Program RVFOR

analysis options. Static analysis includes dead
Jweight, uniformly-distributed weight, thermal The relief valve discharge pipe connects the '

expansion, externally applied forces, moments, pressure-relief valve to the suppression pool.
imposed displacements and differential support When the valve is opened, the transient fluid
movement (pseudo-static load case). Dynamic ana- flow causes time dependent forces to develop on
lysi. includes mode shape extraction, response the pipe wall. This computer program computes

A spectrum analysis, and time history analysis by the transients fluid mechanics and the resultant
Q1 modal combination or direct integration. In the pipe forces using the method of characteristics,

response spectrum analysis, i.e. uniform support
motion response spectrum analysis (USMA) or inde- 3D.4.4.2 Turbine Stop Valve Closure-TSFOR
pendent support motion response spectrum analysis
(ISMA), the user may request modal response com- TSFOR program computes the time history
bination in accordance with NRC Regulatory Guide forcing function in the main steam piping due to
1.92. In the ground motion (uniform motion) or turbine stop valve closure. The program
independent support time-history analysis, the utilizes the method of characteristics to
normal mode solution procedure is selected. In compute fluid momentum and pressure loads at
analysis involving time-varying nodal loads, the each change in pipe section or direction.
step by step direct integration method is used.

3114.5 Response Spectra Generation
The PISYS program has been benchmarked against

Nuclear Regulatory Commission piping models. The 3D.4.5.1 ERSIN Computer Program
results are documented in a report to the
Commission, "PISYS Analysis of NRC Benchmark ERSIN is a computer code used to generate
Problems", NEDO-24210, August 1979, for mode response spectra for pipe mounted equipment and
shapes and USMA options. The ISMA option has for floor mountcd equipment. ERSIN provides
been validated against NUREG/CR-1677," Piping direct generation of local or global accel.
Benchmark Problems Dynamic Analysis Independent eration response spectra.
Support Motion Response Spectrum Method,"
published in August 1985. 3D.4.5.2 RINEX Computer Program

3D 4.2 Component Analysis,-ANS17 RINEX is a computer code used to interpolate
and extrapolate amplified response spectra used

ANSI 7 is a computer code for calculating in the response spectrum method of dynamic
\ stresses and cumulative usage factors for Class analysis. RINEX is also used to generate

Amendment 21 3D.4-1
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|

response spectra with nonconstant modal damping. 3D.4.8 ThermalTransient Program-- |

giThe nonconstant modal damping analysis option can LION
;calculate spectral acceleration at the discrete

eigenvalues of a dynamic system using either the The LION program is used to compute radial
strain energy weighted modal damping or the ASME and axial thermal gradients in piping. The
Code Case N-411-1 damping values. program calculates a time-history of AT ,

3
AT , Ta, and Tb (defined in the ASME Code,

2
3D.4.6 Piping Dynamic Analysis Section III, Subsection NB) for uniform and
Program-PDA tapered pipe wall thickness.

The pipe whip dynamic analysis is performed 3D.4.9 Deleted
using the PDA computer program, as described in

| Appendix 3L PDA is a computer program used to
determine the response of a pipe subjected to the
thrust force occurring after a pipe break. It
also is used to determine the pipe whip restraint 3D.4.10 Engineering Analysis System--ANSYS
design and capacity.

The ANSYS computer program is a large scale
The program treats the situation in terms of general purpose program for the solution of

generic pipe break configuration, which involves linear and non-!inear static and dynamic
a straight, uniform pipe fixed at one end and engineering analysis problems. This program is
subjected to a time-dependent thrust force at the used to perform the non linear analysis of a
other end. A typical restraint used to reduce piping system for flooding due to postulated
the resulting deformation is also included at a pipe breaks. The program calculates the piping
location between the two ends. Nonlinear and forces, moments, deflections and stresses caused
time-independent stress-strain relations are used by the transient, piping displacement and piping
to model the pipe and the restraint. Using a segment loads due to postulated breaks.
plastic hinge concept, bending of the pipe is
assumed to occur only at the fixed end and at the This program is used to perform non linear
location supported by the restraint. analysis pf piping systems for time varying

displacements and forces due to postulated pipe
Effects of pipe shear deflection are consi- breaks.

dered negligible. The pipe bending moment-
deflection (or rotation) relation used for these
locations is obtained from a static nonlinear
cantilever beam analysis. Using moment-angular
rotation relations, nonlinear equations of motion
are formulated using energy considerations and
the equations are numerically integrated in small
time steps to yield the time-history of the pipe
motion.

3D.4.7 Deleted

|

9
i

Amendment 27 3D.4-2
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i 3D.5 PUMPS AND MOTORS
'

Following are the computer programs used in
the dynamic analysis to assure the structural and
functional integrity of the pump and motor
assemblies, such as those used in the ABWR ECCS
systems.

,

1

3D.5.1 Structural Analysis
Program--SAP 4G07

I
SAP 4G07 is used to analyze the structural and '

functional integrity of the pump / motor systems.
This program is also identified in Subsections i

I4.1.4.1.2 , 3D.3 and 3D.6. This is a general
structural analysis program for static and
dynamic analysis of linear elastic complex
structures. The finite element displacement ;

method is used to solve the displacement and |
stresses of each element of the structure. The
structure can be composed of unlimited number of

! three-dimensional truss, beam, plate, shell,
solid, plane strain-planc stress and spring
elements that are axisymmetric. The program can
treat thermal and various forms of mechanical

| _.
loading. The dynamic analysis includes mode

G superposition, time-history, and response|Q| spectrum analysis. Seismic loading and
time dependent pressure can be treated. The,

I program is versatile and efficient in analyzing j
| large and complex structural systems. The output '

contains displacement of each nodal point as well
as stresses at the surface of each element.

1

Amendment 27 3D.5-t
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3D.6 Heat Exchanners 3D.6-1

3D.6.1 Structural Analysis Pronram-SAPAG07 3D.6-1
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3D.6 HEATEXCHANGERS

O The following computer programs are used in
dynamic and static analysis to determine
structural and functional integrity of the heat
exchangers, such as those used in the ABWR RHR
system.

3D.6.1 Structural Analysis
Program--SAP 4G07

The structural integrity of the heat
exchanger is evaluated using SAP 4G07. This
program is described in Subsection 3D.5.1.

O

O
Amendment 27 3D.6-1
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3 D.7.1 A System For Analysis of Soll Structure

Interaction-SASSI 3D.7-1

3D.7.2 Deleted 3D.7-1
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n 3D.7 SOII STRUCTUREINTERACTION l
lg l3D.7.1 A System For Analysis of

| Soil-Structure Interaction-SASSI
;
i

iThis program consists of a number of
interrelated computer program modules which can
be used to solve a wide range of dynamic
soil-structure interaction (SSI) problems in two
or three dimensions. This program is used to
obtain enveloped seismic design loads based on
the finite element method using substructuring
technique, as described in Section 3A.5 of
Appendix 3A of this document. A description of
this program is included in Subsection 4.1.4.1.9.

I The computer program SASSI was developed at
the University of California, Berkeley, under the
technical direction of Prof. John Lysmer. The
Bechtel version of the program was obtained from

| the University of California, Berkeley. During
the course of installation, testing, and valida-
tion of the Bechtel version of the program on the

| IBM System, some modifications and enhance- ments
were made to the program to improve the
performance. These include correcting the motion

A phases in Rayleigh wave calculation, replacing
V the plate element, modifying the spring element

to include damping capability, and providing the
option for local end release condition in beam

I clement. The program was verified against
benchmark solutions reported by various
investigators in the technical literature.

3D.7.3 Free-Field Response Analysis-- |
SHAKE <

This program is used to perform the
free-field site response analysis required in I

the seismic SSI analysis (see Subsection 3A.6).
i

SHAKE is a computer program developed at the
University of California, Berkeley, by Schnable,
Lysmer and Seed. (See Reference 5 of Subsection
3A.10) The program uses the principle of one-
dimensional wave propagation in the verticall
direction for a system of horizontal,7.g visco-clastic soil layers to compute soit j

^8*ndment 27 3D.71
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responses in the free-field. The nonlic.carities
in soil shear modulus and damping are accounted
for by the use of equivalent linear soil pro-
perties using an iterative procedure to obtain
values for modulus and damping cornpatible with
the effective shear strains in each layer. The
final iterated, strain-compatible properties are ,

used as equivalent linear soil properties in
seismic SSI analysis. ;

O

O
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where: that a limit load approach is feasible.
However, test data at high temperatures

S = instability bending stress for flaw specially involving large diameter pipes are
b

length, a, in the presence of membrane currently not available. Therefore, a (J/T)
stress, a . based approach is used in the evaluation.

t

a = applied membrane stress 3E.3.2.1 Determination of Ramberg-Osgood
t

Parameters for 550'F Evaluation

|a,/ = instability tension stress for flaw
length, a. Figure 3E.2-6a shows the true stress-true -

strain curves for the carbon steels at 550 F.
a = instability bending stress for flaw The same data is plotted here in Figure 3E.3-3

b length, a. in the Ramberg-Osgood format. It is seen that,
unlike the stainless steel case, each set for

Once the instability bending stress, S , in stress-strain data (i.e. data derived from onebthe presence of membrane stress, o , is stress-strain curve) follow approximately a
g

determined, the instability load margin single slope line. Based on the visual
corresponding to the detectable leak-size crack observation, a line representing a = 2, n = 5
(as required by LBB criterion in Section 3.6.3) in Figure 3E.3-3 was drawn as representing a
can be calculated as follows: reasonable upper bound to the data shown.

Instabilitylead Margin a, + Sb (3EM) he tW parameter in de Rambg4sgood
format stress stain curve is a , the yield

# #
t b stress. Based on the several inteirnal GE data

on carbon steels such as SA 333 Gr.6, and SA 106
It is assumed in the preceding equation that Gr.B, a reasonable value of 550 F yield

the uncertainty in the calculated applied stress strength was judged as 34600 psi. To summarize,
g is essentially associated with the stress due to the following values are-used in this appendix

applied bending loads and that the membrane for the (J/Tg methodology evaluation of carbon |stress, which is generally due to the pressure steels at 550 F:
loading, is known with greater certainty. This
method of calculating the margin against loads is a = 2.0
also consistent with the definition of load ,

margin employed in Paragraph IWB-3640 of Section n =5.0
XI [7].

a = 34600 psi
"3E.3.2 Application of(J/T)

Methodology to Carbon Steel Piping E = 26x10' psi

From Figure 3E.2-3, it is evident that carbon 3E.3.2.2 Determination of Ramberg-Osgood
steels exhibit transition temperature behavior Parameters for 420*F Evaluation a

marked by three distinct stages: lower shelf,
transition and upper shelf. The carbon steels Figure 3E.3-4 shows the Ramberg-Osgood (R-0)
generally exhibit ductile failure mode at or format plot of the 350 F true stress-stain
above upper shelf temperatures. This would data on the carbon steel base metal. Also shown
suggest that a net section collapse approach may in Figure 3E.3-4 are the Combustion Engineering
be feasible for the evaluation of postulated Company data on SA 106 Grade B at 400 F.
flaws in carbon steel piping. Such a suggestion Since the differa:cc between the ASME Code
was also made in a review report prepared by the Specified minimum yield strength at 350 F and
Naval Research Lab [8). Low temperature (i.e. 420 F is small, the 350 F stress-strain data
less than 125 F) pipe tests conducted by GE [9] were considered applicable in the determination
and by Vassilaros [10] which involved of R-O parameters for evaluation at 420 F.
circumferentially cracked pipes subjected to
bending and/or pressure loading, also indicate

Amcnoment 27 3E.3-3
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A review of Figure 3E.3 4 indicates that the 3E.3.5 References |
majority of the data associated with any one test
can be approximated by one straight line. 1. Rice, J.R., A Path Independent Integral and

the Approximate Analysis of Strain
it is seen that some of the data points Concentration by Notches and Cracks,

associated with the yield point behavior fall J. Appl. Mech., 35, 379-386 (1968).
along the y-axis. However, these data points at
low stain level were not considered significant 2. Begley, J. A., and Landes, J.D., The 1
and, therefore, were not included in the R-O fit. Integral as a Fracture Criterion, Fracture

Toughness, Proceedings of the 1971 National
The 350 F yield stress for the base material Symposium on Fracture Mechanics, Part II,

is given in Table 3E.2-3 as 37.9 ksi. Since the ASTM STP 514, American Society for Testing
difference between the ASME Code specified Materials, pp. 1 20 (1972).
minimum yield strengths of pipe and plate carbon
steels at 420 F and 350 F is roughly 0.9 ksi, 3. Paris, P.C., Tada, H., Zahoor, A., and
the o value for use at 420"F are chosen as Ernst, H., The Theory of Instability of the
(37.9 - 0.9) or 37 ksi. In summary, the Tearing Afode of Elastic-Plastic Crack
following values of R-O parameters are used for Growth, Elastic-Plastic Fracture, ASTM STP
evaluation of 420 F: 668, J.D Landes, J.A. Begley, and G.A

Clarke, Eds., American Society for Testing
o = 37,000 psi Materials,1979, pp.5-36.
g

a = 5.0 4. H utchinson, J.W., a nd Paris, P.C.,

Stability Analysis of J-Controlled Crack
n = 4.0 Growth, Elastic-Plastic Fracture, ATSM STP

668, J.D Landes, J. A. Begley, and
3E.3.3 Modified Limit Imad Methodology for G.A. Clarke, Eds., American Society for
Austenitic Stainless Steel Piping Testing and Materials,1979, pp. 37-64.

Reference 16 describes a modified limit load 5. Kumar, V., German, M.D., and Shih, C.F.,
methodology that may be used to calculate the An Engineering Approach for Elastic-Plastic
critical flaw lengths and instability loads for Fracture Analysis, EPRI Topcal Report
austenitic stainless steel piping and associated NP-1831, Electric Power Research Institute,
welds. If appropriate, this or an equivalent Palo Alto, CA July 1981.
methodology may be used in lieu of the (J/T)
methodology described in 3E.3.1. 6. Advances in Elastic-Plastic Fracture

Analysis, EPRI Report No. NP-3607, August
3E.3.4 Bimetallic Welds 1984

For joining austenitie steel to ferritic 7. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,
steel, the Ni-Cr-Fe Alloys 82 or 182 are Section XI, Rules for In-service Inspection j

generally used for weld metals. The procedures of Nuclear Power Plant Components, ASME, ;

recommended in Section 3E.3.3 for the austenitic 1986 Edition. I
welds are applicable to these weld metals. This I
is justified based on the common procedures 8. Ch a n g, C.I.,e t al, Piping In clastic
adopted for flaw acceptance in the ASME Code Fracture Afechanics Analysis, NUREG/CR-1119,
Section XI, Article IWB-3600 and Appendix C, for June 1980.

.

both types of the welds. If other types of I
bimetallic weld metals are used, proper 9. Reactor Primary Coolant System Rupture I

procedures should be used with generally Study Quarterly Progress Report No.14,
acceptable justification. July-September,1968, GEAP-5716, AEC

Research and Development Report, December
1068.
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;3E.4 LEAK RATE CALCULATION against test data.
'

METHODS
For given stagnation conditions and crack ,

Leak rates of high pressure fluids through geometries, the leak rate and exit pressure are ;

cracks in pipes are a complex function of crack calculated using an iterative search for the :

geometry, crack surface roughness, applied exit pressure starting from the saturation ;

stresses, and inlet fluid thermodynamic state. pressure corresponding to the upstream ;

Analytical predictions of leak rates essentially temperature and allowing for friction, j

consist of two separate tasks: calculation of the gravitational, acceleration and area change |

crack opening area, and the estimation of the pressure drops. The initial flow calculation is !

fluid flow rate per unit area. The first task - performed when the critical pressure is lowered
requires the fracture mechanics evaluations based to the back pressure without finding a solution ]
on the piping system stress state. tie second for the critical mass flux. '

,

!
; task involves the fluid mechanics considerations

in addition to the crack geometry and its surface A conservative methodology was developed to'

roughness information. Each of these tasks are handle the phase transformation into a two-
| now discussed separately considering the type of phase mixture or superheated steam through a

,

I | fluid state in ABWR piping. crack. To make the model continuous, a |

| correction factor was applied to adjust the mass
! 3E.4.1 Irak Rate Estimation for flow rate of a saturated mixture to be equal to

Pipes Carrying Water that of a slightly subcooled liquid. Similarly,
a correction factor was developed to ensure j

| EPRI-developed computer code PICEP [1] may be continuity as the steam became superheated. The |

| used in the leak rate calculations. The basis superheated model was developed by applying )
' for this code and comparison of its leak rate thermodynamic principles to an isentropic '

| predictions with the experimental data is expansion of the single phase steam.
; /* | described in References 2 and 3. This code has

I been used in the successful application of LBB to The code can calculate flow rates through
| primary piping system of a PWR The basis for fatigue or IGSCC cracks and has been verified

,

i flow rate and crack opening area calculations in against data from both types. The crack surface !
'

PICEP is briefly described first. A compar- ison roughness and the number of bends account for
with experimental data is shown next, the difference in geometry of the two types of

cracks. The guideline for predicting leak rates
Other methods (e.g., Reference 4) may be used through IGSCCs when using this model was based

for leak rate estimation at the discretion of the on obtaining the number of turns that give the
i applicant. best agreement for Battelle Phase 11 test data !

of Collier et al. [5]. For fatigue cracks, it
3E.4.1.1 Description of Basis for Flow Rate is assumed that the crack path has no bends. !
Calculation |,

! 3E.4.1.2 Basis for Crack Opening Area
The thermodynamic model implemented in PICEP Calculation

computer program assumes the leakage flow through
pipe cracks to be isenthalpic and homogeneous, The crack opening area in PICEP code is
but it accounts for non equilibrium " flashing" calculated using the estimation scheme
transfer process between the liquid and vapor formulas. 'The plastic contribution to the
phases. displacent is computed by summing the

contributions of bending and tension alone, a
Fluid friction due to surface roughness of the procedure that underestimates the displacent

walls and curved flow paths has been incorporated from combined tension and bending. However, the
in the model. Flows through both parallel and plastic contribution is expected to be
convergent cracks can be treated. Due to the insignificant because the applied stresses at
complicated geometry within the flow path, the normal operation are generally such that they do

f model uses some approximations and empirical not produce significant plasticity at the
L factors which were confirmed by comparison cracked location.

Amendment 27 3E.4-1
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3E.4.1.3 Comparison Verification with Typical relationships between Reynolds'
Experimental Data Number and relative roughness (/D , the

b
ratio of effective surface protrusion height to

Figure 3E.4-1 from Reference 3 shows a hydraulic diameter, were relied upon in this
comparison PICEP prediction with measured leak case. Figure 3E.4 4, from Reference 7,
rate data, it is seen that PICEP predictions are graphically shows such a relationship for
virtually always conservative (i.e., the leak pipes. The f /D ratio for pipes generally
flow rate is underpredicted). ranges from 0 to .50. Ilowever, for a fatigue

crack consisting of rough fracture surfaces
3E.4.2 Flow Rate Estimation for represented by a few mils, the roughness height
Saturated Steam E at some location may be almost as much as

6. In such cases, (/D w uld seem to
h

3E.4.2.1 Evaluation Method approach 1/2. There are no data or any
analytical model for such cases, but a crude

The calculations for this case were based on estimate based on the extrapolation of the
the maximum two-phase flow model developed by results in Figure 3E.4-4 would indicate that f
Moody [ Reference 6]. However, in an LBB-report, may be of the order of 0.1 to 0.2. For this
a justification should be provided by comparing evaluation an average value of 0.15 was used
the predictions of this method with the available with the modification as discussed next.
experimental data, or a generally accepted
method, if available, should be used. For blowdown of saturated vapor, with no

liquid present, Moody states that the friction
| The Moody model predicts the flow rate of factor should be modified according to

steam-water mixtures in vessel blowdown from
pipes (see Figure 3E.4-2). A key parameter that (3E.4-1)
characterized the flow passage in the Moody y 1/3
analysis is fL/D , where, f is the coefficient f=f
of friction, L, tihe length of the flow passage 8 8

and D , the hydraulic diameter. The hydraulic whereg
diamel'er for the case of flow through a crack is f = modified friction factor
26 where 6 is the crack opening displacement 8

and the length of the flow passage is t, the f = actor for singk phase
GSPthickness of the pipe. Thus, the par =.neter g

in the Moody analysis was interpreted as = liquid / vapor specific yclume
fL/D,Iro the purpose of this evaluation.ft/26

yE ratio evaluated at an average
static pressure in the flow path

Figure 3E.4-3 shows the predicted mass flow
rates by Moody for fL/D f 0 and 1. Similar This correction is necessary because the

hplots are given in Reference 6 for additional absence of a liquid film on the walls of the
fL/D values of 2 through 100. Since the steam flow channel at high quality makes the two-phaseh
in the ABWR main steam lines would be essentially flow model invalid as it stands. The average
saturated, the mass flow rate corresponding to static pressure in the flow path is going to be i

the upper saturation envelope line is the something in excess of 500 psia if the initial
appropriate one to use. Table 3E.41 shows the pressure is 1000 psia; this depends on the
mass flow rates for a range of fL/D values for amount of flow choking and can be determined

h
a stagnation pressure of 1000 psi which is from Refer,ege 6. However, a fair estimate of
roughly equal to the pressure in an AEWR piping (Ff/vg) is 0.3, so the f riction a

system carrying steam. factor for saturated steam blowdown may be taken !
as 0.3 of that for mixed flow. I

A major uncertainty in calculating the leakage
rate is the value of f. This is discussed next. Based on this discussion, a coefficient of

friction of 0.15 x 0.3 = 0.045 was used in the
3E.4.2.2 Selection of Appropriate Friction flow rate estimation. Currently experimental
Factor data are unavailable to validate this assumed

value of coefficient of friction.

Amendment 27 3E.4 2
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b .K . R . (3 + cosS)1 (8) (3E.4-4) |
!3E.4.23 Crack Opening Area Formulation 2a

A
b=EThe crack opening areas were calculated using 4

LEFM procedures with the customary plastic zone
correction. The loadings included in the crack where, '

opening area calculations were: pressure, weight ,

ng stress he to we@t andand thermal expansion. O = n
b

thermal expansion loads
The mathematical expressions given by Paris

and Tada [8] are used in this case. The crack 8 is half crack angle
opening areas for pressure (A ) and bending
stresses (A ) were separately Ealculated andg

then added'together to obtain the total area, 2
'

A. I (8) = 28 1 +(g 372,
- 2

For simplicity, the calculated membrane (8.6 - 13 3 + 24 [f )
stresses from weight and thermal expansion loads
were combined with the axial membrane stress, a 2 (3E.4-5)
o , due to the pressure. ) {22.5 -75[f + 205.7p

The formulas are summarized below: 3 4 ,

247.5(f) + 242 }
~

= h - (2XRt) GP (A) (3E.4-2) oA
P E (0 < 8 < 100 ) ;

where, The plastic zone correction was incorporated
by replacing a and 8 in these formulas by

axial merabrane stress due to a and 8 which are given by .a =

pressure, weight and thermal |* *E

expansion loads. |
2 I

Young's modulus 8 =8+K (3E.4-6)E = g

pipe radius 2KRa aR = y

pipe thickness a, = 8, . R |
t =

shell parameter = a//Rt The yield stress, #y, was conservativelyA =

assumed as the average of the code specified
half crack length yield and ultimate strength. The stressa =

includes
intensity factor, K'o N,th the membrane andcontribution due t(3E.4-3)
bending stress and is determined as follows:

4
G (A) = A + 0.16 A (o1 A11)

P

= 0.02 +4 (.81 M + 030 M
0

+ 0.03 A 11A15) K y=K,+Kb (3E.4-7)

O
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6. Moody, F.J., Maximum Two Phase Vessel
where, Blowdown from Pipes, J. Heat Transfer, Vol. \

88, No. 3,1966, pp. 285-295. !g
p /a . F (A) lK =

m P 7. Daughterly, R.L. and Franzini, J.B., Fluid j2

F {A) = (1+C3225 A )*(oS S 1) Mechanics with Engineering Applicationd,A
'

P McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York 1%5.
= 0.9 + 0.25 A (11A15) {

8. P.C. Paris aand H. Tada, The Application of |g g

y= b * }Ka. F Fracture Proof Design PonulatingK y
Circumferential Through-Wall Cracks, U.Ssj2

b ( ) = 1 + 6.8 i Nuclear Regulatory Commission ReportF
A NUREG/CR-3464, Washington, DC, April 1983.

572 7j2
- 13.6 f + 20 8 )

K K g

(0 < 8 < 100 )

The steam mass flow rate, M, shown in Table
3E.4-1 is a function of parameter, ft/26. Once
the mass flow rate is determined corresponding to
the calculated value of this parameter, the leak
rate in gpm can then be calculated.

3E.4.3 References

1. Norris, D., B. Chexal, T. Griesbach. 1987.
PICEP: Pipe Crack Evaluation Program,
NP-3596-SR, Special Report, Rev.1, Electric
Power Research Institute, Palo Alto, CA.

2. Chexal, B. & J. Horowitz, A Critical Flow Model
for Flow Through Cracks in Pipes, to be
presented at the 24th ASME/AICHE National Heat
Transfer Conference, Pittsburgh, Pennsyvania,
August 9-12, 1987.

3. B. Chexal & J. Horowitz, A Crack Flow Rate
Modelfor Leak - Before - Break Applications, j

SMIRT-9 Transachoir Vol. G, pp. 281-285 (1987). '

i

4. Evaluation and Refinement of Leak Rate
'

Estimation Models, NUREG/CR-5128, April 1991.

5. Collier, k.P., et al, Two Phase Flow Through
Intergranular Stress Corrosion Cracks and
Resulting Acoustic Emmision, EPRI Report No.
NP-3540-LD, April 1984.
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: 3E.6 GUIDELINES FOR PREPARATION Safety Relief Valve Lift Transient Description
O OF AN LBB REPORT

- SRV produces momentary unbalanced forces
Some of the key elements of an LBB evaluation acting on the discharge piping system for the period

J report for a high energy piping system are: system from the opening of the SRV until a steady discharge

description, evaluation of susceptibility to water flow from the reactor pressure vessel to the '

hammer and thermal fatigue, material specification, suppression poolis established. This period includes

) piping geometry, stresses and the LBB margin in clearing of the water slug at the end of the discharge
evaluation results. Two examples are presented in piping submerged in the suppression pool. Pressure
the following subsections to provide guidelines and waves traveling through the discharge piping
illustrations for preparing an LBB cvaluation report. following the relatively rapid opening of the SRVs

causes the discharge piping to vibrate. This in turn
3E.6.1 Main Steam Piping produces time dependent forces that act on the main

; steam piping segments.

: 3E.6.1.1 System Description
1 There are a number of events / transients / >

The four 28-inch (700 mm) main steam (MS) postulated accidents that result in SRV lift:
.

lines carry steam from the reactor to the turbine and
auxiliary systems. The reactor coolant pressure a. Automatic opening signal when main steam

: boundary portion of each line being evaluated in this system pressure exceeds the set point for a
section connects to a flow restrictor which is a part of given valve (there are different set points for
the reactor pressure vessel nozzle and is designed to different valves in a given plant). i

; limit the rate of escaping steam from the postulated )
i break in the downstream steam line. The restrictor b. Automatic opening signal for all valves !

is also used for flow measurements during plant assigned to the automatic depressurization |
operation. The safety relief valves (SRVs) discharge system function on receipt of proper actuation

jn into the pressure suppression pool through SRV signal.

*Q discharge piping. The SRV safety function includes
protection against overpressure of the reactor c. Manual opening signal to valve selected by
primary system. The main steam line A has a branch plant operator.
connection to supply steam to the reactor core
isolation cooling (RCIC) system turbine. The SRVs close when the main steam system

pressure reaches the relief mode rescat pressure or ,

I
This section addresses the MS piping system in when the plant operator manually releases the

the reactor building which is designed and opening signals.
constructed to the requirements of the ASME Code,
Section 111, Class 1 piping (within outermost It is assumed (for conservatism) that all SRVs are
isolation valve) and Class 2 piping. It is classified as activated at the same time, which produces
Seismic Category 1. It is inspected according to simultaneous forces on the main steam piping
ASME Code Section XI. system.

3E.6.1.2 Susceptibility to Water Hammer Turbine Stop Valve Closure Transient Description

Significant pressure pulsation of water hammer Prior to turbine stop valve closure, saturated i

effect in the pipe may occur as a result of opening of steam flows through each main steam line at nuclear
SRVs or closing of the turbine stop valve. A brief boiler rated pressure and mass flow rate. Upon
description of these phenomena follows. These two signal, the turbine stop valves close rapidly and the
transients are considered in the main steam piping steam flow stops at the upstream side of these valves. '

system design and fatigue analysis. These events are A pressure wave is created and travels at sonic
more severe than the opening or closing of a main velocity toward the reactor vessel through each main
steam isolation valve or water carry over through stream line. The flow of steam into each main steam
main steam and SRV piping. Moreover, the line from the reactor vessel continues until the fluid

g probability of water carry over during core flooding compression wave reaches the reactor vessel nozzle.'

\ in case of an accident is low. Repeated reflection of the pressure wave at the

Amendment 21 3fi6-1
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reactor vessel and stop valve ends of the main steam system. The peak pressure pulses are within the
lines produces time varying pressures and velocities design capability of a typical piping design and the
at each point along the main steam lines. The piping stresses and support loads remain within the
combination of fluid momentum changes, shear ASME Code allowables.
forces, and pressure differences cause forcing
functions which vary with position and time to act on It is concluded that, during these water hammer
the main steam piping system. The fluid transient type events, the peak pressures and segment loads
loads due to turbine stop valve closure is considered would not cause overstressed conditions for the main
as design load for upset condition. steam piping system.

Basic Fluid Transient Concept 3E.6.1.3 Thermal Fatigue

Despite the fact that the SRV discharge and the No thermal stratification and thermal fatigue are
turbine stop valve closure are flow-starting and expected in the main steam piping since there is no
flow-stopping processes, respectively, the concepts of large source of cold water in these lines. A small
mass, momentum, and energy conservation and the amount of water may collect in the near horizontal
differential equations which represent these concepts 1eg of the main steam Iine due to steam
are similar for both problems. The particular condensation. However, a slope of 1/8 inch per foot
solution for either of the problems is obtained by of main steam piping is provided in each main steam
incorporating the appropriate initial conditions and line. Water drain lines are provided at the end of
boundary conditions into the basic equations. Thus, slope to drain out the condensate. Thus,in this case
relief valve discharge and turbine stop valve closure no significant thermal cycling effects on the main
are seen to be specific solutions of the more general steam piping are expected.
problem of compressible, non-steady fluid flow in a
pipe. 3E.6.1.4 Mping, Fittings and Safe End

Materials
The basic 11uid dynamic equations which are

applicable to both relief valve discharge and turbine The material specified for the 28-inch main steam
stop valve closure are used with the particular fluid pipe is SA672 Grade C70. The corresponding speci-
boundary conditions of these occurrences. Step-wise fication for the piping fittings and forgings are given
solution of these equations generates a time. history as SA420, WPL6 and SA350, LF2, respectively. The
of fluid properties at numerous locations along the material for the safe end forging welded between the
pipe. Simultaneously, reaction loads on the pipe are main steam piping and the steam nozzle is SA508
determined at each location corresponding to the Class 3.
position of an elbow.

3E.6.1.5 LBB Mari;in Evaluation
The computer programs RVFOR and TSFOR

described hi Appendix 3D are used to calculate the The Code stress analysis of the piping is reviewed
fluid transient forces on the piping system due to to obtain representative stress magnitudes. Table
safety relief valve discharge and turbine stop valve 3E.6-1 shows, for example purposes, the stress
closure. Both of the programs use method of magnitudes due to pressure, weight, thermal
characteristics to calculate the fluid transients. expansion and SSE loads.

The results from the RVFOR program have been The leak rate calculations are performed
verified with various inplant test measurements such assuming saturated steam conditions at 1050 psi.
as from the Monticello tests and Caoroso tests and The leak rate model for saturated steam developed
the test sponsored by BWR owner for NUREG-0737 in Section 3E.4.2 is used in this evaluation. Pressure, |
at Wyle test facilities, Huntsville, Alabama. Various weight and thermal expansion stresses are included
data from the strain gages on the pipes and the load in calculating the crack opening area. A plot of leak
cells on the supports were compared with the rate as a function of crack size is developed as is
analytical data and found to be in good correlation. shown in Figure 3E.6-1. The leakage flaw length

corresponding to the reference leak rate (see Section
Evaluation of the ensuing effects are considered 3E.5) is determined from this figure.

as a normal design process for the main steam piping '

I
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\ ITable 3E.6-1

STRESSES IN THE MAIN STEAM LINES
(Assumed for example)

Long. Weight + .
Nominal Pipe Nominal Pressure Thermal SSE

Pipe O.D. Dickness Stress Expansion Stress !
'

Size (in) (in) (ksi) Stress (ksi)
(in) (ksi)

28 28.0 132 5.17 3.0 5.0

Table 3E.6 2

i

CRITICAL CRACK LENGTH AND INSTABILITY LOAD MARGIN .
EVALUATIONS FOR MAIN STEAM LINES (Example) '

O Reference Margins on
1

14akage Critical Instability,

2
Pipe Reference Crack Crack Bending 14ad ,g

Size Leak Rate Length Length Stress, S Critical Leakage
b

(in) (gpm) (in) (in) (ksi) Crack Crack

3
28 10 13.45 30.7 24.2 23 2.2 .;

i
;

Notes:

1. Based on Equation 3E3-9a

( 2. Based on Equation 3E3-9b.
3. See Section 3E.5.

i

.
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Table 3E.6-3

DATA FOR FEEDWATER SYSTEM PIPING (EXAMPLE)

Nominal
Pipe Pipe Nominal Nominal Operating
Size O.D. Rickness Temperature Perssure
(in) (in) (in) ( F) (psig)

12 12.75 0.687 420 1100

22 22.0 1.031 420 1100

Table 3E.6-4

STRESSES IN FEEDWATER LINES (ASSUMED FOR EXAMPLE)

Weight +
Nominal Logitudinal Thermal Safe Shut-down
Pipe Pressure Expansion Earthquake (SSE)
Size Stress Stress Stress
(in) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi)

12 5.1 4.0 5.0

22 5.4 4.0 5.0

O|
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O Table 3E.6-5

CRITICAL CRACK LENGTH AND INSTABILITY LOAD
MARGIN EVALUATIONS FOR FEEDWATER LINES (EXAMPLE) !

!

Reference Magins on
g

i Leakage Critical Instability ;

Pipe Reference Crack Crack Bending - Load, at '

Size leak Rate Iength -1ength Stress, S Critical leakage
b

(in) (gpm) (in) (in) (ksi) Crack Crack
,

3
j 12 10 5.7 13.1 24.0 23 2.1

3
| 22 10 6.7 20.4 25.6 - 3.1 2.2

|

|

Notes:

; 1. Based on Equation 3E3-9a

|' | 2. Based on Equation 3E.3-9b.
3. See Section 3E.5.

;

,

|

!

:O
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5. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

AND CONNECTED SYSTEMS
.

h

5.1 SUMMARY DESCRIPTION the suppression pool. The pressure relief
system also acts to automatically depressurize
the nuclear system in the event of a' ;

The reactor coolant system (RCS) includes loss-of coolant accident (LOCA) in which the
those systems and components which contain or feedwater, reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC)
transport fluids coming from, or going to the and high pressure core flooder (HPCF) systems |
reactor core. These systems form a major portion - fail to maintain reactor vessel water level,
of the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB). Depressurization of the nuclear system allows
This chapter provides information regarding the the low pressure flooder systems to supply
reactor coolant system and pressure-containing enough cooling water to adequately cool the
appendages out to and including isolation fuel.
valving. This grouping of components is defined

| as the RCPB. Subsection 5.2.5 establishes the limits on
i nuclear system leakage inside the drywell so

The RCPB includes all pressure-containing that appropriate action can be taken before the
components such as pressure vessels, piping, integrity of the nuclear system process barrier
pumps, and valves, which are: is impaired.

| (1) part of the RCS, or The reactor vessel and appurtenances are
' described in Section 5.3. The major safety

O' (2) connected to the RCS up to and including any consideration for the reactor vessel is the
and all of the following: ability of the vessel to function as a

,

i radioactive material barrier. Various
I (a) the outermost containment isolation combinations of loading are considered in the 3

valve in piping which penetrates primary vessel. design. The vessel meets the |
reactor containment, requirements of applicable codes and criteria. ,

'
The possibility of brittle facture was

(b) the second of the two valves normally considered, and suitable design, material |
closed during normal reactor operation selection, material surveillance activity, and |
in system piping which does not operational limits were established that avoid

'

penetrate primary reactor containment, conditions where brittle fracture was possible.
and

The reactor recirculation system (RRS)
| (c) the RCS safety / relief valve (SRV) provides coolant flow through the core..
'

piping. Adjustment of the core coolant flow rate changes
reactor power output thus providing a means of

This chapter also deals with various following plant load demand without adjusting
subsystems to the RCPB which are closely allied control rods. The RRS is designed to provide a

i to it. Specifically, Section 5.4 presents these slow coastdown of flow so that fuel thermal'
i subsystems. limits cannot be exceeded as a result of

recirculation system malfunctions. The reactor
The nuclear system pressure relief system recirculation pumps are located inside the

protects the RCPB from damage due to over- reactor vessel, thus climinating large piping
~

pressure. To protect against overpressure, connections to .he reactor vessel below the core
pressure-operated relief valves are provided that and also climinating the reactor recirculation

,

can discharge steam from the nuclear system to system piping.

:

)
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5. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM
.

AND CONNECTED SYSTEMS

5.1 SUMMARY DESCRIPTION the suppression pool. The pressure relief
,

system also acts to automatically depressurize
the nuclear system in the event of a .

The reactor coolant system (RCS) includes loss-of coolant accident (LOCA) in which the
those systems and components which contain or feedwater, reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC)
transport fluids coming from, or going to the and high pressure core flooder (HPCF) systems |
reactor core. These systems form a major portion fail to maintain reactor vessel water level.
of the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB). Depressurization of the nuclear system allows
This chapter provides information regarding the the low pressure flooder systems to supply
reactor coolant system and pressure-containing enough cooling water to adequately cool the
appendages out to and including isolation fuel.
valving. This grouping of components is defined
as the RCPB. Subsection 5.2.5 establishes the limits on

nuclear system leakage inside the drywell so
The RCPB includes all pressure-containing that appropriate action can be taken before the

components such as pressure vessels, piping, integrity of the nuclear system process barrier
pumps, and valves, which are: is impaired.

(1) part of the RCS,or The reactor vessel and appurtenances are
described in Section 5.3. The major safety |

(2) connected to the RCS up to and including any consideration for the reactor vessel is the J
|

| \ and all of the following: ability of the vessel to function as a |
| radioactive material barrier. Various |

| (a) the outermost containment isolation combinations of loading are considered in the
! valve in piping which penetrates primary vessel design. The vessel meets the

'reactor containment, requirements of applicable codes and criteria.
The possibility of brittle facture was

(b) the second of the two valves normally considered, and suitable design, material
closed during normal reactor operation selection, material surveillance activity, and
in system piping which does not operational limits were established that avoid
penetrate primary reactor containment, conditions where brittle fracture was possible, j
and j

The reactor recirculation system (RRS) |
(c) the RCS safety / relief valve (SRV) provides coolant flow through the core.

piping. Adjustment of the core coolant flow rate changes
reactor power output thus providing a means of

This chapter also deals with various following plant load demand without adjusting
subsystems to the RCPB which are closely allied control rods. The RRS is designed to provide a
to it. Specifically, Section 5.4 presents these slow coastdown of flow so that fuel thermal
subsystems. limits cannot be exceeded as a result of

recirculation system malfunctions. The reactor
| The nuclear system pressure relief system recirculation pumps are located inside the

protects the RCPB from damage due to over- reactor vessel, thus eliminating large piping
pressure. To protect against overpressure, connections to the reactor vessel below the core
pressure-operated relief valves are provided that and also climinating the reactor recirculation

(~ can discharge steam from the nuclear system to system piping.
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The main steamline flow restrictors of the a portion of reactor coolant through a filter-
venturi-type are installed in each main steam demineralizer to remove particulate and dis-
nozzle on the reactor vessel inside the primary solved impurities with their associated corro-
containment. The restrictors are designed to sion and fission products from the reactor cool-
limit the loss of coolant resulting from a main ant. It also removes excess coolant from the
steamline break inside or outside the primary reactor system under controlled conditions.
containment. The coolant loss is limited so that
reactor vessel water level remains above the top 5.1.1 Schematic Flow Diagrams
of the core during the time required for the main
steamline isolation valves to close. This action Schematic flow diagrams (Figures 5.1-1 and
protects the fuel barrier. 5.1-2) of the RCS show major components,

principal pressures, temperatures, flow rates,
Two isolation valves are installed on each and coolant volumes for normal steady-state

main steamline. One is located inside, and the operating conditions at rated power.
other is located outside the primary
containment. If a main steamline break occurs 5.1.2 Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams
inside the containment, closure of the isolation
valve outside the primary containment seals the Piping and instrumentation diagrams covering
primary containment itself. The main steamline the systems included within RCS and connected
isolation valves automatically isolate the RCPB systems are presented as follows:
when a pipe break occurs outside containment.
This action limits the loss of coolant and the (1) the nuclear boiler system (Figurc 5.1-3),
release of radioactive materials from the nuclear
system. (2) main steam (Figure 5.1-3(2) & (3)),

The RCIC system provides makeup water to the (3) feedwater (Figure 5.1-3(4)),
core during a reactor shutdown in which feedwater
flow is not available. The system is started (4) recirculation system (Figure 5.4-4),
automatically upon receipt of a low reactor water
level signal or manually by the operator. Water (5) reactor core isolation cooling system
is pumped to the core by a turbine pump driven by (Figure 5.4-8),
reactor steam.

(6) residual heat removal system (Figure
The residual heat removal (RHR) system 5.4-10), and

includes a number of pumps and heat exchangers
that can be used to cool the nuclear system under (7) reactor water cleanup system (Figure 5.4-12).
a variety of situations. During normal shutdown
and reactor servicing, the RHR system removes 5.1.3 Elevation Drawings
residual and decay heat. The RHR system allows
decay heat to be removed whenever the main heat The elevation drawing showing the principal
sink (main condenser) is not available (i.e., hot dimensions of the reactor and connecting systems
standby). One mode of RHR operation allows the in relation to the containment are provided in
removal of heat from the primary containment Figures 1.2 2 and 1.2-3.
following a LOCA. Another operational mode of
the RHR system is low pressure flooder (LPFL).

The LPFL is an engineered safety feature for
use during a postulated LOCA. Operation of the
LPFL is presented in Section 6.3.

The reactor water cleanup system recirculates

O
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(2) the primary side of the auxiliary or reclose as generated heat decays. The pressure
/,
V) emergency systems interconnected with the increase and relief cycle will continue with

primary system; and lower freque >cy and shorter relief discharges as
the decay heat drops off.

(3) any blowdown or heat dissipation system
connected to the discharge side of the Remote manual actuation of the valves from
pressure relieving devices. the control room is recommended to minimize the

total number of these discharges with the intent
The schematic arrangements of the SRVs are of achieving extended valve seat life.

shown in Figures 5.2-3 and 5.2-4
The SRV is opened by either of the following

5.2.2.4 Equipment and Component Description two modes of operation:

5.2.2.4.1 Description (1) The safety (steam pressure) mode of
operation is initiated when the direct and

The nuclear pressure relief system consists increasing static inlet steam pressure
of SRVs located on the main steamlines between overcomes the restraining spring and the
the reactor vessel and the first isolation valve frictional forces acting against the inlet
within the drywell. These valves protect against steam pressure at the main disc and the
overpressure of the nuclear system, main disc moves in the opening direction at

a faster rate than corresponding disc
The SRVs provide three main protection movements at higher or lower inlet steam

functions: pressures. The condition at which this
action is initiated is termed the * popping |

(1) overpressure relief operation (the valves pressure" and corresponds to the
are opened using a pnuematic actuator upon set-pressure value stamped on the nameplate
receipt of an automatic or manually- of the SRV.(p) initiated signal to reduce pressure or to

V limit a pressure rise); (2) The relief (power) mode of operation is
initiated when an electrical signal is

(2) overpressure safety operation (the valves received at any of the solenoid valves
function as safety valves and open to located on the pneumatic actuator
prevent nuclear system overpressurization - assembly. The solenoid valve (s) will open,
they are self-actuated by inlet steam allowing pressurized air to enter the lower
pressure if not already signaled open for side of the pneumatic cylinder piston which
relief operation); pushes the piston and the rod upwards.

This action pulls the lifting mechanism of ;
'

(3) depressurization operation (the ADS valves the main disc thereby opening the valve to
open automatically as part of the emergency allow inlet steam to discharge through the
core cooling system (ECCS) for events SRV until the solenoid valve (s) closes
involving small breaks in the nuclear system again to cut off pressurized air to the
process barrier. The location and number of actuator.

the ADS valves can be determined from Figure i

5.1-3). The pneumatic operator is so arranged that if |
it malfunctions it will not prevent the valve

Chapter 15 discusses the events which are from opening when steam inlet pressure reaches
expected to ectivate the primary system SRVs. the spring lift set pressure.
The section also summarizes the number of valves
expected to operate in safety (steam pressure) For overpressure SRV operation (self-actuated
mode of operation during the initial blowdown of or spring lif t mode), the spring load
the valves and the expected duration of this establishes the safety valve opening setpoint
first blov.down. For several of the events it is pressure and is set to open at setpoint

/] expected that the lowest set SRV will reopen and
V

Amendmen 27 5.2-4
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designated in Table 5 2-3. In accordance with The ADS utilizes selected SRVs for

(~~}
the ASME code, the fdl lift of this mode of depressurization of the reactor as described in

Q operation is attained at a pressure no greater Section 6.3. Each of the SRVs utilized for
than 3% above the setpoint. automatic depressurization is equipped with an

air accumulator and check valve arrangement.
The spring-loaded valves are desipned and These accumulators assure that the valves can be

constructed in accordance with ASME III, NB 7640, held open following failure of the air supply to
as safety valves with auxiliary actuating the accumulators. The accumulator capacity is
devices. sufficient for one actuation at drywell design

pressure, or 5 actuations at normal drywell
For overpressure relief valve operation pressure.

(power-actuated mode), valves are provided with
pressure-sensing devices which operate at the Each SRV discharges steam through a discharge

setpoints designated in Table 5.2-3. When the line to a point below minimum water levelin the
set pressure is reached, a solenoid air valve is suppression pool. The SRV discharge lines in
operated which in turn actuates the pneumatic the drywell are classified as quality group C
piston /cylin<ler and linkage assembly co open the and Seismic Category I. The SRV discharge lines

valve. in the wetwell air space are classified as
Quality Group B and Seismic Category 1. SRV

The maximum opening delay from when the discharge piping from the SRV to the suppression
pressure just exceeds the relief setpoint to pool consists of two parts. The first is
start of disk motioa is 0.5 seconds of which the attached at one end to the SRV and at its other
time to energize the SRV solenoid shall not end to the diaphragm floor penetration which
exceed 0.4 seconds. When the piston is actuated, acts as a pipe anchor. The second part of the
the delay time (maximum elapsed time between SRV discharge piping extends from the diaphragm
receiving the overpressure signal at the valve floor penetration to the SRV quencher in the
actuator and the actual start M valve motion) suppression pool. Because the diaphragm floor

[,% will not exceed 0.1 seconds. The maximum elapsed acts as an anchor on this part of the line, it
time between signal to actuator and full open is physically decoupled from the main steam
position of valve will not exceed 0.25 sefonds, header.

| with the SRV inlet pressure >70.3 kg/cm g and
initial SRV pressure <4% of inlet pressure. As a part of the preoperational and startup

testing of the main steamlines, movement of the
The SRVs can be operated individually in the SRV discharge lines will be monitored.

power-actuated mode by remote manqLeontrols
from the main control room. The SRV discharge piping is designed to limit

valve outlet pressure to approximately 40
There is one solenoid provided on each SRV for percent of maximum valve inlet pressure with the

non-ADS power-actuated operation. The logic for valve wide open. Water in the line more than a
the SRV power-actuated relief function requires few feet above suppression pool water level |

two trip signals to open the SRVs. The failure would cause excessive pressure at the valve I

of one pressure transmitter will not cause the discharge when the valve is again opened. For |

SRVs to open. Each SRV is provided with its own this reason, two vacuum relief valves are
pneumatic accumulator and inlet check valve. The provided on each SRV discharge line to prevent I

'

accumulator capacity is sufficient to provide one drawing an excessive amount of water into the
SRV actuation. Subsequent actuations for an line as a result of steam condensation following
overpressure event can be spring actuations to termination of relief operation. The SRVs are
limit reactor pressure to acceptable levels. located on the main steamline piping rather than

on the reactor vessel top head, primarily to !

simplify the discharge piping to the pool and to
avoid the necessity of having to remove sections

.-

( !
v
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of this piping when the reactor head is removed
for refueling. In addition, valves located on
the steamlines are more accessible during a
shutdown for valve maintenance.

The ADS automatically depressurizes the
nuclear system sufficiently to permit LPFL mode
of the RHR system to operate as a backup for the
HPCF, Further descriptions of the operation of
the automatic depressurization feature are
presented in Section 6.3 and Subsection 7.3.1.

5.2.2.4.2 Design Parameters

The specified operating transients for
components within the RCPB are presented in
Subsection 3.9.1. Subsection 3.7.1 provides a
discussion of the input criteria for design of
Seismic Category I structures, systems, and
components. The design requirements established
to protect the principal components of the
reactor coolant system against environmental
effects are presented in Section 3.11.

The design criteria and analysis methods for
5.2.2.43 Safety / Relief Valve considering loads due to the SRV discharge is

contained in Subsection 3.9.3.3.

5.2.2.6 Applicable Codes and Classification

The vessel overpressure protection system is
The design pressure and temperature of the designed to satisfy the requirements of Section

2valve inlet is 96.7 kg/cm g at 308 C. III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code. The general requirements for protection

The valves have been designed to achieve the against overpressure of Section III of the Code
maximum practical number of actuations consistent recognize that reactor vessel overpressure pro-
with state-of-the-art technology. tection is one function of the reactor protec-

tive systems and allows the integration of
pressure relief devices with the protective
systems of the nuclear reactor. Hence, credit
is taken for the scram protective system as a
cornplementary pressure- protection device. The
NRC has also adopted the ASME Codes as part of
their requirements in the Code of Federal

| 5.2.2.5 Mounting of Safety Relief Valves Regulations (10CFR50.55a).

The safety relief valves are located on the 5.2.2.7 Material Specifications
main steam piping.

Material specifications for pressure-
retaining components of SRVs are in Table 5.2-4.

O'
|
,
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<w 5.2.2.8 Process Instrumentation
certification from the valve manufacturer that

Oyerpressure protection proeess design and performance requirements have been
instrumentation is listed in Table 4 of Figure met. This includes capacity and blowdown
5.1-3. requirements. The set points are adjusted,

verified, and indicated on the valves by the
5.2.2.9 System Reliability vendor. Specified manual and automatic initiated

signal for power actuation (relief mode) of each
The system is designed to satisfy the re- SRV is verified during the preoperational test

quirements of Section III of the ASME Boiler and program.
Pressure Vessel Code. The consequences of fail-
ure are discussed in Subsections 15.1.4 and It is not feasible to test the SRV setpoints
15.6.1. while the valves are in glace. The valves are

mounted on 105.6 kg/cm g primary service rating |
5.2.2.10 Inspection and Testing flanges. They can be removed for maintenance or

bench checks and reinstalled during normal plant
The inspection and testing applicable SRVs shutdowns. The valves will be tested to check

utilizes a quality assurance program which set pressure in accordance with the requirements
complies with Appendix B of 10CFR50. of the plant technical specifications. The

external surface and seating of all SRVs are 100%
The non radioactive SRVs are tested at a visually inspected when the valves are removed

suitable test facility in accordance, with quality for maintenance or bench checks. Valve
control procedures to detect defects and to prove operability is verified during the preopera-
operability prior to installation. The following tional test program as discussed in Chapter 14.
tests are conducted:

5.2.3 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary
G (1) hydrostatic test at specified test con- Materials

) ditions (ASME code requirement based on
design pressure and temperature); 5.23.1 Material Specifications

(2) thermally stabilize the SRV to perform Table 5.2-4 lists the principal pressure
quantgtive steam lackage testing at 10.5 retaining materials and the appropriate material
kg/cm g below the SRV nameplate valve specifications for the RCPB components,
with an acceptance criteria not to exceed
0.45 kg/h leakage; 5.23.2 Compatibility with Reactor Coolant

(3) full flow SRV test for set pressures and 5.23.2.1 PWR Chemistry of Reactor Coolant
blowdown where the valve is pressurized with
saturated steam, with the pressure rising to Not applicable to BWRs.
the valve set pressure. (The SRV must be
adjusted to open at the nameplate 5.23.2.2 BWR Chemistry of Reactor Coolant
setpressure . 1%, unless a greater tolerance
is established as permissible in the A brief review of the relationships between
overpressure protection report in the valve water chemistry variables and RCS materials
design specification);and performance, fuel performance, and plant

radiation fields is presented in this section and
(4) response time test where each SRV is tested further information may be obtained from

to demonstrate acceptable response time Reference 10a.
based on system requirements.

The major environment-related materials
The valves are installed as received from the performance problem encountered to date in the

factory. The GE equipment specification requires RCS of BWRs has been intergranular stress
corrosion cracking (IGSCC) of sensitized(V) austenitic stainless steel. IGSCC in sensitized

Amendment 27 5.2-7
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material adjacent to welds in Type 304 and Type manipulate the corrosion potential in laboratory
316 stainless steel piping systems has occurred tests) (Reference 10).
in the past. Substantial research and develop-
ment programs have been undertaken to understand As the corrosion potential is reduced below Q

Nthe IGSCC phenomenon and develop remedial mea- the range typical of normal BWR power operation

(+ 50 to -50 mV , a Tcgion of immunity to
IGSCC appears at b)30 mV

sures. For the ABWR, IGSCC resistance has been
SH

achieved through the use of IGSCC resistant mate- SHE' "EE '#"

U rials such as Type 316 Nuclear Grade stainless that a combination of corrosion potential (which
N steel and stabilized nickel-base Alloy 600M and can be achieved in a BWR by injecting usually <

182M. 1 ppm hydrogen into the feedwater) plus tight U
Nconductivity control (0.2 S/cm) should permit

Much of the early remedy-development work fo. BWRs to operate in a regime where sensitized
cused on alternative materials or local stress stainless steels are immune to IGSCC. In the

|

! reduction, but recently the effects of water che- reactor vessel, the excess hydrogen reacts with E
l mistry parameters on the IGSCC process have rece- the radioloytic oxygen and reduces the electro- (

ived increasing attention. Many important fea- chemical corrosion potential (Reference 10a and M
tures of the relationship between BWR water chem- 10b). The reactor water cleanup system, which 4
istry and IGSCC of sensitized stainless steels processes reactor water at a rate of 2% of rated (
have been identified. feedwater flow, removes both dissolved and E

undissolved impurities that enter the reactor y
; Laboratory studies (References 3 and 4) have water. The removal of dissolved impurities M

A shown that although IGSCC can occur in simulated reduces the conductivity into the region of
BWR startup emironments, most IGSCC damage pro- immunity to IGSCC.

! bably occurs during power operation. The normal
! BWR emironment during power operation is ~280 Since the ABWR has no sensitized stainless

C water containing dissolved oxygen, hydro- steel, IGSCC control by hydrogen injection is
gen and small concentrations of ionic and non- not required. However, irradiation assisted

; ionic impuritiesfconductivity generally below stress corrosion cracking (IASCC) can occur in
A 0.3 pS/cm at 25 C). It has been well docu- highly irradiated annealed stainless steel and

mented that some ionic impurities (notably sul- nickel-base alloys. Preliminary in-reactor and
fate and chloride) aggravate IGSCC, and a number laboratory studies (Reference 11) have indicated
of studies have been made of the effects of indi- that HWC will be useful in mitigating IASCC.
vidual impurity species on IGSCC initiation and
growth rates (References 3 thru 7). This work In-reactor and laboratory evidence also indi-
clearly shows that IGSCC can occur in water at cates that carbon and low alloy steels also tend
280 C with 200 ppb of dissolved oxygen, even at to show improved resistance to environmentally
low conductivity (Iow impurity levels), but the assisted cracking with both increasing water pu.
rate of cracking decreases with decreasing impu- rity and decreasing corrosion potential r

rity content. Although BWR water chemistry (Reference 12). $
guidelines for reactor water cannot prevent
IGSCC, maintaining the lowest practically achiev- 5.2.3.2.2.1 Fuel Performance Considerations
able impurity levels will minimize its rate ofn.

E progression (References 5 and 9). Nuclear fuel is contained in Zircaloy tubes )
that constitute the first boundary or primary ,

Stress corrosion cracking of ductile materials containment for the highly radioactive species I

in aqueous environments often is restricted to generated by the fission process; therefore, the
specific ranges of corrosion potential *, so a integrity of the tubes must be ensured. Zirca-
number of studies of impurity effects on IGSCC loy interacts with the coolant water and some
have been made as a function of either corrosion coolant impurities. This results in oxidation
potential or dissolved oxygen content (the by the water, increased hydrogen content in the !
dissolved oxygen content is the major chemical Zircaloy (hydriding), and, often, buildup of a I

variable in BWR type water that can be used to layer of crud on the outside of the tube. Ex-
,

h *Also called electrochemical corrosion potential or ECP, see Reference 9.

Amendment 3 5.2-8
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cleaning solvents) may pass through the (12) Recirculation System water Dissolved

(gv) radwaste systems and enter the RCS, where Hydrocen

they will decompose, releasing corrosive
halogens, e.g., chlorides and fluorides. A direct measurement of the dissolved hydro-

| gen content in the reactor water serves as a
(8) Silica cross check against the hydrogen gas flow

meter in the injection system to confirm the
Silica, an indicator of general system clean- actual presence and magnitude of the
liness, provides a valuable indication of hydrogen addition rate.
the effectiveness of the reactor water clean-
up system. Silica inputs are usually associ- (13) Main Steam Line Radiation Level

,

ated with incomplete silica removal in make-

| up water or radwaste facilities. The major activity in the main steam line is

|
nitrogen-16 produced by an (n, p) reaction

(9) pil with oxygen-16 in the reactor water. Under

|
conditions of hydrogen water chemistry, the

| There are difficulties of measuring pH in fraction of the nitrogen-16 that volatilizes
| low conductivity water. Nevertheless, pH of with the steam increases with increased dis-

,
the liquid environment has been demonstrated solved hydrogen. The main steam line radia-
to have an important influence on IGSCC ini- tion monitor readings increase with the hy- $
tiation times for smooth stainless steel drogen addition rate. During initial plant M

specimens in laboratory tests. In addition, testing, the amount of hydrogen addition
pH can serve as a useful diagnostic parame- required to reduce the electrochemical cor-

| ter for interpreting severe water chemistry rosion potential to the desired range is
transients and pH measurements are recom- determined at various power levels. Chan-
mended for this purpose. ges in the main steam line radiation moni-

p tor readings at the same power level indi-
Q (10) Electrochemical Corrosion Potential cate an over-addition (high readings) or'

under-addition (low readings) of hydrogen.
The electrochemical corrosion potential
(ECP) of a metal is the potential it attains (14) Constant Extension Rate Test
when immersed in a water environment. The
ECP is controlled by various oxidizing Constant extension rate tests (CERTs) are
agents including copper and radiolysis pro- accelerated tests that can be completed in a
ducts. At low reactor water conductivities, few days, for the determination of the sus-
the ECP of stainless steel should be below ceptibility to IGSCC. It is useful for
-0.23 V t Suppress IGSCC. verifying IGSCC suppression during initialSHE

implementation of hydrogen water chemistry
(11) Feedwater Hydrocen Addition Rate (HWC) or following plant outages that could

have had an impact on system chemistry
A direct measurement of the feedwater hydro- (e.g., condenser repairs during refueling).

.

|
gen addition rate can be made using the hy-
drogen addition system flow measurement de- (15) Continuous Crack Growth Monitorine Test
vice and is used to establish the plant-spe-
eific hydrogen flow requirements required to This test employs a reversing DC potential
satisfy the limit for the ECP of stainless drop technique to detect changes in crack
steel (Paragraph 10). Subsequently, the ad- length in IGSCC test specimens. The crack
dition rate measurements can be used to help growth test can be used for a variety of
diagnose the origin of unexpected ECP purposes, including the following:
changes.

(a) Initial verification of IGSCC suppres-

f)

Amendment 3 5.2 11
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sion following HWC implementation. code will be used to identify areas where design
improvements (piping design, materials selection,|

(b) Quantitative assessment of water chemis- hydrodynamic conditions, oxygen content, tempera-
try transients. ture) are required to ensure adequate margin for

extended piping performance on the ABWR design.
(c) Long-term quantification of the sucess

of the HWC program.

The major impurities in various parts of a BWR
under certain operating conditions are listed in
Table 5.2-5. The plant systems bave been
designed to achieve these limits at least 90% of
the time. The plant operators are encouraged to
achieve better water quality by using good
operating practice.

Water quality specifications require that
erosion-corrosion resistant low alloy steels are
to be used in susceptible steam extraction and
drain lines. Stainless steels are considered for
baffles, shields, or other areas of severe duty.
Provisions are made to add nitrogen gas to
extraction steamlines, feedwater heater shells,
heater drain tanks, and drain piping to minimize
corrosion during layup. Alternatively, the
system may be designed to drain while hot so that
dry layup can be achieved.

Condenser tubes and tubesheet are required to
be made of titanium alloys.

Erosion-corrosion (E/C) of carbon steel
components will be controlled as follows. The
mechanism of E/C or, preferably, flow assisted
corrosion is complex and involves the
electrochemical aspects of general corrosion plus
the effects of mass transfer. Under single phase
flow conditions, E/C is affected by water
chemistry, temperature, flow path, material
composition and geometry. For wet steam (two
phase), the percent moisture has an additional
effect on E/C.

The potential deterioration of ABWR carbon
steel piping from flow assisted corrosion due to
high velocity single phase water flow and two
phase steam water flow will be addressed by using

| the EPRI developed CHECMATE (Chexal Horowitz
Erosion Corrosion Methodology for Analyzing
Two-phase Environments) computer code.

I CHECMATE will be used to predict corrosion rates
and calculate the time remaining before reaching
a defined acceptable wall thickness. Thus, this
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p Water quality specifications for the ABWR re- (2) nickel-based alloy (including 600 and X-750)
t quire that the condenser is to be designed and and alloy steel;
b erected to minimize tube leakage and to facili-

tate maintenance. Appropriate features are in- (3) carbon steel and low alloy steel;
corporated to detect leakage and segregate the
source. The valves controlling the cooling water (4) some 400 series martensitic stainless steel
to the condenser sections are required to be (all tempered at a minimum of 593 C);

,

operable from the control room so that a leaking I

section can be scaled off quickly. (5) Colmonoy and Stellite hardfacing material (or |

equivalent); and j
5.2.3.2.2.4 IASCC Considerations

(6) precipitation hardening stainless steels, ,

Plant experience and laboratory tests indicate 17-4PH and XM-13 in the H1100 condition. |
Ithat irradiation assisted stress corrosion

cracking (IASCC) can be initiated in solution All of these construction materials are

annealed stainless steel above certain stress resistant to stress corrosion in the BWR cool-
levels after exposure to radiation, ant. General corrosion on all materials except

carbon and low alloy steel, is negligible.

Extensive tests have also shown that IASCC hg Conservative corrosion allowances are provided for
not ogcurred at fluence levels below ~5x10 all exposed surfaces of carbon and low alloy
n/cm (E>1MeV) even at high stress levels. Ex- steels.
periments indicate that as flynce ingreases
above this threshold of 5x10' n/cm , there The requirements of GDC 4 relative to compat-
is a decreasing threshold of sustained stress be- ability of components with environmental condi-
low which IASCC has not occurred. (Examination tions are met by compliance with the applicable
of top guides in two operating plants which have provisions of the ASME Code by compliance with the

7"N creviced designs has not revealed any IASCC.) recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.44.
\ lv

Contaminants in the reactor coolant are
Reactor core structural components are design- controlled to very low limits. These controls are i

ed to be below these thresholds of exposure and/ implemented by limiting contaminant levels of |.

or stress to avoid IASCC. In addition, crevices elements (such as halogens, S, Pb) to as low as I
have been climinated from the top guide design in possible in miscellaneous materials used during }

'

order to prevent the synergistic interaction with fabrication and installation. These materials
IASCC. (such as tapes, penetrants) are completely removed

and cleanliness is assured. No detrimental effects
In areas where the 5x1020 ,jc,2 threshold will occur on any of the materials from allowable

of irradiation is not practically avoided, the contaminant levels in the high purity reactor
stress level is maintained below the stress coolant. Expected radiolytic products in the BWR
threshold. High purity grades of materials are coolant have no adverse effects on the construction
used in control rods to extend their life. Also materials.
IIWC introduced in the plant design to control
IGSCC may also be beneficial in avoiding IASCC. 5.23.2.4 Compatibility of Construction

Materials with External Insulation
5.23.23 Compatibility of Construction
Materials with Reactor Coolant All non-metallic insulation applied to auste.

nitic stainless steel meets Regulatory Guide 1.36.
The construction materials exposed to the

reactor coolant consist of the following: 5.233 Fabrication and Processing of Ferritic
Materials

(1) solution-annealed austenitic stainless
steels (both wrought and cast), Types 304, 5.233.1 Fracture Toughness,

304L,316LN,316L and XM 19;
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q Compliance with Code requirements shall be in perature control requirements and welding proce-

Q accordance with %e following: dure qualifications suppleme ning those in ASME
Sections 111 and IX.

(1) The ferritic materials used for ,iping,
pumps, and valves of the reactor coolant The use of low-alloy steel is restricted to the
pressure boundary are usually 63.5 mm or reactor pressure vessel. Other ferritic components
less in thickness. Impact testing is in the reactor coolant-pressure boundary are
performed in accordance with NB-2332 for fabricated from carbon steel materials.
thicknesses of 63.5 mm or less. Impact
testing is performed in accordance with Preheat temperature employed for welding oflow
NB-2331 for thicknesses greater than 63.5 alloy steel meet or exceed the recommendations of

ASME Code Section III, Subsection NB. Components |mm.
are either held for an extended time at preheat

(2) Materials for bolting with nominal diameters temperature to assure removal of hydrogen, or
exceeding 25.4 mm are required to meet both preheat is maintained until post-weld heat
the 0.64 mm lateral expansion specified in treatment. The minimum preheat and maximum
NB-2333 and the 6.2 kg-m Charpy-Value. The interpass temperatures are specified and monitored.
6.2 kg-m requirement of the ASME Code
applies to bolts over 100 mm in diameter,
starting Summer 1973 Addenda. Prior to
this, the Code referred to only 2 sizes of
bolts (,< 25.4 mm and > 25.4 mm). GE._

continued the two-size categories, and added
the 6.2 kg-m as a more conservative
requirement. All welds were nondestructively examined by

radiographic methods. In addition, a ' supple.
(3) The reactor vessel complies with the requi- mental ultrasonic examination was performed.

rements of NB-2331. The reference tempera-
'

ture (RTNDT) is established for all 5.233.2.2 Regulatory Guide 134: Control of
required pressure-retaining materials used Electroslag Weld Properties
in the construction of Class 1 vessels.
This includes plates, forgings, weld For electroslag welding applied to structural

'
material, and heat-affected zone. The joints, the welding process variable specified in

'RT d fers fr m the nil ductility the procedure qualification shall be monitored
temperIture (NDT) in that in addition to during the welding process.ND

passing the drop test, three Charpy V-Notch *

| specimens (transverse) must exhibit 6.9 kg-m 5.2.33.23 Regulatory Guide 1.71: Welder
absorbed energy and O.89 mm Iatera1 Qualification for Areas of Limited Accessibility
expansion at 33 C above the RT . The
core beltline material must meefb[4 kg-m Welder qualification for areas of limited ;

absorbed upper shelf energy. accessibility is discussed in Subsection |
5.2.3.4.2.3.

(4) Calibration of instrument and equipment I

shall meet the requirements of the ASME 5.2333 Nondestructive Examination of Tubular |
Code, Section III, paragraph NB-2360. Products j

1

5.233.2 Control of Welding

5.233.2.1 Regulatog Guide 1.50: Control of
Preheat Temperature Employed for Welding of ,

Low-Alloy Steel

Regulatory Guide 1.50 delineates preheat tem-
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with the guide lines of NUREG-0313, to avoid i

significant sensitization.
;

Wrought tubular products are supplied in Process controls are exercised during all l
accordance with applicable ASTM /ASME material stages of component manufacturing and l

specifications. Additionally, the specification construction to minimize contaminants. |
for the tubular products used for CRD housings Cleanliness controls are applied prior to any !
specified ultrasonic examination to paragraph elevated temperature treatment. For applications '

NB-2550 of ASME Code Section III. where stainless steel surfaces are exposed to
| water at temperatures above 93 C low carbon

These RCPB components meet 10CFR50 Appendix B (<0.03%) grade materials are used. For critical
requirements and the ASME Code requirements thus applications, nuclear grade materials (carbon
assuring adequate control of quality for the content .s 0.02%) are used. All materials are
products. supplied in the solution heat treated condition.

Special sensitization tests are applied to assure
5.233.4 Moisture Control for Low flydrogen, that the material is in the annealed condition.
Covered Arc Welding Electrodes

j During fabrication, any heating operation
Suitable identification, storage, and handling (except welding) above 427 C are avoided, |

of electrodes, flux, and other welding material unless followed by solution heat treatment.
will be maintained. Precautions shall be taken During welding, heat input is controlled. The
to minimize absorption of moisture by electrodes interpass temperature is also controlled. Where
and flux. practical, shop welds are solution heat treated.

| In general, weld filler material used for

| austenitic stainless steel base metals is Type
308L/316L/309L with an average of 8% (or 8 FN) |i

ferrite content.

5.23.4.1.2 Process Controls to Minimize
Exposure to Contaminants

Exposure to contaminants capable of causing
stress / corrosion cracking of austenitic stainless
steel components was avoided by carefully
controlling all cleaning and processing materials
which contact the stainless steel during
manufacture, construction, and installation.

5.23.4 Fabrication and Processing of Special care was exercised to insure removal
Austenitic Stainless Steels of surface contaminants prior to any heating

operations. Water quality for cleaning, rinsing,
5.23.4.1 Avoidance of Stress / Corrosion flushing, and testing was controlled and
Cracking monitored. Suitable protective packaging was

provided for components to maintain cleanliness
5.23.4.1.1 Avoidance of Significant during shipping and storage.
Sensitization

The degree of surface cleanliness obtained by
When austenitic stainless steels are heated in these procedures meets the requirements of

the temperature range 427 - 982"C, they are Regulatory Guides 1.37 and 1.44
considered to become " sensitized" or susceptible
to intergranular corrosion. The ABWR design
complies with Regulatory Guide 1.44 and i

O
i
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|

5.2J.4.13 Cold Worked Austenitic Stainless high-alloy steels or other materials such asb] static and centrifugal castings and bimetallicSteels ,

joints should comply with fabrication require- )
'

Cold work controls are applied for components ments of Sections III and IX of the ASME Boiler
made of austenitic stainless steel. During and Pressure Vessel Code. It also requires
fabrication cold work is controlled by applying additional performance qualifications for
limits in hardness, bend radii and surface finish welding in areas of limited access.
on ground surfaces. J

All ASME Section III welds are fabricated in |

5.2.3.4.2 Control of Welding accordance with the requirements of Sections III I

and IX of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
5.23.4.2.1 Avoidance of Ilot Cracking Code. There are few restrictive welds involved |

in the fabrication of BWR components. Welder
Regulatory Guide 131 describes the acceptable qualification for welds with the most restric-

method ofimplementing requirements with regard tive access is accomplished by mockup welding.
to the control of welding when fabricating and Mock-up is examined by sectioning and radiography 5

-

joining austenitic stainless steel components and (or UT). A
|systems.

Written welding procedures which are approved Section 5.2.3 is based on Regulatory Guide
'jThe Acceptance Criterion II3.b.(3) of SRP

by GE are required for all primary pressure boun- 1.71. The ABWR design meets the intent of this ,

dary welds. These procedures comply with the regulatory guide by utilizing the alternate !
J

requiremeds of Sections III and IX of the ASME approach as follows:
Boiler Pressure Vessel Code and applicable NRC '

Regulatory Guides. When access to a non-volumetrically examined
ASME Section III production weld (1) is less !

All austenitic stainless steel weld filler than 305 mm in any direction and (2) allows |
s

materials were required by specification to have welding from one access direction only, such'

a minimum delta ferrite content of 8 FN (ferrite weld and repairs to welds in wrought and cast
number) determined on undiluted weld pads by low alloy steels, austenitic stainless steels
magnetic measuring instruments calibrated in and high nickel alloys and in any combination of
accordance with AWS specification A4.2-74. these materials shall comply with the fabrica-

tion requirements specified in ASME Boiler and
Delta ferrite measurements are not made on Pressure Vessel Code Section ill and with the

qualification welds. Both the ASME Boiler and requirements of Section IX invoked by Section
Pressure Vessel Code and Regulatory Guide 131 111, supplemented by the following requirements: ,_

specify that ferrite measurements be performed on 2
Mundiluted weld filler material pads when magnetic (1) The welder performance qualification test ,

instruments are used. There are no requirements assembly required by ASME Section IX shall |
for ferrite measurement on qualification welds. be welded under simulated access condi-

tions. An acceptable test assembly will
5.2J.4.2.2 Regulatory Guide 134: Electrostag providc both a Section IX weIder
Welds performance qualification required by this i

Regulatory guide.

| See Subsection 5.233.2.2. If the test assembly weld is to be judged
by bend tests, a test specimen shall be

5.23.4.23 Regulatory Guide l.71: Welder removed from the location least favorable
Qualification or Areas of Umited Accessibility for the welder. If this test specimen

cannot be removed from a location i

Regulatory Guide 1.71 requires that weld prescribed by Section IX, an additional
p fabrication and repair for wrought low-alloy and bend test specimen will be required. If

,

V the test assembly weld is to be judged by I

A. endment 15 5.2-15
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radiography or UT, the length of the weld to and Pressure Vessel (ASME Code) Code Section XI.
- be examined shall include the location least

favorable for the welder. The design to perform preservice inspection is 1

based on the requirements of the ASME Code, Section
- Records of the results obtained in welder XI,1989 Edition. The development of the

accessibility qualification shall be as preservice and inservice inspection program plans !
certified by the manufacturer or installer, will be the responsibility of the COL applicant and
shall be maintained and shall be made will be based on the ASME Code, Section XI, Edition
accessible to aut.horized personnel. and Addenda specified in accordance with 10CFR50, |

Section 50.55a. For design certification, General i

| Socket weld with a 50.8 mm nominal pipe size Electric is responsible for designing the reactor i

and under are excluded from the above pressure vessel for accessibility to perform
requirements, preservice and inservice inspection.

Responsibility for designing other components for
(2) (a) For accessibility, when more restricted preservice and inservice inspection is the

access conditions than qualified will responsibility of the COL applicant. The COL
obscure the welder's line of sight to applicant will be responsible for specifying the
the extent that production welding will Edition of the ASME Code, Section XI, to be used,
require the use of visual aids such as based on the procurement date of the component per

| mirrors, the qualification test as- 10CFR50, Section 50.55a. The ASME Code
sembly shall be welded under the more requirements discussed in this section are provided
restricted access conditions using the for information and are based on the 1989 Edition
visual aid required for production of ASME Section XI.
welding.

See Subsection 5.2.6.2 for COL license
(b) GE complies with ASME Section IX. information.

(3) Surveillance vf accessibility qualification 5.2A.1 Class 1 System Boundary
requirements will be performed along with
normal surveillance of ASME Section IX 5.2A.1.1 Definition
performance qualification requirements.

The class 1 system boundary for both
5.23AJ Regulatory Guide 1.66: preservice and inservice inspection programs and
Nondestructive Examination of Tubular Products the system pressure test program includes all ;

those items within the Class 1 and Quality Group
For discussion of compliance with Regulatory A boundary on the piping and instrumentation |

Guide 1.66, see Subsection 5.2.3.3.3. drawings (P& ids). Based on 10 CFR 50 (11-90 l

Edition) and Regulatory Guide 1.26, Revision 3,
5.2.4 Preservice and Inservice that boundary includes the following:
Inspection and Testing of Reactor
Coolant Pressure Boundary (1) Reactor pressure vessel

(2) Portions of the main steam system
This subsection describes the preservice and (3) Portions of the feedwater system

,

inservice inspection and system pressure test (4) Portions of the standby liquid control system )
programs for NRC Quality Group A, ASME Boiler and (5) Portions of reactor water cleanup system
Pressure Vesse1 Code, Class 1, items.* It (6) Portions of the residual heat removal system
describes those programs implementing the (7) Portions of the reactor core isolation cooling
requirements of Subsection IWB of the ASME Boiler system

(8) Portions of the high pressure core flooder
system

* Items as used in this subsection are products
constructed under a Certificate of Authorization Those portions of the above systems within
(NCA-3120) and material (NCA 1220). See Section the Class 1 boundary are those items which are
III, NCA-1000, footnote 2.
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) areas to facilitate servicing of pumps and valves. Section XI from preservice requirements, such as VT 3

i Platforms and ladders are provided for access to examination of valve body and pump casing internal
'

piping welds including the pipe-to-reactor vessel surfaces (B L-2 and B M-2 examination categories,4

i nozzle welds. Removable thermal insulation is revectively) and the visual VT-2 examinations for
! provided on welds and components which require cateprics B-E and B-P.

frequent access for examination or are located in
'

high radiation areas. Welds are located to permit Supplemental examinations recommended in GE 4

',

) ultrasonic examination from at least one side, but Service Information Letters (SILs) and Rapid

j where component geometries permit, access from Communication Service Information letters (RICSILs)

; both sidesis provided. for previous BWR designs are not applicable to the -
ABWR. The ABWR design has either eliminated the

j Restrictions: For piping systems and components addressed by the SIL or RICSIL, e.g., jet
2

portions of piping systems subject to volumetric pumps, or has eliminated the need for the examination
'

4

|
and surface examination, the following piping by climinating creviced designs and using materials

'

designs are not used: resistant to the known degradation meAahs, such as +

intergranular stress corrosion cracking, upon which the l' ,

] SIL and RICSIL examinations were based.j (1) Valve to valve
| (2) Valve to reducer

(3) Valve to tec 5.2A3.2 Examination Methods

; (4) Elbow to elbow ..

j (5) Elbow to tec 5.2A.3.2.1 Ultrasoalc Examslaation of the Reactor

j (6) Nozzle to elbow Vessel

! (7) Reducer to elbow
| (8) Tee to tee Ultrasonic examination for the RPV will be conducted i

j (9) Pump to valve in accordance with the ASME Code, Section XI. The
design to perform preservice inspection on the reactor

4

Straight sections of pipe and spool pieces vessel shallbe based on the requirements of the ASME '

j| shall be added between fittings. The minimum Code, Section XI,1989 Edition. For the required

j length of the spool piece has been determined by preservice examinations, the reactor vessel shall meet

j | using the formula L = 2T + 152mm, where L the acceptance standards of Section XI,IWB-3510. The

j equals the length of the spool piece (not including RPV shell welds are davad for 100% accessibility for ;

i weld preparation) and T equals the pipe wall both preservice and inservice inspection. The RPV .

!

thickness. nozzle-to-shell welds will be 100% accessible for
,

| .

preservice inspection but might have limited areas that

; 5.2A3 Examlaation Categories and Methods will not be accessible from the outer surface for

|
inservice examination techniques. However, the |

| 5.2A3.1 Esannsation Categories inservice inspection program for the reactor vesselis
the responsibility of the COL applicant and any

The examination category of each item is listed inservice inspection program relief request will be
a

in Table 5.2-8 which is provided as an example for _ reviewed by the NRC staff based on the Code Edition'

j the preparation of the preservice and inservice and Addenda in effect and inservice inspection

j inspection program plans. The items are listed by techniques available at the time of COL application,

system and line number where appheable. Table
5.2-8 also states the method of examination for The GE reactor vessel inspection system (GERIS)

{ cach item. The preservice and inservice meets the detection and sizing requirements of,

examination plans will be supplemented with Regulatory Guide 1.150, as cited in Table 5.2 9. Inner*

! detailed drawings showing the examination areas, radius examinations are performed from the outside of

such as Figures 5.2-7a and 5.2-7b. the nozzle using several compond angle transducer"

wedges to obtain complete coverage of the required
.

For the preservice examination, all of the examination volume. Electronic gating used in GERIS'

items selected for inservice examination shall be system records up to 8 differeat reficctors
performed once in accordance with ASME simultaneously to assure that all relevant indications are

Section XI,IWB 2200 with the exception of the recorded.m-4

j ty examinations specifically excluded by ASME

5.2 17' '
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performed in accordance with ASME Section XI, |
Volumetric ultrasonic examination shall bej 5.2A3.2.2 Visual Examination

j

j
'

Visual examination methods, VT 1, VT-2 IWA-2232. In order to perform the examination, visual

j and VT-3, shall be conducted in accordance with access to place the head and shoulders within 508mm of
ASME Section XI, IWA-2210. In addition, VT-2 the area ofinterest shall be provided.where feasible.;

; examinations shall meet the requirements of Nine inches between adjacent pipes is sufficient spacing

j IWA 5240. if there is free access on each side of the pipes. The
,

transducer dimension has been considered: a 38mmj

i Direct visual, VT-1, examinations shall be diameter cylinder,76mm long placed with access at a
i conducted with sufficient lighting to resolve a right angle to the surface to be examined. The .

'
i 0.8mm black line on an 18% neutral grey card. ultrasonic examination instrument has been considered
j Where direct visual, VT-1, examinations are as a rectangular box 305 x 305 x 508mm located within .;

conducted without the use of mirrors or with 12m from the transducer. Space for a second exam *mer
j other viewing aids, clearance (of at least 610mm to monitor the instrument shall be provided if
; of clear space) is provided where feasible for the . necessary.

head and shoulders of a man within a working*

i arm's length (508mm) of the surface to be Insulation removal for inspection is to allow ,

i examined. sufficient room for the ultrasonic transducer to scan the
! examination area. A distance of 2T plus 152mm wherc

{ At locations where leakages are normally Tis pipe thickness,is the minimum required on each
1 expected and leakage collection systems are side of the examination area. The insulation design

,

| located, (e.g., valve stems and pump seals), the generally leaves 406mm on each side of the weld, which !
f

j visual, VT-2, examination shall verify that the exceeds minimum requirements.
~

j leakage collection system is operative.
. !

! 5.2AJ.2.5 Alternative Fmns== tion Techniques '

i Piping runs shall be clearly identified and
j laid out such that insulation damage, leaks and As provided by ASME Section XI, IWA-2240, ,

; structural distress will be evident to a trained alternative examination methods, a combination of I

:
- visual examiner, methods, or newly developed techniques may be

i substituted for the methods specified for a given item in

!- 5.2A3.23 Surface Examination this section, provided that they are demonstrated to be

i equivalent or superior to the specified method. This
2: Magnetic particle and liquid penetrant provision allows for the use of newly developed

j{
examination techniques shall be performed in examination methods, techniques, etc., which may result
accordance with ASME Section XI,IWA-2221 in imptovements in examination reliability and

! and IWA-2222, respectively. Direct examination reductions in personnel exposure.

j access for magnetic particle (MT) and penetrant
t (IT) examination is the same as that required for 5.2AJJ Data Recording ,

j direct visual (VT-1) examination (Subsection !
( 5.2A3.2.1), except that additional access shall be Manual data recording will be performed where 1

1

| provided as necessary to enable physical contact manual ultrasonic examinations are performed.
; with the item in order to perform the examination.- Electronic data recording and comparison analysis are

Remote MT and FT generally are not appropriate to be employed with automated ultrasome examination,

; as a standard examination process, however, equipment. Signals form each ultrasonic transducer - !
'

boroscopes and mirrors can be used at close range will be fed into a data acquisition system in which the-

; to improve the angle of vision. As a minimum, key parameters of any reflectors will be recorded. The
j insulation removal shall expose the area of each data to be recorded for manual and automated methods

weld plus at least 152mm from the toe of the weld are:
on each side. Insulation will generally be removed
406mm on each side of the weld. (1) Locatio=

(2) Position.

j | 5.2AJ.2A Volumet:1e Ultrasonic Examination (3) Depth below the scanning surface
[ - (4) length of the reflector

5.2 17.1j, Amendment 27
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(5) Transducer data including angle and 5.2.4.6 System 14akage and Hydrostatic Parssure Tests I

frequency |
(6) Calibration data 5.2.4.6.1 System Irakage Tests |

|

| The data so recorded shall be compared As required by Section XI,IWB-2500 for Category
with the results of subsequent examinations to B-P, a system leakage test shall be performed in
determine the behavior of the reflector. accordance with IWB-5221 on all Class 1 components

; and piping within the pressure retaining boundary
i 5.2.4.3.4 Qualification of Personnel and following each refueling outage. For the purposes of

Examination Systems for Ultrasonic the system leakage test, the pressure retaining boundaryI

Examination is defined in Table IWB-2500-1, Category B-P, Note 1. i

The system leakage test shall include a VT 2 )
Personnel performing examinations shall be examination in accordance with IWA-5240. The system )

qualified in accordance with ASME Section XI, leakage test will be conducted approximately at the |

Appendix VII. Ultrasonic examination systems maximum operating pressure and temperature !

shall be qualified in accordance with industry indicated in the applicable process flow diagram for the i

accepted program for implementation of ASME system as indicated in Table 1.71. The system j

Section XI, Appendix VIII. hydrostatic test (Subsection 5.2.4.6.2), when performed !

is acceptable in lieu of the system leakage test. |
j

| 5.2.4.4 Inspection Intervals j
5.2.4.6.2 flydrostatic Pressure Tests 1

The inservice inspection intervals for the
ABWR will conform to Inspection Program B as As required by Section XI,IWB-2500 for Category
described in Section XI, IWB-2412. Except where B-P, the hydrostatic pressure test shall be performed in
deferral is permitted by Table IWB-2500-1, the accordance with ASME Section IWB-5222 on all Class
percentages of examirations completed within 1 components and piping within the pressure retaining
each period of the interval shall correspond to boundary once during each 10 year inspection interval.

'

Table IWB- 2412-1. An example of the selection For purposes of the hydrostatic pressure test the
of items and examinations to be conducted within pressure retaining boundary is defined in Table
the 10-year intervals are described in Table 5.2-8. IWB-2500-1, Category B-P, Notc 1. The system

Supplemental examinations recommended in GE hydrostatic test shall include a VT 2 examination in
Service Information Letters (SILS) and Rapid accordance with IWA 5240. For the purposes of
Communication Service Information Letters determining the test pressure for the system hydrostatic

| (RICSILS) for previous BWR designs are not test in accordance with IWB-5222 (a), the nominal
| applicable to the ABWR. The ABWR design has operating pressure shall be the maximum operating
! either climinated the components addressed by pressure indicated in the process flow diagram for the

the SIL or RICSIL, e.g., jet pumps, or has nuclear boiler system, Figure 5.1-3.
eliminated the need for the materials resistant to
the known degradation mechanisms, such as 5.2.4.7 Code Exemptions
intergrannular stress corrision cracking, upon
which the SIL and RICSIL examinations were As provided in ASME Section XI, IWB 1220,
based. certain portions of Class 1 systems are exempt from the

volumetric and surface examination requirements of
5.2.4.5 Evaluation of Examination Results IWB-2500. These portions of systems are specifically|

| identified in Table 5.2-8.
l Examination results will be evaluated in

accordance with ASME Section XI,IWB 3000
with repairs based on the requirements of

| IWA-4000 and IWB-4000. Re-examination shall

| be conducted in accordance with the requirements

! of IWA-2200. The recorded results shall meet the

| acceptance standards specified in IWB-3400-1.

O'
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p sensitivity of these primary detection methods trip the isolation logic which will close

; j for unidentified leakage within the drywell is appropriate isolation valves.
" 3.785 liters / min within one hour. These

variables are continuously indicated and/or The alarms, indication and isolation trip
recorded in the control room. If the functions performed by the foregoing leak
unidentified leakage increases to 19 Liter / min, detection methods are summarized in Tables 5.2-6
the detectioa instrumentation channel will trip and 5.2-7.
and activate an alarm in the control room to
alert the operator. Listed below are the variables monitored for

detection of leakage from piping and equipment
The secondary detection methods, pressure and located within the drywell:

temperature of the drywell atmosphere, are used
to detect gross unidentified leakage. High (1) High drywell temperature
drywell pressure will alarm and trip the
isolation logic which will result in closure of (2) High temperature in the valve stem seal
the containment isolation valves. High drywell (packing) drain lines
temperature is recorded and alarmed only.

(3) High flow rate from the drywell floor and
The detection of small identified leakage equipment drain sumps

within the drywell is accomplished by monitoring
drywell equipment drain sump pump activity and (4) High steamline flow rate (for leaks
sump level increases. The equipment drain sump downstream of flow elements in main steamline
level instruments and the fillup and/or pumpout and RCIC steamline)
timers will activate an alarm in the control room

| when the identified leak rate reaches 95 (5) High drywell pressure
liters / min.

p (6) High fission product releases |
V Equipment drain sump pump activity and sump

level increases will be caused primarily from (7) Reactor vessellow water level
leaks from large process valves through valve
stem drain lines. (8) Reactor vessel head seal drain line high j

'pressure
The determination of the source of other

identified leakage within the drywell is (9) SRV discharge piping high temperature. l

,
accomplished by monitoring the reactor vessel |

!| head seal drain line pressure, by monitoring 5.2.5.1.2 Detection orleakage External
temperature in the valve stem seals drain line to to Dr.)well l

the equipment drain sump, and by monitoring
temperature in the SRV discharge lines to the The areas outside the primary containment-

suppression pool to detect leakage through each (drywell) which are monitored for primary coolant
of the SRVs. All of these monitors continuously leakage are: (1) the equipment areas in the
indicate and/or record in the control room and reactor building; (2) the main steam tunnel; and

The process piping, for each system to be |
will trip and activate an alarm in the control (3) the MSL tunnel area in the turbine building.
room on detection of leakage from monitored
components, monitored for leakage, is located in compartments

or rooms separate from other systems, where
Excessive leakage inside the drywell (e.g., feasible, so that leakage may be detected by area

process line break or loss of coolant accident) temperature indications.
is detected by high drywell pressure, low reactor
water level or high steamline flow (for breaks
downstream of the flow elements). The
instrumentation channels for these variables will The areas are monitored by thermocouples that

IO trip when the monitored variable exceeds sense high ambient temperature in each area. The
V predetermined limits to activate an alarm and temperature elements are located or shielded

Amendment 27 5.2-19
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! so that they are sensitive to air temperature Listed below are the variables monitored for
only and not radiated heat from hot piping or detection of leakage from piping and equipment
equipment. Increases in ambient temperature will located external to the primary containment
indicate leakage of reactor coolant into the (drywell):
area. These monitors have sensitivities suitable
for detection of reactor coolant leakage into the (1) Within reactor building:

| monitored areas of 95 liters / min or less . The
temperature trip setpoint will be a function of (a) Main steamline and RCIC steamline high

! the room size and the type of ventilation flow
provided. These monitors provide alarm and

| indication in the control room and will trip the (b) Reactor vessellow water level
isolation logic to close the appropriate
isolation valves, e.g., the main steam tunnel (c) High flow rate from reactor building
area temperature monitors will close the main sumps outside drywell

| steamline, MSL drain isolation valves, and the
CUW isolation valves. (d) High ambient temperature or high

differential in equipment areas of RCIC,
Ambient differential temperature monitoring is RHR, and the hot portions of the CUW

provided in equipment areas of the reactor
building and the R/B MSL tunnel area to monitor (e) RCIC turbine exhaust line high diaphragm
for small leaks. The leakage is monitored and pressure

alarmed in the control room.
(f) High differential mass flow rate in CUW

Leakage detection will be provided in the piping
turbine building. The turbine building monitors
will also alarm and indicate in the control room (g) High radiation in the RHR, CUW, and RIP,
and trip the isolation logic to close the main and FPC reactor building cooling water
steamline isolation valves and MSL drain heat exchanger discharge lines
isolation valves when leakage exceeds 95 (intersystem leakage)
liters / min.

(h) RCIC steamline low pressure
Large leaks external to the drywell (e.g.,

process line breaks outside of the drywell) are (2) Within steam tunnel (between primary
detected by low reactor water level, high process containment and turbine building):
line flow, high ambient temperatures in the MSL
tunnel to the turbine or equipment areas, floor (a) High radiation in main steamlines (steam
or equipment drain sump activity, high tunnel)
differential flow (CUW only), low steamline
pressures or low main condenser vacuum. These (b) Main steam tunnel high ambient air
monitors provide alarm and indication in the temperature or high differential
control room and will trip the isolation logic to temperature
cause closure of appropriate system isolation
valves on the indication of excess leakage. (3) Within turbine building (outside secondary

containment):
Intersystem leakage detection is accomplished

by monitoring radiation of the reactor building (a) Main steamline low pressure
cooling water (RCW) coolant return lines from the
reactor internal pumps (RIP), residual heat (b) Low main condenser vacuum
removal (RHR), and reactor water cleanup system
(CUW) and fuel pool cooling heat exchangers. (c) Turbine building ambient temperature in
This monitoring is provided by the process areas traversed by main steam lines
radiation monitoring system. Potential
intersystem leakage from the RCPB to RCIC, RHR or 5.2.5.2 leak Detection Instrumentation and
HPCF us discussed in response to Question 430.2c. Monitoring )

I
1

|
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5.2.5.2.1 leak Detection Instrumentation and This flow is monitored by one channel of flow
Monitoring inside the Dnwell instrumentation located to measure flow in

the common condensate cooler drain line which
(1) Drvwell Floor Drain Sumn Monitorine drains the condensate from all of the drywell,

,

coolers to the drywell floor drain sump. The ;s

The drywell floor drain sump collects transmitter and its associated comparator
unidentified leakage such as leakage from provide main control room flow readout and
control rod drives, floor drains, valve trip and alarm on high flow conditions
flanges, closed cooling water for reactor approaching the unidentified discharge rate
services (e.g., RIP mo or cooling), limit. Location of the common header is such
condensate from the drywell atmosphere that at least a 25% safety margin is
coolers and any leakage not connected to the available for flow transmitter pressure head
drywell equipment drain sump. The sump is requirements.

| equipped with two pumps and special instru-
j mentation to measure sump fillup and pumpout (4) Drywell Temocrature Monitorine

times and provide continuous sump level rate
of change monitoring with control room The ambient temperature within the drywell is

'

indication and alarm capabilities for monitored by four single element
! excessive fill rate or pumpout frequency of thermocouples located equally spaced in the
*

the pumps. The drain sump instrumentation vertical direction within the drywell. An
has a sensitivity of detecting reactor abnormal increase in drywell temperature ;

| coolant leakage of 3.785 liters / min within a could indicate a leak within the drywell. ;

60-minute period. The alarm setpoint has an
adjustable range up to five gpm for the

| drywell floor drain sump.
i

['
8

(2) Drvwell Eauinment Drain Sumn Monitorine Ambient temperatures within
the drywell are recorded and alarmed in the |1

. The drywell equipment drain sump collects main control room. Air temperature
4 only identified leakage from identified monitoring sensors are located such that they
; leakage sources. This sump monitors leakage are sensitive to reactor coolant leakage and
; | from valve stem packings, RPV head flange not to radiated heating from pipes and

,

seal, and other known leakage sources which equipment.
are piped directly into the drywell4

i equipment drain sump. The number of sump (5) Drywell Fission Product Monitorinn
j pumps and the types of drain sump

instrumentation is the same as that used for. Primary coolant leaks within the drywell are
the drywell floor drain sump. The detected by radiation monitoring of

. monitoring channels measure sump level rate continuous drywell atmosphere samples. The
'

of change and sump fillup and pumpout times, fission product radiation monitors provide
with main control room indication and alarm gross counting of radiation from radioactive

| capabilities. Collection in excess of particulates, and radioactive gases. The |
: background leakage would indicate an count levels are recorded in the control room

increase in reactor coolant leakage from an and alarmed on abnormally high activity
identifiable source. level.;

(3) Drvwell Air Cooler Condensate Flow (6) Drvwell Pressure Monitorine
Monitorine

Drywell pressure is ' monitored by pressure
The condensate flow rates from the drywell transmitters which sense drywell pressure

; atmosphere coolers are monitored for high relative to reactor building (secondary
% drain flows, which indicate leaks from containment) pressure. Four channels of
h piping or equipment within the drywell.

-

:

<
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drywell monitoring are provided by the residual heat removal systems are fitted with
nuclear boiler system. A pressure rise drain ibes from the valve stems, from

above the normally indicated values will between the ewo sets of valve steam packing.
indicate a possible leak or loss of reactor Leakage through the inner packing is carried
coolant within the drywell. Pressure to the drywell equipment drain sump. Leakage
exceeding preset values will be alarmed in during hydro-testing may be observed in drain
the main control room and required safety line sight glasses installed in each drain
action will be automatically initiated. line. Also, each drainline is equipped with

temperature sensors for detecting leakage. A
(7) Reactor Vessel Head Flance Seal Monitorine remote operated solenoid valve on each line

may be closed to shut off the leakage flow
A single channel of pressure monitoring is through the first seal in order to take
provided for measurement and control room advantage of the second seal, and may be used
indication of pressure between the inner and during plant operation, in conjunction with
outer reactor head flange seals. High the sump instrumentation, to identify the
pressure will indicate a leak in the inner specific process valve which is leaking.
O-ring seal. This high pressure is
annunciated in the main control room (no (11) Main Steamline Hich Flow Monitorine (for
isolation). A pressure tap for this leaks downstream of flow elements)
measurement is provided by the nuclear
boiler system. Leakage through both inner High flow in each main steamline is monitored
and outer seals will be detected by other by four differential pressure transmitters
drywellleak detection instrumentation. Any that sense the pressure difference across a
leakage through the inner seal can be flow restrictor in the RPV main steam outlet
directed to the drywell equipment drain nozzle. The pressure taps are part of the
sump. nuclear boiler system. Two sets of taps are

provided, each set includes a nozzle tap and -

(8) Reactor Recirculation Pumn Motor Leakace vessel tap. High flow rate in the main
Monitorinc steamlines during plant operation could

indicate a MSL break. High flow exceeding
Excess leakage from the RIP motor casing the preset value in any of the four main
will be detected by the drywell floor drain steamlines will result in trip of the MSIV
sump monitors described in (1) above. isolation logic to close all the MSIVs and

the MSL drain valves, and annunciate the high

(9) Safetv/ Relief Valve Leakace Monitorine flow in the main control room. Each moni-
toring channel includes inputs to the process

SRV leakage is detected by temperature computer.
sensors located on each relief valve
discharge line such as to detect any valve (12) Reactor Vessel Low Water Level Monitorine
outlet port flow. Each of the temperature j

channels includes control room recording and The nuclear boiler system provides reactor
alarm capabilities. The temperature sensors watu level monitoring for the LDS functions
are mounted using thermowells in the and for safety functions of other systems. !

| discharge piping about half of a meter from Sixteen channels of monitoring (four in each

| the valve body to prevent false indication. division to provide trip signals at four
The monitoring of this leakage is provided different water levels, i.e., levels 3, 2,

by the nuclear boiler system. 1.5 and 1) are provided for the LDS

| functions, e.g., RHR, CUW, MSL and isolations
(10) Valve Stem Packinc Leakace Monitoring of other portions of the plant. The safety

related performance requirements of the level
Large (two inch or larger) remote monitoring channels are a function of the
power-operated valves located in the drywell nuclear boiler system.
for the nuclear boiler, reactor water

cleanup, reactor core isolation cooling, and (13) RCIC Steamline Flow Monitorine (for leah
downstream of flow elements) |

(
i
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The steam supply line for motive power for piping, process instrumentation piping or
operation of the RCIC turbine is monitored control rod drive hydraulic control unit
for abnormal flow. Four channels of flow piping, is collected in several reactor j

measurement are provided for detection of building floor drain sumps. The number of |
'

steamline breaks downstream of the flow pumps and the instrumentation used for
elements by LDS flow transmitters which monitoring both the reactor building floor
sense differential pressure across elbow and equipment and equipment drain sumps, are
taps in the RCIC turbine supply steamline. similar to those used for monitoring the
High steamflow exceeding preset values will drywell floor drain sump as described in
result in the closure of the RCIC steamline Subsections 5.2.5.2.1(1) and 5.2.5.2.1(2).
isolation valves, warmup bypass valve, and The reactor building floor and equipment

.

trip the turbine isolation valve. Isolation drain sump monitoring channels measure sump .|
trip signals from one division will close levels and sump fillup and pumpout times and |

the outboard isolation valves while trip initiate alarms when setpoints are exceeded. !
signals from a second division will close |

the inboard RCIC steamline isolation valve (3) Reactor Water Cleanun System Differential
and warmup bypass valve. Any isolation Flow Monitorine
signal to the RCIC logic will also trip the
RCIC turbine. LDS measurements are taken as The suction and discharge flows of the
close to the reactor vessel as possible to reactor water cleanup system are monitored
maximize LDS coverage. for flow differences between that coming from

the reactor and that returning to the reactor
Tables 5.2-6 and 5.2-7 summarize the actions or to the main condenser. Temperature comp- |

taken by each leakage detection function. Table ensated flow differences greater than preset
5.2-6 shows the systems which detect gross values cause alarm and isolation. Bypass
leakage and those in which immediate automatic time delay interlocks are provided for

A isolation is initiated. The systems which are delaying the isolation signals and prevent
tQ capable of detecting small leaks initiate an isolation initiation during normal CUW surge

alarm in the control room (Table 5.2-7). The conditions. Flow in the CUW suction line
operator may manually isolate the leakage sources from the reactor and in the CUW return lines
or take other appropriate action. to the reactor and in the blowdown line to |

the radwaste system is monitored by twelve
5.2.5.2.2 teak Detection Instrumentation and differential flow transmitters (four for each
Monitoring External to Drywell line). CUW flow measurements are taken as

close to the reactor vessel as possible to j

(1) Visual and Audible Insocction maximize the degree of coverage of the LDS ;

channels. The outputs of the flow ]
Accessible areas are inspected periodically transmitters in the suction line are compared I

and the temperature, pressure, sump level with the outputs from the discharge lines and '

and flow indicators discussed below are alarms in the control room and isolation
monitored regularly. Any instrument signals are initiated when higher flow out of
indication of abnormal leakage will be the reactor vesselindicates that leaks equal

| investigated. to the established leak rate limits for alarm
| or isolation may exist. Net flow indication
! (2) Reactor Buildine Floor and Eauioment Drain readout is provided in the control room.

Sumo Monitorine

(4) Main Steamline Area Temocrature Monitors
Reactor building equipment drain sumps
collect the identified leakage from known High temperature in the main steamline tunnel
sources from within enclosed equipment I

areas. Leakage from unknown or unidentified
! sources, such as from shutdown cooling
jO system piping, reactor water cleanup system

'
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|
area is detected by thermocouples. Four signal and a trip signal for that division's |

thermocouples are used for measuring main isolation logic to close the respective
steam tunnel ambient temperatures and are system isolation valves.
located in the area of the main steam lines
tunnel area. All temperature elements are
located or shielded so as to be sensitive to
air temperatures and not to the radiated
heat from hot equipment. High ambient
temperatures will alarm in the control room,

and provide signals to close the main
steamline and MSL drain line isolation
valves, and the CUW isolation valves. High
ambient temperature in the steam tunnel area (6) Main Steamline Radiation Monitorinc
can also indicate leakage from the reactor
feedwater piping or equipment within the Main steamline radiation is monitored by
tunnel. Isolation of the feedwater lines, gamma sensitive radiation monitors of the
if necessary, may be accomplished by manual process radiation monitoring system (PRRM).
closure by the operator of valves located in The PRRM provides four divisional trip
the feedwater lines in the steam tunnel. signals to the LDS to close all MSIVs and the
Monitoring of the main steamline area MSL drain valves upon detection of high
outside the steam tunnel and before the radiation in the main steamline tunnel area,
inlet to the turbine is provided with A reactor trip (scram) is also initiated by
sufficient ambient temperature sensors to the same PRRM ehannel trip signals. The PRRM
cover the full length of the steam lines in trip signals are also used to shutdown the
the turbine building. main condenser mechanical vacuum pump and

isolate its discharge line. The detectors
The channel signals are combined so as to are geometrically arranged to detect sign-
provide the four divisional trip signals ificant increases in radiation level with any
used as inputs to the LDS isolation logic number of main steamlines in operation.
for closure of the MSIVs and MSL drain Control room indications and alarms are |
lines. High ambient turbine building provided by the PRRM system,
temperatures (main steamline areas) will
also be indicated in the control room. The (7) RCIC Steamline Pressure Monitors
turbine building temperature elements are
located so as not to be sensitive to Pressure in the RCIC steamline is monitored
radiated heat from hot equipment. by LDS instruments to provide RCIC turbine

shutoff and closure of the RCIC isolation
(5) Temocrature Monitors in Eouloment Areas valves on low steamline pressure as a

protection for the RCIC turbine. This steam-
Dual element thermocouples are installed in line pressure is monitored by four pressure
the RCIC, RHR and CUW equipment rooms for transmitters, each connected to one taps of
sensing high ambient temperature in these the two cibows used for RCIC steamflow
areas. These elements are located or measurement, and upstream of the RCIC
shielded so that they are sensitive to air steamline isolation valves (see Subsection
temperature only and not to radiated heat 5.2.5.2.1 (13)). Low pressure is alarmed in
from hot equipment. Four ambient the control room and low pressure isolation
temperature channels are provided in each signals close the same RCIC valves as those ;

equipment area. Each of the four channels closed by the RCIC steamflow monitoring !
drive voting logic in two divisions (three instruments. l
divisions for RHR) which provides an alarm

~

G)
-
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unidentified leakage rate might be emitted from a The established limit is sufficiently low so ,

b single crack in the nuclear system process that, even if the entire unidentified leakage |V barrier. rate were coming from a single crack in the ,

nuclear system process barrier, corrective action i

An allowance for leakage that does not could be taken before the integrity of the i

'

compromise barrier integrity and is not barrier would be threatened.
identifiable is established for normal plant
operation. The leak detection system will satisfactorily ;

detect unidentified leakage of 3.785 liters / min |
The unidentified leakage rate limit is within one hour in the drywell. | .

'

| established at 19 liters / min to allow time for
corrective action before the process barrier 5.2.5.6 Differentiation Between ldentified and
could be significantly compromised. This Unidentified Isaks
unidentified leakage rate is a small fraction of
the calculated flow from a critical crack in a Subsection 5.2.5.1 describes the leak
primary system pipe (Appendix 3E). detection methods utilized by the leak detection

system. _The ability of the leak detection system
to differentiate between identified and
unidentified leakage is discussed in Subsections
5.2.5.4 and 5.2.5.5.

"

5.23.7 Sensitivity and Operability Tests
5.2.5.5.2 Margins of Safety

Sensitivity, including sensitivity tests and
The margins of safety for a detectable flaw response time of the leak detection system, and

to reach critical size are presented in the criteria for shutdown if leakage limits are
,

Subsection 5.2.5.5.3. Figure 5.2-8 shows general exceeded are covered in Subsections 5.2.5.1.1,
relationships between crack length, leak rate, 5.2.5.1.2, 5.2.5.2.1(1) and 7.3.1.1.2.
stress, and linesize using mathematical models.

Testability of the LDS is contained in
5.2.5.5.3 Criteria to Evaluate the Adequacy and Subsection 7.3.1.1.2 (10) .
Margin of leak Detection System

5.2.5.8 Testing and Calibration
For process lines that are normally open,

there are at least two different methods of Provisions for testing and calibration of the
detecting abnormal leakage from each system leak detection and isolation system are covered
comprising the nuclear system process barrier, in Chapter 14.
located both inside the primary containment
(drywell) and external to the drywell, in the 5.2.5.9 Regulatory Guide l.45: Compliance
reactor building the steam tunnel and the turbine

This Regulatory Guide is prescribed to assure |building (Tables 5.2-6 and 5.2-7), The
instrumentation is designed so it can be set to that leakage detection and collection systems
provide alarms at established leakage rate limits provide maximum practical identification of leaks i

|and isolate the affected system if necessary, from the RCPB.
The alarm points are determined analytically or
based on measurements of appropriate parameters Leakage is separated into identified and
made during startup and preoperational tests. unidentified categories and each is independently

monitored, thus meeting Position C.1 j

The unidentified leakage rate limit is based, requirements. ]
with an adequate margin for contingencies, on the
crack size large enough to propagate rapidly. Leakage from unidentified sources from inside

the drywell is collected into the floor drain
sump and monitored with an accuracy better than

(
l
i
I
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| 3.785 liters / min within one hour thus meeting (4) continuous monitoring of floor drain sump
'

Position C.2 requirements, level, and a source of water for calibration
and testing is provided.

By monitoring (1) floor drain sump fillup and
pumpout rate, (2) airborne particulates, and (3) These satisfy Position C.8 requirements.
air coolers condensate flow rate, Position C.3 is
satisfied. Limiting unidentified leakage to the 19

liters / min and identified to 95 liters / min
Monitoring of the reactor building cooling satisfies Position C.9.

water heat exchanger coolant return lines for
radiation due to leaks within the RHR, RIP and 5.2.6 COL License Information
CUW and the fuel pool cooling system heat
exchangers satisfies Position C.4. Por system 5.2.6.1 Conversion er indications
detail, see Subsection 7.6.1.2.

Procedures and graphs will be provided by the
The floor drain sump monitoring, air particu- COL applicant to operations for converting the

lates monitoring, and air cooler condensate moni- various indicators into a common leakage
toring are designed to detect leakage rates of equivalent (See Subsection 5.2.5.9). |
3.785 liters / min within one hour, thus meeting
Position C.5 requirements. 5.2.6.2 Plant-Specific ISI/ PSI

The fission products monitoring subsystem is COL applicants will submit the complete plant-
qualified for SSE. The containment floor drain specific ISI/ PSI program. Each applicant will
sump monitor, air cooler, and condensate flow submit or address the following:

| meter are qualified for SSE, thus meeting
Position C.6 requirements. (1) The PSI program should include reference to

the edition and addenda of ASME Code Section
'

Leak detection indicators and alarms are XI that will be used for selecting of -

provided in the main control room. This components for examinations, lists of the
satisfies Position C.7 requirements. Procedures components subject to examination, a
and graphs will be provided by the COL applicant description of the components exempt from

"

to plant operators for converting the various examination by the applicable code, and
indicators to a common leakage equivalent, when isometric drawings used for the examination.

'

necessary, thus satisfying the remainder of
,

Position C.7 (See Subsection 5.2.6.1 for COL (2) Submits plans for preservice examination of
license information). The leakage detection the reactor pressure vessel welds to address
system is equipped with provisions to permit the degree of compliance with RG 1.150.
testing for operability and calibration during
the plant operation using the following methods: (3) Discusses the near-surface examination and

resolution with regard to detecting service-
(1) simulation of trip signal; induced flaws and the use of electronic

gating as related to the volume of material
(2) comparing channel to channel of the same near the surf ace that is not being

leak detection method (i.e., area tempera- examined. Discusses how the internal
ture monitoring); surfaces (e.g., inner radius of a pipe

section and reactor vessel internals) will
(3) operability checked by comparing one method be examined.

versus another (i.e., sump fillup rate ver-
sus pumpout rate and particulate monitoring (4) Submits an acceptable resolution of the
or air cooler condensate flow versus sump information requested regarding the ISI/ PSI
fillup rate); and program.

(5) Submits all relief requests, if needed, with.

a supporting technical justification.
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Table 5.2 23

SYSTEMS WHICH MAY INITIA'IE DURING OVERPRESSURE EVENT

Systems !=!!!=*1==trrio St===I *
,

Reactor Protection Reactor shutdown on high flux
,

RCIC ON when reactor water levelis at L2

OFF when reactor water levelis at L8

Recirculation System Four pumps OFF when reactor water level
is at 13

Remaining six pumps OFF when reactor water .
levelis at L2

Four pumps (the same four tripped at L3)

2
OFF when reactor pressure is at 79.1 kg/cm g

CUW OFF when reactor water levelis at L2
,

HPCF ON when reactor water levelis at L1.5

O
,

| *Vessellevel trip settings (Figure 5.1-3, Table 2 and 3).

|

1

'

0
I
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Table 5.2-3

NUCLEAR SYS1EM SAFE 1Y/ RELIEF VALVE SETPOINTS -

Set Pressures and Capacities

ASME Rated
Capacity
at 103%

Spring Spring Set Relief
Number * Set Pressure Pressure
of Pressure (kg/hr Set Pressure

2 2Valves (kg/cm g) each) (kg/cm 8)
! _._ ..

1 80.8 395,000 76.6 1;

|
'

1 80.8 395,000 77.3

4 81.5 399,000 78.0

4 82.2 402,000 78.7

4 82.9 406,000 79.4

4 83.6 409,000 80.1
,

* Eight of the SRVs serve in the automatic depressurization function.

t

,
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Table 5.2 4

REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE BOUNDARY MATERIAIS

Comnonent Entm Material Soccification (ASTM /ASMEl

Main Steam isolation Valves

Valve Body Cast Carbon steel SA352 LCD
Cover Forged Carbon Steel SA350LF2
Poppet Forged Carbon Steel SA350LF2
Valve stem Rod 17-4 pH SA 564 630 (H1100)
Body bolt Bolting Alloy steel SA 540 B23 CL4 or 5
Hex nuts Bolting Nuts Alloy steel SA 194 GR7

Main Steam Safetv/ Relief Valve

Body Forging Carbon steel ASME SA 350 LF2
or Casting Carbon steel ASME SA 352 LCB

Bonnet (yoke) Forging Carbon steel ASME SA 350 LF2
or Casting Carbon steel ASME SA 352 LCB

Nozzle (seat) Forging Stainless steel ASME SA 182 Gr F316
or Casting Carbon steel ASME SA 350 LIG

Body to Bar/ rod low-alloy steel ASME SA 193 Gr B7
bonnet stud
Body to Bar/ rod Alloy steel ASME SA 194 Gr 7
bonnet nut
Dise Forging Alloy steel ASME SA 637 Gr 718

or Casting Stainless steel ASME SA 351 CF 3A
Spring washer Forging Carbon steel ASME SA 105

&
Adjusting Screw Alloy steel ASME SA 193 Gr B6 (Quenched +

or tempered or normalized & tempered)
Set point adjust- Forgings Carbon and alloy Multiple specifications
ment assembly steel parts

Spindle (stem) Bar Precipitation- ASTM A564 Type 630 (H 1100)
hardened steel

Spring Wire or Steel ASTM A304 Gr 4161 N
Bellville washers Alloy steel 45 Cr Mo V67

1
i

Main Steam Pinine (between RPV and the turbine stop valve) )

| Pipe Seamless Carbon steel ASME SA 333 Gr. 6
,

'

|
Contour nozzle Forging Carixm steel ASME SA 350 LF 2

2
| 200A 105.6 kg/cm g Forging Carbon steel ASME SA 350 LF 2 |

large groove flange

I
l
1
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Table 5.2-4

REACTOR COOLANT PRESSURE BOUNDARY MATERIALS

(Continued) -

Recirculation Pumn Motor Cover

Bottom flange (cover) Forging Carbon steel ASME SA 533 Gr. B Class 1 -

or SA 508 CL111
Stud Bolting - Alloy steel ASME SA 540 CL.3 Gr..B24 :

*

or SA 193, B7

Nut Bolting Alloy steel ASME SA 194 Gr. 7

,

i

GD

Middle flange Forging Stainless steel' SA 182, F304L or 316L*
'

Spool piece Forging Stainless steel SA 182, F304L or 316L' -
Mounting bolts Bar Alloy steel SA 194, B7

Seal housing Forging Stainless steel SA 182, F304L or 316L'
;

Seal housing nut Bar Stainless steel SA 564,17-4PH (H1100)

Reactor Pressure Vessel

| .

"
,

| Shells and Heads Plate Mn-1/2 Mo-1/2 Ni SA-533, grade B, Class 1
Forging 3/4 Ni-1/2 Mo-Cr-V SA-508, Class 3 ;

Low alloy steel |

Shell and Head Forging 3/4Ni-1/2Mo-Cr-V SA 508 Class 3
Flange Low alloy steel

i i

Nozzles Forging 3/4Ni-1/2Mo-Cr V SA-508 Class 3
'

Flange Low alloy steel

Drain Nozzles Forging 3/4Ni-1/2Mo-Cr-V SA-508 Class 1
,

Carbon steel j

Nozzles Stainless steel .

SA-182, Type F316L'-instrumentation Forging Cr-Ni Mo
or SA-336, Class F8 or FBM
or SB-166, SB = 167

Bar, Smls. Pipe Ni-Cr-Fe

Stub Tubes Forging Ni-Cr-Fe SB-564

b
L./ * Carbon content is not to exceed 0.020%.
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Table 5.2-5 '

,

BWR WATER CIIEMISTRY

Electro-
Chemical

i Corrosion
Concentations* Conductivity Potential

Parts Per Billion (ppb)
pS/cm pli at

Iron Cocoer Chloride Sulfate Oxygen" at 25 C 250C V at 250C

Condensate < 20 <2 <4 <4 < 10 - 0.075 ---- |

Condensate
Treatment
Effluent
and
Feedwater < 2.2 < 0.1 <032 <032 20-50 <0.059 ---- |

Reactor Water

(a) Normal
<03 ~7 < -0.23Operation <20 <1 < 20 < 20 "

O
(b) Shutdown < 20 <1 < 20 < 20 - <1.2 ~7 -----

(c) Hot Standby < 20 <1 < 20 < 20 <200 <03 ~7 -----

(d) Depressurized < 20 <1 <20 < 20 high (may <1.2 5.68.6 -----

be 1000 i

to 8000) |

Control Rod Drive ,

|Cooling Water < 2.2 < 0.1 <032 <032 20-50 . ._0.059< ----

!

These limits should be met at least 90% of the time.
*

Some revision of anygen values may be established after hydrogen water"

chemistry has been established.
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5.4 COMPONENT AND SUBSYSTEM 5.4-3. Figure 5.4 3 are typical RIP performance

d DESIGN characteristics which have been used for steady'

state performance analysis. Regulation of
5.4.1 Reactor Recirculation System reactor power output over an approximate power

range (70% 1 reactor power output i 100% rated
5.4.1.1 Safety Design Bases output) without need for moving control rods,is

thus made possible by varying recirculation flow
The reactor recirculation system (RRS) has rate over the flow control range. The configura-

been designed to meet the following safety design tion of the RRS with 10 RIPS is shown on the RRS
bases: P&ID and Pro- cess Diagram, Figures 5.4-4 and

5.4-5 respectively. RRS design characteristics i

(1) An adequate fuel barrier thermal margin shall are present- ed in Table 5.4-1. Control of the
be assured during postulated transients. . reactor power through the flow control region is

provided by the recirculation flow control
(2) The system shall maintain pressure integrity system (RFCS) as described in Section 7.7. The

during adverse combinations of loadings and RFCS closely relates to the RRS in that it pro-
forces occurring during abnormal, accident, vides properly conditioned control and logic
and special event conditions. signals, which regulate the reactor coolant

recirculation flow rate produced by the RRS
5.4.1.2 Power Generation Design Bases under various steady state, transient, upset,

and emergency modes of NSSS operation. The fol-
The RRS meets the following power generation lowing three subsystems are designated as part

design bases: of the RFCS: !

(1) The system shall provide sufficient flow to (1) Adju table speed drive (ASD) subsystem
remove heat from the fuel.

| Q (2) Recirculation pump trip (RPT) subsystem

V (2) The system shall provide an automatic load i
ifollowing capability over the range of 70 to (3) Core flow measurement (CFM) subsystem

,

100% rated power.
More detail on these latter three subsystems is

(3) System design shall minimize maintenance given in Section 7.7.
situations that would require core disassem-
bly and fuel removal. In addition to the RIPS, several subsystems

are also included as'part of the RRS to provide j

5.4.1.3 Description closely related, or closely supporting, func- |
tions to the RRS in composite or to the RIPS as

The RRS features an arrangement of ten reactor individual components. These subsystems are as
coolant recirculation pump units commonly referred follows:
to as reactor internal pumps (RIPS). A cross
section of a RIP is shown in Figure 5.41. Collec- (1) Recirculation motor cooling (RMC) subsystem
tively these provide forced circulation of the
reactor coolant through the lower plenum of the (2) Recirculation motor purge (RMP) subsystem
reactor and up through the lower grid, the reactor
core, steam separators, and back down the (3) Recirculation motor inflatable shaft seal
downcomer annulus as shown on Figure 5.4-2. The (RMISS) subsystem.
recirculation flow rate is variable over a range
--termed the flow control range-from minimum flow The RIPS, as well as each of these sub-
established by certain pump performance character- systems, are further described in later para-
istics to above the maximum flow required to graphs,
obtain rated reactor power as shown on Figure

The motor casing has a closure assembly, at
its bottommost end, termed a motor cover. The
motor cover, in addition to its reactor

Amendment 27 5.4-1
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pressure-boundary closure function, provides a Heat pickup by the RMC subsystem process l

foundation for the bearing assembly which holds coolant is rejected via the RMHX to the reactor
the non-rotating bearing elements of the thrust building cooling water system as shown on Figure
bearings. The motor cover is sealed to the motor 5.4-4.
casing with a Flexitallic-type gasket and an
0-ring. The recirc motor (RM) region surrounded The RMHX is a vertically-oriented,

by the inner surface of the motor casing and the shell and-tube U-tube heat exchanger with a ,

1inner surface of the motor cover, is termed the bottom water box, as shown schematically on |
motor cavity. Figure 5.4-4 Principal approximate sizing pa-

rameters feature a carbon steel shell outside di-
The principal element of the stretch tube ameter of approximately 400 mn3 and approximately

section is a thin walled Inconel tube configured 2700 mm length,87.9 kg/cm g design pressure
as a hollow bolt fitting around the pump shaft and 302 design temperature. Tubes are
and within the pump nozzle. It has an external stainless steel material designed for external
lip (bolt head) at its upper end and an external pressure loading. Shell, tube sheet and water
threaded section at its lower end. The stretch box material is carbon steel. The RMHX stands
tube function is to achieve tight clamping of the taller than the RM motor casing, but the bottoms
internal pump diffuser to the gasketed, of each are located approximately at the same el-
internal-mount end of the RPV pump nozzle, at the evation. RMC subsystem primary coolant from the
extreines of thermal transients and pump operating RIP motor cavity flows outbound from a nozzle
conditions. Clamping action is achieved by (1) near the top of the motor casing, and through 65
capturing, with the stretch tube upper lip, a mm stainless steel piping which courses across
mating lip on the diffuser, (2) a stretch tube and upward to the RMHX primary coolant inlet
nut threaded onto the stretch tube lower end nozzle located near the top of the RMHX shell.
where it projects into the upper region of the This RMC flow proceeds downward, under the ccm-
motor cavity. When the stretch tube is bined action of driving pressure head developed

| hydraulically pretensioned, the prescribed (when the RIP is running) by the RM auxiliary im-
preload is exerted on the diffuser. peller and by buoyancy head developed by tem-

perature (density) differences existing over the
5.4.1.3.1 Recirculation Motor Cooling Subsystem vertical closed loop path lengths. In moving

downward through the shell, this primary coolant
During RIP operation, heat is generated by sweeps back and fourth across the tube bundles

the RM internals (windings and conductor electri- guided by horizontal flow baffle / tube-support
cal losses; viscous heating) and is also con- plates. Flow exits from the shcIl through a ,

'

ducted from the vessel (RPV and primary coolant) nozzle located just above the tube sheet and
to the motor cavity water and internals. There- crosses, via 65 mm piping, directly back to the I
fore cooling is required for the RM. RIP motor casing on a piping run which is ar-

ranged primarily in a horizontal plane. Upon en.
The,se RM internals, including the water tering the RM casing, this primary coolant is

present in the motor cavity, are cooled by a cir- drawn into the suction region of the RM auxil-
culating water process which cycles the water in iary impeller, where it is then driven upward
the motor cavity out through the RMC subsystem to through the RM to begin another circuit around ,

|a recirculation motor heat exchanger (RMHX) and this RM-RMHX RM flow loop.
through return piping connections back to the
RM. There is one RMHX per RIP located near the 5.4.1.3.2 Recirculation Motor Purge Subsystem

RM and within the reactor support pedestal.
While the RIP is operating, flow circulation is RIP maintenance radiation doses are !

powered principally by the RM auxiliary impeller minimized by preventing the buildup of reactor
shown in Figure 5.4-1. The RMHXs are positioned primary coolant impurities on RM components.
vertically such that should the RM stop during Such prevention is provided by the recirculation
reactor operation, natural circulation through motor purge (RMP) subsystem, which supplies to
the RMC Subsystem piping will occur at flow rates each RIP, a flow of clean water to an RM
sufficient to limit the RM temperature to accept-

i

able values.

5.4-2
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shaft-stretch tube annular region located just are: 30 C whenever the reactor primaryg) above the RM upper journal bearing. coolant water temperature is above 100 C; and,(
V 10 C whenever the reactor primary coolant

| The control rod drive (CRD) system is the water temperature is 100"C or below. These
source for pure water supply to the RMP subsystem limits are set to preclude excessive temperature

| as shown on Figure 5.4-4. CRD wateg supply pres- cycling on the pump shaft in the region where
sure is approximately 156 kg/cm g, and will the RMP water first encounters reactor primary
range in temperature from just a few degrees coolant, i.e., the region from the top of the
above condensate storage tank temgerature to a stretch tube to the joint of the impeller to the
high temperature of about 60 C. At the top of the pump shaft. The RMP water supply
connection from the CRD system, the RMP subsystem from CRD system normally originates from the
controls the 10 RIP purge flow to values shown main demineralized condensate. The CRD system
for position 8 on Figure 5.4-5. temperature ordinarily will be in the 40 to

60 C range at the point of delivery to the RMP
RMP flow then passes into a pipe header, subsystem as shown on Figure 5.4-5. Since the

outside the drywell wall, where the flow becomes main run of RMP piping passes through the top of
distributed to an individual pipe to each RIP. the lower drywell equipment airlock, across the
Between the header and the containment pipe pen- drywell, and up to the RIPS, and since the flow
etration, on each line a manual flow control rate is so low, heat pickup from drywell atmo-
valve is provided and an in-line flow indicating sphere will ensure temperature at entrance to
switch. This permits the plant operator to the RIPS will be above the required lower
regulate the RMP flow to each RIP within the limit. Heaters for RMP subsystem flow will not
range specified for position 7 on Figure 5.4-5. be required. This conclusion is consistent with

European RIP experience, and is confirmed by de-
The lower-bound flow rate value assures that a tailed engineering analyses.

positive upward moving flow, around the pump
shaft and into the reactor, will always be It is expected that a daily check by the |p/y maintained. This action thus precludes con- plant operator, to confirm that flow rate to

,

taminated reactor water from entering the motor each RIP is within the required bounds, will bc |
cavity and in turn, the RMC subsystem piping and the only attention needed for this subsystem. I

equipment. The upper-bound flow rate value is Rarely will it be required for the operator to
set to prevent conditions which might produce adjust the manual flow control valve.
rapid temperature-cycling (and thus produce high
cycle fatigue) on the pump shaft. Instrumentation is provided to monitor RMSP

subsystem performance and provide warning alarms
In addition to the above bounds on RMP sub- for individual RIP high or low flow conditions.

system flow rate into each RIP, upper and lower
temperature bounds also apply. An upper tem- 5.4.133 Recirculation Motor Intiatable Shaft
perature limit to the RMP water, at the inlet to Seal Subsystem
the RIP, of 70 C has been established to pre-
clude deterioration of the inflatable seal (resil- An inflatable seal is designated as a second-
iency), which could occur under prolonged high ary seal. A primary seal preventing downflow of
temperature operation. Since the maximum supply reactor water into the motor cavity is provided

I water temperature from the CRD system to the RMP by contact faces on the pump shaft and stretch
subsystem interface is 60 C, and since fluid at tube. Ordinarily separated, this primary seal
this high temperature would experience only heat becomes functional when the RM, and in turn the
losses along the pipe run to the RIP, the RMP sub- pump shaft, is lowered during the RIP disman-
system design inherently assures that this upper tling sequence.
temperature bound will not be exceeded.

The inflatable seal made from cleastomeric ma-
Lower temperature bounds also apply, and the terial and housed inside the upper (neck) region

operative lower temperature limit depends on the
O reactor operating state. These lower temperature
V | limits for RMP water at the entrance to the RIP

Amendment 27 S.4-3
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of the motor cavity (below the stretch tube lower The requirements on the RIPS apply equally to
end) is provided. When activated, this seal the RRS subsystems. For the conditions when the
functions to prevent downflow of reactor water RIPS are not required to operate, pressure integ-
from the RPV into the motor cavity. This allows rity of the RCPB must be maintained.
the motor cavity to be drained and the RM to be
removed from the motor casing for repair or main. The ranges of steady-state conditions over
tenance work. The RMISS is the subsystem which which RIP operation is required, is indicated on
enables manually activating the seal when the the process diagram for the reactor
reactor is shutdown and the motor is stopped. recirculation system (Figure 5.4 5). Capa-

| The RMISS applies pressurizing water to the side bilities for the system with one RIP out of -
of the seal closest to the motor casing inside service are listed; this diagram states that the'

surface. Such pressurization causes the seal RRS shall provide rated core flow with one RIP
member to inflate, and press tightly against the out of service. With 7 or 8 RIPS operating,
pump shaft and motor casing, producing the plant operation is possible at reduced power.

,

scaling action. A pressure equalizing line is
| connected on the line which activates the seal The RMC subsystem, including the RMHXs,is re- [

and down to the motor casing drain take-off quired to operate whenever the RIPS are operat-
point. This pressure equalizing line is open for ing. Additionally, this subsystem must function
normal operation of the RIP. The differential in the period following trip of any RIPS until
pressure that is produced by RIP auxiliary impel- such time as temperature of reactor primary |! coolant has been brought below the Mode D valuel ler action when the RIP is operating ensures that
a small outward pressure assisting seal retrac- listed on the process diagram - reactor recircu-
tion will be present to assure that contact does lation system (Figure 5.4-5) representing thet

I not take place between the rotating pump shaft normal exit temperature of RMC subsystem fluid
and the inflatable seal. leaving the motor cavity.

5.4.1.4 Operation Moreover, the RMC subsystem is required to
function throughout all events in which electric

The RRS is required to operate during startup, power to the RIPS is lost. Loops A and B of the |
normal operation, and hot standby. It is not re. RCW, which are cooling water sources to the RMC
quired to operate during shutdown cooling. subsystem, are required to be immediately
During various moderately frequent transient and reconnected during this power event. |

'

certain infrequent transients, various RIP operat-
ing modes will be required such as: RIPS runback 5.4.1.5 Safety Evaluation
from loss of one reactor feed pump, trip of |
selected RIPS from current reactor protection con- Reactor recirculation system malfunctions

'

ditions; or, runback-to-30% speed and subsequent that pose threats of damage to the fuel barrier
trip. These control actic,ns are all produced are described and evaluated in Chapter 15. It |

through control actions of the RFCS, described in is shown in Chapter 15 that none of the malfunc- |

Subsection 7.7.1.3. tions result in fuel damage. The recirculation |
system has sufficient flow coastdown characteris-*

A description of system / component primary op- tics to maintain fuel thermal margins during ab-
erational requirements is S ven below. normal operational transients.i

The RIPS are required to operate in the modes Piping and pump design pressures for the
directed by the RFCS, without sustaining damage reactor recirculation system are based on peak
and without experiencing wear under normal op- steam pressure in the reactor dome, appropriate
crations -- over the time period remaining until pump head allowances, and the elevation head
their normal scheduled removal from the reactor above the lowest point in the recirculation
for refurbishment. The intended refurbishment in- pump. Piping and related equipment pressure
terval is five years. An average of two of the parts are chosen in accordance with applicable
ten RIPS is scheduled for removal for refurbish- codes. Use of the listed code design criteria
ment, with these operations to be performed assures that a system designed, built, and op-
during the scheduled refueling outage.

5.4-4
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crated within design limits has an extremely low the thrust bearing. The weak link in
probability of failure caused by any known this path is the bearing to shaft bolt

U failure mechanism. Purchase specifications which is loaded to less than its
require that integrity of the pump motor case be ultimate strength by the ejection event
maintained through all transients and that the and hence would not be expected to

fail.
| pump remain operable through all normal and upsettransients. The design of the motor bearings are
required to be such that dynamic load capability (c) If the weld fails, the stretch tube
at rated operating conditions is not exceeded fails and the bearing to shaft bolt

| during the operating basis earthquake, fails and the shaft backseat fails then
the vertical restaints come into play.

Pump overspeed will not occur during the These restraints are stainless steel l

I

course of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) due rods which connect lugs on the vessel i

to a anti rotation device (ARD) which is located to lugs on the motor cover.- The
I at the bottom of the RIP motor and prevents a restraints are designed specifically to

backward rotation of the R1P. The ARD also preclude motor housing shootout and are | j

prevents backward rotation during normal plant designed to the same criteria used for ;

operation when one RIP is stopped and the other pipe restraints.
RIPS are operating. The ARD is designed to
successfully withstand i 770 kg f m reverse A failure modes and effects analysis of RIP j

torque and prevent backward RIP rotation. is presented in Appendix 15B. j

Each RIP is contained in a pressure boundary . 5.4.1.6 Inspection and Testing .,

housing that is attached to the RPV by a weld to
,

; a RIP nozzle located in the RPV bottom head (See Quality control methods are used during fab-
| Figure 5.4-1). Mitigation of a hypothetical rication and assembly of the reactor

failure of the weld is assured by the following: recirculation system to assure that design || {, specifications are met. Inspection and testing
,

'

| (a) The weld is bridged by the stretch tube procedures are described in Chapter 3. The ,

'
I which is, in principle, a long hollow reactor recirculation system is thoroughly

bolt. The normal function of the cleaned and flushed before fuel is loaded ini-
stretch tube is to hold the pump tially.
diffuser in place. In the event of weld j
failure, the stretch tube is the first During the pre-operational test program, the
member to resist ejection of the reactor recirculation system is hydrostatically
housing. The stresses in the stretch tested at 125% reactor vessel design pressure,
tube, resulting from a guillotine Preoperational tests on the reactor

l failure of the weld, would be less than recirculation system also include checking op- 1

the minimum specified ultimate cration of the pumps and, flow control system
strength. Thus, the stretch tube may be and is discussed in Chapter 14. j

| reasonably considered to mitigate the
event. During the startup test program, horizontal

and vertical motions of the RIP motor piping,
(b) In th,e event that the stretch tube also are observed. RIP motor acoustic monitoring is

breaks, the RIP assembly will move provided.
downward a small amount until the
impeller backscats. The backseat Nuclear system responses to
feature is used during RIP motor recirculation pump trips at rated temperatures
servicing to prevent leakage of reactor and pressure are evaluated during the startup
coolant when the motor cover is tests and plant power response to recirculation
removed. In the event of weld and flow control is determined.
stretch tube failure, the backseating
will result in the RIP shaft restraining 5.4.2 Steam Generators (PWR)O the ejection load. The load path is
from the backseat through the shaft to Not applicable to this BWR.
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5.4.3 Reactor Coolant Piping The flow restrictor has no moving parts. ;

its mechanical structure can withstand the i

Since the RIPS are located inside the RPV, velocities and forces associated with a main |

there is no major external reactor coolant piping
connected to the ABWR pressure vessel.

5.4.4 Main Steamline Flow Restrictors i

5.4.4.1 Safety Design Bases

The main steamline flow restrictors were de-
signed to:

(1) Limit the loss of coolant from the reactor
vessel following a steam line rupture outside
the containment to the extent that the
reactor vessel water level remains high
enough to provide cooling within the time re-
quired to close the main steam line isola-
tion valves;

(2) Withstand the maximum pressure difference ex-
pected across the restrictor following com-
plete severence of a main steamline;

(3) Limit the amount of radiological release
outside of the dr)well prior to MSIV closure;
and

(4) Provide trip signals for MSIV closure.

5.4.4.2 Power Generation Design Basis

The main steamline flow restrictors were
designed to provide signals for feedwater flow
control and steam flow indication. |

5.4.4.3 Description

A main steamline flow restrictor (Figure
5.4-6) is provided for each of the four main
steamlines by giving the inside bore of each RPV
steam outlet nozzle the shape of a flow restric-
ing venturi.

The restictor limits the coolant blowdown
rate from the reactor vessel in the event a main

i steamline break occurs outside the containment to |
| a (choke) flow rate equal to or less ghan 200% of

rated steam flow at 72.1 kg/cm g upstream
pressure. The flow restrictor is designed and |

. fabricated in accordance with ASME Code, Fluid I

l Meters,

i Amendmeat 27 5.4-5.1
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steamline break. The maximum differential to erosion / corrosion in a high velocity steam at-f-

(b) pressure between inside and outside of the vespel mosphere. The excellent performance of stain-
is conservatively assumed to be 96.7 kg/cm g, less steel in high velocity steam appears to be ,

the reactor vessel ASME Code limit pressure. due to its resistance to corrosion. A protec- |
tive surface film forms on.the stainless steel |

The ratio of venturi throat diameter to which prevents any surface attack and this film
steamline inside diameter of approximately 0.5 is not removed by the steam,
results in a maximum pressure differeptial
(unrecovered pressure) of about 0.7 kg/cm g at Hardness has no significant effect on
100% of rated flow. This design limits the steam erosion / corrosion. For example hardened carbon I

flow in a severed line to less than 200% rated steel or alloy steel will erode rapidly in appli- |

flow, yet it results in negligible increase in cations where soft stainless steel is unaf-
steam moisture content during normal operation. fected.
The restrictor is also used to measure steam flow I

to initiate closure of the main steamline isola- Surface finish.has a minor effect on
tion valves when the steam flow exceeds erosion / corrosion. If very rough surfaces are
preselected operational limits. The vessel dome exposed, the protruding rid;,es or points will
pressure and the venturi throat pressure are used crode more rapidly than a smooth surface. Expe-
as the high and low pressure sensing locations. rience shows that a machined or a ground surface

is sufficiently smooth and that no detrimental
| 5.4.4.4 Safety Evaluation crosion will occur.

In the event a main steamline should break 5.4.4.5 Inspection and Testing |.
outside the containment the critical flow phenom-
enon would restrict the steam flow rate in the Because the flow restrictor forms a perma-
venturi throat to 200% of the rated value. Prior nent part of the RPV steam outlet nozzle and has
to isolation valve closure, the total coolant no moving components, no testing program beyond
losses from the vessel are not sufficient to cause the RPV inservice inspection is planned. Very,

core uncovering and the core is thus adequately slow crosion which occurs with time, has been ac- ,

cooled at all times. counted for in the ASME, Section III design
analysis. Stainless steel resistance to erosion

Analysis of the steamline rupture accident (Sub- has been substantiated by turbine inspections at
section 15.6.4) shows that the core remains the Dresden Unit I facility. These inspections
covered with water and that the amount of radioac- have revealed no noticeable effects from erosion
tive materials released to the environs through on the stainless steel nozzle partitions. The
the main steamline break does not exceed the guide. Dresden inlet velocities are about 100 m/sec and
line values of published regulations. the exit velocities are 200 to 300 m/sec.

However, calculations show that, even if the i
'

crosion rates are as high as 0.1 mm per year, |after 60 years of operation, the increase in ,

restrictor-choked flow rate would be no more |

than 7.5%. A 7.5% increase in the radiological | j
dose calculated for the postulated main
steamline break accident is insignificant.

The steam flow restrictor is exposed to steam 5.4.5 Main Steamline Isolation System
of about 1/10% moisture flowing at velocities of
45 m/sec (steam piping ID) to 180 m/sec (steam 5.4.5.1 Safety Design Bases
restrictor throat). The flow restrictor is Type
308 weld overlay clad. This is similar to the The main steamline isolation valves, indi-
Type 304 cast stainless steel used in previous vidually or collectively, shall:
flow restrictors. It has excellent resistance

b '
'o
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(1) close the main steamlices within the time pressure balancing hole in the poppet. When
i established by design ijssis accident the hole is open, it acts as a pilot valve to

analysis to limit the release of reactor relieve differential pressure forces on the
coolant; poppet. Valve stem travel is sufficient to

give flow areas past the wide open poppet >

(2) close the main steamlines slowly enough that greater than the seat port area. The poppet
simultaneous closure of all steam lines will travels approximately 90% of the valve stem
not induce transients that exceed the travel to close the main steam port area;
nuclear system design limits; approximately the last 10% of the valve stem

travel closes the pilot valve. The air
(3) close the main steamline when required cylinder actuator can open the poppet with a

despite single failure in either valve or in maximum differential pressure of 14.1
2kg/cm g across the isolation valve in athe associated controls to provide a high

level of reliability for the safety func- direction that tends to hold the valve closed.
tion;

A Y-pattern valve permits the inlet and
(4) use pneumatic (N2 or air) pressure and/or outlet passages to be streamlined; this

spring force as the motive force to close minimizes pressure drop durir.g normal steam flow
the redundaat isolation valves in the and helps prevent debris blockage.
individual steamlines.

The valve stem penet' rates the valve bonnet
(5) use local stored energy (pneumatic pressure through a stuffing box that has two sets of i

and/or springs) to close at least one isola- replaceable packing. A lantern ring and f

tion valve in each steam pipeline without leak-off drain are located between the two sets
relying on the continuity of any variety of of packing,
electrical power to furnish the motive force
to achieve closure; Attached to the upper end of the stem is an

air cylinder that opens and closes the valve and
~

(6) be able to close the steamlines, either a hydraulic dashpot that controls its speed.
during or after seismic loadings, to assure .The speed is adjusted by a valve in the
isolation if the nuclear system is breached; hydraulic return line bypassing the dashpot
and piston.

(7) have the capability for testing during Valve quick closing speed is 3-4.5 seconds
normal operating conditions to demonstrate when N2 or air is admitted to the upper piston
that the valves will function. compartment. The valve can be test closed with

a 45-60 second slow closing speed by admitting
5A.S.2 Description N2 or air to both the upper and lower piston

compartments. j
Two isolation valves are welded in a horizon-

tal run of each of the four main steam pipes; one - The pneumatic cylinder is supported on the
valve is as close as possible to the inside of valve bonnet by actuator support and spring
the drywell, and the other is just outside the guide shafts. Helical springs around the ;

containment. spring guide shafts close the valve if gas !

pressure is not available. The motion of the
Figure 5.4 7 shows a main steamline isolation spring seat member actuates switches in the near

valve. Each is a Y-pattern, globe valve. Rated open, near closed vavle positions,
steam flow through each valve is 1.918 x

610 kg/hr. The main disc or poppet is at- The valve is operated by pneumatic pressure
tached to the lower end of the stem. Normal and by the action of compressed springs. The
steam flow tends to close the valve, and higher control unit is attached to the gas cylinder.

O inlet pressure tends to hold the valve closed. This unit contains three types of control valves |

V The bottom end of the valve stem closes a small that open and close the main valve and excercise j

i
1
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it at slow speed. Remote manual switches in the
control room enable the operator to operate the
valves.

| Operating gas is supplied to the valves from
i the plant N or instrument air system. An

2
pnuematic accumulator between the control valve
and a check valve provides backup operating gas.

Each valve is designed to accomodate I
saturated steam at plant operating conditions with

; a moisture content of approximately 03% an oxygen I
; content of 30 ppm, and a hydrogen content of 4 ,

'

| ppm. The valves are furnished in con- formance
with a design pressure and temperature rating in
excess of plant operating. conditions to
accommodate plant overpressure conditions.

In the worst case, if the main steamline
j should rupture downstream of the valve, steam flow
! would quickly increase to 200% of rated flow.

Further increase is prevented by the venturi flow
| restrictor.

O

1

|
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may cause the nuclear SRVs to open briefly, but system, each valve is tested as discussed in )
O, the rise in fuel cladding temperature will be in- Chapter 14.

significant. No fuel damage results.
Two isolation valves provide redundancy in *

The ability of this Y pattern globe valve to each steamline so either can perform the isola-
close in a few seconds after a steamline break, tion function and either can be tested for
under conditions of high pressure differentials leakage after the other is closed. The inside
and fluid flows with fluid mixtures ranging from valve, the outside valve, and the respective
mostly steam to mostly water, has been demon- control systems are separated physically.

| strated in a series of dynamic tests.
A

full-size,500 A valve was tested in a range of The isolation valve is analyzed and tested -
steam-water blowdown conditions simulating postu- for earthquake loading. The loading caused by

,

lated accident conditions (Reference 1). the specified carthquake loading is required to
be within allowable stress limits and with no

The following specified hydrostatic, leakage, malfunctions that would prevent the valve from
and stroking tests, as a minimum, are performed by closing as required.
the valve manufacturer in shop tests:

Electrical equipment that is associated with
(1) To verify its capability to close at settings the isolation valves and operated in an accident

between 3 and 4.5 sec (response time for full environment is limited to the wiring, solenoid
closure is set prior to plant operation at valves, and position switches on the isolation
3.0 sec minimum,4.5 see maximum), each valve valves. The expected pressure and temperature

d r a t e d p r e s s u r e (71.1 transients following an accident are discussed
is testf ) atkg/cm g and no flow, in Chapter 15.

5.4.5.4 Inspection and Testing

(2) Leakage is measured with the valve seated. The main steam isolation valves can be func.g
The specified maximum seat leakage, using tionally tested for operability during plant op-
co(d water at design pressure, is 0.079 eration and refueling outages. The test provi- |
cm /hr/mm. of nominal valve size. In ad- sions are listed below. During refueling outage
dition, an air seat {eakage test is conducted the main steam isolation valves can be function-
using 2.85 kg/cm g pressure upstream, ally tested, leak-tested, and visually inspect-
Maf mum permissible leakage is 0.029 ed.i

,

em /hr/mm. of nominal valve size. !
The main steamline isolation valves can be

(3) Each valve is hydrostatically tested in accor- tested and exercised individually to the 90%
dance with the requirements of the applicable open position and full closed position in the
edition and addenda of the ASME Code. During fast closing mode. The valves can also be test
valve fabrication, extensive nondestructive closed with a 45 to 60 seconds speed in the slow
tests and examinations are conducted. Tests closing mode.
include radiographic, liquid-penetrant, or
magnetic-particle examinations of casting, Leakage from the valve stem packing is col-
forgings, welds, hardfacings, and bolts. lected and measured by the drywell drain

system. During shutdown while the nuclear
system is pressurized, the leak rate through the
inner valve stem packing can be measured by col-
lecting and timing the leakage.

After the valves are installed in the nuclear The leak through the pipeline valve seats
can be measured accurately during shutdown by -

Amendment 27 5.4-9
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|
the following suggested procedure: enough period to obtain meaningful data. An|

f alternate means of leak testing the outer iso-
j | (1) With the reactor at approximately 520C and lation valve is to utilize the previously
i

normal water level and decay heat being re- noted steamline plug and to determine leakage

| moved by the RHR system in the shutdown by pressure decay or by inflow of the test
cooling mode, all main steam isolation valves medium to maintain the specific test pres-

| are closed utilizing both spring force and sure.
air pressure on the operating cylinder.'

During pre-startup tests following an exten-
(2) Nitrogen is introduced into the reactor sive shutdown, the valves will receive the same

vessel above normal water level and into the hydro tests that are imposed on the primary
connecting main steamlines and pressure is system.

| | raised to 1.4 - 2.1 kg/cm g. An alter-2

| nate means of pressurizing the upstream side Such a test and leakage measurement program
' of the inside isolation valve is to utilize a ensures that the valves are operating correctly,

steamline plug capabic of accepting the 1.4 -
2.1 kg/cm g pressure acting in a direc- 5.4.6 Reactor Core lsolation Cooling System2

tion opposite the hydrostatic pressure of the
fully flooded reactor vessel. Evaluations of the reactor core isolation p

cooling system against the General design g
(3) A pressure gage and flow meter are connected Criteria (GDC) 5,29,33,34 and 54 are provided

to the test tap between each set of main in Subsection 3.1.2. Evaluations against the
steam isolation valves. Pressure is held ECCS GDC 2,17,27,35,36 and 37 are provided

|
'

|
2below 0.07 kg/cm g, and flow out of the below,

space between each set of valves is measured
to establish the leak rate of the inside iso- Compliance with GDC 2. The RCIC system is

; lation valve. housed within the reactor building which
' provides protection against wind, floods,
| (4) To leak check the outer isolation valve, the missiles and other natural phenomena. Also,
| reactor and connecting steamlines are flooded RCIC system and its components are designed to

to a water level that gives a hydrostatic withstand earthquake and remain functional
| head at the inlet to the inner isolation following a seismic event.
'

valves slightly higher than the pneumatic
test pressure to be applied between the Compliance with GDC 17. The RCIC is a part of
valves. This assures essentially zero the ECCS network. It is powered from a Class
leakage through the inner valves. If neces. 1E source independent of the HPCF power
sary to achieve the desired water pressure at sources.

Although RCIC is a single loop |
|

| the inlet to the inner isolation valves, gas system, it is redundant to the two HPCF loops
; from a suitable pneumatic supply is intro- which comprise the high pressure ECCS (1-RCIC
| duced into the reactor vessel top head. Ni- and 2-HPCF). Since independent Class 1E power

2
i trogen pressure (1.4 - 2.1 kg/cm 8) is supplies are provided, redundancy and single
| then applied to the space between the isola- failure criteria are met, GDC 17 is satisfied,

tion valves. The stem packing is checked for
| leak tightness. Once any detectable stem Compliance with GDC 27. As discussed in
! packing leakage to the drain system has been Subsection 3.1.2.3.8.2, the design of the
| accounted for, the seat leakage test is con- reactivity under postulated accident conditions
I ducted by shutting off the pressurizing gas with appropriate margin for stuck rods. The

and observing any pressure decay. The volume capability to cool the core is maintained under
! between the closed valves is accurately all postulated accident conditions by the RHR

known. Correction for temperature variation system. Thus, GDC 27 is satisfied without RCIC
! dtring the test period are made,if necessary, system.

to obtain the required accuracy. Pressure
and temperature are recorded over a long Compliance with GDC 35. The RCIC in

conjunction with HPCF, RHR and auto
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shutdown condition using safety grade 5.4.7.1.1.2 Test Mode
(q") equipment as well as the non safety functions |

associated with refueling and servicing Full flow functional tests of the RHR can be '

operations. performed during normal plant operation or
during plant shutdown by manual operation of the |

Also, other secondary functions are provided, RHR from the control room. For plant testing i

such as periodic testing, fuel pool cooling, pool during normal plant operation, the pump is j
draining and AC-independent water addition. started and the return line to the suppression ;

pocl is opened. A reverse sequence is used to !

The RHR system has ten different operational terminate this test. Upon receipt of an I

cor: figurations that are discussed separately to automatic initi- ation signal while in the flow
provide clarity. testing mode, the system is returned to

automatic control.
5.4.7.1.1.1 Low Pressure Flooder (LPFL) Mode

5.4.7.1.1.3 Minimum Flow Mode
Each loop in the low pressure flooder

subsystem provides core cooling water supply to if the main discharge flow reaches a
compensate for water loss beyond the normal predetermined low value, the minimum flow valve
control range from any cause up to and including in that loop will automatically open to provide
the design basis (LOCA). This subsystem is some pump flow. During this mode, water is
initiated automatically by a low water level in pumped from the suppression pool and returned to
the reactor vessel or high pressure in the the suppression pool via the low flow bypass
drywell. Each loop in the system can also be line. Sufficient main discharge flow will cause
placed in operation by means of a manual the minimum flow valve to close automatically.
initiation pushbutton switch.

5.4.7.1.1.4 Standby Mode
A During the low pressure flooder mode, water is

pumped from the suppression pool initially and During normal plant operation, the RHR loops
diverted through the minimum flow lines until the are in a standby condition with the
injection valve in the discharge line is signalled motor-operated valves in the normally open or
to open on low reactor pressure. As the injection normally closed position. The valves on the
valve opens on low reactor pressure, flow to the suppression pool suction line are open and the
RPV comes from the suppression pool, through the minimum flow valves are open; the test valves
RIIR heat exchanger, and the injection valve. This and injection valves are closed. The RHR pumps
creates a flow signal that closes the minimum flow are not running while the standby water leg,
line. The RHR shall be capable of delivering flow pumps (line fill pumps) are running to keep the 1

into the reactor vessel within 36 seconds after pump discharge lines filled. The relief valves
receipt of the low pressure permissive signal in the pump suction and pump discharge lines !
following system initiation. This assumes a one protect the lines against overpressure.
second delay for the instrumentation to detect the
low pressure permissive and generate an initiation 5.4.7.1.1.5 Suppression Pool Cooling :
signal to the injection valve. Consequently, the |

36-second RHR requirement is consistent with the The suppression pool cooling subsystem pro- l
37-second injection time assumed in LOCA vides means to remove heat released into the i
analyses. Additionally, the time for the pumps to suppression pool, as necessary, following heat |
reach rated speed, from the receipt of at least additions to the pool. During this mode of
one actuation signal, is 29 seconds. operation, water is pumped from the suppression

pool through the RHR heat exchangers, and back
The system remains in this mode until manually to the suppression pool. Suppression pool (S/P)

stopped by the operator. cooling mode is automatically initiated from a
S/P high temperature signal or from a high
wetwell pressure signal and no RHR initiation
signal (LOCA signal) being present for either
S/P cooling initiation signal. The reactor
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building cooling water (RCW) system automatically
provides support for automatic S/P cooling. The
RCW system has two modes of cooling, either
routine cooling or emergency cooling. Routine RCW
cooling is initiated for automatic S/P cooling for
which the single normally operating RCW pump'
continues running and no RCW heat load shedding
occurs. Emergency RCW cooling occurs when the RHR
initiated signal is present for which both RCW
pumps of each loop are operated and nonessential
loads are shed. Initiation requires automatic
RCW, RSW and UHS lineups. Injection flood is not
inhibited.

The automatic S/P cooling mode returns flow to
the S/P only through the S/P return line for RHR
loop A, and through the S/P return lines and the
wetwell spray sparger for RHR loops B and C.

The S/P cooling mode is terminated by a level 1
signal and the low RPV pressure signal that opens
the RHR injection valves, or high drywell pressure
and low RPV pressure signal. Manually starting or
stopping the individual S/P cooling loops is
possible when the injection valve of that loop is
closed.

O

O
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5.4.7.1.1.6 Wetwetl and Drywell Spray Cooling SRP 5.4.7, requires the RHR suction side !
isolation valves to have independent diverse Jv

Two of the RHR loops provide containment interlocks to prevent the valves from being
spray cooling subsystems. Each subsystem opened unless the reactor coolant system (RCS) i

provides both wetwell and drywell spray cooling. pressure is below the RHR system design
This subsystem provides steam condensation and pressure. While the ABWR RHR design does not
primary containment atmospheric cooling following explicitly meet this requirement for diversity,
a LOCA by pumping water from the suppression it does meet the intent of the requirement to
pool, through the heat exchangers and into the provide high reliability against inadvertent
wetwell and/or drywell spray spargers in the pri- opening of the valves. The pressure signal that
mary containment. The drywell spray mode is provides the interlock function is supplied from
initiated by operator action post-LOCA in the 2 out-of-4 logic, which has four independent
presence of high drywell pressure. The wetwell pressure sensor and transmitter inputs. The
spray mode is initiated by operator action. The independence is provided by each being in a
wetwell spray mode is terminated automatically by separate instrument division. Furthermore, the
a LOCA signal. The drywell spray mode is termi- inboard and outboard valves of a common shutdown
nated automatically as the injection valve starts cooling suction line are operated by different
to open, which results from a LOCA and reactor electrical divisions.
depressurization. Both wetwell and drywell spray
modes can also be terminated by operator action. 5.4.7.1.1J Fuel Pool Cooling

5.4.7.1.1.7 Shutdowm Cooling Two of the RHR loops provide supplemental
fuel pool cooling during normal refueling

The shutdown cooling subsystem is manually activities and any time the fuel pool heat load
activated by the operator following insertion of exceeds the cooling capacity of the fuel pool
the control rods and normal blowdown to the main heat exchangers. For normal refueling

(Vi condenser. In this mode, the RHR removes activities where the reactor well is flooded and
residual heat (decay and sensible) from the the fuel pool gates are open, water is drawn '

reactor vessel water at a rate sufficient to cool from the reactor shutdown suction lines, pumped |

| it to 60 C within 24 hours after the control through the RHR heat exchangers and discharged )
rods are inserted. The conditions are achieved through the reactor well distribution spargers.

,

for normal operation where all three RHR loops For 100% core removal, if necessary, water is
are functioning together. The subsystem can drawn from the fuel pool cooling (FPC) system |
maintain or reduce this temperature further so skimmer surge tanks, pumped through the RHR heat
that the reactor can be refueled and serviced. cxchangers and returned to the fuel via the FPC |

system cooling lines. These operations are i

For emergency operation where one of the RHR initiated and shut down by operator action. I
loops has failed, the RHR system is capable of
bringing the reactor to the cold shutdown 5.4.7.1.1.9 Reactor Well and Equipment Pool

| condition of 1000C within 36 hours following Drain
reactor shutdown.

The RHR provides routing and connections for
Reactor water is cooled by pumping it directly emptying the reactor well and dryer / separator

from the reactor shutdown cooling nozzles, pit equipment pool to the suppression pool.
through the RHR heat exchangers, and back to the Water is pumped or drained by gravity through

( pressu(re flooder subsystem on the other two
vessel via feedwater on one loop and via the low the FPC system return lines to the RHR shutdown

suction lines and then to the radwaste or the
loops). suppression pool.

This subsystem is initiated and shut down by 5.4.7.1.1.10 AC-Independent Water Addition
operator action.

/G The AC-independent water addition mode of
h The Branch Technical Position RSB 5-1, section the RHR provides a means for introducing water

B.I.(b) and (c), of the RHR Standard Review Plan, from the fire protection system (FPS) directly
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Each loop in the subsystem is initiated action. The drywell spray mode is

(m' ') automatically by a low water level in the terminated automatically following a LOCA
reactor vessel or high pressure in the signal as the injection valve opens, and
drywell. Each loop in the system can also be the wetwell spray is terminated
placed in operation by means of a Manual automatically by a LOCA signal. Both
Initiation pushbutton switch. drywell and wetwell spray can be terminated

manually by operator action with no
During the LPFL mode, water is initially permissive interlocks to be satisfied.
pumped from the suppression pool and diverted ,

through the minimum flow lines until the (4) Shutdown Cooling i
injection valve in the discharge line is
signalled to open on low reactor pressure. The shutdown cooling subsystem is manually
As the injection valve opens on low reactor activated by the operator following
pressure, flow to the RPV comes from the insertion of the control rods and normal
suppression pool, through the RHR heat blowdown to the main condenser. In this
exchanger, and the injection valve. This mode, the RHR removes residual heat (decay
creates a flow signal that closes the minimum and sensible) from the reactor vessel water
flow line. at a rate sufficient to cool it to 125 F

within 20 hours after the control rods are
The system remains in the operating mode inserted. The subsystem can maintain or
until manually stopped by the operator. reduce this temperature further so that the

reactor can be refueled and serviced.
(2) Test Mode

Reactor water is cooled by pumping it
Full flow functional testing of the RHR can directly from the reactor shutdown cooling
be performed during normal plant operation or nozzles, through the RHR heat exchangers, and

p during plan shutdown by manual operation of back to the vessel (via feedwater on one loop

() the RHR from the control room. For plant and via the LPFL subsystem on the other two
testing during normal plant operation, the loops).
pump is started and the return line to the
suppression pool is opened. A reverse This system is initiated and shut down by
sequence is used to terminate this test. manual operator action.

,

Upon receipt of an automatic initiation
signal while in the flow testing mode, the (5) Fuel Pool Cooling |
system is returned to automatic control.

Two of the RHR loops provide supplemental
|(3) Wetwell and Drywell Spray Cooling fuel pool cooling during normal refueling

activities and any time the fuel pool heat
Two of the RHR loops provide containment load exceeds the cooling capacity of the fuel
spray cooling subsystems. Each subsystems pool heat exchangers. For normal refueling
provides both wetwell and drywell spray activities where the reactor well is flooded
cooling. This subsystem provides steam and the fuel pool gates are open, water is
condensation and primary containment drawn from the reactor shutdown suction
atmospheric cooling following a LOCA by lines, pumped through the RHR heat exchangers
pumping water from the suppression pool, and discharged through the reactor well
through the heat exchangers and into the distribution spargers. For 100% core
wetwell and/or drywell spray spargers in the removal, if necessary, water is drawn from
primary containment. The drywell spray mode the fuel pool cooling (FPC) system skimmer
is initiated by manual operator action surge tanks, pumped through the RHR heat
post-LOCA in the presence of high drywell exchangers and returned to the fuel pool via
pressure. The drywell spray mode is the FPC system cooling lines. These
initiated as required by manual operator operations are initiated and shut down by

j operator action.

O
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'(6) Fuel Pool Cooling

Two of the RHR loops provide supplemental
fuel pool cooling during normal refueling
activities and any time the fuel pool heat
load exceeds the cooling capacity of the
fuel pool heat exchangers. For normal

i

refueling activities where the reactor well
is flooded and the fuel pool gates are open,
water is drawn from the reactor shutdown
suction lines, pumped through the RHR heat
exchangers and discharged through the
reactor well distribution spargers. For
100% core removal, if necessary, water is
drawn from the fuel pool cooling (FPC)
system skimmer surge tanks, pumped through
the RilR heat exchangers and returned to the

| fuel pool via the FPC system cooling lines.
These operations are initiated and shut down
by operator action.

O

;

,

!

!

| ,

l O!
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5.4.8.1 Design Basis loop "B". The cooled effluent of the NRHXs goes,,

(d through the CUW pumps to the twoi
The CUW system: filter-demineralizers for cleanup. CUW system

discharge is split to feedwater lines "A" and
(1) removes solid and dissolved impurities from "B". A bypass line around the filter

the reactor coolant and measures the reactor demineralizer units is also provided. The
water conductivity in accordance with system P&lD is depicted in Figure 5.4-12.
Regulatory Guide 1.56, " Maintenance of Water
Purity in Boiling Water Reactors"; The total capacity of the system, as shown on

the process flow diagram in Figure 5.4-13 is
(2) provides containment isolation that places equivalent to 2% of rated feedwater flow. Each

the major portion of the CUW system outside pump, NRHX, and filter-demineralizer is capable
the RCPB, limiting the potential for of 50% system capacity operation, with the one
significant release of radioactivity from the RHX capable of 100% system capacity operation. I
primary system to the secondary containment;

The operating temperature of the
(3) discharge excess reactor water during filter-demineralizer units is limited by the ion

startup, shutdown, and hot standby conditions exchange resins; therefore, the reactor coolant
to the radwaste or suppression pool; must be cooled before being processed in the

filter-demineralizer units. The regenerative
(4) provides full system flow to the RPV head heat exchanger transfers heat from the tubeside

spray as required for rapid RPV cooldown and (hot process inlet) to the shellside (cold
rapid refueling; and process return). The shellside flow returns to

the reactor. The non-regenerative heat
(5) minimizes RPV temperature gradients by exchanger cools the process further by

maintaining circulation in the bottom head of transferring heat to the reactor building
the RPV during periods when the reactor cooling water system. A temperature sensor isp) internal pumps are unavailable. provided at the outlet of the NRHX to monitor(

and automatically isolate the filter-deminer-
The CUW system is automatically removed from alizer units if temperature goes above the

service upon SLCS actuation. This isolation high high setpoint. High high temperature
prevents the standby liquid reactivity control condition is also annunciated in the main
material from being removed from the reactor water control room. Following the high temperature
by the cleanup system. The design of the CUW isolation, the filter-demineralizer bypass valve |
system is in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.26 is automatically opened.
and Regulatory Guide 1.29.

The filter-demineralizer design is vendor
5.4.8.2 System Description specific. A typical design of the filter-demin.

eralizer is discussed below. The filter-
The CUW is a closed loop system of piping, demineralizer units are pressure precoat-type

circulation pumps, a regenerative heat exchanger, filters using powdered ion-exchange resins.
non-regenerative heat exchangers, reactor water Spent resins are not regenerated and are sluiced
pressure boundary isolation valves, a reactor from the filter-demineralizer unit to a backwash
water sampling station, (part of the sampling receiving tank from which they are transferred
system) and two filter-demineralizers. During to the radwaste system for processing and
blowdown of reactor water swell, the loop is open disposal. To prevent resins from entering the
to the radwaste or suppression pool. The single reactor in the event of failure of a filter
loop has two parallel pumps taking common suction demineralizer resin support, a str niner is
through a regenerative heat exchanger (RHX) and installed on the filter-demineralizer unit,
two parallel non-regenerative heat exchangers Each strainer and filter-demineralizer vessel
(NRHX) from both the single bottom head drain line has a control room alarm that is energized by
and the shutdown cooling suction line of the RHR high differential pressure. Upon further

- [] increase in differential pressure from the alarm
V point, t he filt er demineralizer will

Amendment 27 5.4-25
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automatically isolate.

OThe backwash and precoat cycle for a
filter-demineralizer unit is automatic to minimize
the need for operator intervention. The
filter-demineralizer piping configuration is
arranged such that resin transfer is complete and
resin traps are climinated.

O

1
1

|

|

|
t

1

!
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In the event of low flow or loss of flow in the The suction line (RCPB portion) of the CUW,.

(V) system, the precoat is maintained on the septa by system contains two motor-operated isolation
a holding pump. Sample points are provided in the valves which automatically close in response to
common influent header and in each effluent line signals from the leak detection and isolation
of the filter-demineralizer units for continuous system. LDS isolation signal for CUW consists
indication and recording of system conductivity. of low reactor water level, high ambient main
High conductivity is annunciated in the control steam tunnel area temperature, high mass
room. The influent sample point is also used as differential flow, high ambient CUW equipment
the normal source of reactor coolant grab area temperature, and activation of SLCS pump,
samples. Sample analysis also indicates the Subsection 7.3.1.1.2 also describes the above
effectiveness of the filter-demineralizer units. isolation signals and are summerized in Table

5.2-6.. This isolation prevents loss of reactor
| Each filter-demineralizer vessel is installed coolant and release of radioactive material from

in an individual shielded compartment. The the reactor, prevents removal of liquid
| compartments do not require accessibility during reactivity control material by the cleanup

operation of the filter-demineralizer unit. system should the SLCS be in operation. The
Shielding is required due to the concentration of RCPB isolation valves may be remote manually
radioactive products in the filter-deminerali- operated to isolate the system equipment for

Service space is provided for the maintenance or servicing. Discussion of thezers.

filter-demineralizer septa removal. All inlet, RCPB is provided in Section 5.2.
outlet, vent, drain, and other process valves are
located outside the filter-demineralizer A remote, manually-operated gate valve on the
compartment in a separate shielded area together return line to the feedwater lines in the steam
with the necessary piping, strainers, holding tunnel provides long term leakage control.
pumps and instrument elements. Process equipment Instantaneous reverse flow isolation is provided

| and controls are arranged so that all normal by check valves in the CUW piping.
operations are conducted at the panel from outside

O) the vessel or valve and pump compartment shielding CUW system operation is controlled froin the(
' walls. Access to the filter-demineralizer main control room. Filter demineralizing

compartment is normally permitted only after operations, which include backwashing and
removal of the precoat. Penetrations through precoating, are controlled automatically from a

| compartment walls are located so as not to process controller or manually from a local
compromise radiation shielding requirements. panel.
Primarily, this affects nozzle locations on tanks
so that wall penetrations do not "see" the tanks. 5.4.8.3 System Evaluation i

Generally, this means piping through compartment |
| walls are above, below, or to the side of The CUW system, in conjunction with the

'

filter-demineralizer units. The local control condensate treatment system and the fuel pool
| panel is outside the vessel compartment and cooling and cleanup system, maintains reactor

,

process valve cell, located convenient to the CUW water quality during all reactor operating modes |

| system. The tank which receives backwash are (normal, hot standby, startup, shutdown, and
located in a separate shielded room below the refueling).
filter-demineralizer units.

The CUW system has process interfaces with
The filter-demineralizer vents are piped to the the RHR, control rod drive, nuclear boiler,

backwash receiving tank. Piping vents and drains radwaste, fuel pool cooling and cleanup (FPC),
are directed to low conductivity collection in reactor building cooling water systems, RPV, and
radwaste. System pressure relief valves are piped suppression pool. The CUW suction is from the
to radwaste. Refer to Figure 5.4-13 for a typical RHR W shutdown suction line and the RPV bottom
configuration. head drain. The CUW system main process pump

.

/%
| t

Q)
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j motor cavities are purged by water from the pressure block valves is designed to Quality

: .
control rod drive system. CUW system return flow Group D.!

is directed to either the nuclear boiler system'

: (feedwater lines), directly to the RPV through A tabulation of CUW system equipment data,
the RPV head spray, suppression pool or radwaste including temperature pressure and flow capacity
through the CUW dump line. CUW filter- is provided in Table 5.4-6.

i demineralizer backwash is to the backwash
receiving tank (BWRT) located in the FPC (BWRT 5.4.9 Main Steamlines and Feedwater Piping
accommodates backwash from the CUW the FPC, and
the suppression pool cleanup system). The 5A.9.1 Safety Design Bases

,

non-regenerative heat exchanger is cooled by the |2

j reactor building cooling water system. Other In order to satisfy the safety design bases, |
~

utility or support interfaces exist with the the main steam and feedwater lines are designed '

; instrument air system and the condensate and as follows:
plant air systems for the filter-demineralizer

i backwash. (1) The main steam, feedwater, and associated
drain lines are protected from potential |

The type of pressure precoat cleanup system damage due to fluid jets, missiles, reaction )
used in this system was first put into operation forces,-pressures, and temperatures i

in 1971 and has been in use in all BWR plants resulting from pipe breaks. |<

| brought on-line since then. Operating plant
experience has shown that the CUW system, de- (2) The main steam, feedwater, and drain lines
signed in accordance with these criteria, are designed to accommodate stresses from
provides the required BWR water quality. The internal pressures and carthquake loads,

ABWR CUW system capacity has been increased to a without a failure that could lead to the
nominal of 2% of rated feedwater from the release of radioactivity in excess of the<

.g original 1% size. This added capacity provides guideline values in published regulations.
J( additional margin against primary system

intrusions and component availability. The (3) The main steam and feedwater lines are,

j nonregenerative heat exchanger is sized to acces- sible for inservice testing and
maintain the required process temperature for inspection.
100% system flow. During periods of water
rejection to the suppression pool or radwaste, (4) The main steamlines are analyzed for dynamic'

j CUW system flow may be reduced slightly to loadings due to fast closure of the turbine
compensate for the loss of cooling flow through stop valves.

; the RPV return side of the regenerative heat
exchanger. (5) The main steam and feedwater piping from the

reactor through .the seismic interface j
The CUW system is classified as a nonsafety restraint is designed as Seismic Category 1. '

| system. The RCPB isolation valves are classified
as safety related. System piping and components (6) The main steam and feedwater piping and
within the drywell up to and including the smaller connected lines are designed in
outboard containment isolation valves, and accordance with the requirements of Table i

interconnecting piping assembly, are Seismic 3.2-1.
Category 1, Quality Group A. All other I

non-safety equipment is designed as Nonseismic, 5A.9.2 Power Generation Design Bases
Quality Group C. Low pressure piping in the
backwash and precoat area downstream of the high (1) The main steamlines are designed to conduct

steam from the reactor vessel over the full
range of reactor power operation.

e
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|

| (2) The feedwater lines are designed to conduct Group A from the reactor pressure vessel out to
water to the reactor vessel over the full and including the outboard isolation valve,
range of reactor power operation. Quality Group B from the outboard isolation

,

| valve to and including the seismic interface
i 5.4.9.3 Description restraint, and Quality Group D beyond the

shutoff valve. The feedwater piping and all
| The main steam piping is described in Section connected piping of 2-1/2 inch larger nominal
| 10.3. The main steam and feedwater piping from size is Seismic Category I only from the reactor
l the reactor through the containment isolation pressure vessel out to, and including, the

mterfaces is diagrammed in Figure 5.1-3. seismic interface restraint.

As discussed in Table 3.2-1 and shown in The materials used in the piping are in
Figure 5.1-3, the main steamlines are Quality accordance with the applicable design code and
Group A from the reactor vessel out to and includ- supplementary requirements described in Section
ing the outboard MSiv and Quality Group B from 3.2. The valve between the outboard isolation
the outboard MSIVs to the turbine stop valve. valve and the shutoff valve upstream of the RHR
They are also Seismic Category I only from the entry to the feedwater line is to effect a
reactor pressure vessel out to the seismic inter- closed loop outside containment (CLOC) for
face restraint. containment bypass leakage control (Subsections

6.2.6 and 6.5.3).
The feedwater piping consists of two 22-inch

diameter lines from the feedwater supply header The general requirements of the feedwater
to the reactor. On each of the feedwater lines system are described in Subsections 7.1.1.7,
from the common feedwater supply header, there 7.7.1.4, 7.7.2.4, and 10.4.7.
shall be a seismic interface restraint. The
seismic interf ace restraint serves as the 5.4.9.4 Safety Evaluation
boundary between the Seismic Category I piping
and the non-seismic piping. Downstream of the Differential pressure on reactor internals ,

seismic interface restraint, there is a remote under the assumed accident condition of a rup-
manual, motor-operated valve powered by a tured steamline is limited by the use of flow ;

non-safety-grade bus. These motor-operated restrictors and by the use of four main steam- !

! valves serve as the shutoff valves for the lines. All main steam and feedwater piping will
feedwater lines. Isolation of each line is be designed in accordance with the requirements
accomplished by two containment isolation valves defined in Section 3.2. Design of the piping in

| consisting of one check valve inside the drywell accordance with these requirements ensures
,

'

and one positive closing check valve outside the meeting the safety design bases.
containment (Figure 5.13). The closing check
valve outside the containment is a spring-closing 5.4.9.5 Inspection and Testing
check valve that is held open by air. These
check valves will be qualified to withstand the Testing is carried out in accordance with
dynamic effects of a feedwater line break outside Subsection 3.9.6 and Chapter 14 Inservice
containment. Inside the containment, downstream inspection is considered in the design of the
of the inboard FW line check valve, there is a main steam and feedwater piping. This consider-

| manual maintenance valve (B21 F005) ation assures adequate working space and access

|
for the inspection of selected components.

; The design temperature and pressure of the
| feedwater line is the same as that of the reactor 5.4.10 Pressurizer
| inlet nozzle (i.e.,1250 psig and 575 F)for
I turbine driven feedwater pumps. Not Applicable to BWR
|

| 5.4.11 Pressurizer RellerDischarge System

As discussed in Table 3.2-1 and shown in Not Applicable to BWR
Figure 5.1-3 the feedwater piping is Ouality
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[ Table 5.4-1 |

1 REACTOR RECIRCULATION SYSTEM DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

1

Number of Reactor Internal Pumps (RIP) and Heat Exchangers- 10

RIP Motor Housing and Heat Exchanger Shell Internal Design Pressure / Design Temperature-2
87.9 kg/cm g/302 C

2
er Tube Design Pressure / Temperature - 87.9 kg/cm g/302 C

RIP Motor Heat Exchp/70 C internal
;

external and 14 kg/cm g

Single RIP Parameters at Rated Reactor Power and Rated Core Flow given below:

5 10 RIPS 9 RIPS
j EMmp Operatina Operating

3
Flow (m /h) 6.912 8.291

!

6Flow (10 kg/hr) 5.22 6.26- |
<

TotalDeveloped Head (m) 32.6 35.8

2
Suction Pressure (kg/cm abs) . 73.9 73.9

-

] (n) | Required NPSH (m) 5.6 10.2
.

.

Available NPSH (m) 134 134'

Water Temperature (max C) 278 278

:

.

Pump Brake Horsepower (BHP) ~791 ~1042-

I

.i McLot

] Motor Type Wet Induction
.

| Rated Speed (rpm) ~1350 ~1500
!

j Minimum Speed (rpm) 450 450

<

Phase 3 3

| Frequency (hz) variable 0-50 0-50

RotationalInertia (kg-m ) 19.5-24.0 19.5-24.0.

i

j
O | Rated Voltage ~3kV ~3kV'

!

. ,
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TABLE 5.4-la

j NET POSITIVE SUCTION HEAD (NPSil) AVAIIABLE TO RCIC PUMPS

A. Suppression pool is at its minimum depth, El. 3740mm.

B. Centerline of pump suction is at El. -7200mm.

C. Suppression pool water is at its maximum temperatue for the given operating
mode, 77 C.

D. Pressure is atmospheric above the suppression pool.

| E. Maximum suction strainer losses are 1.46 m (50% plugged)

NPSH = HATM + Hs -HVAP -Hp

where:

FIATM atmospherie head=

static head 4H3 =

S
vapor pressure head11VAP =

Frictional head including strainerHp =

Minimum Ernected NPSH

! Maximum suppression pool temperature is 77 C

liATM 10.73m=

FIS 3.46m=

HVAP 4.22m=

Hp 1.82m=

Strainer head loss = 1.46m

NPSH available = 10.73 + 3.46 - 4.22 1.82 = 8.15m

NPSH required = 73m

* NPSil Reference Point

O
|Amendment 15 5.4-31.1
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Table 5.4-5 '

(
COMPONENT AND SUBSYSTEM RELIEF VALVES

Relief Relief

Pressug) FlyRelief
(Kg/cm g ' (m /h)MPL No. Service Route

C12-F004A-B Condensate B 14.0

C12-F018 Condensate B 14.0

C41-F038A-B SLC Liquid C 109.7

C41-FD14 SLC Liquid A 14.0

E11-F028A-C Reactor A 35.1-
Water

'

E11-F039A-C Reactor E 87.9
Water i

E11-FD42A-C Reactor A 14.0
Water

E11-F051A-C Reactor A 35.1
Water

E22-F020B-C Condensate A 14.0 23

E51-F017 Condensate B 14.0 23

G31-F020 Reactor G 102
Water

G31-F031 A-B Condensate G 90

NOTES
l

| (1) A Suppression pool _.
,

B Equipment drain sump
:

C SLCS pump suction 7

D Reactor vessel

E Across a valve to same line

F Floor drain sump,

O|
'

1

G LCW collector tank )

Amcodown: 27 5.441
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Table 5.4-6. -,

| REACTOR WATER CLEANUP SYSTEM EQUIPMENT DESIGN DATA

| SYSTEM FLOW RATE (kg/hr) 152500

1
i PUMPS
:

( TYPE Vertical Sealless centrifugal pump
~

,

Number Required 2
Capacity (% of CUW system flow each) 50
Design temperature ( C) 65

l Design pressure (kg/cm g) 104

| Discharge head at shutoff (m) 160
'

HEAT EXCHANGERS

Regenerative ~ Nonregenerative

Number Reuired 1(3 shells per 2(2 shells per

unit) unit)
Capacity (% CUW system flofv each) 100 50

Shelldesign pressure (kg/cm g) 104 14

Shell design temperature ("Cg 302 85

Tube design pressure (kg cm g) 90 90

| Tube design temperature C) 302 302

| Type Horizontal Horizontalm
! u-tube u-tubey s
! Exchange Capacity (kealjhr) 2.74 x 10 4.8 x 10

(per unit)

7

| FILTER-DEMINERALIZER_S !
.

Type pressure precoat
Number Required 2
Capacity (% of CUW system flow each) 50
Flow rate per unit (k r) 76250
Design ter.sperature (p)C 66 :

Design pressure (kg/cm g) 104 |
Linear velocity (m/hr) 2 ~2.5 |

| DifferentialPressures(kg/cm ) |
i Clean 035

Annunciate 1.75

Backwash 2,1 -
,

!

CONTAINMENTISOLATION VALVES

Closing time (sec) <30
Maximum differ tial 87.9

pressure (kg/cm

Amendment 27 5.443-
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operation within acceptable limits for equipment gases transported with the steam escape to and
(n) operation as described to detail in Subsection are contained in the free air volume of the

9.4.5.1. wetwell. There is sufficient water volume in
the suppression pool to provide a minimum of two

The drywellis protected against the dynamic feet of submergence over the top to the upper
effects of plant generated missiles (see Section row of horizontal vents when water is removed
3.5), and the jet forces and pipe whip associated from the pool during post LOCA drawdown by the
with postulated line breaks (see Section 3.6). ECCS. This drawdown floods the RPV to the steam
Protection is provided by the massive structure lines, floods the lower drywell to its drain to
of the drywell and by providing restraints that the DCV, and provides for water in transit from
prevents pipes from impacting on the drywell the break on its gravity drain back to the
walls. For additional information, see suppression pool.
Subse ction 3.8.3.1.

The wetwell chamber design pressure is 45
The drywell is provided with an equipment psig and design temperature is 219 F.

hatch for removal of equipment during maintenance
and an air lock for entry of personnel into the Performance of the pressure suppression pool
drywell. These access openings are scaled under concept in condensing steam under water (main
normal plant operation and are only opened when steam lines through the SRVs) has been
the plant is shut down for refueling and/or demonstrated by the horizontal vent system tests
maintenance. as described in Appendix 3B.

During normal operation, a nitrogen make-up The SRVs discharge steam from the relief
subsystem automatically supplies nitrogen to the valves through their exhaust piping and
wetwell and the drywell to maintain a slightly quenchers into the suppression pool. Operation
positive pressure to preclude air inleakage from of the SRVs is intermittent and closure of the

/3 the reactor building. Before personnel can enter valves with subsequent condensation of steam in
V the drywell, it is necessary to deinert the the exhaust piping can produce a partial vacuum,

drywell atmosphere. The ACS provides the purge thereby sucking suppression pool water into the
supply and exhaust systems for deinerting as exhaust pipes. Vacuum relief valves are
discussed in detail in Subsection 9.4.5.2. provided on the exhaust piping to control the

maximum SRV discharge bubble pressure resulting
6.2.1.1.2.2 Wetwell from high water levels in the SRV discharge

pipe.
The suppression pool water is located inside

the wetwell annular region between the Under normal plant operating conditions, the
cylindrical RPV pedestal wall and the outer wall maximum suppression pool water and wetwell
of the wetwell. The horizontal vent system airspace temperature is 95 F or less. Under
communicates the drywell to the suppression blowdown conditions following an isolation event
pool. The nominal submergence to the centerline or LOCA, the initial pool water temperature may
of the top row of horizontal vents is 3.5M. The rise to a maximum of 170 F. The continued
vertical spacing between the centerlines of the release of decay heat after the initial blowdown
horizontal vents is 1.37M. The centerline of the may result in suppression pool temperatures as
bottom horizontal vent is 0.76M above the bottom high as 207 F. The residual heat removal
of the suppression pool. (RHR) system is available in the suppression

pool cooling mode to control the pool
in the event of a pipe break within the dry- temperature. Heat is removed via the RHR heat

well, the increased pressure inside the drywell exchanger (s) to the reactor building cooling
forces a mixture of air, steam and water through water system (RCWS) and finally to the reactor
the drywell connecting vents, DCVs, and hor- service water system (RSWS). The RHR system is
izontal vents into the suppression pool where the described in Subsection 5.4.7.
steam is rapidly condensed. The noncondensable

Amendment 27 6.2-3
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6.2.1.1.23 Containment Internal Structures

The containment internal structures consist of
the RPV stabilizer, the support structure for
equipment and piping, the diaphragm floor, the
L/D equipment and personnel tunnel.

The RPV stabilizer consists of four structural
arms attached to the RSW at four points equally ,

spaced around the periphery and connected to the l

RPV at four points equally spaced on the outside |
of the RPV. These arms help stabilize the RPV |

| during seismic and other dynamic oscillations.

The diaphragm floor is a horizontal concrete j

slab that separates the drywell from the
wetwell. It connects to the RPV pedestal on the
ID and to the RCCV wall on the OD.

The reactor shield wall is made of steel
shells connected by ribs and spaces filled with
concrete to reduce the radiation levels to
adjacent components or personnel near the reactor
core region.

6.2.1.13 Design Evaluation

O

!
,

I

O
Amendment 27 6.2-3.1
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6.2.1.1.3.1 Summary Evaluation 6.2.1.133.1 Feedwater Line Break

' The key design parameter and the maximum- Immediately following a double-ended rupture
calculated accident parameters for the pressure in one of the two main feedwater lines just out-
suppression containment are shown in Table 6.2-1. side the vessel (Figure 6.2-1), the flow from

_

both sides of the break will be limited to the
The maximum drywell pressure would occur dur- maximum allowed by critical flow considerations.

ing a feedwater line break. The maximum drywell The effective flow area on the RPV side is given I

temperature condition would result from a main in Figure 6.2-2. During the inventory depletion I

steam line break. All of the analyses assume period, subcooled blowdown occurs and the effec- )
that the primary system and containment system tive flow area at saturated condition is much ;

are initially at the maximum normal operating less than the actual break area. The detailed I

conditions, calculational method is provided in Reference ]
1. The RPV blowdown through the break is pre- !

6.2.1.13.2 Containment Design Parameters vented by the check valves, j
i

The feedwater system side of the feedwater ]Table 6.2-2 provides a listing of the key .line break (FWLB) was modeled by adding a timedesign parameters of the primary containment
,

system including the design characteristics of variant feedwater mass flow rate and enthalpy i
the drywell, suppression pool and the pressure directly to the drywell airspace. 'The time j
suppression vent system. histories of the mass flow and enthalpy were '

determined from the operating characteristics of
Table 6.2-2a provides the performance para- a typical feedwater system.

meters of the related engineered safety feature
systems which supplement the design conditions of The maximum possible feedwater flow rate was

2 Table 6.2-2 for containment cooling purposes dur- calculated to be 164% of nuclear boiler rated
1( $ ing post-blowdown long-term accident operation. (NBR), based on the response of the feedwater

( Performance parameters given include those appli- pumps to an instantaneous loss of discharge pres-
cable to full capacity operation and reduced ca- sure. Since the feedwater control system will
pacities assumed for containment analyses. respond to decreasing RPV water level by demand-

ing increased feedwater flow, and there is no
6.2.1.1.33 Accident Response Analysis FWLB sensor in the design, this maximum feed.

water flow was conservatively assumed to contin-
The containment functional evaluation is ue for 120 seconds, as shown in Figure 6.2-3. :

'

based upon the consideration of several postu- This is very conservative because: 1) all feed-
lated accident conditions which would result in water system flow is assumed to go directly to
the release of reactor coolant to the contain- the drywell,2) flashing in the broken feedwater
ment. These accidents include: line was ignored,3) initial feedwater flow was

assumed to be 105% NBR, and 4) the feedwater
(1) an instantaneous guillotine rupture of a pump discharge flow will coastdown as the feed-

feedwater line; water system pumps trip due to low suction pres.
sure. During the inventory depletion period,

(2) - an instantaneous guillotine rupture of a the flow rate is less than 164% because of the
main steam line; or highly subcooled blowdown. A feedwater line

length of 100 M was assumed on the feedwater -
(3) small break accidents. system side.

The con'tainment design pressure and tem- The enthalpy of the feedwater flow is 120% of
perature were established based on enveloping the a typical BWR/S feedwater system inventory
results of this range of analyses plus providing enthalpy. The specific enthalpy time history,
NRC prescribed margins.

O
Amendment 3 6.2-4
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assuming the break flow of Figure 6.2-3, is shown
in Figure 6.2-4.

6.2.1.13J.1.1 Assumptions for Short Term i

Response Analysis i

|

The response of the reactor coolant system |
and the containment system during the short-term I

blowdown period of the accident has been analyzed
using the following assumptions:

)
1

O

I
|
|

|
.

O
Amendment 3 6.24a
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TABLE 6.2-7
t

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVE INFORMATION

This table responds to NRC Ouestions 43035,430.50b. 430.50c,430.50d and 430.50f regarding containment
isolation provisions for fluid system lines and for fluid instrument lines penetrating containment within the

j scope of the ABWR Standard Plant. The containment information is presented separately for each system
for the MPL numbers given below.*

MIS SYSTEM PAGE

B21 Nuclear Boiler 6.2-50.15

B31 Reactor Recirculation 6.2 50.2

C41 Standby Uquid Control 6.2 50.3

D23 Containment Atmospheric Monitoring 6.2-503a

E11 ResidualIleat Removal 6.2-50.4
,

E22 liigh Pressure Core Flooder 62-50.12 i

F31 Izak Detection & Isolation 6 2-50.46 =

E51 Reactor Core isolation Cooling 6.2-50.20

0 31 Reactor Water Ocanup 6.2-50.35

|
G51 Suppression Pool Ocanup 6.2 5039

K17 Radwaste 6.2-50.47

P11 Makeup Water (Purified) 6.2-50.45 ,

l
i

P21 Reactor Building Cooling Water 6.2-50.40
,

P24 IIVAC Normal Cooling Water 6.2-50.41

P51 Se vice Air 6.2-50.42

PS2 Instrument Air 6.2-50.43

'P54 liigh Pressure Nitrogen Gas Supply 6.2-50.44

T31 Atmospheric Control 6.2-50.25

T49 Flammability Control 6.2-5033

* See last two pages of this table for notes.

A

Amendment 14 6.2-50.1
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TABLE 6.2-7 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT ISOIATION VAIXE INFORMATION

REACTOR RECIRCULATION SYSTEM
RIP PURGE

Valve No. B31-I00BA-II/J/K

SSAR Fig 5.4-4

Applicable Basis RG 1.11

Fluid Demin. Reactor Water

Line Size 15A

ESP No(m)

Leakage Class (a)

location O

Type C luk Test No (d.m)

Valve Type Excess Flow Check

Operator N/A

Pri. Actuation Self

Sec. Actuation N/A

Normal Position Open

Shutdown Position Open

Post Ace Position Open

Pwr Fail Position Open

#
Cont. Iso. Sig. N/A

Closure 'Ume (sec) N/A

Pwr Source (Div) N/A

O
Amendment 27 6.2-50.2
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TABLE 6.2-7 (Continued)

' CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVE INFORMATION

STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM l

|

| Valve No. C41-F008 C41 FOO6A C41-IV)6B ]
j

SSAR Fig 911 911 931

Applicable Basis GDC 55 GDC 55 GDC SS

Fluid Baron / Water Boron / Water Boron / Water

Line Size 40A 40A 40A

ESF No No No

12akage Class (a) (a) (a)

| location I O O

'

Type C Leak Test No (w) No (w) No (w)

Valve Type Swing Check Globe Globe
.

Operator N/A Motor Motor

Pri. Actuation Self Ecct. Elect.

Sec. Actuation N/A Man. Man.

Normal Position Shut Shut Shut

'

Shutdown Position Shut Shut Shut

Post Acc Position Shut Shut Shut

Pwr Fail Position As is As is As is

*
Cont. Iso. Sig. N/A N/A N/A

Closure Time (sec) Inst. 24 24

,

Pwr Source (Div) N/A I !!

O
Amendment 27 6.2-50.3
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TAllLE 6.2-7 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVE INFORMATION

CONTAINMENT ATMOSPIIERE MONITORING

Valve No. D21T001A/B D211004A/B D2%I00$A/D D21I006A/B D21I007A/Il D21f008A/D

SSAR Hg 7.6 7c 7.6 7c 7.6-7c 7.6 7c 7.6-7c 7.6-7c

Applicable Basis GDC 56 GDC 56 GDC 56 GDC 56 GDC 56 GDC 56

| RG 1.11

Huld DW Atmos DW Atmos DW Atmos WW Atmos WW Atmos WW Atmos

13ne Size 20A 20A 20A 20A 20A 20A

ESF No No No No No No

leakage Class (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a)

location O O O O O O

| Type C isak Test No(m) No(f) No(0 No(0 No(O No(f)

Valve Type Gate Globe Globe Globe Globe Globe

Operator Solenoid Manual Manual Manual Manual Manual

PrL Actuation Dec. Bec. Bec. Ece. Ecc. Dec.

Sec. Actuation N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Normal Position Open Shut Shut Shut Shut Shut

I

Shutdown Position Shut Shut Shut Shut Shut Shut j

|

Post Acc Position Open Open Open Open Open Open

1%r fab Position As is As is As is As is As is As is

#
Cont. Isa. Sig. N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Closure Time (sec) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Ivr Source (Div) I/II 1/11 I/II I/II I/11 I/II

|

O

Amendment 17 6.2 50.3a
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TABLE 6.2-7 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVE INFORMATION .

+

RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM (Continued)
DRYWELL SPRAY

Valve No. E11-IV17B E11-IU18B E11 P017C E11-IV18C

SSAR Fig 5.4-10(5) 5.4-10(5) 5.4-10(7) 5.4-10(7)

Applicable Basis GDCM GDCM GDC56 GDC%

Fluid Water Water Water Water

Line Size 250A 250A 250A 250A

ESF Yes Yes Yes Yes

leakage Class (a) (a) (a) (a)

location O O O O

Type C leak Test No(g) No(g) No(g) No(g)

Valve Type Globe Gate Globe Gate

Operator Motor Motor Motor Motor

Pri. Actuation Dec. Dec. Dec. Elec.

Sec. Actuation Manual Manual Manual Manual

Normal Position Shut Shut Shut Shut

Shutdown Position Shut Shut Shut Shut

Post Ace Position Shut Shut Shut Shut

Pwr Fail Position As is As is As is As is

#
Cont. Iso. Sig. N/A N/A N/A N/A

Closure Tirne (sec) 50 50 50 50

Pwr Source (Div) 11 11 111 !!!

D

Amendment 27 6.2-50.5
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TABLE 6.2 7 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVE INFORMATION h
RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM (Continued)

MINIMUM FLOW LINE

Valve No. E11-TV21A E11 TV21B E11-TV21C

| SSAR Fig 5.4-10(3) 5.4-10(4) 5.4 10(8)
i

|

Applicable Basis GDC 56 GDC56 GDC 56

Fluid Water Water Water

Line Size 100A 100A 100A

ESP Yes Yes Yes

leakage Cass (a) (a) (a)
I
t

| Laation O O O

!

! Type C teak Test No(h) No(h) No(h)
i

Vatve Type Gate Gate Gate

I
Operator Motor Motor Motor

i Pri. Actuation Dec. Elec. Dec.

Sec. Actuation Manual Manual Manual

Normal Position Open Open Open

| Shutdown Position Open Open Open

Post Ace Position Shut Shut Shut

i

Pwr Fail Position As is As is As is

*
Cont. Iso. Sig. N/A N/A N/A

Cosure Time (sec) 20 20 20

Pwr Source (Div) I 11 III
,

O
Amendment 27 6.2-50.6
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TABLE 6.2-7 (Continued)

'd CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVE INFORMATION

NUCLEAR BOILER SYSTEM
MAIN STEAM LINES A, B, C AND D

Valve No. B2140EA/B B21-F009A/B

C/D C/D

| SSAR Fig 5.1-3(3) 5.13(3)

Applicable Basis GDC 55 GDC 55

Fluid Steam Steam

Line Size 700A 700A

ESF Yes Yes ,

leakage Class (b) (b)

La:ation 1 O

Type C Leak Test Yes(e)(t) Yes(e)(t)

Valve Type Globe Globe

Operator Pneum Pneum

Pri. Actuation N2 to open N2 to open

N2 and/or Spring to close N2 and/or Spring to close

Sec. Actuation N/A N/A |
|

Normal Position Open Open |
l

Shutdown Position Shut Shut

Post Ace Position Shut Shut

Pwr Fail Position Shut Shut

Cont. Iso. Sig. } C, D, E, F, H, N BB, RM C, D, E, F H N, BB, RM
#

Closure Time (see) 34.5 34.5

Pwr Source (Div) 1 / 11 I/11

v
Amendmen 27 6.2-50.15
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TABLE 6.2-7 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVE INFORMATION |
!

NUCLEAR BOILER SYSTEM (Continued)
MAIN STEAM LINE DRAINS

Valve No. U21-F011 1121 19 12

| SSAR Fig 5.13(3) 5.1-3(3)

Applicable Basis GDC 55 GDC55

Fluid Steam /Wster Steam / Water

Line Size 80A 80A

ESP Yes Yes

leakage Class (b) (b)

location I O

Type C leak Test Yes(c)(t) Yes(t)

Valve Type Gate Gate

Operator Motor Motor

Pri. Actuation Elee. Elec.

Sec. Actuation Manual Manual

Normal Position Open Open

Shutdown Position Shut Shut

Post Acc Position Shut Shut

Pwr Fail Position As is As is

Cont. Iso. Sig.( } C, D, E, F, C,D,E,F,

II N,BB, II, N, BB,

RM RM

Closure Time (sec) 15 15

Pwr Source (Div) 11 I

O
Amendment 27 6.2-50.16
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TABLE 6.2-7 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVE INFORMATION

!

l

|
a

!

DELETED

|

|

)

i

O
Amendment 14 6.2-50.17
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TABLE 6.2-7 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVE INFORMATION
i

|

NUCLEAR BOILER SYSTEM (Continued) !

FEEDWATER LINE A AND B i

Valve No. B21-f004A/B B21 IV03A/B

| SSAR Fig 5.1-3(4) 5.13(4)

Applicable Basis GDC 55 GDC 55

| Iluid Water Water

i

i Line Size 550A 550A

ESI' Yes Yes

Leakage Class (b) (b)

Imation 1 O

i

i Type Cleak Test Yes(t) Yes(t)

Valve Type Check Spring Check

Operator N/A Pneum.

|

Pri. Actuation Self Air to open

| Sec. Actuation N/A Self

Normal Position Open Open

Shutdown Po6ition Shut Shut

Post Ace Position Shut Shut

|
Pwr Fail 1%ition N/A Shut

Cont. Iso. Sig. N/A N/A

|
Closure Time (sec) Inst Inst

|

| Pwr Source (Div) N/A N/A

O
Amendment 27 6.2-50.18
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TABLE 6.2-7 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVE INFORMATION

NUCLEAR BOILER SYSTEM (Continued)
INSTRUMENT LINES

Valve No. Various

| SSAR Mg 5.1-3(2), (3), (6), (7), (8)

Applicable Basis RG 1.11, f

Huid Air / Water

Line Size 20A

ESF N/A

leakage Class (b)

location O j

Type C leak Test No(m)

Valve Type Excess Flow Check

Operator N/A

Pri. Actuation Self

Sec. Actuation N/A

Normal Position Open

Shutdown Position Open

Post Acc Position Open

Pwr Fail Position Open

Cont. Iso. Sig.(# N/A

Closure Time (see) .N/A

Pwr Source (Div) N/A

%

Amendment 27 6.2-50.19
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| TABLE 6.2-7 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVE INFORMATION

REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM
STEAM SUPPLY

Valve No. E51-F035 E51-IV48 ESI-F036

SSAR Fig 5.4-8b 5.4-8b 5.446

Applicable Basis GDC 55 GDC55 GDC 55

Huld Steam Steam Steam

Line Size 150A 25A 150A

|
| ESF Yes Yes Yes

leakage Class (a) (a) (a)

location I I O

Type C leakTest Yes(c)(t) Yes(c)(t) Yes(t)

Valve Type Gate Globe Gate

Operator Motor Motor Motor

Pri Actuation Elec. Elec. Dec.

I
'

Sec. Actuation Remote Manual Remote Manual Remote Manual

Normal Position Open Shut Open

t Shutdown Position Shut Shut Shut j
;

|Post Ace Position Shut Shut Shut

I
Pwr Fall Position As is As is As is

'

Cont. Iso. Sig.(# S T, RM,Z S, T, RM,7. S,T RM,Z
l

Closure Time (sec) < 30 < 30 < 30

Pwr Source (Div) I I II )
I
l

|

O

Amenoment 17 6.2-50.20
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TABLE 6.2-7 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVE INFORMATION

REACTOR WATER CLEANUP SYSTEM - L

Valve No. G31-f002 G31-I003 G31-1917

SSAR Fig 5.4-12a 5.412a 5.4-12a

Applicable Basis GDC 55 GDC 55 GDC 55 >

Iluid RPV 112O RPV 1120 RPV !!20 t

une Size 200A '200A 150A

ESF Yes(e)(t) Yes(t) Yes(t)

12akage Class (a) (a) (a)

location 1 O O
,

Type C leak Test Yes(c)(t) Yes(t) Yes(t)

Valve Type Gate Gate Gate .

,

- Operator Motor Motor Motor

Pri. Actuation Dec. Dec. Dec.

Sec. Actuation Manual Manual Manual
,

Normal Position Open Open Shut

Shutdown Position Open Open Shut

i
,

Post Ace Position Shut Shut Shut

Pwr Fail Position As is As is As is

Cont. Iso. Sig.(# A,F.V,Z,AA A,F,V,Z,CC,AA A,F,V,Z,CC,AA

Closure Time (see) <30 <30 < 30

l

Pwr Source (Div) 11 1 I

.,

s

Amendment 17 6.2 50.35
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TABLE 6.2-7 (Continued)

i CONTAINMENT ISO 1ATION VALVE INFORMATION

| REACTOR WATER CLEANUP SYSTEM

Valve No. G31-IV02 G31-P003 G31-1V17

SSAR Fig 5.4-12a 5.4-12a 5.4-12a

Applicable Basis GDC 55 GDC 55 GDC 55

11uid RPV i12O RPV 1120 RPV !!20

Line Size 150A 20A 20A

15F Yes Yes Yes

leakage Cass (a) (a) (a)

location i I O

Type C leak Test Yes(t) Yes(e)(t) Yes(t)

Valve Type Check Globe Globe

| Operator Self No AO

Pri. Actuation N/A Elec Elec

Sec. Actuation N/A N/A N/A

| Normal Pcsition Shut Shut Shut

Shutdown Position Open Shut Shut

Post Acc Position Shut Open Shut

Pwr Fail Position N/A Shut Shut

#
Cont.160. Sig. N/A N/A N/A ]

Gosure Time (sec) Inst N/A N/A

Pwr Source (Div) N/A N/A N/A j

l

i

|
|

O
? mendn>ent 27 6.2-50.36
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TABLE 6.2 7 (Continued)

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVE INFORMATION

MAKEUP WATER SYSTEM (PURIFIED)

Valve No. P11-F141 P11.F142

SSAR Fig 9.2-Sb 9.2-Sb '

Applicable Basis GDC55 GDC 55

Maid Water Water

IJne Size 50A 50A

ESF No No

lankage Class (b) (b) ,

,

Iscation O I

Type C leakTest Yes Yes j

Valve Type Globe Check j
J

( Operator Manual Self

PrL Actustlom N/A N/A

Sec. Actuation N/A N/A

Norunal Position Shut Shut

Shutdown Position Open Open

Post Ace Position Shut Shut

Pwr Fall Position N/A N/A ;

Cont. Iso. Sig. * N/A N/A

; Closen Thee (sec) N/A N/A

Pwr Source (Div) N/A N/A

I

I
!-

LO

L Amendment 17 6.2-50A5
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| TABLE 6.2 7 (Continued)
O'

| CONTAINMENT ISOIATION VALVE INFORMATION

LEAK DETECTION & ISOLATION SYSTEM

Valve No. E31-IV02 E31 FOO3 E31-Rot E31-IT05 E31-IV09/ E31-F702/
1910 IW4

| A/B/C/D
|

SSAR Fig 5.24i 5.24i 5.24i 5.24i 5.24h 5.24f

|
Applicabic Basis GDC 55 GDC 55 GDC 55 GDC 55 GDC 55 RG 1.11

Iluid Air Air Air Air Water Steam

I *

ljne Size 32A 32A 32A 32A 20A 20Ar

I ESF Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

leakage Class (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a),

l

Imation O O O O O O

Type C leak Test Yes(e) Yes(c) Yes(e) Yes(e) Yes(c)(t) ' No(m)
|

Valve Type Globe Globe Globe Globe Globe Excess flow

Check
|

Operator Pneum Pneum Pneum Pneum N/A N/A

Pri. Actuation Air Air Air Air Manual Self
|

Sec. Actuation N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Normal Position Open Open Open Open Shut Open

Shutdown Position Shut Shut Shut Shut Shut Open

Post / cc Position Shut Shut Shut Shut Shut Open

PwT Fail Position Shut Shut Shut Shut N/A Open

#
Cont. lso. Sig. B,K B,K B,K B,K N/A N/A

Closure Time (sec) < 15 < 15 < 15 < 15 N/A N/A

Pwr Source (Div) I 11 11 1 N/A N/A

O
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TABLE 6.2-7 (Continued)
i
!

|

| NOTES (Continued) |
l
'

(c) Isolation Signal Codes (continued)

|

Signal Description
|'
| AA Differential mass flow high
!

! BD tow main steamline pressure at inlet to turbine (RUN mode only).

CC Line break in reactor water cleanup system (high space temperature).
|

DD Containment pressure.

EE liig's 4;fferential flow in the reactor water cleanup system.

FF High Radiation-Process Line

RM Remote manual switch from control room (All automatic initiated isolation
valves are capable of remote manual operation from the control room).

GG Low Nitrogen pressure.

(U3 (d) This line is filled with water and pressurized higher than 110% of the post accident peak containment -
pressure. Line is small and postulated failure is considered less severe than instrument line.

(c) Leakage testing may be performed in the reverse direction in the absence of test connections and/or ,

isolable test boundaries in the upstream side of the valve relative to the leakage flow direction (i.e. from
inside to outside primary containment). The results are conservative or equivalent to the normal
direction as described below:

(1) For globe valvesincluding MSIV's, testing in the reverse direction is conservative since the test
pressure tends to lift the plug from the seat.

(2) For gate valves and butterfly valves, leakage characteristics for these types of valves are similar in
bott directions provided seat construction is designed for sealing on either side.

(f) These lines are CAM system sample lines that continuously monitor (sample) post accident containment
atmosphere. These lines are safety grade closed loop extension of the primary containment. Sampled
gases (or leakage if any) are returned to the primary containment. In addition, these lines are subject to
periodic Type-A test whose leaktight integrity can be verified.

(g) The RHR drywell and wetwell spray lines are always filled with water in the outboard side thereby
providing water seal. The sealis maintained at a pressure higher than 110% of the post accident peak |

containment pressure by jockey pumps and/or hydrostatic head; thus precluding leakage. |
|

G
Li

,

)
i

I
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! TABLE 6.2-7 (Continued)

O
! NOTES (Continued)

Furthermore, these valves are required to open post LOCA to provide containment cooling function.
|

| When this function is activated, flow direction is towards the containment.
,

| (b) The ECCS (RHR, HPCF and RCIC) test return and minimum flow lines terminate below the
| suppression pool water level and are sealed from the containment atmosphere by the suppression pool
i water. The outboard side of the valve (away from the containment) is always filled with water and
| pressurized higher than 110% of the post accident peak containment pressure as in (g) above. .

1 \
|

| (i) The ECCS (RHR, HPCF and RCIC) suction lines are always filled with water since the suction lines are |

|
located below the suppression pool water level and are sealed from the containment atmosphere. )

.

(j) T*:e RHR suppression pool cooling discharge line is the same line used for system flow or pump flow|
! testing. See (h) above.

(k) The ECCS (RHR, HPCF and RCIC) injection lines are always filled with water up to the outboard
isolation valves thereby forming a water seal. These water seals are kept pressurized higher than 110%
of the post accident containment pressure as in (g) above. Furthermore, these valves are subject to

!

| ASME/ ANSI OMa-1988 Addenda to ASME/ ANSI OM-1987, Part 10, leak rate tests.!

I

(1) RCIC vacuum pump discharge line terminates below the suppression pool water level and is sealed from
the containment atmosphere.

(m) Instrument lines that penetrate the primary containmer.: conform to Regulatory Guide 1.11. The lines
that connect to the reactor pressure boundary include a restricting orifice inside containment, are
Seismic Category 1, and terminate in Seismic Category I instruments. The instrument lines also includei

( manual maintenance valves and excess flow check isolation valves or equivalent. These lines are
normally open, and are considered an extension of the primary containment whose integrity is
continuously demonstrated during normal operation. In addition, these lines are subject to periodic
Type-A tests. Leaktight integrity is also verified during functional and surveillance activities as well as
visual observations during operator tours.

(n) The outboard side of the RHR shutdown cooling suction valves are scaled with water since RHR pump
and suction lines are located below the suppression pool water level. This is a closed loop water seal

I since RHR is a closed loop system always filled with water.

| Furthermore, these valves are subject to ASME leak rate tests as in (k) above.

(o) Rupture discs are normally closed and sealed from leakage. The opening setpoint of these rupture discs
is higher than primary containment test pressures. Additionally, these rupture disca are subject to the
Type-A test.,

! (p) SPCU suction line is always filled with water since it is located below the suppression pool water level
and is scaled from the containment atmosphere.

(q) SPCU return line terminates below the suppression pool water level and is sealed from the containment |
atmosphere.

O
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TABLE 6.2-7 (Continued)

NO'IES (Cootlaned)
,

.

(r) The outboard side of these valves is always pressurized with nitrogen gas at a pressure higher than the
post accident peak containment pressure. The nitrogen supply in these lines is required for post
accident mitigating function.

(s) The outboard side of these valves is always filled with water and pressurized above 110% pest accident
peak containment pressure. These lines are kept charged with cooling water for cooling emergency
equipment necessary for post accident mitigation.

;

(t) Line will be drained and tested with air.~

(u) Flammability Controlis a closed loop, safety-grade system required to be functional post accident.
Whatever is leaking (if any) is returned to the primary containment. In addition, during ILRT, these
valves are opened and the lines are subjected to Type A test.

(v) These lines terminate below the drywell sumps water level and are scaled from the containment
atmosphere.

| (w) The outboard side of these valves are provide with a water leg. In addition, these valves are subject toASME leak tests as in (k) above.

O !

!

|
.

i

i
i-

\
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piping connects each sparger to the vessel required pump cooling. A flow element in the

Q nozzle. main discharge line measures system flow rate
during LOCA and test conditions and auto- -|

Each HPCF discharge line to the reactor is matically controls the motor operated globe )
provided with two isolation valves in series. valve on the bypass line. j

One of these valves is a testable check valve j

located inside the drywell as close as practical The HPCF is designed to operate from normal
to the reactor vessel. HPCF injection flow offsite auxiliary power or from emergency diesel I

causes this valve to open during LOCA conditions; generators if offsite power is not available,
thus, no power is required for valve actuation If normal auxiliary power is lost, the onsite
during LOCA. If an HPCF line should break out- power source (diesel generator)-for that
side the drywell, the check valve in that line division is started. The onsite power source
inside the drywell will prevent loss of reactor for any division is capable of carrying all of
water outside the drywell. The other isolation the division emergency loads, including the HPCF
valve (which is also referred to as HPCF injec- pump and valve motors. Manually operated remote i

tion valve) is a motor-operated gate valve locat- controls for system components (such as HPCF
ed outside the drywell and as close as practical pumps, valves, etc.) and diesel generators are
to the HPCF discharge line drywell penetration, provided in the plant control room.
This valve is capable of opening with the maximum
pressure differential across the valve expected Full flow functional tests of the HPCF can be
for any system operating mode including HPCF pump performed during normal plant operation or ;

shutoff head. This valve is normally closed as a during plant shutdown by manual operation of the |

backup to the inside testable check valve for HPCF from the control room. For plant testing
containment integrity purposes. A drain line is during normal plant operation, the pump suction
provided between the two valves. A normally open is transferred to the suppression pool, the pump
manual isolation valve inside the drywell is' is started, and the test discharge line to the' provided for HPCF loop maintenance during a plant suppression pool is opened. A reverse sequence
refueling or maintenance outage. is used to terminate this test. Upon receipt of

an automatic initiation signal while in the flow
For each loop, a full flow line is provided testing mode,' the system shall be returned to

with discharge to the suppression pool to allow automatic control and flow will be directed to
for full flow test of the system during normal the reactor vessel.
operation. The valves in these lines are closed
during normal operation. A full flow test return 63.2.2.2 Automatic Depressurization System
line is consistent with established BWR (ADS)
practice. There is no Regulatory Guide requiring
tais feature, but all BWRs have a 100% capacity If the RCIC and HPCF cannot maintain the
test return line, and the Chapter 16 Technical reactor water level, the ADS, which is
Specifications specify periodic full flow system independent of any other ECCS, reduces the
functional tests. There are no specific reactor pressure so that flow from the RHR
requirements for testing at runout flow; however, system operating in the low pressure flooder
the system does have this capability, mode enters the reactor vesselin time to cool

the core and limit fuel cladding temperature.
For each loop, a pump minimum flow bypass line

is also provided to return water to the suppres- The ADS employs nuclear system pressure
sion pool to prevent pump damage due to overheat- relief valves to relieve high pressure steam to
ing when the injection valves on the main dis- the suppression pool. The design number,
charge lines are closed. The bypass line con- location, description, operational
nects to the main discharge line between the main characteristics and evaluation of the pressure
pump and the discharge check valve. A motor- relief valves are discussed in detail in
operated globe valve on the bypass line Subsection 5.2.2. The instrumentation and
automatically closes when flow in the main controls for ADS are discussed in Subsection
discharge line is sufficient to provide the 7.3.1.1.1.2.,

Amendment 7 6.3-5
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63.2.23 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling it is fully pressurized. This combination of
System (RCIC) systems will provide adequate core cooling until

vessel pressure drops to the point at which the
The RCIC system consists of a steam-driven low pressure flooder (LPFL) subsystems of the

turbine which drives a 100 capacity pump assembly RHR can be placed in operation,
and the turbine and pump accessories. The system
also includes piping, valves, and instrumentation During RCIC operation, the suppression pool
necessary to implement several flow paths. The acts as the heat sink for steam generated by
RCIC steam supply line branches off one of the reactor decay heat. This will result in a rise
main steam lines (leaving the reactor pressure in pool water temperature. Heat exchangers in
vessel) and goes to the RCIC turbine with the RHR system are used to maintain pool water
drainage provision to the main condenser. The temperature within acceptable limits by cooling
turbine exhausts to the suppression pool with the pool water directly during normal plant
vacuum breaking protection. Makeup water is operation.
supplied from the CST and the suppression pool
with the preferred source being the CST. RCIC A design flow functional test of the RCIC
pump discharge lines include the main discharge system may be performed during normal plant
line to the feedwater line, a test-return line to operation by drawing suction from the
the suppression pool, a minimum flow bypass line suppression pool and discharging through a full
to the pool, and a cooling water supply line to flow test return line back to the suppression
auxiliary equipment. The piping configuration pool. The discharge valve to the vessel remains
and instrumentation is shown in Figure 5.4-8. closed during the test, and reactor operation
The process diagram is given in Figure 5.4-9. remains undisturbed. Should an initiation

signal occur during test mode operation, flow |
Following the reactor scram, steam generation will be automatically directed to the vessel.

in the reactor core will continue at a reduced All components of the RCIC system are capable of
rate due to the core fission product decay heat. individual functional testing during normal
The turbine bypass system will divert the steam plant operation.
to the main condenser, and the feedwater system
will supply the makeup water required to maintain 63.2.2.4 Residual IIcat Removal System (RIIR)
reactor vessel inventory.

The RHR is a closed system consisting of
in the event the reactor vessel is isolated, three independent pump loops which inject water

and the feedwater supply is unavailable, relief into the vessel and/or remove heat from the
valves are provided to automatically (or remote reactor core or containment. Each of the pump
manually) maintain vessel pressure within loops contains the necessary piping, pumps
desirable limits. The water level in the reactor valves and heat exchangers. The piping and
vessel will drop due to continued steam instrumentation diagram and process diagram are
generation by decay heat. Upon reaching a given in Figures 5.4-10 and 5.4-11 respective-
predetermined low level, the RCIC system is ly. In the core cooling mode, each loop draws
initiated automatically. The turbine-driven pump water from the suppression pool and injects the
will supply water from the suppression pool or water into the vessel outside the core shroud
from the CST to the reactor vessel. The turbine (via the feedwater line on one loop and via the
will be driven with a portion of the decay heat core cooling subsystem discharge return line on
steam from the reactor vessel, and will exhaust two loops). In the heat removal mode, pump
to the suppression pool. suction may be taken either from the suppression

pool or the reactor pressure vessel. With the
In the event there is a LOCA, the RCIC system pump suction being taken from the suppression

in conjunction with the two HPCF systems, is pool, the pump discharge within these loops
designed to pump water into the vessel while provides a flow path to the following points:

O
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from 10CFR50.46 are listed, and, for each Criterion 5: Lone-Term Coolineg; criterion, applicable parts of Subsection 633('- (where conformance is demonstrated) are "After any calculated successful initial opera-
indicated. tion of the ECCS, the calculated core

temperature shall be maintained at an acceptably
Criterion 1: Peak Claddine Temperature (PC'Il low value and decay heat shall be removed for

the extended period of time required by the
"The calculated maximum fuel element cladding long lived radioactivity remaining in the
temperature shall not exceed 2200 F." c o r e ." Conformance to Criterion 5 is
Conformance to Criterion 1 is shown for the demonstrated generically for GE BWRs in
system response analyses in subsections 633.73 Reference 1, Section III.A. Briefly summarized,
(Break Spectrum),633.7.4 (Large Breaks), for any LOCA the water level can be restored to
633.7.5 (Intermediate Breaks),633.7.6 (Small a level above the top of the core and maintained
Breaks),633.7.7 (Outside Containment Breaks), there indefinitely.
63.3.7.8 (upper 95% Probability PCT) and
specifically in Table 63-4 (Summary of LOCA 6333 Single-Fallure Considerations
Analysis Results). Conformance for each plant
will be assured for the limiting break. See The functional consequences of potential
Subsection 63.6 for interface requirements. operator errors and single failures (including

those which might cause any manually controlled
Criterion 2: Maximum Claddinc Oxidation electrically operated valve in the ECCS to move

to a position which could adversely affect the
"The calculated total local oxidation of the ECCS) and the potential for submergence of valve
cladding shall nowhere exceed 0.17 times the motors in the ECCS are discussed in Subsection
total cladding thickness before oxidation." 63.2. There it was shown that all potential
Conformation to Criterion 2 is shown in Figure single failures are no more severe than one of
63-10 (break spectrum plot) and Table 63-4 the single failures identified in Table 63-3.(p/ (Summary of LOCA Analysis Results) for the system

' response analysis. This limit will be assured It is therefore only necessary to consider
for the limiting break. See Subsection 63.6 for each of these single failures in the ECCS
interface requirement. performance analyses. The worst failure for any

LOCA event is the failure of one of the diesel
Criterion 3: Maximum Hydrocen Generation generators which provide electrical power to one

HPCF and one RHR/LPFL. This failure results in
"The calculated total amount of hydrogen the elimination of the greatest amount of
generated from the chemical reaction of the flooding capability at both high and low reactor
cladding with water or steam shall not exceed pressures.
0.01 times the hypothetical amount that would be
generated if all the metal in the cladding 633.4 System Performance During the Accident
cylinder surrounding the fuel, excluding the
cladding surrounding the plenum volume, were to In general, the system response to an
react." Conformance to Criterion 3 is shown in accident can be described as:
Table 63-4 for the system analysis.

(1) receiving an initiation signal;
Criterion 4: Coolable Geometry

(2) a small lag time (to open all valves and
" Calculated changes in core geometry shall be have the pumps up to rated speed); and
such that the core remains amenable to cooling."

| As described in Reference 1, Section Ill.A, (3) finally, the ECCS flow entering the vessel.
conformance to Criterion 4 is demonstrated by
conformance to Criterion 1 and 2. Key ECCS actuation setpoints and time delays

for all the ECCS systems are provided in Table

%)
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6.3-1. The minimization of the delay from the
receipt of signal until the ECCS pumps have
reached rated speed is limited by the physical
constraints on accelerating the
diesel-generators and pumps. The delay time due

O

.

4

O
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to valve motion in the case of the high pressure either the ADS initiating signal or the,( system provides a suitably conservative allowance overpressure signal opens the safety-relief
for valves available for this application. In valve, no conflict exists,
the case of the low pressure system, the time
delay for valve motion is such that the pumps are The LPFL subsystem is configured from the RHR
at rated speed prior to the time the vessel pumps and some of the RHR valves and piping.
pressure reaches the pump shutoff pressure. When the reactor watcr level is low, the LPFL

,

subsystem (line up) has priority through the
The ADS actuation logic includes a 29 second valve control logic over the other RHR i

delay timer to confirm the presence oflow water subsystems for containment cooling. Immediately
level 1 (LWL 1) initiation signal. This timer is following a LOCA, the RHR system is directed to ,

'
initiated upon receipt of a high drywell pressure the LPFL mode. When the RHR shutdown cooling
signal (which is scaled-in) and a LWL 1 signal. mode is utilized, the transfer to the LPFL mode
The timer setting is consistent with the startup must be remote manually initiated. .

time of the ECCS which also must be running !

before ADS operation can occur. Once the ADS 633.6 Limits on ECCS System Parameters
timer is initiated, it is automatically reset if
the reactor water levelis restored above the LWL Limits on ECCS parameters are given in the
1 setpoint before ADS operation occurs. The ADS sections and tables refernced in Subsections-
control system also provides the operator with an 633.1 and 633.7.1. Any number of components
ADS inhibit switch which the operator can use to in any given system may be out of service, up to
prevent automatic ADS operation as covered by the ' the entire system. The maximum allowable
engineering operating procedures. out-of-service time is a function of the level

of redundancy and the specified test intervals.
The flow delivery rates analyzed in Subsection

633 can be determined from the head-flow curves 633.7 ECCS Analyses for LOCA
in Figures 6.3-4, 6.3-5 an d 6.3-6 and t h e
pressure versus time plots discussed in 633.7.1 LOCA Analysis Procedurts and input
Subsection 6.33.7. Simplified piping and Variables
instrumentation and process diagrams for the ECCS
are referenced in Subsection 6.3.2. The The methods used in the analysis have been
operational sequence of ECCS for the limiting approved by the NRC or meet the change criterion
case is shown in Table 63-2. in 10CFR50.46. For the system response

analysis, the LAMB / SCAT and SAFER /GESTR
Operator action is not required, except as' a models approved by the NRC were used. The

monitoring function, during the short-term significant input variables used for the
cooling period following the LOCA. During the response analysis are listed in Table 63-1 and
long-term cooling period, the operator may need Figure 63-11.
to take action as specified in Subsection 6.2.2.2
to place the containment cooling system into 633.7.2 Accident Description
operation for some LOCA events.

The operation sequence of events for the
633.5 Use of Dual Function Components for limiting case is shown in Table 63-2.
ECCS

633.73 Break Spectrum Calculations
With the exception of the LPFL systems, the

systems of the ECCS are designed to accomplish A complete spectrum of postulated break
only one function; to cool the reactor core sizes and locations were evaluated to
following a loss of reactor coolant. To this demonstrate ECCS system performance. For case
extent, components or portions of these systems of reference, a summary of figures presented in
(except for pressure relief) are not required for Subsection 633 is shown in Table 63-5.

( operation of other systems which have emergency
core cooling functions, or vice versa. Because A summary of results of the break spectrum

calculations is shown in tabular form in Table

Amendment 18 6 3-11
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6.3-4 and graphically in Figure 6.3-10, '

Conformance to the acceptance criteria (PCT =
2200 F, local oxidation - 17% and core wide |
metal-water reaction = 1%) is demonstrated for

'

the core loading in Figure 4.3-1. Results for
the limiting break for each bundle design in a
plant will be given for infromation to the USNRC
by the utility referencing the ABWR design (see
Subsection 6.3.6). Details of calculations for
specific breaks are included in subsequent
paragraphs.

633.7.4 Large Line Breaks inside Containment

Since the ABWR design has no recirculatign
lines, the maximum steamline break (.981 cm ),
maximum feedwater lines break (.839 cm'), and

theg) aximum RHR shutdown suction line break (.792cm become the large break cases. Important
output variables from the sensitivity study of
these events are shown in Figures 6.3-12 through
6.3-36.

There variables are:

(1) core flow as a function of time;

(2) minimum critical power ratio as a function
of time;

(3) water level in the fuel channels as a
function of time;

(4) water level inside the shroud as a function
of time;

(5) water level outside the shroud as a function I

of time; I

(6) vessel pressure as a function of time;

(7) flows out of the vessel as a function of
time;

(8) flows into the vessel as a function of time;

O
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gg (9) peak cladding temperature as a function of A break in a reactor internal pump would
t i time, involve either the welds or the casing. If the
V weld from the pump casing to the RPV stub tube

A conservative assumption made in the analysis breaks, the stretch tube will prevent the pump
is that all offsite AC power is lost simul- casing from moving. The stretch tube clamps
taneously with the initiation of the LOCA. As a the diffuser to the pump casing, where its nut
further conservatism, all reactor internal pumps seats. The flange is located below the casing
were assumed to trip at the start of LOCA event attachment weld and therefore the stretch tube
even though this in itself is considered to be an forms a redundant parallel strength path to the
accident (See Subsection 15.3.1). The resulting pump casing restraint which is designed to
rapid core flow coastdown produces a calculated provide support in the event of weld failure.
departure from nucleate boiling in the hot In case the pump casing and the stretch tube
bundles within the first few seconds of the break, the pump and motor will move downward
transient, until stopped by the casing restraints. The

pump is part of the stretch tube. In either
LOCA analyses using break areas less than the case the break flow would be much less than the

maximum values were also considered for the drainline break case. Therefore, the drainline
steamline, feedwater line, and RHR shutdown break analysis is also bounding for any credible
suction line locations. The cases analyzed are break within the reactor internal pump
indicated on the break spectrum plot (refer to recirculation system and its associated motor
Figurc 63-10). In general, the largest break at housing and cover,
each location is the worst in terms of minimum
transient water level in the downcomer. As expected, the core flooder line break is

the worst break location in terms of minimum
633.7.5 Intermediate Line Breaks inside transient water level in the downcomer, in

Containment elevation it is the lowest break on the vessel
r3 except for the drainline break. Furthermore, the |

V For this case the r3aximum RHR/LPFL injection worst break / failure combination leaves the ;

i line break (205 cm ) was analyzed. Since the fewest number of ECC systems remaining and no
bottom head drain line ties into the RHR shutdown high pressure core flooder systems. LOCA
suction line, the total break flow for the analyses using break areas less than the maximum
maximum RHR shutdown suction line break includes values were also considered. The cases analyzed ;

flow from the vessel through RHR shutdown suction are indicated on the break spectrum plot (refer I

vessel nozzle as well as through the bottom head to Figure 6.310). From these results it is
drain line. Important variables from this clear that the overall most limiting break in
analysis are shown in Figures 6.3-37 through terms of minimum transient water level in the
6.3-43, downcomer, is the maximum core flooder line

break case.
633.7.6 Small Line Breaks Inside Containment

633.7.7 Line Breaks Outside Containment
For these cases the maximpm high presure core

flooder line break (92cm ) and the tpaximum This group of breaks is characterized by a
bottom head drain line break (203 cm ), based rapid isolation of the break. Since a maximum
on a 2 inch penetration in the vessel bottom head steam line break outside the containment pro-
were analyzed. Since the bottom head drain line duces more vessel inventory loss before isola-
ties into the RHR shutdown suction line, the tion than other breaks in this category, the re-
total break flow for the maximum bottom head sults of this case are bounding for all breaks
drain line break includes flow from the vessel in this group. Important variables from these
through the bottom head drain line penetration as analyses are shown in Figure 6.3-60 through
well as through the RHR shutdown suction line. 6.3-66.
Important variables from these analyses are shown
in Figures 63-44 through 63-59.

( )v
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As discussed in Subsection 6.3.3.7.4, the trip
of all reactor internal pumps at the start of the
LOCA produces a calculated departure from
nucleate boiling for all LOCA events. Further-
more, the high void content in the bundles fol-
lowing a large steamline break produces the
earliest times of loss of nucleate boiling for
any LOCA event. Thus, the summary of results in
Table 6.3-4 show that, though the PCTs for all
break locations are similar, the steamline breaks
result in higher calculated PCTs and the outside
steamline break is the overall most limiting case
in terms of the highest calculated PCT. Results
of the analysis of this break will be provided
for each bundle design for information by the
utility referencing the ABWR design.

633.7.8 Bounding Peak Cladding Temperature
Calculations

Consistent with the SAFER application
| methodology in Reference 1, the Appendix K peak

cladding temperatures calculated in the previous
sections must be compared to a statistically
calculated 95% probability value. Table 6.3-6
presents the significant plant variables which

j were considered in the determination of the 95%
probability PCT or the sensitivity study. Again,
since the ABWR LOCA results have a large margin
to the acceptance criteria, a conservative PCT
calculation was performed which bounds the 95%
probability PCT. This bounding PCT was
calculated by varying all plant variables in the

|

9
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(m
; conservative direction simultaneously. The 63.4.2 Reliability Tests and Inspectionsi

results of this calculation for the limiting case
are given in Figure 6.3-67 through 6.3-75 and The average reliability of a standby
Table 6.3-4. Since the ABWR results have large (nonoperating) safety system is a function of
margins to the 10CFR50.46 licensing acceptance the duration of the interval between periodic
criteria, the ABWR licensing PCT can be based on functional tests. The factors considered in
the bounding PCT which is well below the 1204 C determining the periodic test interval of the
PCT limit. ECCS are: (1) the desired system availability |

(average reliability); (2) the number of
633.8 LOCA Analysis Conclusions redundant functional system success paths; (3)

the failure rates of the individual components
Having shown compliance with the applicable in the system; and (4) the schedule of periodic

acceptance criteria of Section 6.3.3.2, it is tests (simultaneous versus uniformly staggered
concluded that the ECCS will perform its function versus randomly staggered).
in an acceptable manner and meet all of the
criteria in Appendix 4B, given operation at or All of the active components of the HPCF
below the MAPLHGRs provided by the utility for System, ADS, RHR and RCIC Systems are designed
each fuel bundle. See Subsection 6.3.6. so that they may be tested during normal plant

operation. Full flow test capability is
6.3.4 Tests and Inspections provided by a test line back to the suction

source. The full flow test is used to verify
63.4.1 ECCS Performance Tests the capacity of each ECCS pump loop while the

plant remains undisturbed in the power
All systems of the ECCS are tested for their generation mode. In addition, each individual

operational ECCS function during the valve may be tested during normal plant
gm preoperational and/or startup test program. Each operation.
') component is tested for power source, range,i

direction of rotation, setpoint, limit switch All of the active components of the ADS
setting, torque switch setting, etc. Each pump System, except the safety / relief valves and
is tested for flow capacity for comparison with their associated solenoid valves, are designed
vendor data. (This test is also used to verify so that they may be tested during normal plant
flow measuring capability). The flow tests operation. The SRVs and associated solenoid
involve the same suction and discharge source valves are all tested during plant initial power
(i.e., suppression pool). ascension per Appendix A, Paragraph D.2.c of

Regulatory Guide 1.68. SRVs are bench tested to
All logic elements are tested individually and establish lift settings.

then as a system to verify complete system
response to emergency signals including the Testing of the initiating instrumentation and
ability of valves to revert to the ECCS alignment controls portion of the ECCS is discussed in j

from other positions. Subsection 73.1. The emergency power system, j
which supplies electrical power to the ECCS in l

Finally, the entire system is tested for the event that offsite power is unavailable, is
response time and flow capacity taking suction tested as described in Subsection 8.3.1. The
from its normal source and delivering flow into frequency of testing is specified in the Chapter
the reactor vessel. This last series of tests is 16 Technical Specifications. Visual inspections
performed with power supplied from both offsite of all the ECCS components located outside the j

power and onsite emergency power. drywell can be made at any time during power I
operation. Components inside the drywell can be

See Chapter 14 for a thorough discussion of visually inspected only during periods of access i
preoperational testing for these systems.

b
V
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to the drywell. When the reactor vessel is open, 63.4.23 RHR Testing
the spargers and other internals can be
inspected. The RHR pump and valves are tested

periodically during reactor operation. With the
63.4.2.1 IIPCF Testing injection valves closed and the return line open

to the suppression pool, full flowing pump
The HPCF can be tested at full flow with capability is demonstrated. The injection valve

suppression pool water at any time during plant and the check valve are tested in a manner
operation except when a system initiation signal similar to that used for the HPCF valves. The
is present. If an initiation signal occurs while system test conditions during reactor operation
the HPCF is being tested, the system returns are shown on the RHR system process diagram
automatically to the operating mode. The (Figure 63-3).
motor-operated valve in the line to the
condensate storage system is interlocked closed 63.4.2.4 RCIC Testing |
when the suction valve from the suppression pool
is open. The RCIC loop can be tested during reactor

operation. To test the RCIC pump at rated flow,
A design flow functional test of the HPCF over the test bypass line valve to the suppression

the operating pressure and flow range is pool and the pump suction valve from the
performed by pumping water from the suppression suppression pool are opened and the pump is
pool back through the full flow test return line started using the turbine controls in the
to the suppression pool. control room. Correct operation is determined

by observing the instruments in the control
The suction valve from the condensate storage room.

tank and the discharge valve to the reactor
remain closed. These two valves are tested If an initiation signal occurs during the
separately to ensure their operability. test, the RCIC system returns to the operating

mode. The valves in the test bypass lines are
The HPCF test conditions are tabulated on the closed automatically and the RCIC pump discharge

HPCF process flow diagram (Figure 63-1). valve is opened to assure flow is correctly
routed to the vessel.

63.4.2.2 ADS Testing
6.3.5 Instrumentation Requirements

An ADS logic system functional test and
simulated automatic operation of all ADS logic Design details including redundancy and logic
channels are to be performed at least once per of the ECCS instrumentation are discussed in ;

plant operating interval between reactor Section 7.3. !

refuelings. Instrumentation channels are
demonstrated operable by the performance of a All instrumentation required for automatic
channel functional test and a trip unit and manualinitiation of the HPCF, RCIC, RHR and
calibration at least once per month and a . ADS is discussed in Subsection 7.3.1 and is
transmitter calibration at least once per designed to meet the requirements of IEEE 279
operating interval. and other applicable regulatory requirements.

The HPCF, RCIC, RHR and ADS can be manually
All SRVs, which include those used for ADS are initiated from the control room.

bench tested to establish lift settings in
compliance with ASME Code Section XI. The RCIC, HPCF, and RHR are automatically

initiated on low reactor water level or high
drywell pressure. The ADS is automatically
actuated by sensed variables for reactor vessel

O
Amendment 7 6 3-14
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Table 6.3-1

SIGNIFICANT INPUT VARIABLES USED IN THE
LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT ANALYSIS :

A. PLANT PARAMETERS

Variable Units Value

Core Thermal power MWt 4005

6
Vessel Steam Output kg/hr 7.85 x 10

,

Corresponding Percentage % 102.4

of Rated Steam Flow

Vessel Steam Dome Pressure kg/cm a 74.2

B. EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS PARAMETERS

B.1 Low Pressure Flooder System

Variable Units - Value

2p Vessel Pressure at which kg/cm d (vessel to 15.8

\j flow may commence drywell)

Minimum Rated Flow per system m /hr 954
2

at Vessel Pressure kg/cm d (vessel to 2.8
drywell)

Initiating signals em above TAF _ 18.3<

Low Water Level
or

High Drywell Pressure kg/cm g p_0.14

Maximum Allowable Time Delay sec 29.0
from Initiating Signal to
Pumps at Rated Speed

Maximum Allowable Time sec 36.0
Delay from Low Pressure
Permissive Signal to
injection Valve Fully Open

B.2 Reactor Core Isolation Cooline System

Variable Units Value

2
|Vessel Pressure at which kg/cm d (vessel to 82.75

b Flow May Commence pump suction)
V

Amendment 27 6.3 16
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Table 6.31

OSIGNIFICANT INPUT VARIABLES USED IN THE
LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT ANALYSIS (Continued)

Variable UDh3 Value

Minimum Rated Flow m /hr 182
2

at Vessel Pressure kg/cm d (vessel to 82.75 to 10.55
pump suction)

Initiating Signals em above TAF $246.9
Low Water Level

or
liigh Drywell Pressure kg/cm g 1 0.14

Maximum Allowable Time Delay sec 29.0
from Initiating Signal to Rated

,

Flow Available and injection*

Valve Fully Open

B.3 Ilich Pressurr Core Flooder System

Variable U.Dh3 YRlHI

Vessel Pressure at which kg/cm d 82.75
Flow May Commence

Minimum Rated Flow per system m /hr, 182 to 727
Available at Vessel Pressure kg/cm*d (vessel to 82.75 to 7.0

pump suction)

Initiating Signals cm above TAF 1 103.6
Low Water Level

or ,,
Iligh Drywell Pressure kg/cm*g 1 0.14

Maximum Allowed DelayTime sec 36.0
Initiating Signal to Rated
Flow Available and Injection
Valve Fully Open

B.4 Automatic Depressurization System

Variable U.nh3 Yalpfn

Total Number of Relief Valves 8
with ADS Function

6
Total Minimum Flow Capacity Kg/hr 2.903 x 10

At Vessel Pressure kg/cm g 79.1

Amendment 27 6.3-17
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Table 6.3-1q
b SIGNIFICANT INPUT VARIABLES USED IN THE

LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT ANALYSIS (Continued)
|

Variable lin!ts Value

Initiating Signals em above TAF 1 18.3
low Water Level l

and |
2

High Drywell Pressure or kg/cm 8 2.0.14 |
High Drywell Pressure Bypass sec 1480

Timer Timed Out

DelayTime from AllInitiating sec 5 29
Signals Completed to the Time
Valves are Open

C. FUEL PARAMETERS *

IJ_ nits ValueVariable n

FuelType Initial Core

8x8Fuel Bundle Geometry -

Lattice C-------

Number of Fueled Rods per Bundle 62

Peak Technical Specification kw/m 13.4 | t

Linear Heat Generation Rate

Initial Minimum Critical 1.13

Power Ratio

Design Axial Peaking 1.40-------

Factor

The system response analysis is based upon the core loading in Figure 4.3-1. The sensitivities*

demonstrated are valid for other core loadings. I

o 1
|
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Table 6.3-2

OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE OF EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM
MAXIMUM CORE FLOODER LINE BREAK

Time
Intsl Etents

0 Design basis LOCA assumed to start; normal auxiliary power assumed to be lost (1)

~5 Reactor low water level 3 is reached. Reactor scram occurs. (2)

~ 10 Drywell high pressure is reached. All diesel-generators, RCIC, HPCF, RHR/LPFL signaled

to start. (3)

~ 18 Reactor low water level 2 is reached. RCIC receives second signal to start.

~48 RCIC injection valve open and pump at design flow which completes RCIC startup.

~ 65 Reactor low water level 1.5 is reached. All diesel-generators and HPCF receive second
signal to start. Main steam isolation valves signaled to close.

~ 78 All diesel-generators ready to load; RHR/LPFL and HPCF loading sequence beings.

~ 102 HPCF injection valves open and pumps at design flow, which completes HPCF startup

~118 Reactor low water level 1 is reached. RHR/LPFL receives second signal to start.
ADS delay timer initiated.

~148 ADS delay timer timed out. ADS valves actuated.

~344 Vessel pressure decreases below shutoff head of RHR/LPFL. RHR/LPFL injection valves
open and flow into vessel beings.

Core effectively reflooded assuming worst single failure; heatup terminated*

NOTES:

(1) For the purpose of all but the next to last entry on this table, all ECCS equipment is
assumed to function as designed. Performance analysis calculations consider the
effects of single equipment failures (Subsection 6333).

(2) For the LOCA analysis, the water level is initiated at the scram water level.

(3) For the LOCA analysis, the ECCS initiation on high drywell pressure is not considered.
|

|

* See Figure 63-46 ]
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Table 6.3-4

SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF LOCA ANALYSES
|
1

I
-!

I
i

i

i

GE PROPRIETARY - provided under separate cover

O
!

f f

J

I

LO
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Table 6.3-6

PLANT VARIABLES WITH NOMINAL AND
SENSITIVITY STUDY VALUES

!

,

i

GE PROPRIETARY- provided under separate cover

,

|

|

|

i

|

I
I
1

l

>
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Table 6.3-7

|MAPLHGR VERUS EXPOSURE *

Exposure MAPLHGR**
(mwd /O kw/m I

|

HIGH ENRICHMENT ;

i

200 39.4
1,000 40.0

5,000 . 41.7

.10,000 423 J

15,000 423
20,000 413
25,000 38.4-
30,000 35.4

MEDIUM ENRICHMENT

200 39.0
1,000 39.4
5,000 39.7 -

10,000 40.0

] 15,000 40.4

(V 20,000 39.7
25,000 38.1
30,000 37.1-

LOW ENRICHMENT

200 37.7
1,000 37.4
5,000 37.1

10,000 37.7
15,000 37.7
20,000 36.1
25,000 34.1

For the core loading in Figure 43-1*

These values are limited by the peak LHGR of 44.0kw/m and not by ECCS performance"

Amendment 27 6.3-24
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6.5 FISSION PRODUCTS REMOVAL AND (4) Remain intact and functional in the event of
'

,qQ CONTROL SYSTEMS a safe shutdown earthquake (SSE). |

6.5.1 Engineered Safety Features Filter (5) M e e t environmental qualification i

Systems requirements established for system )
operation. i

IThe filter systems required to perform
safety related functions following a design basis (6) Filter airborne radioactivity (halogens and
accident are: particulates) in the effluent to reduce

offsite doses during normal and upset j
(1) Standby gas treatment system (T22-SGTS). operations to within the limits of 10CFR20. )

(2) Control room portion of the HVAC system, 63.1.2 System Design

(U41-HVAC)
63.1.2.1. General

The control room portion of the HVAC system is
discussed in Seetion 6.4 and Subsection 9.4.1. The SGTS P&ID is provided as Figure 6.5-1.

The SGTS is discussed in this Subsection (6.5.1).
6.5.1.2.2 Component Description

, 6.5.1.1 Design Basis
I Table 6.5-1 provides a summary of the major

6.5.1.1.1 Power Generation Design Basis SGTS components. The SGTS consists of two
parallel and redundant filter trains. Suction

The SGTS has the capability to filter the is taken from the secondary containment includ-
gaseous effluent from the primary containment or ing above the refueling area or from the primary
from the secondary containment when required to containment via the atmospheric control system

A limit the discharge of radioactivity to the (T31-ACS). The treated discharge goes to the
V environment to meet 10CFR100 requirements, main plant stack.i ,

6.5.1.1.2 Safety Design Basis The SGTS consists of the following principal
components: ,

The SGTS is designed to accomplish the
following: (1) Two filter trains each consisting of a

moisture seprator, an electric process
(1) Maintain a negative pressure in the heater, a prefilter, a high efficiency

secondary containment, relative to the particulate air (HEPA) filter, a charcoal
outdoor atmosphere, to control the release adsorber, a second HEPA filter, space
of fission products to the environment, heaters, and a cooling fan for the removal i

of decay heat from the charcoal.

(2) Two independent process fans located
downstream of each filter train.

(2) Filter airborne radioactivity (halogen and
air particulates) in the effluent to reduce 1

offsite doses to within the limits specified 6.5.1.23 SGTS Operation
in 10CFR100.

6.5.1.23.1 Automatic I

Upon the crecipt of a high primary
(3) Ensure that failure of any active component, containment pressure signal or a low reactor 1

assuming loss of offsite power, cannot water level signal, or when high radioactivity
.

impair the ability of the system to perform is detected in the secondary containment or
its safety function.

:
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refueling floor ventilation exhaust, both SGTS trains efficiencies are outlined in Table 6.5-1. Dose |

are automatically actuated and one train placed in analyses of events requiring SGTS operation, !,

| standby mode manually When the operation of both described in Subsections 15.6.5 and 15.7.4, l
| the trains is assured, one train is placed in standby indicate that offsite doses are within the limits |

mode. In the event a malfunction disables an established by 10 CFR 100. |
operating train, the standby train is automatically
initiated. (3) The SGTS is designated as an engineered

safety feature since it mitigates the
! 6.5.1.23.2 Manual consequences of a postulated accident by
' controlling and reducing the release of

The SGTS is on standby during normal plant radioactivity to the environment. The SGTS,
operation and may be manually initiated for primary except for the deluge,is designed and built to
containment purging (de inerting) to limit the the requirements for Safety Class 3 equipment
discharge of contaminants to the environment within as defined in Section 3.2, and 10 CFR 50,
10CFR20 limits. It may be manually initiated for Appendix B.
testing.

| The SGTS has independent, redundant active
l 6.5.1.2.33 Decay IIcat Removal trains. Should any active train fail, SGTS

functions can be performed by the redundant
Cooling of the SGTS filters may be required to train. The electrical devices of independent

prevent the gradual accumulation of decay heat in components are powered from separate Class
the charcoal. This heat is generated by the decay of IE electrical buses. |

tadioactive iodine adsorbed on the SGTS charcoal.
| The charcoalis typically cooled by the air from the (4) The SGTS is designed to Scismic Category I

process fan. requirements as specified in Section 3.2. The

( SGTS is housed in a Category I structure. All

| A water deluge capability is also provided, but surrounding equipment, components, and
primarily for fire protection since redundant process supports are designed to appropriate safety i!

.
fans are provided for air cooling. Since the deluge is class and seismic requirements. i

| available,it may also be used to remove decay heat '

for sequences outside the normal design basis. (5) A secondary containment draw-down analysis'

Temperature instrumentation is provided for control will be performed to demonstrate the capability
of the SGTS process and space electric heaters. This of the SGTS to maintain the design negative |
instrumentation may also be used by the operator to pressure following a LOCA including inleakage j

[re-] establish a cooling air flow post-accident,if from the open, non. isolated penetrat on linesi

required. identified during construction engineering and
the vent of the worst single failure of a

Water is supplied from the fire protection system secondary isolation valve to close. (See
and is connected to the SGTS via a spool piece. Subsection 6.5.5.1 for COL license information ,

| requirements). |

63.13 Design Evaluation
6.5.1.3.2 Sizing Basis

6.5.1.3.1 General
Figure 6.5 2 provides an assessment of the

| (1) A negative pressurc of 635 mm water gauge is secondary containment pressure after the|

| normally maintained in the secondary contain-
design-basp/hr (21 C,1 atmosphere) per fan. Credit 1

LOCA assuming an SGTS fan capacity
ment by the reactor building HVAC system of 6800 m
(Subsection 9.4.5). On SGTS initiation per for secondary containment as a fission product
Subsection 6.5.1.2.3.1, the secondary control system is only taken if the secondary

j containment HVAC is automatically isolated. containment is actually at a negative pressure by
| considering the potential effect of wind on the

(2) The SGTS filter particulate and charcoal ambient pressure in the vicinity of the reactor
building. For the ABWR dose analysis, direct
transport of containment leakage to the emironment

,

|
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|TABLE 6.5-1

STANDBY GAS TREATMENT SYSTEM
COMPONENT DESCRIPTION

I'
|
,

I

Filter Train Consists of a moisture separator, an electric !
process heater, prefilter, pre-HEPA filter,
charcoal adsorber, post-HEPA filter and
space electric heaters. I

Quantity 2

3
Capacity 6800 m /hr

.

Moisture Separator

General Woven wire, stainless steel mesh pads

Quantity 1 bank of standard size moisture separators
per filter train

,

!

'
Efficiency per ASME N509, Section 5.4

Electric Process Heater ]

General Electric, finned tubular
!

Quantity 1 per filter train l

Rating 53 kW minimum,26.2 kW maximum

Relative humidity j
Inlet 100% @ 66 C |

Outlet 70% @ 75 C

Air AT 9C

Preniter

General Cartridge type

Ouantity 1 bank of standard size filters per filter train

Media Glass fiber

Efficiency Per ASME N509, Section 53

O
Amendment 27 65 7
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TABLE 6.5-1 (Continued)

SUMMARY OF MAJOR STANDBY GAS
TREATMENT SYSTEM COMPONESTS

HEPA filters

General Vertically oriented

Quantity Banks of standard size HEPA filters both
upstream and downstream of charcoal adsorber
per filter train

Media Glass fiber

Efficiency ._99.97% with 03 micron DOP (shop test>

>99.9% with 0.5 micron DOP (surveillance test)

Charcoal Adsorbers

General Vertically oriented deep beds

Quantity 1 per filter train

Efficiency 199.825% (laboratory)
199.95% (in-place bypass test) |

Charcoal weight 794 kg.

Depth of Bed 15 cm.

Maximum Face velocity 732 m/hr

Process Fan

General Centrifugal

Quantity 2

Capacity 6800 m /hr

Cooling Fan

General Centrifugal '

Ouantity 2

3
Capacity 700 m /hr

i

|

O
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6.6 PRESERVICE AND INSERVICE (8) Control rod drive system ipI INSPECTION AND TESTING OF CLASS (9) Deleted !,O 2 AND 3 COMPONENTS AND PIPING (10) Purified make up water system j
(11) Atmospheric control system

; This subsection describes the preservice and (12) Deleted
inservice inspection and system pressure test (13) HVAC normal cooling water system
programs for Quality Groups B and C,i.e., ASME (14) Deleted
Code Class 2 and 3 items *, respectively. It describes (15) Deleted :

those programs implementing the requirements of (16) Deleted )
ASM.E B&PV Code, Section XI, Subsections IWC (17) Reactor building cooling water system '

and IWD. The requirements for subsequent (18) Deleted
inservice inspection intervals are addressed in (19) Fuel pool cooling and clean-up system
Subsection 5.33.7. (20) Reactor senice water system

The development of the preservice and 6.6.1.1 Class 2 System Boundary Description
inservice inspection progra'u plans will be the
responsibility of the COL apphmt and will be based Those portions of the systems listed in#

on the ASME Code, Scior. XI, Edition and Subsection 6.6.1 within the Class 2 boundary, based
Addenda specified in ar.:ordane with 10CFR50, on Regulatory Guide 1.26, Revision 3, for Quality
Section 50.55a. Responsibil ty for designing Group B, are as follows:
components for presenice and insenice inspection is
the responsibility of the COL applicant. The COL (1) Portions of the reactor coolant pressure
applicant will be responsible for specifying the boundary as defined in Subsection 5.2.4.1.1, but
Edition of the ASME Code, Section XI, to be used, which are excluded from the Class 1 boundary
based on the procurement date of the component pursuant to Subsection 5.2.4.1.2.
per 10CFR50, Section 50.55a. The ASME Code
requirements discussed in this section are provided (2) Systems or portions of systems important top)! for information and are based on the 1989 Edition of safety that are designed for reactor shutdown
the ASME Section XI. See Subsection 6.6.9.1 for or residual heat removal.
COL license information requirements.

(3) Portion:, of the steam systems extending from
6.6.1 Class 2 and 3 System Boundaries the outermost containment isolation valve up to

but not including the turbine stop and bypass
The Class 2 and 3 system boundaries for both valves and connected piping up to and including

presenice and insenice inspection programs and the the first valve that is either normally closed or
system pressure test program includes applicable capable of automatic closure during all modes
items within the 3 boundary and the 4 boundary on of normal reactor operation.
the piping and instrumentation drawings (P& ids).
Those items boundaries include all or part of the (4) Systems or portions of systems that are
following- connected to the reactor coolant pressure

,

boundary and are not capable of being isolated |
"

'

(1) Main steam system from the boundary during all modes of normal
(2) Feedwater system reactor operation by two valves, each of which
(3) Reactor core isolation cooling system is normally closed or capable of automatic
(4) High pressure core flooder system closure.
(5) Standby liquid control system
(6) Residual heat removal system. (5) Systems or portions of systems important to j

(7) Reactor water clean up system safety that are designed for (1) emergency core |

cooling, (2) post accident containment heat
removal, or (3) post accident fission product

* Items as used in this Section are products removal.

~
constructed under a Certificate of Authorization

(.G) (NCA-3120) and material (NCA-1220). See Section Items (1) through (5) above describe the Class
III, NCA-1000, footnote 2 2 boundary only and are not related to exemptions

Amendment 27 6.6-1
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from inservice examinations under ASME Code,
Section XI rules. The Class 2 components exempt
from inservice examinnions are described in ASME
Code, Section XI, IWC-1220.

6.6.1.2 Class 3 System Boundary Description'

Those portions of the systems listed in
Subsection 6.6.1 within the Class 3 boundary, based
on Regulatary Guide 1.26, Revision 3, for Quality
Group C, are not part of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary but are as follows:

(1) Cooling water systems or portions of cooling
water systems important to safety that are
designed for emergency core cooling,
post-accident containment heat removal,
post-accident containment atmosphere cleanup,
or residual heat removal from the reactor and
from the spent fuel storage pool (including

9

|

I

|

l

I

|

O
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At locations where leakages are normally Insulation removal for inspection is to allow
expected and leakage collection systems are located, sufficient room for the ultrasonic transducer to scan

I
(e.g., valve stems and pump seals), the visual, VI'-2, the examination area. A distance of 2T plus 6
examination shall verify that the leakage collection inches, where T is the pipe thickness, is the minimum

system is operative. required on each side of the examination area. The
.

insulation design gene' rally leaves 16 inches on each

Piping runs shall be clearly identified and laid side of the weld, which exceeds minimum i

out such that insulation damage, leaks and structural requirements. ,

distress will be evident to a trained visual examiner.
643.2.4 Alternative Examination Techniques

643.2.2 Surface E===laation
As provided by ASME Section XI, IWA-2240,

*

Magnetic Particle and Liquid Penetrant alternative examination methods, a combination of

examination techniques shall be performed in methods, or newly developed techniques may be
accordance with ASME Section XI, IWA-2221 and substituted for the methods specified for a given item -

IWA-2222, respectively. For direct examination in this section, provided that they are demonstrated ,

access for magnetic particle (MT) and penetrant to be equivalent or superior to the specified method.
'

(PT) examination, a clearance (of at least 24 inches This provision allows for the use of newly developed
'

of clear space) is provided where feasible for the . examination methods, techniques, etc., which may ,

'
head and shoulders of a man within a working arm's result in improvements in examination reliability and

length (20 inches) of the surface to be examined. In . reductions in personnel exposure,

addition, access shall be provided as necessary to
enable physical contact with the item as necessary to 643.2J Data Recording

'

perform the examination. Remote MT and PT
generally are not appropriate as a standard .

Manual data recording will be performed i

examination process, however, borescopes and where manual ultrasonic examinations are
mirrors can be used at close range to improve the performed. If automated systems are used,
angle of vision. As a minimum, insulation removal electronic data recording and comparison analysis

A shall expose the area of each weld plus at least six are to be employed with automated ultrasonic
'

,

inches from the toe of the weld on each side, examination equipment. Signals from each
,

Insulation will generally be removed 16 inches on ultrasonic transducer would be fed into a data t

'
each side of the weld. acquisition system in which the key parameters of

any reflectors will be recorded. The data to be .

'

643.23 Volumetric Ultrasonic Examination recorded for manual and automated methods are:
,

Volumetric ultrasonic examination shall be (1) location;
performed in accordance with ASME Section XI, (2) position;
IWA-2232. In order to perform the examination, (3) depth below the emaning surface;
visual access to place the head and shoulder within (4) length of the reflector;
20 inches of the area of interest shall be provided (5) transducer data including angle and
where feasible. Nine inchea between adjacent pipes frw.q; and

is sufficient spacing if there is free access on each (6) calibration data.
side of the pipes. The transducer dimension has_ ;

been considered: a 11/2 inch diameter cylinder,3 . The data so recorded shall be compared with i

inches long placed with the access at a right angle to the results of subsequent exam'mations to determine

the surface to be examined. The ultrasonic the behavior of the reflector.

examination instrument has been considered as a
rectangular box 12 x 12 x 20 inches located within 40 64.3.24 Q==une= ties of Personnel nad
feet from the transducer. Space for a second- Emannimaties Systems for Ultranealc Examiention -

examiner to monitor the instrument shall be
provided if necessary. Personnel performing examinations shall be

qualified in accordance with ASME Section XI,
Appendix VII. Ultrasonic examination systems shall

O be qualified in accordance with an industry accepted

6.6-3 -)
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|
program for implementation of ASME Section XI,
Appendix VIII.

6.6.4 Inspection Intervals

6.6.4.1 Class 2 Systems !

I

The inservice inspection intervals for Class 2 )
systems will conform to Inspection Program B as

|

|

|
1

|

I

|

9
i

)

i

!

O
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described in Section XI,IWC-2412. Except where Table IWD-2500-1, for categories D.A, D-B andf,

(V) deferral is permitted by Table IWC-2500-1, the D-C. The system inservice test shall include a VT-2
percentages of examinations completed within each examination in accordance with IWA-5240, except
period of the interval shall correspond to Table that, where portions of a system are subject to
IWC-2412-1. An example of the selection of Code system pressure tests associated with two different
Class 2 items and examinations to be conducted functions, the VT-2 examination shall only be
within the 10-year intervals are described in Table performed during the test conducted at the higher of
6.6-1. the test pressures. The system inservice test will be

conducted at approximately the maximum operating
6.6.4.2 Class 3 Systems pressure and temperature indicated in the applicable

process flow diagram for the system as indicated in
The inservice inspection intervals for Class 3 Table 1.7-1. The system hydrostatic test (Subsection

systems will conform to Inspection Program B as 5.2.4.6.2), when performed is acceptable in lieu of
described in Section XI,IWD-2412. Except where the system inservice test.
deferral is permitted by Table IWD-2500-1, the
percentages of examinations completed within each 6.6.6.2 System Functional Test
period of the interval shall correspond to Table
IWD-2412-1. An example of the selection of Code As required by Section XI, IWC-2500 for
Class 3 items and examinations to be conducted category C-H and by IWD-2500 for categories D-A,
within the 10-year intervals are described in Table D-B and D-C, a system functional test shall be
6.6-1. performed in accordance with IWC-5221 on Class 2

systems, and IWD-5221 on Class 3 systems, which
o.6.5 Evaluation of Examination Results are not required to operate during normal operation

but for which a periodic system functional test is
Examination results will be evaluated in performed. The system functional test shallinclude

accordane with ASME Section XI,IWC-3000 for all Class 2 or 3 components and piping within the
p Class 2 components, with repairs based on the pressure retaining boundary and shall be performed('j requirements of IWA-4000 and IWC-4000. once during each inspection period as defined in

Examination results will be evaluated in accordance Tables IWC-2412-1 and IWD-2412-1 for Program B.
with ASME Section XI, IWD-3000 for Class 3 For the purposes of the system functional test of
components, with repairs based on the requirements Class 2 systems, the pressure retaining boundary is
of IWA-4000 and IWD-4000. defined in Table IWC-2500-1, Category C-H, Note 7.

For the purposes of the system functional test for
6.6.6 System Pressure Tests Class 3 systems, the system boundary is defined in

Note 1 of Table IWD-2500-1, categories D-A, D-B
6.6.6.1 System laservice Test and D-C. The system inservice test shall include a

VT-2 examination in accordance with IWA-5240,
As required by Section XI, IWC-2500 for except that, where portions of a system are subject to

category C H and by IWD-2500 for categories D-A, system pressure tests associated with two different
D-B and D-C, a system inservice test shall be functions, the VT 2 examination shall only be
performed in accordance with IWC-5221 on Class 2 performed during the test conducted at the higher of
systems, and IWD-5221 on Class 3 systems, which the test pressures. The system functional test will be
are required to operate during normal operation. conducted at the nominal operating pressure and
The system inservice test shall include all Class 2 or 3 temperature indicated in the applicable process flow
components and piping within the pressure retaining diagram for the functional test for each system as
boundary and shall be performed once during each indicated in Table 1.7-1. The system hydrostatic test
inspection period as defined in Tables IWC-2412-1 (Subsection 5.2.4.6.2), when performed is acceptable
and IWD-2412-1 for Program B. For the purposes in lieu of the system inservice test.
of the system inservice test of Class 2 systems, the
pressure retaining boundary is defined in Table 6.6.6.3 Ilydrostatic Pressure Tests
IWC-2500-1, Category C-H, Note 7. For the
purposes of the system inservice test for Class 3 As required by Section XI, IWC-2500 for
systems, the system boundary is defm' ed in Note 1 of Category B-P, the hydrostatic pressure test shall be

%
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performed in accordance with ASME Section 6.6.9 COL License Information
IWC-5222 on all Class 2 components and piping
within the pressure retaining boundary once during 6.6.9.1 PSI and ISI Program Plans
each 10 year inspection interval. For purposes of the

l hydrostatic pressure test, the pressure retaining The COL applicant will develop a PSI and ISI
boundary is defined in Tables IWC-2500-1, Category program plans as outlined in Section 6.6.
C-H and IWD-2500-1 Categories D-A, D-B, and
D-C. The system hydrostatic test shall include a 6.6.9.2 Access Requirements
VT-2 examination in accordance with IWA-5240.

The COL applicant willincorporate plans for
NDE during design and construction in order to

i meet all access requirements of the regulations. (See

| Subsection 6.6.2)

6.6.7 Augmented Inservice Inspection

6.6.7.1 Ifigh Energy Piping

All high energy piping between the
containment isolation valves are subject to the
following additionalinspection requirements:

All circumferential welds shall be 100 percent
volumetrically examined each inspection interval as
defined in Subsection 6.63.23. Further, accessibility,
examination requirements and procedures shall be as
discussed in Subsections 6.6.2, 6.6.3 and 6.6.5,
respectively. Piping in these areas shall be seamless,
thereby eliminating all longitudinal welds.

6.6.7.2 Erosion-Corrosion

Piping systems determined to be susceptible to
single-phase erosion-corrosion shall be subject to a
program of nondestructive examinations to verify the
system structural integrity. The examination
schedule and examination methods shall be
determined in accordance with the NUMARC
Program (or another equally effective program) as
discussed in Generic Letter 89-08, and applicable
rules of Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code.

6.6.8 Code Exemptions

As provided in ASME Section XI, IWC-1220
and IWD-1220, certain portions of Class 2 and 3
systems are exempt from the volumetric and surface
and visual examination requirements of IWC-2500
and IWD-2500. These portions of systems are
specifically identified in Table 6.6-1

O
Amendment 27 6.6-5
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6.7 HIGH PRESSURE NITROGEN GAS bottles. Normally, outlet valves from five ofs
( ) SUPPLY SYSTEM the ten bottles are kept open. Each division
'

has a pressure control valve .o depressurize the

| 6.7.1 Functions nitrogen gas from the bottles.
|

The high pressure nitrogen gas supply system The bottles are mechsnically restrained to
is divided into two independent divisions, with preclude generation of aigh-pressure missiles
each division containing a safety-related during an SSE. The br.ttles are also covered by
emergency stored nitrogen supply. The essential a heavy steel plate, which serves as a barrier
stored nitrogen supply is Safety Class 3, Seismic to potential missiles.
Category I, designed for operation of the main
steam S/R valve ADS function accumulators. Flow rate and capacity requirements are

divided into an initial requirement and a
continuous supply. An initial requirement for

The function of the nonsafety-related, makeup each ADS SRV provides for actuations of the
nitrogen gas supply system is: valve against drywell pressure.1891 accumu- |

lators supplied for each main steam ADS SRV
,

relief function accumulators of main steam actuator fulfill the steam valve requirement.| (1)
S/R valves, The continuous supply is divided into safety and

nonsafety portions.
(2) pneumatically operated valves and

!
instruments inside the PCV, Compressed nitrogen at a rate adequate to

l make up the nitrogen leakage of each serviced
(3) leak detection system radiation monitor valve is provided by the safety portion. This

calibration assumes an air leakage rate for each valve of
;

| 28.31/br for a period of at least seven days. ]
'A (4) ADS function accumulators to compensate for The essential system with associated lines,

!Q the leakage from main steam S/R solenoid valves and fittings are classified as Safety
|

valves during normal operation Class 3, Seismic Category I.

6.7.2 System Description The nonsafety portion provides compressed
nitrogen at a rate adequate to recharge the ADS

Normally, nitrogen gas for both the essential SRV accumulators. The nonessential system has
and nonessential makeup systems is supplied from two pressure control valves to depressurize the
the nitrogen gas evaporator via the makeup line nitrogen gas from the AC system. One is to
to the atmospheric control (AC) system. The depressurize to a level for the SRV accumulators
nitrogen supply system shall supply nitrogen and the other is to depressurize to a lower
which is oil-free with a moisture content of less level for other pneumatic uses per Figure 6.7-1.
than 2.5 ppm. This nitrogen is filtered in the
HPIN system to remove particles larger than 5 The continuous supply portion of the

I microns. All equipment using this nitrogen shall pneumatic system, extending from the AC system
be capable of operating with nitrogen of the to the isolation valve prior to the essential
quality listed above. If nitrogen is not system is not safety related.
available from the AC system to supply the
essential system, nitrogen is supplied from high Nonsafety piping and valves of the system are
pressure nitrogen gas storage bottles. The designed to ANSI B31.1, Power Piping Code, and
essential system is separated into two the requirements of Quality Group D of
divisions. There are tielines between the Regulatory Guide 1.26. Pressure vessels and
nonessential and each division of the essential heat exchangers are designed to ASME Section
system. Each tieline has a motor operated VIII, Division I.
shutoff valve. For details, see Figure 6.7-1 and
Table 6.7-1. System design pressure and temperature are

_

(L}
shown on Figure 6.71.

Each division of the essential system has ten
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6.7.3 System Evaluation

Vessels, piping and fittings of the safety
portion of the system are designed to Seismic

1

I

i
l

i

!

O

|

I
.

O
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p) Filter and adsorber banks should be arranged in accordance with the recommendations of Section 4.4 of"f.

( ERDA 76-21."

The design is in compliance with this position.

"g. System filter housings, including floors and doors, should be constructed and designed in accordance with
the provisions of Section 5.6 of ANSI N509-1976."

The design is in compliance with this position.

"h. Water drains should be designed in accordance with the recommendations of Section 4.5.8 of ERDA
76-21."

The design is in compliance with this position.

"i. The adsorber section of the ESF atmosphere cleanup system may contain any adsorbent material
demonstrated to remove gaseous iodine (elemental iodine and organic iodides) from air at the required
efficiency. Since impregnated activated carbon is commonly used, only this adsorbent is discussed in this
guide."

Impregnated activated carbon is used in the ABWR SGTS design.

m

"Each original or replacement batch of impregnated activated carbon used in the adsorber section should
meet the qualification and batch test results summarized in Table 5.1 of ANSI N509-1976. In this table, a
' qualification test'should be interpreted to mean a test that establishes the suitability of a product for a
general application, normally a one-time test reflecting historical typical performance of material. In this
table, a ' batch test'should be interpreted to mean a test made on a production batch of product to
establish suitability for a specific application. A ' batch of activated carbon'should be interpreted to mean
a quantity of material of the same grade, type, and series that has been homogenized to exhibit, within
reasonable tolerance, the same performance and physical characteristics and for which the manufacturer
can demonstrate by acceptable tests and quality control practices such uniformity."

The test requirements for the adsorber section will comply with this position.

"All material in the same batch should be activated, impregnated, and otherwise treated under the same
process conditions and procedures in the same process equipment and should be produced under the
same manufacturing release and instructions. Material produced in the same charge of batch equipment
constitutes a batch; material produced in different charges of the same batch equipment should be
includ d in the same batch only ifit can be homogenized as above. The maximum batch size should bef
350 ft of active carbon."

The test requirements will comply with this position.

"If an adsorbent other than impregnated activated carbon is proposed or if the mesh size distribution is

/^T different from the specification in Table 5.1 of ANSI N509-1976, the proposed adsorbent should have
V demonstrated the capability to perform as well as or better than activated carbon in satisfying the

specifications in Table 5.1 of ANSI N509-1976."

Amendment 11 6A.5
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Impregnated activated carbon is used in the ABWR SGTS design. The performance requirements of Table
'

5-1 of ANSI N509 will be met.

"If impregnated activated carbon is used as the adsorbent, the adsorber system should be designed for an
average atmosphere residence time of 0.25 see per two inches of adsorbent bed. The adsorption unit
should be designed for a maximum loading of 2.5 mg of totaliodine (radioactive plus stable) per gram of
activated carbon. No more than 5% of impregnant (50 mg of impregnant per gram of carbon) should be
used. The radiation stability of the type of carbon specified should be demonstrated and certified (see
Section C.1.b of this guide for the design source term)."

The design is in compliance with this position.

"j. Adsorber cells should be designed, constructed, and tested in accordance with the requirements of
Section 5.2 of ANSI N509-1976."

The design is in compliance with this position.

''k. The design of the adsorber section should consider possible iodine desorption and adsorbent
auto-ignition that may result from radioactivity-induced heat in the adsorbent and concomitant
temperature rise. Acceptable designs include a low-flow air bleed system, cooling coils, water sprays for
the adsorber section, or other cooling mechanisms. Any cooling mechanism should satisfy the
single-failure criterion. A low-flow air bleed system should satisfy the single-failure criterion for
providing low-humidity (less than 70% relative humidity) cooling air flow."

The design is in compliance with this position. The design utilizes cooling process fans for any necessary
cooling of the charcoal.

"1. The system fan, its mounting, and the ductwork connections should be designed, constructed, and tested
in accordance with the requirements of Sections 5.7 and 5.8 of ANSI N509-1976."

The design is in compliance with this position.

*m. The fan or blower used on the ESF atmosphere cleanup system should be capable of operating under the
environmental conditions postulated, including radiation."

The design is in compliance with this position.

"n. Ductwork should be designed, constructed, and tested in accordance with the provisions of Section 5.10 of
ANSI N509-1976."

The design is in compliance with this position.

"o. Ducts and housings should be laid out with a minimum of ledges, protrusions, and crevices that could
collect dust and moisture and that could impede personnel or create a hazard to them in the performance
of their work. Straightening vanes should be installed where required to ensure representative air flow
measurement and uniform flow distribution through cleanup components."

Amendment 27 6A4
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APPENDIX 6B |

SRP 6.5.1, TABLE 6.5.1-1 COMPLIANCE ASSESSMENT

The following provides a comparison between the instrumentation specified in SRP 6.5.1, Table 6.5.1-1, and
the instrumentation provided in the ABWR SGTS design. Justification is provided for those items that deviate
from the SRP.

The selection and location of instrumentation for the ABWR SGTS was re-examined during system design to
rationalize the operator interface. Instrumentation strictly required for monitoring the operation of the SGTS
to mitigate offsite releases is provided in the main control room (MCR) on panel displays designed for that
purpose. Monitoring, of course, is a fundamental plant requirement specified in GDC 13. Instrumentation
used for testing or maintenance is located at the local instrument rack.

|

1

There are two basic parameters that are important to assure SGTS function, secondary containment pressure
and charcoal adsorber inlet relative humidity. If the secondary containment pressure is less than the ambient
pressure, any release from the plant passes through and is treated and monitored by the SGTS. If the inlet
relative humidity to the charcoal adsorber is less than or equal to 70%, then credit for a 99% cfficiency may be

( taken (although charcoal performance at higher humidities provides significant decontamination factors). If an

( operator confirms the secondary containment pressure is negative with respect to ambient on all faces of the
building and the relative humidity is less than 70% entering the adsorber, then the system is functioning as
intended to mitigate calculated offsite doses.

The ABWR SGTS design provides { gig divisional differential pressure transmitters with high and low alarms
monitoring secondary containment pressure with respect to ambient pressure outside each of the four walls of
the reactor building. In addition, Lwo divisions of moisture measurement with high alarms are provided in the
filter housing upstream of the charcoal adsorber, providing a direct measurement of relative humidity. As a j
secondary indication of relative humidity, single division ofinlet temperature (upstream of the process electric

| heaters) and single division of temperature indication (upstream of charcoal adsorber) are also provided. The
maximum possible relative humidity may be calculated based on the temperature rise across the heater. These
basic parameters each have main control room indication and alarm.

]Unit inlet or Outlet
|

Local Panel Main Control Room
SRP Table 6.5.1 1 F1ow rate (indieation) Flow rate (recorded indication,

high alarm and low alarm
signals)

ABWR SGTS F(1) 018B(C) Inlet flow rate (recorded,

indication, low alarm);
FRS618B(C), FI618B(C). Inlet
temperature (indication);
TI602B(C)t

v
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Local: ABWR design is in compliance with SRP Table 6.5.1-1

O.

! MCR: SRP Table 6.5.11 includes a high alarm signal to detect high flow rate at the system inlet or outlet.
The ABWR SGTS does not have this high alarm, A flow rate higher than the design value may indicate a

|

| potential failure in the fan or an increase in secondary containment leakage. However, as long as a negative

| pressure is maintained in secondary containment, SGTS function is accomplished. Low negative secondary
containment pressure is alarmed in the main control room. Operation of the SGTS to mitigate offsite releases!

will not be affected by the absence of the high flow alarm at the local panel.

In addition, the ABWR SGTS design provides inlet temperature indication which is used in concert with
,

| downstream temperature measurement as a second means to determine relative humidity in the process stream
~

to the charcoal adsorber. Direct moisture measurement is the primary means to determine charcoal adsorber
inlet relative humidity and is discussed in a later section of this response.

Moisture Senarator

Local Panel Main Control Room
SRP Table 6.5.1-1 Pressure drop (indication) None

.

(optional high alarm signal)
|

ABWR SGTS Pressure drop (indication); Pressure drop (indication);
i DPI003B(C), DPIl03B(C) DPI603B(C)

|
The ABWR design is in compliance with SRP Table 6.5.1-1.

Electric Heater

Local Panel Main Control Room
SRP Table 6.5.1-1 Status indication None

ABWR SGTS Hand switch, status indication. Hand switch, status indication

| Local: The ABWR design exceeds the local panel requirements of SRP Table 6.5.1-1.

MCR: The ABWR design exceeds the control room requirements specified in SRP Table 6.5.1-1.

I ;

)

j
! i

O
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Space Between Heater and Prefilter

Local Panel Main Control Room
SRP Table 6.5.1-1 Temperature (indication, high Temperature (indication, high

alarm and low alarm signals) alarm, low alarm, trip alarm
signals)

ABWR SGTS None Temperature (high alarm and
trip signals);TS005B(C)

local: Temperature indication required for testing is available from the control room. Operation of the SGTS
to mitigate offsite releases will not be affected by the absence of temperature indication or the high and low
alarms at the local panel.

MCR: The hich alarm and trio in the ABWR SGTS design is used to alert the operator and shut down the
electric heater should the heater temperature increase above 110 C. This is slightly above the 107"C referenced
in ASME N509, Subsection 5.5.1, but well within the available margin. Per ASME N509, Section 4.9, higher
temperatures (above 150 C) may lead to significant desorption of iodine from the charcoal. Potential ignition of
the charcoal occurs at a much higher temperature (290 C per ERDA 76-21, Subsection 3.4.2) and is also not a
concern. Note that the ABWR SGTS charcoal will meet the more stringent physical property specification of
ASME N509, Table 5-1, for ignition temperature (330 C) [see also the response to Position C3.i, Appendix

6.5A].

Traditionally, relative humidity is maintained by controlling the temperature rise across the heater. A low
/ temperature alarm indicates a potential heater failure such that the relative humidity in the process stream may
i not be maintained. Additional temperature and relative humidity indication and high alarms are provided

between the first HEPA filter and the charcoal adsorber and are described in a later section of this response.
These additional instruments serve the same function as the SRP instruments -- assuring a relative humidity in
the process stream passing through the charcoal of less than 70%. A high relative humidity signals the same
problem as low temperature. Therefore, the ABWR design meets the intent of SRP Table 6.5.1-1. See the
discussion of basic parameters at the beginning of this response for an understanding of ABWR SGTS
instrumentation design.

Prefilter
i

local Panel Main Control Room
SRP Table 6.5.1 1 Pressure drop (indication, high None

alarm signal)

| ABWR SGTS Pressure drop (indication); Pressure drop (indication);
DP1007 DPI607B(C)

The SRP includes a high alarm signal for monitoring pressure drop across the prefilter. The ABWR design
does not have this alarm. Localinstrumentation for prefilter pressure drop measurement is used for testing
purposes. A high alarm signal would not be appropriate during testing given the direct indication available on
the instrument rack and main control room (MCR). Low system flow is alarmed in the control room should fan
runback occur from any cause. Operation of the SGTS to mitigate any potential offsite release will not be
affected by the absence of the alarm on the local panel.

I 1V
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First HEPA Filter (Pre-HEPA)

Local Panel Main Control Room
SRP Table 6.5.1-1 Pressure drop (indication, high Pressure drop (recorded

alarm signal) indication)

ABWR SGTS Pressure drop (indication); Pressure drop (indication)
DPI008 DP1608B(C)

Local: The local panel has indication for confirming the proper pressure drop across the HEPA filter during
testing. Like the prefilter, a high alarm signal would not be appropriate during testing given the direct indication
available on the instrument rack. Iow system flow is alarmed in the control room should fan runback occur.
Operation of the SGTS to mitigate any potential offsite release will not be affected by the absence of a local high
alarm.

MCR: During system operation, it is not expected that the HEPA filter would exhibit an excessively high -
pressure drop by virtue of the periodic testing for pressure drop and filter efficiency performed in accordance

| with the schedules specified in the Technical Specifications. However, a pressure drop (indication) is provided.

Snace between First HEPA Filter and Adsorber

Local Panel Main Control Room
SRP Table 6.5.1-1 None None

ABWR SGTS None Moisture (r. ingle division of
redundant indication MI611,
MI612 each with high alarm).
Temperature (single division of
indication, control and trip, high
alarm); T1610, TS009, TS610.
Space heater hand switch and
status indication. |

*
|

As mentioned previously, direct moisture indication is provided to assure relative humidity is less than 70% in
the gases entering the charcoal adsorber. Relative humidity is a fundamental parameter for system function and
has been emphasized in instrumentation design. Space heaters with related temperature and status
instrumentation are provided both upstream and downstream of the charcoal. Discussion of this
instrumentation is provided in a later section," Space between Adsorber and Second HEPA Filter."

The ABWR SGTS design exceeds the requirements of SRP Table 6.5.1-1 and ASME N509, Table 4-1.

Adsorber

Local Panel Main Control Room
SRP Table 6.5.1-1 None None

ABWR SGTS Pressure drop (indication); Temperature (high alarm);-
DPIO22 TS013B(C)

Pressure drop (indication);
'

DP1612, DP1622

Arnendment 24 6t!-4
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The ABWR SGTS design provides single division of high temperature alarm both directly upstream and

g-) downstream of the charcoal adsorber. The purpose of this alarm is to alert the operator to the potential for
desorption of iodine from the charcoal (if the SGTS is operating post-accident) or of a failure in one of the

temprature control and high alarm circuits associated with the heaters. The setpoint for this alarm signal is
| 155 C. Should temperature reading and alarms indicate a continued and uncontrolled high temperature during

SGTS operation, deluge actuation may be warranted. Pressure drop is provided at a local rack (for testing) and
in MCR.

The ABWR SGTS design exceeds the requirements of SRP Table 6.5.1-1.

Space between Adsorber and Second HEPA Filter (Post-HEPA)

Local Panel Main Control Room
SRP Table 6.5.1-1 Temperature (two-stage high Temperature (indication,

alarm signal) two-stage high alarm signal)

ABWR SGTS None Temperature (single division of
indication, control and trip, high
alarm); TI616, TS015, TS616 |

Space heater hand switch and
status indication. ;

1

Locah Local temperature alarms are not provided since the area is not continuously manned. Appropriate
alarms and indication are provided in the control room along with the necessary controls to respond to a high

/^N tmnerature signal.

v)t

?,fCR The intent of the SRP MCR position, judging from Footnote 2 of Table 4-1 of ASME N509, is to provide
an alarm on high temperature and signal for manual deluge actuation on a high-high temperature alarm. In the
ABWR design, high and low temperature trips based on readings from the filter housing, both upstream and
downstream of the charcoal, are used to cycle one of the two heating elements in each space heater on and off.
A low temperature alarm is provided if low temperature coincident with space heater operation (i.e., not out-of
service) is detected. High temperature between the space heater elements gives an alarm in the MCR and cuts
power to the other heating element supplied with each space heater.

Each space heater heating clement is provided with status indication. Each space heater fan is provided with a
hand switch and status indication.

The need for deluge actuation is discussed in a later section of this Appendix, " Deluge Hose," and also in
Subsection 6.5.133, *SGTS Filter Train."

Second HEPA (Post HEPA)

Local Panel Main Control Room
SRP Table 6.5.1-1 Pressure drop (indication, high None

alarm signal)

ABWR SGTS Pressure drop (indication); Pressure drop (indication);
DP1017, DP1027 DP1627, DPI617

| n)(G
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Local: The local panel has indication for confirming the proper pressure drop across the HEPA filter during
testing. Like the prefilter and first IIEPA fiher, a high alarm signal would not be appropriate during testing
given the direct indication on the rack. Low system flow is alarmed in the control room should fan runback
occur. Operation of the SGTS to mitigate any potential offsite release will not be affected by the absence of a
local high alarm. MCR: pressure drop (indication) is provided.

IProcessi Fan

Local Panel Main Control Room i

SRP Tabic 6.5.1-1 (Optional hand switch and Hand switch, status indication |

status indication) j

|
ABWR SGTS None Hand switch, status indication

(run/stop)

Cooline Fan Local Panel Main Control Room

|SRP Table 6.5.1-1 (Optional hand switch, status Hand switch, status indication

indication) !

ABWR SGTS None Hand switch, status indication
(run/stop)

Cooling fan will automatically start following the signal of the fiker train stoppage for cooling the
adsorber. The ABWR SGTS design complies with SRP Tabike 6.5.1-1.

Valve / Damner Operator

local Panel Main Control Room
SRP Table 6.5.1 1 (Optional status indication) Status indication

ABWR SGTS None Hand switch, status indication
(Open/ closed), position
indication; pol 601

The ABWR SGTS design exceeds the requirements of SRP Table 6.5.1-1 Valve position indication (and
control) is provided on the inlet dampers, F002B(C).

Deluce Valves

Local Panel Main Control Room
SRP Table 6.5.1-1 Hand switch, status indication Hand switch, status indication

ABWR SGTS None None

Manual deluge capability is provided on the ABWR SGTS. Inadvertent wetting of the charcoal has led to
system unavailability in operating plants. Remote deluge control, either from a local panel or the main control
room is not provided. As such status indication (open/ closed) is not required. System availability is improved
without compromising fire protection requirements. The recently issued ASME N509-1989 also shows a move
away from remote-operated valves, since the requirement for the hand switch has been deleted and status
indication is now optional.

6B-6Amendment 27
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7.1 INTRODUCTION instrumentation in the safety related system , .

i and uses the input information to perform logic -
! This chapter presents the specific detailed functions in making decisions for safety
j design and performance information relative to actions.
j the instrumentation and control aspects of the
: safety related systems utilized throughout the Divisional separation is also applied to the
; plant. The design and performance considerations essential multiplexing system (EMS), which 3

i relative to these systems' safety function and provides data highways for the sensor input to ;

j their mechanical aspects are described in otherL the logic units and for the logic output to the
| chapters. system actuators (actuated devices such as pump
] motors and motor operated valves). Systems
i 7.1.1 Identification of Safety Related which utilize the. SSLC are the reactor
| Systems protection (trip) system, the high pressure core
j flooder system, the residual heat removal
i 7.1.1.1 General - system, the automatic depressurization system,
i the leak detection and isolation system and the
j - Instrumentation and control systems are reactor core isolation cooling system which are
j designated as either nonsafety-related systems or defined in the following subsections and
; safety systems depending on their function. Some discussed in other sections of this chapter.

' '
2 portions of a system may have a safety function
I while other portions of the same system may be 7.1.1.2 Reactor Protection (Trip) System (RPS)
j classified nonsafety-related. A description of
j the system of classification can be found in The reactor protection (trip) system instru-

Chapter 15, Appendix A. mentation and controls initiated an automatic,
reactor shutdown via insertion of control rods ;

! O classified according to NRC Regulatory Guide
The systems presented in Chapter 7 are also (scram) if monitored system variables exceed

preestablished limits. This action avoids fuel ,

'
1.70, Revision 3 (i.e., reactor protection - damage, limits system pressure' and thus'

i (trip) system (RPS), engineered safety feature restricts the release of radioactive material. i

(ESP) systems, systems required for safe
! shutdown, safety-related display instrumentation, 7.1.1.3 Engineered Safety Features (ESF) '
*

all other instrumentation systems required for Systems
i safety, and control systems not required for
! safety). Table 7.11 compares instrumentation 7.1.1.3.1 Eanergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) >

4 and control systems of the ABWR with those of the
! GESSAR 11238 Nuclear Island. Differences and Instrumentation and controls provide g
i their effect on safety related systems are also automatic initiation and control of specific ,

j identified in Table 7.1-1. core ' cooling systems such as high-pressure core

[ flooder (HPCF) system, automatic depressuri-
Each individual safety-related system utilizes ration system (ADS), reactor core isolation

3- *

redundant channels of safety-related instruments cooling system (RCIC) and the low pressure
j for initiating safety action. The automatic de- coolant injection flooders of the residual heat
; cision making and trip logic functions associated- removal system p ovided to cool th'e core fuel
; with the safety action of several safety related cladding following a design basis accident.
i' nuclear steam supply systems (NSSS) are accom-
[ plished by a four-division correlated and sepa- 7.1.1.3.2 14ak Detection and isolation System
i rated protection logic complex called the safety

system logic and control (SSLC). The SSLC multi- Instrumentation and controls monitor selected,

divisional complex includes divisionally separate potential sources of steam and water leakage or
! control room and other panels which house the other conditions and automatically initiate it;

'.A SSLC equipment for controlling the various safety closure of various isolation valves if monitored I
;id. function actuation devices. The SSLC receivt:s system variables exceed preestablished limits.

input signals from the redundant channels of This action limits the loss of coolant from the
,

- - Amendment 10 7.11
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reactor coolant pressure boundary and the Instrumentation and control is provided to
release of radioactive materials from either the automatically maintain an acceptable thermal
reactor coolant pressure boundary or from the environment for safety equipment and operating
fuel and equipment storage pools, personnel.

7.1.133 Wetwell and Drywell Spray Mode of RIIR 7.1.13.9 IIVAC Emergency Cooling Water System

Instrumentation and control provides manual Automatic instrumentation and control is
initiation of wetwell spray and manual initiation provided to assure that adequate cooling is
of drywell spray (when high drywell pressure provided for the main control room, the control
signalis present) to condenses steam in the con- building essential electrical equipment rooms, and
tainment and remove heat from the containment. the diesel generator cooling coils.
The drywell spray has an interlock such that dry-
well spray is possible only in the presence of a 7.1.1'J.10 liigh Pressure Nitrogen Gas Supply
high drywell pressure condition. System

7.1.13.4 Suppression Pool Cooling Mode of RIIR Automatic instrumentation and control is
(SPC RHR) provided to assure adequate instrument high

pressure nitrogen is available for ESF equipment
Instrumentation and control is provided to operational support.

manually initiate portions of the RHR system to
effect cooling of the suppression pool water. 7.1.1.4 Safe Shutdown Systems

7.1.13.5 Standby Gas Treatment System 7.1.1.4.1 Alternate Rod Insertion Function (ARI)

Instrumentation and Control is provided to Though not required for safety, instrumenta-
maintain negative pressure in the secondary tion and controls for the ARI provide a function
containment and for automatically limiting for mitigation of the consequences of antici-
airborne radioactivity release from containmer:t pated transient without scram (ATWS) events. Upon
if required. receipt of an initiation signal (based on either

high reactor dome pressure or low reactor water
7.1.13.6 Emergency Diesel Generator Support level from the Recirculation Flow Control System),
Systems the RCIS controls the fine-motion control rod

drive (FMCRD) motors such that all operable
Instrumentation and control is provided to as- control rods are driven to their full-in

sure availability of electric control and motive position. This provides a method, diverse from
power under all design basis conditions. The the hydraulic control units (HCUs) for scramming
function of the diesel generator is to provide the reactor.
automatic emergency AC power supply for the
safety-related loads (required for the safe 7.1.1.4.2 Standby Liquid ControI System (SLCS)
shutdown of the reactor) when the offsite source
of power is not available. Instrumentation and controls are provided for

the manual initiation of an independent backup
7.1.13.7 Reactor Building Cooling Water System system which can shut the renctor down from rated l

power to the cold condition in the event that all |
'Instrumentation and control is provided to withdrawn control rods cannot be inserted to

assure availability of cooling water for heat achieve reactor shutdown.
removal from the nuclear system as required.
Safety-related portions of this system start 7.1.1.43 Residual lieat Removal (RIIR) System /
automatically on receipt of a LOCA and/or LOPP Shutdown Cooling Mode
signal.

Instrumentation and controls provide manual
7.1.13.8 Essential HVAC Systems initiation of cooling systems to remove the decay

and sensible heat from the reactor vessel. |

Amendment 27 7.12
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! Instrumentation and controls provide manual
initiation of cooling systems to remove the decay :i

and sensible heat from the reactor vessel.

1

7.1.1.4.4 Remote Shutdown System

Manual instrumentation and controls are ,

provided outside the main control room to assure ,

safe shutdown of the reactor in the event the main

.

|
|

|

,

'
.

!

I

I
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i
j control room should become uninhabitable. 7.1.1.6.4 Deleted

i. . .

j 7.1.1.5 Safety Related Display Instrumentation
i

'

i Safety-related display instrumentation is
3 provided to inform the reactor operator of plant
'

conditions and equipment status so that it can be.

j determined when a manual safety action should be
. . .

taken or is required. 7.1.1.63 Wetwell-to-Drywell Vacuum Breaker.

i
.

System
j 7.1.1.6 Other Safety-Related Systems
! This system is provided to automatically
| 7.1.1.6.1 Neutron Monitodng System (NMS) prevent the occurrence of harmful pressure !

j
_

differences across the diaphragm floor.
j The neutron monitoring system (NMS) monitors
4 the core-neutron flux from the startup source 7.1.1.6.6 Containment Atmospheric Monitoring .

! range to beyond rated power. The neutron moni. System .
|. toring system provides logic signals to the reac '
| tor protection system (RPS) to automatically shut The containment atmospheric monitoring system

'

| down the reactor when a' condition necessitating a . (CAMS) measures and records radiation levels and
: reactor scram is detected. The NMS is ' composed the oxygen / hydrogen concentration in the primary

"

} | of the following subsystems: containment under post accident conditions. It it - ,

j is designed to operate' continuously and is ;

(1) startup range neutron monitoring (SRNM), automatically put in service upon detection of
'

- loss of coolant accident (LOCA) conditions.
| (2) local power range monitoring (LPRM),
j 7.1.1.6.7 Suppression Pool Temperature ,

;\ . |(3) average power range monitoring (APRM). Monitoring System
1 i

] |(4) automatic traversing incore probe (ATIP), Instrumentation is provided to maintain
'

and operator awareness of pool temperatures under all ' !

operating and accident conditions. .The system is.

. |(5) Multi-channel Rod Block Monitoring (MRBM). manually initiated and continously operates during
{ reactor operation.
4 7.1.1.6.2 Process Radiation Monitoring System

.

](PRM) 7.1.2 Identification of Safety Criteriaj
.

j The process radiation monitoring system moni- 7.1.2.1 General
tors the main steam lines, vent discharges and

. .

'

i all liquid and gaseous effluent streams which may - Design bases and criteria for instrumentation
j contain radioactive materials. Main control room and control equipment design are based on the need
; display, recording and alarm capability is pro- to have each system perform its intended function -
: vided along with automatic trip inputs that while meeting the requirements of applicable
l initiate protective functions.

'

general design criteria, regulatory guides,
i ..

industry standards, and other documents.
7.1.1.63 High Pressure / Low Pressure Systems

. |.

.
Interlock Protection Function The safety design basis for a safety system- ]

|: states in functional terms the' unique design .i
L Instrumentation and controls provide automatic requirements that establish the limits within - !
| control of the RHR/LPFL system valves thereby . which the safety objectives shall be met. The i

providing an interface between this low-pressure general functional requirement portion of. the
,

system and the reactor coolant pressure boundary safety design basis presents those requirements.-

|. to protect it from overpressurization.

!- !

. Ij.
2 Amendment 27 7.13
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which have been determined to be sufficient to control portions of these system may, by their
ensure the adequacy and reliability of the system actions, prevent the plant from exceeding preset
from a safety viewpoint. Many of these limits which would otherwise initiate action of
requirements have been incorporated into various the safety systems.
codes, criteria, and regulatory requirements.

7.1.2.1.4 Instrument Errors
7.1.2.1.1 Safety Design Bases for Safety
Systems The design considers instrument drift, test-

ability, and repeatability in the selection of
Safety systems provide actions necessary to instrumentation and controls and in the determi-

assure safe plant shutdown to protect the inte- nation of setpoints. Adequate margin between
grity of radioactive material barriers and/or safety limits and instrument setpoints is pro-

'

prevent the release of radioactive material in vided to allow for instrument error. The safety
excess of allowable dose limits. These safety limits, setpoints, and margins are provided in
systems consist of components, groups of compo- Chapter 16. The amount of instrument error is

,

nents, systems, or groups of systems. A safety determined by test and experience. The setpoint*

system may have a power generation design basis is selected based on the known error. The re-
which states in functional terms the unique de- commended test frequency is greater on instru-
sign requirements which establish the limits mentation that demonstrates a stronger tendency
within which the power generation objective for to drift.
the system shall be set.

7.1.2.1.4.1 Safety System Setpoints
7.1.2.1.2 Specific Regulatory Requirements

The safety system setpoints are listed in the
The plant systems have been examined with Chapter 16 for each safety system. The settings

# respect to specific regulatory requirements and are determined based on operating experience and
industry standards which are applicable to the conservative analyses. The settings are high
instrumentation and controls for the various enough to preclude inadvertent initiation of the
systems. Applicable requirements include safety action but low enough to assure that sig-
specific parts or entities from the following: nificant margin is maintained between the actual

setting and the limiting safety system set-
(1) Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations; tings. Instrument drift, setting error, aod

repeatability are considered in the setpoint
(2) Industry codes and standards; and determination (Subsection 7.1.2.1.4). The

margin between the limiting safety system
(3) NRC Regulatory Guides. settings and the actual safety limits include

consideration of the maximum credible transient
The specific regulatory requirements identi- in the process being measured.

fied in the Standard Review Plan which are
applicable to each system instrumentation and The periodic test frequency for each variable

is determined from historical data on setpoint f gcontrol are specified in Table 7.12. For a g
discussion of the degree of conformance see the drif t and from quantitative reliability *

analysis subsection for the specific system. requirements for each system and its components.

7.1.2.1.3 Nonsafety Design Bases 7.1.2.1.5 Technical Design Bases

Nonsafety-related (including power genera- The technical design bases for RPS are in
tion) systems are reactor support systems which Section 7.2, engineered safety features are in
are not required to protect the integrity of Section 7.3, systems required for safe shutdown
radioactive material barriers not prevent the are in Section 7.4, and other systems required
release of radioactive material in excess of for safety are in Section 7.6.
allowable dose limits. The instrumentation and

Amendment 9 7.14
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,

f . . . result of excessive internal pressure
5 (i.e., to prevent nuclear system pres- ,

sure from exceeding the limit allowed by {
applicable iadustry codes);

(c) to limit the uncontrolled release of
'

radioactive materials from the fuel:
Iassembly or reactor coolant pressure

bou'ndary, by precisely and reliably.
'

initiating a reactor.' scram on gross
failure of either of these barriers;-

(d) to detect conditions that threaten the-
'

fuel, assembly. or' reactor coolant - -

pressure boundary from inputs derived.-
from variables that are true, direct

'
measures of operational conditions;

.(e) to respond correctly to the sensed vari.
,

ables over the expected range of magni- 1
tudes and rates of change; .

(f) to provide a sufficient number of sen-
sors for monitoring essential variables
that have spatial dependence; ;

The following bases assure that the RPS is i
designed with sufficient reliability:

,

(g) If a single random failure can cause a a
control system setion that causes a $ !
plant condition that requires a reactor . !
scram but also prevents action by some '

RPS channels, the remain- ing portions .
7.1.2.2 Reactor Protection (Trip) System (RPS)- of the RPS shall meet the functional
Instrumentation and Control requirements (items a, b.and e above),'- S

even when degraded by a second random $ i

(1) Safety Design Bases (Conformance to the fol- : failure.
lowing design bases is discussed in Section

. ,

7.2.2.1). (h) Loss of one power supply shall neither -
! directly. cause nor prevent a reactor

.

The reactor protection (trip) system (RPS)- scram.
shall meet the following functional require-

. .
.

- ments: (i) Once initiated, an RPS action shall go
to completion. Return to normal. opera- ,.

(a) to initiate.a reactor scram with preci- . tion shall require deliberate operator ;|
slon and reliability to prevent or limit action,
fuel damage following abnormal opera-

. .. .

; tional transients;- (j) There shall be sufficient electrical'and -
[- physical separation between redundant

(b) to initiate a scram with precision and instrumentation and control equipment-
,("~ reliability to prevent damage to the monitoring the same variable to prevent
j . reactor coolant pressure boundary as a environmental factors, electrical tran-

Amendment 11 7,17
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sients, or physical events from impair- (s) Provides mode selection for enabling the
ing the ability of the system to respond appropriate instrument channel trip

| correctly, functions required in a particular mode of i

( operation. j

ik) Deleted ;

ISpecific Regulatory Requirements:

j (!) No single failure within the RPS shall
! provent proper reactor protection system The specific requirements applicable to the
| action when required to satisfy Safety RPS instrumentation and control are shown in |

| Design Bases as described by the first Table 7.1-2.

| three bullets under 1(a) above.
(2) Nonsafety-Related Design Bases |

,

(m) Any one intentional bypass, maintenance ||

| operation, calibration operation, or The RPS is designed with the added objective I

I test to verify operational availability of plant availability. The setpoints, power
| shall not prevent the ability of the sources, and control and instrumentation shall |

reactor protection system to respond be arranged in such a manner as to preclude
correctly. spurious scrams insofar as practicable and

safe.
(n) The system shall be designed so that two,

| or more sensors for any monitored 7.1.23 Engineered Safety Features (ESF) i

! variable exceeding the scram setpoint |
| will initiate an automatic scram. 7.1.23.1 Emergency Core Cooling Systems j

Instrumentation and Controls i

The following bases reduce the probabi- I
lity that RPS operational reliability (1) Safety Design Bases
and precision will be degraded by j
operator error: General Functional Requirements: |

(o) Access to trip settings, component cali- The ECCS control and instrumentation shall bc ;

bration controls, test points, and other designed to meet the following requirements: !

terminal points shall be under the con- j

trol of plant operations supervisory (a) automatically initiate and control the ;

personnel. emergency core cooling systems to prevent i

fuel cladding temperatures from reaching
(p) Manual bypass of instrumentation and the limits of 10CFR50.46.

control equipment components shall be
under the control of the control room (b) respond to a need for emergency core
operator. If the ability to trip some cooling regardless of the physical
essential part of the system has been location of the malfunction or break that
bypassed, this fact shall be continuous- causes the need;
ly annunciated in the main control room.

(c) limit dependence on operator judgement in
(q) Provides selective automatic and manual times of stress by:

operational trip bypass as necessary to
permit proper plant operation. Those automatic response of the ECCS so that no
bypasses allow for protection require- action is required of plant operators
ments that depend upon specific existing within 30 minutes after a loss-of- coolant
or subsequent reactor operating accident;
conditions,

indication of performance of the ECCS by
(r) Provides manual control switches for main control room instrumentation; and

initiation of reactor scram by plant
operator when necessary. provision for manual control of the ECCS

in the main control room.

Amendment 27 7J-8
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Specific Regulatory Requirements: containment and/or reactor vessel will,
occur once initiated;('j

The specific regulatory requirements appli-
cable to the controls and instrumentation, (f) provide instrumentation and control to
for the ECCS are shown on Table 7.1-2. permit the operator to manually initiate

isolation if necessary.
(2) Nonsafety-Related Design Bases

(g) provide interlocks to assure reset capa-
None. bility is only possible after clearance of

isolation signals.
7.1.23.2 Leak Detection and Isolation System
(LDS) Instrumentation and Control Specific Regulatory Requirements

(1) Safety Design Bases Specific regulatory requirements applicable to
this system are shown in Table 7.1-2.

The general functional requirements of the
LDS instrumentation and control are to (2) Nonsafety-Related Design Bases
detect, indicate and alarm leakage from the
reactor primary pressure boundary and, in The LDS instrumentation and control is
certain cases, to initiate closure of designed to:
isolation valves to shut off leakage

external to the containment. (a) provide sufficient redundancy of instru-
ments to avoid unnecessary plant shut-

In order to meet the safety design basis, downs due to instrument malfunctions;
the LDS instrumentation and control system
shall be designed (as a minimum) to: (b) avoid plant shutdowns due to a single

(N power supply failure; and
\ (a) provide direct and accurate measurements

of parameters which are indicative of a (c) provide the capability to maintain,
reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) calibrate, or adjust system monitors while
leak or a leak of reactor coolant out- operating without causing plant shutdowns
side the containment and then provide or reducing safety margins.
automatic isolation of the affected
system or area; (d) provide status information to the process

computer and for annunciation of excessive ;

(b) monitor predetermined parameters with leakage. I
precision and reliability and respond ;

correctly to the sensed parameters; 7.1.233 RHR Wetwell and Drywell Spray )
Cooling Mode (CS RHR) Instrumentation and )

(c) provide a sufficient number of indepen. Controls |

dent monitors sensing each parameter to
ensure accurate measurement and preclude (1) Safety Design Bases
the possibility of a failure to isolate
due to instrumentation failure; The general functional requirements of the

wetwell and drywell cooling mode of the RHR l

(d) provide an isolation control system with system shall provide instrumentation and
sufficient redundancy to ensure the LDS controls to:
can perform its intended function,
assuming a single failure caused by any (a) initiate wetwell and drywell spray as
of the design basis events or a single required to avoid environmental condi-
power supply failure; tions of pressure and temperature that

would threaten the integrity of the con-
O (e) provide an isolation control system tainment during a transient or accident
\_/ which will ensure that isolation of the condition;

Amendment 27 7.1-9
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(b) sense wetwell and drywell pressure and General Functional Requirements:
enable system initiation in order to
provide condensation of steam in the The general functional requirements of the
wetwell and drywell air volumes during a instrumentation and controls of this system
transient or accident event; shall be to maintain a negative pressure in I

the secondary containment, relative to the
(c) manually control the wetwell and drywell outdoor atmosphere, in order to control

spray subsystem in the main control exfiltration of fission products after

room; and either (a) a loss of coolant accident (LOCA)
or (b) a high level of radioactivity in the |

(d) indicate performance of the wetwell and secondary containment exhaust. The system
drywell spray subsystem in the main also filters airborne radioactivity (parti-
control room. culate and halogen) in the effluent to re-

duce post-accident offsite exposure
Specific Regulatory Requirements:

Specific Regulatory Requirements:
The specific regulatory requirements
applicable to the containment spray system The specific regulatory requirements appli-
are listed in Table 7.1-2. cable to this system are given in Table

7.1-2.
(2) Nonsafety-Related Bases

(2) Nonsafety-Related Design Bases
None.

(a) Process gaseous effluent from the pri-
7.1.23A RHR Suppression Pool Cooling Mode - mary containment and secondary contain-
Instrumentation and Controls ment when required to limit the dis-

charge of radioactivity to the environ-
(1) Safety Design Bases ment during normal and abnormal plant

operations.
General Functional Requirements:

(b) Maintain the secondary containment at a
The general functional requirements of the negative pressure following a loss of
instrumentation and controls shall allow the offsite power.
reactor operator to manually initiate
suppression pool cooling to ensure that the 7.1.23.6 Emergency Diesel Generator Support
pool temperature does not exceed the Systems - Instrumentation and Control
preestablished pool temperature immediately
after any steam discharge to the pool. (1) Safety Design Bases

Specific Regulatory Requirements: General Functional Requirements:

The specific regulatory requirements are The general functional requirements of the
listed in Table 7.1-2. instrumentation and control for the diesel

generator and its auxiliaries and support
(2) Nonsafety-Related Design Bases systems assures the automatic startup and

continued operation of the diesel generator
None. units of the plant standby power system un-

der emergency or design basis 3:cident
7.1.23.5 Standby Gas Treatment System conditions.
Instrumentation and Controls

Specific Regulatory Requirements: )
(1) Safety Design Bases 1

The specific regulatory requirements

!
1

Amendment 24 7.1-10
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applicable to the diesel generator and its . 7.1.23.8 Essential HVAC Systems-

. O auxiliaries are listed in Table 7.1-2. Instrumentation and Controls

(2) Non safety-Related Design Bases (1) Safety Design Bases - ,

There is no power generation design basis See Subsections 9.4.L1.l and 9.4.5.1.1. ,

for this system. ;

7.1.23.9 HVAC Eme 3ency Cooling Water System-
7.1.23.7 Reactor Building Cooling Water Instrumentation and Controls '

System - Instrumentation and Controls ,

(1) Safety Design Bases ;

(1) Safety Design Bases .

2General Functional Requirements:
General Functional Requirements:

The general functional requirements of the
The general functional requirements of the HVAC emergency cooling water system instru- ,

instrumentation and controls of this system mentation and controls shall provide control
shall be to: for cooling units that ensure a controlled

environment for essential equipment and
(a) maintain control of cooling water to control room areas following a loss-of-

equipment that requires cooling during coolant accident, loss of preferred power,
reactor shutdown modes and following a or isolation of normal heating, venting, and
LOCAt - air conditioning (HVAC). See Subsedion

.

-7.8.1 for COL license information.
(b) provide for the automatic isolation of

the non-essential parts of the reactor Specific Regulatory Requirements:
building cooling water system (except
CRD pump oil coolers and instrument air The specific regulatory requirements appli-
coolers) from the essential parts during cable to the system instrumentation and
LOCA or upon detection of a major RCW control are given in Table 7.1-2.
leak in the non-essential system;

(2) Non safety Related Design Bases .

The system shall provide a continuous supply
of chilled water to the cooling coils of air

Specific Regulatory Requirements: conditioning systems which provide a con- j
trolled temperature environment and proper

The spec'ific regulatory requirements humidity to ensure the comfort of the
applicable to the system instrumentation and operating personnel and to provide a
controls are given in Table 7.1-2. suitable atmosphere for the operation of

control equipment.F

(2) Non safety-Related Design Bases
7.1.23.10 High Pressure Nitrogen Gas Supply

(a) Controls and instrumentation shall be System - Instrumentation and Control
provided to control and monitor the
distribution of reactor building cooling (1) Safety Design Bases
water to remove heat from plant auxilia-
ries during normal plant operation. General Functional Requirements:

(b) The essential service water system shall The general functional requirements of the' !

be capable of being tested during normal- instrumentation and controls shall provide
plant operation. automatic and manual control of the nitrogen

gas supply to assure its operation during
~

Amendment 23 7.1 tt
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all modes of plant operation; and to automa- (e) mitigate the consequences of anticipated
tically initiate the emergency nitrogen bot- transient without scram (ATWS) events.
tle supply (on low nitrogen supply pressure)
to assure adequate supply of nitrogen to 7.1.2.4.2 Standby Liquid Control System
automatic depressurization safety /relicf (SLCS) - Instrumentation and Controls
valves and to nitrogen-using equipment and
valves in the reactor building. (1) Safety Design Bases

Specific Regulatory Requirements: General Functional Requirements:

The specific regulatory requirements appli- The general functional requirements of this
cable to this system are listed in Table equipment are to provide necessary control of
7.1 - 2, the SLC equipment for shutting the reac- tor

down from full power to cold shutdown and
(2) Nonsafety-Related Design Bases maintaining the reactor in a suberitical state

at atmospheric temperature and pres- sure
There is no power generation design basis conditions by pumping sodium pentabo- rate, a
for this system. neutron absorber, into the reactor.

7.1.2.4 Safe Shutdown Systems-Instrumentation Specific Regulatory Requirements:
and Control

The specific regulatory requirements
7.1.2.4.1 Alternate Rod Insertion Function applicabic to this system are given in Table
(ARI) - Instrumentation and Controls 7.1-2.

(1) Safety Design Bases (2) Nonsafety-Related Design Bases

None. None.
,

(2) Nonsafety-Related Design Bases 7.1.2.43 RIIR - Reactor Shutdown Cooling Mode
(RilRS) - Instrumentation and Controls

The general functional requirements of the
instrumentation and controls of the ARI (1) Safety Design Bases
function are to:

General Functional Requirements:
(a) Provide alternate and diverse method for

inserting control rods using fine motion The general functional requirements of the
control rod drive (FMCRD) electric shutdown cooling mode of the RHR are to pro-
motors; vide monitoring and control as required to:

(b) provide for automatic and manual (a) enable the system to remove the residual
operation of the system; heat (decay heat and sensible heat) from

the reactor vessel during normal shutdown;
(c) provide assurance that the ARI shall be

highly reliable and functional in spite (b) provide manual controls for the shutdown
of a single failure; cooling system in the main control room

and at the remote shutdown pancl; and
(d) provide assurance that the ARI shall

| operate when necessary (fine motion (c) indicate performance of the shutdown
control rod drive motors shall be cooling system by main control room
connected to the emergency diesel instrumentation and instrumentation in the
generators); and remote shutdown panel. <

Amendmen 27 7.1-12
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(a) signals to the APRM that are proportion- (c) A reference power level to the reactor

-(- al to the local neutron flux at various recirculation system; and
locations within the rector core;"

(d) A simulated thermal power signal derived -
(b) signals to alarm high or low local from each APRM channel which approxi-

,

i neutron flux; and mates the dynamic effects of the fuel.

(c) signals proportional to the local neu- (e) A continuous LPRM/APRM display for de-
tron flux to drive indicating meters and tection of.any neutron flux oscillation
auxiliary devices to be used for opera- in the reactor core. This includes the
tor evaluation of power distribution, flux oscillation detection oncorporated

'

local heat flux, minimum critical power, in the APRM.
and fuel burnup rate. >

(f) A reference power level to permit trip
7.1.2.6.l A Average Power Range Monitor (APRM) in response to a reactor internal pump
Subsystem trip.

(1) Safety Design Bases 7.1.2.6.1.5 Automated Traversing Incert Probe *

(ATIP) Subsystem .

IGeneral Functional Requirements:
(1) Safety Design Bases q

The general functional requirements are
,

that, under the worst permitted input LPRM None. The ATIP subsystem portion of the NMS j
bypass conditions, the APRM shall be capable is nonsafety related and is addressed in ,

of generating a trip signal in response to Section 7.7
! average neutron flux increases in time to
,

prevent fuel damage. The independence and (2) Nonsafety-Related Design Bases|p redundancy incorporated into the design of'V -

the APRM shall be consistent with the The ATIP shall meet the following power
safety design bases of the reactor protec- generation design bases:
tion system. The RPS design bases are
discussed in Subsection 7.1.2.2. (a) Provide a signal proportional to the

axial neutron flux distribution at the
Specific Regulatory Requirements: radial core locations of the LPRM detec-

tors (this signal shall be of high pre. -

The specific regulatory requirements appli- cision to allow reliabic calibration of
cable to the controls and instrumentation LPRM gains) and
for the neutron monitoring system are listed
in Table 7.1-2. (b) Provide accurate indication of the axial

position of the flux measurement to '

(2) Nonsafety-Related Design Bases allow pointwise _or continuous measure- .

'
ment of the axial neutron flux distri-

The APRM shall provide the following bution,

functions:
(c) Provide a totally automated mode of .

(a) A continuous indication of average operation by the computer-based I

reactor power (neutron flux) from a 1% automatic control system.
to 125%'of rated reactor power which t

shall overlap with the SRNM range. 7.1.2.6.1.6 Multi-Channel Rod Block Monitor
(MRBM) Subsystem 1

(b) Interlock signals for blocking further '(
rod withdrawal to avoid an unnecessary (1) SafetyDesignBasis
scram actuation;

,

l
b
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None-The MRBM subsystem portion of the NMS
is non safety-related and is addressed in
Section 7.7.

(2) Non Safety-Related Design Basis

The MRBM shall meet the following power
generation design bases.

(a) Provide a signal proportional to the
average neutron flux level surrounding
the control rod (s) being withdrawn and

(b) Issue a rod block signal if the preset
setpoint is exceeded by this sigani
which is propotional to the average
neutron flux level sigant.

| 7.1.2.6.2 Process Radiation Monitoring System

(1) Safety Design Bases

General Functional Requirements:

| (a) Monitor the gross radiation level

O

O
Amendment 27 7.1-15.1
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| in the main steam lines tunnel area and material in liquid effluent streams,,,
! ) in the ventilation discharge ducting of which may contain radioactive materials,

the primary and secondary containment and in selected liquid process streams
structures, associated with liquid effluent streams.

(b) Provide radiation measurement, display, (b) Monitor the gaseous effluent streams
recording and alarm capability in the which may contain radioactive material
main control room. and at selected locations in the offgas

system.
(c) Provide alarm annunciation signals to

the main control room if alarm or trip (c) Provide sampling capability for
levels are reached or the subsystem is radioactive iodines and particulates in
in en inoperative condition. gaseous and effluent streams which may

contain radioactive material.

| (d) Provide channel trip inputs to the
reactor protection system and leak (d) Provide radiation measurement, display,
detection and isolation system on high recording and alarm capability in the
radiation in the MSL tunnel area. If main control room.
the protection system logic is
satisfied, the following shall be (e) Provide alarm annunciation signals to
initiated: the main control room if alarm or trip

levels are reached or the radiation
(1) reactor scram; monitoring subsystem becomes inopera- i

tive, and provide input to the offgas
(2) closure of the main steamline system when radioactive gas concentra-

isolation valves; and tion in the offgas system discharge is
at or in excess of the restrictive con- ) i

(A) (3) shutdown of the mechanical vacuum centration limit derived from technical
pump and closure of the mechanical specification release rate limits and |

"

pump discharge line isolation that discharge from the offgas system
valve. must be terminated.

(e) Provide trip signals to isolate the (f) Provide input to the radwaste system |
secondary containment, and to initiate indicating that radioactive material
the standby gas treatment system on high concentration in the radwaste system
radiation levels in the exhaust ducts of discharge is at or in excess of a
the fuel handling area or in the reactor predetermined setpoint and that
building. discharge from the radwaste system must

be terminated.

7.1.2.63 Illgh Pressure / Low Pressure Interlock

Function (IIP /LP)

(1) Safety Design Bases

The general functional requirements are to
(f) Monitor the intake air supply to the protect the low pressure system boundary

control building so habitability of the from postulated overpressurization from the
control room can be maintained during an reactor system.
accident condition.

(2) Nonsafety-Related Design Bases
(2) Nonsafety-Related Design Bases

,

i None.(b | (a) Monitor the gross level of radioactive

Amendment 27 7.1-16
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7.1.2.6.4 Deleted for concentration of hydrogen and oxygen

O gases, primarily during post accident
conditions. Monitoring shall be provided by
two independent safey-related divisional
subsystems.

Monitor continuously the radiation
environment in the drywell and suppresion
chamber during reactor operation and under
post accident conditiuons.

Sample and monitor the oxygen and hydrogen
concentration levels in the drywell and
suppression chamber under post accident
conditions, and also when required during
reactor operation. The LOCA signal (Iow
reactor. water level or high drywell
pressure) shall activate the system and

~

place it into service to monitor the gaseous
buildup in the primary containment following
an accident.

Specific Regulatory Requirements:

The specific regulatory requirements
applicable to this system are listed in

7.1.2.6.5 Wetwell-to-DrywellVacuum Breaker Table 7.1-2.*

System Instrumentation and Controls ;

(2) Nonsafety-Related Design Bases
(1) Safety Design Bases

Separate hydrogen and oxygen gas calibration
GeneralFunctionalRequirements: sources shall be provided for each CAM

subsystem for periodic calibration of the
The general functional requirements for this gas analyzers and monitors.
system shall be to initiate action to miti-
gate the consequences of negative pressure 7.1.2.6.7 Suppression Pool Temperature
transients in the drywell. Monitoring System-Instrumentation and Control

Specific Regulatory Requirements: (1) Safety Design Bases

None. General Functional Requirements:
(2) Nonsafety-Related Design Bases

The general functional requirement shall be
None. to alert the operator t'o suppression pool

high temperature and/or level conditions
7.1.2.6.6 Containment Atmospheric Monitoring that might be caused by relief valve leakage
(CAM) System or malfunction and that would require

immediate safety action.
(1) .SafetyDesign Bases

Specific Regulatory Requirements:
GeneralFunctional Requirements:

The specific regulatory requirements
Monitor the atmosphere in the inerted applicable to this system are listed in

.k primary containment for radiation levels and Table 7.1-2.

Amendment 27 -7.1-17
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(2) Nonsafety-Related Design Bases 7.1.2.10.1 Regulatory Guide 1.22 - Periodic
Testing of Protection System Actuation Functions

None.
All safety-related systems have provision for

7.1.2.7 Control Systems Not Required For periodic testing. Proper functioning of analog
Safety sensors can be verified by channel cross-com-

parison. Some actuators and digital sensors,
(1) Safety Design Bases because of their locations, cannot be fully

tested during actual reactor operation. Such
These systems have no functional safety equipment is identified and provisions for
design bases; however, they are designed so meeting the requirements of paragraph D.4 (per
that the functional capabilities of safety- BTP ICSB 22) are discussed in the analysis

| related systems are not precluded. portions of Section 7.2, 7.3, 7.4 and 7.6.

(2) Regulatory Requirements 7.1.2.10.2 Regulatory Guide 1.47 - Bypassed
and Inoperable Status Indication for Nuclear

The specific regulatory requirements Power Plant Safety Systems

applicable to those systems are listed in
Table 7.1-2. Bypass indications are designed to satisfy

the requirement of IEEE 279, Paragraph 4.13,
7.1.2.8 Independence of Safety-Related Systems Regulatory Guide 1.47, and BTP ICSB 21. Addi-

tional information may be found in the system
(See Sections 83.13 and 83.1.4) detail descriptions in Sections 7.2, 7.3, 7.4

and 7.6. The design of the bypass indications
7.1.2.9 Conformance to Regulatory Requirements allows testing during normal operation and is

used to supplement administrative procedures by
7.1.2.9.1 Regulation 10CFR50.55a _ providing indications of safety systems status.

The only portion of 10CFR50.55a applicable to Bypass indications are designed and installed
the instrumentation and control equipment is in a manner which precludes the possibility of
10CFR50.55a(h) which requires the application of adverse affects on the plant safety system.
IEEE 279 for protection systems (Subsection Those portions of the bypass indications which,
7.1.2.11.1). when faulted, could reduce the independence

between redundant safety systems are electrical-
7.1.2.9.2 Regulation 10CFR50 Appendix A ly isolated from the protection circuits.

Conformance with NRC General Design Criteria 7.1.2.103 Regulatory Guide 1.53 - Application
is discussed for all structures, components, of the Single-Failum Criterion to Nuclear Power
equipment and systems in Section 3.1. Further Plant Protection systems
clarification and discussion of the I&C systems
themselves is provided in Sections 7.2 through The safety-related system designs conform to
7.7. Individual system application to GDC's the single failure criterion. The applicable
identified in the Standard Review Plan for system descriptions or analysis portions of Sec.
Chapter 7 are shown on Table 7.1-2. tions 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, and 7.6 provide further

discussion.
7.1.2.10 Conformance to Regulatory Guides

7.1.2.10.4 Regulatory Guide 1.62 - Manual
The following compliance statements for Initiation of Protective Actions

Regulatory Guides applicable to I&C describe the
generic basis for their application. Individual Manual initiation of the protective action is
system application is identified on Table 7.1-2 provided at the system level for all safety
and discussed in the analysis portions of 7.2 systems including RPS, all ESF, and all other
through 7.7. systems required for safety.
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j TABLE 7.1 1

COMPARISON OF GESSAR II
AND ABWR I&C SAFETY SYSTEMS-

I&C System GESSAR II Design ABWR Design .t

GENERAL COMPARISONS Hard-wired sensor Multiplexed sensor ,
'

FOR ALL SAFETY interfaces. interfaces.
'

SYSTEMS:
Nuclear system protection Safety system logic &
system (NSPS) control (SSLC)
solid-state-based logic and microprocessor-based logic
self-test system and self-test system
controllers. controllers.

REACTOR PROTECTION High scram discharge volume Low charging pressure in

SYSTEM (RPS): level trip. HCU accumulators trip.

Neutron monitoring system Neutron monitor SRNM
IRM trip. (combined SRM & IRM) trip.

1

Added total core flow rapid
decrease trip to NMS APRM
trip,

bd
Four manual scram switches Two manual scram switches
in two out of-four scram in two-out-of-two arrange-
arrangement. Manual scram mant backed up by~made
and automatic scram share switch" SHUTDOWN" position
common trip actuators e o n t a ct s. No trip

actuators shared by manual
scram and automatic scram
function.

Automatic bypass of MSLIV Automatic bypass of MSLIV
closure trip when not in closure trip when not in
"RUN" mode "RUN" mode and reactor

pressu3e less than 42.2
kg/cm .

~

EMERGENCY CORE Div.1: LPCI + LPCS + ADS Divi: LPFL + RCIC + ADS
COOLING SYSTEM Div.2: LPCI + LPCI + ADS DivII: HPCF + LPFL + ADS
(ECCS): Div.3: HPCS DivIII: HPCF + LPFL

HPCS: Division 3 only HPCF: DivisionsII & III
(single division & single (two loops with separate
loop). electrical division for

each loop).

Amendment 27 7.122
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TABLE 7.1-1

COMPARISON OF GESSAR II
AND ABWR I&C SAFETY SYSTEMS (Continued)

|

I&C System GESSAR 11 Design ABWR Design

EMERGENCY CORE HPCS: Initiation on level 2 HPCF: Initiation on level
| COOLING SYSTEM or high drywell pressure. 1.5 or high drywell
j (Continued) pressure.
|

| HPCS: logic 1/2 x 2 to HPCF: Logic 2/4 to start
f start pump,2/2 to close pump,2/4 to close

injection valve. injection valve.

ADS: 2/2 (in each of two ADS: 2/4 (in each of two
| divisions) actuator signal divisions) actuator signal

logic: high drywell logic: level 1 and high

|
pressure and level 1 and drywell pressure and

|
120 second time delay with 29-second time delay (no
level 3 confirmation. level 3 confirmation signal

| needed).

RHR/LPCI Mode: 3 pump loops - RHR/LPFL Mode: 3 pump loops
with 2 electrical with 3 electrical
divisions. divisions.

'

LPCS: Division 1 RCIC: Division I - now part
of ECCS - initiated by

(RCIC not part of ECCS - Level 2 or drywell pressure |
initiated by Level 2 only.) with 2/4 sensor logic

channels.

LEAK DETECrlON AND Leak detection system (LDS) Combined LDS and CRVICS to
ISOLATION SYSTEM separate from containment make LD&lS.

(LD&lS): and reactor vessel isola-
tion & control system
(CRVICS).

Main steam positive leakage MSPLCS deleted.
& control system (MSPLCS).

Allinboard isolation Division's 1,2 and 3 are
valves powered by Division used in various combina-
2; all outboard isolation tions to obtain redundant
valves powered by Division pairs ofinboard/ outboard
1. isolation valves.

RHR/WETWELL DRYWELL 2 wetwell/drywell cooling 2 wetwell/drywell cooling
SPRAY MODE: divisions. Both automatic- divisions. Manual actuation

ally and manually actuated. only.

Amendment 27 7.1-23
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TABLE 7.1-1

COMPARISON OF GESSAR II *

AND ABWR I&C SAFETY SYSTEMS (Continued)

I&C System GESSAR 11 Design ABWR Design

RHR/ SUPPRESSION 2 loops and 2 divisions 3 loops and 3 divisions
POOL COOLING MODE:

FLAMMABILITY CONTROL Part of combustible gas Independent system

SYSTEM: control system.

STANDBY GAS TREAT- Redundant active and pas- Redundant active compo.
MENT SYSTEM: sive components nents; single filter train, j

,

EMERGENCY DIESEL ESF dicscis: Divisions 1 & ESF Diesels Divisions I,
GENERATOR SYSTEM: 2. HPCS diesel: Div. 3. II & Ill (HPCFincluded on

Divisions II & III).

REACTOR BUILDING Open loop to ultimate Closed loop with limited
,

g COOLING WATER: heat sink. System was quantity of water.
called " essential service

'

water system".

CONTAINMENT ATMOS- Hydrogen mixing system Dedicated hydrogen mixing
PHERIC CONTROL SYSTEM: interface, not required for inerted i

'
containment.

;

HIGH PRESSURE (Air supply only) Replaces air supply to ADS
NITROGEN GAS SUPPLY: and SRV accumulators. Also

used for testing MSIVs.

ALTERNATE ROD (Not applicable) New function provided by |
INSERTION (ARI) fine motion control rod !

FUNCTION: drive (FMCRD) capability of
the rod control &
information system (RC&lS).

STANDBY LIQUID Squib-type injection valve. Motor-operated-type
CONTROL SYSTEM injection valve.

(SLCS):
Pump indication "RUN", Pump indication "RUN",
"STOP", " TRIPPED" "STOP"

.

V
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TABLE 7.1-1

COMPARISON OF GESSAR II
AND ABWR I&C SAFETY SYSTEMS (Continued)

I&C System GESSAR II Design ABWR Design

RHR/ SHUTDOWN 2 shutdown cooling 3 shutdown cooling
COOLING MODE: divisions with 1 suction divisions with 3 suction

line. lines (1 per division).

REMOTE SHUTDOWN RCIC controls available at RCIC controls replaced with

SYSTEM (RSS): RSS panel HPCF controls at RSS panel.

SAFETY RELATED Designed to address Designed to address

DISPLAY Regulatory Guide 1.97, Regulatory Guide 1.97,
INSTRUME!TTATION: Revision 2. Revision 3.

NEUTRON MONITORING Class 1E subsystems are Class IE subsystems are

SYSTEM (NMS): IRM, LPRM & APRM. SRNM (combines IRM & SRM),
LPRM & APRM.

NEUTRON MONITORING Non-Class IE subsystems are Non-Class 1E subsystem is

| SYSTEM (Continued) SRM, TIP, and RBM ATIP, and MRBM

New system definition andPROCESS RADIATION -----

MONITORING SYSTEM organization, i.e., new

(PRMS): instrument groupings,
locations and ranges.

DRYWELL VACUUM Electrically operated Mechanically operated
RELIEF SYSTEM: butterfly valve. relief valve.

CONTAINMENT (Not in GESSAR 11 scope) New system provided in ABWR
ATMOSPHERE scope.
MONITORING SYSTEM
(CAMS):

SUPPRESSION POOL 4 thermocouples in each of 4 thermocouples in each of
TEMPERATURE the 4 containment 2 divisions at each of 6
MONITORING quadrants. locations.
SYSTEM:

4 X 4 = 16 total T/C's. 4 X 2 X 6 = 48 total T/C's.

Added suppression pool
level monitoring function.

|

O
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7.2 REACTOR PROTECTION (TRIP) of the two divisions of RPS scram logic circuitry top
(-) SYSTEM -(RPS) INSTRUMENTATION the solenoid of one of the two air header dump |

'

AND CONTROLS valves of the Control Rod Drive System.

7.2.1 Description SSLC power sources are shown in Figure 7.2-1.,

Scram and air header dump power distribution is
,

7.2.1.1 System Description shown in Figure 7.2-8. j

7.2.1.1.1 RPS Identification 7.2.1.1.4 RPS Equipment Design

| The reactor protection system (RPS) is the The RPS is designed to provide reliable
overall complex of instrument channels, trip logics, single-failure-proof capability to automatically or
trip actuators and scram logic circuitry that initiate manually initiate a reactor scram while maintaining l
rapid insertion of control rods (scram) to shut down protection against unnecessary scrams resulting from ;

the reactor. The RPS also establishes reactor single failures. This is accomplished through the
operating modes and provides status and control combination of fail-safe equipment design and redun-
signals to other systems and annunciators. To dant two-out-of-four logic arrangement. All |
accomplish its overall function, the RPS interfaces equipment within the RPS is designed to fail into a |

with the essential multiplexing system, neutron trip initiating state on loss of power or input signal. In
monitoring system, process radiation monitoring conjunction with this, trip initiating logic signals to
system, control rod drive system, rod control and and within the RPS are asserted low whereas trip
information system, reactor recirculation control bypass logic signals and trip bypass permissive logic i

system, performance monitoring system, nuclear signals are asserted high..
boiler system and other plant systems and
equipment. These interfaces are discussed in detail 7.2.1.1.4.1 General RPS Equipment
in the following subsections. The RPS IED is
provided as Figure 7.2-9. The RPS IBD is provided The RPS equipment is divided into four redundant

O, as Figure 7.2-10. divisions of sensor (instrument) channels, trip logics
and trip actuators, and two divisions of manual scram

7.2.1.1.2 RPS Classification controls and scram logic circuitry. The sensor
,

j channels, divisions of trip logics, divisions of trip
The RPS is classified as Safety Class 2, Seismic actuators and associated portions of the divisions of!

Category 1, and Quality Group B (electric Safety scram logic circuitry together constitute the RPS
Class 1E) per Regulatory Guide 1.26 and meets the scram and air header dump (back-up scram) auto-
requirements of 10CFR50.55a(h). matic initiation logic. The divisions of manual scram

controls and associated portions of the divisions of
7.2.1.13 Power Sources scram logic circuitry together constitute the RPS

scram and air header dump manual initiation logic.
The RPS utilizes three types of power: The automatic and manual scram initiation logics are

!- independent of each other RPS equipment arrange-
| (1) 120 VAC - taken from the four, divisional safety ment is shown in Figure 7.2-2.

system logic and control (SSLC) power supply
buses discussed Section 83. Each bus supplies (1) Sensor Channels
power for one division of RPS logic. Two of the
four buses also provide 120 VAC power through Equipment within a sensor channel includes pri-
the two divisions of RPS scram logic circuitry to marily sensors (transducers or switches), multi-
the "A" and "B" solenoids of the scram hydraulic plexers and digital trip modules (DTM's). The
control units (HCU's) of the Control Rod Drive sensors within each channel monitor plant
System. variables discussed in Section 7.2.1.1.4.2 and send

either analog or discrete output to remote multi-
|

| (2) 125 VDC - taken from two of the four, divisional plexer units (RMS's) within the associated divi-

| .

SSLC battery buses discussed in Section 8.3. sion of essential multiplexing system (EMS). Each
Each bus provides 125 VDC power through one division of EMS performs analog to digital

|%
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conversion on analog signals and sends the digital logic unit receives bypass inputs from the BPU,
or digitized analog output values of all monitored trip inputs from the TLU and various manual
variables to the DTM within the associated RPS inputs from switches within the same division and
sensor channel. The DTM in each sensor chan- provides discrete trip outputs to the trip actuators
nel compares individual monitored variable in the same division. Each output logie unit also
values with trip setpoint values and for each receives an isolated discrete division trip reset
variable sends a separate, discrcte (trip /no trip) permissive signal from equipment associated with
output signal to all four divisions of trip logics, one of the two divisions of scram logic circuitry.

All equipment within a sensor channel is pow- All equipment within a division of trip logic is
cred from the same division of class IE power powered from the same division of class 1E
source. However, different pieces of equipment power source. However, different pieces of
may bc powered from separate DC power sup- equipment may be powered from separate DC
plies. Within a sensor channel sensors them- power supplies and the BPU, TLU and OLU
selves may belong to the RPS or may be compo- within a division must be powered from separate
nents of another system. Signal conditioning and DC power supplies.
distribution performed by the RMU's is a
function of the EMS and is discussed in Section (3) Divisions of Trip Actuators '

7A.2.
Equipment within a division of trip actuators in.

(2) Divisions of Trip Logics cludes isolated load drivers and relays for auto-
matic scram and air header dump initiation.

Equipment within a division of trip logic includes Each division of trip actuators receives discrete
primarily manual switches, bypass units (BPU's), trip inputs from the OLU in the same division.
trip logic units (TLU's) and output logic units
(OLU's). The various manual switches provide The isolated load drivers are fast response time,
the operator means to modify the RPS trip logic bistable, solid state,120VAC current interrupting
for special operation, maintenance, testing and devices that can tolerate the high current levels
reset. The bypass units perform bypass and associated with HCU scram solenoids operation.
interlock logic for the channel sensors bypass, The operation of the load drivers is such that a
main steam line isolation trip special bypass and trip signal (logic "0" voltage level) on the input
division trip logic unit bypass. These three by- side will create a high impedance, current inter-
passes are all manually initiated through individ- rupting condition on the output side. The load
ual Leylock switches within each of the four driver outputs are arranged in the scram logic
divisions. Each bypass unit sends a separate circuitry between the scram solenoids and scram
bypass signal for all four channels to the trip logic solenoid 120 VAC power source such that when
unit in the same division for channel sensors in a tripped state the load drivers will cause
bypass and MSL isolation trip special bypass. de-energization of the scram solenoids (scram
Each bypass unit sends the trip logic unit bypass initiation). All load drivers within a division in-
signal to the output logic unit in the same terconnect with load drivers in all othc:-divisions
division. into two separate two-out-of-four scram logic ar-

rangements.
The trip logic units perform automatic scram ini-
tiation logic based on reactor operating mode, Normally closed relay contacts are arranged in
channel and division trip conditions and bypass the scram logic circuitry between the air header
conditions. Each trip logic unit receives bistable dump valve solenoids and air header dump valve
input signals from the BPU and various switches solenoid 125 VDC power source such that when
in the same division and receives isolated bistable in a tripped state (coil de-energized) the relays
inputs from all four sensor channels and divisions will cause energization of the air header dump
of NMS. valve solenoids (air header dump initiation). All

relays within a division interconnect with relays in
The output logic units perform division trip, all other divisions into two separate two-out-of- |

'

scal-in, reset and trip test function. Each output four air header dump logic arrangements.

Amendment 5 7.2-2
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q (4) Divisions of Manual Scram Controls building signals i) and j) all of these systems provide |

g sensor outputs through the EMS. Analog to digital
Equipment within a division of manual scram conversion of these sensor output values is done by
controls includes manual switches, contacts and EMS equipment. NMS and PRRM trip signals are
relays that provide an alternate, diverse, manual provided directly to the RPS by NMS and PRRM
means to initiate a scram and air header dump. trip logic units. The turbine building signals i) and j)
Each division of manual scram controls are hardwired to connections ion the control
interconnects the actuated load power sources to building.
the same division of scram logic circuitry for
scram initiation and to both divisions of scram (1) Neutron Monitoring System (NMS)
logic circuitry for air header dump initiation.

Each of the four divisions of neutron monitoring
(5) Divisions of Scram Logic Circuitry system (NMS) equipment provides separate, iso-

lated, bistable source range monitor (SRNM) trip
One of the two divisions of scram logic circuitry and avera[!e power range monitor (APRM) trip
distributes 120 VAC power to the A solenoids of signals to all four divisions of RPS trip logics
all HCU's and 125 VDC power to the solenoid of (Figure 7.2-5).
one of the two air header dump valves. The
other division of scram logic circuitry distributes (a) SRNMTripSignals
120 VAC power to the B solenoids of all HCU's
and 125 VDC power to the solenoid of the other The SRNM's of the NMS provide trip sig-
air header dump valve. The HCU's and air nals to the RPS to cover the range of plant
header dump valves themselves are not a part of operation from source range through
the RPS. start-up range to about ten percent of reac-

tor rated power. Three conditions moni-
The arrangement of equipment groups within the tored as a function of the NMS comprise the

Q]( RPS from sensors to trip actuators is shown in SRNM trip logic output to the RPS. These
Figure 7.2-2. conditions are upscale, short period and

SRNM inoperative. The specific condition
7.2.1.1.4.2 Initiating Circuits within the NMS that caused the SRNM trip |

output is not detectable within the RPS.
The RPS will initiate a reactor scram when any

one or more of the following conditions occur or (b) APRM Trip Signals
exist within the plant:

The APRM's of the NMS provide trip sig-
(a) NMS monitored conditions exceed accept- nals to the RPS to cover the range of plant

able limits operation from a few percent to greater than
(b) High Reactor Pressure reactor rated power. Four conditions moni-
(c) Low Reactor Water level (Level 3) tored as a function the NMS comprise the
(d) High Drywell Pressure APRM trip logic output to the RPS. These
(e) Main Steam Line Isolation conditions are high neutron flux, high simu-
(f) Low Control Rod Drive Charging Header lated thermal power, APRM inoperative and

Pressure core flow rapid coastdown trip. The specific i

High Main Steam Line Radiation condition within the NMS that caused the
I ((g)h) Deleted APRM trip output is not detectable within

(i) Turbine Stop Valve Closed the RPS.
| (j) Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure

(k) Operator initiated Manual Scram (2) Nuclear Boiler System (NES) (Figure 7.2-6) | .

| (1) High Suppression PoolTemperature I

(a) ReactorPressure
The systems and equipment that provide trip and )

scram initiating inputs to the RPS for these condi- Reactor pressure is measured at four physi- |
(V,,) tions are discussed in the following subsections. With cally separated locations by locally mounted |

| the exception of the NMS, PRRM, and the turbine pressure transducers. Each transducer is on |

Amendment 27 7.2-3 j
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|

| a separate instrument line and provides (a) CRD Charging Header Pressure >

! analog equivalent output through the EMS to |

| the DTM in one of four RPS sencor CRD charging header pressure is measured at
'

channels. The pressure transducers and four physically separated locations by locally

| instrument lines are components of the NBS. mounted pressure transducers. Each trans-
ducer is on a separate instrument line and

(b) Reactor Water Level provides analog equivalent output through the
EMS to the DTM in one of the four RPS

Reactor water level is measured at four sensor channels. .The pressure transducers
physically separated locations by locally and instrument lines are components of the
mounted level (differential pressure) trans- CRD system.
ducers. Each transducer is on a separate pair
of instrument lines and provides analog (4) Process Radiation Monitoring System

j equivalent output through the EMS to the (PRNM) (Figurc 7.2-6)
DTM in one of the four RPS sensor channels.I

The level transducers and instrument lines (a) Main Steam Line Radiation

| are components of the NBS.
Main steam line radiation is measured by

(c) Drywell Pressure four separate radiation monitors. Each
monitor is positioned to measure gamma ra.

Drywell pressure is measured at four physi- diation in all four main steam lines. The
cally separated locations by locally mounted PRRM then provides a separate bistable
pressure transducers. Each transducer is on a output to the DTM in each of the four RPS
separate instrument line and provides analog sensor channels. The radiation monitors
equivalent output through the EMS to the and associated equipment that determine
DTM in one of the four RPS sensor channels whether or not main steam line radiation is

| of the NBS. within acceptable limits are components of

| the PRRM.
(d) Main Steam Line Isolation (Figure 7.2-4)

(5)(Deleted) !

Each of the four main steam lines can be
isolated by closing either the inboard or the
outboard isolation valve. Separate position
switches on both of the isolation valves of |

one of the main steam lines provide bistable i

output through the EMS to the DTM in one (6) Reactor Protection System (Figure 7.2-3) j
of the four RPS sensor channels. Each main '

steam line is associated with a different RPS (a) Turbine Stop Valve Closure
sensor channel. The main steam line 1

isolation valves and position switches are Turbine stop valve closure is detected by !
components of the NBS. separate valve stem position switches on each ;

of the four turbinc stop valves. Each position
(e) High Suppression Pool Temperature switch provides bistable output through

hard-wired connection to the DTM in one of
High suppression pool temperature is the four RPS sensor channels. The turbine
measured at four physically separated stop valves are components of main turbine,

i
locations by locally mounted sensors. Each however the position switches are components

,
sensor is on a separate instrument line and of the RPS.

I provides analog equivalent output through
the EMS to the DTM in one of four RPS (b) Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure
sensor channels.

(3) Control Rod Drive (CRD) System (Figure 7.2-6)

Amendment 27 7.2-4
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logic willinitiate a reactor scram when a trip
p") Low hydraulic trip system oil pressure is condition exists in any two or more division tripg

detected by separate pressure switches on logics. At the scram logic level no bypasses are"

each of the four turbine control valve possible.
hydraulic mechanisms. Each pressure switch
provides bistable output through hard-wired (1) ChannelSensors Bypass
connection to the DTM in one of the four
RPS sensor channels. The turbine control A separate, manual, keylock switch in each of the
valve hydraulic mechanisms are components four divisions provides means to bypass the col-
of the main turbine, however the pressure lective trip outputs of the associated sensor chan-
switches are components of the RPS. nel. The effect of the channel sensors bypass is to

reduce all four division trips to a coincidence of
two out of three tripped sensor channels. In-

(c) Manual Scram terlocks between the four divisions of trip logic
prevent bypass of any two or more sensor chan-

| Two manual scram switches or the reactor nels at the same time. Once a bypass of one
mode switch provide the means to manually sensor channel has been established, bypasses of
initiate a reactor scram independent of con- any of the remaining three sensor channels are
ditions within the sensor channels, divisions inhibited.
of trip logics and divisions of trip actuators.
Each manual scram switch is associated with A channel sensors bypass in any channel will
one of the two divisions of actuated load bypass all trip initiating input signals except those
power. trip signals received from the NMS.

In addition to the scram initiating variables (2) Division Trip Logic Unit Bypass
monitored by the RPS, one bypass initiating

p variable is also monitored. A separate, manual, keylock switch in each of the

Q four divisions provides means to bypass that divi-
(d) Turbine First Stage Pressure sions trip unit output to the scram logic. The

effect of the division trip logic bypass is to reduce
Turbine first stage pressure is measured at the scram logic to a coincidence of two out of
four physically separated locations by locally three tripped divisions. Interlocks between the
mounted pressure transducers. Each pres- four division trip logic bypasses prevent bypass of
sure transducer is on a separate instrument any two or more division trip logics at the same
line and provides analog equivalent output time. Once a bypass of one division of trip logic

| through the hard-wired connections to the has been established, bypasses of any of the
DTM in one of the four sensor channels. remaining three division trip logics are inhibited.
Within the RPS disisions of trip logics this ;

variable forms a bypass component of the (3) MSL Isolation Special Bypass (Figure 7.2-4) |

turbine stop valve and turbine control vaWe I

closure trip logic. A separate, manual, keylock switch associated
with each of the four sensor channels provides j

7.2.1.1 A.3 RPS Logic means to bypass the MSL isolation trip output i

signal from the sensor channel to all four
The combination of division trip, scram, reset divisions of trip logic. This bypass permits I

and bypass logie that make up the overall RPS logic continued plant operation while any one MSL is I

is shown in Figure 7.2-10. Each division trip logic re- isolated without causing a half scram condition.
ceives trip inputs from all four sensor channels and The effect of the MSL isolation special bypass is
NMS divisions and provides a sealed-in trip output to to reduce the MSL isolation trip function in all
the scram logic when the same trip condition exists four divisions of trip logic to a coincidence of two
any two or more sensor channels or NMS out of three sensor channel MSL isolation trips.
divisions. At the division trip logic level various trips Interlocks between the four divisions of trip logic

|V)
and trip initiating conditions can be bypassed as prevent MSL isolation special bypass in any
described in the following subsections. The scram
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sensor channel when either a channel sensors either in " Shutdown" or " Refuel" mode position. | !

bypass or a MSL isolation special bypass is When the reactor is in shutdown or refuel mode
present in any other sensor channel. Once a the low CRD charging header pressure trip can be -
MSL isolation special bypass has been estab- manually bypassed in each dhision of trip logic by
lished in one sensor channel the same bypass is sepa- rate, manual, keylock CRD charging header
inhibited in the other three channels. This pressure trip bypass switches. This bypass allows
bypass is inhibited in all three remaining RPS reset after a scram while CRD charging
channels when any channel sensors bypass exists. header pressure is below the trip setpoint. Each

division of trip logic sends a separate rod with-
(4) Trip Logic and Operating Bypasses draw block signal to the RC&lS when this bypass

exists in the division.
Neutron Monitoring System Trips (Figure 7.2-5)

Turbine Stop Valve Closed and Turbine Control
A coincident NMS trip will occur in each division Valve Fast Closure Trips (Figure 7.2-3)
of trip logic when any two or more out of four
divisions of APRM or SRNM trip signals are A turbine stop valve closed trip will occur in each
received from the NMS. The coincident SRNM division of trip logic when the turbine stop valve
trip is automatically bypassed when the reactor is is closed in any two or more unbypassed sensor
in run mode. The coincident APRM trip cannot channels. A turbine control valve fast closure
be bypassed. trip will occur in each division of trip logic when

the HTS oil pressure is below the trip setpoint in
A non-coincident NMS trip will occur in each di- any two or more unbypassed sensor channels.
vision of trip logic when any single APRM or These trips are automatically bypassed in each
SRNM trip signal is received from the NMS. division of trip logic when turbine first stage
The non-coincident NMS trip is automatically pressure in the associated sensor channelis
bypassed when the reactor is in run mode. When below the bypass setpoint. Each division of trip

logic sends a separate recirc pump trip initiating |
the reactor is in shutdown, refuel or start-up
mode the non-coincident NMS trip can be signal to the recirc system when these trips occur
manually bypassed in each division by a separate, in the division.
manual, keylock non-coincident NMS trip disable
switch. High Reactor Pressure Trip (Figure 7.2-6)

Main Steam Line Isolation Trip (Figure 7.2-4) A high reactor pressure trip will occur in each
division of trip logic when reactor pressure is

A MSL isolation trip will occur in each dhision above the trip setpoint in any two or more
of trip logic when either the inboard or outboard unbypassed sensor channels. There are no
MSL isolation valve is closed in any two or more operating bypasses associated with this trip
unbypassed sensor channels. When the reactor is function.
in shutdown, refuel or start-up mode the MSL
isolation trip function is automatically bypassed Low Reactor Water Level Trip (Figure 7.2-6)
in each division of trip logic when reactor pres-
sure in the associated sensor channel is below the A low reactor water level trip will occur in each
bypass setpoint. This bypass permits plant opera- division of trip logic when reactor water level is
tion when the main steam line isolation valves are below the trip setpoint in any two or more
closed during low power operation. unbypassed sensor channels. There are no :

operating bypasses associated with this trip |
Low Control Rod Drive (CRD) Charging function.

|
Header Pressure Trip (Figure 7.2-6) |

High Drywell Pressure Trip (Figure 7.2-6) I

A low CRD charging header pressure trip will |
occur in each division of trip logic when CRD A high drywell pressure trip will occur in each
charging header pressure is low in any two or division of trip logic when drywell pressure is
more unbypassed sensor channels. This bypass is above the trip setpoint in any two or more ,

allowed only whenever the reactor mode switch is
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unbypassed sensor channels. There are no scal-in circuitry in both divisions of manual scramg

b') operating bypasses associated with this trip controls. lf either of the manual scram pushbuttonsi
function, is still depressed when a reset is attempted, the

reset will not have any effect.
High Main Steam Line Radiation Trip (Figure
7.2-6) A separate, manual pushbutton associated with

each division of trip actuators provides means to
A high main steam line radiation trip will occur reset the scal-in at the input of all trip actuators in
in each division of trip logic when a main steam the same division. If the conditions that caused the
line radiation trip condition exists in any two or division trip have not cleared when a reset is
more unbypassed sensor channels.There are no attempted, the reset will not have any effect. After
operating bypasses associated with this trip a single division trip, reset is possible immediately;
function. however, if a full scram has occurred, reset is

inhibited for 10 seconds to allow sufficient time for
High Suppression Pool Temperature (Figure scram completion.

7.2-6)
As a consequence of a full scram the CRD charg-

A high suppression pool temperature trip will ing header pressure will drop below the trip
occur in each division of the trip logic when setpoint resulting in a trip initiating input to all
suppression pool temperature is above the trip four divisions of trip logic. While this condition
setpoint in any two or more unbypassed sensor exists reset of the manual scram circuitry is possi-
channels. There are no operating bypasses ble; however, the four divisions of trip logic cannet
associated with this trip function. be reset until the CRD charging pressure trip is

manually bypassed in all four divisions and all
(5) Manual Scram other trip initiating conditions have cleared.

A sealed-in manual scram of all HCU's and asso- 7.2.1.1.4.4 Redundancy and Diversity

(O) ciated control rods will occur when both manual
scram pushbuttons are armed and depressed or Instrument sensing lines from the reactor vessel are"

when the reactor mode switch is placed in the routed through the drywell and terminate outside the
shutdown position. Depressing only one armed primary containment. Instruments mounted on instru-
scram pushbutton will result in a scaled-in half ment racks in the four quadrants of the reactor
scram (de-energization of one division of actu- building sense reactor vessel pressure and water level
ated loads). The scram initiating input received from this piping. Valve position switches are mounted
from the mode switch shutdown contacts is auto- on valves from which position information is required.
matically bypassed after a sufficient time delay The sensors for RPS signals from equipment in the
(10 sec) to allow for scram seal-in and full inser- turbine building are mounted locally. The four
tion of all control rods. battery-powered inverters and divisional 120-VAC

power suppliers for the SSLC and RPS are located in
A separate, manual, pushbutton switch in each of an area where they can be serviced during reactor
the four divisions provides means to manually operation. Sensor signals (via the multiplex network),
trip all trip actuators in that division. This and power cables are routed to four SSLC cabinets
sealed-in division manual trip is equivalent to a (in which RPS components are located) in the
scaled-in automatic trip from the same division divisional electrical compartments. One logic cabinet
of trip logic. An alternative manual scram can be is used for each division.
accomplished by depressing any two or more of
the four didsion manual trip pushbuttons. The redundancy portions of the RPS have physically

separated sensor taps, sensing lines, sensors, sensor
(6) Reset Logic rack locations, cable routing, and termination in four

separate panels in the control room. By the use of
A single, manual, three position, toggle switch four or more separate redundant sensors for each
provides means to reset the manual scram RPS variable with separate redundant logic and

(
y
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wiring, the RPS system has been protected from a applied to the essential multiplexing system, which
credible single failure. For additional information on provides data highways for the sensor input to the
redundancy of RPS subsystems, refer to Subsection logic units. Physically separated cabinets are provided
7.2.1.1.4.2 for the four scram logics. Fiber-optic cable routing

from remote multiplexing units (RMUS) to control
Redundancy of the RPS logic power supply is room equipment is shown in raceway plans provided

| provided. There are four Class 1E uninterruptible by reference in Section 1.7. The criteria for separa-
power sources which supply electrical power: one to tion of sensing lines and sensors are discussed in
each division of the RPS. A loss of one power supply Section 7.1.
will neither inhibit protective action nor cause a

The mode switch, low CRD accumulator charging |scram.
pressure trip and other selected bypass switches

7.2.1.1.4.5 Actuated Devices scram reset switches and manual scram switches are
all mounted on the principal control console. Each

The devices actuated by the RPS trip and scram device is mounted in a metal enclosure and has a suf-
logic include the 120 VAC powered A and B scram ficient number of barrier devices to maintain
solenoids of the HCU's and the 125 VDC powered air adequate separation between redundant portions of
header dump valves.The A solenoids of all HCU's the RPS.
are energized by one division of power and the B
solenoids of all HCU's are energized by another The outputs from the logic cabinets to the scram
division of power. When any single RPS division is in pilot solenoids are run in separate rigid conduits with
a tripped state or when only one of the manual scram no other wiring. The four wire ways match the four
pushbuttons is depressed all of either the A or the B scram groups shown in Figure 7.2-8. The groups are
solenoids will be de-energized resulting in a selected so that the failure of one group to scram will
half-scram condition. A full scram of the pair of not prevent a reactor shutdown. The scram group
control rods associated with a particular HCU will conduits have unique identification and are separately
occur when both the A and B solenoid of the HCU routed as Division II and III conduits for the A and B
are de-energized. The HCU's and associated control solenoids of the scram pilot valves respectively. This
rod pairs are divided into four groups. The RPS corresponds to the divisional assignment of their
supplies power to each group from separate RPS power sources.
power distribution circuits. The combination of
control rods within each group is such that hot Signals which must run between redundant RPS di-
shutdown can be achieved even in the event of failure visions are electrically / physically isolated by isolators
to scram of an entire rod group. to provide separation.

The solenoid of one of the air header dump valves RPS inputs to annunciators, recorders, and the
is energized by one dhision of power and the solenoid computer are arranged so that no malfunction of the
of the other air header dump valve is energized by annunciating, recording, or computing equipment can
another division of power. When the solenoid of functionally disable the RPS. Direct signals from RPS
either of the air header dump valves is energized the sensors are not used as inputs to annunciating or
air header will be released resulting in insertion of all data-logging equipment. Electrical isolation is
control rods. The arrangement of RPS power provided between the primary signal and the
distribution circuits and actuated devices is shown in information output by fiber-optic cable interfaces.
Figure 7.2-1.

7.2.1.1.5 Environmental Considerations
7.2.1.1.4.6 Separation

Electrical equipment for the RPS is located in the
Four independent sensor channels monitor the var- drywell, control structure, containment, and in the

ious process variables listed in Subsection 7.2.1.1.4.2. turbine building. The environmental conditions for
The redundant sensor devices are separated so that these areas are shown in Section 3.11.
no single failure can prevent a scram. The arrange-
ment of RPS sensors mounted in local racks is shown 7.2.1.1.6 Operational Considerations
in Figure 7.2-2. Locations for local RPS racks and
panels are shown on the instrument location drawings 7.2.1.1.6.1 Reactor Operator Information
provided in Section 1.7. Divisional separation is also
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conjunction with the pressure relief system is fission products from the fuel The high radia.i

|g adequate to preclude over-pressurizing the tion trip setting is selected high enough above
| nuclear system, the turbine control valve background radiation levels to avoid spurious

fast-closure scram provides additional margin to scrams yet low enough to promptly detect a
! the nuclear system pressure limit. The turbine _ gross release of fission products from the fuel.
! control valve fast-closure scram setting is selected More information on the trip setting is

to provide timely indication of control valve fast available in Section 73.

| closure.
| (10) High Suppression Pool Temperature

(6) Main Steamline Isolation
Automatic reactor scram should be initiated

The main steamline isolation valve closure can when the condition of high suppression pool
result in a significant addition of positive reactiv- temperature is sensed. This is disclosed in high
ity to the core as nuclear system pressure rises. suppression pool temperature monitoring

| The main steamline isolation scram setting is se- system in Subsection 7.2.1.1.4.2.2.e.

| lected to give the earliest positive indication of
! main steamline isolation without inducing spuri- 7.2.1.1.8 Containment Electrical Penetration

ous scrams. Assignment

(7) Low Charging Pressure to Control Rod Drive Electrical containment penetrations are
Hydraulic Control Unit Accumulators assigned to the protection systems on a four-division

basis (Subsections 7.2.1.1.4.1 anJ 4.6).

{ The CRD hydraulic system normally supplies
charging water at sufficient pressure to charge all Each penetration is provided with a NEMA-4
scram accumulators of the individual control rods enclosure box on each end providing continuation of
hydraulic control units to pressure values that will the metal wire ways (Subsection 7.2.1.1.4.6).

C,
assure adequate control rod scram insertion rates
during a full reactor trip or scram. A low charging 7.2.1.1.9 Cable Spreading Area Description
water pressure is indicative of the potential
inability to maintain the scram accumulators The cable spreading areas adjacent to the

i pressurized. A reactor trip is initiated after a control room are termed cable rooms and electrical '

specified time delay, before the charging water equipment rooms.'A description of the separation ;

; pressure drops to a value that could eventually criteria used in these rooms is in Section 83. Cable
result in slower than normal scram speed control routing through the cable rooms is shown on raceway!

rod insertion. plans by reference in Section 6.7.

(8) Drywell High Pressure 7.2.1.1.10 Main Control Room Area

| High pressure inside the drywell may indicate a Virtually all hardware within the RPS design
break in the reactor coolant pressure boundary. scope is located within the four separate and
It is prudent to scram the reactor in such a situa- redundant safety system logic and control (SSLC)
tion to minimize the possibility of fuel damage cabinets in the main control room except the
and to reduce energy transfer from the core to instrumentation for monitoring turbine stop valve
the coolant. The drywell high pressure scram closure and turbine control valve fast closure, and
setting is selected to be as low as possible without turbine first stage pressure. The panels are mounted
inducing spurious scrams. on four separate control complex system steel floor

sections which, in turn, are installed in the main
(9) Main Steamline High Radiation control room. The major control switches are

located on the principal console.
High radiation in the vicinity of the main
steamlines may indicate a gross fuel failure in the
core. When high radiation is detected near the

O steamlines, a scram is initiated to limit release of
Q/
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7.2.1.1.11 Control Room Cabinets and 'Ibeir The cooling (ventilating) systems important for
Contents proper operation of RPS equipment are described in

Section 9.4.
The SSLC logic cabinets, which contain the RPS,

for Divisions 1,11,111, and IV include a vertical 7.2.1.2 Design Bases

board for each division. The vertical boards contain
digital and solid state discrete and integrated circuits Design bases information requested by IEEE 279 is
used to condition signals transferred to the SSLC discussed in the following paragraphs. These IEEE
from the essential multiplex system (EMS). They also 279 design bases aspects are considered separately
contain combinational and sequential logic circuits for from those more broad and detailed design bases for
the initiation of safety actions and/or alarm this system cited in Subsection 7.1.2.2.
annunciation, isolators for electrical and physical
separation of circuits used to transmit signals (1) Conditions
between redundant safety systems or between safety
and nonsafety systems, and system support circuits Generating station conditions requiring RPS pro-
such as power supplies, automatic testing circuits, tective actions are defined in the Technical
etc. Load drivers with solid-state switching outputs Specifications, Chapter 16.
for actuation solenoids, motor control centers, or

| switchgear may be located in the control room. (2) Variables

The principal console contains the reactor mode The generating station variables which are moni-
switch, the RPS manual scram push button switches, tored cover the protective action conditions that
the RPS scram reset switches and the bypass are identified in Subsection 7.2.1.2.1.

| switches for the low CRD accumulator charging
pressure. (3) Sensors

7.2.1.1.12 Test Methods that Enhance RPS A minimum number of LPRMS per APRM are
Reliability required to provide adequate protective action.

This is the only variable that has spatial
Surveillance testing is performed periodically on dependence (IEEE 279, Paragraph 33).

the RPS during operation. This testing includes
sensor calibration, response-time testing, trip (4) OperationalLimits
channel actuation, and trip time measurement with
simulated inputs to individual trip modules and Operationallimits for each safety-related vari-
sensors. The sensor channels can be checked during able trip setting are selected with sufficient
operation by comparison of the associated control margin to avoid a spurious scram. It is then
room displays on other channels of the same verified by analysis that the release of radioactive
variable. Fault-detection diagnostic testing is not material following postulated gross failure of the
being used to satisfy tech spec requirements for fuel or the reactor coolant pressure boundary is
surveillance. kept within acceptable bounds. Design basis

operational limits in chapter 16 are based on
7.2.1.1.13 Interlock Circuits to Inhibit operating experience and constrained by the
Rod Motion safety design basis and the safety analyses.

Interlocks between the RPS and RC&lS inhibit (5) Margin Between Operational Limits

| rod withdrawal when the CRD accumulator charging
pressure trip bypass switch is in the " BYPASS" The margin between operationallimits and the
position. These interlocks assure that no rods can be limiting conditions of operation (scram) for the
withdrawn when conditions are such that the RPS reactor protection system are in Chapter 16,
cannot re-insert rods if necessary. Technical Specifications. The margin includes

the maximum allowable accuracy error, sensor
7.2.1.1.14 Support Cooling System and HVAC response times, and sensor setpoint drift.

Systems Descriptions
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,e 3 (6) levels requiring Protective Action (b) Storms and Tornados
e 1

Levels requiring protective action are provided in The buildings containing RPS components
Chapter 16. These levels are design basis setpoint have been designed to withstand all credible
and are at least as limiting as the limiting safety meteorological events and tornados as de-
system settings provided in Chapter 16. scribed in Section 3.3. Superficial damage

may occur to miscellaneous station property
(7) Ranges of Energy Supply and Environmental during a postulated tornado but this will not

Conditions impair the RPS capabilities.

The RPS 120-VAC power is provided by the four (c) Earthquakes
battery-powered inverters, for the SSLC, each
with an alternate Class 1E 120-VAC supply. The The structures containing RPS components,
batteries, which are designed for a two-hour min- except the turbine building, have been
imum capacity, have sufficient stored energy to seismically qualified as described in Sections
ride through switching transients in the switch 3.7 and 3.8 and will remain functional during

yards in order to prevent switching transients from and following a safe shutdown earthquake
causing a scram. The alternate sources of 120-volt (SSE). Since reactos high pressure and
power are provided to each SSLC bus from power trips are diverse to the turbine scram
transformers powered from the 6.9 kv emergency variables, k)cating these sensors in the turbine

diesel generators. Since there are three diesel enclosure does not compromise the ability of
generators, , the fourth division alternate power the RPS or provide protective action when
originates from the first division diesel. required.

Environmental conditions for proper operation of (d) Fires
the RPS components are covered in Section 3.11

t'~T for inside and outside the containment. To protect the RPS in the event of a postu-

Q lated fire, the RPS trip logics are contained

(8) Unusual Events within the four separate independent SSLC
cabinets. The separation of the cabinets and

Unusual events are defined as malfunctions or their individual steel construction assures that
accidents and other events which could cause the RPS functions will not be prevented by a
damage to safety systems. Chapter 15, Accident postulated fire within any of the divisional
Analysis, describes the following credible acci panels. Incombustible or fire retardant
dents and events: floods, storms, tornados, materials are used as much as possible. The
earthquakes, fires, LOCA, pipe break outside use of separation and fire barriers ensures
containment, and feedwater line break. A discus- that even though some portion of the system
sion of each of these events as applicable to the may be affected, the RPS will continue to
subsystems of the RPS follows: provide the required protective action

(Section 9.5).

(a) Floods
(c) LOCA

The buildings containing RPS components
have been designed to meet the probable The following subsystem components are lo-

maximum flood (PMF) at the site location. cated inside the drywell and would be sub-
This ensures that the buildings will remain jected to the effects of a design basis
water tight under PMF; therefore, none of loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA):
the RPS functions are affected by flooding.
Internal flooding sources are covered in Sec- - ncutron monitoring system (NMS)
tion 3.4 cabling from the detectors to the main

control room;

[] - MSIV Inboard Position Sensors;
V
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Reactor vessel pressure and reactor vessel 7.2.2.1 Conformance to Design Bases Requirements |
water level instrument taps and sensing lines

[ which terminate outside the drywell; and (Statements of the design bases are given in |

drywell pressure taps. Subsection 7.1.2.2.) j!

These items have been environmentally qualified (1) Design Bases 7.1.2.2(1)(a) j

to remain functional during and following a
LOCA as discussed in Section 3.11. The RPS is designed to provide timely protection

against the onset and consequences of conditions

| (f) Pipe Break Outside Containment that threaten the integrity of the fuel barrier.
Chapter 15, Accident Analysis, identifies andi

,

! This condition will not affect the reliability evaluates events that jeopardize the fuel barrier. |

of the RPS. The methods of assessing barrier damage and
radioactive material releases along with the

(g) Feedwater Break methods by which abnormal events are sought and

,
identified are presented in that chapter.

| This condition will not affect the RPS.
Design bases require that the precision and reli-

(h) Missiles ability of the initiation of reactor scrams be
sufficient to prevent or limit fuel damage.

Missile protection is described in Section 3.5.
Table 7.2-1 provides a listing of the sensors se-

(9) Performance Requirements lected to initiate reactor scrams and delineates 1

the range for each sensor. Setpoints, accuracy
The minimum performance requirements are and response time can be found in Chapter 16.
provided in Chapter 16. This information establishes the precision of the

RPS variable sensors.
A logic combination (two out of four) of instru-
ment channel trips actuated by abnormal or acci- The selection of scram trip settings has been de-
dent conditions willinitiate a scram and produce veloped through analytical modeling, experience,
independent logic scal-ins within each of the four historical use of initial setpoints and adoption of
logic divisions. The trip conditions will be annun- new variables and setpoints as experience was
ciated and recorded on the process computer. gained. The initial setpoint selection method
The trip seal in will maintain a scram signal provided for s-ttings which were sufficiently
condition at the control rod drive system termi- above the normal operating levels (to preclude
nals until the trip channels have returned to their the possibilities of spurious scrams or difficulties
normal operating range and the seal-in is manu- in operation) but low enough to protect the fuel.
ally reset by operator action.Thus, once a trip As additionalinformation became available or
signal is present long enough to initiate a scram systems were changed, additional scram variables
and the seal-ins, the protective action will go to were provided using the above method for initial
completion. setpoint selection. The selected scram settings

are analyzed to verify that they are conservative
7.2.2 Conforntance Analysis and that the fuel and fuel barriers are adequately

protected. In all cases, the specific scram trip
This subsection presents an analysis of how the point selected is a conservative value that

various functional requirements and the specific prevents damage to the fuel taking into
regulatory requirements of the RPS design bases are consideration previous operating experience and
satisfied. the analytical models.

O
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(2) Design Basis 7.1.2.2.(l)(b) reactor pressure directly or anticipate reactor

g} pressure increases. Reactor pressure is
- The scram initiated by reactor high pressure,in monitored directly by pressure sensors which are

conjunction with the pressure relief system,is connected directly to the reactor pressure vessel |

sufficient to prevent damage to the reactor cool- through sensing lines and pressure taps. In 1

ant pressure boundary as a result ofinternal addition, reactor pressure transients are |
pressure. The main stearaline isolation valve clo- anticipated by monitoring the closure of valves I

sure scram provides a greater margin to the reac- which shut off the flow of steam from the reactor
tor coolant pressure boundary pressure safety pressure vessel and cause rapid pressure
limit than does the high pressure scram. For tur- increases. The variables monitored to anticipate
bine generator trips, the stop valve closure scram pressure transients are main steamline isolation
and turbine control valve fast closure scram pro- valve position, turbine stop valve closure, and tur-

!vide a greater margin to the nuclear system pres- bine control valve fast closure. If any of these
sure safety limit than does the high pressure valves were to close, pressure would rise very
scram. Chapter 15, Accident Analysis, identifies rapidly; therefore, this condition is anticipated'

and evaluates accidents and abnormal opera- and a trip is initiated to minimize the pressure
tional events that result in nuclear system pres- transient occurring.
sure increases. In no case does pressure exceed
the reactor coolant pressure boundary safety Chapter 15 identifies and evaluates those condi-
limit. tions which threaten fuel and reactor coolant

pressure boundary integrity. In no case does the
; (3) Design Basis 7.1.2.2(l)(c) core exceed a safety limit.

The scram initiated by the main steamline radia- (5) Design Basis 7.1.2.2(1)(c)
tion monitoring system and reactor vessel
low-water level satisfactorily limits the radiologi- The scrams initiated by the neutron monitoring

system, drywell pressure, reactor vessel pressure, |
cal consequences of gross failure of the fuel or

) reactor coolant pressure boundary. Chapter 15 high suppression pool temperature, reactor vessel
cvaluates gross failure of the fuel and reactor water level, turbine stop valve closure, main steam
coolant pressure boundary. In no case does the isolation valve bypass, and turbine control valve
release of radioactive material to the environs fast closure will prevent fuel damage. The scram
result in exposures which exceed the guide values setpoints and response time requirements for
of applicable published regulations. these variables are identified in Chapter 16

technical specifications and have been designed to
(4) Design Basis 7.1.2.2(1)(d) cover the expected range of magnitude and rates

of change during abnormal operational transients
Scrams are initiated by variables which are de- without fuel damage. Chapter 15 identifies and

'

signed to indirectly monitor fuel temperature and evaluates those conditions which threaten fuel.

protect the reactor coolant pressure boundary, integrity. With the selected variables and scram |

The neutron monitoring system monitors fuel setpoints, adequate core margins are maintained
temperature indirectly using incore detectors. relative to thermal / hydraulic safety limits. ,

The incore detectors monitor the reactor power |
|level by detecting the neutron level in the core. (6) Design Basis 7.1.2.2(1)(f)

(6) Reactor power level is directly proportional
to neutron level and the heat generated in the Neutron flux is the only essential variable of sig-
fuel. Although the neutron monitoring system nificant spatial dependence that provides inputs
does not monitor fuel temperature directly, by to the reactor protection system. The basis for
establishing a correlation hetween fuel the number and locations follows. The other re-
temperature and reactor power level, scram quirements are fulfilled through the combination
setpoints can be determined for protective action of logic arrangement, channel redundancy, wiring
which will prevent fuel damage. scheme, physical isolation, power supply redun-

dancy, and component environmental capabili-

O The reactor coolant pressure boundary is pro- ties.
d tected by monitoring parameters which indicate
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Two transient analyses are used to determine the Once this is accomplished, the scram will go to
minimum number and physicallocation of re- completion regardless of the state of the variable
quired LPRMs for each APRM. which initiated the protective action.

(a) The first analysis is performed with operat. When the initiating condition has cleared and a
ing conditions of 100% reactor power and sufficient (10 seconds) time delay has occurred,
100% recirculation flow using a continuous the scram may be reset only by actuation of the
rod withdrawal of the maximum worth con- scram reset switches in the main control room by
trol rod. In analysis, LPRM detectors are the operator.
mathematically removed from the APRM
channels. This process is continued until the Reactor protection system cabling is routed in
minimum numbers and locations of detec- separate raceways or conduits for each division
tors needed to provide protective action are for all wiring for sensors, racks, panels, and
determined for this condition, scram solenoids.

(b) The second analysis is performed with oper- Physical separation and electricalisolation be-
ating conditions of 100% reactor power and tween redundant portions of the RPS is provided
100% recirculation flow using a reduction of by separated process instrumentation, separated
recirculation flow at a fixed design rate. racks, and either separated or protected panels
LPRM detectors are mathematically re- and cabling.
moved from the APRM channels. This pro-
cess is continued until the minimum num- Separate panels are provided for each division
bers and locations of detectors needed to except for the control room principal console
provide protective action are determined for which has internal metal barriers. Where
this condition. equipment from more than one division is in a

panel, divisional separation is provided by fire
The results of the two analyses are analyzed barriers and/or physical distance of 6 inches or
and compared to establish the actual mini- more where practicable. Where wiring must be
mum number and location of LPRMs run between redundant divisions, divisional
needed for each APRM channel. separation is provided by electronic optical

isolators or by fiber optic cables.
(7) RPS Design Basis 7.1.2.2.1(1)(g) through (n)

The ability of the RPS to withstand a safe shut-
Sensors, channels, and logics of the reactor pro- down earthquake is discussed in Section 7.2.1.2.
tection system are not used directly for automatic
control of process systems. An isolated neutron The ability of the RPS to function properly with a
monitoring system signal is used with the single failure is discussed in Section 7.2.1.2.
recirculation flow control system (Section 7.7);
therefore, failure in the controls and The ability of the RPS to function properly while
instrumentation of process systems cannot induce any one sensor or channel is bypassed or under-
failure of any portion of the protection system. going test or maintenance is discussed in Section

7.2.1.2.
Failure of any RPS power supply would result in
de-energizing one of the two scram valve pilot The RPS logic circuit is designed so that an auto-
solenoids on each scram valve. Alternate power matic scram will be initiated when the required
is available to the RPS buses. A complete number of sensors for any monitored variables
sustained loss of electrical power to two or more exceeds the scram setpoint.
power supplies would result in a scram.

Separate racks are provided for the RPS instru-
The RPS is designed so that it is only necessary mentation for each division and are installed in
for trip variables to exceed their trip setpoints for different locations.
sufficient length of time to trip the digital trip

,

modules and seal in the associated trip logic.
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(8) Design Basis 7.1.2.2(l)(o) and (p) testing undet simulated environmental conditions has
been conducted.

Access to trip settings, component calibration
controls, test points, and other terminal points is The number of operable channels for the essential
under the control of plant operations supervisory monitored variables is given in Table 7.2-2. The
personnel. minimums apply to any untripped trip system. A

tripped trip system may have any number of inop-
Manual bypass of instrumentation and control crative channels. Because reactor protection re- j

equipment components is under the control of quirements vary with the mode in which the reactor
'

the operator in the control room. If the ability to operates, the table shows different functional
trip some essential part of the system is bypassed, requirements for the RUN and STARTUP modes.
this fact is continuously annunciated in the These are the only modes where more than one
control room. Operating bypasses are removed control rod can be withdrawn from the fully inserted
by normal reactor operation and need not be position. ,

!annunciated.
In case of a loss-of-coolant accident, reactor shut-

For the subsystem operational bypasses (Subsec- down occurs immediately following the accident as
tion 7.2.1), bypassing of these subsystem compo- process variables exceed their specified setpoint.
nents provides a continuous annunciation in the Operator verification that shutdown has occurred may
control room. If other components are bypassed, be made by observing one or more of the following
such as taking a sensor out of service for calibra- indications:
tion or testing, this condition will also be annun-
ciated continuously in the control room through (1) control rod status lamps indicating each rod fully |

the administratively controlled manual actuation inserted; l

of the RPS system out-of-service annunciator as-
sociated with that sensor. (2) control rod scram valve status lamps indicating

N open valves; and ,

7.2.2.1.1 Other Design Basis Requirements I

(3) neutron monitoring channels and recorders indi-
The environment in which the instruments and cating decreasing neutron flux; ;

equipment of the reactor protection system must op- !

crate is given in Section 3.11. Following generator load rejection, a number of
events occur in the following chronological order:

The control room maximum environment is predi-
,

cated on supplying the control room with minimum (4) The pressure in the hydraulic oil lines to the con- i

outside air for recirculated conditioned sir. The trol valves drops and pressure sensors signal the
minimum environment is predicated on a mixture of RPS to scram. At the same time the turbine
outside and recirculated air concurrent with logic pressure controller initiates fast opening of
minimum t quipment heat loss. Components that the turbine bypass valves to minimize the pres-

| monitor Rh trip initiating conditions that must sure transient. Turbine stop valve closure and j

function in the environment resulting from a reactor turbine control valve fast closure initiates the |
coolant pressure boundary break inside the drywell recirculation pump trip (RPT) logic, which trips i

are the condensing chambers, the inboard main the recirculation pumps at power levels greater |
steamline isolation valve position switches, neutron than 40%
monitoring system cabling, reactor vessel pressure
taps, reactor vessel water level instrument taps, (5) The reactor will scram unless the unit load is less
sensing lines, and drywell pressure taps. Special than some preselected value (typically 40%),
precautions are taken to ensure their operability below which the control valve fast closure pres-
after the accident. The condensing chambers and all sure transient does not threaten the fuel thermal
essential components of the control and electrical limits.
equipment are either similar to those that have suc-
cessfully undergone qualification testing in connec- (6) The trip setting of the APRM channels will be
tion with other projects or additional qualification automatically reduced as recirculation flow de-
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creases (flow referenced scram). Power level will All the annunciators can be tested by depressing
have been reduced by a reactor scram and RPT the annunciator test switches in the control room.
initiation.

The following discussion expands the explanation
The trip settings discussed in Subsection 7.2.1 are of conformance to Regulatory Guide 1.47 to
not changed to accommodate abnormal operat- reflect the importance of providing accurate
ing conditions. Actions required during abnor- information for the operator and reducing the
mal conditions are discussed in plant abnormal possibility for the indicator equipment to
operating procedu*es. Transients requiring acti- adversely affect its monitored safety system.
vation of the RPS are discussed in Chapter 15.
The discussions there designated which system (a) Individualindicator lights are arranged to-
and instrumentation are required to midgate the gether on the principal control console to
consequences of these transients. indicate which function of the system is out

of service, bypassed, or otherwise inopera-
7.2.2.1.2 Other Considerations ble. The automatic indicators remain lit and

cannot be cleared until the function is
Operability of the anticipatory signals from the operable. All bypass and inoperability

turbine control valve fast closure or turbine stop indicators, both at a system level and
valve closure following a safe shutdown earthquake is component Icvel, are grouped only with
not a system design basis. As discussed in items that will prevent a system from
Subsection 5.2.2.2.2.2, closure of all the main operating if needed.
steamline isolation valves without MSIV position
sensor trip produces a similar effect which is slightly (b) A manual switch is provided for manual ac-
more severe. The design basis analysis is conducted tuation to cover out-of-service conditions
for the MSIV closure. which could not be automatically annunci-

ated.
7.2.2.2 Conformance to Regulatory Codes,
Guides, and Standards (c) These indication provisions serve to supple-

ment administrative controls and aids the
7.2.2.2.1 Regulatory Guides operator in assessing the availability of com-

ponent and system level protective actions.
(1) Regulatory Guide 1.22, Periodic Testing of Pro- This indication does not perform a safety

tcction System Actuation Functions'. function.

The system is designed so that it may be tested (d) All system out-of-service annunciator cir-
during plant operation from sensor device to final cuits are electrically independent of the plant
actuator device. The test must be performed in safety systems to prevent the possibility of
overlapping portions so that an actual reactor adverse effects.
scram will not occur as a result of the testing.

(c) Each indicator is provided with dual lamps.
(2) Regulatory Guide 1.47, Bypassed and Inoperable Testing will be included on a periodic basis,

Status Indication for Nuclear Power Plant Safety when equipment associated with the indica-
Systems", tion is tested.

Automatic indication is provided in the control (3) Regulatory Guide 1.53, Application of the
room to inform the operator that system is out of Single-Failure Criterion to Nuclear Power Plant
service. Indicator lights indicate which part of a Protection Systems.
system is not operable.

Compliance with NRC Regulatory Guide 1.53 is
Regulatory Position C.4 met by specifying, designing, and constructing the

reactor protection system to meet the single fail-
Inch 4 des confomsance with BTP ICSB 22. ure criterion, Section 4.2, of IEEE 279, Criteria*

" Includes confom.ance with BTP /CSB 21. for Protection Systems for Nuclear Power Gener-
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ating Stations, and IEEE 379, Standard Applica- systems is discussed in Subsections 8.3.1.3 and7
( tion of the Single-Failure Criterion to Nuclear 83.1.4. i

b Power Generating Station Class 1E systems. Re- I

dundant sensors are used and the logic is ar- Physical and electrical independence of the in- |

| ranged to ensure that a failure in a sensing ele- strumentation devices of the system is provided i

ment or the decision logic or an actuator will not by channelindependence for sensors exposed to i

prevent protective action. Separated channels each process variable. Separate and independent
'

are employed so that a fault affecting one chan- raceways are routed from each device to the !

nel will not prevent the other channels from op- respective remote multiplexing units (RMUs). |
ierating properly. A complete discussion of the Each channel has a separate and independent

RPS power supplies is presented in Section control room panel. Trip logic outputs are
7.2.1.1. separated in the same manner as the channels ]

are. Signals between redundant RPS divisions
(4) Regulatory Guide 1.62, Manual Initiation of Pro- are electrically and physically isolated by Class

tective Actions. 1E isolators or by fiber optic cables.

Means are provided for manual initiation of reac- (6) Regulatory Guide 1.105: Refer to Section
tor scram through the use of two armed 7.1.2.10.9 for assessment of Regulatory Guide
pushbutton switches and the reactor mode 1.105.

switch. Operation of both pushbutton switches
or placing the mode switch in the (7) (7) Regulatory Guide 1.118: Refer to Section
" SHUTDOWN" position accomplishes the 7.1.2.10.10 assessment of Regulatory Guide 1.118.
reactor scram. These switches are located on the
principal control room console. Regulatory Position C.5 for APRM:

The amount of eq :oment common to initiation With respect to conformance to position C.5, the
p of both manual s, . n and automatic scram is inherent time response of the in-core sensors() limited to actuated Lad power sources, actuated used for APRM (fission detectors operating in

loads and cabling between the two. There is no the ionization chamber mode) is many orders of
shared trip or scram logic equipment for manual magnitude faster than the APRM channel re-
scram and automatic scram. No single failure in sponse time requirements and the signal condi-
the manual, automatic, or common portions of tioning electronics. The sensors cannot be tested
the protection system will prevent initiation of without disconnecting and reconnecting to special
reactor scram by manual or automatic means. equipment.

Manualinitiation of reactor scram, once initi- 7.2.2.2.2 Conformance to 10CFR50 Appendix A,
ated, goes to completion as required by IEEE General Design Criteria
279, Section 4.16.

(1) Criterion 2 Protection Against Natural Phenom-
(5) Regulatory Guide 1.75, Physical Independence of ena

Electric Systems
W' d and tornado loadings are discussed in Sec-m

The reactor protection system complies with the tion 3.11, flood design is described in Section 3.4

| criteria set forth in IEEE 279, Paragraph 4.6, and and seismic qualification of instrumentation and
Regulatory Guide 1.75, which endorses IEEE electrical equipment is discussed in Section 3.10.
384. Class 1E circuits and Class 1E-associated
circuits are identified and (2) separated from (2) Criterion 4 Environmental and Missile Design

,

redundant and non-Class 1E circuits. Isolation Bases. !

devices are provided in the design where an i

interface exists between redundant Class 1E The RPS is designed to assure that the effects of
divisions and between non-Class IE and Class 1E natural phenomena and of normal operation,
or Class IE-associated circuits. Independence maintenance, testing and postulated accident

p and separation of safety-reIated conditions on redundant channels, divisions and
\
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equipment of the RPS will not result in the loss (7) Criterion 21, Protection System Reliability
of the safety function of the system. and Testability

| The redundant divisions of the RPS are electri. The system is designed with four redundant in-

| cally and physically separated from each other strument channels and four independent and sep-
I such that no design basis event is capable of dam- arated output channels. No single failure can

aging equipment in more than one division and prevent a scram. Individual components and
such that no single failure, test, calibration or select groups of components can be tested dering
maintenance operation can prevent the safety plant operation to assure equipment and system

'

,

l function of more than one division. reliability.

(3) Criterion 13, Instrumentation and Control (8) Criterion 22, Protection System Independence

Instrumentation is provided to monitor variables The redundant portions of the system are sepa-

| and systems over their respective anticipated rated so that no single failure or credible natural
ranges for normal operational, anticipated opera- disaster can prevent a scram except the turbine
tional occurrences, and accident conditions to scram inputs which originate from the

,
assure adequate safety. Each system input is non-seismic turbine building. Reactor pressure

| monitored and annunciated. and power are diverse to the turbine scram
variables. In addition, drywell pressure and

| (4) Criterion 15, Reactor Coolant System Design water level are diverse variables.

The system acts to provide sufficient margin to (9) Criterion 23, Protection System Failure Modes

i assure that the design conditions of the RCPB
are not exceeded during any condition of normal The system is fail safe on loss of power. A loss of
operation including anticipated operational electrical power or air supply will not prevent a
occurrences. If the monitored variables exceed scram. Postulated adverse emironments will not
their predetermined settings, the system prevent a scram.
automatically responds to maintain the variables
and systems within allowable design limits. (10) Criterion 24, Separation of Protection and

(5) Criterion 19, Control Room |

The system has no control function. It has inter- j

The control room is designed in accordance with locks with control systems through isolation de- i

this criteria. The design basis is provided in vices. For each interlock with a ecmtrol system, )
Section 1.2. If necessary, a reactor scram can be separate signals are provided by redundant por- I
initiated from outside the control room by tions of the RPS.
opening the circuit breakers in the A and B
seram solenoid power distribution circuits. After (11) Criterion 25, Protection Control System
scram initiation, capability for hot shutdown and Redundancy and Capability
subsequent cold shutdown from remote locations
is provided by the remote shutdown system (see The reactor protection system conforms to the
Subsection 7.4.1.4). These functions are not requirements of General Criterion 25. The
within the scope of RPS. method of conformance is listed below:

(6) Criterion 20, Protection System Functions The redundant portions of the system are de-
signed such that no single failure can prevent a

The system constantly monitors the appropriate scram. Functional diversity is employed by mea-
plant variables to maintain the fuel barrier and suring flux, pressure, and level in the reactor
primary coolant pressure boundary and initiates a vessel, which are all reactivity-dependent vari-
scram automatically when the variables exceed ables.
the established setpoints.
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The RPS provides protection against the onset extremes of conditions (as applicable), relating to
) and consequences of conditions that threaten the environment energy supply, malfunctions, and

integrity of the fuel barrier and the reactor cool- accidents, within which the equipment has been
ant pressure boundary. Any monitored variable designed and qualified to operate continuously
which exceeds the scram set point willinitiate an and without degradation. -

automatic scram and not impair the remaining
variables from being monitored, and if one chan- (4) Equipment Qualification (Paragraph 4.4)
nel fails the remaining portions of the RPS will
function. Instrument sensors and electrical components of

the RPS and interfacing systems which are used
(12) Criterion 29, Protection Against Anticipated for RPS functions are qualified for nuclear safety

Operational Occurrences related service (important to safety) for the
function times and for the environmental zones

The system willinitiate a reactor scram in the in which they are located. The RPS electrical
event of anticipated operational occurrences. Class 1E equipment is qualified by type test data,

previous operating experience or analysis or any
7.2.2.2.3 Conformance to Industry Codes and combination of these three methods to
Standards substantiate that all eqtapment which must oper-

ate to provide the safety system actions will be
7.2.2.2.3.1 IEEE 279, Protection Systems for capable of meeting, on a continuing basis, the
Nuclear Power Generating Stations performance requirements determined to be nec- *

essary for achieving the system requirements.
The reactor protection (trip) system conforms to

the requirements of this standard. The following is a (5) ChannelIntegrity (Paragraph 4.5)
detailed discussion of this conformance.

. All RPS instrument channels, components and
(1) General Functional Requirement (Paragraph equipment and such safety related equipment of

4.1) other systems providing inputs to the RPS are de-
signed to maintain necessary functional capability

The entire RPS system including its logic, trip under the extremes of conditions (as applicable),
'

,

actuator logic, and trip actuators are designed to relating to environment energy supply, malfunc-
comply with this requirement through automatic tions, and accidents, within which the equipment
removal of electric power to the control rod drive has been designed and qualified to operate
scram pilot valve solenoids when a sufficient continuously and without degradation.
number of RPS variables exceeds the specified
trip setpoint. (6) Channel Independence (Paragraph 4.6)

(2) Single Failure Criterion (Paragraph 4.2) The RPS is designed to assure that the effects of
natural phenomena and of normal operation,

The RPS has four completely separate divisions maintenance, testing and postulated accident
with separate sensors whose only interaction is at conditions on redundant channels, divisions and
the trip logic level via optical isolation. The equipment of the RPS will not result in the loss
system is in full compliance with the single failure of the safety function of the system,
criterion and Regulatory Guide 1.53 (see
Subsection 7.2.2.2.1(3)). The redundant divisions of the RPS are electri-

cally and physically separated from each other
(3) Quality of Components and Modules (Paragraph such that no design basis event is capable of dam-

4.3) aging equipment in more than one division and
such that no single failure, test, calibration or

All RPS components and modules and such maintenance operation can prevent the safety -
safety related equipment of other systems provid- function of more than one division.

(^ ing inputs to the RPS are designed to maintain
% necessary functional capability under the Instrument channels that provide signals for the
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same protective function are independent and (i) neutron flux trip;
physically separated to accomplish the I

decoupling of the effects of unsafe environmental (ii) short neutron flux period; and
factors, electric transients and physical accident
consequences and to reduce the likelihood ofin- (iii) channelinoperative;
teractions between channels during maintenance
operations or in the event of channel malfune- (c) drywell high pressure trip; and
tions.

(f) reactor vessel high pressure trip
(7) Control and Protection System Interaction (Para-

graph 4.7) Other variables, which could affect the RPS scram
function itself, are thus monitored to induce scram

The channels for the RPS trip variables are elec- directly. These are:
trically isolated and physically separated from the
plant control systems in compliance with this (g) low charging pressure to rod HCU accumu-
design requirement, lators

Multiple redundant sensors and channels assure (h) High suppression pool temperature
that no single failure can prevent protective
action. The detection of main steamline isolation valve

position and turbine stop valve position is an ap-
Multiple failures resulting from a single credible propriate variable for the reactor protection
event could cause a control system action system. The desired variable is loss of the reactor
(closure of the turbine stop or control valves) heat sink; however, isolation or stop valve closure
resulting in a condition requiring protective is the logical variable to inform that the steam path
action and concurrent prevention of operation of has been blocked between the reactor and the heat
a portion of the RPS (scram signal from the sink.
turbine stop or control valves (see Subsection
7.2.1.1.4.2(4). The reactor vessel high-pressure Due to the normal throttling action of the turbine
and high-power trips provide diverse protection control valves with changes in the plant power
for this event. level, measurement of control valve position is not

an appropriate variable from which to infer the
(8) Derivation of System Inputs (Paragraph 4.8) desired variable, which is rapid loss of the reactor

heat sink. Consequently, a measurement related to
The following RPS trip variables are direct mea- control valve closure rate is necessary.
sures of a reactor overpressure condition, a
reactor overpower condition, a gross fuel damage Protection system design practice has discouraged
condition, or abnormal conditions within the use of rate-sensing devices for protective purposes,
reactor coolant pressure boundary: In this instance, it was determined that detection of

hydraulic actuator operation would be a more
(a) reactor vessel low water level trip; positive means of determining fast closure of the

control valves.
(b) main steamline high radiation trip; ,

Loss of hydraulic pressure in the electrohydraulic :

(c) neutron monitoring (APRM) system trip control (EHC) oil lines which initiates fast closure I

of the control valves is monitored. These |
(i) neutron flux trip and measurements provide indication that fast closure |

of the control valves is imminent. !

(ii) simulated thermal power;
This measurement is adequate and is a proper ;

(d) neutron monitoring (SRNM) system trip; variable for the protective function, taking into
consideration the reliability of the chosen sensors i
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/S relative to other available sensors and the diffi- Testing of the main steamline high-radiation
h culty in making direct measurements of control monitors can be performed during full power op-

valve fast closure rate. eration by cross-comparison of sensors. Calibra-
tion of the electronics portion of each channel

The turbine stop valve closure trip bypass and can be performed during reactor operation by )
control valve fast closure trip operating bypass switching in a current source in place of the
permit continued reactor operation st low-power normal signal from the sensor. Calibration of the
levels when the turbine stop or control valves are sensor itself can be performed during shutdown.
closed. The selection of turbine first stage pres- |
sure is an appropriate variable for permissive of Independent functional testing of the air header
this bypass function. In the power range of reac- dump valves can be performed during each
tor operation, turbine first stage pressure is es- refueling outage. In addition, operation of at
sentially linear with increasing reactor power. least one valve can be confirmed following each
Consequently, this variable provides the desired scram occurrence. These requirements are dis-
measurement of power level; i.e., whenever tur- cussed in Chapter 16, Technical Specifications.
bine first stage pressure is below a specified
value, the valve closure trip signals are automati- (11) Channel Bypass or Removal from Operation
cally bypassed. (Paragraph 4.11)

(9) Capability for Sensor Checks (Paragraph 4.9) The two-out-of-four logic of the RPS is designed
such that an entire division or its channel trip sig-

The RPS fully rnects this requirement in that it nals (except the NMS related trip functions and
conforms with Regulatory Guides 1.118 and 1.22. the manual reactor trip functions) can be by-
The four-channel logic allows cross- checking passed to prevent initiation of protective action
between channels and ability to take any one as a result of maintenance, testing or calibration
channel out of service. When a channel is taken operations.gI out of service, this fact is annunciated and thet

\d two-out-of-four logic reverts to two-out-of-three. A sensor channel bypass may be accomplished
by separate switches provided for each divisional

(10) Capability For Test and Calibration channel of the RPS.
(Paragraph 4.10)

Placing a channel sensors bypass switch in its
The RPS fully meets this requirement in that it " BYPASS" position manually reduces the normal
conforms with Regulatory Guides 1.22 and 1.118. coincident channel to division combination logie
Capability for test and calibration is similar to for reactor trip from two-out-of four (2/4) to
that of sensor checks in that the four-channel two-out-of-three (2/3) in all four divisions. The
logic allows cross checking between channels and coincident channel-to-division combination trip
the ability to take any one channel out of service logic cannot be reduced further than 2/3 as only
during reactor operation. Such a condition is one sensor channel is capable of being bypassed
annunciated and automatically causes the at any one time. The bypass condition is auto-
channel trip logic to revert from two-out-of-f r matically annunciated for the individual channel
to two-out-of-three. being bypassed.

Most sensors have provision for actual testing A division trip logic bypass may be accomplished
and calibration during reactor operation. The by separate switches provided for each division of
exceptions are defined as follows: RPS logic. Placing a trip logic bypass switch in

" BYPASS" manually reduces the normal scram
During plant operation, the operator can confirm logic to a coincidence of two-out-of-three tripped
that the main steamline isolation valve and divisions. The coincident scram logic cannot be
turbine stop valve limit switches operate during reduced further than two-out of-three as only
valve motion. Precise calibration of these sensors one division is capable of being bypassed at any |

O requires reactor shutdown. one time. The bypass condition is automatically
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annunciated for the individual division being by- purpose of this bypass is to permit the reactor
passed. protection system to be placed in its normal

energized state for operation at low-power levels
Transmitters are normally tested during reactor with the main steamline isolation valves closed or
operation by cross-comparison of channels. not fully open.
However, transmitters, level switches, and pres-
sure switches may be valved out of service and An operating bypass is provided for the neutron
returned to service under administrative control monitoring system (SRNM) trip when the reactor
procedures. Since only one sensor is valved out of mode switch is placed in the "RUN" position.
service at any given time during the test interval,
protective capability for the RPS trip variables is For each of these operating bypasses, separate
maintained through the remaining redundant signals are provided from the mode switch to each
instrument channels. division of RPS logic to assure that all of the

protection system criteria are satisfied.
(12) Operating Bypasses (Paragraph 4.12)

An operating bypass of the turbine stop valve and
The following RPS trip variables have no provi- control valve fast closure trip is prosided when-
sion for an operating bypass: ever the turbine is operating at a low initial

power level (i.e., with the mode switch in
(a) reactor vessel low water level trip; " SHUTDOWN", " REFUEL *, or "STARTUP" po-

sitions). The purpose of the bypass is to permit
(b) main steamline high radiation trip; the RPS to be placed in its normal energized

state for operation at low-power levels with the
(c) neutron monitoring (APRM system trip); turbine stop valves not fully open.

(d) (Deleted) Special provision has been made to effect bypass
of any one of the four main steamline (MSL) iso-

(e) drywell high-pressure trip; and lation valve closure RPS trip channels. This
permits flexibility for testing and to allow

(f) reactc r vessel high-pressure trip. continued reduced power operation in the event of
possible malfunction of steamline isolation valves

| (g) high suppression pool temperature. such that up to two of the four steamlines can be
closed off, for test purposes or otherwise, without

An operating bypass of the low RCS accumulator resulting in a full reactor scram condition pro-
charging pressure trip is provided in the control vided the load has been reduced to limit reactor
room for the operator to bypass the trip outputs pressure and steam flow. The remaining three
during * SHUTDOWN" and " REFUEL" modes of main steamlines automatically revert to two-out-of-
operation. Control of this bypass is achieved with three logic such that closure of a second MSIV will
bypass switches through administrative means. Its result in a " half-scram" condition. This special
only purpose is to permit reset of the RPS bypass of any one channel will be automatically
following reactor scram because the low charging removed if a sensor channel bypass (described in
water pressure condition would persist until the Subsection 7.2.2.23.1(11) is imposed on any other
scram valves are reclosed.The bypass is manually channel.
initiated and must be manually removed (via
switches or placing the mode switch in in general, whenever the applicable conditions
"STARTUP") to commence withdrawal of control for instrumentation scram bypasses are not met,
rods after a reactor shutdown. the RPS shall automatically accomplish one of

the following:
An operating bypass is provided for the main
steam line isolation valve closure trip. The (a) Prevent the actuation of an operating bypass
bypass requires that the reactor mode switch,
which is under the administrative control of the (b) Remove any active operating bypass
operator, be placed in the " SHUTDOWN",
" REFUEL *, or "STARTUP" positions. The only
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(c) Obtain or retain the permissive conditions for by a switch in the RPS SSLC cabinet. The(qi'; the operating bypass conditions under which such trip is to be activated
are included in the Technical Specifications

i

(d) Initiate the protective function. (Chapter 16).

(13) Indication of Bypasses (Paragraph 4.13) In the "RUN" mode, the APRM system simulated
thermal power trip varies automatically with

The mode switch produced operating bypasses recirculation flow (Section 7.6).
! need not be annunciated because they are
j removed by normal reactor operating sequence. In modes other than run, the APRM setdown

function automatically selects a more restrictive
| Although operating bypasses do not require an- scram trip setpoint at a fixed 15%. The devices

nunciation, certain operating bypasses are annun- used to prevent improper use of the less restrictive

| ciated in the main control room. The CRD setpoints are designed in accordance with criteria
accumulator low charging water pressure trip regarding performance and reliability of protection
operating bypass, the main steam line isolation system equipment.
value closure trip operating bypass the turbine
stop and control valve fast closure trips operating Operation of the mode switch from one position to
bypass and the division of sensors bypass are another bypasses various RPS trip and * channels
individually annunciated to the operator. and automatically alters NMS trip setpoints in
Individual SRNM and APRM instrument chan- accordance with the reactor conditions implied byi

l nel bypasses are indicated by lights for each the given position of the mode switch. All
division on the main control room panels. equipment associated with these setpoint changes

are considered part of the protection system and are
(14) Access to Means for Bypassing (Paragraph 4.14) qualified Class 1E components.

O All instrumentation valves associated with the (16) Completion of Protective Action Once it is

!] individual RPS trip and bypass sensors are either Initiated (Paragraph 4.16)

i locked open or locked closed, depending upon

( their normal state. The operator has adminis- It is only necessary that the process sensors remain
trative control of the sensor instruments and in a tripped condition for a sufficient length of time'

valves. to trip the digital trip modules and operate the
scal-in circuitry provided the two-out-of-four logic is

All manual bypasses (previously discussed) are satisfied. Once this action is accomplished, the trip
controlled by keylock switches under administra- actuator logic proceeds to initiate reactor scram
tive control of the operator. The mode switch regardless of the state of the process sensors that
itself is keylock operative since its position affects initiated the sequence of events. The same holds
the operating bypass logic. true for the manual scram pushbuttons.

i .
.!(15) Multiple Setpoints (Paragraph 4.15) (17) Manual Actuation (Paragraph 4.17)

1

All RPS trip variables are fixed except for the Two manual scram pushbutton controls are pro-!

following which are individually addressed. vided on the principal control room console to !
permit manualinitiation of reactor scram at the |

The trip setpoint of each SRNM channelis gen- system level. Both switches must be depressed to I

crally fixed. However, there is also the scram initiate a scram. Backup to these manual controls is |

initiated by intermediate high neutron flux level provided by the " SHUTDOWN" position of the i
. corresponding to SE + 5 counts per second. This reactor system mode switch. Failure of the manual '

I is only activated in a noncoincidence scram mode scram portion of the RPS cannot prevent the
automatic initiation of protective action nor can
failure of an automatic RPS function prevent

(9 Includes conformance with BTP ICSB 12.
,V
l
|
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f the manual portions of the system from initiating itself. Each division and interdivisional function
'

the protective action. is tested sequentially and repetitively.

!

No single failure in the manual or automatic por- (21) System Repair (Paragraph 4.21)'

tions of the system can prevent either a manual
or automatic scram. Generally, all components can be replaced, re-

paired, and adjusted during operation. Excep-
(18) Access to Setpoint Adjustments, Calibration, tions are listed below.

,

! and Test Points (Paragraph 4.18)
During periodic testing of the sensor channels for

The RPS design permits the administrative con- the following trip variables, all defective compo-
trol of access to all setpoint adjustments, module nents can be identified. Replacement and repair
calibration adjustments and testpoints. These of failed sensors can only be accomplished during

| administrative controls are supported by reactor shutdown,

provisions within the safety system design, by
provisions in the generating station design, or by (a) neutron monitoring system detectors;
a combination of both.

(b) turbine control valve fast closure sensors;
| (19) Identification of Protective Actions

(Paragraph 4.19) (c) main steamline isolation valve closure sen-'

sors; and
When any one of the redundant sensor trip mod.
ules exceeds its setpoint value for the RPS trip (d) turbine stop valve closure sensors.
variables, a main control room annunciator is
initiated to identify the particular variable. In the Provisions have been made to facilitate repair of

l case of NMS trips to RPS, the specific variable or neutron monitoring system components during

| variables that exceed setpoint values are plant operation except for the detectors. Re-
identified as a function of the NMS. placement of the detectors can be accomplished'

| during shutdown.
| Identification of the particular trip channel ex-

ceeding its setpoint is accomplished as a typed (22) Identification of Protection Systems
record from the process computer system. (Paragraph 4.22)

| When any manual scram pushbutton is de- The RPS logic is housed, along with that of the
pressed, a main control room annunciation is ini- essential core cooling systems and the leak detec-
tiated and a process computer system record is tion and isolation systems, in the safety system
produced to identify the tripped RPS trip logic. logic and control (SSLC) cabinets. There are

four distinct and separate cabinets in accordance
| Identification of the mode switch in shutdown po- with the four electrical divisions. Each division is

| sition scram trip is provided by the process uniquely identified by color code including cables
computer system trip logic identification printout, and associated cables. The SSLC cabinets them-
the mode switch in shutdawn position selves are clearly marked with the words " Safety

.
annunciator, and all division trips. System Logic and Control?. Each of the compo-

| nent systems controls are clearly identified on the
! (20) Infortnation Readout (Paragraph 4.20) cabinets in accordance with their system group-

ing and labeling. Control room panels are identi-
,

| The data presented to the control room operator fied by tags on the panels which indicate the
I is consistent with human factors criteria and function and identify the contained logic chan-

complies with this design requirement (see nels. Redundant racks are identified by the iden-
Chapter 18). The safety system logic and control tification marker plates of instruments on the
system, which incorporates the reactor protection racks.
system,is designed with self-test features which
enhance the operators awareness of the system

Amendment 5 7.2-26
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7.2.2.23.2 Conformance to Other IEEE control valve fast closure even though these are
Standards located in the non-seismic turbine building. Since

reactor high pressure and power trips are diverse
(1)lEEE 323, Standard for Qualifying Class 1E to the turbine scram variables, locating the

Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating Sta- sensors in the turbine enclosure does not
tions compromise the ability of the RPS to provide

protection action when required.
The general guide for qualifying Class IE equip-
ment is presented in Section 3.11. Records
covering all essential components are maintained. .

(2) IEEE 344, Recommended Practices for Seismic 7.2.23 Additional Design Considerations Analyses
Qualification of Class 1E Equipment for Nuclear (RPS)
Power Generating Stations

(1) SpuriousRodWithdrawals
Seismic qualification of Class 1E equipment re-
quirements are satisfied by all Class 1E RPS Spurious control rod withdrawal will not nor-
equipment as described in Section 3.10. mally cause a scram but may cause control rod

withdrawal block rod block is discussed in Sec-
7.2.2.2.4 Conformance to Branch Technical tion 7.7 and is not part of the RPS. A scram will
Positions occur, however, if the spurious control rod with-

drawal causes the average flux to exceed the trip
(1) BTP-ICSB-12: Protection System Trip Point setpoint, or causes SRNM short period.

Changes for Operation with Reactor Coolant
Pumps out of Service. (2) Loss of Plant Instrument Air System

The RPS design conforms with this position in Loss of plant instrument air will cause gradualp)( that setpoint changes to more restrictive values opening of the scram valves on the hydraulic con-
are accomplished automatically in conjunction trol units which will insert all control rods. Full
with the mode switch position. See Subsection insertion will result as air pressure is lost at the

7.2.2.2 3.1(15) scram valves.

(2) BTP-ICSB-21: Guidance for Application of Reg- (3) Loss of Cooling Water to Vital Equipment
ulatory Guide 1.47

There is no loss of cooling water which will di-
The RPS design conforms with this position as rectly affect the RPS.

discussed in Subsection 7.2.2.2.4(2)
(4) Plant Load Rejection

(3) BTP-ICSB-22: Guidance for Application of Reg-
ulatory Guide 1.22. Electrical grid disturbances could cause a signifi-

car.t loss of load which would initiate a turbine
The RPS design conforms with this position as guerator overspeed trip and control valves fast
discussed in Subsection 7.2.2.2.1(1) closure which may result in a reactor scram. The

reactor scram occurs to anticipate an increase in
(4) BTP-ICSB-26: Requirements for Reactor Pro- reactor vessel pressure due to shutting off the

tection System Anticipatory Trips path of steam flow to the turbine. Any additional
increase in pressure will be prevented by the

All hardware used to provide trip signals to the safety / relief valves which will open to relieve
RPS is designed in accordance with IEEE 279 and reactor pressure and close as pressure is reduced.

| is considered safety-related. This includes the The reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) or
sensors for turbine stop valve closure and turbine high pressure core flooder (HPCF) systems will

automatically actuate and provide vessel makeup
[ water if required.
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The fuel temperature or pressure boundary ther-
mal / hydraulic limits are not exceeded during this

! event (Chapter 15).
!
1

(5) Turbine Trip
t

Initiation of turbine trip by the turbine system
.

closes the turbine stop valves initiating a reactor
| scram. The stop valve closure scram anticipates
| a reactor pressure or power scram due to turbine
'

stop valves closure. Any additional increase in
! reactor vessel pressure will be prevented by the

| safety / relief valves which will open to relieve
; reactor vessel pressure and close as pressure is

reduced. The RCIC and HPCF will automati-
cally actuate and provide vessel makeup water if

,

j low water level occurs.

! Initiation of turbine trip by loss of condenser
vacuum causes closure of turbine stop valves and
main steam isolation valves initiating a reactor
scram.

The fuel temperature or pressure boundary ther-
mal / hydraulic limits are not exceeded during
the.,e events (Chapter 15).

I
|

|

|

I

i

i
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Table 7.2-1

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SPECIFICATIONS*

2
Reactor vessel 0-105 kg/cm g Pressure-
high pressure transmitter /

trip module

Drywell high 0-037 kg/cm g Pressure-
pressure transmitter /

trip module

Reactor vessel 0-034 kg/cm g Level-
low water inches H O transmitter / !

2
level 3 trip module

| Low charging pressure 0-176 kg/cm g Pressure-
to rod HCU accumulators transmitter /

trip module

Turbine control Fully open Position
valve closure to switch

fully closed

2(~g | Turbine control 0-112 kg/cm g Pressure-

Q1 valve fast switch
closure

Main steamline Fully open Position-
isolation valve to switch
closure fully closed

Neutron Monitoring APRM or SRNM See
system Trip /No Trip Section 7.6

6
Main steamline 110 mR/hr ' Gamma

| high radiation detector |

High suppression -18 to 93 C Temperature-
pool temperature transmitter / |

trip module
_]

|

Turbine first Pressure-
stage pressure transmitter /

trip module

i

r\
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Table 7.2 2

CIIANNELS UTILIZED FOR FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE OF RPS

:

This table shows the number of sensors utilized for the functional
performance of the reactor protection system.

| Channel Descrintion # Sensors

i
'

Neutron Monitoring System (APRM) 4

I
Neutron Monitoring System (SRNM ) 10

Nuclear Systern high pressure 4

1

i Drywell high pressure 4

Reactor vessellow level 4

law Charging Pressure to Rod Hydraulic Control
Unit Accumulator 4

Main steamliae isolation valve position 8

Turbine stop valve position 4

Turbine control valve fast closure 8

Turbine first-stage pressure (bypass channel) 4

Main steamline radiation 4

High suppression pool temperature %
!

I
In all modes except RUN

Four oil pressure switches

O
Amendment 27 7.2 30
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Figure 7.2 2 REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM EQUIPMENT ARRANGEMENT

(Frorn sensors through trip actuators)
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!
!

CHANNEL A HTS OIL PRESSURE BELOW TRIP SETPOINT
|

j rHANNEL A SENSDRS NOT BYPASSED

CHANNEL B HTS OIL PRESSURE BELOW TRIP SETPOINT
g

| CHANNEL B SENSURS NOT BYPASSED -

!

l CHANNEL C HTS OIL PRESSURE BELOW TRIP SETPOINT -

! ;
CHANNEL C SENSDRS NOT BYPASSED

CHANNEL D HTS OIL PRESSURE BELOW TRIP SETPOINT p
CHANNEL D SENSDRS NOT BYPASSED d

-DIVIS!DN 1 TRIP
CHANNEL A TU'RBINE STDP VALVE CLOSED

RECTRC PUHP TRIPCHANNEL A SENSDRS NOT BYPASSED "INITIAT!DN SIGNAL

CHANNEL B TURBINE STOP VALVE CLDSED
CHANNEL B SENSDRS NOT BYPAS$CD -

CHANNEL C TURBINE STDP VALVE CLDSED -

CHANNEL C SENSDRS NOT BYPASSED

CHANNEL D TURBINE STOP VALVC CLDSED
CHANNEL D SENSDR$ NOT BYPASSED

CHANNEL A TURBINE FIRST STAGE PRESSURE NOT BELOV BYPASS SETPDINT

(TYPICAL OF ALL FOUR DIVISIONS)

O
Figure 7.2-3 DIVISION 1 TRIP LOGIC

TURBINE STOP VALVE CLOSURE AND TURBINE CONTROL VALVE FAST CLOSURE
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1

CHANNEL A CRD CHARGING PRES $URE BELDV TR]P SETPOINT
CHANNEL A SENSDRS NOT BYPAS$CD

.

CHANNEL B CRD CHARGING PRESSURE BELOV TRIP SETPOINT
CHANNEL B SENSORS NOT BYPASSED

CHANNEL C CRD CHARGING PRESSURE BELDV TRIP SCTPDINT -
hDIVISION 1 TRIP

!

CHANNEL C SENSORS NOT BYPASSED

i CHANNEL D CRD CHARGING PRESSURE BELOV TRIP SETPOINT
| CHANNEL D SENSORS NOT BYPASSED

CHANNEL A CRD CHARGING PRESSURE TRIP BYPAS$ SVITCH NOT IN BYPASS
REACTOR IN START-UP HODE

REACTOR IN RUN MODE
|

|

LOV CRD CHARGING HEADER PRESSURE
p\ (TYPICAL OF ALL FOUR DIVISIONS)

{d1

|

CHANNCL A VARIABLE IN TRIP STATEm

CHANNEL A SENSORS NOT BYPAS$CD

CHANNEL B VARIABLE IN TRIP STATE=
1

CHANNEL B SENSORS NOT BYPASSED -

DIV]SION 1 TRIP

CHANNEL C VARIABLE IN TRIP STATE -

|
a

CHANNEL C SENSORS NOT BYPASSED |

CHANNEL D VARIABLE IN TR[P STATEu

CHANNEL D SENSDRS NOT BYPASSED

1
1

TYPICAL OF -REACTOR PRESSURE ABOVE TRIP SETPOINT-=
|

-REACTOR WATER LEVEL BELOW TRIP SETPOINT -
-DRYWELL PRESSURE ABOVE TRIP SETP0lNT
-MAIN STEAM LINE RADIATION HIGH
-SUPPRESSION POOL TEMPERATURE HIGH

(TYPICAL OF ALL FOUR DIVISIONS)

Figure 7.2-6 DIVISION 1 TRIP LOGIC.
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ways; they will relieve pressure by actua. drywell at 70% of design pressure following |-

tion with electrical power or by mechanical failure of the pneumatic supply to the
actuation without power. The suppression accumulator. Sensors provide inputs to
pool provides a heat sink for steam relieved local multiplexer units which perform signal
by these valves. Relief valve operation may conditioning and analog-to-digital
be controlled manually from the control room conversion. The formatted, digitized sensor
to hold the desired reactor pressure. Eight inputs are multiplexed with other sensor
of the eighteen SRVs are designated as auto- signals over an optical data link to the i

matic depressurization system (ADS) valves logic processing units in the main control
and are capable of operating from either ADS room. All four transmitter signals are fed
logic or safety / relief logic signals. The into the two-out-of-four_ logic for each of

'

safety / relief logic is discussed in Para- two divisions either of which can actuate
graph (4). Automatic depressurization by the ADS. Station batteries and SSLC power
the ADS is provided to reduce the pressure supplies energize the electrical control
during a loss-of-coolant accident in which circuitry. .The power supplies for the

| the HPCF and RCIC are unable to restore redundant divisions are separated to limit
vessel water level. This allows makeup of the effects of electrical f ailures.
core cooling water by the low pressure Electrical elements in the control system
makeup system (RHR/LP flooding mode), energize to cause the relief valves to open.

(2) Supporting System (Power Supplies) (a) ADS Initiating Circuits

| Supporting systems for the ADS include the Two ADS subsystems for relief valve
instrumentation, logic, control and motive actuation,' ADS 1 and ADS 2 are provided
power sources. The instrumentation and (see Figure 7.3 2). Sensors from all
logic power and control power is from the four divisions and division I control
Division I and II,125 VDC battery buses logic for low reactor water level and ;

j (see Figure 8.3-4). The motive power for high drywell pressure initiate ADS 1,
the electrically operated gas pilot solenoid and sensors from all four divisions and
valves is from local accumulators supplied division 11 control logic initiate ADS
by the high pressure nitrogen gas supply 2. The division I logic is mounted in a )
systems (Divisions I and II) (see Chapter different cabinet than the division II
6). logic.

(3) Equipment Design The reactor vessel low water level
initiation setting for the ADS is i

The automatic depressurization system (ADS) selected to depressurize the reactor
consists of redundant trip channels arranged vessel in time to allow adequate cooling
in two separated logics that control two of the fuel by the RHR (LP flooding
separate solenoid-operated gas pilots on mode) system following a loss-of-coolant
each ADS valve. Either pilot valve can accident in which the HPCF and RCIC
operate its associated ADS valve. These fail to perform their functions
pilot valves control the pneumatic pressure adequately. Timely depressurization of
applied by accumulators and the high the reactor vessel is provided if the
pressure nitrogen gas supply system. The reactor water level drops below
operator can also control the SRV's acceptable limits together with an
m a n u ally. Separate accumulators are indication that high drywell pressure
included with the control equipment to store has occurred, which signifies there is a
pneumatic energy for relief valve operation, loss of coolant into the containment

with insufficient high pressure makeup
The ADS accumulators are sized to operate to maintain reactor water level. For
the safety relief valve two times with the breaks outside the containment, timely

rO depressurization of the reactor vessel
V

Amendment 27 7.3-5
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is provided if the reactor vessel water level j
drops below acceptable limits for a time period i
sufficient for the ADS high drywell pressure |
bypass timer and the ADS timer to time-out.
Reactor isolation occurs on loss of coolant i

outside the containment.

I

i

!

I

Oi
|

!

O
|
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the ADS initiation signal and the two (c) Bypasses and Interlocks
parameter sensor input logic signals.
An attempted reset has no effect if the'

two-out of four initiation signals are
still present from each parameter (high
drywell pressure and low low reactor
water level). However, a keylocked There is one manual ADS inhibit switch
inhibit switch is provided for each in the control room for each ADS logic
division which can be used to take one and control division which will inhibit
ADS division out of service for testing ADS initiation, if ADS has not

or maintenance during plant operation. initiated. The primary purpose of the
This switch is ineffective once the ADS ' inhibit switch is to remove one of the
timers have timed out and thus cannot be two ADS logic and control divisions
used to abort and reclose the valves from service for testing and

- once they are signalled to open. The maintenance during plant operation.
inhibit mode is continuously annunciated Automatic ADS is interlocked with the
in the main control room. HPCF and RHR'by means of pressure

sensors located on the discharge of
Manual actuation pushbuttons are pro- these pumps. Manual ADS bypasses the
vided to allow the operator to initiate timers and immediately opens the ADS
ADS immediately (no time delay) if valves provided the ECCS pump (s)
required. Such initiation is performed running permissives are present. The }
by first rotating the collars surround- rotating collar permissives and duality
ing the pushbuttons for each of two of button sets combined with annun-
channels within one of the two divi- ciators assure manualinitiation of ADS
sions. An annunciator will sound to to be a deliberate act,
warn the operator that ADS is armed for
that division. If the two pushbuttons (d) Redundancy and Diversity

(b are then depressed, the ADS valves will'

open, provided the ECCS pump (s) running The ADS is initiated by high drywell
permissives are present. Though such pressure and/or low reactor vessel
manual action is immediate, the rotating water level. The initiating circuits
collar permissives and duality of button for each of these parameters are
sets combined with annunciators assure redundant as described by the circuit
manual initiation of ADS to be a description of this section. Diversity
deliberate act. is provided by HPCF.

A control switch is available in the (c) Actuated Devices
main control room for each safety / relief
valve including the ones associated with Safety / relief valves are actuated by .
the ADS Each switch is associated with any one of four methods,
one of the four electrical divisions and
maintains electrical separation consis- (1) ADS Action
tent with the required operability
though its function is not required for Automatic action after high drywell
safety. The switches are three-position pressure followed by 29 seconds at
keylock-type, OFF AUTO-OPEN, located low water level (L1) or low water
on the main control board. The OPEN po- level (L1) for 8 minutes (ADS high
sition is for manual safety / relief valve drywell pressure bypass timer) and
operation. Manual opening of the relief 29 seconds (ADS timer), plus makeup
valves provides a controlled nuclear pumps running, resulting from the
system cooldown under conditions where logic chains in either Division I or

A the normal heat sink is not available. Division Il control logic actuating;

%Y
73-7
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(2) Manual other. Indication for each instrument
channel is available on displays

| Manual action by the operator associated with the SSLC. The logic is
| (either by ADS system level tested continuously by automatic
l actuation, or by individual SRV self test circuits. The STS, the sixth

operating switches); test, discussed in RPS testa- bility
(7.1.2.1.6) is also applicable here for

(3) Pressure Relief Action ADS. The instrument channels are
automatically verified every ten

| Pressure transmitter signals above minutes as explained in that section.

| setpoints as a result of high Testing of ADS does not interfere with

| reactor pressure (see Paragraph automatic operation if required by an
j (4)); or initiation signal. The pilot solenoid

valves can be tested when the reactor'

(4) Safety / Relief Action is not pressurized.

Mechanical actuation as a result of (h) EnvironmentalConsiderations
high reactor pressure (higher than
pressure in item 3). The signal cables, solenoid valves,

|
safety / relief valve operators and

' (f) Separation accumulators, and RV low-water level
instrument lines are the only essential

Separation of the ADS is in accordance control and instrumentation equipment
with criteria stated in Section 7.1. for the ADS located inside the

| ADS is Division I (ADS 1) and Division drywell. These items will operate in
; II (ADS 2) system except that only one the most severe environment resulting

| | set of relief valves is supplied. Each from a design basis loss of coolant
ADS relief valve can be actuated by any accident (Section 3.11). Gamma and!

one of three solenoid pilot valves neutron radiation is also considered in
supplying nitrogen gas to the relief the selection of these items.
valve gas piston operators. One of the Equipment located outside the drywell
ADS solenoid pilot valves is operated by (viz., the RV level and DW pressure !
Division I logic and the other by transmitters and multiplex interfaces)
Division 11 logic. The third solenoid will also operate in their normal and

,

pilot is used for nonsafety relief valve accident environments. !

operation. Control logic manual
controls and instrumentation are mounted (i) OperationalConsiderations |

so that Division I and Division 11 l

separation is maintained. Separation The instrumentation and controls of the
from Divisions 111 and IV is likewise ADS are not required for normal plant
maintained. operations. When automatic depressuri-

zation is required, it will be
(g) Testability initiated automatically by the circuits

described in this section. No operator
ADS has two complete control logics, one action is required for at least 30
in Division I and one in Division 11. minutes following initiation of the
Each control logic has two circuits, system.

I
both of which must operate to initiate
ADS. One circuit contains time delay A temperature element is installed on!

logic to give HPCF an opportunity to the safety / relief valve discharge
j restore water level. The ADS instrument piping several feet from the valve

; channels signals are verified by cross body. The temperature element provides
! comparison between the channels which input to a multipoint recorder and

bear a known relationship to each interfaces with the PMCS computer in
the eontrol room to

73'8Amendment 27
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(i) OperationalConsiderations containment isolation valve is provided I

O- with a separate manual control switch in ,

The pumps, valves, piping, etc., used the control room which is independent of
for the LPFL are used for other modes of the automatic and manual system-level isola- |

the RHR. Initiation of the LPFL mode is tion logic. |

automatic and no operator action is re-
~

!

quired for at least 30 minutes. The op- Subsection (3), below, provides a descrip- ,

erator may control the RHR pumps and in- tion of the various input variables and
jection valves manually after LPFL ini- sensing methods used to monitor the' vari- |
tiation to use RHR capabilities in other ables and provide the inputs to the LDS for ;

modes if the core is being cooled by. initiation of the isolation function. Each i
other emergency core cooling systems. variable is recorded and/or indicated in f

the main control room.
Temperature, flow, pressure, and valve
position indications are available in (2) Supporting System (Power Sources) |
the control room for the operator to i

assess LPFL operation. Valves have in. All LDS logic' power is supplied by the re- |
dications full open and full closed pos- spective divisional SSLC logic power sup-'
itions. Pumps have indications for pump plies. See Section 8.3 for description of.
running and pump stopped. Alarm and the SSLC logic power supplies. |
indication devices are shown in Figures
5.4-10 and 7.3-4. The power for the main steam isolation

valves (MSIVs) pilot solenoid valves con- |
(j) Parts of System Not Required for Safety - trol logic is supplied from all four divi-'

sions of the SSLC buses. The' MSIVs are
The nonsafety related portions of the spring loaded, piston-operated valves de-
LPFL include the annunciators and the signed to fail closed on loss of electric

| computer. Other instrumentation con- power or pressure to the valve operator.
sidered nonsafety-related are those in-
dicators which are provided for operator -
information, but are not essential to
correct operator action.

7.3.1.1.2 Leak Detection and Isolation System
.)(LDS) Instrumentation and Controls The motor-operated isolation valves in the

RHR shutdown cooling loop are isolated by J
(1) System Identification power supplied from divisional power -I

'

sources. - RHR inboard valves'are isolated
The instrumentation and control for the leak ' by Division I logic for RHR A, by Division-
detection and isolation system (LDS) con- 11 logic for RHR B, and by Division III
sists of temperature, pressure, radiation logic for RHR C. RHR outboard valves are .
and flow sensors with associated instrumenta- isolated by Division II logic for RHR A, by

| tion and logic used to detect, indicate, and Division 111 logic for RHR B, and by Divi-
alarm leakage from the reactor primary pres- sion I logic for RHR C.
sure boundary in certain cases'to initiate
closure-of isolation valves to shut off' ' RCIC inboard valves are isolated by Divi-
leakage external to the' containment. sion I logic. RCIC outboard valves are iso- !

lated by Division 11 logic.

| Manual isolation control switches are pro-
vided to permit the operator to manually ini-
tiate (at the system level) isolation from

,

the control room. In addition, each i

O '
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(3) Input Variables and Sensing Methods 11/2. The remaining RRS pumps are
tripped and containment isolation

(a) RPV iew Water Level valves (except drywell cooling isola-
tion valves and MSIVs) are closed at

Reactor vessel low water level signals Level 2. RCIC is shutdown and/or iso-
are generated by differential pressure lated on high reactor water Level L8.
transmitters connected to taps located
above and below the water level in the Level 1-1/2
reactor vessel. They sense the differ-
ence between pressuse caused by a con- The MSIVs are closed and the standby |
stant reference leg of water and the diesels and HPCF are started at level
pressure caused by the actual water 1-1/2. Level 1-1/2 shall be set low
level in the vessel. The SSLC monitors enough to prevent actuations of the
for low water level and provides trip above items on loss of feedwater pumps
signals in all four divisions at four with reactor coolant makeup by the RCIC
different low reactor water levels. The system. Level 1-1/2 shall be set high
signals are shared by systems within the enough so that the HPCF prevents a
same division (i.e., RPS, ECCS), and are Level 1 actuation signal on loss of
defined as follows: feedwater without RCIC operation.

laygli Level 1

This low level setting is the RPS low wa- Automatic depressurization system (ADS)
ter scram setting. Level 3 is set high operation is initiated at Level 1
enough to indicate inadequate vessel (given a concurrent high drywell pres-
water makeup possibly indicative of a sure signal) to enable to RHR system op-
breach in the reactor coolant pressure crating in the low pressure flooding
boundary (RCPB) or process piping con- mode to feed water into the reactor
taining reactor coolant yet far enough vessel. The RHR/ low pressure flooder
below normal operation levels to avoid mode is also initiated on Level 1.
spurious isolation due to expected
system transients. In addition to The reactor cooling water lines to the
scram, trip of 50% of the reactor drywell air coolers are also isolated
recirculation system (RRS) pumps and at Level 1.
closure of the RHR shutdown cooling iso-
lation valves are initiated at Level 3. Level 1 shall be set high enough to pre.

vent excessive core heatup assuming the
Level 2 most limiting pipe break (HPCF line

break or main steam line break) and us-
The next lower setting (the setting for ing licensing basis analytical assump-
initiation of RCIC) is selected to avoid tions.
the release of radioactive material in
excess of radiological limits outside Level indication is provided to show wa- |

the containment. The Level 2 setpoints ter level up to the top of the reactor |

| are low enough so that the RCIC system vessel head. In addition, enhanced wa. |

| will not be falsely initiated after a ter level indication is provided to |
scram due to vessel low water level, pro- indicate water level from the core sup-

'

vided feedwater flow has not been termi- port plate to the nozzles of the main
nated. Conversely, the Level 3 steam lines. All discrete levels are 1j

| setpoints are high enough so that for alarmed.
complete loss of feedwater flow, thet

( RCIC system flow will be sufficient to (b) Main Steam Line Radiation
| avoid initiation of systems at Level

Amendment 27 7,3 39,1
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p Main steamline radiation is monitored by testing at rated power without causing,

(") gamma sensitive radiation monitors in isolation of the other MSLs, yet low j
the process radiation monitoring system enough to permit early detection of a i

(see Section 7.6). The objective of the steamline break. High steam flow in |
main steamline radiation monitoring sub- any one of the four main steamlines
system is to monitor for the gross will result in trip of the MSIV isola-
release of fission products from the tion logic to close the MSIVs and main |
fuel, and upon indication of such re- steam drain valves. Valve isolation is j
lease, initiate appropriate action to annunciated in the control room. i

limit fuel damage and further release of I
fission products. (e) Main Steam Line Low Pressure Monitormg ;

The process radiation monitor detectors Four pressure transmitters are provided |
are physically located near the main to sense the inlet pressure to the '

steamlines just downstream of the out- turbine and to initiate MSIV isolation
board main steamline isolation valves. on low pressure indications. These
The detectors are geometrically arranged transmitters are located as close as
to detect significant increases in ra- possible to the turbine stop valves.
diation level with any number of main
steamlines in operation. Steam pressure at the turbine inlet is

monitored to provide protection against
When a significant increase in the main a rapid depressurization of the reactor
steamline radiation level is detected, vessel, which could be caused by the
trip signals are transmitted to the reac- turbine bypass valves failing to the
tor protection system (RPS) to initiate fully open position. The low pressure
reactor trip and the LDS of all main indication is annunciated in the
steamline isolation valves and the control room.
steamline drain valves.

(f) Main Condenser Low Vacuum Monitoring

| (c) Main Steam Line Tunnel Area Temperature
Monitors Low main condenser vacuum could indi-

cate that primary reactor coolant is
Thermocouples are provided in the MSL being lost through the main condenser.
tunnel area to monitor for high ambient Four divisional channels of the main
temperature. The detectors are shielded condenser pressure monitoring are pro-
so that they are sensitive to MSL area vided by the nuclear boiler system.
ambient temperature and not to radiated The LDS utilizes the low vacuum signal

| heat from hot equipment. The sensors to trip the MSIV isolation logic on low l
provide input to the LDS for MSIV isola- condenser vacuum, thereby closing the
tion when a preset high temperature con- MISVs and steamline drain valves. The
dition (potentially indicative of a main condenser vacuum signal can be bypassed

steamline steam leak) is detected. by a manual keylocked bypass switch in
the control room during startup and

Also, the sensors provide a signal input shutdown operation.
to the CUW system for isolation of its
process lines. (g) CUW Differential Flow Monitoring

(d) Main Steam Line Flow Monitoring The suction and discharge flows of the
reactos water cleanup system are

| Four differential pressure transmitters monitored for flow differences. Flow
are used to monitor the flow in each differences greater than preset values
MSL. The setting is selected high cause alarm and isolation. Delay tim-

(b ')
enough to permit closure of one MSIV for ers provide for delaying the isolation

signal to accommodate normal system

Amendment 27 7.M9.2
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surge conditions. Four divisional chan. (j) RCIC Steam Line Flow Monitoring
nels of flow measuements are provided by
the LDS on each process line for this The steam supply line which provides |
function as follows: flow in the CUW motive power to drive the RCIC turbine
suction line from the reactor, and flow is monitored for abnormal flow. Four |
in the CUW return lines to the reactor, channels of flow measurements are pro-
and flow in the blowdown line to the vided by LDS for detection of steamline
main condenser are monitored. The breaks by flow transmitters which sense

| temperature compensated now output in differential pressure across elbow taps
| the suction line is compared with the in the steamline. A trip signal from |

flow outputs from the discharge lines by Division II isolation logic will close
electronic equipment which trips on high the outboard isolation valve while a Di-

| differential flow. The Division 11 vision I trip will close the inboard
channel trip will close the inboard CUW RCIC steamline isolation valve and the
isolation valves and Division I channel warm up bypass valve. Any it.olation
trip will close the CUW outboard isola- signal to the RCIC logic will also trip
tion valves. the RCIC turbine. The elbows and taps

are shown on the RCIC P&lD (Figure
(h) Drywell Pressure Monitoring 5.4). The transmitters and associatedi

trip channels are shown on the LDS IED
Drywell pressure is monitored by four di- (Figure 5.2-8).
visional pressure transmitters relative
to containment pressure. These transmit. (k) Drywell Temperature Monitoring
ters are provided by the nuclear boiler
system and are shared with other The ambient temperature within the
systems. The transmitters are mounted drywell is monitored by four thermo-
in local panels within the reactor build- couples located in the vertical direc-
ing. Instrument sensing lines that tion within the drywell equally
connect the transmitters with the spaced. An abnormal increase in
drywell interior physically interface drywell temperature could indicate a
with the containment system. leak within the drywell. Ambient tem-

peratures within the drywell are re-
Four channels (one in each of the four corded and alarmed in the centrol room,
divisions) provide signals to LDS isola-
tion logic. (1) Valve Leakage Monitoring

( (i) Drywell Air Cooler Condensate Flow Large remote power-operated valves lo-
Monitoring cated in the drywell for the nuclear

boiler, reactor water cleanup, reactor
The condensate flow rates from the core isolation cooling, and residual
drywell atmosphere coolers are monitored heat removal systems are fitted with
for high drain flow, which indicate drain lines from the valve stems. Each
leaks from piping or equipment within drain line is located between two sets
the drywell. This flow is monitored by of valve stem packing. Leakage through
one channel of flow instrumentation lo- the inner packing is carried to the
cated to measure flow in the common con- drywell equipment drain sump. Leakage
densate cooler drain line which drains during hydrotesting may be observed in
the condensate from all of the drywell drain line sight glasses installed in
coolers to the drywell floor drain the drain line to the sump. A remote |
sump. The high flow indication is operated solenoid valve on each line is
alarmed in the control room. provided to isolate a leaking line, and

9
7.319.3 |
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may be used during plant operation, in are part of the process radiation
conjunction with the sump instrumenta- monitoring system (see Section 7.6).
tion, to identify the specific process One radiation m,onitoring channel is
leaking valve. provided to monitor for reactor coolant

leakage into each RCW loop downstream

| Safety relief valve (SRV) leakage is of the RHR heat exchangers and the CUW
monitored by temperature sensors located nonregenerative heat exchangers. Each
on each relief valve discharge line. channel will alarm on high radiation
The monitoring of this leakage is pro- indicating process leakage into the >

vided by the nuclear boiler system. cooling water. No isolation trip func-
tions are performed by this monitor.

(m) Drywell and Secondary Containment Sump
Monitoring (o) Drywell Fission Product Monitoring

Each sump monitoring system is equipped Primary coolant leaks within the
with two pumps and two timers. The two drywell are detected by radiation
drywell drain sumps are each equipped monitoring of drywell atmosphere |

| with sonic level element and a level samples. The fission product radiation
transmitter. The instrumentation pro- monitor provides gross counting of ra-
vides indication and alarm of excessive diation from radioactive particulates, i

fill rate or pumpout frecmency of the iodine,and noble gases. The count
sumps. The rate at which Qe drain sump . levels are recorded in the control room
fills with reference to the frequency of and alarmed on abnormally high activity ,

sump pump operation determines the de- level of any of the three variables. i

gree of abnormal leakage for sumps using The fission product monitoring sub-
pump timers. Rate of sump level change system and its sampling arrangement are j

determines degree of abnormal leakage shown on the LDS IED (Figure 5.2-8). :
rfor the drywell drain sumps. The drair,

sump instrumentation has a sensitivity (p) Temperature Monitors in Equipment Areas |
of detecting reactor coolant leakage of -
1 gpm within a 60-minute period. Exces- Thermocouple temperature elements are | ;

sive sump fillup and pumpout are alarmed installed in the RCIC, RHR, and CUW
in the control room. Alarm setpoints equipment rooms for sensing high

| established at 25 gpm for equipment ambient temperature in the areas.
drain sumps and to 5 gpm for floor drain These elements are located or shielded
sumps. The drywell floor drain sump col- so that they are sensitive to air tem-
lects unidentified leakage from such perature only and not to radiated heat
sources as control rod drives, floor from hot equipment. The high tem-
drains, valve flanges, closed cooling perature trip is alarmed in the control
water for reactor services and conden- room for each area and is used for |

sate from the drywell atmosphere cool- isolation of the affected system !

ers. The drywell equipment drain sump process lines.
collects identified leakage from known ,

'

sources. (q) RCIC Steam I ine Pressure Monitors

| (n) lnter-System Radiation 1.cakage Monitor Pressure in the RCIC steamline is
ing monitored to provide RCIC turbine

shutoff and closure of the RCIC isola-
Radiation monitors are used to detect re- tion valves on low steamline pressure
actor coolant leakage into reactor as a protection for the turbine. This
cooling water (RCW) systems supplying line pressure is monitored by pressure
the RHR heat exchangers and the CUW heat transmitters connected to one tap of
exchangers. These monitoring channels

Amendment 27 73-19A
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the elbows used for flow measurement up- Excess leakage of the motor casing will
,

stream of the steamline isolation valves be detected by the dryv' ell floor drain I

(see Paragraph 10). Four divisional sump monitors described in Paragraph )
channels of monitoring are provided for 13. 1

RCIC isolation. Division 1 isolation
signal isolates the inboard valves while (u) Containment Isolation Signals
Division 2 isolation signal isolates the
outboard valves. The following signals and controls are

provided for containment isolation.

(1) Four divisional channels of high
drywell pressure signals.

(r) RCICTurbineExhaustLineDiaphragmPres-
sureMonitors

(2) Four divisional signals for each
Pressure between the rupture disc low reactor vessel water Level 1,
diaphragms in the RCIC system turbine 1.5, 2 and 3 signals.
exhaust vent line is monitored by four
channels of pressure instrumentation (3) Division I, Division II, and

(two in Division I and two in Division Division III manual isolation
II). Both logic channels of Division I controls,

trip on high turbine exhaust pressure to
close the inboard RCIC isolation valves (4) Manuallogic reset controls,
and trip the turbine. Both logic chan-
nels of Division 11 trip to close the (5) Trip signals from the process ra-
outboard RCIC isolation valve and trip diation monitor system are pro-
the turbine. The instrumentation chan- vided for isoIation of the
nel equipment and piping are provided secondary containment.
by the RCIC system as an interface to
the LDS. (v) Main Steam Line Temperature Monitoring

in Turbine Building
(s) Reactor Vessel Head Flange Seal Leakage

Monitoring The L.DS monitors the ambient tem-
peratures along the main steamline in |

A single channel of pressure monitoring the turbine building for main steamline
is provided for measurement of pressure leakage. Output signals from four
between the inner and outer reactor head monitoring divisional channels are used I
flange seals. High pressure will indi- for inputs to MSIV isolation logic.
cate a leak in the inner seal. This
pressure is maintained by the nuclear (4) Signallnitiating Signals
boiler system and is annunciated in the
control room (no isolation). Leakage The trip signals listed above provide in-
through both inner and outer seals is puts to the automatic isolation logic for
routed to the drywell drain sump. closure of the valves in the various pipe-

lines and systems as delineated in Table
(t) Reactor Recirculation Pump Motor Leakage 5.2-6.

Monitoring

O
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For a detailed description of all contain- The RCIC inboard valve is isolated byp! ment penetrations and isolation valves Division I logic. The RCIC outboardi
V closed for the above systems, see Section valve is isolated by Division Il logic.

6.2.
The ATIP system is provided with either

(5) System Sequencing and Logic low reactor water level or high drywell l
pressure signal to initiate TIP with- )

(a) Main Steam Line Isolation drawal followed by closure of the ball )
valves and purge line valves. l

For main steamline isolation, each vari- i
Iable is independently monitored by one The response time of the instrument

instrument channel in each of the four channels and control logic for auto-
divisions. Each instrument channel, in matic isolation initiation is compat-
turn, provides an input to all four divi- ible with the closure time requirements i
sions (with appropriate signal isola- of individual system isolation valves. j
tion) of two-out-of-four logics. Each
two-out-of-four logic provides inputs to The LDS logic also provides for manual
one of the four separate divisional trip initiation or isolation of all auto-
logics, matic isolation valves. Additionally,

all system isolation valves have indi-
Each main steam isolation valve is con- vidual manual control switches and posi-
trolled by redundant solenoids (powered tion indication located on their indi-
by different electrical divisions) on viduai system control panels. However,
each valve. Two solenoids on a given the LDS isolation logic will override
valve must be simultaneously de-ener- the individual manual controls to close
gized to close the valve. All four elec- all system isolation valves regardless
trical power divisions are utilized in of manual control switch position.

(A/ the control logic such that "two-out-
"

of-four" failsafe logic is employed to Direct operator action is required (via
de-energize both solenoids and thus a logic reset) to manually reset the
achieve isolation (Figure 7.3-5). The trip condition. (The initiating signal
outboard main steamline drain valve must be cleared before the logic can be
closes if either Division I or Division reset.) The isolation valve cannot be
IV logic channel trips. The inboard reopened until the trip logic is reset.

| main steamline drain valves closes if For detailed logic, see Figure 7.3-5. |
either Division II or Division 111 logic
channel trips. (6) LDS Bypasses and Interlocks

(b) Other Process Lines isolation

| All systems are isolated by fail safe Each four-channel logic division is pro-
"de-energize to isolate" logic. vided with a separate keylocked bypass

switch which will bypass all instrument
RHR inboard valves are isolated by Divi- channel inputs to the two-out-of-four
sion I logic for RHR A, by Division 11 logics of the associated division.
logic for RHR B, and by Division 111 These four divisional bypass switches
logic for RHR C. are provided in the control room and

are interlocked such that only one divi-
RHR outboard valves are isolated by Divi- sional bypass can be implemented at a
sion II logic for RHR A, by Division III time. With a bypass actuated, the l
logic for RHR B, and by Division I logic two-out-of-four logic is effectively
for RHR C. converted to a two-out- of-three

logic. These same four bypass
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switches are used to bypass the reactor Redundancy is provided by the )
protection system instrument channels. instrumentation to monitor each essen- I

The MSL turbine inlet pressure channels tial variable as follows: )
are bypassed by the reactor mode switch
in all reactor modes except in the "run" (1) Four divisional reactor water
mode. This is an operational bypass. level channels monitor for low
The main condenser low vacuum channels reactor vessel level (L1.5).
are provided with a keylocked op-
erational bypass for use during plant (2) Four divisional differential pres-
startup. This is an operational sure channels monitor for high MSL
bypass. This bypass is provided in the flow for each MSL. |
control room. |

(3) Four divisional radiation instru-
Also, bypass of the main condenser ment channels monitor for high MSL
vacuum channels are provided when the radiation in the MSL tunnel area. |

reactor dome pressure is low or when the
turbine stop valve is less than 90% (4) Four divisional temperature instru-
open. These are considered system ment channels monitor for high
interlocks. ambient temperature in the MSL

tunnel.

(5) Four divisional temperature instru-
ment channels monitor for high MSL
area temperature in the turbine
building along the MSL to the
turbine.

(6) Four divisional pressure transmit-
ters monitor for low main con-
denser vacuum.

(7) Four divisional pressure transmit-
ters monitor for low MSL pressure
upstream of the turbine stop
valve.

Diversity in MSL monitoring for a
leakage outside the containment is pro-
vided by MSL high flow and MSL tunnel / l

turbine building temperature i

measurements. !

|

(b) Reactor Water Cleanup j

Redundancy is provided by instruments
monitoring each essential variable as
follows:

(7) Redundancy and Diversity

(a) Main Steam Line

O
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(1) Four main steamline tunnel tem- are provided to monitor essential j
(p) perature elements shared with other system variables for RCIC isolation. 1

'

ESF systems (one in each of four di.''

visions). (1) Four divisional RCIC equipment ;

area ambient temperature monitors '

(2) Four differential flow divisional (one in each division).
channels (one set for each suction
and return line). (2) Four RCIC turbine exhaust

diaphragm pressure monitors (two
(3) Four divisional ambient temperature in each of two divisions),

elements located in each CUW equip-
ment area. (3) Four divisional RCIC steamline

pressure monitors (one in each
(4) Four reactor vessel water level (L2) division).

monitors (one in each of four divi-
sions and shared with other ESF sys- (4) Four divisional RCIC instrument
tems). line flow monitors (one in each

division).

(c) Manual Control

Redundancy and freedom from spurious
Diversity for CUW system line break is manual initiation is provided by four
provided by instrumentation for differen- selector push buttons (one in each of
tialilow and equipment area ambient tem- four divisions) for manual system level
perature. main steamline isolation. The isola-

tion circuits for RHR, CUW, RCIC, etc.,p)( (c) Residual Heat Removal / Shutdown Cooling likewise have manual initiation
Suction Lines switches for each division of the

system (s).
Redundancy is provided by instruments
monitoring each essential variable as Diversity is provided for manual isola-
follows: tion by system level manual isolation

switches and independent valve control
(1) Four reactor pressure monitors switches.

shared with other ESF systems (one
|

in each of four divisions) to pro- (f) Redundancy of logic is discussed in Sub- i

vide low reactor pressure permis- section 7.3.1.1.2(5). j
sive. |

(g) Redundancy of isolation valves is dis- |
(2) Four reactor vessel low water level cussed in Subsection 6.2.4. I

monitors shared with other ESF sys-
tems (one in each of four divisions) (h) Redundancy of logic power divisions is
to provide isolation on level 3. discussed in Subsection 7.3.1.1.2 (2).

(3) Four divisional ambient temperature (8) Actuated Devices
elements are provided (one set per
RHR loop) in each RHR equipment (a) The main steamline isolation valves are
area. spring and pneumatic closing, piston-

operated valves (see Figure 5.4-7).
(d) Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) They close by spring power on loss of

pneumatic pressure to the valve op-
[_') Redundant divisional instrument channels erator. This is a fail-safe design.
\d

|
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The control arrangement is shown in the (9) Separation
LDS/IBD, Figure 7.3-5. Closure time for
the valves is set between 3 and 5 sec. Electrical and mechanical separation com.
onds. Each valve is controlled by plies with the criteria presented in Subsec-
threeway solenoid-operated pilot valves, tion 83.1.4.2.
powered by 120 VAC. Position limit
switches are provided for logic inter- (10) Testability
faces and valve position indication.

Pressure or differential pressure type sen-
sors, used for monitoring level, pressure,
or flow, may be valved out of service one

(b) Motor-operated isolation valves are con- at a time and functionally tested using a
trolled by motor control centers with test pressure source. A built-in pulse gen-
initiating control from the control room erator is provided with each drywell
logics. The motor operators for all fission product monitor to generate both
valves, except throttling valves, are high and low calibration points. A re-
provided with scal in circuits to ensure motely actuated check-source is provided

| valve complete travel once initiated. with each detector or group of detectors
All motor-operated valves are provided for test purposes. Differential flow
with close direction torque switches to switches may be tested by applying a test

| ensure tight closure. This test condi- or simulated signal input to test the trip
tion is indicated in the control room, set point.
Limit switches are provided for valve in-
terlocks and valve position indication. (11) EnvironmentalConsiderations

(c) Direct solenoid operated valves are ener- The physical and electrical arrangement of
gized to open and close by spring force the LDS was selected so that no single
for isolation. Valves are controlled physical event will prevent achievement of

| from the control room and provided with isolation functions. Motor operators for
valve position indicators. valves inside the drywell are of the to-

tally enclosed type; those outside the con-
| (d) The solenoid operated valves are nor- tainment have weather proof enclosures. So-

mally energized and the piston actuators lenoid valves used as air pilots are pro-
are the air to-open, fail-closed type. vided with watertight enclosures. All
In the event of power or pnuematic cables and operators are capable of op-
supply failure, the valves will auto- eration in the most unfavorable ambient con-
matically closed. The closure times of ditions anticipated for normal operations.
the valves are based on system require- Temperature, pressure, humidity, and ra-
ments. The isolation valves are pro- diation are considered in the selection of
vided with open/close position switches all equipment, including sensors and con-
for control room indication indicators. trol room equipment, for the system.

Cables used in high radiation areas have
(c) All power operated valves incorporate radiation resistant insulation. Shielded |

limit and torque switches for control cables are used where necessary to
and for position indication in the con- eliminate interference from magnetic
trol room, fields.

Special consideration has been given to iso- l
|

O'
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lation requirements during a loss-of-coolant Power supply failures

(m'#) accident inside the drywell. Components of
the LDS that are located inside the drywell Individual valve position indication ad-
and that must operate during a jacent to valve control switches
loss-of-coolant accident are the cables,
control mechanisms and valve operators of All non-essential indications and alarms I
isolation valves inside the drywell. These (i.e., annunciator, computer inputs) are
isolation components are required to be func- electrically and physically isolated from
tional in a loss-of-coolant accident environ. the isolation logics to preserve the integ-
ment (see Section 3.11). Electrical cables rity of the isolation function in the event
are selected with insulation designed for of a failure in nonsafety-related equip-
this service. Closing mechanisms and valve ment.

operators are considered satisfactory for
use in the isolation control system only
after completion of environmental testing The CUW isolation logic receives inputs
under loss-of-coolant accident conditions or originating from starting the standby
submittal of evidence from the manufacturer liquid control system (SLC). These input
describing the results of suitable prior signals are required to isolate CUW when
tests. SLC is started. The RHR system isolation

logic is provided with input signals from
(12) OperationalConsiderations pressure transmitters monitoring reactor

pressure. These pressure transmitters
The LDS is on continuously to monitor con- prevent opening the RHR shutdown cooling
tainment leakage during normal plant op- valves and CUW head spray valve whenever
cration. The system will automatically func- the reactor pressure is above a preset
tion to isolate a reactor coolant leak exter- value. This signal is provided as an inter-

p nal to the containment and prevent unaccept- lock and is not provided for containment or
tj able radiological releases from the contain- reactor vessel isolation,

ment following detection of a leakage within
the containment. No operator action is re- (13) Parts of System Not Required for Safety
quired following system initiatization.

The nonsafety-related portions of the LDS
The following information is alarmed and/or include the circuits that drive annun-
indicated in the control room. Indication ciators and the computer. Other instrumen-
is provided by instruments, displays, record- tation considered non safety-related are I
crs, status lights, computer readout or an- those indicators which are provided for op-
nunciator alarms. erator information.

| Manual system levelisolation

Instrument channel trips

Isolation logic trips (initiation of !
lisolation)

Logic failures or out of service

All bypasses

Valve overrides

Test status

'
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73.1.13 RHR/Wetwell and Drywell Spray Cooling pump loops, each loop with its own sepa-
Mode Instrumentation and Controls rate discharge valve. All components per-

tinent to wetwell and drywell spray opera-
(1) System Identification tion are located outside of the drywell.

Wetwell and drywell spray cooling (WDSC) is . Motive and control power for the two loops
an operating mode of the residual heat remo- of wetwell and drywell spray instrumenta-
val system. It is designed to provide the tion and control equipment are the same as
capability of condensing steam in the wet- those used for RHR B and RHR C.
well air volume and the containment atmos-
phere and removing heat from the suppression The drywell spray cooling system can bet

pool water volume. The mode is manually in- manually initiated from the control room if
itiated when necessary. drywell pressure is above the high setpoint,

allowing the operator to act in the event of

|
The RHR System is shown in (P&ID) Figure a loss-of-coolant accident. In the absence
5.4-10. of high drywell pressure conditions, the

drywell spray valves cannot be opened.
(2) Supporting Systems (Power Sources)]

The wetwell spray cooling can be manually
Power for the RHR system pumps B and C is initiated in the control room. The operator
supplied from two independent AC buses that relies on the instrumentation that provides
can receive standby AC power. Motive and indication of the wetwell air space

control power for the two divisions of wet- temperature condition when initiating this
well and drywell spray cooling and instru- mode. No interlock is provided.
mentation and control equipment are the same
as those used for LPFL B and C, respectively (a) Initiating Circuits
(see Subsection 73.1.1.4).

Drvwell Sorav B:
(3) Equipment Design

Drywell pressure is monitored by four
Control and instrumentation for the fol- shared pressure transmitters mounted in
lowing equipment is required for this mode instrument racks in the containment.
of operation:

Signals from these transmitters are
Two RHR main system pumps. routed to the local multiplexer units

which convert analog to digital signals
Pump suction valves. and send them through fiber optic links

for logic processing in the control
Drywell spray discharge valves. room. Any two out of four signals pro

vide the permissive to initiate the
Wetwell spray discharge valves. WDSC.

l

Variables needed for the operation of the Initiation logic for drywell spray *B" !

drywell spray equipment are high pressure is identical to drywell spray "C" I
conditions in the drywell air space. The
instrumentation for wetwell and drywell Wetwell Snrav B:
spray operation ensures that water will be
routed from the suppression pool to the The initiation of wetwell spray is man-
wetwell and drywell air volumes. ual and does not have an interlock. The

operator bases judgment on the instru-
Wetwell and drywell spray operation uses two mentation indication of the condition of

O
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below the setpoint and is not rising. instrumentation and controls on the twon
( i divisions of the standby gas treatment

(b) Logic and Sequencing system are routed separately.

Initiation of the SGTS also deenergizes (g) Testability
the pressure control supply and the ex-
haust fans of the secondary contain- Control and logic circuitry used in the
ment. The secondary containment isola- controls for the active components of
tion dampers will close, the SGTS can be individually checked by

applying test or calibration signals to
(c) Bypasses and Interlocks the sensors and observing trip or con-

trol responses. Operation of dampers
Interlocks for SGTS valves and heaters and fans from manual switches verifies
assure their operation when the fans are the ability of damper mechanisms to
running. operate. The automatic control

circuitry is designed to initiate SGTS
Differential pressure indicators show operation if a fuel handling accident
the pressure drop across the prefilters or LOCA occurs during a test,
and the HEPA filters. Transmitters
upstream of the filter train monitor (h) EnvironmentalConsiderations
SGTS system flow. If flow decreases
below a preset limit, an annunciator is Temperature, pressure, humidity, and
actuated in the main control room. radiation are considered in the

selection of equipment for the SGTS
(d) Redundancy and Diversity instrumentation and controls.

| Two independent and redundant filter For the environment in which the SGTS

(O) trains are provided, including indepen- instrumentation and control components
dent and redundant logic and mechanical are located, refer to Section 3.11.
equipment. The two logic systems and
their associated mechanical devices are (i) OperationalConsiderations
powered from separate ESF buses. These
trains contain active components, such The SGTS fans can be started and
as fans and heaters. Physical and dampers opened or closed on a system
electrical separation is maintained level or individual basis by
between the two filter trains. manipulating switches in the main

control room, thus providing the
operator with means independent of the
automatic initiation functions.

(e) Actuated Devices The SGTS is designed so that, once
initiated, the dampers continue to,

C'ontrol devices actuated by the SGTS are operate to the end of their strokes and|
shown on the interconnection block the fans continue to run, even if the
diagram, Figure 7.3-6. condition that caused initiation is

, restored to normal.
| (f) Separation

The operator must manually operate
The control and logic circuits of the switches in the main control room to

j | filter trains are physically and shut down a standby gas treatment unit
; electrically separated to reduce the which has been automatically started.
I probability that a single physical event

| [ may prevent operation of the SGTS.
| C Electric cables for redundant

!
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Initiation of the SGTS is annunciated in plant operation and normal or emergency
the main control room so that the reactor shutdown, as well as to those aux-
operator is immediately informed of the iliaries whose operation is desired follow-
condition. The status of fans and ing a LOCA but not essential to safe
dampers is indicated by lights on the shutdown.
control panel.

The RCW system is comprised of three
The SGTS is designed to start both divisions as shown in Figure 9.2-1. |

filter trains automatically and Control system details are shown in the
simultaneously. When both units are inter- connection block diagram Figure !
operating, the operator may place one of 7.3-7. 1

the two trains on standby. Should the
operating unit fail, the standby unit (2) Power Sources

| can be automatically initiated.
The power for RCW system instrumentation

(j) Parts of System Not Required For Safety and controls is supplied from Divisions I,
II, and 111,125 VDC and 120 VAC essential

The nonsafety-related portions of the power buses.
SGTS include the annunciators and the
computer. Other instrumentation (3) Equipment Design
considered nonsafety-related are those
indicators which are provided for During normal operation, RCW water flows
operator information, but are not through the safety related and nonsafety-
essential to correct operator action. related equipment except the RHR and

emergency diesel exchangers.
73.1.1.6 Emergency Diesel Generator Support
Systems During all plant operating modes, one RCW

pump is normally operating in each
The Divisions I,11, and 111 diesel generator division, so that in the event of LOCA, the

system control and instrumentation is discussed RCW systems required to shut down the plant
in Subsection 8.3.1.1.8. safely are already in operation.

The diesel generator auxiliary systems are Isolation of the nonsafety-related section
described in subsections of Chapter 9 and are of each division of the RCW system from the
listed below. safety-related section is accomplished by

motor operated valves in the inlet and
(a) Diesel generator jacket water system outlet lines to the nonsafety-related

section. Flow sensors are located in the
(b) Diesel generator starting air system inlet lines.

(c) Diesel generator lube oil system (a) Initiating Circuits

(d) Diesel fuel transfer system During normal operation, all divisions
supply both safety-related and non-sa-

73.1.1.7 Reactor flullding Cooling Water fety-related cooling loads. Except for
System Instrumentation and Controls instrument air and CRD oil cooling, the

nonsafety-related loads are automati-
(1) System identification cally isolated upon the occurrence of

LOCA. All non-safety-related loads are
The control system for the reactor building isolated on occurence of RCW surge tank
cooling water (RCW) system operates to main- low level (two-out of-three logic).
tain the flow of cooling water to operate Isolation can also be initiated manu-
auxiliaries which are required for normal ally from the control room.
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(7 All of the safety-related portions of (d) Redundancy and Diversity

( the RCW system are start d automatical-
ly upon a LOCA and/or LOPP (emergency The RCW system instrumentation and
diesel starting signal due to loss of power supplies are separated into three
offsite power). The containment isola- divisions such that no single occur-
tion valves are closed automatically rence results in the loss of function
upon receipt of the LOCA signal or may of more than one division. Overall
be closed manually from the control redundancy is provided by separated,
room. divisional service water loops for

Divisions I, II, and Ill.

(b) Logic and Sequencing
(c) Actuated Devices

The LOCA signal used to actuate the RCW
water isolation system is derived from The automatically actuated isolation
the two-out-of four logic of reactor low valves in the RCW system are provided
level or high drywell pressure trip with electric motor operators. The
signals. The signal is generated by: valve limit switches turn off the motor

when the valves are fully open and
Two-of-four level sensors being permit torque switches to control valve
tripped; or motor forces while the valves are

seating in the closed direction. Other
Two-of-four pressure sensors being valves have torque limits in the open
tripped; or direction except at breakaway and

torque limits on closing.
Both sets of the above.

(f) Separation
Once an initiation signal ist

V received, the signal is scaled in RCW system trip channels, logic cir-
until manually reset. cuits, manual controls, cabling and

instruments are mounted so that Divi-
The isolation valves stay closed sion I, Division II, and Division III
until the LOCA signal is no longer separation is maintained in accordance
present or a control switch is with criteria stated in Section
operated in the control room. 8.3.1.3.

(c) Bypass and Interlocks (g) Testability

The LOCA signal that automatically ini- The RCW system has the capability of
tiates the nonsafety-related service wa- being tested during normal plant
ter isolation system can be overridden operation.
by a control switch in the control

room. If the operator determines that System control and logic circuits can
the nonsafety-related auxiliaries are be individually checked by applying
operable, flow can be initiated by a test or calibration signals and observ-
combination LOCA override and manual ing the system response. The control
valve-opening operation. The remote circuitry is designed to restore the
shutdown panel has control transfer system to the required operation if a
capability to take manual control of LOCA occurs during a test.
Divisions I and II of the RCW. (See
subsection 7. 4.1. 4. 4 ( 5 ) for RSS (h) EnvironmentalConsiderations
interface.)

[] The only control components pertinent
L)
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to this system that are located inside emergency diesel generator systems.
the containment are nuclear boiler
system sensors that generate signals for When the plant is in the hot standby or
the LOCA signallogic. Refer to Section cooldown mode, safety-related RCW
3.11 for environmental qualifications of cooling water is required for the RHR
this equipment, heat exchangers. Refer to Subsection

7.3.1.1.4 for a discussion of the
(i) SafetyInterfaces manual or automatic operation of the

RHR beat exchanger inlet and outlet
The safety interfaces for the RCW system isolation valves.
Divisions I, II, and III controls are as
follows: Process operating parameters and equip-

ment status information are provided in
LOCA signals to Divisions I, II, and the control room for the operator to
III RCW pumps; accurately assess system performance.

Alarms are also provided to indicate
Divisions I, II, and III RCW pump malfunction in the system. Refer to
manual start signals from the main IBD Figure 7.3-7 for specific indica-
control room (MCR) and the remote tion of equipment status in the control
shutdown system (RSS); room. See Chapter 16 for setpoints and

margin.
Divisions I, II, and III RCW pump
running signals to the MCR and RSS; (k) Parts of System Not Required for Safety

Divisions I, II, and III cooling The nonsafety-related portions of the
water supply low pressure signals to RCW system include the annunciators and
the MCR and RSS; the computer. Other instrumentation

considered nonsafety-related are those
Divisions I, II, and III RCW flow indicators that are provided for
signals to the MCR and RSS; operator information, but are not

essential to correct operator action.
RCW Hx A or D strainer differential
pressure MCR annunciator; 7.3.1.1J Essential HVAC Systems -

Instrumentation and Controls
Overload and power failure signals

,

from all RCW and RSW pumps to the See Subsections 9.4.1 and 9.4.5. |
MCR annunciator; )

7.3.1.1.9 HVAC Emergency Cooling Water System |

RCW surge tank low and high level Instrumentation and Control |
signals to the MCR annunciator.

(1) System Identification
RCW cooling water high temperature
signals to the MCR annunciator. The HVAC emergency cooling water system

(HECW) is the system which supplies demin- j

(j) OperationalConsiderations eralized chilled water to the cooling coils !
of the control building safety-related j

The RCW system is capable of operating electrical equipment rooms and main control I

at a variety of cooling load conditions room coolers, and the diesel generator zone j
as required for all plant operating air conditioning systems. The system is
modes, including normal and emergency composed of three divisions, each of two
conditions. divisions containing two 50% refrigerators g

and chilled water pumps and one division
Cooling water is required for the oper- contains one refrigerator and chilled water
ation of the RHR, HECW, FPC, CAM, and pump.
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fm 7.3.1.1.10 Illgh Pressure Nitrogen Gas Supply vided with containment isolation valves

Q System Instrumentation and Controls where the HPIN system lines enter the
contaanment.

(1) System Identification
The valves are manually operated from in-

The high pressure nitrogen gas (HPIN) supply dividual control switches in the control
system provides compressed nitrogen of the room.
required pressure to the ADS safety / relief

| valves, the mainsteam isolation valves (for (a) Initiating Currents
testing only), instruments and pneumatically
operated valves in the PCV and other nitro- During normal operation, nitrogen gas
gen-using components in the reactor build- pressure is controlled and measured in a |

ing. The P&ID is shown in Figure 6.7-1 and pressure contrc,1 valve followed by a l
the interconnection block diagram is shown pressure transmitter. The pressure i

in Figure 7.3-10. control valve setpoint is high enough to 1

ensure that adequate nitrogen pressure
(2) Support Systems (Power Source) is delivered to all the served i

accumulators and valves.
The safety-related portion of the HPIN
system is powered from the onsite Class 1E Automatic closure of the isolation valve
AC and DC systems. The safety-related from the normal nitrogen gas supply and
portion is switched automatically to the the opening of the isolation valve from
standby AC power supply during a loss of the emergency nitrogen gas bottle is
normal power. The nonsafety-related portion initiated by low nitrogen pressure
is connected to the normal AC power supply. sensed in the lines to the ADS

accumulators.
} (3) Equipment Design

V (b) Logic and Sequencing
The HPIN system is separated into
nonsafety-related and safety related The initiation of the flow of nitrogen
sections. gas from the high pressure storage

bottles is by low pressure in the lines
The nonsafety related portion of the system to the ADS accumulators. Concurrent-
includes an inlet filter, piping, and valves ly,the valves isolating the nonsafety-
to all nitrogen users. related portion of the system are

closed. No other signals are required.
The safety-related portion of the system

:

includes two banks of high pressure nitrogen (c) Bypasses and Interlocks I
bottles and associated piping, valves, and

j
controls. The isolation valves on HPIN system j

lines serving systems in the containment I

When low nitrogen gas pressure is detected have motor operators. The isolation
in the lines to the ADS accumulators, the valves may be closed to prevent any
safety-related portion of the system is possible leakage from the containment if |

isolated from the nonsafety-related portion a leak occurs in the system outside of
by isolation valves which automatically cut the containment.
off the normal nitrogen gas supply and open
the emergency nitrogen gas bottle supply to (d) Redundancy and Diversity
the ADS accumulators.

The HPIN system is separated into two
In addition to valves that isolate non- mechanically and electrically indepen-
safety-related equipment from safety- dent divisions. Each division hasp)( related equipment, the HPIN system is pro- instrumentation, controls, and power
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sources which are separated and indepen. The HPIN system can be tested at any
dent from each other. One division time by isolating the system from the
supplies emergency nitrogen to four ADS normal nitrogen source and allowing the
valve accumulators and the other divi- nitrogen pressure to decrease. At the
sion supplies emergency nitrogen to the proper pressure, valves will open,|
remaining four ADS valves. This level admitting nitrogen from the high pres-
of redundancy is sufficient because only sure storage bottles; other valves
the initial LOCA depressurization requi- will close, isolating the nonsafety- |
res more than four ADS valves and the related portions of the system.
Class 1E accumulators have sufficient
capacity for at least two valve opera- (h) EnvironmentalConsiderations
tions.

The system safety-related equipment is
The high pressure nitrogen gas storage selected in consideration of the normal
bottles are in two racks separated from and accident environments in which it
each other. Additionally, in each rack must be operated,
there are two banks of two bottles
each. One bank is in service and the (i) OperationalConsiderations
second is in standby.

The HPIN system, when required for emer-

(e) Actuated Devices gency conditions, is initiated automa-
tically with no operator action requir-

Nitrogen is admitted to the system and ed.
the nonsafety-related portion isolated
by operating valves controlled by pres- Running lights, valve positions, indi-
sure switches in the HPIN system. These cating lights, and alarms are available
valves can also be operated from the in the control room for the operator to
main control room, accurately assess the HPIN system ope-

ration. Common trouble alarms are
All isolation valves can be manually available in the main control room for
operated from the main control room, the system. Isolation valves have
Each valve is provided with indicating indicating lights for full-open and
position lights in the main control room full-closed positions,
which verify the open and closed
positions of the valve. 7.3.1.1.11 Flammability Control System-

Instrumentation and Controls
(f) Separation

(See Section 6.2.5)
The HPIN system is separated into two
divisions, each having storage bottles 7.3.1.2 Design Basis Information
and racks and piping to the ADS accu-
mulators. IEEE Standard 279 defines the requirements

for design bases. Using the IEEE-279
Physical separation of Division I and format, the following nine paragraphs
Division 11 systems is obtained by fulfill this requirement for systems and
closing valves which interconnect the equipment described in this section,
divisions during normal operation.

(1) Conditions
Electrical separation is maintained by
separate sensors and circuits indepen- The plant conditions which require protec-
dent of each other. tive action involving the systems of this

section and other sections are examined and
(g) Testability presented in Chapter 15.
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(1) above. The ECCS is in compliance as tem basis; i.e., each channel does

n) a whole, or in part as applicable, with not require separate annunciation.('
all GDCs identified in (a) as discussed
in Subseetion 3.1.2. (b) RG 1.47 - Bypassed andInoperable

Status Indicationfor Nuclear Power
The following clarification should be Plant Safety Systems:
made with respect to GDC 23: The RPS is
designed to fail in a safe state (i.e., The ECCS fully meets the requirements
deenergize to actuate). This is also of RG 1.47. . Automatic indication is
true for the MSIVs. However, the ECCS provided in the control room to inform
is diverse in that it requires power to the operator that a system is inoper-
operate (i.e., energize to actuate). able. Annunciation is provided to

indicate that either a system or a part
The ECCS cannot be designed to provide of a system is not operable. For, exam-
emergency reactor coolant without elec- plc, the ECCS have annunciator alarms
trical power. However, the two-out-of- whenever one or more channels of an in-
four sensor logic and the three elect- put variable are bypassed. The opera-
rical and mechanical divisions assure for may manually actuate the out-of-
that no single failure can cause ECCS service annunciator to cover situations
failure when required, or inadvertent which cannot be automatically annunci-
initiation of ECCS. In addition, all ated.
three electrical divisions are backed up
by independent on site emergency diesel (c) RG 1.53 - Application of the
generators capable of providing full Single-Falhere Criterion to Nuclear
ECCS loads on event of loss of offsite Power Protection Systems
power.

[] The ECCS generally meets the require-
V (3) Regulatory Guides (RGs): ments of RG 1.53 in addition to Section

4.2 of IEEE 279 and IEEE 379. However,
In accordance with the Standard Review Plan specific exception is taken with regard
for Section 7.3, and with Table 7.1-2, the to paragraph C-2 as follows: Specific
following RGs are addressed for the ECCS: items which cannot be energized for

test during plant operation, or tested
(a) RG 1.22 - Periodic Testing of Protec- by other than continuity tests without

tion System Actuation Functionst degrading plant operability or safety,
will be exempt from the requirements of

System logic and component testing cap- this paragraph; e.g., the SRV solenoid
abilities are provided to enable full- pilot valve.s.
flow testing during reactor operation as
described in 7.3.1.1.1. The ECCS fully Redundant sensors and logic are util-
complies with this regulatory guide ized as described in Subsection (1)
using the following two clarifying above. There are no mode switches
interpretations: associated with the ECCS.

(1) Periodic testing is interpreted to (d) RG 1.62 - Manuallnitiation of
mean testing of actuation devices ProtectiveActions:
(which use pulse testing) but not to
include testing of the actuated All subsystems (i.e., HPCF, RCIC, ADS,
equipment which is tested during and RIIR/LPFL) have individual manual
surveillance testing. actuation pushbuttons with rotating

collars in logic "and" combinations.
p (2) Each bypass condition shall be auto- The ADS has one manual start switch per
() matically annunciated on a trip sys- channel. Thus, two collars must be ro-
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tated and two buttons pushed to actuate made between divisions except through
one division of ADS. An annunciator nonmetallic fiber-optic medium.
warning occurs when the collars are ro-
tated. These design characteristics as- Associated circuits are in accordance
sure manual start to be a deliberate with Class 1E circuit requirements up
act. In addition, each pump has a to and including the isolation
manual start switch, and each safety devices. Circuits beyond the isolation
relief valve has a manual keylock devices do not again become associated
operation switch. There are no with Class 1E circuits.
interlocks between the manual actuation
switches and their actuation operators. Separation between Class 1E and non-
The ECCS fully complies with this Class 1E circuits either meet the same
regulatory guide. minimum requirements as for separation

between Class 1E circuits or they are
(e) RG 1.75 - PhysicalIndependence of treated as associated circuits.

Electric Systems:
(f) RG 1.105 - Instrument Setpoints for

The ECCS is in compliance with this re. Safety-Related Systems: The setpoints
gulatory guide assuming clarifications used for ECCS are established using a
and alternates described in Subsection methodology consistent with this guide,
7.1.2.10.5. Separation within the ECCS n described in Subsection 7.1.2.10.9.
is such that controls, instrumentation, Licensing Topical Report NEDC 31336
equipment, and wiring is segregated into provides the detailed description of
four separate divisions designated I, this methodology.
II, III, and IV. Control and motive

power separation is maintained in the (g) RG 1.118 - Periodic Testing of Elec-
same manner. Separation is provided to tric Power and Protection Systems:
maintain the independence of the four The ECCS design is consis:ent with the
divisions of the circuits and equipment requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.118
so that the protection functions requir- assuming the clarifications identified
ed during and following any design basis in Subsection 7.1.2.10.10.
cvent can be accomplished.

(4) Branch Technical Positions (BTP)
All redundant equipment and circuits
within the ECCS require divisional in accordance with the Standard Review Plan
separation. All pertinent documents and for Section 7.3, and with Table 7.12, the
drawings identify in a distinctive following BTPs are addressed for the ECCS:
manner separation and safety-related
status for each redundant division. (a) BPT ICSB 3 - 1 solation of Low Pressure

Systems from the fligh Pressure Reactor
Redundant circuits and equipment are Coolant System: Item B-5 of this BTP
located within their respective divi- provides exception to the recommenda-
sional safety class enclosures. Sepa- tions for ECCS systems. However, the
ration is achieved by barriers, isola- RHR/LPFL injection lines are designed
tion devices and/or physical distance. consistent with item B-3 in that a
This type of separation between redun- check valve is in series with the
dant systems assures that a single fail- motor-operated injection valve (see RHR
ure of one system will not affect the P&lD, Figure 5.4-10).
operation of the other redundant system.

The nuclear boiler system provides re-
The separation of redundant Class 1E actor pressure sensors, one from each
circuits and equipment within the ECCS clectrical division, which are arranged

,

is such that no physical connections are
,
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for Section 7.3, and with Table 7.1-2, the (b) BTP ICSB 22 - Guidance for Application(q following RGs are addressed for the SPC: of Regulatory Guide 1.22: Allj
actuated equipment within the SPC can'"

(a) RG 1.22 - Periodic Testing of Protec- be fu11y tested during reactor

tion System Actuation Functions operation.

(b) RG 1,47 - Bypassed and Inoperable (5) TMI Action Plan Requirements (TMI):
Status Indication for Nuclear Power
Plant Safety Systems In accordance with the Standard Review Plan

for Section 7.3, and with Table 7.1-2, only
(c) RG 1,53 - Application of the Single. TMI II.E.4.2 - Containment Isolation

Failure Criterion to Nuclear Power Dependability Positions - is considered
Protection Systems applicable for the SPC.

(d) RG 1.62 - Manual Initiation of Protec- These, and all other TMI action plan requi-
tive Actions rements are addressed in Appendix 1A.

(c) RG 1.75 - Physical Independence of 7.3.2.5 Standby Gas Treatment System-
Electric Systems Instrumentation and Controls

(f) RG 1.105 - Instrument Serpoints for 7.3.2.5.1 Conformance to General Functional
Safety-Related Systems Requirements

(g) RG 1.118 - Periodic Testing of Elec- The standby gas treatment system (SGTS)
tric Power and Protection Systems limits the release to the environment of

halogens and particulates from the leakage air
(3 The SPC conforms with all the above listed exhaust of the secondary containment during

() RGs, except RG 1.105, assuming the same accident conditions,

interpretations and clarifications
identified in Subsections 7.3.2.1.2 and 73.2.5.2 Specific Regulatory Requirements
7.1.2.10. RG 1.105 is not applicable to the Conformance
SPC mode of RHR since the SPC is manually
initiated and has no initiation setpoints. Table 7.1-2 identifies the standby gas treat-
The operator relies on instrumentation that ment system and the associated codes and stan-
provides indications of the wetwell air dards applied in accordance with the Standard
space pressure condition when initiating Review Plan. The following analysis lists the
this mode. The only interlock is the LOCA applicable criteria in order of the listing on
signal which closes the SPC valve to effect the table, and discusses the degree of confor-
automatic transfer to the LPFL mode. mance for each. Any exceptions or clarifica-

tions are so noted.
(4) Branch Technical Positions (BTPs):

(1) 10CFR50.55a (IEEE 279)
In accordance with the Standard Review Plan
for Section 7.3, and with Table 7.1-2, only The standby gas treatment system (SGTS) has
BTPs 21 and 22 are considered applicable for two electrical divisions and is redundantly
the SPC. They are addressed as follows: designed so that failure of any electrical

component will not interfere with the
(a) BTP ICSB 21 - Guidance for Application required safety action of the system.

of Regulatory Guide 1.47: The ABWR
design is a single unit. Therefore, Two completely redundant systems consisting
item B-2 of the BTP is not applicable. of filter train, fan and associated piping
Otherwise, the SPC is in full compliance are provided.,

,

/ ) with this BTP.
s' All components used for the safety func-
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tions are qualified for the environments in (d) RG 1.53 - Application of the Single- I

which they are located (Sections 3.10 and failure Criterion to Nuclear Power |

3.11). Protection Systems |
|

The SGTS is automatically initiated from (e) RG 1.62 - ManualInitiation of Protec-
isolation signals originating in the LD&lS. tive Actions
The system also has full manual actuation
capability. (f) RG 1.75 - Physical Independence of

Electric Systems
The SGTS utilizes mechanical divisions B & C
with electrical divisions II & III respec- (g) RG 1.105 - Instrument Setpoints for
tively. Electrical separation is maintained Safety-Related Systems
between the redundant divisions.

(h) RG 1.118 - Periodic Testing of Elec-
The SGTS is designed to meet all the tric Power and Protection Systems
requirements of IEEE 279. Detailed system
design descriptions are given in Subsection With regard to RG 1.53, no active component

failure will result in SGTS system fail- |
7.3.1.1.5.

ure. With that clarification the SGTS
(2) General Design Criteria (GDC): conforms with all the above listed RGs,

assuming the same interpretations and
in accordance with the Standard Review Plan clarifications identified in Subsections
for Section 7.3, and with Table 7.1-2, the 7.3.2.1.2 and 7.1.2.10.
following GDCs are addressed for the SGTS:

(4) Branch Technical Positions (BTPs):
(a) Criteria: GDCs 2, 4,13,19, 20, 21,

22, 24, 29, 41 and 43. In accordance with the Standard Review Plan !

for Section 7.3, and with Table 7.1-2, only
(b) Conformance: The SGTS is in compliance BTPs 21 and 22 are considered applicable

as a whole, or in part as applicable, for the SGTS. They are addressed as
with all GDCs identified in (a), as follows:
discussed in Subsection 3.1.2.

(a) BTP ICSB 21 Guidance for Application
(3) Regulatory Guides (RGs): for Regulatory Guide 1.47: The ABWR

design is a single unit. Therefore,
In accordance with the Standard Review Plan item B-2 of the BTP is not applicable.
for Section 7.3, and with Table 7.1-2, the Otherwise, the SGTS is in full compli-
following RGs are addressed for the SGTS: ance with this BTP.

(a) R G 1.22 - Perlodic Testing of (b) BTP ICSB 22 - Guidance for Application
Protection System Actuation Functions of Regulatory Guide 1.22: All actu-

ated equipment within the SGTS can be
(b) RG 1.47 - Bypassed and Inoperable fully tested during reactor operation.

Status Indication for Nuclear Power
Plant Safety Systems (5) TMI Action Plan Requirements (TMI):

(c) RG 1.52 Design, Testing and Maintenance in accordance with the Standard Review Plan
Criteria for Post-Accident Engineered- for Section 7.3, and with Table 7.12,
Safety-Feature Atmosphere Cleanup System there are no TMI action plan requirements
Air Filtration and Adsorption Units of applicable to the SGTS.
Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants.

O
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7.4 SYSTEMS REQUIRED FOR SAFE 7.4.1.2 Standby Liquid Control System-
IsT SHUTDOWN Instrumentation and Controls
%.)

7.4.1 Description (1) Function

This section examines and discusses the in- The instrumentation and controls for the
strumentation and control aspects of the fol- SLCS are designed to initiate and continue
lowing plant systems and functions designed to injection of a liquid neutron absorber into
assure safe and orderly shutdown of the ABWR: the reactor when manually or automatically

called upon to do so. This equipment also
(1) Alternate rod insertion function (ARI) provides the necessary controls to maintain

this liquid ch'emical solution well above
(2) Standby liquid control system (SLCS) saturation temperature in readiness for

injection. The system P&lD is shown in
(3) Reactor shutdown cooling mode (RHR) Figure 9.3-1. The interlock block diagram

(IBD) is shown in Figure 7.4-1.
(4) Remote shutdown system (RSS)

(2) Classification
Set aubsection 7.1.2.4 which addresses the de-

sign basis information required by Section 3 of The SLCS is a backup method to shut down the |
IEEE 279. reactor to cold subcritical conditions by

independent means other than the normal
7.4.1.1 Alternate Rod Insertion Function- method by the control rod system. Thus, the
Instrumentation and Controls system is considered a safe shutdown

system. The standby liquid control process
The alternate rod insertion (ARI) function is equipment, instrumentation, and controls

p accomplished independently and diversely from the essential for injection of the neutron

Q reactor protection system (RPS). Independent absorber solution into the reactor are
sensors (i.e., ECCS sensors) provide reactor trip designed to withstand Seismic Category I
signals, via the recirculation flow control earthquake loads. Any nondirect process
system (RFCS), both to ARI valves (part of the equipment, instrumentation, and controls of
control rod drive system) and to the rod control the system are not required to meet Seismic

Iand information system (RCIS). The ARI valves, Category I requirements; however, the local
(seperate from the scram valves), cause reactor and control room mounted equipment is
shut-down by hydraulic scram of the control located in seismically qualified panels.
rods. The RCIS, acting upon the same ARI signals

|that are provided to ARI valves, cuases reactor(3) Power Sources
shut-down by electromechanical (i.e., through the
usage of FMCRD motors) insertion of control rods. The power supply to one motor-operated injec-

tion valve, storage tank discharge valve,
| The RCIS, including the active run-in function and injection pump is powered from Division
of the FMCRD motors and the ARI valves are not I,480VAC. The power supply to the other
required for safety, nor are these components motor-operated injection valve, storage tank
qualified in accordance with safety criteria. outlet valve, and injection pump is powered
However, the FMCRD components associated with from Division 11,480VAC. The power supply
hydraulic scram are qualified in accordance with to the tank heaters and heater controls is
safety criteria. connectable to a standby AC power source.

The standby power source is Class 1E from an
The inherent diversity of ARI provides onsite source and is independent of the

mitigation of the consequences of (ATWS) offsite power. The power supply to the main I

anticipated transient without scram events. control room benchboard indicator lights and I

the level and pressure sensors is powered

Q from a Class 1E instrument bus.
%.J |
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(4) Equipment

The SLCS is a special plant-capability event |
system. No single active component failure

'

of any plant system or component would
necessitate the need for the operational

)

O'

O
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function of the SLCS. It is included for a the pump to run. When the SLCS is initiatedg) number of special consideration events: to inject the neutron absorber into the;
b reactor, the outboard isolation valves of

(a) Plant capability to shut down the the reactor water cleanup system automatic-
reactor without control rods from normal ally closed.
operation (Chapter 15).

(b) Plant capability to shut down the (8) Redundancy and Diversity
reactor without control rods from a
transient incident (Chapter 15). Under special shutdown conditions, the SLCS

is functionally redundant to the control rod
Although this system has been designed to a drive system in achieving and maintaining |
high degree of reliability with many safety the reactor subcritical. Therefore, the
system features, it is not required to meet SLCS as a system by itself is not required |
the safety design basis requirements of the to be redundant, although the active
safety-related systems. components and control channels are redun-

dant for serviceability.
(5) Initiating Circuits

The SLCS provides a diverse means for shut-
The standby liquid control system is ting down the reactor using a liquid neu-
automatically initiated upon receiving an tron absorber in the event of a control rod
anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) drive system failure.
signal.

The method of identifying redundant power
The standby liquid control system is cables, signal cables, and cable trays and
initiated manually in the main control room the method of identifying non-safety-rclat-

("N by turning a keylocking switch for system A ed cables as associated circuits are
() or a different keylocking switch for system discussed in Subsection 8.3.1.3.

| B to the START position.
(9) Actuated Devices

(6) Logic and Sequencing
When the SLCS is automatically initiated to

When one division of SLCS is initiated, one inject a liquid neutron absorber into the
injection valve and one tank discharge valve reactor, the following devices are actuated:
start to open immediately. The pump that
has been seieeted for injection will not (a) the two injection valves are opened;
start until its associated tank discharge
valve is at the fully open position. In (b) the two storage tank discharge valves
order to provide maximum MOV availability are opened;
when the SLCS is in normal standby read-
iness, the overloads for the storage tank (c) the two injection pumps are started; and
outlet valves are bypassed by a contact from
a test switch in its NORMAL position. When (d) the reactor water cleanup isolation
the TEST position is selected, the overload valves are closed.
short is removed, thus allowing motor
protection during test operation of the When the SLCS is initiated to inject a j

valves. liquid neutron absorber into the reactor,
the following devices are actuated:

(7) Bypasses and Interlocks
(a) one of the two injection valves is

Pumps are interlocked so that either the opened; j
storage tank discharge valve or the test i

tank discharge valve must be fully open for
v

|
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(b) one of the two storage tank discharge
,

valves is opened;

(c) one of the two injection pumps is
started; and

(d) the reactor water cleanup isolation
valves are closed.

Additionally, the pressure and tank level
sensing equipment indicates that the SLCS is
pumping liquid into the reactor.

(10) Separation

The SLCS is separated both physically and
electrically from the control rod drive
system. The SLCS electrical control
channels are separated in accordance with
the requirements of Subsection 8.3.1.4.

O
, i

|

l

!
|

O
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(11) Testability (ii) System pressures;

i

The SLCS is capable of being tested by man- (2) Status Lights '

ual initiation of actuated devices during
normal operation. In the test mode, demin. (i) Pump or storage tank outlet
eralized water is circulated in the SLCS valve overload trip or power
loops rather than sodium pentaborate. Dur- loss;

ing reactor shutdown, demineralized water
may be injected into the reactor vessel for (ii) Position ofinjection line
the injection test mode. manual service valve;

i

(12) EnvironmentalConsiderations (iii) Position of storage tank |

outlet valve and in-test )
The environmental considerations for the in- status;

~

strument and control portions of the SLCS
are the same as for the active mechanical '(iv) Position of test tank '
components of the system (Section 3.11). discharge manual service

The instrument and control portions of the valve;

SLCS are seismically qualified not to fait
during, and to remain functional following, (v) SLCS manually out of service;

a safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) (see
Seetion 3.10 for seismic qualification (vi) Pump auto trip. |

aspects). |

(3) Annunciators
(13) OperationalConsiderations

The SLCS annunciators indicate-
p-- The control scheme for the SLCS can be found
( in the interlock block diagram (Figure (i) Manual or automatic out- ;

7.4-1). The SLCS is automatically initiated of-service condition of SLCS (
upon receiving an ATWS signal or can be A and/or B due to:

'

manually initiated in the control room by
inserting the key in the A or B keylocking - operation of manual out-of- i

switch and turning it to the " start" posi- service switch;
'

tion. It will take between 60 and 150
minutes to complete the injection and for - storage tank outlet valve
the storage tank level sensors to indicate in test status; or.
that the storage tank is dry (e.g.,
injection will occur in 61 minutes at - overload trip or power loss
minimum tank level with both pumps in pump or storage tank out-
operating). When the injection is com- let valve controls; -

pl ted, the system automatically shuis down !

on low tank level or may be manually turned (ii) Standbyliquid storage tank I
off by turning the keylocking switch high or low temperature;
counter clockwise to the STOP position.

(iii) Standbyliquid tank high or
(14) Reactor Operator Information lowlevel;

(a) The following items are located in the (iv) Standby liquid pump A (B)
control room for operation information: auto trip.

(1) AnalogIndication (b) The following items are located locally
at the equipment for operator utili-

| (i) Storage tank level zation:

74-3
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(1) AnalogIndication reactor shutdown and cooldown. The RHR |
system P&lD is Figure 5.4-10 and the RHR I

(i) Storage tank level; system IBD is Figure 7.3-4. I

(ii) System pressures; The initial phase of the shutdown cooling
mode is accomplished following insertion of

(iii) Storage tank temperature. the control rods and steam blowdown to the
main condenser which serves as the heat

(2) Indicating lamps sink.

(i) Pump status; Reactor shutdown cooling has three inde-
pendent loops. Each loop consists of pump,

(ii) Storage tank operating heater valves, heat exchanger, and instrumentation
status; designed to provide decay heat removal cap-

ability for the core. This mode specifi-
(iii) Storage tank mixing heater cally accomplishes the following:

status.
(a) Reactor Shutdown removes enough resi-

(15) Setpoints dual heat (decay and sensible) from the !
reactor vessel water to cool it to 325K

The SLCS has setpoints for the various within 20 hours after the control rods
instruments as follows: are inserted, then maintains or reduces

this temperature so that the reactor can
(a) The high and low standby liquid be refueled and serviced. This mode is

temperature switch is set to activate
manually activated with tge reactor |the annunciator at temperatures outside pressure below 9.44 kg/cm g, with all

the range allowed for correct chemical three shutdown cooling loops available.
balance of the boron concentration.

(b) Safe Shutdown (Emergency Shutdown) -
(b) The high and low standby liquid storage brings the reactor to a cold shutdown

tank level switch is set to activate the condition (<373K) within 36 hours after |
annunciator when the level is outside control rod insertion. This mode is
its allowable limits. manually activated with thegeactor

pressure below 9.44 kg/cm g, with
(c) The low standby liquid storage tank two-out-of-three shutdown cooling loops

level switches are set to trip the available.
operating pumps when the level is low.

The RHRS mode can accomplish its design ob-
(d) The thermostatic controller and operat- jective by a preferred means by directly

ing heater assure the temperature of the extracting reactor vessel water from the
liquid is maintained within the range vessel shutdown nozzle and routing it to a
allowed for correct chemical balance of heat exchanger and back to the vessel.
the boron concentration. Cooling water is returned to the vessel via

the feedwater line (Loop A) and via the core
The technical specifications for the SLCS cooling injection nozzles (Loops B and C).
are in Chapter 16.

(2) Classification
7.4.13 Reactor Shutdown Cooling Mode -
Instrumentation and Controls Electrical components for the reactor ,

shutdown cooling mode of the residual heat |

(1) Function removal system are safety-related and are
classified as Class IE.

The shutdown cooling mode of the RHR system .

is used during the normal or emergency |

74-4Amendment 27
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.
, . (b) The following nuclear boiler instrumen- (7) Electrical Power Distribution System (EPDS)

tation is provided on the remote shut-
\ down control panels as indicated: (a) The following functions have transfer

and control switches located on the.
(i) reactor water level wide range in- Division I remote shutdown panel:

dication (A, B)
. (i)' 6.9Kv M/C diesel generator (A)

(ii) reactor water level shutdown range- incoming breaker-
i

indication (A, B)
(ii) 6.9Kv M/C C bus tie to S(A,B)-2'

(iii) reactor pressure indication (A,B) breakers -:.

(5) Reactor Building Cooling Water (RCW) System (iii) . 6.9Kv M/C C power train C-1,2
feeder breakers

(a) The following' functions have transfer
and control switches located on the (iv) 480V P/C C-1,2 incoming breakers - i

remote shutdown panels as indicated:
(v) 480V;P/C C-1 bus tie to.D-1 +

(i)L RCW Pumps (A,E and B,D) breaker. '

!

(ii) RCW heat exchanger cooling water (b) The following functions have transfer - :
outlet valves (A,E and B,D) ' and control switches located on the

= Division 11 remote' shutdown panel:
(iii) RCW RHR heat exchanger outlet'

..(i) 6.9Kv M/C diesel generator (B)-
,

valve (A,B)
'

'

incoming breaker
(iv) RCW diesel generator outlet valve -

. .

'(A,E and B,D) (ii) - 6.9Kv M/C D bus tie to S(A,B)-2
breakers.

(v) RCW supply side separator valve
(A,B) (iii). 6.9Kv M/C D power train D-1,2

feeder breakers ,

(b) RCW loop flow A,B indication is provided
on the RSS panels.- (iv) 480V P/C D-1,2 incoming breakers

[(6) Reactor Service Water System (RSW) (v) . 480V P/C D-1 bus tie to C-1
breaker

(a) The following functions have transfer -

and control switches located on the (c) A 6.9Kv M/C (C,D) voltmeter is provided 1

remote shutdown panels as indicated: on RSS panels A,B, respectively.
'

(i) . RSW Pumps (A,E and B,D) (8) Flammability Control System (FCS)

(ii) RCW heat exchanger sea water inlet (a) The following FCS system equipment func-
valve (A,E and B,D) tion has transfer and control switches

]
located on both remote shutdown panels

(iii) RCW RHR heat exchanger strainer . as indicated:
~

j
'

inlet valve (A,E and B,D)
(i) - valve (cooling water inlet) A, B

(iv) RCW heat exchanger sea water out-
let valve (A,E and B,D)

O
l
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(9) Atmospheric Control (AC) System
The subsystem's inherent diversity provides

(a) The following AC system equipment mitigation of the consequences of (ATWS) antici- |
functions have transfer and control pated transient without scram events. This
switches located on both remote shutdown capability is discussed in Subsection 7.7.1.
panels as indicated: 2.2.

(i) suppression pool temperature (A, B) 7.4.2.1.2 Specific Regulaton Requirements
Conformance

(ii) suppression pool level (A,B)
Table 7.1-2 identifies the alternate rod in.

(10) Makeup Water Condensate System (MUWC) sertion (ARI) function and the associated codes
and standards applied. In addition to GDCs 13

(a) The following MUWC system equipment and 19 (applied to non-safety-related system /
function has transfer and control functions in accordance with the SRP, Section
switches located on the Division 11 7.7), GDC 25 and Reg Guide 1.75 are also ad-
remote shutdown panel as indicated: dressed relative to the shutdown characteris-

tics of the subsystem and its interface with the
(i) condensate storage pool level (B) essential power buses. The following ana- lysis

lists the applicable criteria in order of the
(11) Emergency Diesel Generator (DG) System listing on the table, and discusses the de- gree

of conformance for each. Any exceptions or
(a) The following DG system equipment func- clarifications are so noted.

tions have transfer and control switches
located on corresponding remote shutdown (1) 10CFR50.55a (IEEE 279)
panels as indicated:

Although the ARI is not Class IE, the por-
(i) diesel generator run/stop (A) tions of the FMCRD used for the hydraulic

scram function are qualified as Class IE.
(ii) dieselgenerator run/stop (B) These functions are analyzed along with the

reactor protection system (trip) discussed |
7.4.2 Analysis in Section 7.2.

7.4.2.1 Alternate Rod Insertion Function With regard to IEEE 279, Section 4.7, sig-
nals which interface between ARI and RPS are

7.4.2.1.1 General Functional Requirements optically isolated such that postulated
Conformance failures within the AR1 controls cannot

affect the safety-related scram function.
The alternate rod insertion (ARI) function is

accomplished by the rod control and information The RCIS logic has been designed such that |
| system (RCIS) and the fine motion control rod no single failure results in failure to in-

drive (FMCRD) subsystem. This function provides sert more than one operable control rod when
an alternate method of driving control rods into the ARI function is activated. Also, two
the core which is diverse from the hydraulic manual actions are required at the dedicated
scram system. operator interface panel to manually |

| The RCIS and the active run-in function of the
FMCRD motors are not required for safety, nor are (2) General Design Criteria (GDC)
these components qualified in accordance with
safety-related criteria. However, the FMCRD (a) Cnteria GDCs 13,19, and 25.
components associated with hydraulic scram are
qualified in accordance with safety criteria. (b) Conformance: The ARI is in compliance

O
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(in part, or as a whole, as applicable) sha11 be of appropriate designp) with these GDCs. All GDCs are generi- capacity).t

cally addressed in Subsection 3.1.2.
7.4.2.7. Landby Liquid Control System (SLCS)

(3) Regulatory Guides (RGs): Instrumentation and Controls

(a) RG 1.75 - Physical Independence of 7.4.2.2.1 General Functional Requirements ;

Electric Systems Conformance

The ARI is not required for safety, nor Redundant positive displacement pumps, in-
,

'

are its components considered Class IE. jection valves, storage tank outlet valves, and
The subsystem derives control power from control circuits (see Subsection 7.4.1.2) :

the non-1E UPS buses. However, for ATWS constitute all of the active equipment required ;

considerations, the reliability of the for injection of the sodium pentaborate solu- I
subsystem is enhanced by using Class 1E tion. Indicator lights provide indication on
power for the drive motors. the reactor control bench board of system

.

status. Testability and redundant power sources I

There are three separate groups of non- are described in this subsection and Subsection
IE drives with each receiving power from 7.4.1.2. ;
Division I Class IE bus. Class 1E i

circuit breakers are used as isolation Chapter 15 examines the system-level aspects
devices in accordance with IEEE 384, of the SLC under applicable plant events. Loss

| The breakers are designed to trip on of plant instrument air or cooling water will
fault current only and are not tripped not, by itself, prevent this reactor shutdown
for LOCA. However, the breaker capability. ,

coordination is assured through the use |

(N
/ of zone selective interlocks (ZSI) (see 7.4.2.2.2 Specific Regulatory Requirements |) Subsection 8.3.1.1.1) Conformance |

|

A LOCA trip of these breakers could Table 7.1-2 identifies the standby liquid
preclude the advantages of ARI for control system (SLCS) and the associated codes
postulated ATWS conditions, and standards applied in accordance with the

Standard Review Plan. The following analysis
The ZSI feature assures that the FMCRDs lists the applicable criteria in order of the
power breaker time-over-current trip listing on the table, and discusses the degree
characteristic for all circuit faults of conformance for each. Any exceptions or
shall cause the breaker to interrupt the clarifications are so noted.

I fault current prior to trip initiation
of any upstream breaker. The power (1) 10CFR50.55a (IEEE 279)
source shall supply the necessary fault
current for sufficient time to ensure The SLCS is manually actuated (or automat-
the proper coordination without loss of ically actuated for ATWS events) and serves
function of Class 1E loads. The ZSI is as a backup method for shutting down the
a new technology which assures breaker reactor when no control rods can be inserted
coordination, and thus meets the intent from the full power setting. It is not
of position C-1 of R.G.1.75. necessary for the SLCS to meet the single-

failure criterion because it is considered
In addition, each FMCRD inverter has redundant to (and therefore kept independent
current limiting features to limit the of) the control rod scram system.
FMCRD motor fault current. Continuous
operation of all the FMCRD motors at the There are two channels of control circuits,
limiting fault current of the inverter discharge pumps and motors, storage tankg

i shall not degrade operation of any Class discharge valves and injection valves.
,J 1E loads (i.e., the diesel generators These two channels are independent of each
''
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other so that failure in one channel will
not prevent the other from operating. No
components of the SLCS are required to ope-4

rate in the drywell environment. An isola-,

tion check valve is the only component lo-

J

i

J

4
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a
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?
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cated inside the drywell. Other SLCS equip- criterion (RG 1.53) since it is designed to
ment are designed to remain functional be redundant (and diverse) from the controly

following an SSE. rod scram system. However, the two chan-
nels of active components assure that no

The SLCS design is similar to the GESSAR 11 single failure of these components will
design except the explosive (squib) injec- prevent the SLCS from accomplishing its sa-
tion valves are replaced with motor-operated fety function. Passive components which
injection valves. It is designed to meet are not redundant include the boron tank,
all applicable portions of IEEE 279 as injection pipeline, etc.
clarified above. ,

With that clarification, the SLCS (in com-
(2) General Design Criteria (GDCs): bination with the rod scram system) fully

|
meets the intent of the Regulatory Guides

j la accordance with the Standard Review Plan listed above.
for Section 7.3 and w.sth Table 7.1-2, the
following GDCs are ddressed for the SLC: (4) Branch Technical Positions (BTPs):

(a) Critena GDCs 2,4,13, and 19. In accordance with the Standard Review Plan
for Section 7.3 and with Table 7.12, only

(b) Conformancr: The SLCS is in compliance BTPs 21 and 22 are considered applicable
(in part, or as a whole, as applicable) for the SLCS. They are addressed as i

with these GDCs. All GDCs are generic- follows:
ally discussed in Subsection 3.1.2.

(a) BTP ICSB 21 Guidance for Application
| (3) Regulatory Guides (RGs): of Regulatory Guide 1.47: The ABWR

design is a single unit. Therefore,g
; In accordance with the Standard Review Plan item B-2 of the BTP is not applicable.

'\ for Section 7.3 and with Table 7.1-2, the Otherwise, the SLCS is in full -

following RGs are addressed for the SLCS: compliance with this BTP.

(a) RG 1.22 -Periodic Testing ofProtec- (b) BTP ICSB 22 - Guidance for Application
'

tion System Actuation Functions of Regulatory Guide 1.22: All actua-
ted equipment within the SLCS can be.

(b) RG 1.47 Bypassed andInoperable tested during reactor operation.
Status indicationforNuclearPower Actual injection can be simulated
Plant Safetyissues during shutdown using demineralized

water.
(c) RG 1.53 - Application of the Single.

Fallwe Criterion to Nuclear Powcr (5) TMI Action Plan Requirements (TMI):
'

Protection Systems
In accordance with the Standard Review Plan

(d) RG 1.62-Manuallnitiation offrotec- for Section 7.3, and with Table 7.1-2, ;

tiveActions there are no TMI action plan requirements .
applicable to the SLCS.

(c) RG 1.75 - PhysicalIndependence of
Electric Systems 7A.23 Reactor Shutdown Cooling Mode -

Instrumentation and Controls
(() RG 1.118 - Periodic Testing of Electric

Power and Protection Systems 7A.23.1 General Functional Requirements
Conformance

As indicated in paragraph (1), the SLCS is
/~'% not required to meet the single-failure The design of the reactor shutdown cooling
V.
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7.6 ALLOTHERINSTRUMENTATION is presented in Chapter 15. The interrelat-f

(d SYSTEMS REQUIRED FOR SAFETY ed design basis of the various safety system
functions are also analyzed in this chapter.

7.6.1 Description
7.6.1.1 Neutron Monitoring System -

This section will examine and discuss the in- Instrumentation and Controls
strumentation and control aspects of the follow-
ing plant systems: The safety-related subsystems of the neutron

monitoring system (NMS) consist of the startup
Neutron monitoring system (SRNM, LPRM, and range neutron monitor (SRNM) subsystem, the lo-
APRM), cal power range monitor (LPRM), and the average

power range monitor (APRM) subsystem. The non-
Process radiation monitoring system, safety-related ATIP and MRBM subsystems of the

neutron monitoring system are discussed in Sec-
High pressure / low pressure interlocks, tion 7.7. The LPRM and the APRM together are

also called the power range neutron monitor
(PRNM).

Drywell vacuum relief system (Chapter 6), (1) SystemIdentification

Containment atmosphere monitoring system, and The purpose of the neutron monitoring system
(NMS) is to monitor power generation and,

Suppression pool temperature monitoring for the safety function part of the NMS, to
system. provide trip signals to the reactor protec-

tion system (RPS) to initiate reactor scram
A number of observations are cited relative to under excessive neutron flux (and power) in-

the evaluation of the instrumentation and control crease condition (high level) or neutron
portions of the subject systems. flux fast rising (short period) condition.y

It also provides power information of opera-
(1) The systems themselves and their I&C portion tion and control of the reactor such as to

serve design bases that are both safety and provide power information to the plant pro-
power generation, cess computer system (PCS) and the rod block

monitor. A block diagram showing a typical
(2) Some systems inherently perform mechanical or NMS division is shown in Figure 7.6-4a. The

containment safety functions but need little operating ranges of the various detectors
I&C protective support. are shown in Figure 7.6-4b. "

(3) Some systems provide protective functions in (2) System Safety Classification
selective minor events and are not required
for other major plant occurrences. The SRNM and PRNM (includes LPRM and

APRM) subsystems proside a safety function,
(4) Some systems have only a small portion of and have been designed to meet the appli-

their I&C participating in safety functions. cable design criteria.

(5) The high pressure / low pressure interlocks in The system is classified as shown in Table
this section are an integral part of various 3.2- 1. The safety-related subsystems are
modes of the RHR system functions described qualified in accordance with Sections 3.10
in other sections. and 3.11.

(6) A system / safety function, qualitative-level The ATIP and MRBM subsystem of the NMS are
nuclear safety operational analysis (NSOA) nonsafety-related and are discussed in

Section 7.7.
I%.)
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(3) Power Sources processing, flux, and power calculations,
period trip margin and period calculations,

The power sources for each system are dis- and provide various outputs for local and
cussed in the individual circuit descrip- control console displays, recorder, and to
tions. the plant process computer system. There

are also the alarm and trip digital outputs
7.6.1.1.1 Startup Range Neutron Monitor for both high flux and short period condi-
Subsystem Instrumentation and Controls tions, and the instrument inoperative trip

to be sent to the RPS and RCIS separately.
(1) GeneralDescription The electronics for the startup range neu-

tron monitors and their bypasses are located
The startup range neutron monitor (SRNM) in four separate cabinets,
monitors neutron flux from the source range

| (1.0E+3 ny) to 15% of the rated power. The (4) SignalProcessing
SRNM subsystem he 10 SRNM channels, each
having one fixed in core regenerative Over the 10-decade power monitoring range,
fission chamber sensor. See Figures 7.6-1 two monitoring methods are used: for the
and 7.6-2. lower ranges the counting method which co-

vers from 1.0E+3 nv to 1.0E+9 nv; and for |

(2) Power Sources the higher ranges, the Campbelling technique
(mean square voltage, or MSV) which covers

SRNM channels are powered as listed below: from 1.0E+ 8 nv to 1.0E + 13 nv of neutron |
flux. In the counting range, the discrete

Channels pulses produced by the sensors are applied
to a discriminator after preamplification.

A,E,J 120 VAC UPS Bus A (Division I) The discriminator, together with other digi-
B,F 120 VAC UPS Bus B (DivisionII) tal noise-limiter features, separates the
C,G,L 120 VAC UPS Bus C (Division III) neutron pulses from gamma radiation and
D,H 120 VAC UPS Bus D (Division IV) other noise pulses. The neutron pulses are

then counted. The reactor power is propor-
Loss of a power supply bus will cause the tional to the count rate. In the MSV range,
loss of the SRNM channels in a division, but where it is difficult to distinguish the
will result in loss of only one division of pulses, a DC voltage proportional to the
instrumentation. mean square value of the input signal is

produced. The reactor power is proportional
(3) Physical Arrangement to this mean square voltage. In the mid-

range overlapping region, where the two me-
The 10 detectors are all located at fixed thods are changed over, the DMC based SRNM
elevation slightly above the midplane of the calculates the neutron flux based on a
fuel region, and are evenly distributed weighted interpolation of the two flux val-
throughout the core. The SRNM locations in ues calculated by both methods. A contin-
the core, together with the neutron source nous and smooth flux reading transfer is
locations, are shown in Figure 7.6-1. Each achieved in this manner. There is also the
detector is contained within a pressure bar- calculation algorithm of the period-based
rier dry tube inside the core, with signal trip circuitry that generates trip margin
output exiting the bottom of the dry tube setpoint for the period trip protection
undervessel. Detector cables then penetrate function.
the primary containment and are connected to
preamplifiers located in the reactor build- (5) Trip Functions
ing. The SRNM preamplifier signals are then
transmitted to the SRNM DMC (digital measure- The SRNM scram trip functions are discussed

ment & control) units in the control room. in Section 7.2; rod block trip functions are
The DMC units provide algorithms for signal discussed in Subsection 7.7.1.2. The SRNM

channels also provide trip signals indicat-

Amendment 27 7.6-2
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n ing when a SRNM channel is upscale, down. (8) Testability

Q scale, inoperative, or bypassed. The SRNM
trips are shown in Table 7.6-1. Each SRNM channel is tested and calibrated

using the procedures listed in the SRNM
(6) Bypasses and Interlocks instruction manual. Each SRNM channel can

be checked to ensure that the SRNM high
The 10 SRNM channels are divided into three flux and period scram functions are
bypass groups. With such bypass grouping, operable.
up to three SRNM channels can be bypassed at
any time, with any one channel from each (9) Er vironmental Considerations
bypass group bypassed. There is no addi-
tional SRNM bypass capability at the divi- The wiring, cables, and connectors located
sional level. If a SRNM divisional out of within the drywell are designed for contin-
service is required, this will generate a uous duty in the conditions described in
half trip to the RPS. For SRNM calibration Section 3.11.
or repair, the bypass can be done for each
individual channel separately. There are The SRNM preamplifiers which are located in
separate bypass functions for the SRNM and the reactor building, and the monitors,
the APRM in the NMS, i.e., there is no sin- which are located in the control room, are
gle NMS divisional bypass which will affect designed to operate under design basis
both the SRNM and the APRM. Any APRM by- normal and abnormal conditions in those
pass will not force a SRNM bypass. The SRNM areas. The SRNM system componer.ts are
bypass and the APRM bypass are separate lo- designed to operate during and after
gics to the RPS, each interfacing with the certain design basis events such as carth-
RPS independently. Also, all NMS bypass lo- quakes, accidents, and anticipated opera-
gic control functions are located within the tional occurrences. Environmental qualifi-
NMS, not in the RPS. The SRNM bypass swit- cation is discussed in Section 3.11.

V(3 ches are mounted on the control room panel.
(10) SRNM Operational Considerations

The SRNM also sends an interlock signal to
the safety system logic control (SSLC) The SRNM has no special operating conside-
system. This signal is called "ATWS rations.
Permissive" and is a binary signal
indicating whether the SRNM power levelis 7.6.1.1.2 Power Range Neutron Monitor
above or below a specific setpoint level Subsystem Instrumentation and Controls
(see Table 7.6-1). If this signal is a
"high" level indicating the power is above The PRNM subsystem consists of a local power
the setpoint, this will allow the SSLC to range monitor (LPRM) subsystem and an average !

permit ATWS protection action such as power range monitor (APRM) subsystem.
permission to inject liquid poison.

7.6.1.1.2.1 Local Power Range Neutron Monitor |

(7) Redundancy and Diversity Subsystem Instrumentation and Controls

The 10 SRNM channels are arranged into four (1) General Description
divisions such that each of the four RPS
divisions recieves input signals from each The local power range monitor (LPRM) moni-
and all of the four SRNM divisions. Failure tors local neutron flux in the power

of a single SRNM channel, once bypassed, range. The LPRM provides input signals to
will not cause a trip to the RPS. Such the APRM subsystem (discussed in Subsection
failure will not prevent proper operation of 7.6.1.1.2.2) and to the plant computer sys-
the remaining trip channels in performing tem (discussed in Subsection 7.7.1.5). See
their safety functions (see Subsection Figures 7.61 and 7.6-2.(g 7.2.1.1.4.2 (1) .)

% ,?
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(2) Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)

Alternating current power for the LPRM cir-'

cuitry is supplied by four 120 VAC uninter-
ruptible power supply (UPS) buses A, B, C,
and D. Each bus supplies approximately one
fourth of the detectors.

Each LPRM detector has a DC power supply, in
each division which furnishes the de- tector
polarizing potential.

!

.
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are also transmitted through dedicated !g
(3) Physical Arrangement interface units (for isolation) to various I

systems such as the RCIS, and the plant
The LPRM subsystem consists of 52 detector process computer. )
assemblies, each assembly consisting of four !

fission chamber detectors evenly spaced at (5) Trip Functions |
four axial positions along the fuel bundle '

vertical direction. The assemblies are dis- The LPRM channels provide alarm signals in ! i

tributed throughout the whole core in evenly dicating when an LPRM is upscale, down- I
'

spaced locations such that each assembly is scale, or bypassed. However, such signals
located at every fourth intersection of the are not sent to the RPS for scram trip or
water channels around fuel bundles not con- RCIS for rod block,

taining a control rod blade. The LPRM de- I

|
tector location is illustrated in Figure (6) Bypasses and Interlocks

'

| 7.6-3.
Each LPRM channel may be individually

The LPRM detector is a fission chamber with bypassed. When the maximum allowed number
a polarizing potential of approximately 100 of bypassed LPRMs associated with any APRM
VDC. The four detectors comprising a channel has been exceeded, an inoperative -
detector assembly are contained in a common trip is generated by that APRM.
tube that houses the automatic traversing
in-core probe (ATIP) calibration tube. The (7) Redundancy
enclosing housing tube contains holes to
allow coolant flow for detector cooling. The LPRM detector assemblics are divided
The whole assembly is installed or removed into groups. The redundancy criteria are
from the top of the reactor vessel, with the met in the event of a single failure under

e reactor vessel head removed. It is referred permissible APRM bypass conditions. A scram
( to as the top entry LPRM assembly. The signal can be generated in the reactor

upper end of the assembly is held under the protection system (RPS) as required if the
| top fuel guide plate with a spring plunger. inoperative trip of the APRM is generated '

| A permanently installed in-core guide tube . as described in (6).
and housing is located below the lower core

| plate to confine the assembly and to provide
a sealing surface under the reactor vessel.

(4) Signal Processing (8) Testability

The LPRM detector outputs are connected by LPRM channels are calibrated using ATIP and
coaxial cables from under the vessel data from previous full-power runs, and are
pedestal region and routed through the tested using procedures in the applicable
primary containment penetration, and through instruction manual.

,

the reactor building to be processed for
signal conditioning analog-to-digital (9) Environmental Considerations
conversion function in the control room.
The LPRM signals are connected to the APRM The detector and detector assembly are-
units in the control room, where the signals designed to operate up to 1250psig at an

j | are amplified. Such amplified signal is ambient temperature of 302 C. The |
| proportional to the local neutron flux - wiring, cables, and connector located
I level. The LPRM signals are then used by within the drywell are designed for

the APRM to produce APRM signals. The 208 continuous duty. The LPRMs are capabic of
LPRM detectors are separated and divided functioning during and after certain design
into four groups to provide four indepen- basis events including earthquakes and

O dent APRM signals. Individual LPRM Signals anticipated operational occurrences (see i

-b Sections 3.10 and 3.11).
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] (10) OperationalConsiderations ~ Reactor core flow signals derived from core
'

plate pressure drop signals'are used in the ,

The LPRM is a monitoring system with no APRM to provide the flow biasing for the
j special operating considerations. APRM rod block and thermal power trip set-
j - point functions. There is also the Core
; 7.6.I.1.2.2 Average Power Range Monitor Flow Rapid Coastdown Trip logic in the APRM

fj Subsystem - Instrumentation and Controis unit which utilizes the core' flow and
: thermal power information. The core flow

.

: (1) General Description signal is'also used to provide the flow
i biasing for the MRBM. rod block setpoint
i The APRMs are safety-related systems. There functions.' '

j are four divisions of DMC based APRM -
1 channels located in the control room. Each (4) Trip Function -
! channel receives 52 LPRM signals as inputs,

_ . .

; and averages such inputs to provide a core APRM system trips arc summarized in Table . .

i average neutron flux that corresponds to the
' discussed in Section 7.2. The APRM rod
7.6-2. The APRM scram trip function is

j core average power. One APRM channel is
.

i associated with each trip system'of the block trip function is discussed in Subsece
[ reactor protection system (RPS). However, tion 7.7.1.2. The APRM channels also pro.

j' trip signal from each APRM division also vide trip signals indicating when an APRM
- goes to all other RPS divisions, with proper channel is upscale, downscale, bypassed, or ' {'
j signal isolation. inoperative.

1- (2) Power Sources (5) Bypasses and Interlocks

i
; APRM channels are powered as listed below: One APRM channel may be bypassed at any
*p time. The trip logic will in essence i

.

! 's Channels . become two out- of-three instead' of ,

: two out of four. -

) A 120 VAC UPS Bus A (Division I)
!

j B 120 VAC UPS Bus B (Division II) (6) Redundancy
; C 120 VAC UPS Bus C(Division III)

'
D 120 VAC UPS Bus D (Division IV) Four indepea ent channds of the APRM moni-.

! tor neutron flux,-' Any two o'the four APRM | |

{ The trip units and LPRM channels associated channels which indicate.an. a' normalo
' with each APRM channel receive power from condition will initiate a reactor scram via i

*

i the same power supply as the APRM channel, the RPS two out of four logic. The
redundancy criteria are met so that in the

j (3) Signal Conditioning event of a single failure under permissible *

; APRM bypass conditions, a scram signal can

!,_

APRM channel electronic equipment averages be generated in the RPS as required.-
the output signals fr'om a selected set of

; LPRMs. The averaging circuit automatically - (7) Testability
corrects for the number of unbypassed LPRM;.

j amplifiers providing input signals. APRM channels are calibrated using data-
i . . .

from previous full power runs and are test-
1 Assignment of LPRMs to the APRM channels is ed by procedures in the instruction |

shown in Figure 7.61. The LPRM detector in manual. Each APRM channel can be tested
the bottom position _of a detector assembly individually for the. operability-of the

!- is designated Position A. Detectors above A APRM scram and rod-blocking functions by

|' are designated B and C, and the uppermost introducing test signals.. A self-
i detector is designated D.
; O.
|d

:
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|

testing feature similar to that described The process radiation subsystems are shown in
for SSLC is also provided the system design IED (Figure 7.6-5). Subsys. '

tems (1) through (4) are classified nuclear
safety-related while subsystems (5) through (11)

(8) Emironmental Considerations are classified as nonsafety related. System
descriptions and requirements are discribed in

All APRM equipment is operated in the detail in Section 11.5
environments described in Section 3.11. The
APRM is capable of functioning during and 7.6.13 High Pressure / Low Pirssure Systems
after the design basis events in which Interlock Protection Functions
continued APRM operation is required (see
Sections 3.10 and 3.11). (1) Function Identification

7.6.1.13 Reactor Operator Information The low pressure modes of the RHR which
connect to the reactor coolant pressure

The man-machine interface of the neutron boundary and the instrumentation which
monitoring system provides for the information protects them from overpressurization are
and controls described in this subsection. The discussed in this section. Such high
lists provided in Table 7.6 3 consist of major pressure / low pressure interfaces with the
signal information which is also documented in reactor vessel are exclusive to the RHR
the system IED (Figure 7.6-1) and the system IBD system for the ABWR. The RHR P&ID may be
(Figure 7.6-2). found on Figure 5.4-10. The RHR IBD may be

found on Figae 73-4.
7.6.1.2 Process Radiation Monitoring System .
Instrumentation and Controls (2) Power Sources

A number of radiation monitoring functions are The power for the interlocks is provided
provided on process lines, HVAC ducts, and vents from the essential power supplies used for j

that may serve as discharge routes for radio- the RHR system and its various rnodes of 1

active materials. These include the following: operation.
,

(1) Main steam line tunnel area (3) Equipment Design I

(2) Reactor building ventilation exhaust Refer to Table 7.6-3 for a list of high !
(including fuel handling area) pressure / low pressure interfaces and the l

rationale for valve interlock equipment.
'

(3) Control building air intake supply
(4) Circuit Description

(4) Drywell sumps liquid discharge
At least two valves are provided in series

(5) Radwaste liquid discharge in each of these lines. The RHR shutdown
cooling supply valves (E11-FO12 and Ell-

(6) Off gas discharge (Pre-treated and FO13) have independent sets of interlocks
Post treated) to prevent the valves from being opened

when the primary system pressure is above
(7) Gland steam condenser off-gas discharge the subsystem design pressure or when reac-

tor water level is below Level 3. These
(8) Plant stack discharge valves also receive a signal to close when

reactor pressure is above system pressure,
(9) Turbine building vent exhaust or reactor water level is below Level 3.

An additionalinterlock is RHR equipment
(10) Standby gas treatment ventilation exhaust

(11) Radwaste building ventilation exhaust

Amendment 27 7.66
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i
jg area ambient temperature (not shown on Table

i, f 7.6-3).
a

The RHR shutdown cooling /LPFL injection] valve E11-FO47 is interlocked to prevent
valve opening whenever the reactor pressure

,

is above the subsystem design pressure, and

'. automatically closes whenever the reactor
$
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("N pressure exceeds the subsystem design pres- ESF separation divisions. The pressure and

() sure. This valve must operate for long-term level sensors are supplied from the nuclear
cooling, and has a remote testable check boiler system and are shared with other
valve, E11-F048, downstream. The check systems. There is one sensor from each of
valve position can be confirmed at any time. the four divisions, whose signal is passed

through optical isolators and then the two-
[
| (5) Logic and Sequencing out-of four voting logic (in combination

with the signals from the other three divi.
The logic for the pressure and level sensor sions). The resultant signal is used to
inputs is two-out-of-four high pressure or actuate each valve. Each division has its
low level signals for valve closure. The own isolation and two-out-of four voting
additional RHR equipment area temperature logic hardware. (See sheet 2 of RHR IBD,

I signals for the shutdown suction valves Figure 7.3-4.)
consist of a single input channel for each
valve. (10) Testability

(6) Bypasses and Interlocks Since the high pressure / low pressure inter-
lock valves are specifically designed to

There are no additional bypasses or inter- close under all conditions for normal
locks in the high pressure / low pressure reactor pressure, they cannot be tested

; interlocks themselves. during reactor operation. However, the
| sensors and logic can be tested during

(7) Redundancy and Diversity reactor operation in the same manner that
the LPFL sensors and logic are tested.

| Each process line has two valves in series Refer to Subsection 7.3.1.1.4, 3(g) for a
which are redundant in assuring the discussion of typical LPFL testing.

f) interlock. Each shutdown cooling supply and
V return valve has independent and diverse (11) EnvironmentalConsiderations

'

j interlocks to prevent the valves from being
opened under the following conditions (see The instrumentation and controls for the
Subsection 7.4.2.3.2 (4a)): high pressure / low pressure interlocks are

qualified as Class IE equipment. The
(a) reactor pressure is above the RHR system sensors are mounted on local instrument

design pressure; panels and the control circuitry is housed
in control panels in the control room.

(b) reactor water levelis below Level 3; or
(12) OperationalConsiderations

(c) RHR equipment area ambient temperature
is above setpoint. The high pressure / low pressure interlocks

are strictly automatic. There is no manual
(8) Actuated Devices bypass capability. If the operator initi-

ates the RHR system, the interlocks will
The motor-operated valves and N -operated prevent RHR system exposure to high reactor2
check valve (Ell-FO48) are the actuated pressure.
devices.

| (13) Reactor Operator Information
| (9) Separation
'

The status of each valve providing the high
Separation is maintained in the instrumen- pressure / low pressure boundary is indicated
tation portion of the high pressure / low in the control room. The state of the
pressure interlocks by assigning the signals sensors is also indicated in the control

(~] for the electrically controlled valves to room.
%)
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(14) Setpoints

O1See Chapter 16 for setpoints and margin j
i
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The piping used for the gas extraction is |'
made of stainless steel and utilizes heat J

tracing to keep the pipes dry and free of | '

moisture' condensation.

(2) Power Sources

Each CAM Subsystem is powered from
divisional 120 VAC instrument bus. The same
Class 1E divisional 120 VAC power source ,

7.6.1.5 Wetwell-to.Drywell Vaccum Breaker also supplies the heat tracing blanket used i

System - Instrumentation and Controls for the sampling lines.

This system is passive and has no electrical ,

interface. It is described in Subsection
6.2.1.1.4.1.

,

7.6.1.6 Containment Atmospheric Montoring (CAM)
.

System (3) Initiating Circuits I

!

(1) System Description Each divisional gamma radiation monitoring +

channel can be energized manually by the l i

The CAM system as shown in Figures 7.6-7 and - . operator or automatically by the LOCA sig.
7.6-8 consists of two independent but nal. For the manual mode, the gamma radia- ,

redundant Class 1E divisions (I and II), tion monitor is on continuously during plant j
which are electrically and physically sepa- operation and remains on until power is
rated. Each CAM division has the capability _ turned off by the operator. '

O of monitoring the total gamma ray dose rate
and concentration of hydrogen and oxygen In the power off mode, the channel will be |
(H /0 ) in the drywell and/or the sup- activated automatically in the presence of l

2 2
pression chamber during plant operation, and - LOCA (high drywell pressure or low reactor :

'
following a LOCA event. water level).

There are two radiation monitoring channels Each divisional H /0 m nitoring sub.
2 2per division; one for monitoring the radia- system (except for_ the two sampling pumps)'|

tion level in the drywell and the other for- is powered continuously during plant ;
monitoring the radiation level in the sup- operation. One pump is controlled by an i

pression chamber. Each monitoring channel . operator and.is used during reactor
consists of an ion chamber detector, a log operation and the'other is turned on by the
digital radiation monitor, and a re- LOCA signal to allow measurement during an
corder. Each radiation monitoring channel accident.
provides alarm indication in the_ control

.

room on high radiation levels and also if The heat tracing used in each H,/O, sam-
| the channel becomes inoperative.- ple line is temperature controlTed (b pre-

vent moisture condensation in the pipes.
| Each divisional H /0 m nit ring channel

2 2
consists of valves, pumps, and pipes used to
extract samples of the atmosphere in the
drywell or the suppression chamber and feed
the extracted air sample into an analyzer
and monitor for measurement, recording, and
for alarm' indication on high concentration

|- of gas levels.

Amendment 27 7.6-9
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| Each divisional H,,/O analyzer and (a) Each gamma radiation channel consists
monitor can selec' lively measure the of an ion chamber, a log radiation
atmosphere in the drywell or the suppression monitor, and a recorder.7Each channel
chamber. has a range of 1 to 10 R/hr. Each

channel will initaite an alarm on high
Divisions 1 & 11 LOCA signals are provided radiation level or on an inoperative
to the CAM system from the residual heat channel.
removal (RHR) system. These signals are
based on two-out-of-four logic signals for (b) Each hydrogen / oxygen monitoring |

the high drywell pressure or low reactor channel uses a sampling rack for |

water level. cxtracting the atmosphere from the |

drywell or the suppression chamber and
,

(4) Redundancy and Diversity for analyzing the contents for both j

H /0 c ncentration. The gaseous
2 2

T'ne CAM subsystems, Divisions I and II, are measurements are made by volume on a
independent and are redundant to each other. wet basis after humidity correction |

(dry basis before humidity
(5) Divisional Separation correction). Separate monitors are

provided for oxygen and hydrogen i

The two CAM subsystems are electrically and indications. |

physically separated so that no single I

analyzer rack has a ldesign basis event is capable of damaging Each H,/02
equipment in more than one CAM division. series oralarms to indicate a high 1

No single failure or test, calibration, or concentration of hydrogen and of
maintenance operation can prevent function oxygen, and to alert the operator of
of more than one division. any abnormal system parameter. Refer i

to Figure 7.6 8 for definition of I

(6) Testability and Calibration these alarms,

i

Each CAM subsystem can be tested separately (9) Control and Protective Functions
during plant operativa to determine the
operational availability of the system. The CAM system does not provide
Each CAM subsystem can be tested and control signals either to trip or to
calibrated separately, actuate other safety-related systems.

However, the CAM system utilizes
Gas calibration sources are provided to internal safeguards to affect system
check the hydrogen / oxygen sensors during operation, alert the operator of
normal plant operation and after an abnormal performance, and protect
accident. equipment from damage.

(7) Emironmental Consideration

The CAM system is qualified Seismic Category
I and is designed for operablility during
normal and post-accident environments.

(8) Operational Considerations

The following information is available to
the reactor operator:

O
'
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7.6.1.7.2 Power Source i

The instrumentation and controls of the SPTM '
system are powered by two divisionally separated ' ,

'

120 Vac buses, D; vision I and II.
.

7.6.1.7.3 Equipment Design .

The SPTM system configuration is given in .
Figure' 7.6-9 and 7.6-10. - There are six

'
temperature circumferential sensor locations as
indicated in Figure 7.6-9. These locations are '

chosen based upon the following consideration: |

(1) To reliably measure'the average bulk
.. temperature of the suppression pool under 1

normal plant operating conditions,.

(2) Each SRV is.in direct sight-of a-
temperature sensor within 9' meters, ;

!(3) The sensors are not in direct paths of jet
impingement such as horizontal vent flow
and SRV quencher discharge, and '

(4) The sensors can be located without
structural interference from the.two .

'
equipment and personnel access tunnels.

,

Each temperature sensor location has a
7.6.1.7 Suppression Pool Temperature Monitoring flexibility of .t. 5 in the aximuthal direetion f
System Instrunnentation and Control so that any interference with other equipment in |

the pool such as suction pipe lines or '!
7.6.1.7.1 System identification undesirable locations such as proximity to a i

horizontal vent may be avoided.
.

The suppression pool temperature monitoring ,

(SPTM) is provided to monitor suppression pool ._At each temperature sensor location, there are '|
temperature. Monitoring of suppression pool two groups of sensors; one group for each of two
temperature is provided so that. trends in - divisions (Division I and II) of sensors. Each ';
suppression pool temperature may be established group has four sensors located at different

,

in sufficient time for proper cooling of the elevations in the suppression pool. -At cach' ,

suppression pool water or for appropriate sensor location, the two groups of sensors are - r

operator actions of suppression pool temperature to be separated by|15 30cm in the aximuthat
control and for reactor power control based upon ' direction. The' sensor envelope in given in j
symtom based emergency operating procedures. Figure 7.6 9 and a cross'section of a typical- |

sensor location is given in Figure 7.6-10. The i
~

The SPTM system also provides information on location of the temperature sensors are chosen '
post-LOCA condition of the suppression pool. based upon the following considerations: |

The SPTM system is shown on the IED, Figure ' (1) Sensors are located away from jet paths
_

7.6-11. Control system logic is shown on IBD, from horizontal vents and SRV discharge, !

Figure 7.6-12.
i
\

,

1
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(2) Sensors are located at least 160mm away from 7.6.1.7.7 Divisional Separation i

any wall or structural member, |
The two SPTM system divisions are |

(3) Sufficient flexibility is allowed to electrically separated so that no single design <

facilitate sensor location and installation, basis event is capable of damaging equipment in i

more than one division. No single failure or
'

(4) Sensors are located to provide redundancy in test, calibration, or maintenance operation can
measuring the average bulk suppression pool prevent function of more than one division.
temperature, and i

17.6.1.7.8 Signal Processing

(5) Sufficient sensors are located to measure
the average bulk suppression pool Processing of temperature signals is
temperature under accident conditions when performed by a microprocessor for each
the pool level drops to a level where instrument division. For each of the two
complete condensation of vent flow and SRV instrument division, the temperature signals are
discharge is still assured, i.e., 610mm arithmetically averaged to yield an average bulk
above the tcp of the first row of horizontal suppression pool temperature. Provisions are
ve nts. incorporated to detect sensor failures. When

failure of a sensor is detected its output is
Electrical wiring for each sensor is subtracted from the sum of all other sensors in

terminated, for sensor replacement or the division and the number of sensors is
maintenance, in the wetwell. This termination is correspondingly reduced in computing the average
scaled for moisture protection from condensation temperature. In addition, the narrow range
or wetwell sprays. Division I and 11 sensors are suppression pool water level signal from the
wired through Division I and 11 electrical atmospheric control system is used to detect
penetrations, respectively. Division I and 11 uncovery of the first set of sensors below the
sensor signals are wired to the remote shutdown pool surface. After sensor installation, the
system and then multiplexed to the main control elevation for each sensor is to be established
room via the respective Division I and 11 with respect to a common reference elevation.
essential multiplexers. When the suppression pool water level drops

below the elevation of a particular sensor, that
7.6.1.7.4 Logic and Sequencing sensor signal is not used in computing the

average. The wide range level signal from the
No control logic or external sequencing is atmospheric control system is utilized for this

performed by the SPTM system except for internal purpose for the remaining sensors,
sequencing performed by the microprocessor for
system operation. 7.6.1.7.9 Output Signals

7.6.1.7.5 liypasses and Interlocks For each division of the SPTM system, each
temperature sensor output and the average bulk

The SPTM system has no bypasses and suppression pool temperature can be individually
interlocks. A division of sensors can by addressable for display. These signals can also
bypassed to allow maintenance, be selectable and provided for continuous

recording. The recording device need not be a
7.6.1.7.6 Control Action Class IE device. Failed temperature sensors or

uncovered temperature sensors are identified and
The SPTM system provides measurement, annunciated. For such alarms, provisions are

indication, recording, and initiates alarms in incorporated such that their annunciators will
the main control room and in the remote shutdown clear after they are acknowledged by the
panel. operator.

O
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7.6.2 ANALYSIS (2) Power range neutron monitors (PRNM)g
7.6.2.1 Neutron Monitoring System - The PRNM subsystem provides information for
Instrumentation and Controls monitoring the average power level of the !

reactor core and for monitoring the local j
The analysis for the trip inputs from the neu- power level when the reactor power is in the i

tron monitoring system (NMS) to the reactor pro- power range (above approximately 15% )
tection (trip) system (RPS) are discussed in power). It mainly consists of the LPRM and |

Subsection 7.2.2. the APRM subsystems. '

The automatic traversing in-core probe (ATIP) (a) LPRM subsystem: The LPRM is designed to
is a nonsafety-related subsystem of the NMS and provide a sufficient number of LPRM |

Iis analyzed along with the other nonsafety sub- signals to the APRM system such that the
systems in Section 7.7.2, safety design basis for the APRM is

satisfied. The LPRM itself has no
This analysis section covers only the safety- safety design basis. However, it is

related subsystems of the neutron monitoring sys- qualified as a safety-related system.
tem (NMS). These include the following:

(b) APRM subsystem: The APRM is capable of
(1) Startup range neutron monitor subsystem generating a trip signal to scram the

(SRNM) reactor in response to excessive and
unacceptable neutron flux increase, in

(2) Power range neutron monitor subsystem (PRNM) time to prevent fuel damage. Such a
which includes: trip signal also includes a trip from

the simulated thermal power signal which
(a) Local power range monitor subsystem is a properly delayed signal from the

n (LPRM), and APRM signal. It also includes a trip i
IV from a core flow based algorithim which

(b) Average power range monitor subsystem will issue a trip if the core flow

(APRM) suddenly decreases too fast, called the
Core Flow Rapid Coastdown trip. All

7.6.2.1.1 General Functional Requirements scram function is assured so long as the
Conformance minimum LPRM input requirement to the

APRM is satisfied. If such an input
(1) Startup range neutron monitors (SRNM) requirement cannot be met, a trip signal

shall also be generated. The indepen-
The SRNM subsystem is designed as a safety- dence and redundancy requirements are
related system that will generate a scram incorporated into the design and are
trip signal to prevent fuel damage in the consistent with the safety design basis
event of any abnormal reactivity insertion of the RPS.
transients while operating in the startup
power range. This trip signal is generated 7.6.2.1.2 Specific Regulatory Requirements
by either an excessively high neutron flux Conformance
level, or too fast a neutron flux increase
rate, i.e., reactor period. The setpoints of Table 7.1-2 identifies the neutron monitoring
these trips are such that under worst reac- system (NMS) and the associated codes and stan-
tivity insertion transients, fuel integrity dards applied in accordance with the Standard
is always protected. The independence and Review Plan. The following analysis lists the
redundancy requirements are incorporated into applicable criteria in order of the listing on
the design of the SRNM and are consistent the table, and discusses the degree of confor-
with the safety design bases of the reactor mance for each. Any exceptions or clarifica-
protection system (RPS). tions are so noted.

V
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(1) 10CFR50.55a (IEEE 279): as applicable. The GDCs are generi-
cally addressed in Subsection 3.1.2.

The safety-related subsystems of the neutron
monitoring system consist of four divisions (3) Regulatory Guides (RGs):
which correspond and interface with those of
the reactor protection system (RPS). This in- In accordance with the Standard Review Plan
dependence and redundancy assure that no sin- for Section 7.6, and with Table 7.1-2, the
gle failure will interfere with the system following RGs are addressed for the NMS:
operation.

(a) RG 1.22 - Periodic Testing of Protec-
| The 10 SRNM channels are divided into four tion System Actuation Functions

divisions and independently assigned to three
bypass groups such that up to three SRNM (b) RG 1,47 - Bypassed and Inoperable
channels are allowed to be bypassed at any Status Indication for Nuclear Power
time while still providing the required Plant Safety Systems
monitoring and protection capability.

(c) RG 1.53 - Application of the Single-
There are 52 LPRM assemblics evenly distri- Failure Criterion to Nuclear Power
buted in the core. There are four LPRM de- Protection Systems
tectors on each assembly, evenly distributed
from near the bottom of the fuel region to (d) RG 1.75 - Physical Independence of
near the top of the fuel region (Figure 7.6 Electric Systems
3). A total of 208 detectors are dividied
and assigned to four divisions for the four (c) RG 1.97 - Instrumentation During and
APRMs. Any single LPRM detector is only Following an Accident
assigned to one APRM division. Electrical
wiring and physical separation of the divi- (f) RG 1.105 - Instrument Serpoints for
sion is optimized to satisfy the safety-re- Safety-Related Systems
lated system requirement. With the four di-
visions, redundancy criteria are met since a (g) RG 1.118 - Periodic Testing of Elec-
scram signal can still be initiated with a tric Power and Protection Systems
postulated single failure under allowed APRM
bypass conditions. The NMS conforms with all the above-listed

RGs assuming the same interpretations and
All components used for the safety-related clarifications identified in Subsections
functions are qualified for the environments 7.2.2.2.1(7), 7.3.2.1.2 and 7.1.2.10.
in which they are located (Sections 3.10 and
3.11). (4) Branch Technical Positions (BTPs):

All applicable requirements of IEEE 279 are In accordance with the Standard Review Plan
met with the NMS. for Section 7.6, and with Table 7.12, only

BTPs 21 and 22 are considered applicable
(2) General Design Criteria (GDC): for the NMS. They are addressed as

follows:
In accordance with the Standard Review Plan
for Section 7.6, and with Table 7.1-2, the (a) BTP ICSB 21 - Guidance for Applica-
following GDCs are addressed for the NMS: tion of Regulatory Guide 1.47:

(a) Cnteria: GDCs 2,4,10,13,19, and 28. The ABWR design is a single unit. Therefore,
item B-2 of the BTP is not applicable. Other-

(b) Conformance: The NMS is in compliance wise, the NMS is in full compliance with this ,

9|with these GDCs, in part, or as a whole, BTP.

|
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(b) BTP ICSB 22 - Guidance for Application Each safety related PRM subsystem, except i

O of Regulatory Guide 1.22: The NMS is for the drywell sump discharge radiation |
V continuously operating during reactor monitor, utilize four redundant divisional I

operation. The accuracy of the sensors channels in a two out-of four voting logic
can be verified by cross comparison of to initiate the protective action. This |

the various channels within the four redundancy satisfies the single failure I
redundant divisions. The bypass of any criteria such that a failure of a single l

RPS division will cause the two out- element will not interfere with the system !
of-four trip voting logic to revert to to perform its intended safety function.
two-out-of-three. Therefore, the NMS The drywell sump discharge radiation !

fully meets this BTP. monitor consists of one channel per drywell |
sump, and is used to terminate the transfer |

(5) TMI Action Plan Requirementa (TMI): of the liquid waste to the radwaste
building when high radiation level is

In accordance with the Standard Review Plan detected in the discharged liquid waste.
for Section 7.6, and with Table 7.1-2, there Failure of this channel to isolate the
are no TMI action plan requirements drain line is not considered detrimental to
applicable to the NMS. However, all TMI plant safety or operation. Failure of the
requirements are addressed in Appendix 1A. radiation channel will be indicated by the

monitor and the operator will be alerted in
7.6.2.2 Process Radiation Monitoring System - time to take corrective action.
Instrumentation and Controls

All components used for the safety-related
This analysis section covers only the safety- functions are qualified for the environ-

related subsystems of the process radiation moni- ments in which they are located (refer to
toring (PRM) system as identified in Subsection Sections 3.10 and 3.11).
7.6.1.2.

7.6.2.2.1 General Fupctional Requirements Electrical separation is maintained between
Conformance the redundant divisions. All applicable

requirements of IEEE 279 are met by the
The process radiation monitoring (PRM) system safety related subsystem of the process

samples and/or monitors the radioactivity levels radiation monitoring system.
in process and effluent streams, initiates
protective actions to prevent further release of (2) General Design Criteria (GDC):
radioactive material to the environment, and
activates alarms in the control room to alert In accordance with the Standard Review Plan
operating personnel to the high radiation for Section 7.6, and with Table 7.12, the
activity, following GDCs are addressed for the PRM: |

7.6.2.2.2 Specific Regulatory Requirements (a) Criteria: G DCs 2, 4,13,16,19, 20, j

Conformance 21, 22, 23, 24, and 28. 1

Table 7.1-2 identifies the process radiation (b) Conformance: The safety related PRM
monitoring system and the associated codes and subsystems are is in compliance with
standards applied in accordance with the Standard these GDCs, in part, or as a whole, as
Review Plan. The following analysis lists the applicable. The GDCs are generically
applicable criteria in order of the listing on addressed in Subsection 3.1.2. |

the table, and discusses the degree of confor-
mance for each. Any exceptions or clarifications (3) Regulatory Guides (RGs):
are so noted.

In accordance with the Standard Review Plan

n (1) 10CFR50.55a (IEEE 279):

N
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for Section 7.6, and with Table 7.12, the (b) BTP ICSB 22 Guidance for Applica-
following RGs are addressed for the PRM tion of Regulatory Guide 1.22: The

i

! safety related subsystems: PRM monitors are continuously opera- 1
'

ting and are self tested duringi

(a) RG 1.22 Periodic Testing of Protec- reactor operation. Self-test is i

tion System Actuation Functions continuous and detected faults are \
indicated and/or annunciated.

'

,

j (b) RG 1.47 Bypassed and Inoperable Sta-
,

tus Indication for Nuclear Power Plant (5) TMI Action Plan Requirements (TMI):
|

| Safety Systems
In accordance with the Standard Review Plan |

|
| (c) RG 1.53 - Application of the Single- for Section 7.6, and with Table 7.12, only I

! Failure Criterion to Nuclear Power Pro- TML ll.F.3 Instrumentation for Monitor-
tection Systems ing Accident Conditions (RG 1.97) is

considered applicable for the PRM system.

(d) RG 1.62 - Manualinitiation of
Protective Actions This and all other TMl action plan require-

ments are addressed in Appendix 1A. A
(e) RG 1.75 - Physical Independence of generic assessment of Regulatory Guide 1.97

Electric Systems is presented in Section 7.5.

(f) RG 1.97 - Instrumentation for Light- 7.6.23 High Pressure / Low Pressure Systems
Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to Interlock Function
Assess Plant and Environs Conditions
During and Following an Accident The ABWR has only one low pressure system,

the RHR, which interfaces with the reactor
|

I (g) RG 1.105 - Instrument Serpoints for pressure boundary and requires high pressure / low
-

Safety-Related Systems pressure interlock protection. However, the RHR
has several modes of operation which are

(h) RG 1.118 - Periodic Testing of Electric addressed in other sections of this SAR.
Power and Protection Systems

7.6.2.3.1 General Functional Requirements
The PRM safety-related subsystems conforms Confonnance
with all the above-listed RGs assuming the
same interpretations and clarifications The high pressure / low pressure interlocks
identified in Subsections 7.3.2.1.2 and provide an interface between the low pressure

| 7.1.2.10. A generic assessment of RHR system and reactor pressure. When reactor
| Regulatory Guide 1.97 is provided in Section pressure is low enough to not be harmful to the i

|
! 7.5. low pressure system, the valves open and expose
| the low pressure system to reactor pressure.

(4) Branch Technical Positions (BTPs): The interlocks are automatic and the operator is

|
given indication of their status. ,

I
j In accordance with the Standard Review Plan
j for Section 7.6, and with Table 7.12, only Each high pressure / low pressure interface

|
BTPs 21 and 22 are considered applicable for consists of two valves in series; one inside and

i the RBVSRM. They are addressed as follows: one outside the drywell wall. The injection
lines are used for both the low pressure flooder

(a) BTP ICSB 21 - Guidance for Applica- mode (LPFL), and the shutdown cooling mode. The

| tion of Regulatory Guide 1.47: The isolation valves on these lines consist of a
ABWR design is a single unit. There- motor operated valve in series with a check

| fore, item B-2 of the BTP is not valve. The suction lines have motor operated
| applicable. Otherwise, the PRM system valves on both inboard and outboard sides.

is in full compliance with this BTP.

O'
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:

fa Redundancy is integrated into the design by (a) RG 1.22 - Periodic Testing of Protec- !

(j placing the inboard and outboard shutdown cooling rion System Actuation Punctions
suction valves on different electrical power
divisions for each RHR loop. A diversity of (b) RG 1.47 - Bypassed and Inoperable !

signals (high reactor pressure or low reactor Status Indication for Nuclear Power
water level) is used to actuate closure of the Plant Safety Systems
two motor-operated suction valves. This is
further described in 4(a) of Subsection (c) RG 1.53 - Application of the Single-
7.4.2.3.2. Failure Criterion to Nuclear Power ;

Protection Systems |

7.6.2.3.2 Specific Regulatory Requirements
Conformance (d) RG 1.62 -ManualInitiation of

Protective Actions

Table 7.1-2 identifies the HP/LP interlocks
and the associated codes and standards applied in (e) RG 1.75 - Physical Independence of
accordance with the Standard Review Plan. The Electric Systems
following analysis lists the applicable criteria
in order of the listing on the table, and (f) RG 1.105 - Instrument Serpoints for
discusses the degree of conformance for each. Safety-Related Systems
Any exceptions or clarifications are so noted.

(g) RG 1.118 - Periodic Testing of

(1) 10CFR50.55a (IEEE 279): Electric Power and Protection Systems

The HP/LP interlocks are an integral part of The HP/LP interlocks are designed to assure
the RHR which is designed to meet the the HP/LP isolation valves close when reac-
requirements of IEEE 279 as discussed in tor pressure exceeds the design pressure7

t, Subsections 7.4.2.3.2 and 7.3.2.1.2. for the low pressure RHR system. Since,

this function is deliberately designed so%

(2) General Design Criteria (GDC): that it cannot be bypassed, it is not pos-
sible to test these interlocks nor the as-

In accordance with the Standard Review Plan sociated valves during the higher pressure
for Section 7.6, and with Table 7.1-2, the conditions of the normally operating reac-
following GDCs are addressed for the HP/LP tor. However, they can be routinely tested
interlocks: when the reactor is shut down.

|(a) Criteria: G DCs 2, 4,10,13,15,19, Otherwise, the interlocks are designed to 1
33, and 44. meet the same requirements as the RHR which I

are addressed in Subsections 7.3.2.1.2 and
(b) Conformance: The HP/LP interlocks are 7.4.2.3.2. ,

Iin compliance with these GDCs,in part,
or as a whole, as applicable. The GDCs (4) Branch Technical Positions (BTPs):
are generically addressed in Subsection
3.1.2. In accordance with the Standard Review Plan

for Section 7.6, and with Table 7.1-2, the i

(3) Regulatory Guides (RGs): following BTPs are considered applicable to
the HP/LP interlocks:

In accordance with the Standard Review Plan
for Section 7.6, and with Table 7.1-2, the (a) BTP ICSB 3 - Isolation of Low Pres-
following RGs are addressed for the HP/LP sure Systems from the High Pressure
interlocks: Reactor Coolant System

O)
b
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(b) BTP ICSB 21 - Guidance for Application
of Regulatory Guide 1.47

(c) BTP ICSB 22 - Guidancefor Application
of Regulatory Guide 1.22

,

These BTPs are addressed with respect to the
! HP/LP interlocks in Subsection 7.4.2.3.2
'

(4).

(5) TMI Action Plan Requirements (TMI):

In accordance with the Standard Review Plan
,

! for Section 7.6, and with Table 7.1-2, there
are no TMI action plan requirements applic-

| able to the HP/LP interlocks. However, all
j TMI requirements are addressed in Appendix
i 1A.

~7.6.2A Deleted

|
|

{

|

|

O

l

i

I

I

i
i
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|

|

|

I
r

| 0
'
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fications are so noted.
n ;

{N,s} (1) 10CFR50.55a (IEEE 279): |
,

,

The containment atmosphere monitoring sys- |

tem (CAMS) consists of two divisions which |
are redundantly designed so that failure of

~

any single element will not interfere with
the system operation. Electrical separa- ;

tion is maintained between the redundant i

divisions.

All components used for the safety.related
,

functions are qualified for the environ- i

ments in which they are located (Sections
3.10 and 3.11).

The system can be actuated manually by the
operator, or it is automatically initiated
by a LOCA signal (high drywell pressure or
low reactor water level).

7.6.23 Wetwell-to-Drywell Vacuum Baraker The CAMS does not actuate nor interface with
System Instrumentation and Controls the actuation of any other safety- related

system. Therefore, any portions of IEEE 279
This system is passive and has no electrical which pertain to such interfaces are not ap-

interface. It is described in Subsection plicable. All other applicable requirements
O 6.2.1.1.4.1. of IEEE 279 are met with the CAMS system.
G

7.6.2.6 Containment AtmosphericMonitoring (2) General Design Criteria (GDC):
System -Instrumentation and Controls

In accordance with the Standard Review Plan
| 7.6.2.6.1 General Functional Requirements for Section 7.6, and with Table 7.1-2, the

Conformance following GDCs are addressed for the CAMS:

The containment atmospheric monitoring system (a) Criteria: GDCs 2, 4,13,16,19, and
(CAMS) provides normal plant operation and post- 41.
accident monitoring for gross gamma radiation and
hydrogen / oxygen concentration levels in both the (b) Conformance: With regard to GDC 41,
drywell and suppression chamber. Main control the CAMS is not designed to control or
room display and annunciation indicate the gamma clean up the containment atmosphere.
and hydrogen / oxygen levels to the plant person. It merely monitors such, and indicates
nel, levels and initiates alarms on high

levels. The standby gas treatment
7.6.2.6.2 Specific Regulatory Requirements system (SGTS) controls fission pro- l
Conformance ducts sufficient for the inerted con- ;

tainment (see Subsection 7.3.1.5 and i
Table 7.1-2 identifies the containment atmos- 7.3.2.5). ,

phere monitoring system (CAMS) and the associated !
codes and standards applied in accordance with Conformance with the above listed GDCs
the Standard Review Plan. The following analysis is met as a whole, or in part, as i

lists the applicable :riteria in order of the applicable. All GDCs are generically
listing on the table, and discusses the degree of addressed in Subsection 3.1.2.

(n) conformance for each. Any exceptions or clari-
%
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(3) Regulatory Guides (RGs): cable. Otherwise, the CAMS is in full
compliance with this BTP.

In accordance with the Standard Review Plan
for Section 7.6, and with Table 7.1-2, the (b) BTP ICSB 22 - Guidance for Applica-
following RGs are addressed for CAMS: tion of Regulatory Guide 1.22: CAMS

performs no actuation functions.
(a) RG 1.22 - Periodic Testing ofProtec- Therefore, this BTP is not applicable

tion System Actuation Functions to CAMS.

(b) RG 1.47 - Bypassed and Inoperable Sta- (5) TML Action Plan Requirements (TMI):
tus Indication for Nuclear Power Plant
Safety Systems In accordance with the Standard Review Plan

for Section 7.6, and with Table 7.1-2, the
(c) RG 1.53 - Application of the Single-- following TMI action plan requirements are

Failure Criterion to Nuclear Power addressed for the CAMS:
Protection Systems

(a) TMI II.F.1 - Accident Monitoring in.
(d) RG 1.75 - Physical Independence of strumentation Positions

Electric Systems
(b) TMI II.F.3 - Monitoring Accident Con-

(c) RG 1.97 - Instrumentation for Light- ditions (RG 1.97) |
Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to
Assess Plant and Environs Conditions The CAMS provides safety-related instrumen.
During and Following an Accident tation for use during and after LOCA events

and is in compliance with RG 1.97. These
(f) RG 1.105 - Instrument Serpoints for TMIs are addressed generically in Appendix

Safety-Related Systems 1A. An assessment of Regulatory Guide 1.97
is also presented in Section 7.5.

(g) RG 1.118 - Periodic Testing of Electric
Power and Protection Systems

Regulatory Guide 1.22 is not applicable to
the CAMS because the CAMS does not actuate
or provide controls to any protective
system. The CAMS is in conformance with all
other RGs listed, assuming the same
interpretations and clarifications
identified in Subsections 7.3.2.1.2 and
7.1.2.10. A generic assessment of Regula-
tory Guide 1.97 is provided in Section 7.5.

(4) Branch Technical Positions (BTPs):
,

In accordance with the Standard Review Plan
for Section 7.6, and with Table 7.1-2, only
BTPs 21 and 22 are addressed for CAMS as
follows:

(a) BTP ICSB 21 - Guidance for Applica-
tion of Regulatory Guide 1.47: The
ABWR design is a single unit. There-
fore, item B-2 of the BTP is not appli-

O
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TABLE 7.6-1Ob SRNM TRIP FUNCTION SUMMARY .

Trin Function Trin Setpoint (Nomlaal) Action
SRNM Upscale Flux Trip 45% power (Note 1) Scram (bypassed in RUN)

SRNM Upscale Flux Alarm 35% power (Note 2) Rod Block
(bypassed in RUN)

SRNM Short Period Trip 11 second Scram (Note 3) |
(bypassed in RUN & REFUEL)
(no scram function in
counting range)

.

SRNM Short Period Alarm 21 second Rod Block
(bypassed in RUN)

SRNM Period Withdrawal 56 second Warning (Note 4) (bypassed
Permissive in RUN)

'

SRNM Inop Module interlock Scram & Rod block ,

disconnect (bypassed in RUN)
HV voltage low
Electronics Criteria
Failure

SRNM Downscale 3 cps Rod Block

SRNM ATWS Permissive 6% All modes (Note 5)

SRNM Noncoincidence SE+5 cps Scram
Upscale Flux Trip (activated by manual switch

in RPS)

SRNM Noncoidcidence 1E+5 cps Rod Block
Upscale Flux Alarm (activated by manual switch

in RPS)

Notes:

1. This scram setpoint is functionally equivalent to the upscale scram on the last
range of BWR/S IRM, at the 120/125 level.

2. This rod block setpoint is functionally equivalent to the upscale rod block on the |
last range of BWR/5 IRM, at the 108/125 level.

Scram action only active in MSV range, which is defined as above 1 x 10^% power3.

4. This will cause rod block in automated operation mode, will cause warning in manual
mode.

t] 5. All SRNM channels within each division have to indicate a power level below the
V setpoint in order to remove the permissive.

Amendment 27 7.6-21
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TABLE 7.6-2

APRM TRIP FUNCTION SUMMARY

Trin Function Trin Setnoint (Nominal) Action

APRM Upscale Flux Trip 118% power Scram (onlyin RUN)
13% power Scram (not in RUN)

APRM Upscale Flux Alarm Flow biased Rod Block (onlyin RUN)
10% power Rod Block (not in RUN) |

APRM Upscale ThermalTrip Flow biased Scram

APRM Inoperative LPRM input too few Scram & Rod Block
Module interlocks
disconnect
Electronics Critical
Failure

APRM Downscale 5% Rod Block
(onlyin RUN)

Core Flow Rapid Coastdown fixed (Note 1) Scram

(Note l) (bypassed with thermal
power < 77%)

Core Flow Upscale Alarm 120% (flow) Rod Block (onlyin RUN)

Notes:

1. The trip signal is based on a flow-dependent equation. If the flow decreases too
fast, the trip signal will reach the fixed trip setpoint and initiate scram. The
thermal power signal is only used as a criteria to determine scram bypass
condition.

|
,

l

!

| '

|

l,

t

I
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Table 7.6-5

'' REACTOR OPERATOR INFORMATION FOR NMS

(1) The NMS provides for the activations of the fo!!owing annunciations at the main control panel.

(a) SRNM neutron flux upscale reactor trip
(b) SRNM neutron flux upscale rod block

,

(c) SRNM neutron flux downscale rod block
(d) SRNM short period reactor trip
(c) SRNM short period rod block
(f) SRNM inoperative reactor trip
(g) SRNM period withdrawal permissive alarm
(h) APRM neutron flux upscale reactor trip
(i) APRM simulated thermal power reactor trip
(j) APRM neutron flux upscale rod block
(k) APRM neutron flux downscale rod block
(1) Reference APRM downscale rod block
(m) APRM system inoperative reactor trip
(n) Core flow rapid coastdown reactor trip
(o) APRM core flow upscale rod block
(p) Core flowinoperative alarm
(q) LPRM neutron flux upscale alarm ,

1

(r) LPRM neutron flux downscale alarm I

(s) ATIP automatic control system (ACS) inoperative
(t) ATIP indexer inoperative

G (u) ATIP control function inoperative

h (v) ATIP valve controf monitor function inoperative
-

(w) MRBM upscale rod block
(x) MRBM downscale rod block

j

(y) MRBM inoperative rod block
(z) Core flow abnormal

(2) The NMS provides status information on the dedicated NMS operator interface on the main
control panel as follows:

(a) APRM power level
(b) Srnm power level

(3) The dedicated operator interface of the NMS provides logic and operator controls, so that the
operator can perform the following functions at the main control panel:

(a) APRM channel bypass |
(b) SRNM channelbypass j

(c) MRBM main channelbypass
(d) MRBM rod block logic test
(c) MRBM upscale rod block setpoint setup to intermediate / normal

!

%
7.6-23.1
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Table 7.6-5

| REACTOR OPERATOR INFORMATION FOR NMS (Continued)

! (4) Certain NMS - related information, available on the main control panel,is implemented in
software which is independent of the process computer. This information is listed below.

(a) SRNM reactor period
! (b) SRNM count rate

| (c) APRM bypass status
' (d) APRM neutron flux upscale trip / inoperative status

(e) APRM neutron flux upscale rod block status
i (f) APRM neutron flux downscale rod block status
| (g) APRM core flow upscale rod block status

(b) APRM core flow rapid coastdown status
(i) APRM core flow rapid coastdown bypass status
(j) MRBM main channel bypass status
(k) MRBM main channel upscale rod block status
(1) MRBM main channel downscale rod block status
(m) MRBM main channelinoperative rod block status

(n) MRBM main channel core flow abnormal rod block status

(5) CRT displays, which are part of the performance monitoring and control system, provide
certain NMS-related displays and controls on the main control panel which are listed below:

(a) SRNM upscale trip / inoperative status
(b) SRNM reactor period trip status
(c) SRNM upscale rod block status
(d) SRNM reactor period rod block status
(e) SRNM downscale rod block status
(f) SRNM bypass status
(g) SRNM period historical record
(h) SRNM count rate historical record
(i) SRNM period-based permissive
(j) LPRM string selected for status readingsi

f (k) LPRM neutron flux level (Designated group of LPRMs displayed upon selection of certain
l single rod or gang of control rods)

(1) LPRM bypass status
(m) LPRM neutron flux downscale alarm status
(n) LPRM neutron flux upscale alarm status
(o) Number bypassed LPRMs and APRM channel
(p) APRM simulated thermal power reactor trip status
(q) APRM core flow
(r) Core flow historical record
(s) APRM neutron flux
(t) APRM simulated thermal power trip setpoint
(u) APRM simulated thermal power
(v) APRM simulated thermal power record
(w) Reference APRM downseale rod block status (One for each MRBM main channel)
(x) MRBM main channel block level status
(y) MRBM main channel upscale (normal) rod block setpoint
(z) MRBM main channel upscale (intermediate) rod block setpoint

O
7 4-23.2
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: Table 7.6-5r
O) REACTOR OPERATOR INFORMATION FOR NMS (Continued),

>

'

(aa) MRBM main channel upscale (low) rod block setpoint
(ab) MRBM main channel upscale (normal) rod block setpoint historical record .

(ac) MRBM main channel upscale (intermediate) rod block setpoint historical record

I (ad) MRBM main channel upscale (low) rod block setpoint historical record
(ae) MRBM subchannelinoperative status

{ (af) MRBM subchannel upscale rod block status
~

(ag) MRBM subchannel downscale rod block status

(ah) MRBM subchannel intermediate level transfer rate
(ai) MRBM subchannel normal leve1 transfer rate
(aj) MRBM subchannel reading

4

; (ak) MRBM subchannel reading historical record
j (al) MRBM subchannel setup permissive

(am) MRBM gain adjustment failed
(an) No rod selected (MRBM)
(ao) Peripheral rod selected (MRBM)

ACRONYMS |
|

NMS - Neutron Monitoring System |
SRNM - Startup Range Neutron Monitor ;

APRM - Average Power Range Monitor !

- LPRM - Local Power Range Monitor
ATIP - Automatic Traversing In-Core Probey
MREM - Multi-channel Rod Block Monitor
CRT - Cathode Ray Tube

O
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7.7 CONTROL SYSTEMS NOT only the nonsafety-related sensors forp) REQUIRED FOR SAFETY those systems are described in thisi,
" subsection.

7.7.1 Description ,,

I
'

(1) System Identification
This subsection provides discussion (or

provides references to other chapter discussions) The purpose of the nuclear boiler system
for instrumentation and controls of systems which instrumentation is to monitor and provide

| are not essential for the safety of the plant, control input for operation variables |
; and permits an understanding of the way the during plant operation.
| reactor and important subsystems are controlled,

and why failure of these systems does not impair The nonsafety-related instruments and
| safety functions. The systems include the systems are used to provide the operator

following: with information during normal plant
operation, or provide control input for

e Nuclear boiler system - reactor vessel nonsafety-related functions.|
instrumentation,

(2) Classification|

Rod control and information system,e

[ The systems and instruments discussed in
Recirculation flow control system, this subsection are designed to operatee ,

under normal and peak operating conditions j

| e Feedwater control system, of system pressures and ambient pressures |
and temperatures and are classified as non- i

'

e Process computer system, safety-related. However, mechanical inter-
face of nonsafety-related instruments with

e Neutron monitoring system - ATIP safety-related instrument piping is either

(]/f'
subsystem, classified as essential passive to avoid

compromise of the Class 1E sensing capabi-
e Fire protection system (Chapter 9), lity (e.g., a pressure-containing body of a j

non-1E transmitter on a Class 1 instrument |

Drywell cooling system (Chapter 9), line is classified as essential passive ande
is environmentally qualified), or redundant

e lastrument air systems (Chapter 9), sensing lines (four total) are provided
with 2/4 safety system logic to show com-

Makeup water system (Chapter 9), pliance with USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.151.e

Atmospheric control system (Chapter 9), (3) Power Sourcese
and

The nonsafety-related instruments discussed
e Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System in this subsection are powered from the

(Chapter 9). non-Class 1E instrument buses.

7.7.1.1 Nuclear Boller System - Reactor Vessel (4) Equipment Design
Instrumentation

For instruments which are located below the
Figure 5.1-3 (Nuclear Boiler System P&ID) process tap, the sensing lines will slope

shows the instrument numbers, arrangements of the downward from the process tap to the
sensors, and sensing equipment used to monitor instrument, so that air traps are not
the reactor vessel conditions. The NBS interlock formed.
block diagram (IBD) is found in Figure 7.3-2.
Because the nuclear boiler system sensors used Where it is impractical to locate the in-

(,,) for safety-related systems, engineered safe- struments below the process tap, the
guards, and control systems are described and sensing lines descend below the processv
evaluated in other portions of this document,
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connection before sloping upward to a high4

!

point vent located at an accessible loca. -|,

tion. )
i ,
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}
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The purpose of this is to permit venting of (b) Narrow Water Level Range |g
! noncondensable gases from the sensing line |I

O Iduring calibration procedures. This range uses the RPV taps at the el-
evation near the top of the steam out-

(5) Reactor Vessel Temperature let nozzle and the taps at an elevation
near the bottom of the dryer skirt.

The reactor pressure vessel (RPV) coolant The zero of the instrument is at the ,

temperatures are determined by measuring top of the active fuel and the in- |
'

saturation pressure (which gives saturation struments are calibrated to be accurate
temperature), outlet flow temperature to the at the normal operating point. The wa-
reactor water cleanup unit (RWCU), and ter level measurement design is the con-
bottom head drain temperature. Reactor densate reference chamber type and uses

| vessel outside surface temperatures are differential pressure devices as its
measured at the head flange and bottom head primary elements. The feedwater
locations. Temperatures needed for control system uses this range for its
operation and for compliance with the water level control and indication
technical specification operating limits are inputs. For more information on the
obtained from these measurements. During f ee dwat e r con t r 01 syste m, se e
normal operation, either reactor steam S u b s e ctio n 7.7.1.4.
saturation temperature and/or the inlet
temperatures of the reactor coolant to the (c) Wide Water Level Range
RWCU and the RPV bottom drain can be used to
determine the vessel temperature. This range uses the RPV safety-related

taps at the elevation near the top of
(6) Reactor Vessel Water Level the steam outlet nozzle and the taps at

an elevation below the top of the ac.
Figure 7.7-1 shows the water level range and tive fuel. The zero of the instrument

(O') the vessel penetration for each water level is the top of the active fuel and the
range. The instruments that sense the water instruments are calibrated to be accu-
level are strictly differential pressure de- rate at the normal power operating
vices calibrated for a specific vessel pres- point. The water level measurement
sure (and corresponding liquid temperature) design is the condensate reference type
conditions. The following is a description and uses differential pressure devices
of each water level range shown on Figure as its primary elements.
7.7-1.

(d) Fuel Zone Water Level Range
(a) Shutdown Water Level Range

This range uses the RPV taps at the el-
This range is used to monitor the reac- evation near the top of the steam out-
tor water level during the shutdown con- let nozzle and the taps below the top
dition when the reactor system is flood- of the active fuel (above the pump
ed for maintenance and head removal. deck). The zero of the instrument is

| The water level measurement design is the top of the active fuel and the '

the condensate reference chamber leg instruments are cylibrated to be
type. The temperature and pressure con- accurate at 0 kg/cm g and saturated |
dition that js used for ti e calibration condition. The water level measurementb

( is 0 kg/cm g and 48.9 C water in design is the condensate reference type
the vessel. The two vessel instrument and uses differential pressure devices
penetrations elevations used for this as its primary element.
water level measurement are located at
the top of the RPV head and the (c) Reactor Well Water Level Range
instrument tap just below the bottom of

(] the dryer skirt. This range uses the RPV tap below the
V top of the active fuel. The zero of

Amendment 27 7.7-2
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the instrument is the top of the active
fuel. The temperature and pressure
condition that is used for the calibra-
tion is 0 kg/cm g and 48.9 C water
in the vessel. The water level measure-
ment design is the pressure device which
measures static water pressure inside
vessel and converts to a water level
indication. This range is used to

monitor the reactor water level when the
reactor vessel head is removed and the
reactor system is flooded during the
refueling outage.

,

The condensate reference chamber for the
narrow range, wide range, and fuel zone
water level range is common as discussed:

in Section 73.

O

.

O
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'oi Reactor water level instrumentation that (b) Pressure transmitters and trip actua-
initiates safety systems and engineered tors used for RCIC and LPFL are
safeguards systems is discussed in discussed in Subsection 7.3.1.1.
Subsections 7.2.1 and 7.3.1. Reactor
water level instrumentation that is used (c) Pressure transmitters and recorders
as part of the feedwater control system used for feedwater control are discus-
is discussed in Subsection 7.7.1.4. sed in Subsection 7.7.1.4.

(7) Reactor Core Hydraulics (d) Pressure transmitters that are used for
pressure recording are discussed in

A differential pressure transmitter indi- Section 7.5.
cates core plate pressure drop by measuring
the core inlet plenum and the space just (9) Pressure between the inner and outer reac-
above the core support assembly. The in- tor vessel head seal ring is sensed by a
strument sensing line used to determine the pressure transmitter. If the inner seal
pressure below the core support assembly fails, the pressure at the pressure
attaches to the same reactor vessel tap that transmitter is the vessel pressure and the
is used for the injection of the liquid from associated trip actuator will trip and
the standby liquid control system. An actuate an alarm. The plant will continue
instrument sensing line is provided for to operate with the outer seal as a backup,
measuring pressure above the core support and the inner seal can be repaired at the
assembly. The differential pressure of the next outage when the head is removed. If I

core plate is indicated locally and recorded both the inner and outer head seals fail,
in the main control room. the leak will be detected by an increase in

drywell temperature and pressure.
Another differential pressure device I

O) indicates the reactor internal pump (10) Safety / Relief Valve Scal teak Detection I

developed head by measuring the pressure
i

difference between the pressure above and Thermocouples are located in the discharge i

below the pump deck. exhaust pipe of the safety / relief valve.
The temperature signal goes to a multipoint

(8) Reactor Vessel Pressure recorder with an alarm and will be activat-
ed by any temperature in excess of a set

Pressure indicators and transmitters detect temperature signaling that one of the safe-
reactor vessel internal pressure from the ty/ relief valve seats has started to leak.
same instrument lines used for measuring
reactor vessel water level. (11) Other Instruments

The following list shows the subsection in The feedwater temperature is measured and
which the reactor vessel pressure measuring transmitted to the main con:m! 4oom.
instruments are discussed.

The feedwater turbidity is monitored and
(a) Pressure transmitters and trip actuators the signal is transmitted to the main

for initiating scram, and pressure control room for recording.
transmitters and trip actuators for
bypassing the main steam line isolation (12) Testability
valve closure scram are discussed in
Subsection 7.2.1.1. Pressure, differential pressure, water

O
t iv
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level, and flow instruments are located the control room and turns on an
outside the drywell and are piped so that annunciator if the inner reactor head
calibration and test signals can be applied seal fails.

f during reactor operation, if desired.
(f) The discharge temperatures of all the

|

| (13) EnvironmentalConsiderations safety / relief valves are shown on a
multipoint recorder in the control

|

| There is no special environmental conside- room. Any temperature point that has
ration for the instruments described in this exceeded the trip setting will turn on
subsection except as discussed in (2) above an annunciator indicating that a
for pressure containing parts of sensors safety / relief valve seat has started to
sharing instrument lines with safety-related leak,,

'

instruments.
(g) Feedwater turbidity is recorded in the

(14) OperationalConsiderations main control room. The recorder will
turn on annunciator in the main control

The reactor vessel instrumentation discussed room for either a high or low signal.
in this subsection is designed to augment
the existing information from the engineered (16) Setpoints
safeguards systems instrumentation and safe-

| ty system such that the operator can start The annunciator alarm setpoints for the
! up, operate at power, shut down, and service reactor head seal leak detection, safety /

the reactor vessel in an efficient manner, relief valve seat leak detection, and
None of this instrumentation is required to feedwater corrosion product (turbidity)
initiate any engineered safeguard or safety- monitor are set so the sensitivity to the
related system and its failure will not variable being measured will provide
disable any ESF or safety related system. adequate information.

(15) Reactor Operator Information Table 2 and 3 of Figure 5.2 5 show the re-
lative indicated water levels at which va-

| The information that the operator has at his rious automatic alarms and safety actions
disposal from the instrumentation discussed are initiated. The following list tells
in this subsection is discussed below: where various level measuring functions are

discussed and their setpoints are
(a) The shutdown range water level, narrow referenced,

range water level, wide sange water
level, fuel zone water level, and (a) Level transmitters and trip actuators
reactor well water level are indicated for initiating scram are discussed in
in the main control room. Subsection 7.2.1.1.

(b) The core plate differential pressure (b) Level transmitters and trip actuators
provides a signal to the process for initiating containment or vessel

isolation are discussed in Subsectioncomputer.
7.3.1.2.

(c) The reactor internal pump differential
pressure is indicated in the main (c) Level transmitters and trip actuators

|
control room, used for initiating HPCF, RCIC, LPFL

and ADS and the level actuators used to'

(d) The reactor pressure is indicated in the shut down the HPCF pump and RCIC tur-

main control room and at two local racks bine are discussed in Subsection
in the containment by a pressure gage. 7.3.1.1.

(e) The reactor head seal leak detection (d) Level trips to initiate various alarms

| system provides pressure indication in and trip the main turbine and the

7.7-4
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n feedpumps are discussed in Subsection

Q 7.7.1.4

ob.
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7.7.1.2 Rod Control and Information System - from the recirculation flow control
b. Instrumentation and Controls system (RFCS). This function is called[V the alternate rod insertion (ARI)

(1) System Identification function.

The main objective of the rod control and (g) Provides for insertion of selected
information system (RCIS) is to provide the control rods for core thermal-hydraulic
capability to control the fine motion stability' control or for mitigation of
control rod drive (FMCRD) motors of the a loss of.feedwater heating event;
control rod drive (CRD) system (explained in called the selected control rod run in
Sections 4.6.1 and 4.6.2) to permit changes (SCRRI) function, based on receiving
in core reactivity so that reactor power SCRRI command from RFCS.
level and power distribution can be
controlled. The RCIS performs the following (h) Insures that the pattern of control
functions: rods in the reactor is consistent with

specific control rod pattern restrie-
(a) Controls changes to the core reactivity, tions. This function is performed by

and thereby reactor power, by moving the rod worth minimizer (RWM) subsystem
neutron absorbing control rods within of RCIS and is effective only when
the reactor core as initiated by: reactor power is below the low power

setpoint.

| (1) The plant operator, when RCIS is
placed in manual or semiautomatic (i) Enforces fuel operating thermal limits
mode of operation. (MCPR and MLHGR) when reactor power is

above low power setpoint. This fun-
| (2) The power generation and control etion is performed by the automated

system (PGCS) when the PGCS, thermal limit monitor (ATLM) subsystem
) automatic power regulator (APR), and of the RCIS.

RCIS are in automatic mode.
(j) Initiates the "Run Back" of recircul-

| (b) Provides summary display information for ation pumps, by issuing "Run Back"
the plant operator, indicative of signals to adjustable speed drives
aggregated control rods positions, (ASDs) of the recirculation flow
status of the control rods, and the control system, through hard-wire
FMCRDs on the RCIS dedicated operator connections to ASDs, whenever within
interface (DOI). RCIS an all-rods in condition is

detected.
(c) Provides FMCRD status and control rod

position and status data to other plant (k) Provides the capability for conducting
systems which require such data (e.g., FMCRD-related surveillance tests.
the plant process computer system).

(1) Through the capabilities of the Gang
| (d) Provides for automatic control rod run- Rod Selection and Verification Logic of

in of all operable control rods follow- the Rod Action and Position Informa- |

ing a scram, tion, enforces adherence to a predeter-
mined rod pull / insert sequence, called

| (c) Automatically enforces rod movement the reference rod pull sequence (RRPS).
blocks to prevent potentially undesir-
able rod movements (these blocks do not The RCIS IED is shown in Figure 7.7-2.
impact a scram insertion function). This drawing depicts the major components

of the RCIS, their interconnections and
| (f) Provides the capability for insertion of interfaces with other ADWR systems.

all rods by an alternate and diverse
method, based on receiving a command~

Amendment 27 7.7-5
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(2) System Description

The RCIS is a dual redundant system that
consists of two independent channels for
normal monitoring of control rod positions
and executing control rod movement
commands. Each channel receives separate
input signals and both channels perform the
same function. Disagreement between the two
channels results in rod motion inhibit.

The RCIS consists of several different types
of cabinets (or panels), which contain

| special electronic /electricel equipment
modules and a dedicated operator interface
on the main control panel in the ontrol
room. There are four types of electro 0ic/
electrical cabinets that make up the RCIS-

O

i

!

I
l
1

O
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(3) The RCIS Multiplexing Network-

i ;
b' The RCIS multiplexing network consists of

,

'

(a) Rod action control cabinet (RACC): two independent channels (channel A and
There are two RACCs, consisting of channel B) of fiber-optic communication
RACC-Channel A and RACC-ChannelB,that links between the RACCs (channel A and |
provide for a dual redundant archi- channel B), and the dual channel file
tecture. Each RACC consists of three control modules located in the remote
main functional subsystems, as follows: communication cabinets.

(1) Automated thermal limit monitor The plant essential multiplexing network I
(ATLM) interfaces with FMCRD dual redundant

(2) Rod worth minmuzer (RWM) separation switches (A/B) and provides the
(3) Rod action and position information appropriate status signals to the RACCs, to I

(RAPI) be used in the RCIS logic for initiating
rod block signals if a separation occurs.

(b) Remote communication cabinets (RCC): The essential multiplexing network is not
The RCCs contain a dual channel file part of the RCIS.
control module (FCM) that interfaces
with the rod server modules (RSMs) that (4) Classification
are contained in the same cabinets, and
RAPI in the control room. The RCIS is not classified as a safety-

related system, it has a control design
(c) Fine motion driver cabinets (FMDC): The basis only and is not required for the safe

FMDCs consist of several inverter and orderly shutdown of the plant'. A
controllers (IC) and stepping motor failure of the RCIS will not result in

p driver modules (SMDM). Each SMDM gross fuel damage. The rod block function
contains an electronic converter / of the RCIS, however is important in li-
inverter to convert the incoming 3-phase miting the consequences of a rod withdrawal
AC power into DC and inverts the DC error during normal plant operation. An
power to variable voltage / frequency abnormal operating transient that might
power pulses for the FMCRD stepping result in local fuel damage is prevented by
motor. the rod block function of RCIS.

(d) Rod brake controller cabinets (RBCC): The RCIS design is single-failure proof
The RBCCs contain electrical and/or with high reliability and availability. In
electronic logic and other associated accordance with the non-safety-related

,

electrical equipment for the proper system application procedure section of the I

operation of the FMCRD brakes. Signals plant general system application
for brake disengagement or engagement requirement document, RCIS is classified as |
are received from the associated rod a non-safety-related, Class 3, power gener-
server module, and the brake controller ation system.
logic provides two separate (channel A
and channel B) brake status signals to
its corresponding rod server rnodule.

c)
Amendment 27 7.76
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g (5) Power Sources (d) The dedicated RCIS operators interface

(u) and the communication links from the
'

(a) Normal equipment to this interface.

The incoming 3-phase AC power for the (7) Integral Functional Design
stepping motor driver modules and the
rod brake controller power supplies is The following discussion examines the
derived from Division I, Class 1E AC control rod movement instrumentation and
power bus. control aspects of the subject system and

the control rod position information system
The power for all RCIS equipment, except aspects. The " control" description
as noted above, is derived from two includes the following:
separate, nondivisional uninterruptible
AC power sources (UPS). (See Subsection Control rod drive system - control
8.3.1 and Subsection 8.3.1.1.4, AC Power
Systems). Control rod drive - hydraulic system

Each of the two RACCs has redundant Rod movement and rod block logic - rod
auxiliary electrical power supplies and control & information system
cooling fans, as required, for proper
operation of their associated Figure 7.7-4 shows the interlock block
subsystems. diagram of the control rod drive system.

Figure 7.7-2 shows the IED for RCIS. The
The remote communication cabinet interlock block diagram (IBD) for the rod
contains the necessary redundant power control and information system is shown in
supplies for channel A and channel B of Figure 7.7-3. Figure 4.6-8 shows the

rm the rod server modules, file control layout of the control rod drive hydraulic
d j modules, electrical equipment and system.

cooling fans (if required).
The control rod drive system is composed of

(b) Alternate three major subsystems:(1) the fine motion ,

control rod drive (FMCRD), including the |
On loss of normal auxiliary power, the stepping motors and instrumentation for |
Division I station diesel generator monitoring rod position and the brake, (2) |
provides backup power to Division I the hydraulic control units (HCU), and (3)
Class 1E bus. the control rod drive hydraulic system

(CRDHS).
(6) RCIS Scope

The rod control and information system scope
includes the following equipment:

(a) All the electrical / electronic equipment
contained in the rod action control
cabinets, the remote communication
cabinets, the fine motion driver
cabinets, and the rod brake control
cabinets.

(b) The RCIS multiplexing network equipment.

(c) The cross channel communication link
O between the two RACS channels,
v
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conditions in response to signals received i

from the reactor protection system.

The hydraulic power required for scram is'

The control rod drive (CRD) system performs provided by high pressure water stored in j

the following functions: individual hydraulic control units and each i

hydraulic control unit contains a nitrogen ]
(a) Controls gross changes in core activity gas / water accumulator charged to a high l

'

by electromechanical positioning of pressure along with the necessary valves
neutron-absorbi'ig control rods within and components to scram two control rods j

ithe core in response to electrical power except for the one HCU which is connected
pulses for the control of stepping to only one control rod.
motors. These power pulses are received j

from the rod control and information 7.7.1.2.1 Control Rod Drive Control System j

system. Interfaces

(b) Gathers rod status and rod position (1) Introduction
data, provides signals for logic control
and performance monitoring to the rod When an operator selects a control rod for
control and information system. motion (see Figure 7.7-3) the operator

first selects the manual rod movement mode
(c) Provides for rapid control rod insertion at the dedicated RCIS operator panel, by |

(scram) so that no fuel damage results depressing the manual mode switch to place
from any abnormal operating transient. the RCIS in manual mode. Then the operator |
This function is independent of RCIS. depresses the select pushbutton for either

single rod movement or for ganged rod
(d) Provides for electromechanical insertion movement. The operator must then select a

of selected control rods for core specific rod (or a gang) to be moved at the
thermal / hydraulic stability control. normal operational manual mode CRT display

under the control of the performance
| (e) Provides for insertion, by an alternate monitoring and control system.

and diverse method, of all control rods
on receipt of an ATWS (anticipated The CRT display of PMCS presents to the
transient without scram) signal. operator a full core array of all 205

control rods in addition to 52 local power
The control rod drive systern (CRD) compo- range monitors (LPRMs) schematically as a |
nents which are required for the orderly group of boxes.

| shutdown of the plant are designed to meet ;

requirements for a safety-related system. Each box represents a control rod
The components of the CRD system that are containing the core coordinates and verti- |

required for positioning the control rods to cal rod position of that rod in white num- !

control power generation meet the design bers on a black background. The vertical I
requirements of a control system. The RCIS rod position information is normally not
classification is identified under Sub- visible but becomes visible in response to
section 7.7.1.2.(4). actuation of various rod status and posi- 1

1tion requestor poke points. The core coor-
The control rods are moved (1) by the fine dinates are always visible to the operator. i

'

motion control rod drive (FMCRDs) motors
(motor driven positioning) for normal inser. The CRT display provides the operator with
tion and withdrawal of the control rods on a capability to move a single rod or a
receiving drive motion signals from the rod ganged selection. For this discussion, the
control and information system and (2) by operator selects a single rod for withdraw- :
hydraulic-powered rapid control rod al. There are four rod movement commands

'

insertion (scram) for abnormal operating

Amendment 27 7.7-8
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| (poke points) that serve as means to The setup at the CRT display for continuous-s
i ! initiate all rod movements controlled from withdrawal of a single control rod is as
kJ this display. They are identified as follows:

" SINGLE ROD", " ROD GANG", " STEP" or
| " CONTINUOUS", and "IN" or * OUT" With the top level CRT display, the

operator requests the display of rod
The operator first identifies the rod status position data by actuating the rod position
from the rod status requestor information, data poke points. The screen display
display, then makes decision for either a changes to the RCIS normal operation / |
withdrawal or an insertion of a control rod manual mode screen and shows all control

| and sets up the display. The operator can rods and their positions. The screen i

request rod status information by actuating display has other poke points for operating j
poke points on the CRT for the required rod. in the manual mode ;

1

(2) Withdrawal Cycle Under rod command display, if it shows "IN"
and " STEP" the operator can change the

Following is a description of steps the setup. A touch on the "IN" poke point
operator performs at the rod control and changes it to "OUT" and a touch of the
information systems dedicated operators " STEP" poke point changes it to " NOTCH" or
interface panel before selecting a rod for to " CONTINUOUS" if " NOTCH" is touched.
movement in the manual mode. The operator After proper selections are verified, the
depresses the manual rod movement mode operator can then select the single rod by

| switch which enables the RCIS for manual actuating the poke points for a " SINGLE
mode. The operator then verifies ROD". The operator verifics the selections
indicator / alarm status at the control panel by observing the status indicators. The
for the following conditions: operator then follows up by touching the

p display array box representing the rod (ROD
y) (a) Reactor power level is below low power SELECTED) to be moved.

setpoint (LPSP);
(b) Manual rod movement indicator is illumi- This setup and action by the operator sends

nated; rod coordinates and other setup data to the
(c) Verifies status of channel bypass condi- performance monitoring and control system

tions for RWM, RACS, ATLM; (PMCS). The data representing a single rad
(d) RCIS trouble indicator is not illumi-

to be withdrawn is coded and stored in PMCS |nated; memory. The PMCS addresses the RCIS system
(e) RCIS rod block status indicator is not and sends the coded messages. The coded

illuminated; messages are received at the RCIS system |
(f) No audible alarms present; and stored in the rod position and
(g) Verify status of FMCRDs, for number rods information subsystem memory. Based on

in, " Full In" or " Full Out", " Latched information subsystem memory. Based on
Full In", or in an " Inoperable Bypass" these messages proper actions take place.
condition.

Following is description of steps an opere- l
tor performs at the performance monitor con- I

trol systems CRT display in selecting a sin- The information displayed to the operator I

( gle rod for continuous withdrawal with RCIS at this time is the vertical position of !
initially in manual mode. The detailed ope- the rod selected and it remains displayed j
rations between the rod control and informa- until a new selection is made or the rod is

'

tion system and the control rod drive system deselected. The display array boxes repre-
when various commands are transmitted are senting all other rods in the core at this ;

discussed. time dim to approximately half brightness. I

N.]\
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The CRT display stores information in memory The ATLM also receives input signals, based upon
during the initial set up and transmits the the LPRMs and APRMs of the neutron monitoring
information to the performance monitoring and system (NMS). The rod action and position.

control system. When the operator initiali- information subsystem logic enforces ATLM rod
zes the last poke point (ROD SELECTED), the block signals to the RCIS rod server modules
information stored in memory addressing the located in the remote communications cabinets.
manual rod movement command signals in the Either channel of an ATLM subsystem can
performance monitoring and control system are independently cause a rod withdrawal block,
downloaded, as two independent signals, into
the channel-A and channel-B of rod action and
position information subsystems of the rod
control and information system.

| The RCIS, receives the two independent
streams of data signals transmitted from the
performance monitoring and control system.
The data are received and loaded into memory
at the rod action and position information
subsysteny (channel A/B). Both channel A/B
are identical and perform the same
functions. If there is a disagreement
between A and B, the logic issues a rod

| motion inhibit signal. The operator has the
capability to bypass certain functions in the
manual mode.

The performance monitoring and control system
(PMCS) also sends data to the automated
thermallimit monitor (ATLM) of RCIS on the
calculated fuel thermal operating limits and
corresponding initial LPRM values when an
ATLM setpoint update is requested.

The rod worth minimizer (RWM) subsystem lo-
gic issues rod block signals that are used

The logic of the automated thermal limit in the rod action control subsystem rod
monitor (ATLM) subsystem issues a rod block block logic to assure that absolute rod j

signal that is used in the rod action and pattern restrictions are not violated |

position information system logic to enforce (e.g., the ganged withdrawal sequence i
a rod block that prevents violation of the restrictions). The logic of the RWM, also
fuel thermal operating limits. The ATLM receives rod position data and control
interfaces with and receives signals from the status signals from the logic of the rod

| rod action and position information subsystem action and position information subsystem |
control logic for rod position data, other and feeds back RWM status signals.
plant data and control signals. The ATLM i

| interfaces with recirculation flow control
(RFC) system and when it trips, a signal is
sent to RFCS which would cause a flow
increase block.

O
1
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p The rod control and information system re- use in the RSM logic and transmission (via |

V sponds to data signals originating from the the RC&lS multiplexing system) to the rod
CRT displays of the performance monitoring action and position information subsystem ;

and control system for operator requested logic. ,

rod withdrawal or insertion commands. |

The rod server mod A '. i n.h consists of
Rod action and position information subsys- two rod server processi - ;.n:.:Is and one%

tem of the RC&lS enforces rod blocks based inverter controller, interfaces with the j'

upon signals internal or external to the rod position instrumentation through its i

system. two processing channels and with the asso-
ciated stepper motor driver module of the

The internal signals include those signals fine motion control rod drive system via
from any of the above MRBM, ARBM, RWM. If the inverter controller. After receiving
there is any disagreements between the two the proper command signals for a single rod
channellogic of the rod action control and/ to be withdrawn continuously, the inverter
or the rod action and position information controller sends the proper motor power
subsystems of the RC&IS, rod block signals controlinformation to the stepper motor
are transmitted to the rod server module and driver module. In turn, the stepper motor
sent to the performance monitoring and driver module sends power pulses to the
control system. fine motion control rod drive motor.

External input signals which couM cause rod Each of the rod server processing channels
blocks originate from the startup range acd A and B also interface with the rod brake l
power range neutron monitoring systems or controller to provide brake disengagement 1

from the four divisions of the essential and/or engagement signals required for nor-
multiplexing system, reflecting the status mal rod movement. This is based on two- |

[} of separation switches of the fine motion out-of-two logic where both channels A and i

V control rod drives. B of the RSM should agree; and on one-out-
of-two logic for ARI and scram following

After performing the required validity functions.
checks within each subsystem and verifying
that there are no rod block conditions Each rod server processing channel of the
existing, the rod action and position RC&lS obtains rod position status informa-
information subsystem of the RC&lS transmits tion signals via hardwired interfaces with
command data signals (representing the its associated FMCRD synchro and obtains
selection of a single rod for withdrawal via additional rod position and status informa-
the RC&lS multiplexing system channel A and tion via hardwired interfaces with the reed
channel B) to a dual channel file control switches included in the FMCRD. The reed
module (FCM) located in a remote communica- switch based position signals are mainly
tion cabinets. The selected rod command used for recording FMCRD scram timing
withdrawal signals are received at the dual analysis data. Each rod server processing
channel FCM and routed via channel A and channel exchanges the continuous synchro
channel B of the dual channel rod server position information and transmits the data
modules (RSMs) and then are loaded into the to the rod action and position information
data buffers A and B of the inverter subsystem of the RC&lS for usage in its
controller. logic. This data is also used to provide

position status signals to the PMCS and to
The FCM also interfaces with instrumentation the RC&lS dedicated interface panel.
of the fine motion control rod drive (a sub-
system of the control rod drive system), (3) Insert Cycle
collects data associated with the position

(] reed switches and converts the synchro A and An operator action to insert a rod while in
V synchro B analog data into digital data for the manual mode would be processed in a

Amendment 2 7 7-11
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similar manner as above, except that signals movement mode must be depressed. The
for an insertion of the rod would be decoded operator has an option of discontinuing the
at the rod server module. On receiving the automatic operation by placing either the
correct signals from the inverter control- PGCS\APR or RCIS mode switches back to |
ler, the stepper motor driver module would manual mode,
provide power pulses to the fine motion
control rod drive motor such that control (5) Ganged WhhdrawalSequence Restrictions
rod insertion would result.

The RWM of the RCIS ensures adherence to |
(4) Ganged Rod Motion certain ganged withdrawal sequence

restrictions, by generating a rod block
There are three means of controlling ganged signa 1 for out of sequence rod !

'

rod motion. The RCIS provides for auto- withdrawals. These types of restrictions
matic mode, semi-automatic, and manual are specified as follows:
mode. When in the automatic mode of
operation, commands for reactivity insertion (a) The ganged rod mode consists of one or
or withdrawal are received from the two sets of fixed control rod gang
automatic power regulator (APR) system. assignments. The two sets of rod gang

assignments correspond to sequence A
The RCIS dedicated operator interface and B of the ABWR ganged withdrawal
provides switches for automatic, semi- sequence, as specified in the reacti-
automatic, or manual rod movement mode of vity control document.
operation. When the system is in semi-
automatic mode, all rod movements are (b) The system allows up to 26-rod gangs, |
controlled by the operator. However, the for control rods in rod groups 1, 2,3,

| RCIS by using a data base called reference and 4, to be withdrawn simultaneously
rod pull sequence (RRPS) and keeping track when the reactor is in the startup
of the current control rods positions, mode. These withdrawals are permitted
prompts the operator to the selection of the only under the following conditions:
next gang.

(1) Reactor power level is below the
| When the RCIS is in manual mode and ganged low power set point (LPSP).

rod movement mode has also been chosen, if
the operator selsects a specific rod in a (2) A group 1,2,3, or 4 gang of rods
gang, the logic will automatically select is selected. Only one group at a
all associated rods in that gang. time is allowed for normal rod

movement.

| When the automatic mode is active, the RCIS
responds to signals for rod movement request (3) Groups 1-4 may only be withdrawn
from the automatic power regulator (APR) before groups 5-10 are in the |
system. In this mode, the APR simply full-in position.
requests either reactivity insertion or

| withdrawal. The RCIS responds to this (4) The other three groups (of groups
request by using the RRPS and the current 1-4) that are not selected must be
rods positions and automatically selects and either full-in or full-out. Groups
executes the withdrawal / insert commands for 1-4 are withdrawn from the full-in
the next gang. position to the full-out position

before another group is moved.
In order for the automatic rod movement fea-

| ture of the RCIS to be active, the power (5) The chosen alternative sequence for
generation control system must be in withdrawinF the first four groups
automatic mode, the automatic power is consistent with one of the
regulator system must be in the automatic
mode, and the switch on the RC&lS dedicated
operator interface for automatic rod

Amendment 27 7.7-12
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-m following allowable alternate sequence (5) a through (5) d
sequences: above.

(a)(1,2,3,4) (d) Assures that the maximum al-
(b)(1,2,4,3) lowable difference between the
(c) (2,1,3,4) leading and trailing operable
(d)(2,1,4,3) control rods in each groups 1,.

(c) (3,4,1,2) 2, 7, 8, 9, and 10 to be within
(f) (3,4,2,1) 146.4 mm when any operable rod
(g) (4,3,1,2) in the group is less than or
(h) (4,3,2,1) equal to 0.914 m withdrawn.

This restriction is not applied
No sequences other that those in- to groups 3, 4, 5, and 6 or to
dicated above are allowed within the any group when all operable
logic of the RCIS. The logic of the rods in that group are greater
RCIS also ensure when single rod than 0.914 m withdrawn. The
movements of rods in group 1-4 are restriction applies to rod pull
made, they are in accordance with sequence (5) e through (5) h
the above restrictions. (e.g., if above.
one of the rods from group 1 is
withdrawn, all the other group 1 (e) Enforces restrictions on with-
rods are to be withdrawn before drawal of rods in groups 5-10
withdrawal of rods in another group if rods in group 7 or 8 are'

is permitted). moved first. Movement of rod
gangs in groups 9 and 10 are

| (6) The RCIS logic enforces additional then blocked until all operable

(~N ganged withdrawal sequence restric- rods in groups 5,6 and 7 or 8
tions when the reactor power level are greater or equal to 0.914 m
is below the low power level withdrawn. The RCIS also
setpoint as follows: enforces rod restrictions if ;

rods in group 9 or 10 are moved |

| (a) The RCIS logic prevents two first. Movement of rod gangs !

groups of rods from being in groups 7 and 8 is blocked
withdrawn simultaneously, until all operable rods in

group 5,6 and 9 or 10 are
(b) Allows only groups 1-6 to be greater than or equal to 0.914

withdrawn as one single gang. m withdrawn.

(c) Assures that the maximum al-
lowable difference between the
leading and trailing operable
control rods in each of groups
3, 4, 7, 8, 9, a n d 10 t o b e
within 146 mm when any operable (6) Establishment of Reference Rod Pull |
rod in the group is less then or Sequence (RRPS)
equal to 0.914 m withdrawn.
This restriction is not applied The reference rod pull sequence is normally
to groups 1, 2, 5, and 6 or to established before plant startup and stored
any group when all operable rods in memory at the performance monitoring and
in that group are greater than control system (PMCS). The PMCS allows
0.914 m wit hdr awn. This modifications to be made to the RRPS
restriction applies to rod pull through operator actions. The PMCS pro-

vides compliance verification of the chan-(v)
Amendment 27 7.7-13
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I
| ges to the RRPS, with the ganged withdrawal

sequence requirements.

| The RCIS provides a capability for an
operator to request a down load of the RRPS
from the performance monitoring and control
system, a subsystem of the process computer
system. The new reference rod pull se-
quence data is loaded into the rod action

! and position information system. Download
of the new RRPS data can only be accom-
plished when the RCIS is in manual rod
movement mode and when both keylock
permissive switches located at each rod
action control cabinet are activated.

i

!

The RCIS provides feedback signals to the
PMCS for successful completion of downloaded
RRPS data for displaying on the CRT display.

O

|

t

I

O
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Rod withdrawal block signals are generated (c) Startup range neutron monitor (SRNM)m
whenever selected single or ganged rod period alarm (all control rods, but not
movements differs from those allowed by the applicable when reactor in RUN mode).'

RRPS, when RCIS is in automatic or
semi-automatic rod movement mode. (d) SRNM downscale alarm or SRNM upscale

alarm or APRM setdown upscale alarm |
(all con- trol rods, but not applicable
when in RUN mode).

The RCIS sounds an audible alarm at the (e) SRNM inoperative (all control rods, but
operators panel for a RRPS violation, not applicable when reactor is in RUN

mode).
(7) Rod Block Function

(f) Average power range monitor (APRM)
The rod block logic of rod control and downscale (all control rods, only
information system, upon receipt of input applicable when reactor in RUN mode).
signals from other systems and internal
subsystems, inhibits movement of control (g) Flow biased APRM rod block (all control
rods. rods, only applicable when reactor in

RUN mode).
All Class 1E systems rod block signals to
RCIS are optically isolated. The rod block (h) APRM inoperative (all control rods,
signals change the state of the light only applicable when reactor in RUN
emitting diode at the external interface of mode).
an isolator. The light crosses the boundary

| of the isolator to the interface of the RCIS (i) Low CRD charging header pressure (all

p where a photo transistor changes state, control rods).

d thereby communicating the information to the

| logic within the RCIS. This provides (j) Low CRD charging header pressure trip
complete isolation while keeping electrical function bypass switches of the reactor

| failures from propagating into the RCIS and protection system are in a bypass |
vice versa. position (all control rods).

The presence of any rod block signal, in (k) Violation of ganged withdrawal sequence
| either channel or both channels of the RCIS restrictions (all control rods in the

logic, causes the automatic change over of selected gang or the selected control
automatic mode to manual mode. The auto- rod if the single rod movement mode is
matic rod movement mode can be restored by being used; applicable below the low
taking the appropriate action to clear the power setpoint).
rod block and by using the selector switch
to restore the automatic rod movement mode. (1) Automated thermal limit monitor (ATLM)

rod block (all control rods, only
If either channel or both channels of the applicable above the low power

| RCIS logic receive (s) a signal from any of setpoint).
the following type conditions a rod block is
initiated: (m) Multi-channel rod block monitor (MRBM)

rod block (all control rods, only ap-
(a) Rod separation, only for those rod (s) plicable above the low power setpoint).

for which separation is detected.
(n) ATLM trouble (all control rods, only

(b) Reactor in SHUTDOWN mode (all control applicable above the low power
rods). setpoint).

:,h
V
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| (o) RWM trouble (all contro1 rods, The expected system availability during its |g
|r j applicable below the low power 60 year life exceeds 0.99. The expected |V setpoint). reliability is based upon the expected ;

frequency of an inadvertent movement of
(p) MRBM inoperative (all control rods, only more than one control rod. The expected

applicable above the low power set- frequency of an inadvertent movement of
point). more than one control rod, due to failure,

is less than or equal to once in 100 j

(q) Rod action position information trouble reactor operating years. |

(all control rods).
The RCIS design assures that no credible |

(r) Two or more recirculation pump trips single failure or single operator error can
when reactor power is above approxi- cause or require a scram or require a plant
mately 25% of rated and core flow is shutdown. The RCIS design, preferentially
below approximately 36% of rated. The fails in a manner which results in no
logic to generate this rod block resides further normal rod movement.

,

i in RFCS and the discrete rod block
| signal is sent to RCIS from RFCS. (9) RCIS Bypass Capabilities

(s) Refueling platform control computer in- The RCIS provides the capability to bypass
! terlock rod block (all control rods, synchro A, if its bad, and select synchro B
| only applicable when the reactor is in for providing rod position data to both

' distribution of bypassed synchros are |j the refuel mode), channels of RCIS. The number and

| (t) Reactor SCRAM condition exists (all procedurally controlled by applicable plant
I control rods). technical specifications.
p

(u) Existence of ARI or SCRRI condition (all
control rods).

(v) Gang misalignment, i.e. position
difference between any two gang members

of more than 38.1 mm (all control rods).

| The RCIS enforces all rod blocks until the
rod block condition is cleared. The bypass

| capabilities of RCIS does permit clearing The RCIS allows the operator to completely | 1

certain rod block conditions that are caused bypass up to eight control rods by I

by failures or problems that exist in only declaring them " Inoperable", and placing |
one channel of the logic, them in a bypass condition. Through

.

operator action, an update in the status of 1

(8) RCIS Reliability the control rods placed into " inoperable" ,

'bypassed condition is available at the CRT
The RCIS has a high reliability and avail- display. At the display, the operator can
ability due to the total dual channel con- request the data to be downloaded into the
figuration in its design that allows its memory of the rod action and position

,

continual operation, when practicable, in information subsystem logic with |'

the presence of component hardware fail- confirmation of a successful download
ures. This is achieved by the operator completion signal being sent back to the
being able to reconfigure the operation of CRT display.

| the RCIS through bypass capabilities while
the failures are being repaired. Download of a new RCIS "luoperable Bypass |

,

, _

/T Status" to the RAPI subsystem is only |

V |
l
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| allowed when the RCIS is in a manual rod The operator can place up to two control |
movement mode and when both keylock rods associated with the same hydraulic i

permissive switches are activated at the control unit (IICU), in S/DRSRO byp:ss |

| RCIS panels. condition.

The operator can substitute a position for The dedicated RCIS operator interface panel )
the rod that has been placed in a bypass contains status indication of control rods :

| state into both channels of the RCIS, if the in a S/DRSRO bypass condition. I
substitute position feature is used. The |
substituted rod position value entered by The RCIS ensures that S/DRS'tO bypass logic !

1

the operator is used as the effective mea- conditions has no effect on special inser- )
sured rod position that is stored in both tion functions for an ARI or SCRAM follow-

ing condition and also no effect on other | )rod action control channels and sent to
rod block functions, such as MRBM, APRM, orother systems (e.g., the process computer i

system). SRNM period.

| The RCIS enforces rod movement blocks for The drive insertion following a dual / single
the control rod has been placed in an rod scram test occurs automatically. The
inoperative bypass status. This is operator makes the necessary adjustment of

| accomplished by the RCIS logic by not control rods in the system prior to the
sending any rod movement pulses to the start of test for insertions; and restores
FMCRD. the control rod to the desired positions

after test completion.
In response to activation of special
insertion functions, such as ARI, control The RCIS is a dual channel system and the !
rods in bypass condition do not receive logic of the system provides a capability
movement pulses. for the operator to invoke bypass condi-

tions that effect only one channel of the
(10) Single / Dual Rod Sequence Restriction RCIS. The interlock logic prevents the

Override (S/DRSRO) Bypass operator from placing both channels in
bypass. Logic enforces bypass conditions

The RCIS single \ dual rod sequence restric- to ensure that the capability to perform
tion override bypass feature allows the any special function (such as an ARI, scram
operator to perform special dual or single following, and SCRRI) is not prevented,
rod scram time surveillance testing at any
power level of the reactor. In order to The RCIS logic ensures that any special |
perform this test, it is often necessary to restrictions that are placed on the plant
perform single rod movements that are not operation are enforced as specified in the
allowed normally by the sequence applicable plant technical specifications

| restrictions of the RCIS. for invoked bypass conditions.

When a control rod is placed in a S/DRSRO The status and extent of the bypass func-
,

bypass condition, that control rod is no tions are identified on the RCIS dedicated | |

longer used in determining compliance to the operator interface panel and the PMCS CRT
| RCIS sequence restrictions (e.g., the ganged displays at the main control panel.

withdrawal sequence and RRPS).
Bypass conditions allow continuation of

The operator can only perform manual rod normal rod movement capability by bypassing
movements of control rods in S/DRSRO bypass failed equipment in one RCIS channel. |

| condition. The logic of the RCIS allows After repair or replacement of the failed
this manual single / dual rod withdrawals for equipment is completed, the operator can
special scram time surveillance testing. restore the system or subsystem to a

operability and RCIS to a full two channel |

Amendment 27 7.7-16
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p operability. The operator has the capa- performance based on the scram timing data
bility to invoke bypass conditions within received from the RCIS.
the following system or subsystems:

In an alternate design, the scram time !

(a) Synchro A or B position bypass recording and analysis function are performed by
,

(b) Rod server module channel A or B bypass two separate panels called scram time test panel |

(c) Inoperable condition bypass (STTP) and scram time test recording / analysis :

(d) File control module channel A or B panel (STR/AP). The STTP function is to directly I
bypass interface with FMCRD reed switches and gather all

(c) ATLM channel A or B bypass FMCRD status and scram information. The function
(f) (Deleted) of STR/AP is to receive FMCRD information from
(g) RWM channel A or B bypass STTP, process and analyze FMCRD scram time data,
(h) RACS channel A or B bypass generate scram time test reports, and communicate
(i) (Deleted) FMCRD reed-switch-based status data to other

plant systems.
(11) Scram Time Test Data Recording

(12) ATLM Algorithm Description

| The logic of the RCIS provides the capabi-
lity to automatically record individual fine The ATLM is a microprocesser based subsystem

motion control rod drive (FMCRD) scram of RCIS that executes two different
timing data based upon scram timing reed algorithms for enforcing fuel operating
switches. When a FMCRD scram timing switch thermal limits. One algorithm enforces
is activated, the time of actuation is operating limit minimum critical power ratio
recorded by RAPI for time tagging of stored (OLMCPR), and the other the operating limit
scram time test data in the RSPC for that minimum linear heat generation rate
particular fine motion control rod drive. (OLMLHGR). For OLMCPR algorithm, the core

/3 The time tagged data is stored in memory is divided into 48 regions; each region
Q until the next actuation of that particular consisting of 16 fuel bundles. For OLMLHGR

reed switch is detected again, algorithm, each region is further vertically
divided up into four segments. During a

The RCIS also time tags the receipt of a calculation cycle of ATL (about 100 milli-
reactor scram condition being activated seconds), rod block setpoints (RBS) are
based upen the scram following function calculated for OLMCP monitoring (48 values)
input signals from the reactor protection and for OLMLHGR monitoring (48 x 4 values).
system . Then the calculated setpoints are compared

with the real time averaged LPRM readings
The resolution of this time tagging feature for each region / segment. The ATLM issues a
is less than 5 milliseconds. Contact bounce trip signal if any regionally averaged LPRM
of the reed switch inputs are properly reading exceeds the calculated RBS. This
masked to support this function. The trip signal causes a rod block within RCIS
reference real time clock for time tagging and also a flow change block in the recircu.
is the real time clock of the RCIS. lation flow control system (RFCS).

When RCIS detects a reactor scram condition, Provided below is a summary description of
the current position of all control rods in OLMCPR and OLMLHGR RBS calculation
the core are recorded, time tagged, and methodology.

| stored in memory. RCIS logic stores this
data in memory until a request is received (a) OLMCPR RBS Calculation Methodoloev.
from the performance monitoring and control The 16 fuel bundles of each region are
system. The transmitted data is used by the surrounded by four LPRM strings. There
PMCS to calculate and summarize scram time are four LPRMs in each string. For

regional OLMCPR monitoring, the sum of

{L} the average of each level of B, C, and D
of the four LPRM strings is used. The j

,

*
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! formula for calculating the OLMCPR RBS is: LPRM.(X) : Initial average of the
'

four LPRMs (level X) at
LPRM. * A * RMCPR the four corners of

'
(1) each 16 bundle fuelRBS =

OLMCPR region. The region
| monitored by the level
I where: LPRM is the region

covered up to 1.5 feet
,

RBS : Operating limit rod block above and below the
"

( setpoint. LPRM (.914 m total).
I

LPRM. : Initial sum of average of B(X) : Margin factor forMAPLH
' four LPRMs of B, C, and D GR operating limit rod

levels that surround each block for X level
region. LPRMs. A known

function of power and
A Margin factor for oper- rod position.

.

ating limit rod block; a
known function of rod M : Off-rated power factor

Ppull distance. to consider overpower
condition during worst

| RMCPR.: Regional initial MCPR, transient at off-rated
' i.e., the minimum CPR of condition. A known

the 16 bundles in the function of power.
region spanned by the
four LPRM strings. Known MAPRAT.(X): Regional initial maxi-

'
I input from predictor mumMAPRATforlevelX,

(process computer). i.e., t he maxim um
M APRAT of the 16

OLMCPR Operating limit MCPR in bundles within the .914
the current cycle; a m section covered by

; known function of power. the X level LPRMs. A
known input from 3D

| Formula (1) is applicable to cases where monitor,
there is no core flow change and when
only one control rod is moved. Adjust. In formulas (1) and (2) above, " initial"
ments are made to the calculated RBS refers to values that are downloaded from

| to account for changes in core flow an8 the "3D Predictor Monitor" subsystem of the
| adjacent control rods movements, plant performance monitoring & control

system (PMCS). A download is requested by ,

'

! (b) OLMLHGR RBS Calculation Methodolocv. ATLM whenever changes in reactor power
The formula for calculating the OLMLHGR and/or core flow exceed a preset limit. A
RBS is: download can also be manually requested by |

LPRM.(X) * B(X) M
the operator. |'

P (2) |8

| RBS (X) ="
MAPRAT;(X) 7.7.1.2.2 System Interfaces

!

where: (1) Control Rod Drive (CRD) System |

|
RBS (X): Calculated operating The RCIS interfaces with CRD system are as

* limit maximum average follows:
planar linear heat ;,

lgeneration rate (OLMAPL
HGR)RBSatLPRMievelX.

Amendment 27 7.7-17.1
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(a) Synchros A and B of each FMCRD The three channels of recirculation flowq
Q control system (RFCS) provide each of the

,

(b) Coupling' check (overtravel out) position two channels of the RCIS with two separate 1

| reed switch of each FMCRD isolated trip signals indicating the need
for rod block automatic selected control rod

i (c) Latched Full-In and Fall-in position reed run in. The operator, at the RCIS dedicated
switches of each FMCRD operator interface, can also take action and'

initiate the SCRRI function. Two manual
; (d) Buffer Contact reed switch of each FMCRD actions are required to manually initiate ;

SCRRI.
(c) Scram Timing position reed switches which

include reed switches at 0%,10%, 40%, 60%,
+ 100% rod insertion for each FMCRD,

G) Separation reed switches (A & B) through the
plant essential multiplexing system for each
FMCRD

(g) '' LOW CRD CHARGING WATER HEADER
PRESSURE" condition (four signals to each
channel of RCIS)

(h) Electrical power connections from RCIS to
FMCRD motor, brake, and valve 143.

(2) Recirculation Flow Control System (RFCS)

(a) Alternate Rod Insertion (ATWS) (Anticipated
Transient Without Scram)

The RCIS logic, during an anticipated
transient without scram, on receipt of ARI
signals from RFCS, initiates the RCIS ARI .)
function which controls the fine motion 1

control rod drive motors such that all :

control rods are driven to their full in I

position automatically. The thice channels ;
'

of the RFCS provide each of the two channels
of the RCIS logic with the ARI signal. RCIS
internal logic to initiate the RCIS ARI
function is based on two out of three logic
within each channel of the RCIS. The
operator, at the RCIS dedicated operator
interface, can take action and initiate the
ARI function. Two manual actions are
required to manually initiate ARI.

The logic of the RCIS is designed such that
no single failure results in failure to
insert more than one operable control rod
when ARI function is activated.

/D (b) Selected Control Rod Run In (SCRRI) and Rodd Block Functions

7.7-17.2Amendment 27
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i O
The three channels of recirculation flow
control system (RFCS) provide each of
the two channels of the RCIS with two

;

.

separate isolated trip signals indica-
| ting the need for rod block or automatic

selected control rod run-in. The oper-
ator, at the RCIS dedicated operator
interface, can also take action and
initiate the SCRRI function. Two manual,

actions are required to manually
initiate SCRRI.

.

4

O

O
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The automatic SCRRI can either be initiated control system in the main control room.O from feedwater control system (FWCS) or The preselected SCRRI rod data are stored |O RFCS. The initiating event for FWCS to in memory in the rod action and position
generate SCRRI signal is loss of feedwater information subsystem of the RCIS. The
heating (for detailed description of SCRRI total control rod worth for the preselected
initiation by FWCS see Section 7.7.1.4). control rods is designed to bring down the
Each channel of FWCS provides three signals reactor power rod line from the 100% power
to thrce channels of RFCS. Each RFCS rod line to the 80% power rod line.
channel, after a two-out of-three voting of
these signals generates a RFCS SCRRI signal The RCIS dedicated operation interface also |
which is sent to both channels of RCIS. provides control switcher that require two

manual operator actions for the operator to
When two or more RIPS are tripped, the trip manually initiate the SCRRI function.
signal is "ANDED* with the reactor power
level and core flow signals. If core flow For the manual or the automatic initiation
is 536% of rated and rated reactor power of the SCRRI function the RCIS dedicated
level is 2.25% but less than 30%, the RFCS operator interface provides status
issues a rod block signal. In the same indications and alarm annunciators in the
manner, if reactor power is 2.30%, the RFCS control room.
issues the SCRRI signal.

The total delay time from the recirculation |
The RFCS receives reference power level sig- pump trip to the start of control rod
nals from the neutron monitoring system and motion, for the preselected control rods,
compares the reference power level signals is less than or equal to 2 seconds.
with the nominal power level setpoint.

(c) RFCS Core Flow Signal to RCIS |
The RFCS rod block or SCRRI function isp/ bypassed when power level is below the The RFCS provides signals to both channels,

| applicable specified setpoints, or when the of the RCIS that represent validated total
core flow is above the specified setpoint. core flow. These signals are used for part

of the validity checks when performing an
The SCRRI function is not a safety-related ATLM operating limit setpoint update. The
function. The function is designed to meet RCIS obtains these signals from the RFCS
the reliability requirement that no single via the multiplexing system links to the
failure shall cause the loss of SCRRI RCIS channels.
function.

(d) RCIS Signals to RFCS
The RFCS automatic initiation signal for the
rod block /SCRRI function is sent as two The ATLM subsystem of RCIS issues a Flow
independent sets of signals, two sets of Increase Block signal to RFCS whenever
three signals to each channel of RCIS. there is an ATLM trip.
After two-out-of-three voting within each
channel, depending on the signals received, The RCIS Mux Monitor provides hard-wired
RCIS either issues a rod block signal and/or run back signals to adjustable speed drives
uses the FMCRD stepping motors of of the RFCS.
preselected control rods to drive them to
their target SCRRI positions. Either (e) RFCS Hard Wired Signals to RCIS
channel of RCIS is capable of initiating the
rod block /SCRRI functions; on receipt of the Each of the three channels of RFCS provide
signals from the RFCS. the status of six relay contacts (12 wires

per RFCS channel) to RCIS. These signals
The preselected control rods for an SCRRI are used by RCIS logic to minimize the

[] | function are selected at the RCIS CRT likelihood of inadvertent FMCRD run-in.
V displays of the performance monitoring and

(2) Feedwater Omtrol System (FWCS)
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requirements of interfacing the Class IE
NMS with Nonclass IE RCIS.

The feedwater control system provides Each of the two MRBM non-safety subsystems
signals to both channels of the logic of the of NMS provide their rod block signals to
RCIS that represents validated tatal RCIS. RCIS in return, provides ATLM status
feedwater flow to the vessel, and validated signals and coordinates of the selected
feedwater temperature. These signals are rods to MRBM.
used as part of the validity checks when
performing an ATLM operating limit setpoint (4) Reactor Protection System
update.

The four divisions of the reactor protec-
The RCIS can obtain these signals from the tion system each provide the RCIS two chan-
feedwater control system via the multiplex- nel system with separate isolated signals
ing system communication links to the RCIS for indication of the reactor mode switch
channels. positions: SHUTDOWN, REFUEL,STARTUP

and RUN.
(3) Neutron Monitoring System

The four divisions of the reactor protec-
Each of the four divisions of the neutron tion system (RPS) each provide RCIS with
monitoring system provides independent two separate isolated signals for the low

| signals to both channels of the RCIS that charging water header pressure trip
indicate when the following conditions are switches in bypass position,
active:

The essential multiplexing system provides the
(a) Startup range neutron monitor (SRNM) pe- above signals to the RCIS with complete |

riod alarm isolation between the safety-related system and
(b) SRNM downscale alarm the nonsafety-related system equipment.
(c) SRNM upscale alarm
(d) Average power range monitor (APRM) up- Divisions II & III of the RPS each provide the

scale alarm two channels of RCIS with two separate isolated
(c) SRNM inoperative signals that indicate a scram condition. The
(f) APRM downscale signals remain active until the scram condition
(g) Flow biased APRM rod block is cleared by the operator. In addition,
(h) APRM inoperative Division II & III of RPS each provide RCIS with
(i) Period-based rod withdrawal permissive hard-wired relay contact status to minimize the 1

I(j) Flow upscale alarm likelihood of inadvertent FMCRD run in.

Whether or not some of the signals result in ,

a rod block depends on reactor mode switch !
status which is provided to the RCIS from |
the reactor protection system via the !

essential multiplexing system.

I Each of the four divisions of NMS provides I
APRM, LPRM and core flow signals to the two
channels of logic in the rod action and

| position information subsystem for determin-
ing whether reactor power is above or below
the low power setpoint and usage by ATLM.

The four divisions of NMS provide the same

\ signals to both channels of RCIS. These
signals meet the isolation and separation

7*7'I8'I
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(5) Performance Monitoring and Control System . (6) Automatic Power Regulator (APR) System

. O
,

The PMCS provides the data update from the The APR system provides the automatic .
3.D predictor function calculations associ- control rod movement commands to the two
ated with ATLM parameters based on actual channels of the RCIS when the APR system
measured values from the plant. This data and RCIS are in the automatic mode. .The
is downloaded into the ATLM memory. This is APR system includes the supervisory control
to assure that rod blocks occur if the logic for determining when to insert,
operating limits (e.g., MCPR and MLHGR) are withdraw, or stop| control rods.' The RCIS'
approached. This feature allows the ATLM then determines which rods to move, based

,

rod block setpoint calculation to be based on the RRPS and current rods positions,
on actual, measured plant conditions.- The APR is' described in Subsection 7.7.L7.

,

'n

7.7.1.2.3 Reactor Operator Information -
The RCIS pro < ides the PMCS with control rod
position information along with other RCIS ' (1) The RCIS provides for the activation of the -|,
status information for use in other PMCS following' annunciation at the main control ,

functions and for the PMCS CRT displays panel.
related to the RCIS.

(a) Rod withdrawalblocks.
The RCIS gathers, time tags, stores, and (b) Rod control & information system trou-
transmits scram timing data to the PMCS. ble.

y The PMCS utilizes rod scram timing data to (c) ~ Low power transient zone (i.e., reactor
.

evaluate scram performance of the CRD power above but nearing the LPSP),
system. - The PMCS provides.for.the (d) Gang misalignment.
capability of printing or displaying of (c) Selected controt rod run-in (SCR RI).
scram time logs. The scram time data sent (f) Alternate rod insertion initiated,
to the PMCS provides the capability for (g) Deleted

| comparing received data from the RCIS with
the specification for control rod scram
timing. Included in these comparisons are
the averages and ' trends for data collected .(h) CRD charging water header pressure low. |

from past rod scrams or rod testing. -The (i) Reference rod pull sequence (RRPS) vio-
,

output for this function consists of, but is lation. <

not limited to, the following type data:

(a) Scram time measurements of any selected .(j) ATLM trouble
rod or group of rods to a particular
position. (2) The RCIS provides status information indi-

(b) AlistingoflNOPERABLErods. ' cation on the RCIS dedicated operators in. -
(c) S.tatistical analysis-and average terface on the main c'outrol panel as !

calculations of insertion times, follows- !
~

(d) List of rods which do not meet technical .

j
specification requirements. (a) Whether RCIS rod movement mode is 1 |

automatic or manual.'
In the alternate design scram time recording
and analysis functions are performed by
separate panels.

1
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(b) The number of FMCRDs in their full in NOTE: Interlock logic may prevent certain

|
position. combinations of bypasses from being activat-

(c) the number of FMCRDs in latched full-in ed even though the above bypass controls |
!

position. have been activated. '

(d) The number of FMCRDs in full-out i

position. (4) The CRT displays, which are part of the per- |
(e) Average percent withdrawal of all FMCRDs. formance monitoring and control system, pro-
(f) Identification of selected gang (or se- vide information to the operator on demand.

lected single rod). |
(g) Average percent withdrawal of selected The following status and controls are ||

| gang (or selected single rod). available through the CRTs: )
(h) Number of FMCRDs in an inoperable bypass j

condition. (a) RCIS rod movement status (automatic / |
'

| (i) Existence of any rods withdrawal blocks. semi-automatic / manual).
; (j) Existence of any single channel bypass of (b) Position of all rods based on synchro

the RACCs and/or any subsystem within the signals.
RACCs. (c) Selected gang (or selected single rod)

| (k) Whether reactor power is above the LPSP. plus the four LPRM readings of the clos-
| | (1) Existence of RCIS trouble. est LPRM strings to the selected gang or
| (m) Activation of scram following function. selected single rod. If the closest
'

(n) Activation of the ARI function. LPRM rcading at a given leve1 is
(o) Status of SCRRI function. inoperable, as determined by the neutron

; (p) Deleted monitoring system LPRM status
(q) Successful completion of ATLM operating information, an INOP status is displayedt

limit setpoint update, instead of actual LPRM reading.
(r) Any control rod in S/DRSRO bypass condi-

tion. Identification of: (d through w) |
(s) Activation of a rod block by MRBM condi-

tion. (d) all rods in rod withdrawal block condi-
tion.

(3) The dedicated operators interface panel of (c) BYPASSED or INOPERABLE control rods.
| the RCIS provides logic and operator (f) control rods with bypassed synchro.

controls, so that the operator can perform (g) Deleted
the following functions:

(h) control rods that separation has been
(a) Change the RCIS mode of operation from detected.

manual to semi-automatic or automatic rod (i) control rods full-in status,
movement modes. (j) control rods in latched full-in status.

(b) Deleted (k) control rods in overtravel-out status.
(c) Manually initiate the SCRRI function. (1) control rods full-out status.
(d) Manually initiate the two CRD test (m) control rods in overtravel-out status,

functions. (n) control rods for which uncoupled condi.
| (c) Request a bypass of RACCs channel A or B tion has been detected.

| (normal position: no bypass). (o) control rods for which drift condition
'

(f) Request a bypass of ATLM, or RWM channel has been detected.
|

A or B. (Normal positions are not (p) control rods for which abnormal move- j

bypassed.) ment (other than drif t) has been '

(g) Request an ATLM operating limit setpoint detected.
update be performed. (q) control rods that are SCRRI selected

| (h) Perform a reset of any RCIS. control rods.
! (i) Deleted
! (j) Manually initiate CRD brake test, CRD

coupling check and CRD step test
functions.
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(r) control rods that can be inserted. The recirculation flow control (RFC) system

.) (s) control rods that can be withdrawn. consists of the triplicated process control-
D

| (t) all RCIS bypasses in effect. ler, adjustable speed drives (ASDs), swit-
(u) all detected conditions that have ches, sensors, and alarm devices provided

resulted in an RCIS trouble alarm being for operational manipulation of the reactor
activated, when applicable. internal pumps (RIPS) and the surveillance

(v) all detected conditions that have re- of associated equipment. Recirculation flow
sulted in rod withdrawal block condi- control is achieved either by manual opera-
tions being active, when applicable. tion, or by automatic operation if the power

(w) Obtain ATLM operating limit setpoint level is above 70% of rated. The reactor
update, when requested. internal pumps can be driven to operate any-

where between 30% to 100%'of rated speed
7.7.1.2.4 Test and Maintenance with the variable voltage, variable frequen-

cy power source supplied by the ASDs. 30%

| The RCIS equipment is designed with on line rated speed corresponds to the minimum ope-
testing capabilities. The system can be main- rating speed to be used during initial pump
tained on line while repairs or replacement of start-ups. The instrument electrical dia-
hardware take place without causing any abnormal gram (IED) is provided in Figure 7.7 5 and
upset condition. the interlock block diagram (IBD) is

provided in Figure 7.7-7.
The system has been designed so that removal

or repair of modules or cards can be performed (2) Classification
without the use of special tools.

This system is a power generation system and
7.7.1.2.5 Environmental Considerations is classified as not required for safety,

| The RCIS equipment is qualified by tests or (3) Power Sourcesm
analysis to meet the environmental conditions in
Table 3.11. The equipment that is located within (a) Normal
the control room is qualified to control room
requirements. Each processing channel of the triply

redundant digital processor receives its
| The RCIS hardware has been designed for a 60- respective power input from an uninter-

year design life and systematic wearout failures ruptible, independent source of the in- !

were considered in determination of the design 'strument and control power supply sys- .!

life. Random failures were considered in calcu- tem. Other system equipments such as
lating the system availability and reliability. the transmitters, input conditioners,

voters, output device drivers, control '

room displays, etc., will also derive
their required power sources from the
same redundant uninterruptible power
supply system.

7.7.1.3 Recirculation Flow Control System
Instrumentation and Controls Variable voltage, variable frequency

electrical power is generated by the ad-
(1) Identification justable speed drives (ASDs) for use by

the induction motors in the RIPS. Four
The objective of the recirculation flow 6.9 kV power buses are used to provide
control system is to control reactor power input power to the ten ASDs. These bu-
level, over a limited range, by controlling ses are fed from the unit auxiliary
the flow rate of the reactor core water. transformers connecting to the main

turbine-generator. Two of the buses

Amendment 27 7.7-21
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each provide power directly to a pair of automatic or manual power control is possi-,

| ASDs. The other two buses each provide ble over a range of approximately 30% from
| power to a motor-generator set which, in the maximum operating power level for that
! turn, supply power to three ASDs operat- rod pattern. Below 70% power level, only
1 ing in parallel. See one line diagram manual control of power (i.e., by means of

for AC power distribution provided as manual flow setpoint control) is available.
Figure 8.3-2.

An increase in recirculation flow tempora-
The allocation of the RIP equipment on rily reduces the void content of the modera-
the four power buses is such that on loss tor by increasing the flow of coolant
of any single power bus, only RIPS be- through the core. The additional neutron
longing to the same group (defined by the moderation increases reactivity of the core,i

| recirculation pump trip logic) can be af- which causes reactor power level to in-
! fected. At least one circuit breaker is crease. The increased steam generstion rate

provided along each circuit path to pro- increases the steam volume in the core with
! tect power equipment from being damaged a consequent negative reactivity effect, and

by overcurrent. a new steady-state power level is establish.
|

! ed. When recirculation flow is reduced, the
: (b) Alternate and Start-up power level is reduced in the reverse man-
! ner. The recirculation flow control system

During the plant start-up, or en loss of operating in conjunction with the main tur-
normal auxiliary power, two startup trans- bine pressure regulator control provides

| formers provide backup /startup power to fully automatic load following.
the 6.9 kV normal auxiliary p3wer sys-
tems. In the event of a power line fault The RFC system is designed to allow both au-
or a main turbine generator trip, fast tomatic and manual operation. In the auto-
bus switchgears will be activated to matic mode, either total automatic or semi-
switch the 10 ASDs normally receiving automatic operation is possible. Fully au-
power from the unit auxiliary transfor- tomatic, called " Master Auto" mode, refers
mers to the startup transformers.. The M- to the automatic load following (ALF) opera-
G set flywheels provide sufficient iner- tion in which the master controller receives
tia for 6 of the RIPS to extend core flow a load demand error signal from the main tur-
coast-down time, thereby reducing the bine pressure regulator. The load demand
change in MCPR during the momentary error signal is then applied to a cascade of
voltage drop transient. lead / lag and PI dynamic elements in the mas-

ter controller to generate a flow demand
(4) Normaloperation signal for balancing out the load demand er-

ror to zero. The flow demand signal is for-
Reactor recirculation flow is varied by modu- warded to the flow controller for compar-
lating the recirculation internal pump speeds ing with the sensed core flow. The result-
through the voltage and frequency modulation ing flow demand error is used to generate a
of the adjustable speed drive output. By suitable gang speed demand to the ASDs. The
properly controlling the operating speed of speed demand to the individual ASDs causes
the RIPS, the recirculation system can adjustment of RIP motor power input which
automatically change the reactor power level. changes the operating speed of the RIP and

hence core flow and core power. This pro-
Control of core flow is such that, at various cess continues until both the errors exist-
control rod patterns, different power level ing at the input of the flow controller and
changes can be automatically accommodated. master controller are driven to zero. Fully
For a rod pattern where rated power accompa- automatic control is provided by the master
nics 100% flow, power can be reduced to 70% controller when in the automatic mode. The
of full power by full automatic or manual flow controller can remain in automatic even
flow variation. At other rod patterns, though the master controller is in manual.
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7.7.1.6.1 Automatic Traversing In-Core Probe To protect against inadvertent radiation
[s} (ATIP) exposure from the ATIP, the ATIP electronics
v and drive mechnism have built-in relay

This subsection describes the non safety-re-- switches and mechanical motor stop switch to
lated automatic traversing in-core probe (ATIP) prevent the TIP detector from withdrawal
subsystem of the neutron monitoring system into the drive mechanism, Alarm warnings

i

I (NMS), Safety-related NMS subsystems are are installed near the TIP room and the
| discussed in Subsection 7.6.1.1. access way to the drywell to prevent

personnel radiation exposure from the TIP.|

j (1) Description (See Subsection 12.3.2.3)
|

| The ATIP is comprised of three TIP machines, (2) Classification
each with a neutron-sensitive sensor attach-
ed to the machine's flexible cable. Other The ATIP is nonsafety-related as shown in -
than the sensor itself, each machine has a Table 3.2-1. The subsystem is an opera-

,

! drive mechanism, a twenty-position index tional system and has no safety function,
mechanism, associated guide tube, and other

, parts. While not in use, the sensor is nor- (3) Power Supply
| mally stored and shielded in a storage area

inside the TIP room in the reactor build- The power for the ATIP is supplied from the
ing. During operation, the ATIP sensors are instrument AC power source.
inserted, either manually or automatically,
via guide tubing and through desired index (4) Testability
positions to the designated LPRM assembly
calibration tube. Each ATIP machine has de- The ATIP equipment is tested and calibrated

,

signated number and locations of LPRM assem- using heat balance data and procedures'

blies to cover, such that the ATIP sensor can described in the instruction manual.
|(q travel to all LPRM locations assigned to this'y

machine via the index mechanism of this (5) EnvironmentalConsiderationsj
' machine. The LPRM assignments to the three j

machines are shown in Figure 7.7-10. The equipment and cabling located in the j
drywell are designed for continuous duty

'

Flux readings along the axial length of the (see Section 3.11).
core are obtained by first inserting the
sensor fully to the top of the calibration (6) OperationalConsiderations
tube and then taking data as the sensor is
withdrawn continuously from the top. Sensor The ATIP can be operated during reactor j
flux reading, sensor axial positions data in operation to calibrate the LPRM channels.
the core, and LPRM location data are all sent The subsystem has no safety setpoints.
to an ATIP control unit located in the
control room, where the data can be stored. 7.7.1.6.2 Multi Channel Rod Block Monitor
The data are then sent to the process (MRBM)
computer for calibration and performance
calculations. The whole ATIP scanning This subsection describes the non-safety
sequence and instructions are fully related multi-channel rod block monitor (MRBM)

| automated, with manual control available. subsystem of the neutron monitoring system
| (NMS) Safety related NMS subsystems are

The index mechanism allows the use of a discussed in Subsection 7.6.1.1.
single sensor in any one of twenty different
LPRM assemblies. There is a common LPRM (1) System Identification
location that allows all three ATIP
scanning. This is for ATIP cross-machine The multi-channel rod block monitor (MRBM)

3 calibration. subsystem logic issues a rod block signal(d that is used in the rod control &
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information system (RC&lS) logic to enforce allow for calibration and trip output
rod blocks that prevent fuel damage by testing,
assuring that the minimum critical poer ratio
(MCPR) and maximum linear heat generation (5) Environmental and Operational !
rate do not violate fuel thermal safety Considerations j
limits. Once a rod block is initiated, ;

manual action is required by the operator to The MRBM is located in the control room |

reset the system. adjacent to the APRM panels. It is |

physically and electrically isolated from
The MRBM microcomputer based logic receives the rest of the safety NMS subsystems. All
input signals from the local power range interfaces with the safety NMS subsystems
monitors (LPRMs), and the average power range are via optical isolation.

j monitors (APRMs) of the NMS. It also
| receives core flow data from the NMS, and 7.7.1.7 Automatic Power Regulator System.
! control rod status data fro n the rod action Instrumentation and Controls

'

and position information subsystem of the
RCIS to determine when rod withdrawal blocks (1) Identification
are required. The MRBM averages the LPRM

| signals to detect local power change during The Primary objective of the automatic power
| the rod withdrawal. If the averaged LPRM regulator (APR) system is to control reactor

signal exceeds a preset rod block setpoint, a power during reactor startup, power
control rod block demand will be issued. The generation, and reactor shutdown, by
MRBM monitors many 4-by-4 fuel bundle regions appropriate commands to change rod

! in the core in which control rods are being positior: or to change reactor
withdrawn as a gang. Since it monitors more recirculation flow. The secondary objective
than one region, it is called the of the APR system is to control the pressure'

; multi-channel rod block monitor. The rod regulator setpoint (or turbine bypass valve

| block setpoint is a core-flow biased variable position) during reactor heatup and
| setpoint. The MRBM is a dual channel system, depressurization (e.g., to control the

not classified as a safety system, reactor cooldown rate). The automatic power'

regulator system consists of redundant
process controllers. Automatic power

(2) Classification regulation is achieved by appropriate
control algorithms for different phases of

The MRBM is non-safety related. Its the reactor operation which include approach
activating interface is through the rod to criticality, heatup, reactor power
control and information system (RC&lS) which increase, automatic load following, reactor
is also a non-safety related system. power decrease, and reactor depressurization

and cooldown. The automatic power regulator
(3) Power Supply system receives input from the plant process

computer, the power generation control
The power supply for the MRBM is from the system (described in Subsection 7.7.1.5.1),
non-divisional 120 VAC UPS bus. the steam bypass and pressure control system

(described in Subsection 7.7.1.8), and the
(4) Testability operator's control console. The output

| demand signals from automatic power
| The MRBM is a dual channel, independent regulation system are to the rod control and i

'

subsystem of the NMS. One of the MRBM information system to position the control
channels can be bypassed for testing or rods, to the recirculation flow control j
maintenance without affecting the overall system to change reactor coolant

'

MRBM function. Self test features are recirculation flow, and to the steam bypass
employed to monitor failures in the and pressure control system for automatic

i

microprocessor system. Test capabilities load following operations. The power

|
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.p generation system performs the overall plant

V startup, power operation, and shutdown
functions. The automatic power regulation
system performs only those functions
associated with reactor power changes and
with pressure regulator setpoint (or turbine ;

'

bypass valve position) changes during reactor
heatup or d e p r e ssuriza tion. A
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p simplified functional block diagram of the power regulation system contains algorithms
,() automatic power regulation system is provided that can change reactor power by control rod

in Figure 7.7-11. motions, or by reactor coolant recirculation
flow changes, but not both at the same time.

(2) Classification A prescribed control rod sequence is
followed when manipulating control rods for

The APR is classified as power generation reactor criticality, heatup, power changes,
system and is not required for safety, and automatic load following. Each of these
Safety events requiring control rod scram are functions has its own algorithm to achieve
sensed and controlled by the safety-related its designed objective. The control rod
reactor protection system (RPS), which is sequence can be updated from the process
completely independent of the APR. The RIPS computer based on inputs from the reactor
is discussed in Section 7.2. engineer. A predifined trajectory of

power-flow is followed when controlling
(3) Power Sources reactor power. The potentially unstable

; region of the power-flow map is avoided
The automatic power regulation system digital during plant startup, automatic load
controllers are powered by redundant following, and shutdown. During automatic
uninterruptable non-Class 1E power supplies load following operation, the automatic
and sources. No single power failure shall power regulation system interfaces with the
result in the loss of any automatic power steam bypass and pressure control system
regulation system function. to coordinate main turbine and reactor power

changes for optimal performance.
(4) NormalOperation

(5) Abnormal Operation
The automatic power regulation system

(V) interfaces with the operator's console to The normal mode of operation of the
perform its designed functions. The automatic power regulator system is

| operator's control panel for automatic plant automatic. If any system or component
startup, power operation, and shutdown conditions are abnormal during execution of
functions is part of the power generation the prescribed sequences, the power
control system. This control panel consists generation control system will be
of a series of breakpoint controls for a automatically switched into the manual mode
prescribed plant operation sequence. When and any operation in progress will be
all the prerequisites are satisfied for a stopped. Alarms will be activated to alert
prescribed breakpoint in a control sequence, the operator. With the automatic power
a permissive is given and upon verification regulation system in manual mode, the
by the operator, the operator initiates the operator can manipulate control rods and
prescribed control sequence. The power recirculation flow through the normal
generation control system then initiates controls. A failure of the automatic power
demand signals to various system controllers regulation system will not prevent manual
to carry out the predefined control controls of reactor power, nor will it
functions. [ Note: For non automated prevent safe shutdown of the reactor.

| operations that are required during normal
'

startup or shutdown (e.g., change of Reactor (6) Equipment
Mode Switch status), automatic prompts are

| provided to the operator. Automated The automatic power regulation system
| operations continue after the operator control functional logic is performed by

completes the prompted action manually.] The redundant, microprocessor based
functions associated with reactor power fault tolerant digital controllers (FTDC).
control are performed by the automatic power The FTDC performs many functions. It reads

|O regulation system. and validates inputs from the non-essential

V multiplexing system (NEMS) interface once!

For reactor power control, the automatic every sampling period. It performs the
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specific power control calculations and will stop automatic reactor power changes.
processes the pertinent alarm and interlock If any system or component conditions are
functions, then updates all system outputs to abnormal during execution of the prescribed
the NEMS. To prevent computational sequences, continued bperation is stopped
divergence among the redundant processing automatically and alarms will be activated
channels, each channel performs a comparison to alert the operator. With the automatic
check of its calculated results with the power regulation system in manual mode, the
other redundant channels. The internal FTDC operator can manipulate control rods and
architecture features redundant multiplexing recirculation flow through the normal
interfacing units for communications between controls. A failure of the automatic power
the NEMS and the TTDC processing channels. regulation system will not prevent manual

controls of reactor power, nor will it
(7) Testability prevent safe shutdown of the reactor.

The fault-tolerant-digital controller (FTDC), (1) Setpoints
input and output communication interfaces,
are continuously functioning during normal The automatic power regulation system has no
power operation. Abnormal operation of these safety setpoints.
components can be detected during operation.
In addition, the FTDC is equipped with 7.7.1.8 Steam Bypass & Pressure Control System-
self-test and on line diagnostic capabilities Instrumentation and Controls
for identifying and isolating failure of
input / output devices, buses, power supplies, (1) Identification
processors, and interprocessor communication
paths. These on-line tests and diagnosis can The primary objective of the steam bypass &
be performed without disturbing the normal pressure control (SB&PC) system is to
control functions of the automatic power control reactor vessel pressure during plant |
regulation system, startup, power generation and shutdown modes

of operation. This is accomplished through
(8) EnvironmentalConsiderations control of the turbine control and/or steam

bypass valves, such that susceptibility to |
The automatic power regulation system is not reactor trip, turbine-generator trip, main
required for safety purposes, nor is it steam isolation and safety relief valve
required to operate during or after any opening is minimized.
design basis accident. The system is
required to operate in the normal plant Command signals for the turbine control
environment for power generation purposes valves and the steam bypass valves are
only. The automatic power regulation system generated by a triplicated fault-tolerant
equipment is located in the main control room digital controller using feedback signals
and subject to the normal control room from vessel pressure sensors. For normal
environment as listed in Section 3.11. operation, the turbine control valves

regulate steam pressure. However, whenever
(9) Operator Information and Operational the total steam flow demand from the

Considerations pressure controller exceeds the effective
turbine control valve steam flow demand, the

During operation of the automatic power pressure control system sends the excess
regulation system, the operator observes the steam flow directly to the main condenser,
performance of the plant via CRTs on the mab through the steam bypass valves.
console or on large screen displays in the
main control room. The automatic power Ability of the plant to follow grid-system
regulation system can be switched into the load demands is enabled by adjusting reactor
manual mode by the operator and a control power level, by varying reactor
sequence, which is in progress, can be recirculation flow (manually or
stopped by the operator at any time. This automatically), or by moving control rods

Amendment 27 77-344
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(manually or automatically). In response to The SB&PC also controls pressure duringg) the resulting steam production changes, the normal (main steam isolation valves open)(
V pressure control system adjusts the turbine reactor shutdown to control the reactor

control valves to accept the steam output cooling rate.
change, thereby controlling steam pressure.
In addition, when the reactor is (5) Abnormal Plant Operation
automatically following grid system load
demands, the pressure control system permits Events which induce reactor trip present
an immediate steam flow response to fast significant transients during which the
changes in load demand, thus utilizing part SB&PC must maintain steam pressure. These ,

of the stored energy in the vessel, transients are characterized by large l
variations in vessel steam flow, core I

(2) Classification thermal-power output, and sometimes j
recirculation flow, all of which affect

'

The SB&PC controls and bypass valves are vessel water level. The SB&PC is designed
powered by redundant uninterruptable to respond quickly to stabilize system ;

non-Class 1E power supplies and sources. No pressure and thus aid in the feedwater/ level
single power failure will result in the loss control in maintaining water level.
of SB&PC system function. Upon failure of
two or more channels in the controller, the The SB&PC is also designed for operation
turbine will trip. with other reactor control systems to avoid

reactor trip af ter significant plant

(3) Power Sources disturbances. Examples of such disturbances
are loss of one feedwater pump, loss of

The SB&PC controls and bypass valves are three recirculation pumps, inadvertent
powered by redundant uninterruptable opening of safety relief valves or steam

q non-Class 1E power supplies and sources. No bypass valves, main turbine stop/ control

Q single power failure will result in the loss valve surveillance testing, and steam line
of SB&PC system function. Upon failure of isolation valve testing,
two or more channels in the controller, the
turbine will trip. (6) Equipment

(4) Normal Plant Operation The SB&PC system control functional logic is
performed by triplicated microprocessor-

At steady-state plant operation, the SB&PC based fault tolerant digital controllers
system maintains primary system pressure at a (FTDC) similar to those used for the
nearly constant value, to ensure optimum feedwater and recirculation flow control
plant performance. systems. It is therefore possible to lose

one complete processing channel without
During normal operational plant maneuvers impacting the system function. This also
(pressure setpoint changes, level setpoint facilitates tak.ing one channel out of
changes, recirculation flow changes), the service for maintenance or repair while the
SB&PC system provides responsive, stable system is on-line. The IED and IBD are
performance to minimize vessel water level provided as Figures 7.7-12 and 7.7-13
and neutron flux transients. respectively. !

;

During plant startup and heatup, the SB&PC Controls and valves are designed such that |
provides for automatic control of the reactor steam flow is shut off upon loss of control )

| vessel pressure. Independent control of system electrical power or hydraulic system I
reactor pressure and power is permitted, pressure. '

during reactor-vessel heatup, by varying
steam bypass flow as the main turbine is The pressure control function provides ABWR

9(d brought up to speed and synchronized. automatic load following by forcing the
turbine control valves to remain under
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pressure control supervision, while enabling (f) Displayed variables and alarms from the
fast bypass opening for transient events SB&PC to the main control room panel i

requiring fast reduction in turbine steam operator interface.
flow.

(g) Narrow and wide range pressure signals,
The steam bypass function controls reactor MSIV position signals from the ruclear
pressure by modulating three automatically boiler system to the SB&PC.
operated, regulating bypass valves in
response to the bypass flow demand signal. (h) Bypass valve position, servo current,
This control mode is assumed under the position error and valve open and
following conditions: closed signals from the turbine bypass

system.
(a) During reactor vessel heat-up to rated

pressure. (i) Emergency bypass valve fast opening
signals and bypass valve flow demand

(b) While the turbine is brought up to spu-d signals from the SB&PC to the turbine
and synchronized. bypass system.

(c) During power operation when reactor (j) Electric power from the non-Class 1E
steam generation exceeds the turbine power supply to the SB&PC.
steam flow requirements.

(k) Pressure setpoint change
(d) During plant load rejections and requests / commands from the turbine

turbine-generator trips. master controller, for automatic

start-up and shut-down sequences.
(e) During cool-down of the nuclear boiler.

(1) Governor free demand signal to the
(7) C&IInterface reactor power compensator in the

automatic power regulator (APR) system.
The external signal interface for the SB&PC

are listed as follows: (m) Reactor power compensation signal in
accordance with speed error from the

(a) Narrow range dome pressure signals from SB&PC to the APR.
the SB&PC system to the recirculation
flow control system. (n) Main condenser vacuum low signal from

the extraction system to the SB&PC.
(b) Equivalent load or stearn flow feedback

signal from the turbine control system (7) Testability
(which is included in the same
triplicated fault-tolerant digital The FTDC input and output communication
controller as the SB&PC). interfaces are continuously functioning

during normal power operation. Abnormal
(c) Signals to and from the main control operation of these components can be 1

room. detected during operation. In addition, the !
FTDC is equipped with self-test and on-line I

(d) Bypass hydraulic power supply trouble diagnostic capabilities for identifying and I
signal from the turbine bypass system to isolating failure of input / output devices, j
the SB&PC system. buses, power supplies, processors, and

interprocessor communication paths. These i

(e) Output signals from the SB&PC to the on-line tests and diagnosis can be performed I
performance monitoring and control without disturbing the normal control !

function of the process computer. functions of the SB&PC system.
.
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n It is a support system utilized for are required in that the system is capable

( ) assimilation, transmission and interpretation of seif-starting foilowing power
of data for power generation (non safety interruptions, or any other single failure,
related) systems and their associated including any single processor failure,
sensors, actuators and interconnections. It After repairs or replacements are performed,
is classified as non-safety related, the system automatically re-initializes to

normal status when power is restored to any

(4) Power Sources unit and automatically resets any alarms.

The NEMS receives its power from non-Class 1E (9) Operator Information
distribution branches of the same
multi-divisional 125 VDC power supply which The self test provisions are designed to
feeds the EMS. Isolation is accomplished alert the operator to system anomalies via
through the use of DC-to-DC convertors (see interfaces with the process computer and the
Figure 8.3-7). This redundancy allows the annunciator. Problems significant enough to
NEMS to supply triplicated logic functions cause system channel f ailures are
such that any single failure in the system annunciated separately from those which
power supplies will not cause the loss of the allow continued operation. The circuitry is
validated outputs to the interfacing designed such that no control output or
actuators and to the monitors and displays. alarm is inadvertently activated during

system initialization or shutdown. For such
(5) Equipment events, control outputs change to

predetermined f ail-safe outputs.
The hardware and "firmware" architectures for
the NEMS are the same as those of the EMS, 7.7.1.10 Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System
which are described in Appendix 7A. [ See - Instrumentation and Controls

f7 the response to NRC Requests (10) and (11) of

() Section 7A.2.] (1) System Identification

(6) Testability The fuel pool cooling and cleanup system is
non-safety-related. Instrumentation and

The EMS test feature described in Appendix control is supplied to monitor and control
7A, Section 7A.2, items (3), (4) and (6) are the fuel pool temperature. The filter /de-
generally equivalent for the NEMS, except mineralizer portion is non-safety-related.
that the NEMS does not interface with, nor The instrumentation is for plant equipment
rely upon, the SSLC [see the response to NRC protection.
Request (6) of Section 7A.2]. Also, the NEMS
self-test features include the analog The fuel pool cooling and cleanup system
fault-tolerant voting system unique to the operates continuously on all plant modes.
control systems employing logic. Evaporative losses in the system are

replaced by the condensate system. If the
(7) EmironmentalConsiderations heat load should become excessive, the

residual heat removal system is operated in
The NEMS is not required for safety purposes, parallel with this system to remove the
nor is it required to operate after the excess heat load when the reactor is in
design basis accident. Its support function shutdown condition. The arrangement of
serves power generation purposes only and it equipment and control devices is shown in
is designed to operate in the normal plant the P&lD (Section 9.1). The interlock block
environment. diagram is shown is Figure 7.7-14. J

(8) OperationalConsiderations (2) Power Sources

(~) The system automatically initiates for both Athough the system is non-safety related, it
U cold and warm starts. No operator actions is considered to be a plant investment

I
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protection (PIP) load. Each of the two providing the required cooling for a
channels receives its power from separate PIP normal quantity of fuel). Each of the
buses, backed by the combustion turbine two FPC heat exchangers is serviced by
generator. DC control power also comes from independent RCW loops. The RHR system
separate battery backed buses. can be used as a backup to cool the

pool.
(3) Equipment Design

(d) Testability
The cooling loop components of the fuel pool
cooling system have been designed to Seismic The system is designed to remove decay
Category I requirements. heat load in the fuel pool during nor-

mal plant operation or at all other
(a) Circuit Description times. It is therefore fully testable

at any time.
Temperature indication (alarm high) and
level indication (alarm both high and (c) EnvironmentalConsiderations
low) are provided for the pools. The
surge tank is also provided with level Environmental conditions are the same
indication, alarm high and low. for the normal condition and the acci-

dent condition because there are no
Surge tank low low level trip will high-energy systems in the area. See
automatically shut off the fuel pool Section 3.11.
pumps as described in Section 9.1.

(f) OperationalConsiderations
The filter /demineralizer controls are
carried out by a process control sub. There are no special operating conside-
system. Discussion of circuit design is rations
not presented, since the total failure or
malfunction of the subject control
subsystem does not involve any safety
function or ramification. The logic
provided within the controller activates
and carries out process activities such
as backwashing, precoating, and
filtering, based on the process variable
condition.

(b) Bypasses and Interlocks

Bypass valves, and interlocks for the
fuel pool cooling pumps are provided in
this system. Each of the two pumps are j

interlocked to stop under the following i

conditions: (1) skimmer surge tank |
low-low level; or (2) the other pump is |
running and there is a low pump suction i

pressure or low pump discharge flow. I
|

(c) Redundancy and Diversity

The cooling portion of the spent fuel
pool cooling and cleanup system is
redundant (i.e., these are two inde-
pendent cooling loops, each capable of

Amendment 27 7.7-34.10
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| 7.7.1.11 Other Nonsafety-Related Control For consideration of item (2), above, it isg)
(V Systems necessary to refer to the safety evaluations in !

Chapter 15. In that chapter it is first shown
The following nonsafety-related control that the subject systems are not utilized to !

1systems are described in other subsections of the provide any design basis accident safety func-
SSAR as indicated. tion. Safety functions, where required, are

provided by other qualified systems. For ex- |

Snt..cm Subsection pected or abnormal transient incidents follow- 1

ing the single operator error (SOE) or single I

Fire Protection 9.5.1 component failure (SCF) criteria, protective ]
functions are also shown to be provided by other 1

Offgas/Radwaste 11.2, 113, 11.4 systems. The expected or abnorma! transients j

cited are the limiting events for the subject
Drywell Cooling 9.4.8 systems. |

1

Sampling 93.2 7.7.2.1 Nuclear Boller System - Reactor Vessel i

Instrumentation
Instrument Air 93.6

7.7.2.1.1 General Functional Requirements
Makeup Water 9.23 Conformance

1

Atmospheric The reactor vessel instrumentation of the nu- !
Control 6.2.5 clear boiler system (NBS) is designed to provide i

redundant or augmented information to the exist-
7.7.2 Analysis ing information required from the engineered i

st'eguards and safety-related systems. None of
The purpose of this subsection is to: t. 's nonsafety related instrumentation is

(q~) ru dired to initiate or control any engineered j

(1) Demonstrate by direct or referenced analysis safeguard or safety.related system function. |
'

that the subject-described systems are not
required for any plant safety function. 7.7.2.1.2 Specific Regulatory Requirements

(2) Demonstrate by direct or referenced analysis
that the plant protection systems described Table 7.1-2 identifies the nonsafety-related
elsewhere are capable of coping with all control systems and the associated codes and ;

'

failure modes of the subject control system, standards applied in accordance with Section 7.7
of the Standard Review Plan for BWRs. The ,

In response to item (1) above, the following following analysis lists the applicable criteria I
is cited: upon considering the design basis, de- in order of the listing on the table, and
scriptions, and evaluations presented here and discusses the degree of conformance for each.
elsewhere throughout the document relative to the Any exceptions or clarifications are so noted,
subject system, it can be concluded that these
systems do not perform any safety-related (1) General Design Criteria (GDC):
function.

(a) Criteria. GDCs 13 and 19.
Design Basis: Refer to Subsection 7.1.1.

(b) Conformance: The NBS is in compliance
Description: Refer to Subsection 7.7.1. with these GDCs, in part, or as a whole,

as applicable. The GDCs are generally
The individual system analysis in this section addressed in Subsection 3.1.2.

concludes that the subject systems are not
required for any plant safety action. (2) Regulatory Guides (RGs):

/ \

V in accordance with the Standard Review Plan
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for Section 7.7 and with Table 7.1-2, only The NBS instrument lines are not exposed i
Regulatory Guide 1.151 - Instrument Sens- to cold temperatu;es and are designed to
ing Lines need be addressed for the ABWR. meet the ASME code requirements of i

Regulatory Guide 1.151 and ISA S67.02.
(a) Criteria: RG 1.151 - Instrument Sens-

ing Lines The nuclear boiler system is thus in
full compliance with these criteria.

(b) Conformance: There are four independent
sets of instrument lines which are me- 7.7.2.2 Rod Control and Information System -
chanically separated into each of the Instrumentation and Controls
four instrument divisions of the nuclear
boiler system (see Figure 5.1-3, Nuclear 7.7.2.2.1 General Functional Requirements
Boiler System P&lD). Each of the four Conformance
instrument lines interfaces with sensors
assigned to each of the four Class IE The circuitry described for the rod control
electrical divisions for safety-related and information system (RCIS) is completely |
systems. independent of the circuitry controlling the

scram valves. This separation of the scram and
There are also non-Class 1E instruments normal rod control functions prevents failures
that derive their input for the reactor in the rod control and information circuitry
vesselinstrumentation portion of the NBS from affecting the scram circuitry. The scram
from these lines. There is no circuitry is discussed in Section 7.2. The |
safety-related controlling function in- effectiveness of a reactor scram is not impaired
volved in this instrumentation and it is by the malfunctioning of any one control rod

single failure in the rod control and |
entirely separate (including its own MUX drive circuitry. It can be concluded that no
system) from the safety-related instru-
ments and their associated systems, information system can result in the prevention

of a reactor scram, and that repa!r, adjustment,
The safety-related instrumentation pro- or maintenance of the rod control and

'

vides vessel pressure and water level information system components does not affect
sensing for all protection systems. the scram circuitry.
These instruments are arranged in two-
out-of-four logic combinations and their Chapter 15 aamines the various failure mode
signals are shared by both safety-relat- considerations for this system. The expected
ed and nonsafety-related systems. All of and abnormal transients and accident events
these signals are multiplexed and passed analyzed envelope the failure modes associated
through fiber-optic media before entering with this system's components.
the voting logic of the redundant
divisions of the safety-related systems; 7.7.2.2.2 Specific Regulatory Requirements
or of nonsafety related systems which Conformance
make up the various networks. Separation
and isolation is thus preserved both Table 7.1-2 identifies the nonsafety-related
mechanically and electrically in control systems and the associated codes and
accordance with IEEE 279 and Regulatory standards applied in accordance with Section 7.7
Guide 1.75. of the Standard Review Plan for BWRs. The

following analysis lists the applicable criteria
With four independent sensing lines and in order of the listing on the table, and
four independent electrical and mecha- discusses the degree of conformance for each.
nical divisions, the two-out-of- four Any exceptions or clarifications are so noted.
voting logic assures no individual
sensing line failure could prevent pro-
per action of a protection system. When
a system input channel is by-passed, the
logic reverts to two-out-of-three.
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7.7.2.7 Automatic Power Regulator Systm 7.7.2.8.1 General Functional Requirements(pj Instrumentation and Controls Confwmance

7.7.2.7.1 General Functional Requirements The steam bypass & pressure control (SB&PC)
Conformance system is a power generation system in that it

inputs information to the automatic power
The automatic power regulator (APR) system is regulator, which in turn controls reactor power

a power generation system in that it receives by manipulating control rods (via the rod ,

command signals from the power generation system, control and information system) or recirculation |

and the steam bypass and pressure control system; flow (via the recire flow control system). The |
then controls reactor power by manipulating protective scram function is entirely separate i

control rods (via the rod control and information (via the reactor protection system).
system) or recirculation flow (via the recire 1

flow control system). The protective scram The SB&PC is classified as non-safety
function is entirely separate (via the reactor related and does not interface with any
protection system). engineered safeguard or safety related system.

The APR is classified as non-safety related 7.7.2.8.2 Specific Regulatory Requirtments
and does not interface with any engineered Conformance
safeguard or safety related system.

Table 7.1-2 identifies the non-safety

7.7.2.7.2 Specific Regulatory Requirements relt.ted control systems and the associated codes
Conformance and standards applied in accordance with Section

7.7 of the Standard Review Plan. The following
Table 7.1-2 identifies the non-safety related analysis lists the applicable criteria in order

control systems and the associated codes and of the listing on the table, and discusses the
O standards applied m sccordance with Section 7.7 degree of conformance for each. Any exceptions
V of the Standard Review Plan for BWRs. The or clarifications are so noted.

following analysis lists the applicable criteria
in order of the listing on the table, and (1) General Design Criteria (GDC) i

discusses the degree of conformance for each. |
Any exceptions or clarifications are so noted. (a) Criteria: GDCs 13 and 19 |

(1) General Design Criteria (GDC) (b) Conformance: The SB&PC is in compliance
with these GDCs, in part, or as a

(a) Criteria: GDCs 13 and 19 whole, as applicable. The GDCs are
generally addressed in Subsection

(b) Conformance: The APR is in compliance 3.1.2.
,

with these GDCs, in part, or as a whole, 1

as applicable. The GDCs are generally (2) RegulatoryGuides(RGs)
addressed in Subsection 3.1.2.

In accordance with the Standard Review Plan |
'

(2) RegulatoryGuides(RGs) for Section 7.7 and with Table 7.1-2, only
Regulatory Guide 1.151 - Instrument Sensing

In accordance with the Standard Review Plan Lines need be addressed for the ABWR.
for Section 7.7 and with Table 7.1-2, only
Regulatory Guide 1.151 - Instrument Sensing (a) Criteria: Regulatory Guide 1.151
Lines need be addressed for the ABWR. The Instrument Sensing Lines
APR does not have any direct interface with
the instrument lines; therefore, this guide (b) Conforman_te: The SB&PC interfaces with
is not applicable. sensors connected to instrument lines

G on both the reactor and the turbine.j) 7.7.2.8 Steam Bypass and Pressure Control The reactor instrument line interface(
@ tem Instrumentation and Controls,

i
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is via the nuclear boiler system, which failure will cause its basic function to fail.
is in full compliance with this guide as
discussed in Subsection 7.7.2.1.2 (2). 7.7.2.9.2 Specific Regulatory Requirements

Conformance
There are four independent turbine
instrument lines, which contain Table 7.1-2 identifies the non-safety
turbinelst stage pressure sensors as part related control systems and the associated codes
of the turbine control system, in and standards applied in accordance with Section
addition to the non-Class IE sensors 7.7 of the Standard Review Plan. However, as
associated with the SB&PC. The 1st stage mentioned above, the NEMS is not a separate
turbine pressure signals are used as control system subject to separate review, but
bypass interlocks for the turbine control is the data communication vehicle for virtually
valve fast closure and turbine stop valve all of the non-safety related systems. It
closure scram functions see Subsection provides specific enhancement for all control
7.2.1.1.4.2 (6) (d)]. No single failure systems in their conformance with GDCs 13 and
can cause this function to be disabled. 19.
In addition, since the turbine building
itself is a non-seismic structure, these 7.7.2.10 Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System
scram functions are backed up by diverse Instrumentation and Control
reactor variables which will
independently initiate scram, should the 7.7.2.10.1 General Requirements Conformance
turbine signals be lost. These diverse

rwer generation systemvariables to cause scram are reactor high The FPC is neither a
pressure and high flux (via NMS). not a protection system. It is an independent
Therefore, no event associated with system designed to monitor and control the fuel
turbine instrument lines can cause an pool temperature, and to maintain the water
action requiring scram, while at the same quality of the pool.
time disabling the scram function. The
SB&PC fully complies with Regulatory The system has two active redundant loops
Guide 1.151. which receive their power from independent

combustion turbine generator (CTG) backed
7.7.2.9 Non-Essential Multiplexing System- buses. Therefore, no single failure will cause
Instrumentation and Controls its basic function to fail. Also, RHR system is

given credit to provide supplemental pool
7.7.2.9.1 General Requirements Conformance cooling.

The NEMS, of itself, is neither a power 7.7.110.2 Specific Regulatory Requirements
generation system nor a protection system. It is Conformance
a support system utilized for assimilation,
transmission and interpretation of data for power Table 7.1-2 identifies the non-safety
generation (non-safety related) systems and their related control systems and the a sociated codes
assoeiated sensors, actuators and and standards applied in accordance with Section
interconnections. It is classified as non-safety 7.7 of the Standard Review Plan. The following
related and does not interface with any analysis lists the applicable criteria in order
engineered safeguard or safety related system of the listing on the table, and discusses the ;

except for isolated alarms for annunciati~ % gree of conformance for each. Any exceptions
clarifications are so noted.

The NEMS is an integral part of the ic -

generation systems which it supports. As sucn, (1) GeneralDesign Criteria (GDC):
it meets the same functional requirements imposed )
on those systems. Although not required to meet (a) Critena: GDCs 13 and 19. i
the single failure criteria, the system is j

redundant and receives its power from redundant, (b) Conformance: The FPC is in compliance I

highly reliable power sources such that no single with these GDCs, in part, or as a whole,
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as applicable. The GDCs are generally
addressed in Subsection 3.1.2.
Instrumentation and controls are provided in-
the control room. The filter demineralizer !

portion is controllable from the local !
!panels. Since the system is not associated

with reactor shutdown, there are no controls |

needed nor provided in the remote shutdown |
facility.

(2) Regulatory Guide (RGs): !

l
In accordance with the Standard Review Plan i

for Section 7.7 and with Table 7.1-2, only )
Regulatory Guide 1.151 - Instrument Sensing
Lines need be addressed for the ABWR, The
FPC instrument lines are not exposed to cold j
temperatures and are designed to meet the j

ASME code requirements of Regulatory Guide |

1.151 and ISA S67.02. The FPC is thus in
full compliance with these criteria.

| 7.7.2.11 Other Nonsafety-Related Control
Systems

1

..

The following nonsafety-related control sys- )
;

:|

!

O
Amendment 27 ~ 7 7-38 3
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7.8 COL LICENSE INFORMATIONg
7.8.1 Effects of Station Blackout
on the HVAC

A temperature heat rise analysis shall be |
provided by the COL applicant for the station
blackout scenario applied to the control room on
consideration of the environmental temperatures
unique to the plant location. ( See Chapter 20,
NRC Question 420.14.)

7.8.2 Electrostatic Discharge on Exposed j

Equipment Components !

The response to NRC Question 420.90 provides
recommendations for limiting the effects of
electrosatatic discharge (ESD) at keyboards', !

keyed switches and other exposed equipment. The i

applicant shall provide assurance that the
grounding and shielding techniques are consistent
with these recommendations, or provide an
acceptable alternative plan for controlling ESD.
[See Chapter 20, NRC Question 420.90]

7.8.3 Localized High Heat Spots in
'~g Semiconductor Materials for Computing ;

(V Devices '

The response to NRC Question 420.92 provides
recommendations for limiting high current i

densities which could result in localized heat
spots in semiconductor materials used in

| computing devices. The COL applicant shall
provide assurance that these recommendation are
followed, or an acceptable alternative is
presented, by the selected equipment vendor (s).
To ensure that adequate compensation for heat
rise is incorporated into the design, a thermal
analysis shall be performed at the circuit board,
instrument and panel design stages. [See Chapter
20, NRC Question 420.92)

. Amendment 27 7.8-1
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9.1 FUEL STORAGE AND HANDLING (3) The biases between the calculated results and |c

experimental results, as well as the uncertainty l
The new-fuel storage vault stores a 40% core load involved in the calculations, are taken into 1

of new fuel assemblics. The fuel is stored in the new account as part of the calculational procedure to -
fuel storage racks in the vault which are located as assure that the specific k limit is met. ld
close as practicable to the spent fuel storage pool
work area to facilitate handling during fuel The new fuel storage racks are purchased
preparation. The new-fuel inspection stand is close equipment. The purchase specification for these
to the new-fuel storage vault to minimize fuel racks will require the vendor to provide the
transport distance. information requested in Question 430.180 on

criticality analysis and the inadvertent placement of a
Spent fuel removed from the reactor vessel must fuel assembly in other than prescribed locations. See

be stored underwater while awaiting disposition. Subsection 9.1.6 for COL license information | _
Spent fuel storage racks, which are used for this requirements.
purpose, are located at the bottom of the fuel storage
pool under sufficient water to provide radiological 9.1.1.1.2 Storage Design
shielding. This pool water is processed through the
fuel pool cooling and fuel pool and cleanup FPC The new fuel storage racks provided in the new fuel
system to provide cooling to the spent fuel in storage storage vault provide storage for 40% of one full core
and for maintenance of fuel pool water quality. The fuelload.
spent fuel pool storage capacity is 270% of the
reactor core. 9.1.1.13 Mechanical and Structural Design

The new fuel and spent fuel storage racks are the
same high density design. The new fuel racks can be
used for either dry or submerged storage of fuel.

A The design of the new fuel racks will be described.

Q Information on the spent fuel racks will only be
presented when the design is different.

9.1.1 New Fuel Storage

9.1.1.1 Design Bases See Subsection 9.1.2.13.

9.1.1.1.1 Nuclear Design 9.1.1.1.4 'Ihermal-Hydraulic Design

A full array of loaded new fuel racks is designed to See Subsection 9.1.2.1.4.
be subcritical, by at least 5% Ak.

9.1.1.13 Material Considerations
(1) Monte Carlo techniques are employed in the

calculations performed to assure that k does See Subsection 9.1.2.1.5.
77

not exceed 0.95 under all normal and ab* normal
conditions. 9.1.1.1.6 Dynamic and Impact Analysis

(2) The assumption is made that the storage array The new fuel storage racks are purchased
is infinite in all directions. Since no credit is equipment. The purchase specification for the new
taken for neutron leakage, the values reported fuel storage racks will require the vendor to perform
as effective neutron multiplication factors are, confirmatory dynamic analyses. The input excitation
in reality, infinite neutron multiplication for these analyses will utilize the horizontal and
factors. vertical response spectra provided in new Figures

t

.)

Amendment 27 9.1-1
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9.1-15 and 9.1-26. (The SSE rc , is two times normal and abnormal storage conditions equal to or
the OBE response). less than 0.95 in the new fuel storage racks. To

ensure design criteria are met, the following normal
Verticalimpact analysis is required because the and abnormal new fuel storage conditions will be

fuel assembly is held in the storage rack by its own analyzed:

weight without any mechanical holudown devices.
,

| Therefore, when the downward acceleration of the (1) normal positioning in the new fuel array, and
storage rack exceeds Ig, contact between the fuel
assembly and the storage rack is lost. Horizontal (2) eccentric positioning in the new fuel array

i

j impact analysis is required because a clearance exists

| between the fuel assembly and the storage rack walls. The new fuel sgorage area will accommodate fuel
(k;g < 135 at 20 C in standard core geometry) with

| See Subsection 9.1.6 for COL license information no safety implications.
requirements.

9.1.13.2 Structural Design

9.1.1.1.7 (Deleted)
(1) The new fuel vault contains one or more fuel

| 9.1.1.2 Facilities Description (New Fuel storage racks which provides storage for fuel a

| Storage) maximum of 40% of one full core fuelload.
i

! (1) The location of the new fuel storage vault in the (2) The new fuel storage racks are designed to be
! reactor building as shown in Section 1.2. freestanding (i.e., no supports above the base).
l

l (2) The new fuel storage racks are top entry racks (3) The racks include individual solid tube storage
designed to preclude the possibility of criticality compartments which provide lateral restraints
under normal and abnormal conditions. The over the entire length of the fuel assembly.
upper tieplate of the fuel element rests against
the module to provide lateral support. The (4) The weight of the fuel assembly or bundle is
lower tieplate sits in the bottom of the rack, supported axially by the rack lower support.

'

which supports the weight of the fuel.

(5) The racks are fabricated from materials used for
(3) The rack arrangement is designed to prevent construction are specified in accordance with the

accidental insertion of fuel assemblies or latest issue of applicable ASTM specifications.
bundles between adjacent racks, The storage
rack is designed to provide accessibility to the (6) Lead-in guides at the top of the storage spaces
fuel bail for grappling purposes. provide guidance of the fuel during insertion.

(4) The floor of new fuel storage vault is sloped to (7) The racks are designed to withstand, while
a drain located at the low point. This drain maintaining the nuclear safety design basis, the
removes any water that may be accidentally and impact force generated by the vertical free-fall
unknowingly introduced into the vault. The drop of a fuel assembly from a height of 1.8
drain is part of the floor drain subsynem of the meters,

liquid radwaste system.
(8) The rack is designed to withstand a pullup force

(5) The radiation monitoring equipment for the of 1814 kg and a horizontal force of 454 kg.
new fuel storage areas is described in Section There are no readily definable horizontal forces
7.1. in excess of 454 kg and,in the event a fuel

assembly should jam, the maximum lifting force
9.1.1.3 Safety Evaluation of the fuel-handling platform grapple (assumes

limit switches fail) is 1351 kg.
9.1.13.1 Criticality Control

(9) The new fuel storage racks require no periodic
The design of the new fuel storage racks provides special testing or inspection for nuclear safety

for an effective multiplication factor (kdf) f r both purposes.

Arnendment 27 9,11.1
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9.1.133 Protection Features of the New Fuel

']n Storage Facilities
,

The new fuel storage vault is housed in the reactor i

i building. The vault and reactor building are Seismic j
l Category I natural phenomena such as tornadoes, j

tornado missiles, floods and high winds. Fire
protection features are described in Subsection 9.5.1
and Appendix 9A.

i

|
'

|

I

Procedural fuel-handling
requirements and equipment design dictate that no 4

'

more than one bundle at a time can be handled over
the storage racks and at a maximum height of 1.8

| meters above the upper rack. Therefore, the racks j
cannot be displaced in a manner causing critical j

spacing as a result ofimpact from a falling object. j
l

The auxiliary hook on the reactor building crane |

can traverse the full length of the refueling floor. |
This hook is used to move new fuel from the entry |

IFN point into the reactor building, up the main
;N ,/ equipment batch to the refueling floor and from

'

there to the new fuel storage vault. This hook can
move fuel to the new fuel inspection stand and
rechanneling area at the end of the spent fuel storage
pool.

During positioning of
new fuel into the new fuel racks with the main crane

| auxiliary hook the fuel grapple is always above theupper fuel rack casting and the grapple interfaces
only with the fuel bundle ball and can not engage the
fuel rack. Thus, the transfer devices used for new
fuel handling to the new fuel vault cannot impose
uplift loads on the rack castings.

Should it become necessary to move major loads
along or over the pools, administrative controls
require that the load be moved over the empty
portion of the spent fuel pool and avoid the area of

| the new fuel storage vault. The shipping cask can
not be lifted or moved above the new fuel vault
because of their relative locations on the refueling
floor.

f.-
I
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9.1.2 Spent Fuel Storage assemblies, bundles or other equipment.g
9.1.2.1 Design Bases The spent fuel poolis a reinforced concrete

structure with a stainless steelliner. The fuel storage
9.1.2.1.1 Nuclear Design pool liner seismic classification is provided in T able ,

3.2-1. The bottoms of all pool gates are sufficiently
(1) A full array in the loaded spent fuel rack is high to maintain the water level over the spent fuel '

,

designed to be suberitical, by at least 5% Ak. storage racks form adequate shielding and cooling.
Neutron-absorbing material, as an integral part All pool fill and drain lines enter the pool above the
of the design,is employed to assure that the safe shielding water level. Redundant anti-siphon
calculated k including biases and vacuum breakers are located at the high point of the '

uncertainties, M,not exceed 0.95 under all pool circulation lines to preclude a pipe break from
normal and abnormal conditions. siphoning the water from the pool and jeopardizing

the safe water level.

t

1

1

1

The racks are constructed in accordance with a
quality assurance program that ensures the design,
construction and testing requirements are met.

O

9.1.2.1.2 Storage Design

The fuel storage racks provided in the spent fuel
storage pool provide storage for 270% of one full
core fuelload.

The fuel storage racks are designed to handle
irradiated fuel assemblics. The expected radiation

! levels are well below the design levels.
! 9.1.2.1.3 Mechanical and Structural Design

In accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.29, the fuel
The spent fuel storage racks in the reactor building storage racks are Seismic Category 1. The structural |.

| contain storage space for fuel assemblies (with integrity of the rack will be demonstrated for the load
channels) or bundles (without channels). They are combinations described below using linear clastic
designed to withstand all credible static and seismic design methods.
loadings. The racks are designed to protect the fuel
assemblies and bundles from excessive physical The applied loads to the rack are:
damage which may cause the release of radioactive
materials in excess of 10CFR20 and 10CFR100 (1) dead loads, which are weight of rack and fuel

| .O requirements, under normal and abnormal assemblies, and hydrostaticloads;
| V conditions caused by impacting from either fuel

_

Amendment 27 ' 9.1-2
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l

i (2) live loads - effect of lifting an empty rack The loads in the three orthogonal directions are
! during installation; considered to be acting simultaneously and are

combined using the SRSS method suggested in >

(3) thermalloads - the uniform thermal expansion Regulatory Guide 1.92. The loads due to the OBE
due to pool temperature changes; event are approximately 90% of those due to an SSE

event, and allowable stress levels for OBE are 50% of
(4) sasmic forces of OBE and SSE; SSE, therefore making the OBE event the limiting

load condition except for stability, where SSE
(5) accidental drop of fuel assembly from acceptance criteria of 67% of critical buckling

maximum possible height 1.8 meters above strength is limiting.
rack; andi

I Under fuel drop loading conditions, the acceptance
(6) postulated stuck fuel assembly causing an criterion is that, although deformation may occur, k | |

|
upward force of 1361 kg. must remain <0.95. The rack is designed such thN7

J,;

should the drop of a fuel assembly damage the tubes
The load combinations considered in the rack and dislodge a plate of poison material, the k gg|

design are: would still be <0.95 as required. I

; (1) live loads The effect of the gap between the fuel and the j
; storage tube is taken into account on a local effect I

I'

(2) dead loads plus OBE basis. Dynamic response analysis has shown that the
fuel contacts the tube over a large portion of its

(3) dead loads plus SSE; and length, thus preventing an overloaded condition of
both fuel and tube.

(4) dead loads plus fuel drop.
The verticalimpact load of the fuel onto its seat is |

Thermal loads are not included in the above considered conservatively as being slowly applied
'

combinations because they are negligible due to the without any benefit for strain rate effects. See
design of the rack (i.e., the rack is free to Subsection 9.1.6.7 for COL license information

| expand / contract under pool temperature changes). requirements.

The loads experienced under a stuck fuel assembly 9.1.2.1.4 Hermal liydraulle Design
condition are typically less than those calculated for
the seismic conditions and, therefore, need not be The fuel storage racks are designed to provide
included as a load combination. sufficient natural convection coolant flow to remove

decay heat without reaching excessive water
The storage racks are designed to counteract the temperatures (100 C).

tendency to overturn from horizontalloads and to lift
from vertical loads. The analysis of the rack
assumed an adequate supporting structure, and loads
were generated accordingly.

In the spent fuel storage pool, the bundle decay heat

| Stress analyses will be performed by the vendor is removed by recirculation flow to the fuel pool
using classical methods based upon shears and cooling heat exchanger to maintain the pool tempera-
moments developed by the dynamic method. Using ture. Although the design pool exit temperature to
the given loads, load conditions and analytical the fuel pool cooling heat exchanger is far below

| methods, stresses will be calculated at critical boiling, the ecolant temperature within the rack is
sections of the rack and compared to acceptance higher depend;ng on the naturally induced bundle
criteria referenced in ASME Section 111 subsection flow which crrries away the decay heat generated by

| NF. Compressive stability will be calculated the spent fuel The purchase specification for the fuel
according to the AISI code for light gage structures. storage racl.s require the vendor to perforra the

thermal.hyd'aulic analyses to evaluate the rate of
naturally circulated fbw and the maximum rack water
exit tempertture. See Subsection 9.1.6.7 for COL
license information requirements.

Amendment n 9,1-2a
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9.1.3 Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup fuel bundles.
.

System
The FPC system cools the fuel storage pool by

9.1.3.1 Design Bases transferring tge spent fuel decay heat through
two 6.55 x 10 Blu/hr heat exchangers to the !

reactor building closed cooling water system ,

(RCW). Each of the two heat exchangers is de- J;
'

The fuel pool cooling and cleanup (FPC) system signed to transfer one half the system design
shall be designed to remove the decay heat from heft load. The system utilizes two parallel 250
the fuel pool, maintain pool water level and m /hr gumps to provide a system design flow of
quality and remove radioactive materials from the 500 m /hr. Each pump is suitable for
pool to minimize the release of radioactivity to continuous duty operation. The equipment is
the environs, located in the reactor building.

The system pool water temperature is main. -The FPC system shall: a

tained at or below 52 C. The decay heat |
(1) minimize corrosion product buildup and shall released from the stored fuel is transferred to

control water clarity, so that the fuel the RCW. During refueling prior to 21 days
assemblies can be efficiently handled under- following shutdown, the reactor (shutdown
water; cooling) and fuel pool cooling are provided

jointly by the residual heat removal (RHR) and
(2) minimize fission product concentration in FPC systems in parallel. The reactor cavity

the water which could be released from the communicates with the fuel pool since the
pool to the reactor building environment; reactor well is flooded and the fuel gates are

open. RHR suction is taken from the vessel
(3) monitor fuel pool water level and maintain a shutdown suction lines, pumped through RHR heat

p water level above the fuel sufficient to exchangers and discharged into the upper pools
V provide shiciding for normal building occu- to improve water clarity for refueling. For the

pancy; FPC system, fuel pool water is circulated by j
means of overflow through skimmers around the !

(4) majptain the pool water temperature below periphery of the pool and a scupper at the end j
52 C under normal operating egndi- of the transfer pool drain tanks, pumped through 1

tions. The temperature limit of 52 C is the FPC heat exchangers and filter-deminer-
set to establish an acceptable environment alizers and back to the pool through the pool
for personnel working in the vicinity of the diffusers.
fuel pool. The design basis for the FPC
system is to provide cooling after closure After 21 days, the fuel gates are closed,
of the fuel gates (21 days) at the normal At this point, the FPC system, solely provides,
heat load from spent fuel stored in the pool the fuel pool cooling function. However, when
is the sum of decay heat of the most recent the reactor is defueled more than the
35% batch plus the heat from the previous 4 design basis 35% batch (maximum heat load
fuel batches after closure of the fuel condition), RHR can provide supplemental
gates. The RHR system will be used to cooling. RHR supplemental cooling suction is
supplement the FPC system under the maximum taken from the skimmer surge tank, passed
load condition as defined in Subsection through RHR heat exchanger and back to the fuel 4

9.1.3.2. pool.

9.1.3.2 System Description Clarity and purity of the pool water are
maintained by a combination of filtering and ion

The FPC system (Figures 9.1-1 a and b, and exchange. The filter-demineralizers maintain
9.1-2 and Table 9.1-11) maintains the spent fuel total corrosion product metals at 30 ppb or less
storage pool below the desired temperature at an with pH range of 5.6 to 8.6 at 25 C for comp- |0

- acceptable radiation level and at a degree of atibility with fuel storage racks and other
clarity necessary to transfer and service the equipments. Conductiity is maintained at less

than 1.2 #S/cm at 25 C and chlorides less

Amendment 27 9.1-3
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then 20 ppb. Each filter unit in the filter-dem-
incralizer subsystem has adequate capacity to
maintain the desired purity level'of the pools
under normal operating conditions. The flow
rate is designed to be approximately that
required for two complete water changes per day
for the fuel transfer and storage pools. The
maximum system flow rate is twice that needed to
maintain the specified water quality.

The FPC system is designed to remove suspended ;

or dissolved impurities from the following |

sources:

(1) dust or other airborne particles;

t

O

O
Amendment 18 9.13.1
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q (2) surface dirt dislodged from equipment control room and a local panet. Pump low suc-

(V immersed in the pool; tion pressure automatically turns off the4

pumps. A pump low discharge pressure alarm is
(3) crud and fission products emanating from the indicated in the control room and on the local

reactor or fuel bundles during refueling; panel. The circulating pump motors are powered
from the normal offsite sources backed by the

(4) debris from inspection or disposal opera- combustion turbine generators.
tions; and

(5) residual cleaning chemicals or flush water.

A post-strainer in the effluent stream of the
filter-demineralizer limits the migration of The water level in the spent fuel storage
filter material. The filter-holding element can pool is maintained at a height which is suffi- !

withstand a differential pressure greater than cient to provide shielding for normal building
the developed pump head for the system. occupancy. Radioactive particulates removed

from the fuel pool are collected in filter de- |

The filter-demineralizer units are located mineralizer units which are located in shielded
separately in shielded cells with enough clear- cells. For these reasons, the exposure of plant
ance to permit removing filter elements from the personnel to radiation from the FPC system is
vessels. minimal. Further details of radiological i

considerations for this system are described in |
Each cell contains only the filter-deminera- Chapter 12. |

lizer and piping. All valves (inlet, outlet, !

recycle, vent, drain, etc.) are located on the The circulation patterns within the reactor
outside of one shielding wall of the room, well and spent fuel storage pool are established

r toq:ther with necessary piping and headers, by placing the diffusers and skimmers so that
Q] in: wment elements and controls. Penetrations particles dislodged during refueling operations

through shielding walls are located so as not to are swept away from the work area and out of the
compromise radiation shielding requirements, pools.

The filter-demineralizers are controlled from Check valves prevent the pool from siphoning
a local panel. A differential pressure and in the event of a pipe rupture.
conductivity instruments provided for each
filter-demineralizer unit indicate when backwash Heat from pool evaporation is handled by the
is required. Suitable alarms, differential building ventilation system. Makeup water is
pressure indicators and flow indicators monitor provided through a remote-operated valve.
the condition of the filter-demineralizers.

9.133 Safety Evaluation
System instrumentation is provided for both

automatic and remote-manual operations. A low- The maximum possible heat load for the FPC
low level switch stops the circulating pumps when system upon closure of the fuel gates (21 days)
the fuel pool drain tank reserve capacity is is the decay heat of the full core load of fuel
reduced to the volume that can be pumped in at the end of the fuel cycle plus the remaining
approximately one mjnute with one pump at rated decay heat of the spent fuel discharged at
capacity (250 m /hr). A level switch is previous refuelings upon closure of the fuel
provided in the fuel pool to alarm locally and in gates; the maximum capacity of the spent fuel
the control room on high and low level. A stcrage pool is 270% of a core. The temperature
temperature element is provided to display pool of the fuel pool water reay be permitted to rise
temperature in the main control room. in to approximately 140 F under these condi-
addition, leakage flow detectors in the pool tions. During cold shutdown conditions, if it
drains and pool liners are provided and alarmed appears thgt the fuel pool temperature will

7,) in the control room. exceed 125 F, the operator can connect the(V FPC system to the RHR system. Combining the ca-
The circulating pumps are controlled from the pacities enables the two systerna to keep the
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water temperature below 125 F. The RHR system other suitable devices to prevent inadvertent
will be used only to supplement the fuel pool pool drainage. Interconnected drainage paths
cooling when the reactor is shut down. The are provided behind the liner welds. These
reactor will not be started up whenever portions paths are designed to: (1) prevent pressure
of the RHR system are needed to cool the fuel buildup behind the liner plate; (2) prevent the
pool. The connecting piping from the fuel uncontrolled loss of contaminated pool water to
storage pool to the RHR system is designed other relatively cleaner locations within the
Seismic Category I and can be isolated, assuming containment or fuel-handling area; and (3)
a single active failure, from the remainder of provide liner leak detection and measurement.
the fuel pool system. These drainage paths are designed to permit free

gravity drainage to the equipment drain tanks or
These connections may also be utilized during sumps of sufficient capacity and/or pumped to |

emergency conditions to assure cooling of the the liquid radwaste facility.
spent fuel regardless of the availability of the
fuel pool cooling syst,::m. The volume of water in A makeup water system and pool water level
the storage pool is such that there is enough instrumentation are provided to replace
heat absorption capability to allow sufficient evaporative and leakage losses. Makeup water
time for switching over to the RHR system for during normal operation will be supplied from
emergency cooling. condensate. The suppression pool cleanup system

can also be used as a Seismic Category I source
During the initial stages of refueling, the of makeup water in case of failure of the normal

reactor cavity communicates with the fuel pool makeup water system.
since the reactor well is flooded and the fuel
pool gates are open. Decay heat removal is
provided jointly by RHR and FPC systems and the
pool temperature kept below 140 F. Evaluation
studies concluded that after 150 hours decay
following shutdown (fuel pool gates open), the
combined decay heat removal capacity of the 1-RHR
and 1-FPC heat exchangers (single active failure

can keep the pool temperature well Both FPC and SPCU systems are Seismic
postulated [F. The RHR-FPC joint decay heat Category I Quality Group C design with thebelow 140
removal performance evaluation is shown in Table exception of the filter demineralizer portion
9.1-12. which is shared by both systems. Following an

accident or seismic event, the filter
The 140 F temperature limit is set to demineralizers are isolated from FPCS cooling

assure that the fuel building environment does portion and the SPCU by two block valves in
not exceed equipment environmental limits. series at both the inlet and outlet of the

common filter demineralizer portion. Seismic
The spent fuel storage pool is designed so Category I Quality Group C bypass lines are

that no single failure of structures or equipment provided on both FPC and SPCU systems to allow
will cause inability to: (1) maintain irradiated continued flow of cooling and makeup water to
fuel submerged in water; (2) re-establish normal the spent fuel pool.
fuel pool water level; or (3) remove decay heat
from the pool. in order to limit the possibility Connections from the RHR system to the FPC
of pool leakage around pool penetrations, the system provide a Seismic Category 1,
pool is lined with stainless steel. In addition safety-related makeup capability to the spent
to providing a high degree of integrity, the fuel pool. The FPC system from the RHR
lining is designed to withstand abuse that might connections to the spent fuel pool are Seismic
occur when equipment is moved about. No inlets, Category 1, safety-related.
outlets or drains are provided that might permit
the pool to be drained below a safe shielding Furthermore, firehoses can be used as an
level. Lines extending below this level are alternate makeup source. The fire protection
equipped with siphon breakers, check valves, or standpipes in the reactor building and their
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water supply (yard main, one diesel engine driven shielded cells. For these reasons, the exposure,

(V pump and water source) are seismically designed. of plant personnel to radiation from the FPC4

A second fire pump, driven by a motor powered system is minimal. Further details of
from the combustion turbine generator is also radiological considerations for this and other
provided. Engineering analysis indicates that systems are described in Chapters 11,12, and
under the maximum abnormal heat load with the 15.

pool gates closed and no pool cooling taking
place, the pool temperature will reach about
212 F in about 16 hours. This provides

| sufficient time for the operator to hook up fire
hoses for pool makeup. The COL applicant will
develop detailed procedures and operator training
for providing firewater makeup to the spent fuel
pool. See Subsection 9.1.6.9 for COL license
information.

The FPC components, housed in the Seismic
Category I reactor building, are Seismic Category
1, Quality Group C including all components
except the filter demineralizer. These
cemponents are protected from the effects of
natural phenomena, such as: earthquake, external i

flooding, wind, tornado and external missiles. |
Inside the reactor building the FPC safety- ,

related components are protected from the effects |

of pipe whip, internal flooding, internally i

n generated missiles, and the effects of a moderate() pipe rupture within the vicinity.

From the foregoing analysis, it is concluded
that the FPC system meets its design bases.

9.13.4 Inspection and Testing Requirements

No special tests are required because,
normally, ont pump, one heat exchanger and one
filter-demineralizer are operating while fuel is
stored in the pool. The spare unit is operated
periodically to handle abnormal heat loads or to
replace a unit for servicing. Routine visual
inspection of the system components, instrumen-
tation and trouble alarms is adequate to verify
system operability.

9.13.5 Radiological Considerations

The water level in the spent fuel storage
pool is maintained at a height which is suffi-
cient to provide shielding for normal building
occupancy. Radioactive particulates removed
from the fuel pool are collected in filter-
demineralizer units which are located in

[ju
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9.1.4 Light Load Handling System fuel bundle drop. Maximum deflection limitations are
f
f (Related to Ren'ueling) imposed on the main structures to maintain relative
\ stiffness of the platform. Welding of the machine is in |

9.1A.1 Design Bases accordance with AWS D141 or ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code Section IX. Gears and bearing i

The fuel-handling system is designed to provide a meet AGMA Gear Classification Manual and ANSI |
safe and effective means for transporting and B3.5. Materials used in construction ofload bearing i

handling fuel from the time it reaches the plant until members are to ASTM specifications. For personnel |

-it leaves the plant after post-irradiation cooling. Safe safety, OSHA Part 1910-179 is applied. Electrical
'

handling of fuelincludes design considerations for equipment and controls meet ANSI Cl, National |

maintaining occupational radiation exposures as low Electric Code, and NEMA Publication No. ICS1, ;

as reasonably achievable (ALARA). MG1. ;

i

Design criteria for major fuel-handling system The auxiliary fuel grapple and the mam telescoping |

equipment are provided in Table 9.1-2 through 9.1-4, fuel grapple have redundant lifting features and an
which list the safety class, quality group and seismic indicator which confirms positive grapple
category. Where applicable, the appropriate ASME, engagement. I

'

ANSI, Industrial and Electrical Codes are identified.
Additional design criteria are shown below and The fuel grapple is used for lifting and transporting
expanded further in Subsection 9.1.4.2. fuel bundles. It is designed as a telescoping grapple

that can extend to the proper work level and,in its
The transfer of new fuel assemblies between the fully retracted state, still maintain adequate water

uncrating area and the new fuel inspection stand shielding over fuel of 2591 mm (8.5 ft). |
and/or the new fuel storage vault is accomplished
using 5080 kg (5-ton) auxiliary hook on the reactor in addition to redundant electricalinterloc!'s to
building crane equipped with a the general purpose preclude the possibility of raising radioactive material I

A grapple. out of the water, the cables on the auxiliary hoists |
( ) incorporate an adjustable, removal stop that will jam '

The 453.6 kg (1,000) pound auxiliary hoist on the the hoist cable against some part of the platform
reactor building crane is used with the general structure to prevent hoisting when the free end of the
purpose grapple to transfer new fuel from the new cable is at a preset distance below water level,
fuel vault to the fuel storage pool. From this point
on, the fuel will either be handled by the telescoping Provision of a separate cask pit, capable of being
grapples (or auxiliary hoist) on the refueling isolated from the fuel storage pool, will climinate the i

'

machine. potential accident of dropping the cask and rupturing
the fuel storage pool. Furthermore, limitation of the

The refueling machine is Seismic Category I from travel of the crane handling the cask will preclude |

a structural standpoint in accordance with 10CFR50, transporting the cask over the spent fuel storage pool. )
Appendix A. The refueling machine is constructed
in accordance with a quality assurance program that 9.1A.2 System Description
ensures the design, construction and testing

s

requirements are met. Allowable stress due to safe Table 9.1-5 is a listing of typical tools and servicing
shutdown carthquake (SSE) loading is 120% of yield equipment supplied with nuclear system. The

.

!or 70% of ultimate, whichever is least. A dynamic following paragraphs describe the use of some of the
analysis is performed on the structures uung ti major tools and servicing equipment and address
response spectrum method with load contributien, safety aspects of the design where applicable.
resulting from each of three directions acting
simultaneously being combined by the RMS Subsection 9.1.5 provides the data that verifies the

| procedure. Working loads of the machine structure ABWR Standard Plant heavy load handling systems
are in accordance with the AISC Manual of Steel and satisfies the guidelines of NUREG-0612.
Construction. All parts of the hoist systems are
designed to have a safety factor of at least ten, based 9.1A.2.1 Spent Fuel Cask,

- on the ultimate strength of the material. A
redundant load path is incorporated in the fuel hoists Out of ABWR Standard Plant scope.&

so that no single component failure could result in a
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9.1.4.2.2 Overhead Bridge Cranes 9.1.4.23.2 New Fuel Inspection Stand

O9.1.4.2.2.1 Reactor Building Crane The new fuel inspection stand (Figure 9.1-4) serves
as a support for the new fuel bundles undergoing re-

| The reactor building crane is a seismically analyzed ceiving inspection and provides a working platform
piece of equipment. The crane consists of two crane for technicians engaged in performing the inspection.
girders and a trolley which carries two hoists. The
runway track, which supports the crane girders, is The new fuelinspection stand consists of a vertical
supported from the reactor building walls at eleva- guide column, a lift unit to position the work platform
tion 34,600. The trolley travels laterally on the crane at any desired level, bearing seats and upper clamps
girders carrying the main hoist and auxiliary hoist. to hold the fuel bundles in position.

The reactor building crane is used to move all of The new fuel inspection stand will be firmly
the major componer.ts (reactor vessel head, shroud attached so that it does not fall into or dump I
head and separator, dryer assembly and pool gates) personnel into the spent fuct pool during an SSE.
as required by plant operations. The reactor build- (See Subsection 9.1.6.5 for COL license information
ing crane is used for handling new fuel from the re- requirements.)
actor building entry hatch to new fuel storage, the

i new fuel inspection stand and the spent fuel pool. It 9.1.4.2.33 Channel Bolt Wrench
| also is used for handling the spent fuel cask. The
principal design criteria for the reactor building The channel bolt wrench (Figure 9.15) is a manu-
crane are described in Subsection 9.1.5. ally operated device approximately 3.76 meters (12 ft)

in overalllength. The wrench is used for removing
9.1.4.23 Fuel Servicing Equipment and installing the channel fastener assembly while the

fuel assembly is held in the fuel preparation machine.
The fuel servicing equipment described below has The channel bolt wrench has a socket which mates

been designed in accordance with the criteria listed and captures the channel fastener capscrew.
in Table 9.12. Items not listed as Seismic Category
1, such as hoists, tools and other equipment used for 9.1.4.23.4 Channel-liandling Tool
servicing shall either be removed during operation,
moved to a location where they are not a potential The channel-handling tool (Figure 9.1-6) is ur.ed in
hazard to safety related equipment, or seismically re- conjunction with the fuel preparation machine to
strained to prevent them from becoming missiles. remove, install and transport fuel channels in the

spent fuel pool.
9.1.4.23.1 Fuel Prep Machine

The tool is composed of a handling bail, a
Two fuel preparation machines (Figure 9.1-3) are lock / release knob, extension shaft, angle guides and

mounted on the wall of the spent fuel pool and are clamp arms which engage the fuel channel. The
used for stripping reusable channels from the spent clamps are actuated (extended or retracted) by manu-
fuel and for rechanneling of the new fuel. The ma- ally rotating lock / release knob.
chines are also used with the fuelinspection fixture
to provide an underwater inspection capability. The channel-handling tool is suspended by its bail

from a spring balancer or. the channel-handling boom
Each fuel preparation machine consists of a work located on the spent fuel pool periphery.

platform, a frame, and a movable carriage. The
frame and movable carriage are located below the 9.1.4.23.5 Fuel Pool Vacuum Sipper
normal water level in the spent fuel pool thus provid-
ing a water shield for the fuel assemblies being han- The fuel pool vacuum sipper (Figure 9.1-7) pro-
died. The fuel preparation machine carriage has a vides a means of identifying fuel suspected of having
permanently installed up-travel-stop to prevent rais- cladding failures. The fuel pool Vacuum sipper con-
ing fuel above the safe water shield !cvel. sists of a fuel isolation container, fluid console, moni-

toring console with program controller and beta de-
tector and the inter-connecting tubing and cables.
The suspected fuel assembly is placed in the isolation
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g Container. A partial Vacuum is established in the fuel preparation machines. |

't gas volume above the fuel assembly. The fission l
product gas leakage is sensed by the beta detector 9.1A.2.4 Servicing Aids ;

'

and monitoring console.
General area underwater lights are provided with a

9.1.4.23.6 General Purpose Grapple suitable reflector for illumination. Suitable light sup-
port brackets are furnished to support the lights in the

The general purpose grapple (Figure 9.1-8) is a reactor vessel to allow the light to be positioned over
handling tool used generally with the fuel. The grap- the area being serviced independent of the platform.
ple can be attached to the jib crane to handle fuel local area underwater lights are small diameter lights
during channeling, or the refueling machine auxiliary for additionalillumination. Drop lights are used for
hoist. illumination where needed.

9.1A.23.7 Jib Crane A radiation hardened portable underwater closed
circuit television camera is provided; The camera

The jib crane consists of a motor-driven boom may be lowered into the reactor vessel and/or spent I
I

monorail and a motor-driven trolley with an electric fuel pool to assist in the inspection and/or mainte-
hoist. The jib crane is mounted along the edge of the nance of these areas,

storage pool to be used during refueling operations.
Use of the jib crane leaves the refueling machine A general purpose, plastic viewing aid is provided to
free to perform general fuel shuffling operations and float on the water surface to provide better visibility.
still permit uninterrupted fuel preparation in the The sides of the viewing aid are brightly colored to
work area. The hoist has two full-capacity brakes allow the operator to observe it in the event of filling
and in-series adjustable up.travellimit switches. with water and sinking. A portable, submersible-type,
Upon hoisting, the first of two independently underwater vacuum cleaner is provided to assist in re-
adjustable limit switches automatically stop the hoist moving crud and miscellaneous particulate matter

/G cable terminal approximately 8 ft below the jib crane from the pool floors or reactor vessel. The pump and )

\ base. Continued hoisting is possible by depressing a the filter unit are completely submersible for ex-
momentary contact (up-travel override pushbotton tended periods. The filter " package"is capable of
on the pendent) together with normal hoisting push being remotely changed, and the filters will fit into a
button. The second independently adjustable limit standard shipping container for offsite burial. Fuel
switch automatically interrupts hoist power at the pool tool accessories are also provided to meet senic-
maximum safe uptravellimit. When the jib crane is ing requirements. A fuel sampler is provided. This is
used in the handling of hazardous radioactive to be used to detect defective fuel assemblies during
materials that must be kept below a specific water open vessel periods while the fuelis in the core. The 1

level, a fixed mechanical stop is installed on the hoist fuel sampler head isolates individual fuel assemblies
'

cable to prevent further hoisting when that travelis by sealing the top of the fuel channel and pumping
reached. water from the bottom of the fuel assembly, through

the fuel channel, to a sampling station, and returning
9.1A.23.8 Refueling Platform the water to the primary coolant system. After a

" soaking" period, a water sample is obtained and is

| Refer to Subsection 9.1.4.2.7.1 for a description of radiochemically analyzed to determine possible fuel
the refueling platform. bundle leakage.

9.1A.23.9 Channelllandling Boom 9.1 A.2.5 Reactor Vessel Servicing Equipment

A channel handling boom (Figure 9.1-10) with a The essentiality and safety classifications, the quality
spring-loaded balance reel is used to assist the oper- group, and the seismic category for this equipment
ator in supporting a portion of the weight of the are listed in Table 9.1-3. Following is a description of
channel as it is removed from the fuel assembly. The the equipment designs in reference to that table.
boom is set between the fuel preparation machines.
With the channel handling tool attached to the reel, 9.1 A.2.5.1 Reactor Vessel Service Tools
the channel may be conveniently moved between the

d These tools are used when the reactor is shut down
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and the reactor vessel head is being rer.oved or rein- 9.1A.2.33 Shroud IIcad Stud Wrench
stalled. Tools in this group are:

This is a hand-held tool for tightening and loosening
Stud Handling Tool the shroud head studs. It is designed for a 60-year life

and is made nf aluminum for easy handling and to
Stud Wrench resist corrosion. Calculations have been performed to

confirm the design.
Nut Runner

9.1A.2.5.4 Head Holding Pedestal
Stud Thread Protector

Three pedestals are provided for mounting on the
Thread Protector Mandrel refueling floor for supporting the reactor vessel head

and strongback/ carousel during periods of reactor
Bushing Wrench service. The pedestals have studs which engage three

evenly spaced stud holes in the head flange. The
Seal Surface Protector flange surface rests on replaceable wear pads made of |

aluminum.
Stud Elongation Measuring Rod

When resting on the pedestals, the head flange is
Dial Indicator Elongation Measuring Device approximately 0.9 meter above the floor to allow

access to the seal surface for inspection and 0-ring
Head Guide Cap replacement.

RIP Impeller / Shaft AssemblyTool The pedestal structure is a carbon steel weldment
coated with an approved paint. It has a base with bolt

Impeller Storage Rack. holes for mounting it to the concrete floor.

The tools are designed for a 60-year life in the A seismic analysis was made to determine the seis-
specified environment. Lifting tools are designed for mic forces imposed onto the pedestals, floor anchors,
a safety factor of 10 or better with respect to the ulti- using the floor response spectrum method. The struc-
mate strength of the material used. When carbon ture is designed to withstand these calculated forces
steel is used,it is either hard chtome plated, and meet the requirements of AISC.
parkerized, or coated with an approved paint per
Regulatory Guide 1.54. 9.1 A.2.5.5 Head Stud Rack

9.1A.2.$.2 Steamline Plug The head stud rack is used for transporting and
storage of eight reactor pressure vessel studs. It is

The steamline plugs are used during reactor suspended from the reactor building crane hook when
refueling or servicing; they are inserted in the steam lifting studs from the reactor well to the operating

i outlet nozzles from inside of the reactor vessel to floor,
prevent a flow of water from the reactor into the
main steamline during servicing of safety relief The rack is made of aluminum to resist corrosion

| valves, main steam isolation valves, or other and is designed for a safety factor of 5 with respect to
components of the main isolation steamlines, while the ultimate strength of the material,
the reactor water levelis at the refueling level. The
steam line plug design provides two seals of different The structure is designed in accordance with the
types. Each one is independently capable of holding " Aluminum Construction Manual" by the Aluminum
full head pressure. The equipment is constructed of Association.
corrosion resistant materials. All calculated safety
factors are 5 or better. The plug body is designed in 9.l A.2.5.6 Dryer and Separator Strongback

i accordance with the " Aluminum Construction
Manual" by the Aluminum Association. The Dryer and Separator Strongback is a lifting

; device used for transporting the steam dryer or the
shroud head with the steam separators between the'
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reactor vessel and the storage pools. The strongback (2) Tensionine of Vessel Head Closure: The carou-
(n) is a cruciform-shaped 1-beam structure, which has a sel, when supported on the RPV head on the

hook box with two hook pins in the center for en- vessel, will carry tensioners, its own weight, thev

gagement with the reactor building crane sister hook. strongback, storage of nuts, washers, thread pro-
The strongback has a socket with a pneumatically tectors, and associated tools and equipment.
operated pin on the end of each arm for engaging it
to the four lift eyes on the steam dryer or shroud (3) S.torace with RPV Head: The carousel, when
head. stored with the RPV head holding pedestals,

carries the same load for (2) above.
The strongback has been designed such that one

hook pin and one main beam of the cruciform will be (4) Storace without RPV Head: During reactor op-
capable of carrying the totalload and so that no eration, the carousel is stored on the refueling
single component failure will cause the load to drop floor.
or swing uncontrollably out of an essentially level at-
titude. The safety factor of alllifting members is 10 The strongback, with its lifting components, is
or better in reference to the ultimate breaking designed to meet the Crane Manufacturers As-
strength of the materials. sociation of America, Specification No.70. The

design provides a 15% impact allowance and a
The structure is designed in accordance with "The safety factor of 10 in reference to the ultimate

Manual of Shell Construction" by AISC. The com- strength of the material used. After completion !

pleted assembly is proof-tested at 125% of rated of welding and before painting, the lifting as-
load, and all structural welds are magnetic particle sembly is proofload tested and allload affected
inspected after load test. welds and lift pins are magnetic-particle in- |

'
spected.

9.1.4.2.5.7 Ilead Strongback/ Carousel
The steel structure is designed in accordance 4

p The RPV head strongback/carouselis an inte- with the Manual of Stect Constmetion by AISC. )
U grated piece of equipment consisting of a Aluminum structures are designed in accor-

cruciform-shaped strongback, a circular monorail dance with the Aluminum Constmetion Manual l
and a circular storage tray. bythe Aluminum Association. I

The strongback is a box-beam stri cture which has The strongback is tested in accordance with
a hook box with two hook pins in the center for en. American National Standard for overhead hoists
gagement with the reactor service crane sister hook. ANSI B30.16, Paragraph 16-1.2.2.2 and such that
Each arm has a lift rod for engagement to the four one hook pin and one main beam of the struc-
lift lugs on the RPV head. The monoiailis mounted ture is capable of carrying the total load, and so
on extensions of the strongback arms and four addi- that no single component failure will cause the
tional arms equally spaced between the strongback load to drop or swing uncontrollably out of an
arms. The monorail circle matches the stud circle of essentially level attitude. The ASME Boiler and
the reactor vessel and it serves to suspend stud Pressure Vessel Code, Section IX, Wclder Qual-
tensioners and nut-handling devices. The storage ification is applied to all welder structures.
tray is suspended form the ends of the same eight
arms and surrounds the RPV flange. A manifold is Reculatory Guide 1.54

mounted underneath the hook box for distributing
hydraulic and pneumatic pressures to equipment General compliance or alternate assessment for Reg-
trave 1ing on the monorai1. The head ulatory Guide 1.54, which provides design criteria for
strongback/ carousel serves the following functions: protective coatings, may be found in Subsection 6.1.2.

(1) Liftine of Vessel Head: The strongback, when 9.1.4.2.6 In Vessel Servicing Equipment
suspended from the Reactor Building crane
main hook, will transport RPV head plus the The instrument strongback attached to the RBC
carouscl with allits attachments between the auxiliary hoist is used for servicing the local power

O reactor vessel and storage on the pedestals. range monitor (LPRM), source range monitor
V (SRM), and intermediate range monitor (IRM) dry
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tubes should they require replacement. The The auxiliary platform provides a reactor flange
strongback initially supports the dry tube into the level working surface for in-vessel inspection and
vessel. The incore dry tube is then decoupled from reactor internals servicing, and permits servicing
the strongback and is guided into place while being access for the full vessel diameter. Typical operations
supported by the instrument handling tool. Final to be performed are inservice inspections. No
incore insertion is accompHshed from below the re- hoisting equipment is provided with this platform, as

this function can be performed from the refueling |
actor vessel. The instrument handling tool is

machine. The platform operates on tracks at the| attached to the refueling machine auxiliary hoist and
is used for removing and installing LPRM fixed reactor vessel flange level and is lowered into position
incore dry tubes as well as handling the SRM and by the reactor building crane using the
IRM dry tubes, dryer / separator strongback. The platform weighs ap-

proximately 1814 kg and features 1.5 meters wide
9.1.4.2.7 Refueling Equipment work areas and motorized travel. The platform

power is supplied by a cable from the refueling floor
Fuel movement and reactor servicing operations elevation.

are performed from platforms which span the
9.1A.2.7.3 Fuel Assembly Sampler

| refueling, servicing and storage cavities. The reactorbuilding is supplied with a refueling machine for fuel
movement and servicing, and an auxiliary platform The fuel assembly sampler (Figure 9.1-11) provides
for servicing operations from the vessel flange level. a means of obtaining a water sample for radiochemi-

cal analysis from fuel bundles while installed in the
9.1 A.2.7.1 Refueling Machine core. The fuel assembly sampler consists of a sam-

pling station, two sampling chambers and intercon-
The refueling machine is a gantry crane, which is necting tubing. The sampling chambers are lowered

used to transport fuel and reactor components to and over four adjacent assemblies and samples are ob-
from pool storage and the reactor vessel. The tained of the water in the fuel channels.

| machine spans the spent fuel pool on bedded tracks
in the refueling floor. A telescoping mast and 9.1A.2.8 Storage Equipment
grapple suspended from a trolley system is used to
lift and orient fuel bundles for placement in the core Specially designed equipment storage racks are pro-

| or storage rack. Control of the machine is from an vided. Additional storage equipment is listed on
operator station on the refueling floor. Table 9.1-5. For fuel storage racks description and

fuel arrangement, see Subsections 9.1.1 and 9.1.2.
A position indicating system and travel limit com-

puter is provided to locate the grapple over the Defective fuel assemblies are placed in special fuel
vessel core and prevent collisions with pool obstacles. storage containers, which are stored in the equipment
Two auxiliary hoists of 480 kg and 500 kg capacity, storage rack, both of which are designed for the de-
one main and one auxiliary monorall trolley- fective fuel. These may be used to isolate leaking or
mounted, are provided for incore servicing. The defective fuel while in the fuel pool and curing ship-
grapple in its retracted position provides sufficient ping. Channels can also be removed from the fuel
water shielding over the active iuel during transit, bundle while in a defective fuel storage container.
The fuel grapple hoist has a redundant load path so
that no single component failure will result in a fuel The fuel pool sipper may be used for out-of-core

| bundle drop. Interlocks on the machine: (1) prevent wet sipping at any time. They are used to detect a de-
hoisting a fuel assembly over the vessel with a fcctive fuel bundle while circulating water through the
control rod removed;(2) prevent collision with fuel fuel bundle in a closed system. The bail on the con-
pool walls or other structures;(3) limit travel of the tainer head is designed not to fit into the fuel grapple. ;

fuel grapple; (4) interlock grapple hook engagement |

with hoist load and hoist up power; and (5) ensure
correct sequencing of the transfer operation in the
automatic or manual mode.

9.1A.2.7.2 Auxiliary Platform
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9.1.4.2.9 Under Reactor Vessel Servicing The new fuel is delivered to the plant on a flatbed

9 Equipment truck or railcar. The new fuel is delivered to the re-
ceiving stations in the reactor building through the

The primary functions of the under-reactor vessel rail and truck entry door. There, the incoming new
servicing equipment are to: (1) remove and install fuel is unloaded, removed from their shipping crates
control rod drives; (2) install and remove the neutron and moved up to the refueling floor fro inspection and
detectors; and (3) remove and install RIP Motors. channeling.
Table 9.1-4 lists the equipment and tools required for

g servicing. Of the equipment listed, the equipment 9.1.4.2.10.2 Refueling Procedure
| handling platform and the FMCRD handling

k equipment are powered pneumatically. A general plant refueling and servicing sequence di-
'

agram is shown in Figure 9.1-12. Fuel handling pro-

| The FMCRD handling equipment is designed for cedures are shown in Figures 9.1-13 and 9.1-14 and
the removal and installation of the control rod drives described below. Typical reactor building layouts are
from their housings. This equipment is used in con- shown in Section 1.2 and component drawings of the
junction with the equipment-handling platform. It is principal fuel handling equipment are shown in Fig-
designed in accordance with OSHA-1910.179, and urcs 9.1-3 through 9.1-11.
American Institute of steel Construction, AISC.

When the reactor is sufficiently cooled, the drywell
The under vessel platform provides a working head, head insulation and vessel head are removed by |

surface for equipment and personnel performing the reactor building crane and placed in their
work in the under-vessel area. It is a polar platfe:m respective storage areas. The reactor building crane
capable of rotating 360 . This equipment is designed and cruciform- shaped strongback will be used to

% in accordance with the applicable requirements of handle the RPV head and attachments. The
( OSHA (Vol 37, No. 202, Part 1910N), AISC, strongback is designed so that no single component
1 ANSI-C-1, National Electric Code. failure will cause the load to drop or swing

uncontrollably out of an essentially horizontal*

The spring reelis used to pull the incore guide attitude.
tube seal or incore detector into the incore guide
tube during incore servicing. The strongback attaches to the crane sister hook by

means of an integral hook box and two hook pins.
The water seal cap is designed to prevent leakage Each pin is capable of carrying the rated load. Each

of primary coolant from incore detector housings main beam of the cruciform is capable of carrying the
during detector replacement. It is designed to indus- rated load.
trial codes and manufactured from corrosion resis-
tant material. On both ends of each leg are adjustable lifting rods,

suspended vertically to attach the lifting legs to the
The incore flange seal test plug is used to deter. RPV head. These are for adjustment for even

mine the pressure integrity of the incore flange four-point load distribution and allow for some flexi-
0-ring seal. It is constructed of corrosion resistant bilityin diametricallocation of the lifting lugs on the
material. head.

9.1.4.2.10 Fuel Handling Tasks The maximum potential drop height is at the ; mint
where the head is lifted vertically from the vessel and |

The fuel handling and transfer system provides a before moving it horizontally to the head storage ped.

| dling fuel from the time it reaches the plant untilit
safe and effective means of transporting and han- estals.

leaves the plant after post-irradiation cooling. The The shroud head load and the steam drye. toad will
following subsections describe the integrated fuel both be lifted with the dryer /separaior strcngoack.
transfer system which ensures that the design bases
of the fuel handling system and the requirements of This strongback is a cruciform shape with
Regulatory Guide 1.13 are satisfied. box-shaped adapters at the four ends. Each socket |

9 box has two compartments to accommodate the two
9.1.4.2.10.1 Arrival of Fuel on Site different lug spacings on the dryer and on the shroud,

head.
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Pneumatically operated lifting pins will penetrate the receiving station within the reactor building. The
sockets to engage the lifting lugs. crates are unloaded from the transport vehicle and ex-

amined for damage during shipment.
Each of the above strongbacks are load tested at

125% rated load. At this test, measurements are The crate dimensions are approximately 813 x 813 x
taken before test load, under test load and after re- 5486 mm. Each crate contains two fuel bundles sup-
leasing load, to verify that deflections are within ac- ported by an inner metal container. Shipping weight
ceptable limits. A magnetic particle test of structural of each unit is approximately 1361 kg. The receiving
welds is performed after the load test to assure struc- station shall include a separate area where the crate
turalintegrity. cover and the inner metal container can be removed

from the crate. Both inner and outer shipping con-
| An outer seal exists around the vessel flange to seal tainers are reusable. Handling during uncrating is ac-

the drywell from the reactor well. Water is pumped complished by use of the reactor building cranes. The
into the reactor well. Once the reactor well is filled, inner container is tilted to a position which is almost
the dryer and separator are removed and transferred vertical, while the fuel bundles are unstrapped and re-
to their storage areas within the D/S pit using the moved from the container with the reactor building
dryer / separator strongback. The tools are used in crane. They are then transported to storage in the
these and subsequent reactor servicing operations new fuel storage racks located in the new fuel storage
are listed in Table 9.1-2. Once access to the core is vault or to the new fuel inspection stand located on
possible, the refueling machine can relocate and the refueling floor.
move fuel assemblies to and from the pool storage
racks. Simultaneously, RIP, FMCRD hydraulic The actual inspection of the new fuel is normally
system, and the neutron monitoring system may be deferred until all the reusable containers are emptied
serviced from beneath the vessel. and the area around the new fuel vault cleared. At

that time, the individual fuel bundles are removed |
| During refueling, the refueling machine transfers from the vault, inserted in the new fuel inspection

the spent fuel from the core to the spent fuelpool. 5tand, dimensionally and visually inspected, and re-
The spent fuel assembly is placed in the fuel turned to the storage vault to await assembly with
preparation machine, where its channelis removed channels. The new fuelinspection stand accommo-
and fitted to the new fuel bundle previously placed in dates two fuel assemblies at one time.
the machine. During channeling, the spent fuel
bundle is placed in the storage racks by the refueling 9.1.4.2.10.2.1.2 Channeling New Fuel
platform. The refueling platform then places
another new fuel bundle in the fuel preparation New fuel is unloaded from the new fuel vault and
machine for channeling. transported to the fuel racks in the spent fuel pool.

Usually, channeling new fuel is donc concurrently
When refueling and servug are completed, the with dechanneling spent fuel. Two fuel preparation

steam separator assembly is replaced in the vessel, machines are located in the spent fuel pool, one used
the steamline plugs removed and the steam dryer re- for dechanneling spent fuel and the other to channel
turned to the vessel. At this point, the gates art io- new fuel. The procedure is as follows: Using the
stalled, isolating the reactor well from the ohr refueling platform, a spent fuel bundle is transported
pools. The reactor wellis then drained to the main to the fuel prep machine. The channelis unbolted
condenser. With the reactor well empty, the vessel from the bundle using the channel bolt wrench. The
and drywell heads are replaced. channel handling toolis fastened to the top of the

channel and the fuel prep machine carriage is lowered
9.1.4.2.10.2.1 New Fuel Preparation removing the fuel from the channel. The channel is

then positioned over a new fuel bundle located in fuel
9.1.4.2.10.2.1.1 Receipt and Inspection of New prep machine No. 2 and the process reversed. The
Fuel channeled new fuel is stored in the pool storage racks

ready for insertion into the reactor.
The incoming new fuel will be delivered to a

O
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9.1.4.2.10.2.13 Equipment Preparation Each stud is tensioned and its nut loosened in a

G series of two to three passes. Finally, when the nuts
Another ingredient in a successful refueling outage are loose, they are backed off using a nut runner until

is equipment and new fuel readiness. Equipment only a few threads engage. The suspended nut is I
long lying dormant must be brought to life. All tools, hand rotated free from the stud and the nuts and
grapples, slings, strongbacks, stud tensioners, etc., washers are placed in the racks provided for them on
will be given a thorough inspection and operational the carousel. When all the nuts and washers are
check, and any defective (or well worn) parts will be removed, the vessel stud protectors and vessel head

,

g . replaced. Air hoses on grapples will be checked. guide caps are installed.
Crane cables will be routinely inspected. All neces-

k sary maintenance will be performed to preclude Next, the head, strongback and carousel are trans.
"

outage extension due to equipment failure. ported by the Reactor Building crane to the head
holding pedestals on the refueling floor. The head

"

9.1.4.2.10.2.2 Reactor Shutdown holding pedestals keep the vessel head elevated to fa-

g,
.

cilitate inspection and 0. ring replacement.
The reactor is shut down according to a prescribed

| planned procedure. During cooldown, the reactor The studs in line with the fuel transfer gates are re-
pressure vessel is vented and filled to above flange moved from the vessel and placed in the rack pro-v

level to promote cooling. vided for them. The loaded rack is transported to then:

refueling floor for storage. Removal of these studs
9.1.4.2.10.2.2.1 Drywell Head Removal provides a path for fuel movement.

Immediately after cooldown the work to remove 9.1.4.2.10.23.2 Dryer Removal,

4 the drywell head can begin. The drywell head will be
'

attached by a quick disconnect mechanism. To The dryer-separator strongback is lowered by the
remove the head, the quick disconnect pins are with- reactor building crane and attached to the dryer lift-
drawn and stored separately for reinsertion when the ing lugs. The dryer is lifted from the reactor vessel9 head is replaced. The drywell head is lifted by the and transported underwater to its storage location in
reactor building crane to its storage space on the the D/S pit adjacent to the reactor well.
refueling floor. The drywell seal surface protector is
installed before any other activity proceeds in the re- 9.1.4.2.10.233 Separator Removal
actor well area.

In preparation for the separator removal, the
~'

9.1.4.2.10.2.2.2 Reactor Well Servicing steamline plugs are installed in the four main steam
nozzles. The separator is then unbolted from the

When the drywell head has been removed, several shroud using shroud head bolt wrenches. When the
pipe lines are exposed. These lines penetrate the re- unbolting is accomplished, the dryer separator
actor well through openings. The piping must be re- strongback is lowered into the vessel and attached to
moved and the openings sealed. There are also vari- the separator lifting lugs. The separator is lifted from
ous vent openings which must be made watertight. the reactor vessel and transported underwater to the

storage location in the D/S pit adjacent to the reactor
Water level in the vessel is now lowered to flange well.

level in preparation for head removal.

# 9.1.4.2.10.23 Reactor Vessel Opening-
During reactor operation, the core offgas radiation

9.1.4.2.10.23.1 Vessel Head Removal level is monitored. If a rise in offgas activity has been
noted, the reactor core may be sampled during shut-

The combination head strongback and carousel down to locate any leaking fuel assemblies. The fuel
stud tensioner is transported by the Reactor Building sample isolates up to a 4-bundle array in the core.
crane and positioned on the reactor vessel head. This stops water circulation through the bundles and

allows fission products to concentrate if a bundle is
defective. After 10 minutes, a water sample is taken
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for fission product analysis. If a defective bundle is boist and auxiliary hoist prevent hoisting of a fuel as-
found,it is transferred to the spent fuel pool and sembly over the core with a control rod withdrawn;
stored in a special defective fuel storage container to interlocks also prevent withdrawal of a blade with a
minimize background activity in the spent fuel pool. fuel assembly over the core attached to either the fuel

grapple or auxiliary hoists. Interlocks block travel
9.1.4.2.10.2.4 Refueling and Reactor Servicing over the reactor in the startup mode.

The gate isolating the spent fuel pool from the The refueling machine contains a system that indi- |
reactor well is removed, thereby interconnecting the cates position of the fuel grapple over the core. The
pool areas. The refueling of the reactor can now readout, in the local control room, matches the core
begin. arrangement cellidentification numbers. The posi-

tion indicator is accurate within 5 mm, relative to |
9.1.4.2.10.2.4.1 Refueling actual position, and minimizes jogging required to

correctly place the grapple over the core.
During a normal outage, approximately 25% of the

fuelis removed from the reactor vessel,25% of the To move fuel, the fuel grapple is aligned over the
fuel is shuffled in the core (generally from peripheral fuel assembly, lowered and attached to the fuel
to center locations) and 25% new fuel is installed. bundle bail. The fuel bundle is raised out of the core,
The actual fuel handling is done with the refueling moved through the refueling slot to the spent fuel
platform. It is used as the principal means of pool, positioned over the storage rack and lowered
transporting fuel assemblies between the reactor well into the rack. Fuelis shuffled and new fuelis moved |

and the spent fuel pool;it also serves as a hoist and from the spent fuel pool to the reactor vessel in the
| transport device. The machine travels on a track same manner.

extending along each side of the reactor well and
spent fuel pool and supports the trolley, refueling 9.1.4.2.10.2.5 Vessel Closure
grapple and auxiliary hoists. The grapple is sus-
pended from a trolley that can traverse the width of The following steps, when performed, will return
the platform. the reactor to operating condition. The procedures

are the reverse of those described in the preceding
| The refueling machine has two 480 kg (1/2 ton) sections. Many steps are performed in parallel and

auxiliary hoists. One hoist normally can be used with not as listed.
appropriate grapples to handle control rods, guide
tubes, fuel support pieces, sources and other (1) Core verification - the core position of each fuel
internals of the core. The auxiliary hoist can also assembly must be verified to assure the desired
serve as means of handling other equipment within core ecmfiguration has been attained. Underwa-
the pool. A second auxiliary hoist is mounted on the ter TV with a video tape is utilized. Cable op-
platform trolley, tional.

( The machine control system permits (2) FMCRD tests - the control rod drive timing,
variable-speed, simultaneous operation of all three friction and scram tests are performed as re-
platform motions. Maximum speeds are: quired.

(1) bridge 20 m/ min (3) Replace separator.

(2) trolley 10 m/ min (4) Bolt separator and remove four steamline plugs.

(3) grapple hoist 12 m/ min (5) Replace steam dryer.

| In the refueling machine control room, a single (6) Install gates.
operator can control all the motions of the platform
required to handle the fuel assemblies during (7) Drain reactor well.
refueling. Interlocks on both the grapple

(8) Remove drywell seal surface covering; open
drywell vents.
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cables on the yoke are attached to the head and se-

S (9) Replace vessel studs. cured and the closure nuts are disengaged. The cask
is next raised and transferred into the cask pit.

(10) Install reactor vessel head.
The cask is moved to a position over the center of

(11) Install vessel head piping and insulation. the cask pit and slowly lowered into the cask pit until
it rests on the cask pit floor.

(12) Hydro test vesselif required.
The cask lifting yoke is lowered until disengaged

(13) Install drywell head; leak check. from the cask trunnions and the closure head lifted
off the cask. The closure head and yoke are moved

(14) Install shield plugs. into the cask washdown pit fer storage. The canal
gates between the cask pit and the spent fuel pool are

(15) Stow gates. removed and spent fuel transfer from the storage
racks to the cask is started.

(16) Startup tests - the reactor is returned to full
power operation. Power is increased gradually Spent fuel is transferred underwater from storage in

| in a series of steps until the reactor is operating the spent fuel pool to the cask using the telescoping
at rated power. At specific steps during the ap- fuel grapple mounted on the refueling platform.
proach to power, the incore flux monitors are When the cask is filled with spent fuel, the gate be-
calibrated. tween the cask pit and the spent fuel pool is replaced.

The closure head is replaced on the cask and the lift
9.1.4.2.103 Departure of Fuel From Site yoke engaged with the cask trunnions. The loaded

cask is raised, transferred to the cask washdown pit,
The empty cask arrives at the. plant on the special and slowly lowered to the pit floor.

Ilatbed railcar or truck. The personnel shipping bar-
rier and transfer impact structure are removed from The cask is checked by health physics personnel and

O the large casks and stored outside the rail entry door, decontamination is performed in the cask washdown
Health physics personnel check the cask exterior to pit with high pressure water sprays, chemicals and
determine if decontamination is necessary. Decon- hand scrubbing as required to clean the cask to the
tamination, if required, and washdown to remove level required for transport. Cooling connections are
road dirt,is performed before removal of the cask available in the cask washdown pit in the event cool-
from the transport vehicle. The R/B equipment ing is required during decontamination activities. The
entry airlock door is opened and the cask with its remaining closure nuts are replaced and tightened.
transport device moved into the building. The rail Smear tests are performed to verify cleaning to offsite
car or truck is blocked in position. transportation requirements.

The airlock door is closed and the cask is inspected The cleaned cask is lowered from the refueling floor
for shipping damage. to the reactor building entry lock onto cask skids with

the reactor building crane and mounted on the trans-
The cask cooling system of the transport vehicle is port vehicle. The cask cooling system of the transport

disconnected. The cask yoke is removed from its vehicle is connected to the cask and the cask internal
storage position on the flatbed and attached to the pressure and temperature are monitored. When they
cask trunnions. The yoke engagement, car brakes are at equilibrium conditions, the cask is ready for
and wheel blocks and clearances for cask tilt and lift shipment. The personnel barrier and impact struc-
are checked. The cask is tilted to the vertical posi- ture are replaced. The reactor building airlock facility
tion with combined main hoist lift and trolley move- doors are opened and the cask and transport device
ment. With the cask in a vertical position, the cask is are moved out of the reactor building.
lifted approximately 1.5 meters off the transport
device skid mounting trunnions to clear the upper 9.1.43 Safety Evaluation of Fuel liandling i

coolant duct. The cask is moved up to the refueling System I

floor and then into the cask washdown pit and slowly
lowered to the floor of the pit. Closure head lifting
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Safety aspects (evaluation) of the fuel servicing the grapple is disengaged, the position of the upper
equipment are discussed in Subsection 9.1.4.2.3 and part of the fuel bundle can be observed using
safety aspects of the refueling equipment are dis- television.
cussed throughout Subsection 9.1.4.2.7. In addition,
a following summary safety evaluation of the In addition to the main hoist on the trolley, there
fuel-handling system is provided below. are two auxiliary hoist on the trolley. These three

hoists are precluded from operating simultaneously
The fuel prep machine removes and installs chan- because control power is available to only one of

nels with all parts remaining underwater. Mechani- them at a time. The two auxiliary hoists have load
cal stops prevent the carriage from lifting the fuel cells with interlocks which prevent the hoists from
bundle or assembly to a height where water shielding moving anything as heavy as a fuel bundle.
is not sufficient. Irradiated channels, as weil as small
parts such as bolts and springs, are stored underwa- The two auxiliary hoists have electrical interlocks
ter. The spaces in the channel storage rack have which prevent the lifting of their loads higher than a
center posts which prevent the loading of fuel bun- specified limit. Adjustable mechanicaljam-stops on
dies into this rack. the cables back up these interlocks.

There are no nuclear safety problems associated
with the handling of new fuel bundles, singly or in
pairs. Equipment and procedures prevent an accu-
mulation of more than two bundles in any location.

| The refueling machine is designed to prevent it i
'from toppling into the pools during a SSE. Redun-

dant safety interlocks, as well as limit switches, are The cask is moved by the reactor building
provided to prevent accidentally running the grapple crane to the cask pit and gated off and the cask pit
into the pool walls. The grapple utilized for fuel filled with water. Only then is the spent fuel pool
movement is on the end of a telescoping mast. At full connected to the cask pit and the fuel transfer begun.
retraction of the mast, the grapple is sufficiently When the cask is loaded, the spent fuel pool is gated
below water surface, so there is no chance of raising closed and the cask removal procedure reversed. A
a fuel assembly to the point where it is inadequately cask decontamination pit area is provided.
shielded by water. The grapple is hoisted by redun-
dant cables inside the mast, and is lowered by grav- Light loads such as the blade guide, fuel support
ity. A digital readout is displayed to the operator, casting, control rod or control rod guide tube weigh
showing him the exact coordinates of the grapple considerably less than a fuel bundle and are adminis-
over the core. tratively controlled to eliminate the movement of any

light load over the spent fuel pool above the elevation
The mast is suspended and gimbaled from the trol- required for fuel assembly handling. Thus, the kinetic

ley, near its top, so that the mast can be swung about energy of any light load would be less than a fuel
the axis of platform travel,in order to remove the bundle and would have less damage induced. Sec-
grapple from the water for servicing and for storage. ondly, to satisfy NUREG 0554, the equipment han-

dling components over the spent fuel pool are
The grapple has two independent books, each op- designed to meet the single failure proof criteria.

erated by an air cylinder. Engagement is indicated to
the operator. Interlocks prevent grapple disengage- The spent fuel storage racks are purchased
ment until a " slack cable" signal from the lifting equipment. The purchase specification for these
cables indicates that the fuel assembly is seated. The racks will require the vendor to provide the
slack cable indication is also used to determine if a information requested in Question 430.192 pertaining
fuel bundle is lodged in a position other than its to load drop analysis. See Subsection 9.1.4.3 for
normal, scated position in the core. interface requirements.

In addition to the slack cable signal, the elevation In summary, the fuel-handling system complies with
of the grapple is continuously indicated. Also, after General Design Criteria 2,3,4,5,61, and 63, and ap-

plicable portions of 10CFR50.
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The safety evaluation of the new and spent fuel When the unit is received at the site, it is inspected

G storage is presented in Subsections 9.1.1.3 and to ensure no damage has occurred during transit or
9.1.23. storage. Prior to use and at periodic intervals, each

piece of equipment is again tested to ensure the
9.1AA Inspection and Testing Requirements electrical and/or mechanical functions are opera-

tional.
9.1 AA.1 Inspection

Passive units, such as the fuel storage racks, are vi-
Refueling and servicing equipment is subject to the sually inspected prior to use,

strict controls of quality assurance, incorporating the
requirements of federal regulation 10CFR50, Appen- Fuel-handling and vessel servicing equipment
dix B. The fuet storage racks and refueling platform preoperational tests are described in Subsection
have an additional set of engineering specified " qual- 14.2.12.

ity requirements" that identify features which require
specific OA verification of compliance to drawing 9.1A.5 Instrumentation Requirements
requirements.

9.1 A.5.1 Refueling Machine
For components classified as American Society of

Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Section III, the shop The refueling machine has a X-Y-Z position
operation must secure and maintain an ASME "N" indicator system that informs the operator which core
st amp, which requires the submittal of an acceptable fuel cell the fuel grapple is accessing. Interlocks and a |
ASME quality plan and a corresponding procedural control room monitor are provided to prevent the fuel
manual. grapple from operating in a fuel cell where the con-

trol rod is not in the proper orientation for refueling.
Additionally, the shop operation must submit to

frequent ASME audits and component inspections Additionally, there is a series of mechanically acti-
by resident state code inspectors. Prior to shipment, vated switches and relays that provides monitor indi-G every component inspection item is reviewed by OA cations on the operator's console for grapple limits,
supervisory personnel and combined into a summary hoist and cable load conditions, and confirmation that
product quality checklist (POL). By issuance of the the grapple's book is either engaged or released.
POL, verification is made that ali quality require-
ments have been confirmed and are on record in the A series of load cells is installed to provide auto-
product's historical file. matic shutdown whenever threshold limits are ex.

ceeded for either the fuel grapple or the auxiliary
9.1AA.2 Testing hoist units.

Qualification testing is performed on refueling and 9.1A.5.2 Fuel Support Grapple
servicing equipment prior to multi-unit production.
Test specifications are defined by the responsible Although the fuel support grapple is not essential to
design engineer and may include sequence of opera- safety,it has an instrumentation system consisting of
tions, load capacity and life cycles tests. These test mechanical switches and indicator lights. This system
activities are performed by an independent test engi- provides the operator with a positive indication that
neering group and, in many cases, a full design the grapple is properly aligned and oriented and that
review of the product is conducted before and after the grapplitig mechanism is either extended or re-
the qualification testing cycle. Any design changes tracted.
affecting function, that are made after the comple.
tion of qualification testing, are requalified by test or 9.1A.53 Other
calculation.

Refer to Table 9.1-5 for additional refueling and
Functional tests are performed in the shop prior ta servicing cav*pment not requiring instrumentation.

the shipment of production units and generally in-
clude electrical tests, leak tests, and sequence of op- 9JA.5A Radiation Monitoring

G erations tests.
The radiation monitoring equipment for the fuel
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handling area is discussed in Subsection 11.5.2.1.2.1.
$ The fuel area ventilation exhaust radiation
$ monitoring is discussed in Subsection 11.5.2.1 3.

O

O
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9.1.5 Overhead Heavy Load Handling 9.1.5.2 System Description9 Systems (OHLH)
9.1.5.2.1 Reactor Building Crane

9.1.5.1 Design Bases

The reactor building (RB) is a reinforced
The equipment covered by this subsection concrete structure which encloses the reinforced

| concerns items considered as heavy loads that are concrete containment vessel, the refueling floor, new
handled under conditions that mandate critical fuel storage vault, the storage pools for spent-fuel and
handling compliance. the dryer and separator and other equipment. The

reactor building crane provides heavy load lifting
Critical load handling conditions include loads, capability for the refueling floor. The main hook (150

equipment, and operations, which if inadvertent ton capacity) will be used to lift the concrete shield
operations or equipment malfunctions either blocks, drywell head, reactor pressure vessel (RPV)
separately or in combination, could cause; (1) a head insulation, RPV head, dryer, separator strong
release of radioactivity, (2) a criticality accident, (3) back, RPV head strongback carousel, new fuel
the inability to cool fuel within reactor vessel or shipping containers, and spent fuel shipping cask.
spent fuel pool or (4) prevent safe shutdown of the The orderly placement and movement paths of these
reactor. This includes risk assessments to spent fuel components by the reactor building crane precludes
and storage pool water levels, cooling of fuel pool transport of these heavy loads over the spent fuel
water, new fuel criticality. This includes all storage pool or over the new fuel storage vault.
components and equipment used in moving any load
weighing more than one fuel assembly including the The RB crane wiii be used during
weight of its associated handling devices (i.e., one refueling / servicing as well as when the plant is online.
ton). During refueling / servicing, the crane handles the

shield plugs, drywell and reactor vessel heads, steam
The reactor building crane as designed shall dryer and separators, etc. (see Table 9.1-7).

O provide a safe and effective means for transporting Minimum crane coverage include RB refueling floor
heavy loads including the handling of new and spent laydown areas, and RB equipment storage pit.
fuel, plant equipment and service tools. Safe During normal plant operation the crane will be used
handling includes design considerations for to handle new fuel shipping containers and the spent
maintaining occupational radiation exposure as low fuel shipping casks. Minimum crane coverage must
as practicable during transportation and handling. include the new fuel vault, the RB equipment hatches,

and the spent fuel cask loading and washdown pits. A
Where applicable, the appropriate seismic description of the refueling procedure can be found in

category, safety class quality group, ASME, ANSI, Section 9.1.4.
industrial and electrical codes have been identified
(see Tables 3.2-1 and 9.1-6). The designs will The RB crane will be interlocked to prevent
conform to the relevant requirements of General movement of heavy loads over the spent fuel storage
Design Criterion 2,4 and 61 of 10CFR Part 50, portion of the spent fuel storage pool. Since the
Appendix A. crane is used for handling large heavy objects over the

open reactor the crane is of type I design. The
The lifting capacity of each crane or hoist is reactor building crane shall be designed to meet the

designed to at least the maximum actual or single-failure-proof requirements of NUREG-0554
anticipated weight of equipment and handling
devices in a given area serviced. The hoists, cranes, 9.1.5.2.2 Other Overhead lead llandling System
or other lifting devices shall comply with the
requirements of ANSI N14.6, ANSI B30.9, ANSI 9.1.5.2.2.1 Upper Drywell Servicing Equipment
B30.10 and NUREG-0612 Subsection 5.1.1(4) or
5.1.1(5). Cranes and hoists are also designed to The upper drywell arrangement provides
criteria and guidelines of NUREG-0612 Subsection servicing access for the main steam isolation valves
5.1.1(7), ANSI B30.2 and CMAA-70 specifications (MSIVs), feedwater isolation valves, safety relief
for electrical overhead traveling cranes, including valves (SRVs), emergency core cooling systems
ANSI B30.11, ANSI B30.16, and NUREG-0554 as (ECCSs) isolation valves, and drywell cooling coils,
applicable.

Amendment 27 9.1-7
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fans and motors. Access to the space is via the RB drywell. Special hoists are provided in the lower
through either the upper drywell personnel lock or drywell and reactor building to facilitate handling of
equipment hatch. All equipment is removed through these loads.
the upper drywell equipment hatch. Platforms are
provided for servicing the feedwater and mainsteam (1) Reactor Internal Pump Servicing
isolation valves, safety relief valves, and drywell
cooling equipment with the object of reducing There are 10 RIPS and their supporting
maintenance time and operator exposure. The instrumentation and beat exchangers in the L/D
MSIVs, SRVs, and feedwater isolation valves all that require servicing. The facilities provided
weigh in excess of 200 kg. Thus they are considered for servicing the RIPS include:
heavy loads.

(a) L/D equipment platform with facilities to
With maintenance activity only being rotate the motor from vertical to horizontal

performed during a refueling outage, only safe and place it on a cart for direct pull out to
shutdown ECCS piping and valves need be protected the RB. The equipment platform rotates to
from any inadvertent load drops. Since only one facilitate alignment with the installed pump
division of ECCS is required to maintain the safe locations,

shutdown condition and the ECCS divisions are
spatially separated, an inadvertent load drop that (b) Attachment points for rigging the RIP heat
breaks more than one division of ECCS is not exchanger into place. The RIP heat
credible. In addition, two levels of piping support exchanger can be lowered straight down to
structures and equipment platforms separate and the equipment platform.
shield the ECCS piping from heavy loads transport ,

.

path. (c) Access to the RIP equipment platform is
| via stairs. There is a ladder access to the

This protection is adequate such that no RIP heat exchanger maintenance platform.
credible load drop can cause either (1) a release of
radioactivity, (2) a criticality accident, or (3) the (d) The L/D equipment tunnel and hatch are
inability to cool fuel within reactor vessel or spent utilized to remove the RIP motors from the
fuel pool; therefore, the upper drywell servicing lower drywell.
equipment is not subject to the requirements of
Subsection 9.1.5. (e) The RIP motor servicing area is directly

outside the L/D equipment hatch.
9.1.5.2.2.2 Lower Drywell Servicing Equipment

The 10 RIPS have wet induction motors in
The lower drywell (L/D) arrangement provides housings which protrude into the lower drywell

for servicing, handling and transportation operations from the RPV bottom head. These are in a
for RIP, and FMCRD. The lower drywell OHLHS circle at a radius of 3162.5 mm from the RPV
consists of a rotating equipment service platform, centerline. For service, the motor is removed j
chain hoists, FMCRD removal machine, a RIP from below and outside, whereas the diffuser, '

removal machine, and other special purpose tools. impeller and shaft are removed from above and ;

indde the RPV. )
The rotating equipment platform provides a )

work surface under the reactor vessel to support the The motor, with its lower flange attached,
weight of personnel, tools, and equipment and to weighs approximately 3300 kg, is 830 mm in
facilitate transportation moves and heavy load diameter and 1925 mm high. The flange has
handling operations. The platform rotates 360 in " cars" that extend from two sides,180 apart. j
either direction from its stored or " idle" position. These cars, which are used to handle the motor, j

The platform is designed to accommodate the increase the flange diameter 1o 1200 mm for a |
maximum weight of the accumulation of tools and width of 270 mm. |
equipment plus a maximum sized crew. Weights of
tools and equipment are specified in the interface The motor, suspended from jack screws, is j

control drawings for the equipment used in the lower lowered straight down out ofits housing onto

Amendment 17 9.18
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gTable 9.1-2

FUEL SERVICING EQUIPMENT

Essential Sarcty
Component Classifi- Classifi- Quality Seismic

No. Identification cation cation Group Category
(a) (b) (c) (d)

| 1 Fuel Prep Machine NE N E NA

2 New FuelInspection Stand PE 2 E O

3 Channel Bolt Wrench NE N E NA

4 Channel-Handling Tool NE N E NA

5 Fuel Pool Vacuum Sipper NE N E NA

6 General-Purpose Grapple NE N E NA

7 Jib Crane PE 2 E O

8 Refueling Machine PE 2 E O

9 Channel-Handling Boom NE N E NA '

Notes

(a) NE = Non Essential
PE = Passive Essential

(b) N Non-nuclear safety-related=

Safety Class2 =

Elements of 10CFR50, Appendix B are generally applied,(c) E =

commensurate with the importance of the requirement function.

(d) NA = No Seismic Requirements
Seismic CategoryII =

Designed for OBE, andO =

to hold its load in a SSE

I
|

O\
Amendment 27 9.1-13b
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Table 9.1-5

TOOLS AND SERVICING EQUIPMENT

Fuel Servicine Eautoment In-Vessel Servicinn Eauioment (Continued)

Channel Handling Boom Control Rod L.atch Tool
Fuel Preparation Machines Instrument Handling Tool
New FuelInspection Stand Control Rod Guide Tube Seal
Channel Bolt Wrenches In-Core Guide Tube Seals
Channel Handling Tool Blade Guides
Fuel Pool Vacuum Sipper Fuel Assembly Sampler
Jib Crane Peripheral orifice Grapple
General Purpose Grapples Orifice Holder
Refueling Platform Peripheral Fuel Support Plug

FuelSupport Plug Tool
RIP Handling Tools

Servicine Aids

Pool Tool Accessories Refueline Eauinment
Actuating Poles
General Area Underwater Lights Refueling Machine
Local Area Underwater Lights Auxiliary Platform |
Drop Lights
Underwater TV Monitoring System

O Underwater Vacuum Cleaner Storace Eauipment
Viewing Aids
Light Support Brackets Fuel Storage Racks
Underwater Viewing Tube Channel Storage Racks

Defective Fuel Storage Containers
In-Vessel Racks .

Reactor Vessel Servicine Eauioment CR Guide Tube Storage Rack
CR Storage Rack

Reactor Vessel Servicing Tools Defective Fuel Storage Rack
Steam Line Plugs and Installation Tools
Shroud Head Bolt Wrenches
Head Holding Pedestals Under-Reactor Vessel Servicine Eautoment
Head Stud Rack
Dryer-Separator Strongback Fine Motion
Head Strongback/ Carousel Control Rod Drive Servicing Tools

(including Stud Tensioners) CRD Hydraulic System Tools
Water Seal Cap
FMCRD Handling Equipment

In-Vessel Servicine Eauipment Handling Platform
ThermalSleeve Installation Tool

Instrument Strongback In-Core Flange Seal Test Plug
Control Rod Grapple Key Bender
Control Rod Guide Tube Grapple Spring Reel .
Fuel Support Grapple Radiation Shield
Grid Guide RIP Handling Equipment

Amendment 27 9.1-13e
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Tcbla 9.3-1

g STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM OPERATING PRESSURE / r.n

TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS jg
ch #s

Test Modes (a) {
,

Circulation Injection Standby Operating lit
Test Test (b) Mode (a) Mode (a) ?.

Perssury Temprature Parssury ) Temprature Prrssury Temprature Pressury ) Temprature
(kg/cm g ( C) (kg/cm~g) ( C) (kg/cm g ( C)Piping (kg/cm g) ( C)

Pump Suction Test Tank 21/38 Test Tank 21/38 Makeup 21/38() Storage 21/43
i

Water Tank
| Inlet to Tank

Static (*) Sntic(#}
Shutoff Head Head Pressure Static

Vahr Head

Pump Discharge 0/85.8 21/38 4.9 Plus 21/38 Makeup 21/38 (4.9 Plus 21/43

To Injection Reactor Water Reactor

Valve inlet Static Pressure Static
,

l Head Hcad) to 85.8

Injection Valve Reactor 21/38 <4.9 Plus 21/38 Reactor 21/38 (<4.9 Plus 21/43
Outlet to but Static Reactor Static Reactor

Static Staticnot including Heago Heago
Outboard Dry- 87.9 Head 87.9 Head) to
well Check Viv 87.9

.

21/302(E)b 21/302(8)52 ) Reactor ReactorOutboard Dry- Reactor 21/302 Reactor

well Check Static Static Static Static
Head ) Heago Heago

b
Valve to the Head to,

87.9 87.9'

Reactor 87.9

h

$ :3i
=n
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|
(4) The MUWC system is not safety related. (b) CRD pumps

(5) The condensate stogage tank shall have a (c) HPCF pumps
capacity of 2,110 m . This capacity was

,

determined by the capacity required by the uses (d) SPCU pumps'

shown in Table 9.2-2.

In accordance with guidelines of Regulatory
Guide 1.155, " Station Blackout", Position C3.2
through C3.5 as applicable, and Rule 50.63 of
10CFR50, the condenser storage tank (CST) is
designed to provide approximately (568,0001)
of water for use during station blackout. Other
consumers of condensate are switched to other
water sources 50 that this volume of water is
always available during power operation. This |
volume of water is sufficient for operation of i

the RCIC system to remove decay heat during
the first eight hours of station blackout.

'

(6) All tanks, piping and other equipment shall be
made of corrosion-resistant materials.

,

(7) The HPCF and RCIC instrumentation, which
initiates the automatic switchover of HPCF and .

RCIC suction from the CST header to the
suppression pool, shall be designed toO safety-grade requirements (including ?

installation with necessary seismic support).

(8) The instrumentation is mounted in a safety
grade standpipe located in the reactor building ,

secondary containment. With no condensate
,

flowing, the water level is the same in both the
CST and the standpipe. A suitable correction
will be made for the effect of flow upon water
levelin the standpipe. ,

9.2.9.2 System Description

The MUWC P&lD is shown in Figure f'.2-4.
This system includes the following:

(1) A condensate storage tank (CST) is provided.
The volume is shown in Table 9.2-3. |

|

(2) The following pumps take suction from the |
'

CST-
|

(a) RCIC pumps

O
Amendment 27 9.2-1.8
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g (e) MUWC transfer pumps (see Tghle 9.2-3) boundary;

i ;V (three 149 m /hr at 9.9 kg/cm~ head)1

| (2) capability to shut down the reactor and
(3) Water can be sent to the CST from the maintain it in a safe shutdown condition; or

following sources:
(3) ability to prevent or mitigate the conse-

(a) MUWPpumps quences of events that could result in po-
tential offsite exposures.

(b) CRD system
The MUWC system is not safety-related.

(c) radwaste disposalsystem However, the systems incorporate features that
assure reliable operation over the full range of

(d) condensate demineralizer system effluent normal plant operations.
(main condenser high level relief)

9.2.9.4 Tests and Inspections
(4) Associated receiving and distribution piping

valves, instruments, and controls shall be The MUWC system is proved operable by its use
provided. during normal plant operation. Portions of the

| system normally closed to flow can be tested to
| ensure operability and the integrity of the
! (5) Overflow and drain from the CST shall be system.
| sent to the radwaste system for treatment.
| The air-operated isolation valves are capable
| (6) Any outdoor piping shall be protected from of being tested to assure their operating
| freezing. integrity by manual actuation of a switch

located in the control room and by observation

| p) (7) All surfaces coming in contact with the of associated position indication lights.
( condensate shall be made of corrosion-

resistant materials. Flow to the various systems is balanced by
means of manual valves at the individual takeoff

(8) All of the pumps mentioned in (2) above points. Divisional isolation valves are instal-
shall be located at an elevation such that led at the primary containment boundaries.
adequate suction head is present at all
water levels in the CST. 9.2.10 Makeup Water System (Purified)

Distribution System
(9) Instrumentation shall be provided to indi-

cate CST water level in the main control 9.2.10.1 Design Bases
room. High water level shall be alarmed
both in the radwaste building control room (1) The makeup water-purified (MUWP)
and in the main control room. See distribution system shall provide makeup
Subsection 11.2.1.2.1. water purified for makeup to the reactor

coolant system and plant auxiliary systems.
(10) Potential flooding is discussed in

Subsection 3.4. Potential flooding from (2) The MUWP system shall provide purified water
lines within the reactor building and the to the uses shown in Table 9.2-2.
control building are evaluated in Subsection
3.4.1.1.1, (3) The MUWP system shall provide water of the

quality shown in Table 9.2-2a. If these
9.2.9.3 Safety Evaluation water quality requirements are not met, the

water shall not be used in any safety-
Operation of the MUWC system is not required related system. The out-of-spec water shall

to assure any of the following conditions: be reprocessed or discharged.
b\
V (1) integrity of the reactor coolar* pressure (4) The MUWP system is not safety-related.

Amendment 27 9.2-2
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(5) All tanks, pumps, piping, and other equip- (6) All pumps shall be located at an elevation
ment shall be made of corrosion-resistant such that adequate suction head is present
materials. at all levels in a purified water storage

tanks.
(6) The system shall be designed to prevent any

radioactive contamination of the purified (7) Instruments shall be provided to indicate
water. purified water storage tank level in the

main control room.
(7) The interfaces between the MUWP system and

all safety-related systems are located in (8) Continuous analyzers are located at the
the control building or reator building demineralized water makeup system and at any
which are Seismic Category I, tornado- demineralized water storage tank. These are
missile resistant and flood protected supplemented as needed by grab samples.
structures. The interfaces with safety- Allowance is made in the water quality
related systems are safety-related valves specifications for some pickup of carbon
which are part of the safety-related dioxide and air in any demineralized water
systems. The portions of the MUWP system, storage tank. The pickup of corrosion I
which upon their failure during a seismic products should be minimal because the MUWP
event can adversly impact structures, piping is stainless steel.
systems, or components important to safety,
shall be designed to assure their integrity (9) Intrusion of radioactivity into the MUWP |
under seismic loading resulting from a safe system from other potentially radioactive
shutdown earthquake. systems are prevented by one or more of the

following:
(8) Safey-related equipment located by portions

of the MUWP system are in Seismic Category I (a) check valves in the MUWP lines
structures and protected from all system
impact. (b) air (or syphon) breaks in the MUWP lines

9.2.10.2 System Description (c) the MUWP system lines are pressurized
while the receiving system is at

The MUWP system P&lD is shown in Figure 9.2-5. essentially atmospheric pressure.
This system includes the following:

(d) piping to the user is dead ended.
(1) Any purified water storage tank shall be

provided outdoors with adequate freeze (10) There are no automatic valves in the
protection and adequate diking and other MUWP system. During a LOCA, the
means to control spill and leakage. safety-related systems are isolated f: 3m

the MUWP system by automatic valves in
(2) Two MUWP forwarding pumps shall take suction the safety-related system.

from any purified water storage tgnks. They
shall have a capacity of 7g m /hr and a 9.2.10.3 Safety Evaluation
discharge head of 8 kg/cm .

Operation of the MUWP system is not required
(3) Distribution piping, valves, instruments and to assure any of the following conditions:

controls shall be provided.
(1) integrity of the reactor coolant pressure

(4) Any outdoor piping shall be protected from boundary;
freezing.

(2) capability to shut down the reactor and
(5) All surfaces coming in contact with the maintain it in a safe shutdown condition; or

purified water shall be made of corro-
sion-resistant materials.

Amendment 27 9.2-3
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Ip (3) ability to prevent or mitigate the conse- (2) The RCW system shall be designed to perform
F quences of events which could result in its required cooling functions following a' i

..

potential offsite exposures. LOCA, assuming a single active or passive
failure. ,

The MUWP system is not safety-related.
However, the systems incorporate features that (3) The safety-related portions and valves
assure reliable operation over the full range of isolating the nonsafety-related portions of
normal plant operations.

9.2.10.4 Tests and Inspections

The makeup water purified distribution system
is proved operable by its use during normal plant 1

operation. Portions of the system normally
closed to flow can be tested to ensure opera- t

'

bility and integrity of the system.

,

i

i

.

I

Flow to the various systems is balanced by |
means of manual valves at the individual takeoff i

'points.

9.2.11 Reactor Building CoolingWater
System !

9.2.11.1 Design Bases

i

9.2.11.1.1 Safety Design Bases

(1) The reactor building cooling water (RCW)
system shall be designed to remove heat from
plant auxiliaries which are required for a
safe reactor shutdown, as well as those
auxiliaries whose operation is desired
following a LOCA, but not essential to safe
shutdown.

The heat removal capacity is based on the
,

heat removal requirement during LOCA with |

the maximum ultimate heat sink temperature, l
| 35 C. As shown in Table 9.2-4, the heat

removal requirement is higher during other
plant operation modes, such as shutdown at 4 ,

hours. However, the RCW system is designed
to remove this larger amount of heat to meet
the requirements in Subsection 5.4.7.1.1.7.

Amendment 27 9.2-3.1
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the RCW system shall be designed to Seismic characteristics for RCW system components are[,} Category I and the ASME Code, Section III, given in Table 9.2-4d. The temperature values
b Class 3, Quality Assurance B, Quality Group in the process flow diagram (PFD), Figure

C, IEEE-279 and IEEE-308 requirements. 9.2-la, were calculated under nominal
conditions, i.e., with a ultimate heat sink

(4) The RCW system shall be designed to limit (UHS) temperature of 30 C.
leakage to the environment of radioactive
contamination that may enter the RCW from The RCW system serves the auxiliary equipment
the RHR System. listed in Table 9.2-4a, b, and c.

1

(5) Safety-related portions of the RCW system The reactor decay heat at four hours after I

shall be protected from flooding, spraying, shutdown is approximately 126 million BTU /II.
steam impingement, pipe whip, jet forces, Each division of RCW has the design heat removal
missiles, fire, and the effect of failure of capability of 102 million BTU /H from the RHR |
any non-Seismic Category I equipment, as system. If three divisions of RHR/RCW/RSW are ;
required. used for heat removal, each division must remove ;

one third of the decay heat or 42 million
(6) The safety-related portion of the RCW system BTU /H. This means that each division will i

shall be designed to meet the foregoing de- remove 102 minus 42 or 60 million BTU /H of !

sign bases during a loss of preferred power sensible heat, primarily by cooling the reactor
(LOPP). water. If only two divisions of RHR/RCW/RSW are

used for heat removal, each division must remove
(7) The safety-related electric modules and one half of the decay beat or 63 million BTU /H. |

safety-related cables for the RCW system are This means the sensible heat removal will be 102 i
in the control building which are Seismic minus 63 or 39 million BTU /H of sensible heat
Category I, tornado-missile resistant and primarily from the reactor water. Of course,

n flood protected structures. the decay heat will decrease with time.
k )
"

(8) Protection from being impacted R ersely by The above analysis shows that there is
missiles generated by any nonsafety-related sufficient heat removal capability to remove not |

components shall be provided as discussed in only the decay heat but also sensible heat i
Subsection 3.5.1. primarily from the reactor water. If a division

'

of RHR/RCW/RSW is not available or if heat
(9) Protection against high-energy and removal capability has been lost due to tube

moderate-energy line failures will be plugging in any of the heat exchangers, only the
provided in accordance with Section 3.6. rate of heat removal will decrease, but, heat

will still be removed.
9.2.11.1.2 Power Generation Design Bases

Shutdown cooling times are discussed in
The RCW system shall be designed to cool S ubsection .5.4.7.1.1.7.

various plant auxiliaries as required during:
(a) normal operation; (b) emergency shutdown; The RCW system is designed to perform its
(C) normal shutdown; and (d) testing. required safe reactor shutdown cooling function

following a postulated LOCA, assuming a single
9.2.11.2 System Description active failure in any mechanical or electrical

system. In order to meet this requirement, the
The RCW system distributes cooling water dur- RCW system provides three complete trains, which

ing various operating modes, during shutdown, and are mechanically and electrically separated. in
during post-LOCA operation. The system removes case of a failure which disables any of the
heat from plant auxiliaries and transfers it to three divisions, the other two division meet
the reactor service water system (Subsection plant safe shutdown requirements, including a
9.2.15). Figures 9.2-la through 9.2-li show the LOCA or a loss of offsite power, or both. Each

( piping and instrumentation diagram. Design RCW division is supplied electrical power from a
( different division of the ESF power system.

Amendment 27 9.2-4
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During normal operation, RCW cooling water
flows through all the equipment shown in Table
9.2-4a, b, and c.

During all plant operating modes, an RCW water
pump and two heat exchangers are normally
operating in each division. Therefore, if a LOCA
occurs, the RCW systems required to shut down the
plant safely are already in operation. The
second pump and the third heat exchanger in each
division are put in service if a LOCA occurs.

The nonsafety-related parts of the RCW system
are not required for safe shutdown and, hence,
are not safety systems. Isolation valves sepa-
rate the essential subsystems from the nonsafe-
ty-related subsystems during a LOCA, in order to
assure the integrity and safety functions of the
safety related parts of the system. Some non-
safety-related parts of the system are operated
during all other modes, including the emergency
shutdown following an LOPP, or LOCA as shown in
Table 9.2-4a, b, and c.

Surge tank water level is monitored. A level
switch detects leakage and isolates the non-es-
sential subsystem, thus assuring continued oper-
ability of the safety-related services. Instru-
ments, controls, and isolation valves are locat-
ed in the safety-related part of the RCW system
and designed to safety-grade re quirements as
stated in design basis (3) of Subsection 9.2.11.
1.1.

A dedicated sump and sump pump are provided
for each RCW division. Any system leakage or
drainage may be collected, sampled and analyzed,
and either returned to the RCW system or sent to
the liquid radwaste system for treatment or to
the HSD sample tank for discharge depending upon
the radioactivity and impurities in the water.

9.2.113 Safety Evaluation

9.2.11 3.1 Failure Analysis

A system failure analysis of active and
passive components of the RCW system is presented
in Table 9.2-5. Any of the assumed failures of
the RCW system are detected in the control room
by vaciations of and/or alarms from the various

; system instruments and also from the leak detec-
'

tion system sensing leakage in the ECCS pump and

j heat exchanger areas.
i

Amendment 27 9.2-4.1
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9.2.11.3.2 Safety Evaluation of Equipment electrical equipment and instrumentation and I~

controls as well as to mechanical equipment and )
Equipment served by the RCW system is listed piping) .

i
in Tables 9.2-4a, b, and c. The tables contain |

| five operating modes: (1) flooding, spraying, or steam release due to |
| pipe rupture or equipment failure: ,

(1) normal operation; |
I

(2) pipe whip and jet forces resulting from pos- !

| (2) shutdown at 4 hr; tulated pipe rupture of nearby high energy i

pipes; l

(3) shutdown at 20 hr.; I

(3) missiles which may result from equipment
(4) hot standby (No LOPP); failure;

l

(5) hot standby (LOPP); and (4) fire;and'

(6) post-LOCA. (5) failures of any non-Category I equipment
(pertains to Seismic Category I equipment).

| The flow rates and heat loads are given for
'

each equipment in each operating mode. Radiation monitors are provided to sample the
RCW cooling water. Upon detection of radiation

In the event of a LOCA, most of the nonessen- leakage in one of the systems, that system is
| tial cooling water uses are isolated by proper isolated by operator action from the control
| isolation valves. The instrument air system, room, and the total cooling load can be met by
| service air system, control rod drive pump oil the other two systems. Consequently, radio-

cooler and the reactor water cleanup system pump active contamination released by the RCW system

[b; coolers remain in service until the operator to the environment does not exceed allowable|

removes them from service. The nonsafety-related limits defined by 10CFR100.,

| portion of the system is automatically isolated
'

in the event of a rupture in the nonsafety-re- The safety-related parts of the RCW system
lated subsystem. The surge tank water level is are designed to Seismic Category I and ASME
monitored. A level switch is activated by a Code, Section III, Class 3, Quality Assurance B
significant leak, sending an isolation signal to and Quality Group C requirements. The design
close two valves. One valve on the supply line also meets IEEE-279 and IEEE-308 requirements.
and one valve on the discharge line are used, Isolation valves for nonsafety-related service
with suitable power and controls from divisional water systems also meet the above requirements.
sources to assure isolation in the event of any
single active failure. Single isolation valves The nonessential portion of the RCW system is
are used on the basis that an active failure of designed to the ANSI B31.1 Power Piping Code and
one isolation valve disables only that system of the requirements of Quality Group D.
which it was a part.

The design pressure and temperature of the
2The RCW system is designed to withstand a RCW system and piping are 14 kg/cm g (200

single active failure without losing its capabi- psig) and 70 C (158 F) maximum.
| lity to participate in the safe shutdown of the
| reactor following a LOCA or DBA. Table 9.2-5 System low point drains and high point vents

gives the result of a system failure analysis of are provided as required.
active and passive components.

All divisions are maintained full of water
Redundant trains of the RCW system are separa- when not in service except when undergoing main-

ted and protected to the extent necessary to tenance.
(3 assure that sufficient equipment remains oper
() ating to permit shutdown of the unit in the event

of any of the following (separation is applied to

Amendment 14 9.2-5
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|
System components and piping materials are increase enough to adversely affect an.y drywell

selected where required to be compatible with the components,
available site cooling water in order to minimize
corrosion. Cathodic protection of the tubing The drywell cooling system can perform its
side of the heat exchanger shall be provided. function after the loss of any RCW division.
Adequate corrosion safety factors are used to With only one RCW division and one drywell
assure the integrity of the system during the cooler operating, the drywell temperature will
life of the plant. increase but not to a temperature that would

damage equipment or require an immediate
During all plant operating modes, all shutdown.

| divisions have at least one RCW cooling water
pump operating. Therefore, if a LOCA occurs, the 9.2.11.4 Testing and Inspection Requirements
RCW cooling water system required to shut down
the plant safely is already in operation. If a The RCW system is designed to permit periodic

,

loss of offsite power occurs during a LOCA, the in-service inspection of all system components
pumps momentarily stop until transfer to standby to assure the integrity and capability of the
diesel generator power is completed. The pumps system.
are restarted automatically according to the

| diesel loading sequence. If a LOCA occurs, most The RCW system is designed for periodic pres-
| nonsafety-related components are automatically sure and functional testing to assure: (1) the

isolated from the RCW system. Consequently, no structural and leaktight integrity by visible
operator action is required, following a LOCA, to inspection of the components; (2) the

| start the RCW system in its LOCA operating mode. operability and the performance of the active
| components of the system; and (3) the

All heat exchangers and pumps will be required operability of the system as a whole.
during the following plant operating conditions,
in addition to LOCA: shutdown at 4 hours, The tests shall assure, under conditions as
shutdown at 20 hours and hot standby with loss of close to design as practical, the performance of
AC power. the full operational sequence that brings the

system into operation for reactor shutdown and
Loss of one RCW division will result in loss for LOCA, including operating of applicable

of RCW cooling to every other RIP (five total) as portions of the Reactor Protection System and
,

| shown on RRS P&lD (Figure 5.4-4) and will cause the transfer between normal and standby power

i those five RIPS to runback to minimum speed. The sources. These tens shall include periodic
| RIP M-G set in the same electrical division, testing of the heat removal capability of each
| which is cooled by the same RCW division which RCW beat exchanger. Each of these heat

failed and powers two more RIPS, would stop by exchangers has been designed to provide 20%,

| | M-G set cooling water protection. This would margin above the heat removal capability
i completely shutdown three RIPS and would have the required for LOCA in Tables 9.2-4a, b and c.

resulting total of seven RIPS either at minimum The revised heat removal capacity of the heat
speed or stopped. Assuming the event began at exchangers is shown in Table 9.2-4d. This 20%
full power on the 100% Control Rod Line, the margin is provided to compensate for the

| resulting temporary reactor power would be combined effects of fouling and tube plugging.
'

approximately 60% power. The operator would then When this margin is no longer present, the heat
correct the RCW problem or initiate a normal exchanger heat removal capacity will be
plant shutdown. increased by either cleaning or retubing.

i

! Complete failure of any RCW division will The RCW system is supplied with a chemical
reduce drywell cooling, but, not enough to addition tank to add chemicals to each
require plant shutdown or power level reduction. division. The RCW system is initially filled
Failure of RCW division A would have only one with demineralized water. A corrosion inhibitor

| drywell cooler using RCW cooling and the normal can be added if desired. These measures are ad-
HNCW cooling. Drywell temperatures would not equate to protect the RCW system from the ill

|
cffects of corrosion or organic fouling.

!
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7m 9.2.12 HVAC Normal Cooling Water outside containment and Class 2 piping into the
j System drywell. The return line penetration hasr

divisional isolation valves inside and outside
9.2.12.1 Design Bases containment. These valves are motor operated.

9.2.12.1.1 Power Generation Design Bases

The HVAC normal cooling water system (HNCW) ;

(nonsafety-related) shall provide chilled water i

to the cooling coils of the drywell coolers, of
each building supply unit and of local air
conditioners to maintain design thermal
environments during normal andoppset conditions. ;

The supply tempe6ature is 7 C. The return
temperature is 12 C.

9.2.12.1.2 Safety Design Bases

The HVAC normal cooling water system does not
perform any safety functions, except for the 9.2.12.3 Safety Evaluation
containment penetration and isolation valves.

Operation of the HVAC normal cooling water
9.2.12.2 System Description system is not required to assure the following

conditions:
The HVAC normal cooling water system compo-

nents are listed in Table 9.2-6 and shown in (1) integrity of the reactor coolant pressure
p Figure 9.2-2. boundary;

V
System components consist of five 25% chil- (2) capability to shut down the reactor and main-

lers, each with pumps, serving a common chilled tain it in a safe shutdown condition; and
water distribution system connected to the chil-
led water cooling coils in the drywell coolers, (3) ability to prevent or mitigate the
the cooling coils of each building supply unit consequences of events which could result in
and cooling coils of local air conditioners. potential offsite radiological exposures.
Condenser cooling is from the turbine building
cooling water system. Each chiller and pump set The HVAC normal cooling water system is not |

has either a three-way mixing valve for automati- safety-related. However, it does incorporate |
cally controlling the temperature of the chilled features that assume reliable operation over the i

water delivered or a flow control valve to main- full range of normal plant operations.
tain the desired temperature. Each chiller eva-
porator is designed, fabricated and certified in Portions of the chilled water system which
accordance with the ASME Code Section VHI, penetrate the primary containment are provided
Division 1. A chemical feed tank is provided. with isolation valves and penettations which are
Makeup water is from the surge tank, which is Seismic Category I, Safety class 2. The valves
shared between the HNCW and TCW systems, which may be manually operated from the control room, |

receives water from the MUWP system. Isolation except when a LOCA signal assumes control. I

valves and piping for primary containment I
penetrations are designed to seismic Category I,
ASME code, Section Ill, class 2, Quality Group B,
Quality Assurance B requirements. The supply
line penetration has a Division 1 isolation valve

(v)
Amendment 27 9.2-7
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9.2.12.4 Tests and Inspections
signal. Condenser water is provided from the

initial testing of the system includes perfor- turbine building cooling water system. The
mance testing of the chillers, pumps and coils three-way valve on the chilled water circuit
for conformance with design heat loads, water controls the temperature of the chilled water to
flows, and heat transfer capabilities. An inte- the cooling coils from the areas thermocouple
grity test is performed on the system upon controller. The thermocouples are located in
completion. each area being cooled. The control room

operator can adjust the three way valve position
Provision is made for periodic inspection of during startup and whenever high chilled water

major components to ensure the capability and return temperatures are indicated and alarmed.
integrity of the system. Local display devices Alternately, instead of the three-way valves, a
are provided to indicate all vital parameters flow control valve may be used.
required in testing and inspections.

Remote controlled valves permit isolation of
The chillers are tested in accordance with any drywell cooling coil in the event of the

ASHRAE Standard 30 (Methods of Testing for Rating coil developing a detectable leak.
Liquid Chilling Packages). The pumps are tested
in accordance with standards of the Hydraulic 9.2.13 HVAC Emergency CoolingWater
Institute. ASME Section VIII and TEMA C stan- System
dards apply to the ASHRAE Standard 33 (Methods of
Testing for Rating Forced Circulation Air-Cooling 9.2.13.1 Design Basis
and Heating Coils).

9.2.13.1.1 Power Generation Design Bases
Samples of chilled water may be obtained for

chemical analyses. Radioactivity is not expected The HVAC emergency cooling water system
to be in the chilled water. (HECW) (safety-related) shall provide chilled

water under normal plant operating conditions to
9.2.12.5 Instrumentation Application the cooling coils of the main control room air

conditioning units, to the diesel generator zone
A regulated supply of demineralized makeup coolers, and to the control building essential

water adds water to the turbine building cooling electrical equipment room cooling coils. Scc
water TCW expansion tank by water level controls, Table 9.2-9. The supply temyerature is 7 C

| and the chiller units are controlled individually the return temperature is 17 C.
by remote manual switches.

9.2.13.1.2 Safety Design Bases
A temperature controller and flow switch

continuously monitor the discharge of the evapo- The HECW system performs a safety design
rator. If the temperature of the chilled water function.
drops below a specified level, the control auto-
matically adjusts the temperature control inlet (1) The HECW system shall deliver chilled water
guide vanes of the chiller compressor. Flow to the control building essential electrical
switches prohibit the chiller from operating un- equipment room coolers, the diesel generator
less there is water flow through both evaporator zone coolers, and the main control room
and condenser. See Section 3.11 for temperature coolers during shutdown of the reactor,
requirements. In case of a chiller or pump trip, operating modes and abnormal reactor
the standby units are automatically started. conditions including LOCA.

Chilled water flow into and out of the (2) Sufficient redundancy and electrical and
containment is controlled by isolation valves mechanical separation shall be provided to
which shall be automatically closed after a LOCA casure proper operations under all condi-

tions.

O
Amendment 27 9.2-8
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(3) The system shall be designed and constructed the reactor building as shown in Figure 1.2-12.
in accordance with Seismic Category I, ASME Equipment is listed in Table 9.2-8. Each

,

D code, Section III, Class 3 requirements. cooling coil has a three-way valve controlled by
a room thermostat. Alternately, flow may bc {

(4) The system shall be powered from Class 1E controlled by a temperature control valve. l

buses. Condenser cooling is from the corresponding ]
division of RCW.

(5) The HECW system shall be protected from j

missiles in accordance with Subsection Piping and valves for the HECW system, as J

3.5.1. well as the cooling water lines from the RCW i
Isystem, designed entirely to ASME Code, Section

(6) Design features to preclude the adverse III, Class 3, Quality Group C, Quality Assurance
effects of water hammer are in accordance B requirements. The extent of this
with the SRP section addressing the classification is up to and including drainage
resolution of USI A-1 discussed in- block valves. There are no primary or secondary
N U R E G-0927, containment penetrations within the system. The

HECW system is not expected to contain
These features shallinclude: radioactivity.

(a) an elevated surge tank to keep the High temperature of the returned cooling
system filled; water causes the standby refrigerator unit to

start automatically. Makeup water is supplied
(b) vents provided at all high points in the from the MUWP system, at the surge tank. Each

system; surge tank has the capacity to replace system
water losses for more than 100 days during an

(c) after ny system drainage, venting is emergency. The only non-safety-related portions
assured by personnel training and of the HECW divisions are the chemical addition
procedures; and tank and the piping from the tank to the safety

related valves which isolate the safety related
(d) system valves are slow acting. portions of the system.

(7) The HECW system shall be protected from Also, see Subsection 9.2.17.5 for COL license
' failures of high and medium energy lines as information requirements.
discussed in Section 3.6.

|9.2.13.3 Safety Evaluation
9.2.13.2 System Description

The HECW system is a Seismic Category I
The HVAC emergency cooling water system system, protected from flooding and tornado

consiste of subsystems in three divisions, missiles. All components of the system are
Division A has one refrigerator and pump and designed to be operable during a loss of normal
Division B and C have two refrigerator units, two power by connection to the ESF buses. See
pumps, instrumentation and distribution piping Tables 8.3-1 and 8.3-2. Redundant components
and valves to corresponding cooling coils. A are provided to ensure that any single component
chemical addition tank is shared by all HECW failure does not preclude system operation in
divisions. Each HECW division shares a surge Divisions B and C. The system is designed to
tank with the corresponding division of the RCW meet the requirements of Criterion 19 of
system. The refrigerator capacity is designed to 10CFR50. Each chiller is isolated in a separate
cool the diesel generator zone and electrical room.
equipment room in its division.

If a LOPP event occurs, there are provisions
| The system is shown in Figure 9.2-3. The for a stop signal to the HECW pumps to trip the 1

refrigerators are located in the control building breakers or for sequencing the HECW pumps back j

as shown in Figures 1.2-20 and 1.2 2L This onto the emergency bus during the alloted time '
'e

k system shares the RCW surge tanks wh!ch are in frame (load block 3) which is 15 seconds after |

Amendment 27 9.2-9
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the emergency buses are picked up by the diesel The chilled water pumps are controlled from i

generators. Once the pumps are reconnected to the main control panel. The standby |
the emergency bus they are prevented from cycling refrigerator with an interlock which )
on and off until the remaining LOPP sequence automatically starts the standby refrigerator |

loads are connected to the emergency bus. If a and pump upon failure of the operating unit in
'

LOCA follows a LOPPP there are provisions for Divisions B and C.
resetting the start timers and connecting the :

HECW pumps to the emergency buses at the proper The refrigerator units can be controlled !
time if they are not already connected when the individually from the main control room by a !

L,0CA appears. remote manual switch. Chilled water temperature !
is controlled by inlet guide vanes on each

9.2.13.4 Tests and Inspection chiller refrigerant circuit. Condenser water
flow is controlled by a three-way valve to

initial testing of the system includes per- provide constant inlet condensate water
formance testing of the refrigerators, pumps and temperature.
coils for conformance with design capacity water
flows and heat transfer capabilities. An inte- A temperature controller and flow switch
grity test is performed on the system upon continuously monitor the discharge of each
completion.

The HECW system is designed for periodic
pressure and functional testing to assure: (1)
the structural and leaktight integrity by visual
inspection of the components; (2) the operabili:y
and the performance of the active components of
the system; and (3) the operability of the system
as a whole.

Local display devices are provided to indicate
all vital parameters required in testing and

i inspections. Standby features are periodically
tested by initiating the transfer sequence during
normal operation.

The refrigerators are tested in accordance
with ASHRAE Standard 30. The pumps are tested in
accordance with standards of the Hydraulic
Institute. ASME Section VIII and TEMA C
standards apply to the heat exchangers. The
cooling coils are tested in accordance with
ASHRAE Standard 33.

9.2.13.5 Instrumentation and Alarms
1

A regulated supply of makeup water is provided I

to add purified water to the surge tanks by water I

level controls.

O
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evaporator. If the temperature of the chilled heat exchanger,
water drops below a specified level, the

V controller automatically adjusts the position of 9.2.14.2 System Description
; the compressor inlet guide vanes. Flow switches

prohibit the chiller from operating unless there 9.2.14.2.1 General Description
; is water flow through both evaporator and
; condenser. The TCW system is illustrated on Figure

9.2-6. The system is a single loop system and;

; 9.2.14TurbineBulldingCoolingWaterSystem consists of one surge tank, one chemical
tank, three pumps with a capacity of

additiog/h each, three heat exchangers witig3405 m9.2.14.1 Design Bases.

heat removal capacity of 16.4 x 10
9.2.14.1.1 Safety Design Bases kilocal/h each. (connected in parallel), and

associated coolers, piping, valves, controls,
The turbine building cooling water (TCW) and instrumentation. Heat is removed from the

; system serves no safety function and has no TCW system and transferred to the
i safety design basis, non-safety-related turbine service water system

(Subsection 9.2.16).
! There are no connections between the TCW

system and any other safety-related systems. A TCW system sample is periodically taken'

for analysis to assure that the water quality
9.2.14.1.2 Power Generation Design Bases meets the chemical specifications.

(1) The TCW system provides corrosion-inhibited, 9.2.14.2.2 Component Description
demineralized cooling water to all turbine
island auxiliary equipment listed ha hble Codes and standards applicable to the TCW )

9.2-11. system are listed in Table 3.2-1. The system is
designed in accordance with quality Group D

(2) During power operation, the TCW system specifications.
operates to provide a continuous supply of
cooling water, at a maximum temperature of The chemical addition tank is located in the

| 41 0 C, to the turbine island auxiliary _ turbine building in close proximity to the TCW
equipment, with a service water inlet system surge tank.

| temperature not exceeding 350 C.
.

.

The TCW pumps are 50% capacity each and are
(3) The TCW system is designed to permit the constant speed electric motor driven, horizontal ,

maintenance of any single active component centrifugal pumps. The two pumps are connected ,

without interruption of the cooling in parallel with common suction and discharge
function, lines. One 50% TCW pump is on standby. |

(4) Makeup to the TCW system is designed to The TCW heat exchangers are 50% capacity
permit continuous system operation with each and are designed to have the TCW water
design failure leakage and to permit circulated on the shell side and the power cycle
expeditious post-maintenance system refill. heat sink water circulated on the tube side.

The surface area is based on normal heat load. ;

-(5) The TCW system is designed to have an ;

atmospheric surge tank located at the The surge tank, which is shared between the j
highest point in the system. HNCW and TCW systems, is an atmospheric carbon

steel tank located at the highest point in the ;

(6) The TCW system is designed to have a higher TCW system.- The surge tank is provided with a j
pressure than the power cycle heat sink level control . valve that controls makeup water '

water to ensure leakage is f.om the TCW addition. !
system to the power cycle heat sink in the

\ ~ event a tube leak occurs in the TCW system The surge tank is located above the TCW pumps
and heat exchangers in the turbine building in a

9.2 10A-
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location away from any safety-related j
components. Failure of the surge tank will not i

affect any safety-related systems.

Those parts of the TCW system in the turbine
building are located in areas that do not
contain any safety-related systems. All
safety-related systems in the turbine building
are located in special areas to prevent any
damage from non-safety-related systems during
seismic events. Those parts of the TCW system
outside the turbine building are located away
from any safety-related systems.

9.2.14.23 System Operation

During normal operation, two of the
three 50% capacity TCW system pumps circulate

O

O
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9.2.15.2.6 Tests and Inspections (Interface (3) The TSW system is designed to permit the j(q Requirements) maintenance of any single active'y
component without interruption of the

The tests shall assure, under condit ons as cooling function. l

close to design as practical, the performance of |
the full operational sequence that brings the 9.2.16.13 System Description I

Isystem into operation for reactor shutdown and
for LOCA, including operating of applicable 9.2.16.13.1 General Description
portions of the reactor protection system and the
transfer between normal and standby power The TSW system is illustrated on Figure
sources. 9.2-8.

9.2.16 Turbine Service Water System The TSW pumps take suction from the power j
cycle heat sink and supply cooling water to the l

The turbine service water (TSW) system tube side of the TCW heat exchangers. The heat i

supplies cooling water to the turbine cooling rejected to the TSW system is discharged to the I
water (TCW) system heat exchangers to transfer power cycle heat sink.
heat from the TCW system to the power cycle heat
sink. I

i

9.2.16.1 Portions Within Scope of ABWR Standard I
Plant

Those portions of the turbine service water 9.2.16.13.2 Component Description
(TSW) system that are within the turbine building
are in the scope of the ABWR Standard Plant and The TSW system consists of three 50% j

t' are described in Subsections 9.2.16.1.1 through capacity vertical wet pit pumps located at the '

(T,/ 9.2.16.1.5. intake structure. Two pumps are in operation j

during normal operation with one pump in
All portions of the TSW system that are st a ndby.

outside the turbine building are not in the scope 1

of the ABWR Standard Plant.

9.2.16.1.1 Safety Design Bases ;

1

The TSW system does not serve or support any
safety function and has no safety design basis.

9.2.16.1.2 Power Generation Design Bases

(1) The TSW system is designed to remove
heat from the turbine cooling water
(TCW) system heat exchangers and reject The TSW pumps supply cooling water to the
this heat to the power cycle heat sink three TCW heat exchangers (two are normally in
during normal and shutdown conditions. service and one is on standby).

(2) During normal power operation the TSW A summary of the TCW heat exchangers is
system supplies cooling water to the TCW provided in Table 9.2-12.
system heat exchangers at a temperature
not exceeding 100 F. 9.2.16.133 System Operation

The system normally is started manually from
(9 the main control room and one pump is operated
LJ
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continuously during normal power operation All portions of the TSW system that are
conditions, outside the turbine building are not in the

scope of the ABWR Standard Plant. Subsections
The standby pump is started automatically in 9.2.16.2.1 through 9.2.16.2.6 provide a

the event the normally operating pump trips or conceptual design of these portions of the TSW
the discharge header pressure drops below a system as required by 10CFR52. The interface
preset limit, requirements for this system are part of the

design certification.
9.2.16.1.4 Safety Evaluation

The site dependent portions of the TSW system
| The TSW system is not interconnected with any shall meet all requirements in Subsections

safety related systems. See Subsection 9.2.17.5 9.2.16.1.1 through 9.2.16.1.5 and following
for interface requirements. requirements. This subsection provides a

conceptual design and interface requirements for
9.2.16.1.5 Instrumentation Application those portions of the TSW system which are site

dependent and are a part of the design
Pressure and temperature indicators are certification,

provided where required for testing the system.
9.2.16.2.1 Safety Design Bases (Interface

TSW system pump status is indicated in the Requirrment)
main control room.

There are none
TSW system trip is alarmed and the automatic

startup of the standby pump is annunciated in the 9.2.16.2.2 Power Generation Design Bases
main control room. (Interface Requirements)

liigh differential pressure across the duplex The COL applicant shall provide the following
filters is alarmed in the main control room, system design features and additional inform-

ation which are site dependent.
9.2.16.1.6 Tests and Inspections

(1) the temperature increase and pressure drop
All major components are tested and inspected across the heat exchangers

as separate components prior to installation, and
as an integrated system after installation to (2) the required and available net positive
ensure design performance. The systems are suction head for the TSW pumps at pump
preoperationally tested in accordance with the suction locations considering anticipated
requirements of Chapter 14. Iow water levels

The components of the TSW system and (3) the location of the TSW pump house
associated instrumentation are accessible during
plant operation for visual examination. Periodic (4) The heat removal requirements from the TCW
inspections during normal operation are made to system are in Subsection 9.2.14.2.
ensure operability and integrity of the system.
Inspections include measurement of the TSW system (5) System low point drains and high point vents

,

flow, temperatures, pressures, differential are provided as required. All components |

pressures and valve positions to verify the are maintained full of water (to prevent i

system condition. water hammer) when not in stevice except
when undergoing maintenance.

9.2.16.2 Portions Outside Scope of ABWR
Standard Plant 9.2.163 System Description

9.2.16 3.1 General Description (Conceptual
| Design)

i Amendment 27 9.2-12.3
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TABLE 9.2 3 I

3
(Ui CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS FOR CONDENSATE STORAGE TANK

! Function Capacity Required |

|
!

dead space-top of pool 29,9011

(Note 1)

i- normal operation variation 999,240 1 ,

.
and receiving volume for |

1 plant startup return water :

i i

minimum storage volume 247,500 1

i

dead space-middle of pool 129,9011 |

(Note 1) )

water source for 569,567I
station blackout (Note 2)

dead space-bottom of pool 129,9011

(Note 1)

OQ Total 2,108,321 1

NOTES

| (1) These values are based on a bottom area of130 m .

(2) Water for operation of RCIC is taken from the
condensate storage tank and the suppression pool as
described in the EPGs of Appendix 18A.

. ry
<

.%)
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| TABLE 9.2-4a
|

REACTOR BUILDING COOLING WATER
DIVISION A

Emergency

Normal (LOCA) (Sup.
Operating Mode / Operating Shutdown at 4 Shutdown at 20 110: Standby llot Standby pression Pool,

Components Conditions hours hours (no loss of AC) (lossof AC) at 97 C

ESSENTIAL liest Plow Ilest Flow IIcat 110w IIcat Flow Ileat Flow IIcat flow

(Note 1)
Emergency Die. - - - - - - - - 3.2 229 3.2 229

| sel Generator A

RIIR lleat - - 25.8 1199 8.3 1199 - - 6.1 1199 21.3 1199

Exchanger A

|

| FPC IIcat 1.7 279 1.7 279 1.7 279 1.7 279 1.7 279 2.3 279

Exchanger A

Others (essen. .76 145 .86 145 .91 145 .81 145 .98 145 1.0 145

tial)(Note 2)

!

( NON-ESSEN1'1AL

RWCU IIcat 4.8 159 - 159 - 159 4.8 159 5.0 159 - -

Exchanger

1
'

Inside Drywell 1.4 320 1.4 320 1.4 320 1.4 320 0.81 320 - - |

(Note 3)

Others (non- 0.63 100 0.63 100 0.63 100 0.63 100 0.20 59 0.18 59

essential) ;

( (Note 4)

l

Total Load 9.3 1003 30.4 2202 12.9 2202 9.3 1003 18 2390 28 1911

! NOTES:

6
| (1) Heatx 10 kilocal/h;flowx m /hr, sums may not be equaldue to rounding.

(2) HECWrefrigerator, room coolers (FPCpump, RHR, RCIC, SGTS, FCS, CAMS), RHR motor and seal coolers.

(3) Drywell(A & C) and RIPcoolers.
|
'

(4) Instruments and senice air coolers; RWCUpump cooler, CRD pump oil, and RIP Mg sets.

O
l

Amendment 27 9.2-17
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TABLE 9.2-4b |n
V ' REACTOR BUILDING COOLING WATER

DIVISION B
,

Emergency

Normal (LOCA)(Sup- ,

Operating Mode / Operating Shutdown at 4 Shutdown at 20 llot Standby 11o: Standby pression Pool
'

Components Conditions hours hours (no loss of AC) (loss ot AC) at 97 C

ESSE. TIAL liest Row IIcat Flow IIcat Flow Ileat How licat Flow IIcal HowV

(Note 1)
Emergency Die- - - - - - - - 3.2 229 3.2 229

sel Generator B ,
.

RilR IIcat - - 25.8 1199 83 1199 - - ~ 6.1 1199 213 1199

Exchanger B

>

FPC lleat 1.7 279 1.7 279 1.7 279 1.7 229 1.7 229 23 279

Exchanger B

Others (essen- 1.2 422 1.4 422 1.4 422 1.2 422 1.4 422 1.6 422

tial)(Note 2)

NON-ESSENTIAL f

RWCU IIcat 4.8 159 - 159 - 159 4.8 159 4.8 159 - -

Exchanger ,

Inside Drywell 0.7 279 13 279 1.29 279 1.29 279 0.6 279 - -

(Note 3)

Others (non. 0.7 159 0 35 159 035 159 035- 159 .08 9.1 - 9.1 ,

essential) |
(Note 4) |

Total Load 9.7 1298 30.6 2500 17.9 2500 93 1998 17.7 2576 28.3 2163

NOTES:
I 3

| (1) Heatx kilocal/h; flow m /hr, sums may not be equal due to rounding.

| (2) HECWrefrigerator,roomcoolers(FPCpump,RHR,HPCF,SGTS,FCS, CAMS),HPCFandRHRmotor
andmechanicalsealcoolers.

(3) Drynell(B)andRIPcoolers.

(4) Reactor Building sampling coolers; LCW sump coolers (in drywell and reactor building), RIP
MG sets and RWCUpump coolers.

Amendment 27 9.2-18
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TABLE 9.2-4e

REACTOR BUILDING COOLING WATER

DIVISION C

Ernergency

Normal (LOCA) (Sup.

Operating Mode / Operating Shutdown at 4 Shutdown at 20 llot Standby - Ilot Standby pressjon Pool
Components Conditions hours hours (no loss of AC) (loss of AC) at 97 C

ESSENHAL liest How IIcat How licat How Ileat How IIcat How Ileat How

(Note 1)
Emergency Die. - - - - - - - 3.2 229 3.2 229

sel Generator B

RIIR lleat - - 24.8 1199 8.3 1199 - - 6.1 1199 21.3 11990

Exchanger B

Others (essen- 13 631 1.6 631 1.6 631 13 631 13 631 1.7 631

tial)(Note 2)

NON-ESSENTIAL

Others (non- 43 422 4.6 422 1.8 422 43 422 .13 50 .18 50

essential)

(Note 4)

Totalload 6.4 1053 32 2252 IL6 2252 6.4 1053 10.8 2252 26.4 2252

NOTES:

3
| (1) Heatx kilocal/h m /h;flowxg/m, sums may not be equal due to rounding.

(2) HECW refrigerator, room coolers motor coolers, and mechanical seal coolers for RHR and
HPCF.

(3) Instrument and service air coolers, CRD pump oil cooler, radwaste components, HSCR
condenser, and turbine building sampling coolers.

|

,

!

O
!

l Amendment 27 9.2-19
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I

j TABLE 9.2-4d

DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS FOR REACTOR j

BUILDING COOLING WATER SYSTEM COMPONENTS i
.

i

1

!

| RCW Pumps (Two per division)
RCW (A)/(B) RCW (C)

Discharge Flow Rate 1688 m /h/ pump 1237 m /h/ pump

Pump Total Head 5.8 kg/cm 53 kg/cm4

2
Design Pressure 14 kg/cm 14 kg/cm

Design Temperature 71 C 71 C

iRCW Heat Exchangers (Three per division)
RCW (A)/(B) RCW (C)

Capacity (for each 113x10 kilocal 106x10kkilocal0

heat exchanger) <

8

RCW Surge Tanks

Capacity 16 cubic meters (total, each)

Design Pressure Static Head ' ;
.

Design Temperature 71 C
,

RCW Chemical Addition Tanks

2
Design Pressure 14 kg/cm

Design Temperature 71 C |

RCW Piping _]

Design Pressure 14 kg/cm I

Design Temperature 71"C

i

l

O
Amendment 27 9.2 19,3
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TABLE 9.2-6

HVAC NORMAL COOLING WATER SYSTEM COMPONENT DESCRIPTION

HNCW Chillers

Type Centrifugal hermetic

Ouantity 5 (including one standby unit)

6
Cooling Capacity 8.93 x 10 BTU /h each ;

!Chilled water flow per unit 1,980 g/m

Supply temperature 44.6 F -

Condenser water flow per unit 1,840 g/m - |
'

Supply temperature 95 F

Control Inlet guide vane .

Condenser Shell and tube

- Evaporator Shell and tube

|O
|
|

HNCW Water Pumns

Quantity 5 (including one standby unit)

Type Centrifugal, horizontal

Capacity (gpm) each 1,980

Total discharge head 71 psi 4

|
1

;

|

l

i

!

3

!

O
- Amendment 21 9.2-22
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1 TABLE 9.2-7

HVAC NORMAL COOLING WATER LOADS

Name of Area or Unit During Normal Operation During Refueling Shutdown

Capacity Figw Capacity - I}w
kilgal/h x m /h kilgal/h x m /h
10 10

Reactor Building

Drywell Coolers (2 of 3) 0.23 69.5 0.19 69.5
RIP Coolers 0.38 20.9 0.73 104

Others (Note 1) 2.4 131 4.5 636

Turbine Building 0.54 43.5 0.27 39

(Note 2)

Radwaste Building 1.36 81.2 1.6 232

(Note 4)

Service Building 0.87 175 0.87 175
1

Others 1.10 151 0.85 151

(Note 5)

Total 6.9 672 9.0 1407

(Note 6)

NOTES:

| (1) Loads include reactor / turbine building supply units, HVH, FCU and room coolers.

(2) Loads are the offgas cooler condenser (normal operation only) and the electrical equipment
supply unit.

(3) Deleted

(4) Loads included are the radwaste building supply unit and the radwaste building electrical
equipment room supply unit.

(5) Loads include HVH units notpreviously included.

0
| (6) The HNCW chillers are 2.24 x 10 kilocal/h each and the pumps 449 m /h each. Thus, four

HNCW pumps have total capacity in excess of the amount required as shown in the last
column of the table

!

l
!

! O
,

Amendment 27 9.2-23
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TABLE 9.2-8

HECW SYSTEM COMPONENT DESCRIPTION

HECW Chilia

Type Centrifugal hermetic

Quantity 5

6
Capacity (refrigeration) five 23 x 10 BTU /h each

Chilled water pump flow five 250 gpm each

Supply temperature 44.6"F

Condenser water flow five 564 gpm each

Supply temperature (max.) 95 F

Condenser Shell and tube

|

Evaporator Shell and tube - !

O
HECW Water Pumns

I Quantity 5 256 gpm each
|

Type Centrifugal, horizontal
l-

|
!'

O.

Amendment 21 9.2 24
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TABLE 9.2-9

HVAC EMERGENCY COOLING WATER SYSTEM HEAT LOADS

NORMAL EMERGENCY
lleat Chilled IIcat Chilled

Leag Water Loag Water

Floy/h)
(x10 F1 (x10

DIVISION SYSTEM kilocal/h) ( h) kilocal/h (m

A diesel generator 0.21 143 0.21 143

zone (A)

control building 030 20.2 030 20.2

elect. eq.

room (A)

Total 0.51 34.5 051 34.5

B main control room 034 26 031 24

diesel generator 0.22 15 0.22 15

zone (B)

control b!dg. 030 20.2 030 20.2
elect. eq.

room (B)

Total 0.86 61.2 0.83 59.2

C main control 034 26 031 24
room

diesel generator 0.22 15 0.22 15

zone (c)

control bldg. 030 20.2 030 20.2 ;

elect. eg. !

room (C) )
| -i

!

j Total 0.86 61.2 0.83 59.2 |

I

L

O
Amendment 27 9.2-25
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|g Table 9.212
' ,

'

| SUMMARY OF TURBINE BUILDING COOLING WATER SYSTEM HEAT EXCHANGERS

Equipment Number
Description /In Use

Plant Chillers 5/4
Gen stators coolers 2/1
Gen H2 coolers 2/2
Gen H2 sealoil cooler 4/2
Gen exciter cooler 1/1 -- ,

Gen breaker cooler 1/1
-

Turbine lube oil coolers 2/1
Mech vacuum pump cooler 1/1 ,

'
Isolated phase bus cooler 1/1
Air compress & aftercooler 3/3
EHC coolers 2/1
RFP variable speed motor coolers 2/2
RFP motor thyrister coolers 2/2
Standby RFP motor coolers . ,1/0 .

I
Condensate pump motor coolers 4/3
Heater drain pumpo coolers 2/2

|

O
I

i

|

i
!

! ,

I

| 1
! l

|

o

|

Amendment 27 9.2-25c '
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| Table 9.213

OREACTOR SERVICE WATER SYSTEM

RSW Pumps (Two per division)

Discharge Flow Rate, per pump 1800 m /h

2
PumpTotal Head 3.5 kg/cm |

Design Pressure 8.1 kg/cm

Design Temperature 50 C

RSW Piping and Valves

Design Pressure 11 kg/cm

Design Temperature 50 C
|

l

l

O|
l

I
|

9
Amendment 27 9.2-25d
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: fm operated pump suction valves, and associated minutes, independent of the amount of solution |

!(V) local valves, panel, and controls are located in in the tank. Injection will be completed in 61 1

! the secondary containment outside the drywell and minutes with both pumps operating and at minimum
wetwell. The liquid is piped into the reactor tank level. The pump and system design pressure
vessel throughout the high pressure core flooder between the injection valves and the pump and ;

,

| (HPCF)line downstream of the HPCF inboard check system design pressure bgtween rellei * alves are I

valve. approximately 110 kg/cm a. To prevent bypass |
flow from one pump in case of relief valve ,

The boron absorbs thermal neutrons and thereby failure in the line from the other pump, a check l
terminates the nuclear fission chain reaction in valve is installed downstream of each relief
the uranium fuel. valve line in the pump discharge pipe.

The specified neutron absorber solution is The SLCS is automatically initiated after
sodium pentaborate (Na B 0 "2 '**" E""""' ** " "" # " * " ' " ' * *2 10 1.6 'It is prepared by dissolving stoichiometric (ATWS) signal or can be manually actuated by

| quantities of borax and boric acid in deminera- either of two keylocked, spring-return switches
lized water. An air sparger is provided in the on the control room console. This assures that

,

I tank for mixing. To prevent system plugging, the switching from the STOP position is a deliberate
tank outlet is raised above the bottom of the act. Changing either switch status to START
tank. Starts an injection pump, opens one motor-

operated injection valve, opens one pump suction
At all times when it is possible to make the motor-operated valve, and closes one of the |

| reactor critical, the SLCS shall be able to reactor cleanup system outboard isolation valves
| deliver enough sodium pentaborate solution into to prevent loss of boron.

the reactor (Figure 9.3-2) to assure reactor
shutdown. This is accomplished by placing sodium An ATWS condition exists when either of the

O pentaborate in the standby liquid control tank following occurs:

"d and filling it with demineralized water to at
'

2
l least the low level alarm point. Thc solution (a) High RPV pressure (79.1 kg/cm g) and |
| | can be diluted with water to within 36 cm of the average power range monitor (APRM) not

overflow level volume to allow for evaporation down scale for 3 minutes, or
losses or to lower the saturation temperature.

(b) Low RPV level (Level 2) and APRM not
The minimum temperature of the fluid in the down scale for 3 minutes.

tank and piping shall be consistent with that
obtained from Figure 9.3-3 for the solution A light in the control room indicates that
temperature. The saturation temperature of the power is available to the pump motor contactor
recommended solution is 15 C at the low level and that the contactor is deenergized (pump not
alarm volume and a lower temperature at 36 cm running). Another light indicates that the

l below the tank overflow volume (Figures 9.3-2 and contactor is energized (pump running).
9.3-3). The equipment containing the solution is ;

installed in a room in which the air temperature Storage tank liquid level, tank outlet valve
is to be maintained within the range of 15 C to position, pump discharge pressure, and injection
38 C. An electrical resistance heater system valve position indicate that the system is

,

| provides a backup heat source which maintains the functioning. If any of these items indicates
| solution temperature at 24 C (automatic that the liquid may not be flowing, the operator
l operation) to 30 C (automatic shutoff) to shall immediately change the other switch to the

prevent precipitation of the sodium pentaborate START position, thereby activating the redundant i
from the solution during storage. High or low train of the SLCS. The local switch cannot
temperature, or high or low liquid level, causes prevent the operation of the pump from the
an alarm in the control room, control room. Pump discharge pressure and valve

status are indicated in the control room.
[3 Each positive displacement pump is sized to
(/ inject the solution into the reactor in 60 to 150,

Amendment 27 9.3-3
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Equipment drains and tank overflow are not
piped to the radwaste system but to separate
containers (such as 55 gallon drums) that can be
removed and disposed of independently to prevent
any trace of boron from inadvertently reaching
the reactor.

Instrumentation consisting of solution tem-
perature indication and control, solution level

O.

i

|

l

Amendment 20 9.33.1
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and heater system status is provided locally at 9.3.5.2 and maintained above saturation j

(n) the storage tank. Table 9.3-1 contains the pro- temperature.
" cess data for the various modes of operation of l

the SLCS, Seismic category and quality class are Cooldown oi the nuclear system will require a 1

included in Table 3.21. Principals of system minimum of several hours to remove the thermal
testing are discussed in Subsection 9.3.5.4. energy stored in the reactor, cooling water, and

associated equipment. The controlled limit for
93.53 Safety Evaluation the reactor vessel cooldown is 56 C/hr., and

normal operating temperature is approximately ,

The SLCS is a reactivity control system and is 288"C. Use of the main condenser and various I

maintained in an operable status whenever the shutdown cooling systems requires 10 to 24 hours j
reactor is critical. The system is never to lower the reactor vessel to room temperature ,

expected to be needed for safety reasons because 21 C; this is the condition of maximum | |
of the large number of independent control rods reactivity and, therefore, is the condition that I

available to shut down the reactor, requires the maximum concentration of boron.
i

To assure the availability of the SLCS, two The specified boron injection rate is limited 4

I
sets of the components required to actuate the to the range of 8 to 20 ppm / min. The lower rate
system (pumps and injection valves) are provided assures that the boron is injected into the
in parallel redundancy. reactor in approximately two-and-one-half

hours. This resulting reactivity insertion is
The system is designed to bring the reactor considerably quicker than that covered by the i

from rated power to a cold shutdown at any time cooldown. The upper limit injection rate j

in core life. The reactivity compensation assures that there is sufficient mixing so that '

provided will reduce reactor power from rated to boron does not recirculate through the core in |
zero level and allow cooling of the nuclear uneven concentrations that could possibly cause

(] system to room temperature, with the control rods reactor power to rise and fall cyclically.

Q remaining withdrawn in the rated power pattern.
It includes the reactivity gains that result from The SLCS equipment essential for injection of ;

complete decay of the rated power xenon neutron absorber solution into the reactor is |
inventory. It also includes the positive designed as Seismic Category I for withstanding |
reactivity effects from eliminating steam voids, the specified earthquake loadings (Chapter 3).
changing water density from hot to cold, reduced The system piping and equipment are designed, !
Doppler effect in uranium, reducing neutron installed, and tested in accordance with the i

leakage from boiling to cold, and decreasing requirements stated in Section 3.6.
control rod worth as the moderator cools.

The SLCS is required to be operable in the
The minimum average concentration of natural event of a plant offsite power failure; there-

boron required in the reactor core to provide fore, the pumps, heater, valves, and controls
adequate shutdown margin, after operation of the are powered from the standby AC power supply.

| SLCS, is 850 ppm (parts per million). Calcula. The pumps and valves are powered and controlled
tion of the minimum quantity of sodium penta- from separate buses and circuits so that a sin-
borate to be injected into the reactor is based gic active failure will not prevent system
on the required 850 ppm average concentration in operation.
the reactor coolant at 21 C and reactor normal
water level. The result is increased by The SLCS and pumps have sufficient pressure

| approximately (220 ppm) 25% to allow for margin, up to the system rf ef valve setting ofli
imperfect mixing and leakage. Additional sodium approximately 110 kg/cm g, to assure solution |
pentaborate is provided to accommodate dilution injection into the reactor above the normal
by the RHR system in the shutdown cooling mode pressure in the bottom of the reactor. The
(250 ppm). The sum concentration is 1320 ppm and nuclear system safety / relief valves begin to
this concentration will be achieved if the

[ solution is prepared as defined in Subsection

W
Amendment 27
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relieve pressure above approximately 77.3 Criterion 26: The SLCS is the second reactivity
2

kg/cm g. Therefore, the SLCS positive control system required by this criterion.
displacement pumps cannot overpressurize the

|
nuclear system.

|
Only one of the two standby liquid control criterion 27: This criterion applies no

pumps is needed for system operation. However, specific requirements onto the SLCS andI

if needed, both pumps can be operated at the sarne therefore is not applicable. See the General
time. If a redundant component (e.g., one pump) Design Criteria Section for discussion of
is found to be inoperable, there is no immediate combined capability.
threat to shutdown capability, and reactor
operation can continue during repairs. The time Criterion 29: The SLCS pumps and valves out-
during which one redundant component upstream of board of the outboard drywell check valve are

I the injection valves may be out of operation redundant. Two suction valves, two pumps, and
should be consistent with the following: the two injection valves are arranged and crosstied
probability of failure of both the control rod such that operation of any one of each results
shutdown capability and the alternate component in successful operation of the system. The SLCS
in the SLCS; and the fact that nuclear system also has test capability. A special test tank
cooldown takes several hours while liquid control is supplied for providing test fluid for the
solution injection takes approximately yearly injection test. Pumping capability,
two and-one-half hours. Since this probability injection valve operability and suction valve
is small, considerable tire is available for operability may be tested at any time,
repairing and restorirg the SLCS to an operable
condition while reactor operation continues. The SLCS is evaluated against the applicable
Assurance that the system will still fulfill its regulatory guides as follows:
function during repairs is obtained by;

demonstrating operation of the operable pump. Reculatorv Guide 1.26: Because the SLCS is a'

reactivity control system, all mechanical
The SLCS is evaluated against the applicable components are at least Quality Group B. Those

General Design Criteria as follows: portions which are part of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary are Quality Group A. This is

Criterion 2: The SLCS is located in the area shown in Table 3.2-1.
inside the secondary containment, outside drywell
and below the refueling floor. In this location, Reculatorv Guide 1.29: All components of the
it is protected by the containment and SLCS which are necessary for injection of
compartment barriers from external natural neutron absorber into the reactor are Seismic
phenomena such as earthquakes, tornadoes, Category I. This is shown in Table 3.2-1.
hurricanes and floods and internally from effects
of postulated events (e.g., DBA-LOCA). ASB 3-1 and MEB 3-1

Criterion 4: The SLCS is designed for the Since the SLCS is located within its own
expected emironment in the secondary containment compartment inside the secondary containment,it
and specifically for the area in which it is is adequately protected from flooding, torna-
located. In this area, it is not subject to the does, and internally / externally generated
more violent conditions postulated in this missiles. SLCS equipment is protected from pipe
criterion such as missiles, whipping pipes, and break by providing adequate distance between the
discharging fluids. seismic and nonseismic SLCS equipment, where

such protection is necessary. In addition,
Criterion 21: Criterion 21 is applicable to appropriate distance is provided between the i

protection systems only. The SLCS is a reactiv- SLCS and other high energy piping systems. (
!ity control system and should be evaluated

against Criterion 29.

O
Amendment 27 9.3-5
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n 9.3.7 Service Air System requirements of Quality Group D, except for the
containment and drywell penetrations and associated

93.7.1 Design Bases isolation valves which are designed to Seismic Cate-
gory I, ASME Code, Section Ill, Class 2, Quality

93.7.1.1 Safety Design Bases Group B and Quality Assurance B requirements.

The containment penetrations and the drywell One of the two air compressors is selected as the
penetrations of the service air system is of Seismic lead unit which shall be operated during normal op-
Category I design and is equipped with sufficient cration. The standby compressor will automatically
isolation valves to satisfy single-failure criteria. start when the air pressure at the air receiver drops

below the low pressure set point. As the air receiver
93.7.1.2 Power Generation Design Bases pressure is returned to the normal range the standby

compressor is stopped and the lead unit kept in oper-
The functions of the service air system is to: ation. The assignment for lead and standby air com-

pressors shall be switched periodically. The pressure
(1) provide a continuous supply of service air for set points for these operational changes are adjust-

general plant use, and able depending on air requirements that might exist.

(2) be capable of supplying backup air to the Outside primary containment a manually operated
instrument air system on an as-needed basis, valve is kept closed and locked during normal plant

operation. During refueling, the valve is opened to
93.7.2 System Description provide air inside containment. A check vahe is pro-

vided inside containment.
The service air system is designed to provide

compressed air of suitable quality for
nonsafety-related functions.

p
() The service air system provides compressed air for

tank sparging, filter /demineralizer backwashing, air
operated tools and other services requiring air of
lower quality than that provided by the instrument
air system. Breathing air requirements are provided
by the service air system. 93.73 Safety Evaluation

The service air system has two air compressors The operation of the service air system is not re- |
each sized to provide 50% of the peak air quired to assure of any of the following: |
consumption. The compressors are of the oil less '

type. The major service air users are listed in Table (1) integrity of the reactor coolant pressure bound-
93-3. ary;

The. service air system process quality (2) capability of shut down the reactor and maintain
requirements are listed below. it in a safe shutdown condition; or

Service (3) ability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of
Alt accidents which can result in potential offsite ex.

Posures comparable to the guideline exposures of
2

| Pressure (design) 7.031 kg/cm 10CFR100.

However, the service air system incorporates fea- |Dewpoint ( F) no
requirement tures that assure this operation over the full range of

normal plant operations. Pneumatic-operated de-
Distribution piping for the service air system is de- vices are designed for a failsafe mode and do not re-g'

( signed to ANSI B31.1, Power Piping Code, and the quire continuous air supply under emergency or ab-
N.

Amendment 27 9.3-8
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normal conditions.

O, i

i93.7.4 Inspection and Testing Requirements

The senice air system is proved operable by its use l

during normal plant operation. Portions of the I

system normally closed to airflow can be tested to 1

ensure operability and integrity of each system. :
i

I

93.7.5 Instrumentation App!! cation J
.

Instrumentation for the senice air system is prima-
rily local, consisting of pressure, differential pressure
and temperature indication and/or control. Pressure
transmitters and pressure switches provide control
room pressure indications and alarms. The system is
maintained at constant pressure, with local pressure
reduction provided as required.

Pressure-reducing valves are used, where required,
for services requiring less pressure than exists in the
respective receiver tanks.

O

|
;

O
Amendment 22 9.34a
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9.3.9 Hydrogen Water Chemistry System monitor the oxygen levels in the offgas system, the

(Vc)
feedwater system, the lower plenum region and the i

93.9.1 Design Bases CUW inlet, hydrogen and pH levels in the feedwater
'

system, the lower plenum region and the CUW inlet,
'

93.9.1.2 Safety Design Basis and crack growth of pre-cracked samples in water
from the lower plenum region.

The hydrogen water chemistry (HWC) system
is non-nuclear, non-safety-related and is required to The hydrogen supply system will be site

,

be safe and reliable, consistent with the requirement dependent. Hydrogen can be supplied either as a i

of using hydrogen gas. The hydrogen piping in the high pressure gas or as a cryogenic liquid. Hydrogen l

turbine building shall be designed to Seismic and oxygen can also be generated on site by the j
Category I requirements to comply with BTP 9.5-1. dissociation of water by electrolysis. The HWC ;

hydrogen supply system is integrated with the |
193.9.1.2 Power Generation Design Basis generator hydrogen supply system to save the cost of

having separate gas storage facilities for both systems.
BWR reactor coolant is demineralized water,

typically containing 100 to 200 parts per billion (ppb) The oxygen supply system will be site I
dissolved oxygen from the radiolytic decomposition dependent. A single oxygen supply system could be I

of water. To mitigate the potential for intergranular provided to meet the requirements of HWC system
stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) of sensitized and the condensate oxygen injection system described
austenitic stainless steels, the dissolved oxygen in the in Subsection 93.10.
reactor water can be reduced to less than 20 ppb by
the addition of hydrogen to the feedwater. The 93.93 Safety Evaluation
amount of hydrogen required is in the range of 1.0 to
1.5 ppm. The exact amount required depends on The operation of the HCS is not necessary to

]
many factors including incore recirculation rates. assure:

p The amount required will be determined by tests

(') performed during the initial operation of the plant. (1) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure
iboundary,

The concentration of hydrogen and oxygen in
the main steam line and eventually in the main (2) The capability to shut down the reactor; or
condenser is altered in this process. This leaves an
excess of hydrogen in the main condenser that would (3) The capability to prevent or mitigate the
not have equivalent oxygen to combine with in the consequences of events which could result in
offgas system. To maintain the offgas system near its potential offsite exposures. !

normal operating characteristics, a flow rate of
oxygen equal to approximately one-half the injected The HWC system is used, along with other
hydrogen flow rate is injected in the offgas system measures, to reduce the likelihood of corrosion
upstream of the recombiner. failures which would adversely affect plant availability.

The means of storing and handling hydrogen and
The HWC system utilizes the guidelines given oxygen shall utilize the guidelines in EPRI

in EPRI report NP-5283-SR-A, " Guidelines for NP-5283-SR-A, * Guidelines for Permanent BWR
Permanent BWR Hydrogen Water Chemistry Hydrogen Water Chemistry Installations".
Installation" and EPRI report NP-4947-SR,"BWR ;

Hydrogen Water Chemistry Guidelines: 1987 93.9.4 Inspection and Testing Requirements
Revision," October 1988.

The HWC system is proved operable during the
93.9.2 System Description initial operation of the plant. During a refueling or

maintenance outage, hydrogen injection is not
The HWC system, illustrated in Figure 93-8, is required. System maintenance or testing can be

composed of hydrogen and oxygen supply systems, performed during such periods,
systems to inject hydrogen in the feedwater and

(])-/ oxygen in the offgas and subsystems to monitor the
effectiveness of the HWCS system. These systems

Amendment 21 9.3-12
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93.9.5 Instrumentation and Controls (5) Sensors for measuring dissolved oxygen content.

Automatic control features in the HWC system (6) Sensors for measuring pH and dissolved
minimize the need for operator attention and hydrogen.
improve performance. These are:

(7) A system for verifying the effectiveness of HWC
(1) Automatic variation of hydrogen and oxygen flow by measuring electrochemical potential (ECP)

rates with reactor power level. and crack growth rate.

|

(2) Automatic oxygen injection rate change delay. 9.3.10 Oxygen Injection System
This function is also augmented as a function of
reactor power level. 93.10.1 Design Bases

(3) Automatic shutdown on several alarms. The oxygen injection system is designed to add
sufficient oxygen to the Condensate System to

(4) Isolation on system power loss, operator restart. suppress corrosion and corrosion product release in
the condensate and feedwater systems. Experience

(5) Reprogrammable alarms and controller has shown that the preferred feedwater oxygen
electronics. concentration is 20 to 50 ppb. During shutdown and

startup operation the feedwater oxygen
(6) Hydrogen and oxygen flow monitor correction concentration is usually much above the 20 to 50 ppb

| function to compensate for nonlinearities. range. However, during power operation, deaeration
in the main condenser may reduce the condensate

The recommended trips of the oxygen and oxygen concentration below 20 ppb, thus, requiring
hydrogen injection systems include: that some oxygen be added The amount required is

3
up to approximately 0.15 m /hr.

(1) Reactor scram
9.3.10.2 System Description

| (2) Low or high residual oxygen in the off-gas
The oxygen supply consists of high pressure gas'

(3) High area hydrogen concentration cylinders. The oxygen injection system shall use the
guidelines for gaseous oxygen injection systems in

(4) Low oxygen injection system supply pressure EPRI report NP-5283-SR-A," Guidelines for Per-
menent Hydrogen Water Chemistry Installations -

(5) High hydrogen flow 1987 Revision," September 1987. A condensate
oxygen injection module is provided with pressure

The instrumentation provided includes: regulators and associated piping, valves, and controls
to depressurize the gaseous oxygen and route it to

(1) Flow monitors for measurement of hydrogen and the condensate injection modules. There are check
oxygen flow rates. valves and isolation valves between the condensate

injection modules and the condensate lines upstream
(2) Hydrogen area monitor sensors to detect any of the filters.

hydrogen to the atmosphere. !
The flow regulating valves in this system are |

|
1

| (3) Pressure gages for measurement of hydrogen and operated from the main control room. The oxygen
oxygen supply pressures and instrument air concentration in the condensate /feedwater system is

pressure. monitored by analyzers in the sampling system
(Subsection 9.3.2). An operator will make changes

(4) An oxygen analyzer for measuring the percent in the oxygen injection rate in response to changes in
oxygen leaving the offgas recombiner. the condensate /feedwater concentration. An

automatic control system is not required because
instantaneous changes in oxygen injection rate are
not required.

| Amendment 27 9 3-13
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| 7,3 93.103 SafetyEvaluation injection system may be added later in plant life.
! ! 6 The amount of zine in the reactor water will be less

V The oxygen injection system is not required to than 10 ppb during normal operation.
assure any of the following conditions.

(1) integrity of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary; 93.11.2 Safety Evaluation

|

| (2) capability to shut down the reactor and maintain The injection system is not necessary to ensure:
it in a safe shutdown condition, or'

| (1) the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure
(3) ability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of boundary;

events which could result in potential offsite
exposures. (2) the capability to shut down the reactor; or

Consequently, the injection system itself is not (3) the capability to prevent or mitigate the
safety-related. The high pressure oxygen storage consequences of events which could result in
bottles are located in an area in which large amounts potential offsite exposures.

; of burnable materials are not present. Usual safe
i practices for handling high pressure gases are
j followed.

I

93.10.4 Tests and Inspections
93.113 Test and Inspections

The oxygen injection system is proved operable
by its use during normal operation. The system The zine injection system if proved necessary will
valves may be tested to ensure operability from the be installed at tl.; provided connection point onp)|

;

| i main control room. Figure 10.4-7. Zine injection would not be''

performed when the plant is in cold shutdown.
| 93.10.5 Instrumentation Application During these periods, the system could have
| maintenance or testing performed.

The oxygen storage bottles have pressure gages
which will indicate to the operators when a new 93.11.4 Instrumentation
bottle is required. A flow element willindicate the
oxygen gas flow rate at all times. The gas flow Instrumentation would be provided so that the i

regulating valves will have position indication in the injection of zinc solution would be stopped
main control room. automatically if feedwater flow stops. The zinc |

!injection rate would be manually adjusted based on
The oxygen monitors are discussed in Subsection zine concentration data in the reactor water.

93.2.

93.11 Zine Injection System

93.11.1 Design Bases
|

Provisions are made to permit installation of a
system for adding a zine solution to the feedwater,I

Piping connections (Figure 10.4-7) for a bypass loop,

| around the feedwater pumps and space (Figure
| 1.2-25) for the zine addition equipment is provided.

If experience shows it to be necessary, a zine

m
i \

b
Amendment 27 9.3-13.1
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9.3.12 COL License Information

9.3.12.1 Radioactive Drain Transfer System
Collection Piping

The COL applicant will provide equipment and floor
drain piping P& ids as a part of the radioactive drain
transfer system. This piping will be provided with
the following features: ]

(1) These piping systems shall be non-nuclear safety )
class and quality Group D with the exception of
any containment penetrations or piping within
the drywell which shall be Seismic Category I and
quality Group B.

(2) The floor drain piping system shall be arranged
with a separate piping system for each quadrant.
The piping shall be arranged so that flooding or
backflow in one quadrant cannot adversely affect
the other quadrants.

(3) There shall be no interconnection between any
portion of the radioactive drain transfer system
and any non-radioactive waste system.

(4) Effluent from non-radioactive systems shall be
monitored prior to discharge to assure that there
are no unacceptable discharges.

See Subsection 93.8.2 for information concerning
the remainder of the radioactive drain transfer
system.

93.12.2 Storage Tank Discharge Valve Reliability

The COL applicant will confirm that the SLCS
storage tank discharge valves will have adequate
reliability requirements and that the valves be
incorporated into the Operational Reliability
Assurance Program. (See Subsection 93.5.4)

;

i

|
Amendment 26 9.3-13.2
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Table 9.3-1
|

k- STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM OPERATING PRESSURE /
TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS g,

g
5a *

-u Test Modes (a) 3
Circulation Injection Standby Operating . 5

Test Test (b) Mode (a) Mode (a)

Pressary) Temprature Pressury ) Temprature Pressury ) Temprature Pressury ) Temprature
(kg/cm g ( C) (kg/cm g ( C) (kg/cm g ( C) -(kg/cm g ( C)Piping

Pump Suction ' Test Tank 21/38 Test Tank 21/38 Makeup 21/38 Storage 21/43
Water Tank

Static (*) Static ( )Inlet to Tank
IIcad Head Pressure StaticShutoff

Valve Head

Pump Discharge 0/85.8 21/38 4-9 Plus 21/38 Makeup 21/38 (4-9Plus 21/43
To Injection Reactor Water Reactor

Valve Inlet Static Pressure Static
Head Head) to 85.8

Injection Valve Reactor 21/38 <4-9 Plus 21/38 Reactor 21/38 (<4-9 Plus 21/43
Outlet to but Static Reactor Static Reactor

Static Hea Staticnot including Heago 87.9go
Outboard Dry- 87.9 Head Head) to
well Check Viv 87.9

21/302 )IEReactor 52(b) Reactor ' 21/302(E)21/302(E)' ReactorOutboard Dry- Reactor
Static Staticwell Check Static Static @)
Heago HeagoValve to the Head to - Head

Reactor 87.9 87,9 87.9

ti
E$y .g<

g
:::

,

e
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TABLE 9.3-1
'

STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM OPERATING PRESSURE /
TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS (Continued)

NOTES:

(a) The pump flow rate will be zero (pump not operating) during the standby mode and
at rated (1891/ min / pump) during the test and operating modes.

, o

| (b) Reactor to be at 0 kg/cm'g and 52 C before changing from the standby mode
to the injection test mode.

(c) Pressures tabulated represent pressure at the points identified below. To obtain
pressure at intermediate points in the system, the pressure tabulated must be
adjusted for elevation differences and pressure drop between such intermediate
points and the pressure points identified below:

Pmine Ersnyre Point

Pump Suction: Pump Suction Flange Inlet

Pump Discharge to Pump Discharge Flange Outlet
Injection Valve Inlet

injection Valve Outlet Injection Valve Outlet
to, but not including,
Drywell Check Valve:

Outboard Drywell Check Valve Reactor Sparger Outlet
to the Reactor:

During chemical nb xing, the liquid in the storage tank will be at ai(d)
| temperature of 66 C maximum.

(e) Pump suction piping will be subject to condensate water supply pressure
during flushing and filling of the piping and during any testing where
suction is taken directly from the condensate water supply line rather than
the test tank.

| (f) Maximum reactor operating pressure is 87.9 kg/cm g at reactor standby
liquid control sparger outlet.

o

|
(g) 302 C represents maximum sustained operating temperature.

O
Amendment 27 9.3-15
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!(As1'd Table 9.3-3;

SERVICE AIR CONSUMPTION DURING NORMAL PLANT OPERATION

SUMPTION
.

cop /sec.USER USE nm

I Standby Liquid Control Tank Mixing 75.6
!

CUW Filter /Demineralizer Backwashing 75.6

1

j FPC Filter Demineralizer Backwashing 113 3

|

| Condensate Filter Backwas'uing 340 3

|

| Condensate Demineralizer Mixing 012.9

Off-Gas Exhaust Gas Ejector Driving Force 70.8

LCW Filter Backwashing 15.1

LCW Demineralizer Transfer 57.1
,

| HCW Demineralizer Transfer 57.1

Instrument Air System Backup 218.1

NOTE:
All of these operations nillnot occur at the same time.

,

i'
|

$
v

Amendment 27 93-15e
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Table 9.3-4

INSTRUMENT AIR CONSUMPTION DURING
NORMAL PLANT OPERATION'

{ (Response to Question 430.215)

Consumption
fluildine Users SCFM

Reactor Instrumention 3.5

Control valves 13.1

Air operated solenoid valves 3.1

Turbine Instrumentation 49.0

Control valves 95.5

;

i Air operated solenoid valves 5.7

Radwaste Instrumentation 1.7

Control valves 12.6
,

Air operated solenoid valves 2.8.

Total 187.0

Note: These uses are continuous.

I

I

i

1

|

9
Amendment 22 9.3-15f
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OVERFLOW VOLUME
/

C REGION OF APPROVED
VOLUME-CONCENTRATIONQ 13.4 -------

$
N /

|\ MARGIN (1)/
6 / I

\ |z
9 LOW LEVEL
E ! ALARM

E I
z | i

$ MINIMUM REQUIRED
|,

o CONCENTRATION LINE
o I

|=
|

O| | |
10.5 ----- q-------------- -----

| |

| | |

23.1 25.7 28.7
3V- NET TANK VOLUME (m )

(1) RECOMMENDED 36 cm MARGIN BETWEEN
MAXIMUM OPERATING AND OVERFLOW LEVELS

Figure 9.3-2 SODIUM PENETABORATE VOLUME CONCENTRATION REQUIREMENTS l

|

|

O
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9.4.9 Drywell Cooling System consist of the drywell head area, upper drywell, lower;

! drywell, shield wall annulus, and the wetwell air
9.4.9.1 Design Bases space. The drywell cooling system head loads are i

provided in Table 9.4-2. I

The drywell cooling system shall have the
capability to maintain the drywell temperature, Gravity dampers and adjustable volume dampers t

during normal operation, at temperatures control distribution of the air / nitrogen to the drywell
specified in Section 3.11. space.

i
I

The drywell cooling system shall be capable of High drywell temperatures are alarmed in the main
controlling the temperature rise of the drywell control room, alerting the operator to take appropriate

,

during normal operational transients so that the corrective action. During normal plant operation, two
avgrage drywell temperature does not exceed fan coil units are oper- ated. During LOPA (when no
58 C. Tpe local temperature shalb not ex- LOCA signal exists), fan coil units shall restart
ceed 75 C in the CRD area or 66 C else- automatically when power is available from the diesel .

where in the drywell. generators. During LOPA, chilled water from the
HNCW system will not be available. Chilling will only

The drywell cooling system is designed to be available from the RCW coils. The fan coil units ,

provide sufficient air / nitrogen distribution so are not operated during LOCA,
that proper temperature distribution can be
achieved to prevent hot spots from occurring in 9.4.9.3 Safety Evaluation
any area of the drywell. !

Operation of the drywell cooling system is not a |

9.4.9.2 System Description prerequisite to assurance of either one of the j
following-

See Figures 9.4-8 and 9.4-9 for the flow
A diagram illustrating the drywell cooling system, (1) integrity of the reactor coolant pressure
V and Table 9.4-1 for a listing ofits components. It boundary, or i

jis a recirculating system consisting of three fan
'

coil units. Normally, two of the three fan coil (2) capability to safely shut down the reactor and to
units are in operation. Each fan coil unit maintain a safe shutdown condition.
consists of cooling coils, a drain pan, and a
centrifugal fan. Cooling water comes from the However, the system does incorporate features that
RCW and HNCW systems. Two sets of cooling provide reliability over the full range of normal plant
coils are arranged in series. The return air passes operation. These features include the installation of
over the first coil which is cooled by RCW. Part of redundant principal system components such as:
the cooled air is then cooled by the second coil
which is cooled by HNCW. This twice-cooled air is (1) electric power;
mixed with the air that bypasses the second cooling
coil. Condensate that drips from the coils is (2) fan coll units;

lrouted to the drain system via the leak detection
system in the drain line. Instrumentation is (3) sources of chilled water; i

installed in front of the leak detection system
connection that monitors cooler condensate flow. (4) ductwork;

The drywell cooling system supplies conditioned (5) controls; and
air to a common distribution header. The
air / nitrogen is then ducted to areas within the (6) cross connection of all fan coil units.
drywell for equipment cooling. These areas

1

Amendment 27 9.4-4
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9.4.9.4 Inspection and Testing Requirements
.

Equipment design includes provisions for periodic
'

testing of functional performance and inspection
for system reliability. Standby components are,

' fitted with tcat connections so that system
effectiveness, except for airflow or static

i pressure, can be verified without the units being
I online. Test connections are provided in the

discharge air ducts for verifying calibration of
the operating controls.

9.4.9.5 Instrumentation Applications

Drywell cooling unit function is manually
; controlled from the main control room. The

instrumentation which monitors system performance
is part of the atmospheric control system and the
leak detection and isolation system.

!

O

>

O

Amendment 20 9.4-5
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TABLE 9.4-1

DRYWELL COOLING SYSTEM
COMPONENTS

,

RCW Cooling Coils

Number 3

Type PlateFin

Air Flow Rate 1000 m / min.

Cooling Capacity 244,440 kilocal/h

o o i

Air Temperature 57 C/42 C |

(Inlet / Outlet) -

o o

Water Temperature 35 C/40 C .

'

(Inlet / Outlet)

Water Flow Rate 13.5 1/s

HNCW Cooline Coils

Number 2 j

Type PlateFin

Air Flow Rate 277 m / min.

Cooling Capacity 189,000 kilocal/h

o o
Air Temperature 49 C/12 C
(Inlet / Outlet)

o o

Water Temperature 7 C/12 C
(Inlet / Outlet)

Water Flow Rate 10.5 1/s

fans

Number 3

Type Centrifugal

Capacity 1000 m / min.

2
Head .015 kg/cm

Amendment 27 9.4-6
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TABLE 9.4-2

DRYWELL COOLING SYSTEM
IIEAT LOADS

Normal Plant Operation
Heat leads Sengble Heat Imad

x 10 kilocal/h ,

i

Sensible Drywell Head Area 0.035
Heat
Imads Upper Drywell 0.20

tower Drywell 0.043

Shield Wall 0.187
Annulus

Wetwell Air Space 0.282

Equipment Fan Motors 0.008

Heatup Load 0.070
of Fans

Sensible Heat load (Total) 0.80
Latent Heat lead 0.071
Design Heat Load 0.87

NOTE:

I
The sensple heat load during plant maintenance mode is about
0.11 x 10 kilocal/h.

O
Amendment 27 9,4,7
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downstream of the auxiliary condensers for conden- drain line is also used during startup and shutdown
O sate pump protection and for auxiliary condenser when it is desirable to dump the drains for feedwater
O minimum flow requirements. quality purposes.

Low-oressure Feedwater Heaters - Three The drain tanks and tank drain lines are designed j

parallel and independent strings of four closed to maintain the drain pumps available suction head
i;feedwater heaters are provided, and one string is in excess of the pump required minimum under all

installed in each condenser neck, The heaters have anticiated operating conditions including, j

integral drain coolers, and their drains are cascaded particularly, load reduction transients. This is j

to the next lower stage heaters of the same string achieved mainly by providing a large elevation |

except for the lowest pressure heaters which drain to difference between tanks and pumps (approximately !

the main condensers. The heater shells are either 50 feet) and optimizing the drain lines which would
carbon steel or low alloy ferritic steel, and the tubes affect the drain system transient response, part-
are stainless steel. Each low pressure feedwater icularly, the drain pump suction line.
heater string has an upstream and downstream isola-
tion valve which closes on detection of high level in Heater Drain Pumos - Two motor-driven heater
any one of the low pressure heaters in the string. drain pumps operate in parallel, each taking suction

from a heater drain tank and discharging into the
Hich-nressure Feedwater Heaters - Two suction side of the reactor feedwater pumps. The

parallel and independent strings of two high-pressure drain system design allows each heater drain pump
feedwater heaters are located in the high pressure to be individually removed from service for
end of the turbine building. The No. 6 heaters, maintenance while the the balance of the system
which have integral drain coolers, are drained to the remains in operation while the affected string drains |
No. 5 heaters. The No. 5 heaters, which are con- dump to the condenser.

8 densing only, drain to their respective heater drain .

j

6 tanks. The heater shells are carbon steel, and the Controlled drain recirculation is provided from !
- tubes are stainless steel. the discharge side of each heater drain pump to the ;

associated heater drain tank. This ensures that the 1

Heater string isolation and by pass valves are minimum safe flow through each heater drain pump~

provided to allow each string of high-pressure is maintained during operation.

f heaters to be removed from service, thus, slightly
reducing final feedwater temperature but requircing Reactor Feedwater Pumos - Three identical and*

no reduction in plant output. The heater string independent,33-65% capacity reactor feed pumps [
isolation and bypass valves are actuated on detection (RFPs) are provided. The three pumps manually op-
of high level in either of the two high pressure crate in parallel and discharge to the high-pressure
heaters in the string. feedwater heaters. The pumps take suction

downstream of the last stage low-pressure feedwater ;

The startup and operating vents from the steam heaters and discharge through the high-pressure
side of the feedwater heaters are piped to the main feedwater heaters. Each pump is driven by an ad-
condenser except for the highest pressure heater justable speed synchronous motor.
operating vents which discharge to the cold reheat
lines. Discharges from shell relief valves on the Isolation valves are provided which allow each j

steam side of the feedwater heaters are piped to the reactor feed pump to be individually removed from
main condenser. service for maintenance, while the plant continues

.

operation at full power on the two remammg pumps. i

Heater Drain Tank - Two heater drain tanks |

g are provided. Drain tank levelis maintained by the Controlled feedwater recirculation is provided

$ heater drain pump and control valves in drain pump from the discharge side of each reactor feed pump to
disharge and recirculation line. the main condenser. This provision ensures that the

minimum safe flow through each reactor feed pump
The heater drain tank is provided with an alter. is maintained during operation.

nate drain line to the main condenser for automatic
dumping upon detection of high level. The alternate

Amendment 21 10.4-15
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10.4.7.23 System Operation possible by use of the multistring arrangement and
,

the provisions for isolating and bypassing equipment ,

NORMAL OPERATION - Under normal op- and sections of the system.
erating conditions, system operation is automatic.
Automatic level control systems control the levels in The majority of the condensate and feedwater
all feedwater heaters, the heater drain tank, and the piping considered in this section is located within the
condenser hotwells. Feedwater heater levels are non-safety related turbine building. The portion
controlled by modulating drain valves. Control which connects to the second valve outside the con-
valves in the discharge and recirculation lines of the tainment is located in the steam tunnel between the
heater drain pumps control the level in the heater turbine and reactor buildings. This portion of the
drain tanks. Valves in the makeup line to the piping is analyzed for dynamic effect from postulated
condenser from the condensate storage tank and in seismic events and safety-relief valve discharges. The
the return line to the condensate storage tank control entire condensate and feedwater system piping is
the levelin the condenser hotwells, analyzed for water hammer loads that could

potentially result from anticipated flow transients.
During power operation feedwater flow is

automatically controlled by the reactor feedwater 10.4.7.4 Tests and Inspections
pump speed that is set by the feedpump speed
control system. The control system utilizes 10.4.7.4.1 Preservice Testing
measurements of steam flow, feedwater flow, and
reactor level to regulate the feedwater pump speed. Each feedwater heater and condensate pump re-
During startup, feedwater flow is automatically ceives a shop hydrostatic test which is performed in
regulated by the high pressure heater bypass flow accordance with applicable codes. All tube joints of
control valve. feedwater heaters are shop leak tested. Prior to

initial operation, the completed condensate and feed-
Ten-percent step load and 5-percent per minute water system receives a field hydrostatic and perfor-

ramp changes can be accommodated without major mance test and inspection in accordance with the
effect in the CFS. The system is capable of accepting applicable code. Periodic tests and inspections of the
a full generator load rejection without reducing system are performed in conjunction with scheduled
feedwater flow rate. maintenance outages.

10.4.73 Evaluation 10.4.7.4.2 Inservice Inspections

The condensate and feedwater system does not The performance status, leaktightness, and
serve or support any safety function. Systems structural leaktight integrity of all system
analysis show that failure of this system cannot components are demonstrated by continuous
compromise any safety-related systems or prevent operation.
safe shutdown.

10.4.7.5 Instrumentation Applications
During operation, radioactive steam and con-

densate are present in the feedwater heating portion Feedwater flow-control instrumentation mea-
of the system, which includes the extraction steam sures the feedwater discharge flow rate from each
piping, feedwater heater shells, heater drain piping, reactor feed pump and the heater bypass startup flow
and heater vent piping. Shielding and access control control valve. These feedwater system flow
are provided as necessary (see Chapter 12). The measurements are used by the feedwater control
condensate and feedwater system is designed to min- system to regulate the feedwater flow to the reactor
imize leakage with welded construction utilized to meet system demands. The feedwater control
where practicable. Relief discharges and operating system is described in Subsection 7.7.1.4
vents are channeled through closed systems.

Pump flow is measured on the pump inlet line
| If it is necessary to remove a process component and flow controls provide automatic pump recircula-

from service such as a feedwater heater, pump, or tion flow for each reactor feedwater pump. Auto-
control valve, continued operation of the system is matic controls also regulate the condensate flow

Amendment 27 10.4-16
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11.5 PROCESS AND EFFLUENT (4) Control building HVAC air intake supply
( RADIOLOGICAL MONITORING AND radiation monitoring;

SAMPLING SYSTEMS
(5) Drywell sump discharge radiation monitoring |

The process and effluent radiological l

monitoring and sampling systems are provided to 11.5.1.1.2 Radiation Monitors Required for
allow determination of the content of radioactive Plant Operation
material in various gaseous and liquid process
and effluent streams. The design objective and The main objective of this radiation monit-
criteria are based on the following requirements: oring is to provide operating personnel with

,

measurements of the content of radioactive
(1) Radiation instrumentation required for material in all effluent and important process

safety and protection. streams. This demonstrates compliance with
plant normal' operational technical

(2) Radiation instrumentation required for specifications by providing gross radiation
monitor and plant operation. level monitoring and by collection of halogens

and particulates on filters (gaseous effluents) !

All critical radioactive release points / paths as required by Regulatory Guide' 1.21.
within the plant are indentified and monitored by Additional objectives are to initiate discharge ,

this system. All other release points / paths of . valve isolation on the offgas or liquid radwaste
'

,

the plant are located in clean areas where systems if predetermined release rates.are
radiological monitoring is not required. exceeded, and to provide for sampling at certain ;

radiation monitor locations to allow
11.5.1 Design Bases determination of specific radionuclide content. ;

11.5.1.1 Design Objectives The process radiation monitoring system also |
provides the following design objectives: 1'

11.5.1.1.1 Radiation Monitors Required for
Safety and Protection (1) Monitors gaseous effluent streams

The main objective of this radiation monitor- (a) Plant stack discharge
ing is to initiate appropriate protective action
to limit the potential release of radioactive (b) Turbine building ventilation exhaust ,

!materials from the reactor vessel and primary and
secondary containment if predetermined radiation (c) Radwaste building ventilation exhaust
levels are exceeded in major process / effluent
streams. Another objective is to provide control - (d) Turbine gland steam condenser exhaust
room personnel with an indication of the
radiation levels in the major process / effluent (e) Standby gas treatment off-gas |
streams plus alarm annunciation if high radiation discharge.
levels are detected.

(2) Monitorsliquid effluent streams
The process radiation monitoring system

provides the following design objectives: (a) Radwasteliquid discharge

(1) Main steamline tunnel area radiation '

monitoring; (3) Monitors gaseous process streams

(2) Reactor building heating, ventilating, and (a) Off-gas pre-treatment sampling
air conditioning (HVAC) exhaust air rad-
iation monitoring; (b) Off-gas post-treatment sampling

[] (3) Fuel handling area HVAC exhaust air rad- (c) Charcoal vault ventilation exhaust .|
lation monitoring;v

Amendment 27 '11.5-1
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(4) Monitors liquid process streams (6) Assure an extremely high probability of
accomplishing safety functions in the event

,

(a) Reactor building closed cooling water of anticipated operational occurrences,
intersystem radiation leakage |

(7) Initiate protective action when operational |
11.5.1.2 Design Criteria limits are exceeded. )

Design criteria of this system are based on (8) Warn and annunciate the high radiation i

meeting the relevant requirements of General levels indicative of abnormal conditions.
Design Criteria (GDC) 19, 60, 63, and 64 of j

10CFR50, Appendix A,in accordance with SRP 11.5 ;

of NUREG- 0800. These GDCs are in addition to (9) Insof ar as practical, provide self-
those GDCs that are specified in Subsection monitoring of components to the extent that
7.6.2.2 for system instrumentation. power failure or component malfunction

causes annunciation a id channel trip.
Also, the system is designed to meet the

applicable provisions of 10CFR20.106, RG 1.21 and (10) Register full-scale output if radiation
RG 1.97. detection exceeds full scale.

The safety-related process radiation (11) Use instrumentation compatible with
monitoring subsystems are classified Safety Class anticipated radiation levels and ranges.
2, Seismic Category 1. These subsystems conform
to the quality assurance requirements of 10CFR50,
Appendix B.

11.5.1.2.1 Radiation Monitors Required for
Safety

The design criteria for the safety-related 11.5.1.2.2 Radiation Monitors Required for
monitors include the following functional Plant Operation
requirements:

The design criteria for operational radiation
(1) Withstand the effect of natural phenomena monitoring shall include the following

(e.g., earthquakes) without loss of functional requirements:
capability to perform their functions.

(1) Provide continuous indication of radiation
(2) Perform the intended safety functions in the levels in the main control room.

environment resulting from normal and
abnormal conditions (e.g., loss of HVAC and (2) Warn and annunciate the high radiation
isolation events). levels indicative of abnormal conditions.

(3) Meet the reliability, testability, indepen- (3) Insofar as practical, provide self-
dence, and failure mode requirements of monitoring of components to the extent that
engineered safety features. power failure or component malfunction

causes annunciation and discharge valve
(4) Provide continuous output of radiation isolation channel trip.

levels in the main control room.
(4) Monitor a sample representative of the bulk

(5) Permit checking of the operational stream or volume.
availability of each channel during reactor
operation with provisions for calibration
function and instrument checks.

O
Amendment 27 11.5-2
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(5) Incorporate provisions for calibration and j+

functional checks.

(6) Use instrumentation compatible with ,

anticipated radiation levels and ranges.

(7) Register full scale output if radiation
detection exceeds full scale. J

The radiation system that monitors liquid
discharges from the radwaste treatment system
shall have provisions to alarm and to initiate
automatic closure ofthe waste

!'

!

,

h

!

k

n

)

;
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,em discharge valve on the affected treatment system is visually displayed on the affected radiation

( ) prior to exceeding the normal operation limits monitor. A high.high or inoperative trip in the
specified in technical specifications as required radiation monitor results in a channel trip |
by Regulatory Guide 1.21. which is provided to the reactor protection |

system (RPS) and to the leak detection and !
isolation system (LDS). Any two-out-of-four
channel trip results in initiation of main |
steamline isolation valve closure, reactor !

scram, main condenser mechanical vacuum pump i

11.5.2 System Description (MVP) shutdown, and MVP line discharge valve |
closure. High and low trips do not result in a l

11.5.2.1 Radiation Monitors Required for Safety channel trip. Each radiation monitor displays !

the measured radiation level in mR/hr. All
information on these monitors is presented in channel trips are annunciated in the main

1Table 11.5-1 and the arrangements are shown in control room.
Subsection 7.6.1.2.

11.5.2.1.2 Reactor Building IIVAC Radiation

11.5.2.1.1 Main Steamline (MSL) Radiation Monitoring
Monitoring

This subsystem monitors the radiation level
| This subsystem monitors the gamma radiation in the secondary containment of the reactor

level exterior to the main steamlines in the MSL building ventilation system exhaust duct. A
tunnel. The normal radiation level is produced high activity level in the ductwork could be due .

primarily by coolant activation gases plus to fission gases from a leak or an accident. j
smaller quantities of fission gases being l

transported with the steam. In the event of a The system consists of four redundant instru-
.

gross release of fission products from the core, ment channels. Each channel consists of a
sj the monitoring channels provide trip signals to digital gamma-sensitive GM detector and a

the leak detection and isolation system. control room radiation monitor. Power is ,

supplied to each channel, A, B, C, and D |
The MSL radiation monitors consists of four monitors from vital 120 Vac Divisions 1, 2, 3 '

redundant instrument channels. Each channel and 4 respectively. A two-pen recorder powered
consists of a local detector (ion chamber) and a from the 120 Vac instrument bus allows the
control room radiation monitor with a trip output of any two channels to be recorded by the

,

auxiliary unit. Power for channels A, B, C, and use of selection switches. |

D monitors is supplied from vital 120 Vac
divisions 1,2,3 and 4 respectively. All four The detectors are located adjacent to the
channels are physically and electrically exhaust ducting upstream of the ventilating
independent of each other. system isolation valves and monitor the HVAC

vent exhausts from the primary containment
The detectors are physically located near the during purging and from the secondary

main steamlines (MSL) just downstream of the out- containment. These detectors have sufficient
board main steamline isolation valves in the sensitivity to detect high radiation levels
stream tunnel. The detectors are geometrically during primary containment purge to alert the
arranged and are capable of detecting significant operator for corrective action and to initiate
increases in radiation level with any number of the appropriate measures.
main steamlines in operation. Table 11.5-1 lists
the location and range of the detectors. Each radiation monitor has four trip circuits:

two upscale, one downscale and one inoperative
Each radiation monitor has four trip similar to MSL radiation monitors.

circuits: two upscale (high-high and high), one
downscale (low), and one inoperative. Each trip

Amendment 27 11.5-3
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A high-high, inoperative or a downscale trip
in the radiation monitor results in a channel
trip which is provided to LDS. Any
two-out-of-four channel trips will result in the
initiation by LDS of the standby gas treatment
system (SGTS) and in the isolation of the
secondary containment (including closure of the 11.5.2.1.3 Fuel llandling Area Ventilation
containment purge and vent valves and closure of Exhaust Radiation
the reactor building ventilating exhaust
isolation valves). This subsystem monitors the off-gas radiation

level in the fuel handling area ventilation
All trip circuits will initiate their exhaust duct.' The system consists of four

respective alarms in the main control room. channels which are physically and electrically
independent of each other. Each channel

A downscale or an inoperative trip is consists of a digital gamma-sensitive GM
displayed on the radiation monitor and actuates a detector and a control room radiation monitor.
control room annunciator common to all four Power for channels (A, B, C, and D) is supplied
channels. from the vital 120-Vac divisions 1, 2, 3 and 4

respectively.

Each radiation monitor has four trip
circuits: two upscale, one downscale and one
inoperative similar to the MSL radiation
monitors. This subsystem performs the same trip
functions as those described in Subsection

Each radiation monitor will display the 11.5.2.1.2 for the reactor building HVAC exhaust
measured radiation level in mR/hr. radiation monitoring.

O
l

i
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The subsystem consists of four instrumented any source, and will provide isolation of intake
i channels. Each channel consists of a detector of leakage from accident sources escaping from

;d and a main control room radiation monitor. other plant buildings. |
'

Power for the channels is supplied from the
non-IE vital 120Vac source.

|

Each radiation monitor has four trip circuits: j

two upscale, one/ inoperative and one downscale. 1

All trips are displayed on the appropriate i

j radiation monitor and each actuates a main
control room annunciator for high.high, high and Each radiation channel consists of a digital
low / inoperative indications. gamma-sensitive GM detector and a radiation

monitor which is located in the control room.
| 11.5.2.1.4 Control Building HVAC Radiation

| Monitoring Each radiation monitor has four trip

circuits: two upscale, one/ inoperative and one
The control building HVAC radiation downscale. All trips are displayed on the |

| | monitoring subsystem is provided to detect the appropriate radiation monitor and each actuates
; radiation level in the normal outdoor air supply, a control room annunciator.

automatically close the outdoor air intake and
the exhaust dampers, and initiate automatically 11.5.2.1.5 Drywell Sumps Discharge Radiation

| the emergency recirculation air supply. The Monitoring
: emergency recirculation fans shall be started and

' (O) area exhaust fans stopped on high radiation. This subsystem monitors the radiation level in
the liquid waste transferred in the drain line'

The control building HVAC consists of two from the drywell LCW and HCW sumps to the
redundant but independent subsystems, radwaste system. One monitoring channel is

provided in each sump drain line. Each channel
The radiation monitors for each control uses an ionization chamber which is located on

building HVAC subsystem consist of four redundant the drain line from the sump just downstream
channels to monitor the air intake to the from the outboard isolation valve. The output
building. Each radhtion monitor is physically from each sensor is multiplexed and then fed to
separated and powered from separate vital 120 Vac a radiation monitor in the control room for

| divisional power. Failure of one channel will display, recording and annunciation.
not cause isolation of the HVAC system.

The radiation monitor provides three trip
circuits: two upscale (radiation high-high and
high), one downscale/ inoperative. The high-high
signal is used to close the outboard isolation
valve in its respective drain line. All trips
are annunciated in the main control room.

| The monitors meet the requirements for Class 1E
components to provide appropriate reliability.
The system will warn of the presence of
significant air contamination in inlet air, from

/
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11.5.2.2 Radiation Monitors Required for Plant The radiation level output by the monitor can
Operation be directly correlated to the concentration of

the noble gases by using a semiautomatic vial
Information on these monitors is presented in sampler panel to obtain a grab sample. To draw

Table 11.5-1. a sample, a scrum bottle is inserted into a
sampler holder, the sample lines are evacuated,

11.5.2.2.1 OITgas Pretreatment Radiation and a solenoid operated sample valve is opened
Monitoring to allow offgas to enter the bottic. The bottle

is then removed and the sample is analyzed in
This subsystem monitors radioactivity in the the counting room with a multichannel gamma

condenser offgas at the discharge of the delay pulse height analyzer to determine the concen-
pipe after it has passed through the ofigas tration of the various noble gas radionuclides.
condenser and moisture separator. The monitor A correlation between the observed activity and
detects the radiation level which is attributable the monitor reading permits calibration of the
to the fission gases produced in the reactor and monitor.
transported with steam through the turb;ne to the
condenser. 11.5.2.2.2 Off-gas Post-Treatment Radiation

Monitoring
A continuous sample is extracted from the

offgas pipe via a stainless steel sample line. This subsystem monitors radioactivity in the |
It is then passed through a sample chamber and a offgas piping downstream of the offgas system
sample panel before being returned to the saction charcoal adsorbers and upstream of the offgas
side of the steam jet air ejector (SJAE). The system discharge valve. A continuous sample is
sample chamber is a stainless steel pipe which is extracted from the offgas system piping, passed
internally polished to minimize plateout. It can through the offgas post-treatment sample panel
be purged with room air to check detector for monitoring and sampling, and returned to the
response to background radiation by using a offgas system piping. The sample panel has a
three way solenoid-operated valve. The valve is pair of filters (one for particulate collection
controlled by a switch located in the main and one for halogen collection) in parallel
control room. The sample panel measures and (with respect to flow) with two identical GM
indicates sample line flow. A digital detectors. Two radiation monitors in the main
gamma-sensitive GM detector is positioned control room analyze and visually display the
adjacent to the vertical sample chamber and is measured gross radiation level.
connected to radiation monitor in the main
control room.

Power is supplied from 120 Vac instrument bus
for the radiation monitor and for the sample and The sample panel shielded chambers can be
vital sampler panels. purged with room air to check detector response

to background radiation by using solenoid valves
The radiation monitor has four trip circuits: operated from the control room. The sample

two upscale (high-high and high), one downscale panel measures and indicates sample line flow.
and one inoperative. A solenoid operated check source for each

detector assembly operated from the control room
The trip outputs are used for alarm function can be used to check operability of the gross

only. Each trip is visually displayed on the radiation channel.
radiation monitor and actuates a control room
annunciator: offgas high-high, offgas high, and Power is supplied from a 120-Vac instrument
offgas downscale/ inoperative. High or low sample bus to the radiation monitors and to the two-pen
line flow measured at the sample panel actuates a
main control room offgas sample high low flow
annunciator.

O
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recorder. A 120 Vac local bus supplies the
|sample panel.,

'

Each radiation monitor has trip circuits that
indicate high-high-high, high high. high, and
downscale/ inoperative. Each trip is visually <

!displayed on the radiation monitor. The trips
actuate corresponding main control room
annunciators: offgas post treatment high-high-
high radiation, offgas post treatment high-high l

radiation, and offgas post treatment high and !
Idownscale/ inoperative monitor.

High or low flow measured at the sample panel ,

actuates an annunciator in the control room to i

indicate flow. |

The high-high.high and downscale trip /inoper- I
'

alive outputs initiate closure of the offgas
system discharge and bypass valves. The I

high-high-high trip setpoint is determined so i

'

that valve closure is initiated prior to ,
t

exceeding technical specification limit. Any onc !

high high upscale trip initiates alignment of the i

offgas system flow valves to achieve treatment |
through the charcoal vault. |

r |
t A vial sampler panel similar to the pre- ,

treatment sampler panel is provided for grab
sample collection to allow isotopic analysis and
gross monitor calibration.

| 11.5.2.23 Charcoal VaultRadiation
Monitoring

;

| ' The charcoal vault is monitored for gross
gamma radiation level with a single instrument
channel. The channel includes a digital sensor
and converter, and a radiation monitor. The
sensor is located outside the vault on the HVAC
exhaust line from the vault. The radiation
monitor is located in the main control room. The
channel provides for sensing and readout of gross

gamma radiatiogover a range of six logarithmic
decades (1 to 10 mR/hr).

The monitor has one adjustable upscale trip
circuit for alarm and one downscale trip for
instrument trouble. Power is supplied from 120
Vac instrument bus.

O
11.5-7
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11.5.2.2A Plant Stack Discharge Radiation The radiation monitor initiates trips for
Monitoring alarm indications on high-high, high, and low

radiation from each detector assembly. Also,
| This subsystem monitors the stack vent the sampled line is monitored for high or low

discharge for gross radiation level during normal flow indications and alarming.
plant operation and collects halogen and
particulate samples for laboratory analysis. The Table 11.5-2 presents the gaseous and
discharge through this common plant vent includes airborne monitors for the effluent radiation
HVAC exhausts * from the reactor, turbine, monitoring system.
radwaste and service buildings. Also, this
system utilizes a high-range radiation monitor
that measures fission products in plant gaseous
effluents during and following an accident.

| A representative sample is continuously
extracted from the ventilation ducting through an
isokinetic probe in accordance with ANSI N13.1
and passed through the stack ventilation sample
panels for monitoring and sampling, and returned
to the ventilation ducting. Each sample panel has
a pair of filters (one for particulate collection
and one for halogen collection ) in parallel
(with respect to flow) for continuous gaseous
radiation sampling. The radiation detector
assembly consists of a shielded gas chamber that 11.5.2.2.5 Radwaste Liquid Discharge Radiation |
houses a scintillation detector, and a check Monitoring
source. The extended range detector assembly

l consists of an ionization chamber which measure 'Ihis subsystem continuously monitors the
3

radiation levels up to 10 #Ci/cc. A radioactivity in the radwaste liquid during its
| radiation monitor in the main control room discharge to the environment.
' analyzes and visually displays the measured

radiation level. These sensors are qualified to Liquid waste can be discharged from the
operate under accident conditions. sample tanks containing liquids that have been

processed through one or more treatment systems
The gas shielded chambers can be purged with such as evaporation, filtration, and ion

room air from the control room. The gas chamber exchange. Prior to discharge, the liquid is
| is equipped with a check source to test detector extracted from the liquid drain treatment
| response to background radiation, thus checking process pipe, passed through a liquid sample

operability of the radiation channel, panel which contains a detection assembly for
gross radiation monitoring, and returned to the

|

! Power is supplied from 120-Vac local bus for process pipe. The detection assembly consists
the radiation monitor and for the sample panel, of a scintillation detector mounted in a

,

shielded sample chamber equipped with a checki

source. A radiation monitor in the control room
| analyzes and visually displays the measured
| The reactor building essential electrical gross radiation level.*

HVAC, diesel generator HVAC, main control
|

| room HVA C, and the elecrical building The sample panel chamber and lines can be
' ventilation systems contain no radioactive drained to allow assessment of background

systems. The only releases to the environs buildup. The panel measures and indicates
by these systems would first have to be sample line flow. A solenoid-operated check

| brought into the buildings by their own source operated from the control room can be
I supply fans. Hence, monitoring of these used to check operability of the channel.

exhausts are not required or provided.

Amendment 27 1 t.5-8
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p Based on acceptable radiation levels, The trip signals are annunciated in the

Q discharge is permitted at a specified release radwaste building control room and in the main
rate and dilution rate. control room.

The radiation monitor has three trip

circuits. Two upscale trips (high-high and A remotely operated gamma check source is
high), and one downscale/ inoperative trip. The provided for testing channel operability,
high-high upscale trip and the
downuale/ inoperative trip are used to stop the
HCW effluent pump. Also, the two upscale trips
and the low downscale/ inoperative trip actuate
annunciators in the main control room and in the
radwaste building control room. Table 11.5-3
describes the liquid monitors used for process
radiation monitoring.

11.5.2.2.6 Reactor Building Cooling Water
Radiation Monitoring

This subsystem consists of three channels: one
for each RCW A, B and C loop for monitoring
intersystem radiation leakage into the reactor
building cooling water system.

Each channel consists of a scintillation
detector which is located in a well near the RCW
heat exchanger exit pipe. Radiation detectedp/,

C from the three channels are multiplexed and fed
into a common radiation monitor. This monitor
provides individual channel trips on high
radiation level and downscale/ inoperative
indication for annunciation in the control room.
Power to the monitors is provided from the non-1E
vital 120 Vac source.

11.5.2.2.8 Turbine Building Ventilation |

| 11.5.2.2.7 Radwaste Building Ventilation Exhaust Monitoring
Exhaust Monitoring

This subsystem monitors the vent discharge in
This subsystem monito:s the radwaste building the turbine building for gross radiation |

ventilation discharge to the stack, including the levels. This includes the discharge from the
radwaste storage taak vents, for gross radiat- mechanical vacuum pump. The monitoring is
ion. The single instrument channel consists of a provided by four channels (two redundant sets).
local detector, a converter, and a control room Two redundant channels monitor radiation in the
radiation monitor. Power is supplied to the compartment area air exhaust duct and the other I
channel by the 120-Vac instrument bus. two redundant channels monitor the radiation in

the thermal ventilation system air exhaust |
area. Each channel uses a digital detector

| Each radiation monitor provides two trip located adjacent to the monitored exhaust duct,
circuits: one for upscale (high) radiation and The outputs from each set of detectors are
one for downscale/ inoperative trip. multiplexed and then fed into two separate

'%.

11.5-9
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| radiation monitor for display, recording and 11.5.3 Emuent Monitoring and Sampling
annunciation. Each monitor provides alarm trips
on radiation high and on radiation low All potentially radioactive effluent
(downscale/ inoperative). materials are monitored for radioactivity

releases in accordance with GDC 64 as follows:
| 11.5.2.2.9 Turbine Gland Steam Condenser Off-gas
Discharge Monitoring

This subsystem monitors the off-gas releases
to the stack from the turbine gland seal system.
The off-gas releases are continuously sampled and
monitored for noble gases by a scintillation
detector. The output signal is multiplexed and
then fed to a shared radiation monitor in the
main control for display, recording and
annunciation. This monitor provides two trip
alarms, one on radiation high and one on
radiation low (downscale/ inoperative).

A grab sample of the off-gas is provided for
laboratory analysis. Also, samples of halogens
and particulates are collected on filters for
periodic analysis.

A gamma source check is provided for channel
calibration purposes.

11.5.2.2.10 Standby Gas Treatment Radiation
Mon!toring

This subsystem monitors the off-gas radiation
level in the SGTS exhaust duct to the stack using
four channels.

Two ionization chamber detectors are
physically located downstream of the exhaust fans
on the exhaust duct to the stack and are utilized
to monitor high levels of radioactivity. Two
other scintillation detectors are used during
off-gas sampling of the gas exhaust to the stack
to monitor the thermal level of radioactivity.

The sensors are qualified to operate under
accident conditions at the installed location.

The subsystem consists of four instrumented
channels. Each channel consists of a detector
and a main control room radiation monitor.

Power for the channels is supplied from the
non 1E vital 120 Vac source.

O
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(1) Liquid releases are monitored for gross charge paths are equipped with a control system

( gamma radioactivity; and to automatically isolate the discharge on indi-
,

cation of a high radiation level. These '

(2) Gaseous releases are monitored for gross include
gamma radioactivity. )

(1) Off-gas post-treatment
11.53.1 Basis for Monitor Location Selection

(2) Reactor building HVAC air exhaust
Monitor locations are selected to assure tl.at )

all effluent materials comply with regulatory (3) Fuel handling area ventilation exhaust
requirements as covered in Regulatory Guide 1.21.

(4) Drywellsump liquid waste drain
11.53.2 Expected Radiation Ixvels

(5) Liquid radwaste discharge.
Expected radiation levels are within the

ranges specified in Tables 11.5-2 and 11.5-3. 11.5.43 Implementation of General Design
Criteria 64

11.533 Instrumentation
Radiation levels in radioactive and poten-

The radiation detectors used to measure tially radioactive process streams are monitored |

radioactivity are listed in Table 11.5-1. for radioactivity releases. These include:

Grab samples are analyzed to identify and (1) Main steamline
quantify the specific radionuclides in effluents
and wastes. The results from the semple analysis (2) Off-gas pre-treatment and post-treatment
are used to establish relationships between the

q gross gamma monitor readings and concentrations (3) Carbon bed vault

h or release rates of radionuclides in continuous
effluent releases. (4) Intersystem leakage into reactor building

cooling water
11.53.4 Setpoints

11.5.4.4 Basis for Monitor Location Selection
The trip setpoints that initiate automatic

isolation functions are specified in the plant The detector locations are selected per RG
technical specifications as indicated in Table 1.21 to monitor all the major and potentially
11.5-1. significant paths for release of radioactive

material during normal reactor operation
11.5.4. Process Monitoring and Sampling including anticipated operational occurances.

Monitoring of each major path provide measure-
11.5.4.11mplementation of General Design ments that are representative of effluent
Criteria 19 releases to demonstrate compliance with 10CFR20

limits and/or the-technical specification
The control building is provided with limits.

radiation monitors that will detect radiation in
the intake air supply to the control building and 11.5.4.5 Expected Radiation levels
provide warning and adequate radiation j
protyection to operating personnel tp permit Expected radiation levels are listed in Tables I

access and occupancy of the control room under 11.5-2 and 11.5-3.
accident condition.

11.5.4.6 Instrumentation |
11.5.4.2 Implementation of General Design
Criteria 60 The radiation detectors used to measure

radioactivity are listed in Table 11.5-1.
d All potentially significant radioactive dis- )

Amendment 27 11.5-10
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Grab samples are analyzed to identify and (4) Control building air intake supply leakage,,x

k'j quantify the specific radionuclides in processi

streams. The results from the sample analysis (5) Reactor building cooling water inter system
are used to establish relationships between the
gross gamma monitor readings and concentration (6) SGTS off-gas
and radionuclides in the process streams.

(7) Turbine building ventilation exhaust

(8) Offgas pretreatment
The radiation trip set points for the various

monitors are listed in Table 11.5-1. (9) Charcoal vault vent exhaust

11.5.5 Calibration and Maintenance The following monitors include built-in check
sources and purge systems which can be operated

11.5.5.1 Inspection and Tests from the main control room:

During reactor operation, daily checks of (1) Offgas post-treatment
system operability are made by observing channel
behavior. At periodic intervals during reactor (2) Plant stack discharge |
operation, the detector response of each monitor
provided with a remotely positioned check source (3) Liquid waste discharge
will be recorded together with the instrument
background count rate to ensure proper function- (4) SGTS off-gas discharge
ing of the monitors. Any detector whose re-
sponse cannot be verified by observation during (5) Radwaste building vent exhaust
normal operation or by using the remotely posi-

p tioned check source will have its response (6) Gland steam condenser exhaust
(~j | checked with a portable radiatien source. A

j record will be maintained showing the background
radiation level and the detector response. 11.5.5.2 Calibration

i

The system has electronic testing and cali- Calibration of radiation monitors is ;

brating equipment which permits channel testing performed using certified commercial
'

without relocating ar dismounting channel compo- radionuclide sources traceable to the National
nents. An interral trip test circuit adjustable Institute of Standards and Technology. The

1 over the full range of the instrument is used for overall reproducibility of calibration in i
testing. Each cuannel is tested at least limited to + or - 15%. The source-detector )
semiannually prior to performing a calibration geometry during primary calibration will be
check. Verification of channel operation and mechanically precise enough to ensure that
trip function will be done at this time if it can positioning errors of either instruments or
be done without jeopardizing plant safety. The radiation sources do not affect the calibration

.

test will be documented. accuracy by more than f_13% Each continuous I
monitor is calibrated during plant operation or

The following monitors have alarm trip during the refueling outage if the detector is
circuits which can be tested by using test not readily accessible. Calibration can also be
signals or portable gamma sources: performed by using liquid or gaseous radio-

nuclide standards or by analyzing particulate l

(1) Main steamline iodine or gaseous grab samples with laboratory
instruments.

(2) Reactor building vent exhaust

(3) Fuel handling area vent exhaust

/
%J
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The following monitors display the gross gamma addition to the replacement or adjustment of any
signal in counts / min components required after performing a test or

calibration check. If any work is performed
(1) Off-gas post-treatment which would affect the calibration, a recali-

bration is performed at the completion of the
(2) Plant stack discharge (Iow to normal levels) work.

(3) Radwaste liquid discharge 11.5.5.4 Audits and Verifications

(4) SGTS off-gas discharge (Iow to normal Audits and verification during normal plant
levels) operation are out-of-scope for the Standard ABWR

Plant.
(5) Reactor building cooling water intersystem

leakage

(6) Radwaste building ventilation exhaust

(7) Main turbine gland steam condenser off-gas
exhaust

The following monitors are calibrated to
provide measurements of the gross gamma dose rate

in mR/hr:

(1) Main steamline tunnel a:ca

(2) Reactor building ventilation exhaust

(3) Fuel handling area ventilation exhaust

(4) Charcoal vault vent exhaust

(5) Control building air intake supply

(6) Turbine building ventilation exhaust

(7) SGTS off-gas discharge (high level)

(8) Off-gas pre-treatment

(9) Drywell sump liquid discharge

(10) Plant stack discharge (high level)

11.5.53 Maintenance

All channel detectors, electronics, and

recorder are serviced and maintained on an annual ;

basis or in accordance with manufacturers 1
Irecommendations to ensure reliable operations.

Such maintenance includes cleaning, lubrication,
and assurance of free movement of the recorder in

9
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TABLE 11.5-1

O- PROCESS AND EFFLUENT RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEMS

Setpoint
1

Monitored No. Detector Sample Line Channel Warning ACF
Process of Irgs or Detector Range Alarm Ida Ssalt

Chan- Location (Note D

Bill

A. Safetv-Related Monitors

-6~

Main steam- 4 IC Immediately 10 to 10 above full - technical 6 dec. log

line tunnel downstream Amp power. specification

area of plant main background,
steamline below trip
isolation
valve

Reactor 4 S/C Exhaust duct 10~ to 10 above back- technical 4 dec. log
| building upstream of mR/hr ground, - specification

exhaust ven- below trip
| vent

exhaust tilation
*

isolation
valve

r\ -2 2V Control 8' S/C Intake duct 10 to 10 above back- technical 4 dec. log
building upstream of mR/hr ground, specification

| airintake intake venti- below trip
,

lation isola- i
tion valve

]
6

| Standbygas 2 S/D SGTS exhaust 1 to 10 cpm above back- technical 6 dec. log
treatment air duct ground, - specification
system downstream below trip

-13
off-gas 2 IC of exhaust 10 to 10 above back- None 6 dec. log

fans Amp ground ]
|

|

Fuel 4 S/C Locally above 0.1 to 10 above back- technical 4 dec. log
handling operating mR/hr ground, specification )

| area vent floor below trip
'

exhaust

4 Channels for each air intake*

O
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TABLE 11.5-1

! PROCESS AND EFFLUENT RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEMS
(Continued)

Setnoint

Monitored No. Detector Sample Line Channel Warning ACF
Process of Iygg or Detector Range Alarm Trin Scale

Chan- Location (Note 1)

9 113

B. hionitors Reauired for Plant Ooeration

4
Radwa.te 1 S/D Sample line 10' to 10 above back- Technical 5 dec. log

liquid dis- cpm ground, specification
charge below trip

4
Reactor 3 S/D RCW Hx 10' to 10 above back- None 5 dec log
building line exit epm ground
cooling water
system

6
Offgas 2 GM-B Sample line 10 to 10 above back- Technical 5 dec, log

post epm ground, specification
treatment below trip

6
Offgas 1 S/C Sample line 1 to 10 at tech spec None 6 dec. log

pre- mR/hr report level
treatment

6
Charcoal 1 S/C On charcoal 1 to 10 above None 6 dec. log

vault vault HVAC mR/hr background
exhaust line

6
Plant stack 2 S/D Sample line 10 to 10 at quarterly None 5 dec. log

discharge epm tech spec
level

-13 -6
2 IC Sample line 10 to 10 above back- None 6 dec, log

Amp ground,
below trip

6
Radwaste 1 GM-B Exhaust ducts 1 to 10 cpm above back. None 6 dec. log

| building ground,
exhaust vent below trip

i

O
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TABLE 11.5-1 )
I,') I

\/ PROCESS AND EFFLUENT RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEMS i

(Continued) |

| Setoolnt

Monitored No. Detector Sample Line Channel Warning ACF i
'

Process of Luc or Detector Range Alarm Ida Sgde

| Chan. Location (Note 1)

Bill

B. Monitors Reauired for Plant Operation (Continued)

T/B vent 4 S/C Exhaust duct 0.01 to 100 above back- None 4 dec, log
exhaust mR/hr ground

Drywell 2 IC Drain line 10 to above back- Tecimical 6 dec. log
sump dis- from LCW & 10 Amp ground specification
charge HCW sumps

6
Turbine 1 S/D Sample line 1 to 10 cpm above back- None 6 dec. log
Gland Steam ground

f'N Condenser

bl Off-gas

legend

ACF Automatic Control Function

GM-B Beta-Sensitive GM Detector

!
IC lon Chamber

S/C Digital Gamma-Sensitive GM Detector

S/D Scintillation Detecter i

Notes:

1

(1) The channel range specified in this table is the equipment measuring or display range of |

the indicated parameter. Refer to Tables 11.5-2 and 11.5-3 for the dynamic detection range I

of the monitoring channel expressed as concentration in units of micricuries per cubic
centimeter, referenced to a specific nuclide.

b(*h
:
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TABLE 1L5-2

PROCESS RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEM
(GASEOUS AND AIRBORNE MONITORS)

!

| Dynamic Principal
| Radiation Configu- Detection Radionuclides Expected Alarms

Monitor ration Irg Sensitivity Ranae Measured Activitv** & Trips

-2
Offgas Offline SM B 1.0x10 cpm 10' to 10 Xe-133* 3x10 4Ci/cc Flow H/L

l post treat- per #Ci/cc #Ci/cc DNSC/INOP
ment Filter-P Cs-137 High

| Filter-I l-131 liigh-High
High41igh-!

High

Offgas Adjacent S/C 700 mR/hr 10" to 10 Noble gases ~ 0.3pCi/cc High-High

pre-treat- to per #Ci/cc #Ci/cc fission pro- High

ment sample ducts DNSC/INOP
chamber Flow H/L

-10 0 6
Main steam- Adjacent IC 3.7 x 10 10 - 10 Coolant ~100 mR/hr Hihg-High

line tunnel to Amp /R/hr mR/hr activation High

area steam (Co-60)* gases DNSC
lines INOP

-3 3
| Charcoal Inline S/C 0.5 mRfbr

10 to 10 Noble gases Negligible High

vault per 10 #Ci/cc Low

#Ci/cc

T/B vent Inline S/C 0.5 mRfhr
10 to 10'I Xe-133' ~4 x 10' liigh-5

exhaust per 10 #Ci/cc Xe-135 #Ci/cc INOP

#Ci/cc DNSC

-5 -5
Reactor Inline S/C 0.5 mRfhr

10 to 10'I Noble gases ~4 x 10 Iligh-High
building per 10 #Ci/cc Xe-133' #Ci/cc High

vent #Ci/cc Xe-135 DNSC/INOP
exhaust

-5
Plant stack Offline S/D 1.3x10' cpm 10' to 10' Xe-133' ~5 x 10 IIigh-High

discharge per #Ci/cc #Ci/cc #Ci/cc DNSC/INOP

(normal Filter-P Cs-137 Flow H/L
range) Filt er-1 1-131

Sensitivity based upon this radionuclide.*

" Expected activities are estimated based on existingplants.

O
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TABLE 11.5-2

. PROCESS RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEM
(GASEO'US AND AIRBORNE MONITORS) (Continued)

Dynamic Principal
Radiation Configu- Detection Radionuclides Expected Alarms
Monitor ration Dag Sensitivity Ranne Measured Activity" & Trins

-2 5 5
Main stack Omine IC 1.6x10'' 10 to 10 Xe 133* ~5 x 10 Flow H/L
(high-range)- A m p p e r / #Ci/cc . #Ci/cc DNSC/INO

#Ci/cc High
High-High ,

Radwaste Omine B-GM 0.5 mRfhr
10' to 10'I Xe-133' ~ 10'8 High-High

,
building per 10 #Ci/cc #Ci/cc High '

| ventilation #Ci/cc DNSC/INO ,

exhaust Filter P Cs-137 Flow H/L
Filter-1 1-131

<

-5 I

Glandsteam Omine S/D 1.33x10 cpm /10 to 10 ~ 10 High
condenser #Ci/cc #Ci/cc #Ci/cc DNSC/INO
exhaust Filter-P Xe-133 Flow H/L
discharge Filter I - Cs-137'

Control Inline S/C 0.5 mRfhr 10' to 10'I I131 Negligible High-High
bldg. per 10 #Ci/cc HighI

HVAC air #Ci/cc Xe-133' DNSC/INO
intake

| Standby gas Omine S/D 1.33x10 cpm /10' to10'I Noble ~ 5x10' High-High ;

treatment #Ci/cc #Ci/cc gases #Ci/cc High I
'

Exhaust Filter-P Cs-137' DNSC/INO
Filter I I-131 Flow H/L

-10 5
Inline IC 1.6x10 10' to 10 Noble ~5 x 10' High-High

I Amp per/ #Ci/cc gases #Ci/cc High

#Ci/cc DNSC/INO

-3 2 -3
Fuel Inline S/C 34 mR/hr 10 to 10 Noble ~6 x 10 High-High
handling per #Ci/cc #Ci/cc gases #Ci/cc High
area exhaust (Xe-135)* DNSC/INO

Sensitivity based upon this radionuclide.*

" Expected activities are estirnated and are based on existingplants.

.O P = Particulate Filter
i = fodine or CharcoalFilter

| Amendment 27 11.5-17
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TABLE 11.5-3

PROCESS RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEM (LIQUID MONITORS)

Dynamic Principal
Radiation Configu- Sensit. Detection Radionuclides Expected Alarms
Monitor ration .. ly.ity Eangt Measured Activitv** & Trips

-6
Radwaste liquid Offline 1.33 x 10 10' to 10' Cs-137* ~10 High/Iligh
discharge epm /#Ci #Ci/cc Co-60 #Ci/cc High

percc DNSC/INOP

4 0
Reactor building Inline 1.2x10 10' to 10 Cs 137* ~6 x 10' High

cooling water cpm /#Ci #Ci/cc Co-60 #Ci/cc DNSC/INOP
intersystem per cc
leakage

Drywell Sump Inline 30 mR/hr 10' to 10 Gross ~5 x 10' iligh High
liquid discharge #Ci/cc #Ci/cc Gamma #Ci/cc High

Cs-137* DNSC/INOP

Sensitivity based upon this radionuclide.*

Erpected activities are estimated and are based on existingplants.**

DNSC- Downscale Indication

INOP- Monitorinoperative

|

|

l

O
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TABLE 11.5-4

RADIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS SUMMARY OF LIQUID PROCESS SAMPLES

Grab Sample Sensitivity
Samnie Descrintion Freauency Analysis uCl/mi Purnose

1. Reactor Coolant

Filtrate Daily (a) Gross gamma 10-6 Evaluate reactor water ac-
tivity

Crud Daily (a) Gross gamma 10-6 Evaluate crud activity

Filtrate Weekly (b) 1-131,I-133 10-7 Evaluate fuel cladding
integrity

Crud and filtrate Weekly Gamma spectrum 5 x 10-7 Determine radionuclides
present in system

2. Reactor water cleanup Biweekly Gross gamma 104 Evaluate cleanup

system efficiency

3. Condenser demineralizer

| Influent Monthly Gross gamma 10-6 Evaluate leakage
Effluent Monthly Gross gamma 10-6 Evaluate demineralizer

performance

4. Condensate storage tank Weekly Gross p-y 10-6 Evaluate water radioa-
ctivity

|

5. Fuel pool filter -
demineralizer

Inlet and outlet Periodically Gross p-y 10-6 Evaluate system perform-
ance

6. LCW collector sampling Periodically Gross -7 10-6 Evaluate system perform-

tanks (4) ance

7. HCW collector tanks (2) Periodically Gross p-y 104 Evaluate system perform-
ance

8. HSD sample tanks (2) Periodically Gross p-y 10-6 Evaluate system perform-
ance

!

!

[G
D
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TABLE 11.5-4

ORADIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS SUMMARY OF LIQUID PROCESS SAMPLES
(Continued)

|

( Grab Sample Sensitivity
Samole Descriotion Frecuency Analvsis DCl/ml Purpose

9. Solid waste supply tank Periodically Gross -7 10 Compare activity with
(evaporator bottoms) that determined by

drum readings

10. HCW distillate tank Periodically Gross S-7 10 Evaluate evaporator per-
(evaporator) formance

I 11. Reactor building cooling Weekly Gross S-7 10 Evaluate intersystem

| water system leakage

I"] Daily meansfive timesper week.

E Performed morefrequently ifincrease noted on daily gamma count.

O
TABLE 11.5-5

RADIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS SUMMARY OF GASEOUS PROCESS SAMPLES

Sample Sensitivity
Samole Description Fnauency Analysis uCi/mi Purpose

1. Containment atmosphere Periodically Gross a & S 10 Determine need for respi-
(drywell) and prior to Tritium 10 ratory equipment

entry

-10
| 2. Offgas monitor sample Monthly Gamma spectrum 10 Determine offgas activity

Grosg(*)3. Offgas vent sample Weekly 10 Determine offgas system
I-131 10 'I**""P-10
Gamma spectrum 10

-6
Tritium 10

I"E On particulatefilter.

DE On charcoalcantidge.

Amendment 27 11,$.20
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TABLE 11.5-7 I
\

. (.-)b RADIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS SUMMARY OF GASEOUS EFFLUENT SAMPLES

Sample Sensitivity
Samnie Descrintion Frequency Analysis 14Cl/ml PurDOSe

1. Detergent drain tanks - Batch ') Gross Gamma 10' Efnuent discharge record )I

2. Liquid radwaste Weekly @) Ba/La-140 and 5 x 10' Effluent discharge record

effluent I-131 j

composite of all Monthly Gamma spectrum 5xj0'
Tritium 10,7
Gross alpha 10

,

Dissolved gas ")I -5
10

Quarterly Sr/89 and 90 5 x 10'8

3. Circulating water Weekly grab Gross Gamma 10[5
EfDuent discharge record

| decant line of Tritium 10 (backup sample)
continuously i

,

collected j
'

j proportional
sample

' A)| \
i '~

4. Reactor Service Weekly Gross Gamma 10 Effluent discharge record ,

'

j Water Tritium 10

|

I") If tank is to be discharged, analysis will be performed on each batch. If tank is not to be
discharged, analysis will be performed periodically to evaluate equipment performance.

(b) Typical batch of average release. All other samples are proportional composites.

I'E ||no discharge event occurs during the week, frequency shall be so adjusted.

O
11.5 21Amendment 27
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! TABLE 11.5-7
I

| RADIOLOGICA.L ANALYSIS SUMMARY OF GASEOUS EFFLUENT SAMPLES
|

Sample Sensitivity
| Samnle Description Engysnn Analysis itCl/ml Purnosen

(*)
1. Plant stack exhaust * Weekly Gros 10 Effluent record

| I-131 10

I Ba/La-140(a)
~9

10
!

Gamma spectg(*)10[3
0

Monthly
1-133 and 135 10

Tritium 10

i Gross alpha 10

Quarterly Sr-89 and 90(#) 10'

2. Gland steam condenser As above As above Effluent record
exhaust discharge

|

| 9
:
!

On paniculatefilter.

IE On charcoalcanddge.

This includes off-gas exhausts from the reactor building, turbine building, radwaste*

building and service building.

O
I
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pool to the core, with each assembly being test procedure preparation will be scheduled-() identified by number before being placed in the such that approved procedures are available
correct coordinate position. The procedure approximately 60 days prior to their intended''

controlling this movement will specify that use or 60 days prior to fuel load for power
shutdown margin and suberitical checks be made at ascension test procedures. Although there is
predetermined intervals throughout the loading, considerable flexibility available in the
thus ensuring safe loading increments. In-vessel sequencing of testing within a given phase there
neutron monitors provide continuous indication of is also a basic order that will result in the |

the core flux level as each assembly is added. A most efficient schedule. During the preopera- |
complete check is made of the fully loaded core tional phase, testing should be performed as

'

to ascertain that all assemblics are properly system turnover from construction allows. How-
installed, correctly oriented, and occupying ever, the interdependence of systems should also
their designated positions. be considered so that common support systems,

such as electrical power distribution, service j

14.2.10.3 Pre-Criticality Testing and instrument air, and the various makeup water '

and cooling water systems, are tested as early
Prior to initial criticality the shutdown as possible. Sequencing of testing during the

margin shall be verified for the fully loaded startup phase will depend primarily on specified
core. The control rods shall be functional and power and flow conditions and intersystem pre-
scram tested with the fuel in place. The post requisites. To the extent practicable, the
fuel load flow test of the reactor internals vi- schedule should establish that, prior to ex-
bration assessment program, if applicable, shall ceeding 25% power, the test requirements will be
be conducted at this time as well. Additionally, met for those plant structures, systems, and
a final verification that the required technical components that are relied on to prevent, limit,
specification surveillances have been performed or mitigate the consequences of postulated acci-
shall be made. dents. Additionally, testing shall be sequenc-

p ed so that the safety of the plant is never
'Q 14.2.10.4 Initial Criticality totally dependent on untested systems, compo-

nents, or features. Power ascension testing
Initial criticality shall be achieved in an will be conducted in essentially three phases:

orderly, controlled fashion following specific (1) initial fuel loading and open vessel
detailed procedures in an approved rod withdrawal testing: (2) Testing during nuclear heatup to
sequence. Core neutron flux shall be continuous- rated temperature and pressure: and (3) power
ly monitored during the approach to criticality operation testing from 5% to 100% rated power,
and periodically compared to predictions to allow Further, power operation testing will be divided
early detection and evaluation of potential ano- into three sequential testing plateaus as shown
malies. on Figure 14.2-1. The testing plateaus consist

of low power testing at less than 25% power, mid i
'14.2.11 Test Program Schedule power testing up to about 75% power between

approximately the 50% and 75% rad lines, and
The schedule, relative to the initial fuel high power testing along the 100% rad line up to

load date, for conducting each major phase of the rated power. Thus, there will be a total of
initial test program will be provided by the COL five different testing plateaus designated as
applicant. This includes the timetable for ge- described on Figure 14.2-1. Table 14.21
neration, review, and approval of procedures as indicates in which testing plateaus the various
well as the actual testing and analysis of re- power ascension tests will be performed.
sults. As a minimum, at least 9 months should be Although the order of testing within a given
allowed for conducting the preoperational phase plateau is somewhat flexible, the normal
prior to the fuel loading date and at least 3 recommended sequence of tests would be: (1) core
months should be allowed for conducting the performance analysis: (2) steady state tests:
startup and power ascension testing that commen- (3) control system tuning: (4) system transient
ces with fuel loading. To allow for NRC review, tests: and (5) major plant transients (including

,,
( ) trips). Also, for a given testing plateau,
%.)

Amendment 27 14.2-6
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testing at lower power levels should generally be
performed prior to that at higher power levels.
The detailed testing schedule will be generated
by the COL applicant and will be made available
to the NRC prior to actual implementation. The
schedule will then be maintained at the job site
so that it may be updated and continually
optimized to reflect actual progress and
subsequent revised projections.

! 14.2.12 IndividualTest Descriptions
,

l

14.2.12.1 Preoperational Test Procedures

The following general descriptions relate the
objectives of each preoperational test. During
the final construction phase, it may be necessary
to modify the preoperational test methods as
operating and preoperational test procedures are
developed. Consequently, methods in the
following descriptions are general, not specific.

O

O
Amendment 27 14.2-6.1
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Table 15.0-1

O'
INPUT PARAMETERS AND INITIAL' CONDITIONS FOR

SYSTEM RESPONSE ANALYSIS TRANSIENTS (Continued) I

i

29. S/R Valve Reclosure Setpoint - Both Modes !

(% of setpoint)
- Maximum Safety Limit (used in analysis) 98

- Minimum Operational Limit 93 -

- 30. High Flux Trip (% NBR)
Analysis Setpoint (125 x 1.02) 127.5

23L High Pressure Scram Setpoint (K /cm g) 77.7F ,

32. VessellevelTrips (m above bottom
of separator skirt bottom) <

Level 8 -(L8)(m) 1.73
'

Level 4 -(L4)(m) 1.08

Level 3 -(L3) (m) 0.57 .;
Level 2 - (L2)(m) -0.75

L 33. APRM Simulated Thermal Power Trip

| Scram % NBR ;

Analysis Setpoint (115 x 1,02) 117.3 i
'

-

Time Constant (sec) 7

| 34. Reactor Internal Pump Trip Delay (sec) 0.16

l
E 35. Recirculation Pump Trip Inertia Time

3Constant for Analysis (sec) "* 0.62
i

36. Total Steamline Volume (m ) 113.2 |3

37. Set pressure of Recirculation pump trip
'

2(Kg/cm g) 79,1 ,

i

I
i
1

l* For transients simulated on the ODYN model, this input is calculated by ODYN.
" EOEC = End of Equilibrium Cycle.,

'" The inertia time constant is defined by the expression:

2xJ ao
t.= , where t = inertia time constant (sec);

gT J = pump motor inertia (kg-m);o o
= pump speed (rps);'n

2g = gravitational constant (m/sec ); and
T = pump shaft torque (kg-m)o

Amendment 21 15.04
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Table 15.0-2

RESULTS SUMMARY OF SYSTEM RESPONSE ANALYSIS TRANSIENT EVENTS

Max Core No.

Max. Max. Average of Duration

Sub Max. Max. Vessel Steam Surface Valves of
Sec. Neutron Dome Dottom Une IIcatIlux A Freq. Firsi nio-down
tion Figure flux Pressure Pressure Pressure (% of in Cate- Blow- (seconds)

m m Description % NDR fKm/Cm g) fKm/Cm g) fKr/Cm g) Initian E grry.' down

15.1 Decrease in core coolant temperature

15.1.1 Imss of Feed. 112.8 73.1 75.9 71.6 112.8 0.07 a 0 0

water heating

15.1.2 15.1-2 Runout of one 104.5 73.2 75.8 71.7 11.8 0.06 a 0 0

feedwater pump

i

15.1.2 15.1 3 Feedwater Con- 139.0 83.3 84.9 82.8 105.9 0.10 a+ 10 6

troller failure -

Maximum Demand

j 15.1.3 15.1-4 Opening of 102.1 73.1 716 71.6 100.0 a 0 0**

'

one Dypass Valve

15.1.3 15.1-5 Opening of all 102.0 80.4 81.8 80.1 100.0 a+ 0 0**

Control and Bypass Valves

!

| 15.1.4 Inadvertent open SEE 111XT
'

ing of One SRV

15.1.6 Inadvertent RIIR SEE 'mXT
Shutdown Cooling

112 Increase in

Reactor Pressure

15.2.1 15.2-la Fast Oosure 129.4 75.1 77.6 73.7 103.6 0.10 a 0 0

of One Turbine

Control Valve

| 15.2.1 15.2 lb Slow Closure 110.3 74.8 77.3 73.3 103.3 0.09

of One Turbine

Control Valve

| 15.2.1 15.2-2 Pres. Regu- 154.8 85.8 87.4 85.1 103.0 C 18 6"'

lator Downscale Fail.

15.2.2 15.2-3 Generator load 148.1 83.2 84.7 82.7 100.2 0.06 a 10 5

Rejection, Bypass on

9
Amendment 27 15.0-7
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Table 15.0-2
O

RESULTS SUMMARY OF SYSTEM RESPONSE ANALYSIS TRANSIENT EVENTS (Cont.)
.

Max Core No.

Max. Max. Average of Duration

Max. Max. Vessel Steam Surface Valves of

Sub Neutron Dome Bottom Line IIcatFlux A Freq. First Bio-down

Section Figure flux Pressure Pressure Pressure (% of in Cate- Blow- (seconds)

M Q Description % NBR (Kg/Cm g) (Km/Cm g) (Kr/Cm g) Initial) CEB godh

15.4.1.2 RWE Startup SEE TEXT

15.4.2 RWE at Power SEE TEXT j

15.4.3 Control Rod SEE TEXT

Misoperation

15.4.4 Abnormal Startup SEE ' EXT
of One Reactor

Internal Pump

15.4.5 15.4-2 Fast Runout 89.8 71.1 723 70.6 116.1 a 0 0 ;
'"*

of One Reactor |
iInternal Pump

15.4.5 15.4-3 Fast Runout 135.0 72.5 74.7 71.5 168.5 a+ 0 0*"*

of All Reactor
Internal Pumps

15.4.7 Misplaced Bundle SEE TEXT |
Accident

>

15.4.8 Rod Ejection Accident SEE TEXT ,

15.4.9 Control Rod Drop Accident SEE TEXF

15.5 Increase in Reactor

Coolant Inventory

15.5.1 15.5-1 Inadvertent 102.0 73.1 75.6 71.6 100.0 a 0 0"

llPCF Startup ,

i

I

)

;

'

Frequency definition is discussed in Subsection 15.0.4.1*

Not limiting (See Subsection 15.0.4.S.) ;"
'

Transients initiatedfrom low power.*"*

a Moderate Frequency
b Infrequent

,h c LimitingFault i

+ This event should be classified as a limitingfault. However, criteria for moderatefrequent incidents are
conservatively applied.

,

!
15.0-10
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|
Table 15.0-3

SUMMARY OF ACCIDENTS
FAILED FUEL RODS

GE NRC
l SUBSECTION CALCULATED WORST CASE

| I.D. TITLE VALUE ASSUMIrrlON

| 15.2.1 Pressure Regulator Downscale Failure None <0.2%

| 15 3.1 Trip of All Reactor Internal Pumps None <0.2%

1533 Seizure of one Reactor Internal Pump None None

15 3.4 Reactor Internal Pump Shaft Break None None

15.6.2 Instrument Line Break None None
,

!

15.6.4 Steam System Pipe Break Outside None None
Containment

15.6.5 LOCA Within RCPB None 100 %

15.6.6 Feedwater Line Break None None

15.7.1.1 Main Condenser Gas Treatment N/A N/A
,

System Failure
|

15.7 3 Liquid Radwaste Tank Failure N/A N/A

15.7.4 Fuel-Handling Accident <125 125

15.7.5 Cask Drop Accident None All Rods in Cask

Table 15.0-4

CORE-WIDE TRANSIENT ANALYSIS RESULTS TO BE
PROVIDED FOR DIFFERENT CORE DESIGN

MAX. CORE

| MAX. AVERAGE
NEUTRON SURFACE
FLUX IIEAT FLUX DELTA

TRANSIENT (%NER) (%NHR) 28 FIGURE

i
; Closure of One Turbine Control Valve X X X X

Load Rejection with all Bypass Vaives X X X .X
Failure

Feedwater Controller Failure - X X X X
Maximum Demand

Amendment 21 15.0 11
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15.1 DECREASE IN REACTOR COOLANT between the actual and reference temperatures

O TEMPERATURE exceedg a AT setpoint, which is currently set
V at 16.7 C), the FWCS sends an alarm to the

15.1.1 Loss of Feedwater Heating operator. The operator can then take actions to
mitigate the event. This will avoid a scram and

15.1.1.1 Identification of Causes and reduce the A CPR during the event. The same
Frequency Classification signal is also sent to the RC&lS to initiate the

SCRRI (selected control rods run-in) to auto-
15.1.1.1.1 Identification of Causes matically reduce the reactor power and avoid a

scram. This will prevent the reactor from
A feedwater heater can be lost in at least two violating any thermal limits.

ways: .

Because this event is very slow, the operator
(1) steam extraction line to heater is closed; action or automatic SCRRI will terminate this

or event. Therefore, the worst event is the loss
of feedwater heating resulting in a temperature

(2) feedwater is bypassed around heater. difference just below the AT setpoint. How-
ever, a loss of 55.6 C feedwater temperature

The first case produces a gradual cooling of is analyzed to bound this event.
| the feedwater. In the second case, the feedwater

bypasses the heater and no heating of that 15.1.1.1.2 Frequency Classification
feedwater occurs. In either case, the reactor
vessel receives cooler feedwater. The maximum The probability of this event is considered
number of feedwater heaters which can be tripped low enough to warrant it being categorized as an
or bypassed by a single event represents the most infrequent incident. However, because of the
severe transient for analysis considerations. lack of a sufficient frequency data base, this

transient disturbance is analyzed as an incident
The ABWR is designed such that no single of moderate frequency.

' operator error or equipment failure shall cause a
loss of more than 55.6 C (100 F) feedwater 15.1.1.2 Sequence of Events and Systems

| heating. The reference steam and power Operation
conversion system shown in figures 10.1-1 to
10.1-3 meets this requirement. In fact, the 15.1.1.2.1 Sequence of Events
feedwater temperature drop based on the reference
heat balance, shown in Figure 10.1-1, is less Table 15.1-1 lists the sequence of events

| than 30 C (g4 F). Therefore, the use of for this transient.
55.6 C (100 F) temperature drop in the
transient analysis is conservative. 15.1.1.2.1.1 Identification of 0perator

Actions

This event has been conservatively estimated
to incur a loss of up to 55.6 C of the Because no scram occurs during this event, no
feedwater heating capability of the plant and immediate operator action is required. As soon
causes an increase in core inlet subcooling, as possible, the operator should verify that no
This increases core power due to the negative operating limits are being exceeded. Also, the
void reactivity coefficient. However, the power operator should determine the cause of failure j

increase is slow. prior to returning the system to normal, j

|

The feedwater control system (FWCS) includes a 15.1.1.2.2 Systems Operation
logic intended to mitigate the consequences of a |
loss of feedwater heating capability. The system In establishing the expected sequence of I

will be constantly monitoring the actual feed- events and simulating the plant performance, it
water temperature and comparing it with a refer- was assumed that normal functioning occurred in

f] ence temperature. When a loss of feedwater the plant instrumentation and controls, plant
V heating is detected (i.e., when the difference protection and reactor protection systems.

Amendment 27 15.1-1
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The high simulated thermal power trip (STPT) environment, there are no radiological
scram is the primary protection system trip in consequences associated with this event,
mitigating the consequences of this event.
However, the power increase in this event is not 15.1.2 Feedwater Controller Failure--
high enough to initiate this scram. Operation of Maximum Demand
engineered safeguard features (ESP) is not
expected for this transient. 15.1.2.1 Identification of Causes and

Farquency Classification
15.1.13 Core and System Performance

15.1.2.1.1 Identification of Causes
15.1.13.1 Input Parameters and Initial
Conditions This event is postulated on the basis of a

single failure of a control device, specifically
The transient is simulated by programming a one which can directly cause an increase in

change in feedwater enthalpy corresponding to a coolant inventory by increasing the feedwater
55.6 C loss is feedwater heating. Another case flow.
with the AT setpiont in FWCS of 16.7 C is
also analysed. The ABWR feedwater control system uses a

triplicated digital control system, instead of a
15.1.1 3.2 Results single-channel analog system as used in current

BWR designs (BWR 2-6). The digital systems
Because the power increase during this event consist of a triplicated fault-tolerant digital

is relatively slow, it can be treated as a quasi controller, the operator control stations and
steady-state transient. The 3-D core simulator, displays. The digital controller contains three

| PANACEA, has been used to evaluate this event for parallel processing channels, each containing
the equilibrium cycle. The results are sum- the microprocessor-based hardware and associated
marized in Tables 15.1-2 and 15.1-2a. software necessary to perform all the control

calculations. The operator interface provides
The MCPR response of this event is small due information regarding system status and the

to the mild thermal power increase with shifting required control functions.
axial shape. The worst A CPR response is 0.07.

Redundant transmitters are provided for key
No scram is initiated in this event. The process inputs, and input voting and validation

increased core inlet subcooling aids thermal are provided such that faults can be identified
margins. Nuclear system pressure does not change and isolated. Each system input is triplicated

2significantly (less than 0.4 Kg/Cm ) and internally and sent to the three processing
consequently, the reactor coolant pressure channels. (See Figure 15.1-1) The channels
boundary is not threatened. will produce the same output during normal

,

operation. Interprocessor communication
15.1.1.4 Barrier Performance provides self-diagnostic capability. A two-out.

of-three voter compares the processor outputs to
As noted previously the consequences of this generate a validated output to the control

event do not result in any temperature or actuator. A separate voter is provided for each
pressure transient in excess of the criteria for actuator. A "ringback" feature feeds back the
which the fuel, pressure vessel or containment final voter output to the processors. A voter
are designed; therefore, these barriers maintain failure will thereby be detected and alarmed.
their integrity and function as designed. In some cases a protection circuit will lock the

actuator into its existing position promptly
15.1.1.5 Radiological Consequences after the failure is deteeted.

Because this event does not result in any fuel
failures or any release of primary coolant to
either the secondary containment or to the

Amendment 27 15.1-2
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setpoint for about 22%, assuming a 3% bypass

(Vc)
turbine auxiliaries); bias. It is concluded from analysis that the

nominal setpoint for the maximum combined flow
(4) observe that the reactor pressure relief limiter should be set at 115% for plants with

valves open at their setpoint; full-arc turbine admission, and at 125% for
plants with partial-arc turbine admission.

(5) monitor reactor water level and continue
cooldown per the normal procedure; and 15.2.1.2.2.2 Prvssure Regulator Downscale

Failure
(6) complete the scram report and initiate a

maintenance survey of pressure regulator Analysis of this event assumes normal func-
before reactor restart. tioning of plant instrumentation and controls,

and plant protection and reactor protection
15.2.1.2.2 Systems Operation systems. Specifically, this event takes credit

for high neutron flux scram to shut down the
15.2.1.2.2.1 Inadvertent Closure of One Turbine reactor. High system pressure is limited by the
Control Valve pressure relief valve system operation.

Normal plant instrumentation and control are 15.2.13 Core and System Performance 1

assumed to function. This event takes credit for
high neutron flux scram to shut down the reactor. 15.2.13.1 Inadvertent Closure of One Turbine

Control Valve j
After a closure of one turbine control valve,

;

the steam flow rate that can be transmitted A simulated fast closure of one turbine con- i

through the remaining three turbine control trol valve (2.5 seconds) is presented in Figure
valves depends upon the turbine configuration. 15.2-la. The analysis assumes that about 85% of

,m For plants with full-are turbine admission, the rated steam flow can pass through the remaining ;

( ) steam flow through the remaining three turbine three turbine control valves.
'

control valves is at least 95% of rated steam~

flow. On the other hand, this capacity drops to Neutron flux increases rapidly because of the |
'about 85% of rated steam flow for plants with void reduction caused by the pressure increase.

partial-arc turbine admission. Therefore, this When the sensed neutron flux reaches the high
transient is less severe for plants with full-arc neutron flux scram setpoint, a reactor scram is |
turbine admission. In this analysis, cases with initiated. The neutron flux increase is limited I

full-arc and partial-arc turbine admission are to 124 % NBR by the reactor scram. Peak fuel
analyzed to cover all potential operating surface heat flux does not exceed 103.6% of its |

'conditions. initial value. MCPR for this transient is still
above the safety MCPR limit (ACPR =0.10).

This event is sensitive to the closure time of Therefore, the design basis is satisfied,
the turbine control valve, and the bypass
capacity available during this event. A wide A slow closure of one turbine control valve
range of closure time, including very slow is also analyzed as shown in Figure 1$.2-1b. In
closure, has been assumed in the analysis. A this case, the neutron flux increase does not
fast closure causes the reactor to be scrammed on reach the high neutron flux scram setpoint.
high neutron flux trip, while a slow closure Since the available turbine bypass capacity is
allows the reactor to settle in another steady high enough to bypass all steam flow not passing |
state. through the remaining three turbine control

valves, the reactor power settles back to its
The turbine bypass capacity during this event steady state. During the transient, the peak

is controlled by the setpoint of the maximum com- fuel surface heat flux does not exceed 103.6% of
bined steam flow limits in the pressure control its initial value. MCPR is still above the
system. A nominal 115% setpoint will allow for safety limit (ACPR =0.09). Therefore, the

(] about 12% bypass capacity, while a nominal 125% design basis is satisfied.
L ,'

Amendment 27 15.2-2
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The applicant will provide reanalysis of this
event for the specific core configuration. -

|

15.2.13.2 Pressure Regulator Downscale |
Failure i

A pressure regulator downscale failure is
simulated at 102% NBR power as shown in Figure
15.2-2.

Neutron flux increases rapidly because of the
void reduction caused by the pressure increase.
When the sensed neutron flux reaches the high
neutron flux scram setpoint, a reactor scram is
initiated. The neutron flux increase is limited
to 155% NBR by the reactor scram. Peak fuel
surface heat flux does not exceed 103% of its
initial value, it is estimated less than 0.2% of
rods will get into transition boiling.
Therefore, the design limit for the limiting
fault event is met.

15.2.1.4 Barrier Performance

15.2.1.4.1 Inadvertent Closure of One Turbine
Control Valve

Peak pressure at the SR valves reaches 74.5
2Kg/Cm g. The peak vessel bottom pressure;

2reaches 78.2 Kg/Cm 8, below the transienti
2pressure limit of 96.7 Kg/Cm g,

15.2.1.4.2 Parssure Regulator Downscale Failure

Peak pressure at the SRVs reaches 85.1
2Kg/cm g. The peak nuclear system pressure

2reaches 87.4 Kg/Cm g at the bottom of the'

vessel, below the nuclear barrier pressure limit.
|

15.2.1.5 Radiological Consequences |,

15.2.1.5.1 Inadvertent Closure of One Turbine
Control Valve j

The consequences of this event do not result I
in any fuel failures, nor any discharge to the
suppression pool. Therefore, the radiological
exposures noted in Subsection 15.2.4.5 cover the
consequences of this event.

O
Amendment 21 15.2-2.1
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Table 15.2-la
a

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS FOR FIGURE 15.2.la
|

TIME (sec) EVENT .|
;

O Simulate one main turbine control valve to fast close. j

0 Failed turbine control valve starts to close. |

3.0 Neutron flux reaches high flux scram setpoint and initiates a reactor scram.

2.8 Turbine bypass valves start to open. |

8.1 Water level reaches level 3 setpoint. Four RIPS are tripped.

Table 15.2-1b

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS FOR FIGURE 15.2-1b

TIME (sec) EVENT

0 Simulate one main turbine control valve to slow close. |

0 Failed turbine control valve starts to close.

16.0 Neutron flux reaches its peak. No scram in initiated.
,

15.6 Turbine bypass valves start to open.

~30 Reactor power settles back to steady state.

Table 15.2 2

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS FOR FIGURE 15.2 2

TIME (sec) EVENT
,

I

O Simulate zero steam flow demand to main turbine and bypass valves.

|

0 Turbine control valves start to close.

1.0 Neutron flux reaches high flux scram setpoint and initiates a reactor scram. |
|

2.4 Four RIPS are tripped due to high dome pressure. )
2.6 Safety / relief valves open due to high pressure.

8.9 Safety / relief valves close.

9.4 Group 1 safety / relief valves open again to relieve decay heat

9.8 Group 2 safety / relief valves open again to relieve decay heat.

15 (est.) Safety / relief valves close.

i

Amendment 27 15.2-18 - |
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Table 15.2-3

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS FOR FIGURE 15.2-3

| TIME (sec) EVENT

| (-)0.015 Turbine-generator detection ofloss of electricalload.
|

0.0 Turbine-generator load rejection sensing devices trip to initiate turbine
control valves fast closure and main turbine bypass system operation.'

| |0.0 Fast control valve dosure (FCV) initiates reactor scram and a trip of 4 RIPS.

0.07 Turbine control valves closed.

0.1 Turbine bypass valves start to open.

1.9 Safety / relief valves open due to high pressure.

7.0 Safety / relief valves dose.

Table 15.2-4

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS FOR FIGURE 15.2-4

TIME (ssgl EVENf

(-)0.015 Turbine-generator detection of loss of electrical load.

0.0 Turbine-generator load rejection sensing devices trip to initiate turbine
control valves fast closure and main turbine bypass system operation.

0.0 One turbine bypass valve fails to operate on demand.

| 0.0 Fast control valve closure (FCV) initiates reactor scram and a trip of 4 RIPS.

0.07 Turbine control valves closed.

0.1 Remaining bypass valves start to open.

1.6 Safety / relief valves open due to high pressure.

|6.9 Safety / relief valves close.

O
Amendment 15 15.2-19
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' Therefore, this event does not have to be

reanalyzed for specific core configurations.
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| 153.13.2.2 Trip of All Reactor laternal
Pumps
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Figure 15.3-2 graphically shows this event 153.1.5.2 Trip of All Reactor Internal Pumpsg) with the minimum specified rotating inertia for(V the RIPS. The vessel water level swell due to The approved procedures for radiological dose
rapid flow coastdown is expected to reach the calculation for this event are as follows:
high level trip, thereby tripping the main
turbine and feed pumps. Subsequent events, such (a) For fuel rods with less than or equal to 20
as initiation of the RCIC system occurring late GWD/T exposure, fuel failures are assumed if
in this event, have no significant effect on the the peak cladding temperature (PCT) stays
results. The peak clad temperature during this above 600 C for more than 60 seconds.
event is calculated to be less than 600 C,

which is below the applicable limit of 1200 C. (b) For fuel rods with greater than 20 GWD/T
The cladding temperature during this event is exposure, rods that are in transition

| shown in Figure 15.3-2a. Since the time that the boiling shall be assumed to fait radio-
cladding temperature is above the coolant logical dose calculations.
saturated temperature is less than 60 seconds,
and the peak cladding temperature is less than (c) The radiological doses shall be less than |
600 C, no fuel failure is expected. 10% of 10CFR100 requirements.

This event is very sensitive to the core As discussed in Subsection 15.3.1.3.2.2, the
condition. It is expected that about 60% of the PCT during this event is less than 600 C and |
rods will be in transition boiling at the the time at high temperature is less than 60
beginning of the core life, and about 6% at the seconds. Therefore, no fuel failures need to be
end of the first fuel cycle. This value drops to assumed for fuel rods with less than or equal to
about 4% at the end of the equilibrium cycle. 20 GWD/T exposure.
However, not fuel failures are expected.

In general, fuel rods with more than 20 GWD/T

(N 153.1.4 Barrier Performance exposure are those remaining in the core for() more than two fuel cycles. In the equilibrium
153.1.4.1 Trip of nree Reactor Internal Pumps cycle, these fuel bundles only account for about

45% of the total bundles. The power generated
The results shown in Figure 15.3-1 indicate by these bundles are usually 20% less than the

that pe,ak pressures stay well below the 96.7 hottest bundles. Less than 0.2% of these rods
Kg/cm'g limit allowed by the applicable code. get into transition boiling. Therefore, the
Therefore, the barrier pressure boundary is not requirements of 10% of 10CFR100 are met. |
threatened.

15.3.2 Recirculation Flow Control
153.1.4.2 Trip of All Reactor Internal Pumps Failure--Decreasing Flow

The results shown in Figure 15.3.2 indicate 153.2.1 Identification of Causes and
that peak pressures stay well below the limit Frequency Classification
allowed by the applicable code. Therefore, the
barrier pressure boundary is not threatened. 153.2.1.1 Identification of Causes

153.1.5 Radiological Consequences The recirculation flow control system (RFCS)
uses a triplicated, fault-tolerant digital

153.1.5.1 Trip of nree Reactor Internal Pumps control system, instead of an analog system as
used in BWR 2 through BWR 6. The RFCS controls

| The consequences of this event do not result all ten reactor internal pumps (RIPS) at the
in any fuel failures, nor any discharge to the same speed. As presented in Subsection
suppression pool. Therefore, the radiological 15.1.'2.1.1, no credible single failure in the
exposures noted in Subsection 15.2.4.5 cover the control system will result in a minimum demand
consequences of this event. to all RIPS. A voter or actuator failure may

[) result in an inadvertent runback of one RIP at
(._)

Amendment 27 15.3-3
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| its maximum drive speed (~40%/sec.). In this
case, the RFCS will sense the core flow change
and command the remaining RIPS to increase speeds
and thereby automatically mitigate the transient
and maintain the core flow.

As presented in Subsection 15.1.2.1.1,
multiple failures in the control system might
cause the RFCS to erroneously issue a minimum
demand to all RIPS. Should this occur, all RIPS
could reduce speed simultaneously. Each RIP
drive has a speed limiter which limits the
maximum speed change rate to 5%/sec, llowever,
the probability of this event occurring is low
(less than 7 x 10 5 failures per reactor year);
and hence, the event should be considered as a
limiting fault. }{owever, criteria for moderate
frequent incidents are conservatively applied.

153.2.1.2 Frequency Classification

15 3.2.1.2.1 Fast Runback of One Reactor
Internal Pump

! The failure rate of a voter or an actuator is
about 0.0088 failures per reactor year. Ilowever,
it is analyzed as an incident of moderate
frequency.

153.2.1.2.2 Fast Runback of All Reactor
Internal Pumps

This event should be classified as a limiting
fault event. 110 wever, criteria for moderate
frequent incidents are conservatively applied.

153.2.2 Sequence of Events and Systems
Operation

153.2.2.1 Sequence of Events

153.2.2.1.1 Fast Runback of One Reactor
Internal Pump

Table 15.3-3 lists the sequence of events for
Figure 15.3-3.

|

|

O
Amendment 27 15.3 3.1
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all RIPS runout is conservatively assumed to be in reactor vessel pressure (Figure 15.4-2) and
120% of rated. therefore represents no threat to the RCPB.

15A.53.2 Results ' 15A.5A.2 Fast Runout'of All Reactor Internal -
Pumps

'
15A.53.2.1 Fast Runout of One Reactor Internal |

|

[ Pump This transient results in a slight increase in
reactor vessel pressure (Figure 15.4-3) and

,

Figure 15.4-2 presents the analysis of a fast therefore represents no threat to the RCPB.
runout of one RIP with its maximum speed increase
rate of 40%/sec Table 15.4-4 provides the 15A.5.5. Radiological Consequences . ;'

sequence of events of this failure.
An evaluation of the radiological

The increase in core flow causes a rise in consequences in not required for this event,
neutron flux. The peak neutron flux reached is because no radioactive material is released from !

90% of NBR value, which is below the high neutron the fuel,
flux scram setpoint, the accompanying average
fuel surface heat flux reaches 68%'of NBR.(116.1% 15.4.6 Chemical and Volume Control

,

of initial) at approximately 5.0 sec and average System Malfunctions
| fuel temperature increases 35"C. Acceptance '

Criterion II.2(b) of SRP Section 15.4.4 provides Not applicable to BWRs. This is a PWR event.
that fuel clad integrity shall be maintained by ,

ensuring that the CPR remains above the MCPR 15.4.7 Misplaced Bundle Accident -

safety limit. Because this event does not result
in a significant increase in pressure and it is 15A.7.1 Identification of Causes and Frequency !

initiated from a low power condition, no MCPR Classification

q calculation was performed.
15A.7.1.1 Identification of Causesyr

Reactor pressure is presented in Subsection
15.4.5.4 . The event discussed in this section is the

loading of a fuel bundle in an improper location
15A.53.2.2 Fast Runout of All Reactor Internal and subsequent operation of the core. Three
Pumps errors must occur for this event to take place in

the equilibrium core loading. First, a bundle
Figure 15.4-2 illustrates the fast runout of must be misloaded into a wrong location in the

all RIPS with a maximum speed increase rate of core. Second, the bundle which was supposed to
5%/sec Table 15.4-5 shows the sequence of events be loaded where the mislocation occurred is also
for this failure. Flux scram occurs at approx- put in an incorrect location or discharged.
imately 8.6 sec, peaking at 135% of NB rated, Third, the mis'placed bundles are overlooked
while the average surface heat flux reaches 99% during the core verification process performed
of NB rated (168.1% of initial) at approximately following core loading.
9.2 s e c. No fuel failure is expected.
Therefore, this event does not have to be Provisions to prevent potential fuel loading
reanalyzed for specific core contigurations. errors are included in the plant Operating

Procedures / Technical Specification.
15A.5A Barrier Performance

15A.7.1.2 Frequency Classification
15A.5A.1 Fast Runout of One Reactor Internal
Pump This un'likely event occurs when a fuel bundle

is loaded into the wrong location in the core.
This transient results in a slight increase it is assumed the bundle is misplaced to the

O
Amendment 27 15.4-7
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worst possible location, and the plant is oper- drawn from the reload core analysis as previous-
ated with the mislocated bundle. This event is ly presented is applicable to the ABWR initial
categorized as a limiting fault based on the core. Hence, no specific analysis is required,
following data:

15.4.7.4 Barrier Performance
Expected Frequency: 0.002 events / operating

I cycle. An evaluation of the barrier performance is
| not made for this event, because it is a mild

| This number is based upon past experience. and highly localized event. No perceptible
| change in the core pressure is observed.
| 15.4.7.2 Sequence of Events and Systems

| Operation 15.4.7.5 Radiological Consequences

15.4.7.2.1 Sequence of Events An evaluation of the radiological conse-
| quences is not required for this event, because

| The postulated sequence of events for the no radioactive material is released for the
'

misplaced bundle accident (MBA) is presented in fuel.

| Table 15.4-6.
15.4.8 Rod Ejection Accident

i

| 15.4.7.2.2 Systems Operation
15.4.8.1 Identification of Causes and Frequency

| A fuel loading error, undetected by in-core Classification
instrumentation following fueling operations, may

| result in an undetected reduction in thermal The rod ejection accident is caused by a
margin during power operations. For the analysis major break on the FMCRD housing, outer tube or
reported herein, no credit for detection is taken associated CRD pipe lines. Due to a bresk of
and, therefore, no corrective operator action or this type, the reactor pressure exerted on the
automatic protection system functioning is CRD spud pushes down the hollow piston and the
assumed to occur. ballnut with a large force. The shaft screw and

the motor are forced to unwind. A passive brake
15.4.7.3 Core and System Performance mechanism is installed in the FMCRD system to

prevent the control rod from moving. The design
This event is presented in Subsection S.2.5.4 of the brake is presented in Section 4.6.1. The

of Reference 1. probability of the initial causes, i.e., a CRD
pipe line break or housing break, is considered

Mislocated bundle analyses are not performed low enough to warrant its being categorized as a
for reload cores because, based on analysis of limiting fault. Even if this accident does
data available from past reloads, the probability happen, the brake prevents the control rod from |
that a mislocated fuel bundle loading error will ejection. Should the brake fail, the check )
result in a CPR less than the safety limit is valve will serve as a backup brake to prevent i
sufficiently small (see Reference S.2-58 of the rod ejection, l

Reference 1).
15.4.8.2 Sequence of Events and Systems

For ABWR initial core, the mismatch of Operation
exposures and integrated bundle power between
mislocated bundles are less severe than the if a major break occurs on the FMCRD housing,
equilibrium cycle. Therefore, the consequence of the reactor pressure will provide forces that
a postulated misplaced bundle accident for the could cause the shaft screw to unwind. The
initial core is less severe than that for the FMCRD brake mechanism prevents the rod from
equilibrium cycle. Consequently, the conclusion moving. Therefore, no rod ejection can occur.

,

O
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15.5 INCREASE IN REACTOR COOLANTi

|\
INVENTORY 15.5.13.1 Input Parameter and Initial

j Conditions

: 15.5.1 Inadvertent HPCF Startup
The water temperature of the HPCF system is

; 15.5.1.1 Identification of Causes and Frequency assumed to be 4.4 C with an enthalpy of 11 |.-
| Classification Btu /lb. .

L

L 15.5.1.1.1 Identification of Causes Inadvertent startup of the HPCF system is
chosen to be analyzed, because it provides the

Manual startup of the HPCF system is greatest auxiliary source of cold water _into the
postulated for this analysis (i.e., operator vessel.
error).,

15.5.13.2 Results

j 15.5.1.1.2 Frequency Classification
Figure 15.51 shows the simulated transient -

;:
;- This transient disturbance is categorized as event for the manual flow control mode. It .

j an incident of moderate frequency. ~ begins with the introduction of cold water into- |
j- the upper core plenum. Within I sec, the full !

| 15.5.1.2 Sequence of Events and System HPCF flow is established at approximately 3.2% |

| Operation of rated feedwater flow rate. This flow is j

| nearly 138% of the HPCF flow at rated pressure. |

| 15.5.1.2.1 Sequence of Events No delays are considered because they are not
relevant to the analysis.'

Table 15.5-1 lists the sequence of events for
Figure 15.5-1. ' Addition of cooler water to the upper plenum

p causes a reduction in steam flow,'which results
15.5.1.2.1.1 Identincation of 0perator Actions in some depressurization as the pressure ,

regulator responds to the event. The flux level
Relatively small changes are be experienced settles out slightly below operating level.

in plant conditions. The operator should, after Pressure and thermal variations are relatively
hearing the alarm that the HPCF has commenced small and no significant consequences are
operation, check reactor water level and drywell experienced. MCPR remains above the safety
pressure. If conditions are normal, the operator limit and, therefore, fuel thermal margins are
shuts down the system. maintained. Therefore, this event does not have

to be reanalyzed for specific core configura-
15.5.1.2.2 System Operation tions.

To properly simulate the expected sequence of 15.5.13J Consideration of Uncertainties
events, the analysis of this event assumes normal
functioning of plant instrumentation and Important analytical factors, including
controls--specifically, the pressure regulation reactivity coefficient and feedwater temperature
and the vessel level control which respond change, are ast,umed to be at the worst
directly to this event. conditions so that any deviations in the actual

plant parameters will produce a less severe'

Required operation of engineered safeguards transient.
other than what is described is not expected for
this transient event. 15.5.1.4 Barrier Performance

The system is assumed to be in the manual flow Figure 15.5-1 shows a slight pressure
control mode of operation. reduction from initial conditions; therefore, no

further evaluation is required as RCPB pressure
15.5.13 Core and System Perfonnance margins are maintained.

Amendment 27 - 15.5-1
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15.5.1.5 Radiological Consequences

Because no activity is released during this
event, a detailed evaluation is not required.

I 15.5.2 Chemical Volume Control System
Malfunction (or Operator Error)

This section is not applicable to LWR.

15.5.3 BWRTransients Which Increase
Reactor Coolant Inventory

These events are presented and considered in
Section 15.1 and 15.2.

O

O
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15.8 ANTICIPATED TRANSIENTS WITH- eliminating the scram discharge volume !gs
t OUT SCRAM (mechanical common mode potential failure) and i

by having an electric motor run-in diverse from !

15.8.1 Requirements the hydraulic scram feature. )
i

SRP 15.8 requires a automatic recirculation This latter feature allows rod run-in if
pump trip (RPT) and emergency procedures for scram air header pressure is not exhausted .

ATWS. This SRP has been somewhat superseded by because of a postulated common mode electrical
the issuance of 10CFR50.62, which requires the failure and simutaneous failure of the ARI
BWR to have automatic RPT, an alternate rod system, and therefore satisfies the intent.
insertion (ARI) system and an automatic standby required by 10CFR50.62. Thus, the design does
liquid control system (SLCS) with a minimum flow not need an SLCS to respond to an ATWS
capacity and boron content equivalent to 86 gpm threatening event.
of 13 weight percent sodium pentaborate solution.

The SLCS is required by 10CFR50 Appendix A
15.8.2 Plant Capabilities Criterion and is described in Section 9.

Because the new drive design eliminates the
For ATWS prevention / mitigation for ABWR, the previous common mode failure potential and

following are provided: because of the very low probability of
simultaneous common mode failure of a large |

An ARI system that utilizes sensors and number of drives, a failure to achieve shutdowna.
logic which are diverse and independent is deemed incredible. However, automatic
of the reactor protection system, initiation of SLCS under conditions indicative

of an ATWS is also incorporated in order to meet
b. Electricalinsertion of FMCRDs that also the rule specified in 10CFR50.62.

utilize sensors and logic which are
q diverse and independent of the reactor Supporting analysis is documented in Appendix

b protection system, 15E.

c. Automatic recirculation pump trip under
conditions indicative of an ATWS, and

d. Automatic initiation of SLCS with 100
gpm capacity under conditions indicative j

of an ATWS. |

The ABWR has the ATWS-RPT feature which
prevents reactor vessel overpressure and possible
short-term fuel damage for the most limiting
postulated ATWS events. The design details of
this system are given in Section 7.7. Emergency
procedures for ATWS are described in Chapter 18. |

Thus, the SRP 15.8 is satisfied.

The ATWS rule of 10CFR.i0.62 was written as
hardware specific, rather than functionally,
because it clearly reflected the BWR use of
locking-piston control rod drives. The ABWR
however, uses a fine motion control rod drive
(FMCRD) design with both hydraulic and electric
means to achieve shutdown. This drive design is
described in detail in Section 4.6. The use of

O this design climinates the common mode failure
U potentials of the existing locking-piston CRD by

15.8-1
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assures the validity of the plant safety analysis In all operating states, water of impropery

b) (1-4). chemical quality could produce excessive stress(
as a result of chemical corrosion (1-3).

15A.6.23.6 Reactor Vessel Pressurr Control Therefore, a limit is placed on reactor coolant
chemical quality in all operating states. For

Reactor vessel pressure control is not needed all operating states where the nuclear system
in states A and B because vessel pressure cannot can be pressurized (States C and D), an
be increased above atmospheric pressure. In additional limit on reactor coolant activity
State C, a limit is expressed on the reactor assures the validity of the analysis of the main
vessel to assure that it is not hydrostatically steamline break accident.
tested until the temperature is above the NDT

| temperature p1us 33.3 C; this preyents 15A.6.23.9 Nuclear System Leakage Control
excessive stress (1-3). Also, in States C and D
a limit is expressed on the residual heat removal Because excessive nuclear system leakage
(RHR) system to assure that it is not operated in could occur only while the reactor vessel is
the shutdown cooling mode when the reactor vessel pressurized, limits are applied only to the
pressure ig greater than gpproximately reactor vessel in States C and D. Observing
7.03kg/cm g (9.50 kg/cm g limit); this these limits prevents vessel damage due to
prevents excessive stress (1-3). In States C and excessive stress (1-3) and assures the validity
D, a limit on the reactor vessel pressure is of the plant safety analysis (1-4),
necessitated by the plant safety analysis (1-4).

15A.6.23.10 Core Reactivity Control
15A.6.23.7 Nuclear System Temperature
Control In State A during refueling outage, a limit

on core loading (fuel) to assure that core
in operating States C and D, a limit is reactivity is maintained within the envelope of

expressed on the reactor vessel to prevent the conditions considered by the plant safety
(m
-

i reactor vessel head botting studs from being in analysis (1-4). In all states, limits are
g

| tension when the temperature is less than 21 C imposed on the control rod drive (CRD) system to
to avoid excessive stress (1-3) on the reactor assure adequate control of core reactivity so
vessel flange. This limit does not apply in that core reactivity remains within the envelope
States A and B because the head will not be of conditions considered by the plant safety
bolted in place during criticality tests or analysis (14).
during refueling. In all operating states, a
limit is expressed on the reactor vessel to 15A.6.23.11 Control Rod Worth Control
prevent an excessive rate of change of the
reactor vessel temperature to avoid excessive Any time the reactor is not shut down and is
stress (1-3). In States C and D, where it is generating less than 20% power (State D), a I

planned operation to use the feedwater system, a limit is imposed on the control rod pattern to !
limit is placed on the reactor fuel so that the assure that control rod worth is maintained
feedwater temperature is maintained within the within the envelope of conditions considered by
envelope of conditions considered by the plant the analysis of the control rod drop accident
safety analysis (1-4). For State D, a limit is (1-4).
observed on the temperature difference between
the bottom head drain and the reactor vessel 15A.23.12 Refueling Restriction
saturation to prevent the starting of the reactor
internal pumps. This operating restriction and By definition, planned operation event I
limit prevents excessive stress in the reactor (refueling outage) applies only to State A.
vessel (1-3). Observing the restrictions on the reactor fuel

and on the operation of the CRD system within
15A.6.23.8 Nuclear System Water Quality the specified limit maintains plant conditions
Control within the envelope considered by the plant

(~T safety analysis (1-4).

Amendment 27 15A.6-3
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| 15A.6.2.3.13 Containment and Reactor follows:
| Building Pressuit and Temperature Control
| Safety Action

In States C and D, limits are imposed on the
suppression pool temperature to maintain Radioactive material release control
containment pressure within the envelope Reactor vessel water level control
considered by plant safety analysis (1-4). These Nuclear system temperature control
limits assure an environment in which instruments Nuclear system water quality control
and equipment can operate correctly within the Core reactivity control,

I containment. Limits on the pressure suppression Refueling restrictions
pool apply to the water temperature and water Stored fuel shielding, cooling and
level to assure that it has the capability of reactivity control

; absorbing the energy discharged during a
| safety /selief valve blowdown. State B

15.6.2.3.14 Stored FucI Shielding, Cooling In State B, the reactor vessel head is off,
and Reactivity Control the reactor is not shutdown and the vessel is at

atmospheric pressure. Applicable planned
Because both new and spent fuel will be stored operations are achieving criticality and

during all operating states, stored fuel achieving shutdown (Events 2 and 5,
shielding, cooling and reactivity control apply respectively).
to all operating states. Limits are imposed on
the spent fuel pool storage positions, water Figure 15A.6-4 presents the necessary safety

,

| level, fuel-handling procedures and water temper- actions for planned operations, the plant
| ature. Observing the limits on fuel storage systems and the event for which the safety

j

positions assures that spent fuel reactivity actions are necessary. The required safety ;

remains within the envelope of conditions actions for planned operations in State B are as !

considered by the plant safety analysis (1-4). follows: !
Observing the limits on water level assures !

'shielding in order to maintain conditions within Safety Actions

the envelope of conditions considered by the
plant safety analysis (1-4) and provides the fuel Radioactive matcrial release control
cooling necessary to avoid fuel damage (12). Core power level control
Observing the limit on water temperature avoids Reactor vessel water level control
excessive fuel pool stress (1-3). Nuclear system temperature control

Nuclear system water quality control
15A.6.2.4 Operational Safety Evaluations Core reactivity control

Rod worth control
State A Stored fuelshiciding, cooling and

reactivity control
In State A, the reactor is in a shutdown

condition, the vessel head is off and the vessel State C
is at atmospheric pressure. The applicable
events for planned operations are refueling In State C, the reactor vessel head is on and
outage, achieving criticality, and cooldown the reactor is shutdown. Applicable planned
(Events 1, 2, and 6, respectively). operations are achieving criticality and

cooldown (Events 2 and 6, respectively).
Figure 15A.6-3 shows the necessary safety

actions for planned operations, the corresponding Sequence diagrams relating safety actions for
plant systems and the event for which these planned operations, plant systems and applicable
actions are necessary. As indicated in the events are shown-in Figure 15A.6-5. The
diagram, the required safety actions are as required safety actions for planned

15A4 4
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Event 12.13--Isolation of One or All Main restore and maintain water level. For long term
O Steamlines shutdown and extended core coolings,(V containment / suppression pool cooling systems are

Isolation of the main steamlines can result in manually or automatically initiated.
a transient for which some degree of protection
is required only in operating States C and D. In Event 15--Loss of a Feedwater Heater
operating States A and B, the main steamlines are
continuously isolated. Loss of a feedwater heater must be considered

with regard to the nuclear safety operational
Isolation of all main steamlines is most criteria only in operating State D because

severe and rapid in operating State D during significant feedwater heating does not occur in
power operation. any other operating stage.

Figure 15A.6-12 shows how scram is accomp- A loss of more the 16.7 C of feedwater |
lished by main steamline isolation through the heating causes an alarm to be initiated by

actions of the reactor protection and the CRD feedwater control system (FWCS). Therefore, the |systems. The nuclear system pressure relief most severe case is a loss of 16.7 C of
system provides pressure relief. Pressure relief feedwater heating, just below alarm initiation.
combined with loss of feedwater flow causes This 16.7 C loss in feedwater heating results |
reactor vessel water level to fall and the RCIC in a minimal 4% power increase and no scram is
system supplies water to maintain water level and expected. The operator can control this minimal
to protect the core until normal steam flow (or increase in power. The protection sequence for
other planned operation) is established. this event is shown on Figure 15A.6-15.

Isolation of one main steamline causes a Event 16--Feedwater Controller Failure--Runout
significant transient only in State D during high of One Feedwater Pumo

n power operation. Scram, if it occurs, is the

(') only unique action required to avoid fuel damage A feedwater controller failure, causing
and nuclear system overpressure. Because the runout of one feedpump is possible in all
feedwater system and main condenser remain in operating states. In operating States A and B,
operation following the event, no unique no safety actions are required, because the
requirement arises for core cooling. vessel head is removed and the moderator temper-

ature is low, in operating State D, feedwater
As shown in Figure 15A.6-13, the scram safety control system (FWCS) reduces flow from the

action is accomplished though the combined other feedpump to maintain constant feed flow.
actions of the neutron monitoring, reactor Steady state operation may continue as no scram
protection and CRD systems. or turbine trip is expected as shown on Figure I

15A.6-16.
Event 14--Loss of All Feedwater Flow )

Event 17--Pressure Reculator Failure--One Bvnass
A loss of feedwater flow results in a net Valve Failed Onen i

decrease in the coolant inventory available for I

core cooling. A loss of feedwater flow can occur A pressure regulator failure in the open |
in States C and D. Appropriate responses to this direction, causing the opening of one turbine |

transient include a reactor scram on low water control or bypass valve applies only in
level and restoration of reactor water level by operating States C and D as in other states the
the RCIC system, pressure regulator is not in operation. An

opening of a bypass valve is more severe than
As shown in Figure 15A.6-14, the reactor opening of a control valve. In either case, the

protection and CRD systems effect a scram on low pressure regulator slightly closes the remaining
water level. The RCIC system maintains adequate
water level for initial core cooling and to

A
kQ
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control valves to maintain set pressure. Steady SCRAM) and a trip of four RIPS and also j
state operation may continue as shown in Figure initiates isolation, pressure relief valve and
15A.6-17. RCIC actuation. Below 40% power (State D) scram

is initiated by a high neutron flux or high
Event 18--Pressure Reculator Failure--One Control vessel pressure signal. Figure 15A.6-20 shows
Valvc Failed the protection sequences. Decay heat

necessitates extended core and suppression pool
A pressure regulator iailure in the closed cooling. When the RPV depressurizes

direction (or downscale), causing the closing of sufficiently, the operation of RIIRS shutdown
a turbine control valve, applies only in cooling is achieved.
operating States C and D because in other states
the pressure regulator is not in operation. Event 21--Generator Load Rejection. Bvnass On

The pressure regulator slightly opens the A main generator load rejection with bypass
remaining control valves or bypass valves to system operation can occur only in operating
maintain set pressure. This action may not be State D (during heatup or power operation).
fast enough to mitigate the event. A high Fast closure of the main turbine control valves
neutron flux scram due to the increasing pressure is initiated whenever an electrical grid
is expected for initial rated power operation. disturbance occurs, which results in significant
The protection sequence is shown in Figure loss of electrical load on the generator. The
15A.6-18. turbine control valves are required to close as

rapidly as possible to prevent excessive
,

Event 19--Main Turbine Trips (With Bvoass System overspeed of the main turbine-generator rotor. !

Oneration Closure of the turbine control valves causes a
sudden reduction in steam flow, which results in I

A main turbine trip can occur only in a increase in system pressure. Above 40% power, j

operating State D (during heatup or power scram occurs as a result of fast control valve
operation). A turbine trip during heatup is not closure, as will a trip of four RIPS. A |
as severe as a trip at full power because the generator load rejection during heatup (<40%) is
initial power level is less than 40%, thus not severe because the turbine bypass system can
minimizing the effects of the transient and accommodate the decoupling of the reactor and
enabling return to planned operations via the the turbine-generator unit, thus minimizing the i

bypass system operation. For a turbine trip effects of the transient and enabling return to
above 40% power, a scram occurs via turbine stop planned operations. Figure 15A.6-21 presents

| valve closure as will a trip of four RIPS. the protection sequences required for a
Subsequent relief valve actuation occurs. Figure generator load rejection . Main generator load
15A.6-19 presents the protection sequences rejection event and main turbine trip are
required for main turbine trips. Main turbine similar events having the same required safety

,

|trip and load rejection events are similar actions. |

anticipated operational transients having the
same required safety actions. Event 22--Loss of Unit AuxiliaryTransformer

Event 20--Loss of Main Condenser Vacuum The loss of unit auxiliary transformer causes
a generator trip, a scram, a trip of four RIPS, |

A loss of vacuum in the main tuihine condenser a loss of feedwater flow and a loss of condenser
can occur any time steam pressure is available vacuum,

and the condenser is in use; it is applicable to
operating States C and D. However, scram Figure 15A.6 22 shows the protection sequence
protection in State C is not needed, because the for this event including a scram, a trip of four |
reactor a not coupled to the turbine system. RIPS, a vessel isolation, pressure relief, and

core and containment cooling. This event is
For State D above 40% power, loss of condenser applicable only in States C and D, because .

vacuum initiates a turbine trip with its normal AC power in states A and B is supplied
attendant stop valve closures (which leads to from the grid.

Amendment 17 15A.6-8
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Event 36-Liauld Radwaste leak or Failure

Releases which could occur inside and outside :

of the containment, not covered by Events 28,29,
30, 33, 35 and 36, include small spills and
equipment leaks of radioactive materials inside
structures housing the subject process
equipment. Conservative values for leakage have
been assumed and evaluated in the' plant under
routine releases. The offsite dose that results
from any small spill which could occur outside
containment is negligible in comparison to the
dose resulting from the accountable (expected)
plant leakages. The protective sequences for
this event are presented in Figure 15A.6-36.

Event 37--Liould Radwaste System--Storace Tank
Failure

An unspecified event causes the complete
release of the average radioactivity inventory in
the storage tank containing the largest
quantities of significant radionuclides from the
liquid radwaste system. This is assumed to be ,

one of the concentrator waste tanks in the
radwaste building. The airborne radioactivity,

# released during the accident passes directly to
the environment via the radwaste building vent.

'The postulated events that could cause release
of the radioactive inventory of the concentrator
waste tank include cracks in the vessels and
operator error. The possibility of small cracks
and consequent low-level release rates receives
primary consideration in system and component
design. The concentrator waste tank is designed
to operate at atmospheric pressure and 2000F
maximum temperature so the possibility of failure
is considered small. A liquid radwaste release'
caused by operator error is also considered a
remote possibility. Operating techniques and
administrative procedures emphasize detailed
system and equipment operating instruction. A
positive action interlock system is provided to Event 41- Trin of All Reactor Internal Pumos
prevent inadvertent opening of a drain valve. (RIPS)
Should a release of liquid radioactive wastes
occur, floor drain sump pumps in the floor of the This event is not applicable in States A and
radwaste building will receive a high water level B because the reactor vessel head is off and the
alarm, activate automatically and remove the . RIPS normally would not be in use. The trip
spilled liquid to a contained storage tank. The could occur in States C and D. A trip of all
protective sequences for this event are presented RIPS results in a scram and may cause a high

_

in Figure 15A.6-37..

.
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water level trip of the main turbine and the
feedpump turbines. Figure 15A.6-41 provides the
protection sequence for this event. While a
simultaneous trip of all RIPS may cause some fuel
cladding heatup due to momentary transition
boiling. The cladding heatup is insignificant,

| its temperature is below 1204 C, the fuela

entahlpy is lower than 280 cal /gm and event4

consequences are acceptable.

Event 42--Loss of Shutdown Cooline

Loss of shutdown cooling is applicable in
States A, B, C and D, during normal shutdown and
cooldown. Because each of the three RHRS loops
may be lined up independently in the shutdown
cooling mode. A simultaneous loss of all three
loops is not a credible event and therefore no
protection sequence is required as shown in
Figure 15A.6-42.

Event 43--RHR Shutdown Cooline--Increased Cooline

An RHR shutdown cooling malfunction causing a
moderator temperature decrease must be considered
in all operating states. However, this event is
not considered in States C and D if RPV system
pressure is too high to permit operation of the
shutdown cooling (RHRS) (Figure 15A.6-43). No
unique safety actions are required to avoid the
unacceptable safety consequences for transients
as a result of a reactor coolant temperature
decrease induced by misoperation of the shutdown
cooling heat exchangers.

In States B and D, where the reactor is at or
near critical, the slow power increase resulting
from the cooler moderator temperature would be
controlled by the operator in the same manner
normally used to control power in the source or
intermediate power ranges.

Event 46--Pressure Reculator Failure--Closure of
All Turbine Control and Bvnass Valves

A pressure regulator failure in the close
direction (or downscale), causing the closing of
all turbine control and bypass valves, applies
only in operating States C and D because in ;

other states the pressure regulator is not in )

Amendment 27 15A.6-14
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I-
required yhen RPV pressure falls to 7.03 to applied under the most severe conditions (State
14.06 kg/cm g level, the RHRS shutdown cooling . D at rated power). As indicated in Figure
mode is started and continued until reaching cold 15A.6-56, the standby liquid control system is
shutdown. manually initiated and controlled in States B

and D.
Event 55--Reactor Shutdown from Outside Main
Control Room

Reactor shutdown from outside the main control
room is an event investigated to evaluate the
capability of the plant to be safely shutdown and
cooled to the cold shutdown state from outside
the main control room. The event is applicable
in any operating States A, B, C and D.

Figure 15A.6-55 shows the protection sequences j

for_ this event in each operating state. In State :

A, no sequence is shown because the reactor is I
already in the condition finally required for the ;

event. In State C, only cooldown is required,
since the reactor is already shutdown.

A scram from outside the main control room can
be achieved by opening the AC supply breakers for
the reactor protection system. If the nuclear
system becomes isolated from the main condenser,

m decay heat is transferred from the reactor to the

Q suppression pool via the relief valves. The
nuclear boiler instrumentation system initiates
the operation of the RCIC and HPCF systems on low
water level which maintains reactor vessel water -

level, and the RHRS suppression pool cooling mode
is used to remove the decay heat from the

| suppression pool if required.' When reactor
pressure falls below the shutdown cooling
interlock, pressure the RHRS shutdown cooling

| mode is started.

| Event 56--Reactor Shutdown Without Control Rods

|
| Reactor shutdown without control rods is an
! event requiring an alternate method of reactivity

control -the standby liquid control system. By
definition, this event can occur only when the
reactor is not already shutdown. Therefore, this

| cvent is considered only in operating States B
! and D.

The standby liquid control system must operate
| to avoid unacceptsble consequence criteria 5-3.
| The design bases for the standby liquid control

|/ system result from these operating criteria when
'

|

Amendment 27 15A.6-17
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15B3 REACTOR INTERNAL PUMP (3) Recirculation motor inflatable shaft seal

15B3.1 Introduction
The RIP and its auxiliary components have one

Reactor internal pumps (RIP's) were first put safety function which is pressure retention (passive)

| in use by the Swedish NSSS supplier ABB-ATOM in
the late 1960's. At the present, six plants with a total 15BJJ.2 RIP
of 44 RIPS are in operation. These RIPS have
become the reference design for the ABWR RIPS. The RIP consists of pumping components (im-
This FMEA addresses the following major aspects of peller and diffuser) which are located inside the RPV
potential failures: and the driving component (motor) which is housed

inside a casing. The casing is an extension of the
(1) RIP impeller missiles RPV. The pumping unit and the motor have one
2) RIP seizure common shaft. The shaft penetrates the RPV and ex-

| (3)( RIP motor housing break, including consider- tends into the motor's hollow rotor. The pump impel-
ation of shaft ejection Ier and the motor rotor are assembled by various fas-

|(4) RIP motor housing externalloads teners.
' (5) Loss of RIP purge flow including purge pipe

break In order to reduce the bypass leakage of the
(6) Loss of secondary flow (reactor cooling water - pump the piston rings are incorporated in the RIP

RCW) to RIP heat exchanger between the outside of the diffuser and the pump
(7) Loss of primary RIP motor cooling including deck. An optional diffuser wear ring may be provided

primary cooling water pipe break on the diffuser.
(8) RIP loose parts

15B.3.2 Conclusions
DQ The finding of this analysis is that there is no

single failures which would impact the safety of the 15BJ33 Adjustable Speed Drives
plant.

The adjustable speed drives (ASD) will be used
15BJJ Description to supply variable voltage / variable frequency I

electrical power to the reactor recirculation pumps.
15BJ3.1 Overall The recirculation pumps are single stage, vertical

pumps driven by three-phase, four-pole, wet-type,
The reactor recirculation system (RRS) P&ID squirrel cage, ac induction motors. Each ASD will

is shown in Figure 5.4-4. The RRS is comprised of supply power to one recirculation pump motor. The
10 pumps that collectively provide forced circulation ' ASD receives electrical power from a supply bus at a
of the reactor coolant through the lower plenum of relatively constant AC voltage and frequency. The
the reactor and up through the lower grid, the reac- ASD converts this constant supply power to a variable

| tor core, steam separators, and back down the frequency / variable voltage output which is supplied to
downcomer annulus. the recirculation pump motor. The output frequency

is modulated in response to a demand signal from the
In addition to the RIPS, several subsystems are system controller in order to vary pump speed,

also included as part of the RRS to provide closely
related, or closely supporting, functions to the RRS 15B3.4 RIP Failure Modes Evaluation
in composite or to the RIPS as individual compo-
nents. The subsystems and reactor coolant pressure The following evaluations and discussions of
boundary (RCPB) are also shown on Figure 5.4-4. failure modes which are germain to the safety of the
These subsystems are: plant are presented here as summary of detailed anal-

yses.

(1) Recirculation motor cooling (RMC) subsystem

U) (2) Recirculation motor purge (RMP) subsystemi

Amendment 27 15D.3-1
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15B.3.4.1 Missiles Generation Any of these seizures will trip off the motor
power and transfer the rotating kinetic energy of the '

| Since the parts of the RIP (impeller) are rotat- impeller and motor rotor shaft into the RPV bottom )
ing inside the reactor pressure vessel (RPV), an head RIP nozzle directly or up through the motor
evaluation has been made to assess the integrity of housing into the nozzle.

| the RPV should an " impeller missile" occur.
Although the rated speed for the RIPS is 1500 rpm, The acceptance criteria for this event is that the
an initial speed of 1800 rpm is used for this torque load resulting from the seizure be less than
evaluation. For unidentified reasons the RIP value specified as the design basis for this event in the

| impeller located approximately 3 meters below the reactor vesselloading specification. This value is 42
reactor core bottom is assumed to disintegrate. T-M.

The acceptance criteria for a missile striking Depending on the location of the seizure in the
the RPV cylindrical shcIl or reactor core shroud is pump or motor, the impeller-shaft kinetic energy will

| that the kinetic energy (KE) of the missile is less shear off one set of several bolts and pins in the
than the critical energy (CE) of the shell and shroud motor structure. The torque load which shears the
and therefore the missile will not degrade the bolts and pins is transferred into the bottom flange of
integrity of the core or pressure boundary. The ac- the motor housing and up through the housing
ceptance values are: cylinder into the RPV bottom head RIP nozzle.

In c nclusi n, any f the calculated torque loads
5

(1) RPV shell CE - 9.6x10 kgf-m transferred into the RPV RIP nozzles by a RIP or
motor seizure are more than a factor of 4 less than

|(2) Core shroud CE - 2.4x10 kgf-m the (42 T-M) design torque load specified by the
reactor vessel loading specification for this faulted

Calculations show that the energy of the impel- condition. The pump seizure torque will produce
ler missile is stresses in the motor housing and RPV RIP nozzle

which are significantly less than Code allowable
9.43x10 k.gf-m stresses.

Comparing the information above, the impeller 15 8.3.4.3 RIP Motor llousing Break
missile KE is approximately one-half the shroud CE
and one-tenth the RPV shell CE. The motor housing and bottom flange are part

of the RCPB and therefore are designed not to fail or
In conclusion, the integrity of the core and rupture during normal, upset, emergency, or faulted

RCPB are maintained in the event of a RIP impeller plant conditions. Regardless of this criteria, and for
disintegration. the purpose of this evaluation,it is assumed that the

housing fails creating a temporary small LOCA.
15B.3.4.2 Pump Seizurt

First it is assumed that the RIP impeller and
Pump seizure causes rapid reduction of core shaft remain intact. The vertical blowout restraint

flow and torsional loads on the RIP casing, RPV RIP rods prevent the motor and broken housing from
nozzle, and RIP motor bottom flange. Several being ejected from the RPV and damaging FMCRD

| modes of pump seizure have been considered. piping and other equipment. The restraints are de-
signed to elongate enough to close the 6 mm clear. I

The RIP is assumed to be operating at 1500 ance of the impeller nozzle back seat and stop the
rpm and for unidentified reasons, the following discharge of reactor coolant out of the housing break.
seizures are assumed to occur:

Even if the impeller does not back seat, the
(1) Impeller to diffuser seizure discharge of reactor coolant will be restricted by the
(2) Rotor winding to stator winding seizure annular flow area between the pump shaft and stretch
(3) Thrust bearing seizure tube, etc. The ejection of the pump shaft is not
(4) Radial bearing seizure

! Amendment 27 15D3-2
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|p credible because the pressure force resulting from a specified in the reactor vessel loading specification. l
\

| t i | motor housing break pushes the shaft downward,
and its upper diameter is larger than the penetration. Likewise, if lateral motor seismic restraints are
The motor housing also prevents shaft ejection incorporated in the design, the loads and moments
because, even when the housing has a complete applied to the motor housing will not exceed the
circumferen:ial break, the vertical restraints will not values specified in the reactor vessel loading
allow it to move away from the penetration. specification.

! The acceptance criteria for this event from the With the above criteria, the integrity of the
viewpoint of nuclear plant saf ty is that equivalent RCPB can be assured under any plant conditions.

fbreak size not exceed 20 cm , which is the desigg
|

| basis bottom break. The actual flow areas is 20 cm' 15B3.4.5 Loss of Purge Flow

around the gap between the upper part of stretch

| tube and pump shaft. This small LOCA is detected The RIPS are equipped with a shaft purge
,

; by temperature, pressure, and/or level system which will provide a very small flow of clean

! instrumentation for the RPV, drywell and/or RIP demineralized CRD system water upward along the

| motor cooling circuit. rotating RIP shaft (inside the stretch tube) into the

! RPV. The purpose of the purge system is to prevent
There are several different seals and sealed the migration of radioactive reactor water down into

penetrations of the RIP motor housing which could the RIP motor. The purge flow enters the RIP shaft
be assumed to fail during reactor operation and from two locations as shown in Figure 5.4-4.

|

! would result in a very small LOCA. These seals in-
clude the RIP motor bottom flange, including the Purge system piping from the RIP motor
smaller auxiliary cover, motor power terminals, and housing out to and including an outside containment
motor speed detector. The failure of any of these isolation excess flow check valve is designed to |
seals would result in hot reactor coolant flowing maintain its integrity for all plant conditions including

| (] down through the motor windings and damaging the safe shutdown earthquake. However, for the

| v winding insulation. This motor damage is not a nu- purposes of this evaluation, the following events are l

clear safety problem. analyzed which result in loss of purge flow:

In conclusion, the RPV RIP nozzle motor (1) Break of the purge piping inside or outside the
housing and associated seals, housing restraint containment.
system, and the normal makeup systems and ECCS (2) Infrequent shutdown of the CRD pumps,
are adequately designed to mitigate the including loss of power accident (LOPA).
consequences of a RIP motor housing break or (3) Inadvertent closure of valves in the purge supply
housing seal failures. Ilow path.

15B3.4.4 RIP Motor llousing External Loads Purge line break inside the containment is |

treated as a very small size LOCA. The event is
The motor housing, connected piping, and RIP mitigated by the normal ABWR coolant makeup }

motor heat exchanger are considered part of the systems to maintain proper RPV coolant inventory.
RCPB and are therefore designed in accordance with The acceptance criteria for this event from the
the same codes and standards as the RPV. The viewpoint of nuclear plant sgfety is that equivalent
housing is subjected to external loads from cooling break size not exceed 20 cm , which is the design

water piping reactions or lateral seismic restraints (if basis bottom break. The actyal flow area of the
they are used) during certain plant design conditions, double purge line break is 6 cm . This small LOCA

'
i.e., safe shutdown earthquake. is detected by temperature, pressure, and/or level

instrumentation for the RPV, drywell and/or RIP

| The RIP to HX piping is designed with motor cooling circuit. The normal makeup systems
adequate flexibility between the fixed RIP motor are designed to mitigate the consequences of this
heat exchanger and the motor housing to limit the small LOCA.
loads and moments applied to the motor housing and,,

(U) consequently into the RPV bottom head to those Purge flow stoppage by CRD pumps stopping or
purge line valve closure may result in damaging of the | j

Amendment 27 15B.3-3 i
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[ secondary seal, which would be replaced during the The operator will receive a low RCW flow alarm

next scheduled maintenance of the RIP (s). The and RMHX primary side inlet and outlet water
CRD pumps are designed to supply a continuous temperature high alarm. If the RCW cannot be
purge flow even if a LOPA occurs after temporary restored to the tripped motor, some damage to the
flow interruption during diesel generator startup. winding insulation and/or secondary shaft seal, may
The loss of purge flow could result in radioactive occur. These components can be replaced according
contamination of the motor which would be decon- to normal RIP maintenance procedures.
taminated during the next scheduled maintenance of
the RIP (s). Purge flow stoppage will not result in 15B3.4.7 RIP Primary Cooling Water Loss

| additional stresses in the RPV nozzle.
The RIP motor housing, RIP motor heat

In conclusion, the failure of the purge flow to exchanger, and connecting piping are designed in
the RIP will be mitigated by the normal makeup or accordance with the same codes and standards as the
normal maintenance procedures for secondary seal RPV. This design precludes the rupture of any of the
replacement. RCPB components during any plant service condition.

Regardless of this design criteria and for the purpose
15B3.4.6 RIP Heat Exchanger S.rondary Water of this evaluation, it is assumed that a rupture of the
(RCW) Flow Loss 65 mm motor cooling water piping occurs or the RIP

motor heat exchanger tubes fail.
The RIPS are designeC to op rate normally in

the following situations which are the acceptance Rupture of the motor cooling water piping will
criteria for these events. result in a small LOCA. This discharge of reactor

coolant from the pipe break is restricted by the
(1) Failure of Secondary Cooline Water - The RIP annulus between the pump shaft and the stretch tube.

motor shall be capable of continued rated The acceptance criteria for this event from the
power operation for 5 minutes following failure viewpoint of nuclear plant safgty is that equivalent
of the RCW. This time period allows correc- break size not exceed 20 cm , which is the design
tive action to prevent an all-pump trip. basis bottom break. The actual flow area of the

(2) Hot Standby Without RCW - With the RIP cooling water piping is restricted by thejower part of
stopped, the motor shall withstand hot standby the stretch tube flow area which is 10 cm This small

| conditions for one hour with the RCW to the LOCA is detected by temperature, pressure, and/or
RIP motor heat exchanger (RMHX) shut off. level instrumentation for the RPV, drywell and/or
This allows adequate time to take corrective RIP motor cooling circuit. The normal makeup
action. systems are designed to mitigate the consequences of

this small LOCA.

; | The evaluation of the RCW cooling water fail-
ure shows the motor water temperature increase will An RIP motor heat exchanger tube break will
be as follows: result in reactor coolant being discharged into the
Time Temp. reactor cooling water (RCW) system. This event will
(min] { f;) Status be detected by high motor cooling water
0 55 RIP at max. rated power and temperatures, high RCW temperatures, high RCW

cooling water is shut off. surge tank level and/or high RCW radioactivity levels.
2 60 Alarm The radioactivity will be contained in the RCW
4 65 RIP Auto Runback and Trip system and not discharged to the environment. As

65 70 Maximum Motor Cooling Outlet the reactor is being shut down, the discharge of
Temp. reactor coolant into the RCW can be terminated by

closing the primary containment RCW isolation
The entire RIP motor housing, RIP motor heat valves after the RIPS have been stopped.

exchanger, and intergnnecting piping is designed for
302 C at 87.9 kg/cm pressure. Therefore, an indef- The heat exchanger tube leak rate will be the
inite loss of RCW to the RIP motor heat exchanger same as or less than the leak rate for motor cooling
will not affect the integrity of the RCPB. the pipe break. This due to the fact that the tube leak

rate is controlled by the annulus between the shaft,

' and stretch tube.
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- It is assumed any cause of RIP motor primary In addition to positively locking of the most

cooling water due to a rupture in the motor coolant likely sources of loose parts, the ABWR RIP isg
circuit will damage the RIP motor winding insulation adequately instrumented to provide early warning to

| by the 278 C RPV water entering the motor. The the operator that failures within the RIP may be'

motor can be replaced according to normal RIP developing. The RIP is equipped with the following
maintenance procedures. sensors / detectors:

In conclusion, the ABWR RIP motor coaling (1) Vibration sensors which can detect effects of
| system and normal ABWR coolant make up systems loosening, wear, unbalance, and dynamic

are designed to detect and mitigate the consequences changes.

of a loss of RIP primary cooling water and
consequent loss of reactor coolant. (2) Motor cooling temperature sensors which can

detect effects of abnormal mechanicalload on
15B.3.4.8 ABWR RIP Loose Part Prevention and the motor. !

Monitoring
(3) Speed sensors which can detect effects of

The ABWR RIP is an assembly of many parts excessive wear, unbalance, and dynamic
of which some are inside the RPV. The parts in changes.*

majority of cases are held together by threaded
fasteners such as studs, bolts, nuts, and screws. (4) Electrical power input (current and voltage)
Although these types of fasteners make disassembly - which provides the information about the overall
possible, they can become loose due to random vi- performance of the RIP motor.
bration of the running pump and lead to gross failure
of the other parts. Fragments of broken components (5) Acoustic monitor

| can be transferred to the reactor internals and fuel. ' A high frequency response accelerometer is
Due to criticality of loose parts, the RIP fasteners attached to the RIP motor casing which will ,

are engineered to be positively locked as described provide signal of impacts and rubs within the

C below: motor.
.

(1) A lock sleeve and pin prevent impeller stud
tfrom loosening and disassembly of the impeller.

(2) Coupling stud has counter rotation thread to
make it self-tightening. A locking mechanism
prevents loosening and disassembly of the
shaft-impeller-thrust bearing disc subassembly.

(3) The stretch tube, which has the function of
securing the diffuser to the RIP nozzle,is
tightened with hydraulic tensioning. The
preload of the stretch tube is maintained by the
stretch tube nut. The stretch tube nut is locked
in place by a locking sleeve to the stretch tube.

(4) The optional diffuser wear ring is held in place
by a retaining ring which is captured inside a
groove in the diffuser.

(5) Piston rings are retained with grooves on the
outside diameter of diffuser.

J
'

1583-5
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17.1.13 Handling, Storage,and Shipping Reference 1 relating to ANSI Standard N45.2.12-
,- s

1977. I

See Section 13 of Reference 1.
17.1.19 References

This section complies with Basic Requirement
13andSupplement13S-lof ANSI /AShiENOA-1-1983 1. Nuclear Energy Business Operations Quality
as modified by the NRC-accepted alternate posi- Assurance Program Description, NEDO-11209-
tion identified in Table 2-1 of Reference 1 re- 04A, the latest NRC accepted revision.
lating to NRC Regulatory Guide 138, Revision 2.

2. ABWR Project Application Engineering
17.1.14 Inspection, Test,and Operating Organization and Procedures Manual, General
Status Electric Company, February 5,1987.

See Section 14 of Reference 1.

This section complies with Basic Requirement
14 of ANSI /AShfE NOA-1-1983.

17.1.15 Nonconforming Materials, Parts, or
Components

See Section 15 of Reference 1.

This section complies with Basic Requirement
15 and Supplement 15S-l ofANSI/AShf E NOA-1-1983.

17.1.16 Corrxtive Actionp)!

See Section 16 of Reference 1.

This section complies with Basic Requirement
16 of ANSI /AShiE NOA-1-1983.

17.1.17 Quality Assurance Records

See Section 17 of Reference 1.

This section complies with Basic Requirement i

17, Supplement 17S-1, AShfE NOA-1-1983 as modified
by the NRC-accepted alternate position identified
in Table 2-1 of Reference 1 relating to NRC

| Regulatory Guide 1.88, Revision 2.

17.1.18 Audits

See Section 18 of Reference 1.

This section complies with Basic Requirement
18 and Supplement 18S-1, ofANSI/AShiE NOA-1-1983
and NOA-la-1983 as modified by the NRC-accepted
alternate position identified in Table 2-1 of
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| 17.3 RELIABILITY ASSURANCE 17.3.2 Scope
PROGRAM DURING DESIGN
PIIASE The ABWR D-RAP will include the future design

j evaluation of the ABWR, and it will identify relevant

| Dis section presents the ABWR Design Reliability aspects of plant operation, maintenance, and performance
monitoring of plant nsk-s,gm,ficant SSCs. The PRA for| i

| Assurance Program (D-RAP).
the ABWR and other industry sources will be used to
identify and prioritize those SSCs that are important to

17.3.1 Introduction prevent or mitigate plant transients or other events that

he ABWR Design Reliability Assurance Program
I (D-RAP) is a program that will be performed by during 17.3.3 Pup

detailed design and specific equipment selection phases to
assure that the important ABWR reliability assumptions

The purpose of the D-RAP is to assure that the plant
safety as estimated by the probabilistic risk analysis (PRA)sd ghout pl t i e. Tl plant o ne /

| operator will complete the D-RAP and will also have an is maintamed as the detailed design evolves through the
imp ementationandprocurementphasesandthatpertinentloperational RAP (0-RAP) that tracks equipmentreliability

i to demonstrate that the plant is being operated and inf rmationisprovidedinthedesigndocumentationtothe

i maintained consistent with PR A assumptions so that overall future owner / operator so that eqmpment reliability, as it
'

affects plant safety, can be maintamed through operationrisk is not unknowingly degraded. The PRA evaluates the
plant response to initiating events to assure that plant and maintenance during the entire plant life.

damage has a very low probability and risk to the public is,

~ O very low. Input to the PRA includes details of the plant 17.3.4 Objective| V design and assumptions about the reliability of the plant
risk-significant structures, systems and components (S SCs) The objective of the D-RAP is to identify those plant
throughout plant life. Appendix 19K, PRA Based SSCs that are significant contributors to risk, as shown by
Reliability and Maintenance, identifies certain risk- the PRA or other sources, and to assure that, during the
significant SSCs. The results of Appendix 19K can be implementation phase,the plant design continues to utilize
used as a starting point for the D-RAP. risk- significant SSCs whose reliability is commensurate

with the PRA assumptions. He D-RAP will also identify
ne D-RAP will include the design evaluation of the key assumptions regarding any operation, maintenance

AB WR. It willidentify relevant aspects of plant opemtion, and monitoring activities that the owner / operator should
maintenance, and perfonnance monitoring of important consider in developing its O-RAP to assure that such S SCs
plant SSCs for owner / operator consideration in assuring can be expected to operate throughout plant life with
safety of the equipment and limited risk to the public. He reliability consistent with that assumed in the PRA.
COL applicant will specifiy the policy and implement
procedures for using the D-RAP information. See A major factor in plant reliability assurance is risk-
Subsection 17.3.13.1 for COL license information. focused maintenance, by which maintenance resources

are focused on those SSCs that enable the ABWR systems
Also included in this explanation of the D-RAP is a to fulfill their essential safety functions and on SSCs

descriptive example of how the D-RAP will apply to one whose failure may directly initiate challenges to safety
potentially important plant system, the standby liquid systems. All plant modes are considered, includingt

control system (SLCS). He SLCS example shows how equipment directly relied upon in Emergency Operating
the principles of D-RAP will be applied to other systems Procedmes (EOPs). Such a focus of maintenance will
identified by the PRA as being significant with respect to help to maintain an acceptably low level ofrisk, consistent
risk. with the PRA.

p)i

/
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17.3.5 GE NE Organization for D RAP those used in the PRA. NormaPy the failure rates will be

similar, but in some cases they may differ because of

he D-RAP definition, reliability analyses, and the recent design or data base caanges. Whenever failure

PRA, including Appendix 19K, were performed by GE rates of designed equipment are significantly greater than

Nuclear Eneregy (GE-NE). those assumed in the PRA,an evaluation will be performed
to determine if the equipment is acceptable orifit must be

Responsibility for the design of key equipment, redesigned to achieve a lower failure rate.

componentsand subsystems was shared by GE-NE together

with extemal organizations, including the Architect For those risk-significant SSCs, as indicated by PRA

Engineer. The manager assigned the responsibility of or other sources, component redesign (including selection

managing and integrating the D-RAP Program had direct of a different component) will be considered as a way to

access to the ABWR Project Manager and kept him reduce the Core Damage Frquency (CDF) contribution. I

abreast of D-RAPeriticalitems. program needs and status. (if the system unavailability or the CDF is acceptably low,

He had organizationalfreedom to: less effort will be expended toward redesign.) If there are
practical ways to redesign a risk-significant S SC,it will be

(1) Identify D-RAP problems. redesigned and the change in system fault tree results will

(2) Initiate, recommend or provide solution to be calculated. Following the redesign phase, dominant

problems through designated organizations. SSC failure modes will be identified so that protection

(3) Verify implementation of solution. against such failure modes can be accomplished by

(4) Function as an integral part of the final design appropriate activities during plant life. The design
process. considerations that will gointo determining an acceptable,

reliable design and the SSCs that must be considered for

The COL applicant completing its detailed design O-RAP activities are shown in Figure 17.3-1.

and equipment selection during the design phase, must
submit its specific D-RAP organization for NRC review. GE-NE will identify in the PR.A or other design

See Subsection 17.3.13.2 for COL license information. documents to the plant owner / operator the risk-significant
SSCs and the associated reliability assumptions, including

17.3.6 SSC Identification /Prioritization any pertinent bases and uncertainties considered in the
PRA. GE-NE will also provide information for the plant

he PRA prepared for the ABWR will be the primary owner / operator to incorporate into the O-RAP to help
assure that PRA results will be achieved over the life of thesource for identifying risk- significant S SCs that should be '
P ant. This information can be used by the owner / operatorl

given special consideration during the detailed design and
procurement phases and/or considered for inclusion in the

f r establishing appmpriate reliability targets and the
associated maintenance practices for achieving them.

O-RAP. The method by which the PRA is used to identify
risk-significant S SCs is described in Chapter 19. It is also
possible that some risk-significant S SCs will be identified 17.3.8 Defining Failure Modes
from sources other than the PRA, such as nuclear plant
operating experience, other industrial experience, and De determination of dominant failure modes of risk-

relevant component failure data bases, significant SSCs will include historical information,
analytical models and existing requirements. Many BWR

17.3.7 Design Considerations systems and components have compiled a significant
historicairecord soanevaluationofthatrecordcomprises
Assessment Path A in Figure 17.3-2. Details of Path A arene reliability of risk-significant SSCs, which are

identified by the PRA, will be evaluated at the detailed shown m Figure 17.3-3.

design stage by appropriate design reviews and reliability
For those SSCs for which there is not an adequate

.

analyses. Current data bases will be used to identify
historical bas,s to identify critical failure modes, an

.

iappropriate values for failure rates of equipment as
designed, and these failure rates will be compared with analytical approach is necessary, shown as Assessment

O
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during refueling outages must be conducted in such a way
Path B in Figure 17.3-2. Ihe details of Path B are given that it will have little or no impact on plant safety, on
in Figure 173-4. The failure modes identified in Paths A outage length or on other maintenance work.
and B are then reviewed with respect to the existing
maintenance activities in the industry and the maintenance The COL applicant will provide a complete O-RAP to
requirements, Assessment Path C in Figure 17.3-2. be reviewed by the NRC. See Subsection 17.3.13.3 for
Detailed steps in Path C are outlined in Figure 17.3-5. COL license information

173.9 Operational Reliability Assurance 173.10 Owner / Operator's Reliability
Activities Assurance Program

Once the dominant failure modes are determined for The O-RAP that will be prepared and implemented by
risk-significant SSCs, an assessment is required to the AB WR owner /operatorwill make use of theinformation
determine suggested 0-RAP activities that will assure provided by GE-NE. This information will help the
acceptable performance during plant life. Such activities owner /operatordetermine activities that should be included
may consist of periodic surveillance inspections or tests, in the O-RAP. Examples of elements that might be
monitoring of SSC performance,and/orperiodic preventive neluded in an 0-RAP are:
maintenance (Ref.1). An example of a decision tree that
would be applicable to these activities is shown in Figure 1. Reliability Performance Monitorine: Measurement
17.3-6. As indicated, some SSCs may require a of the performance of equipment to determine that
combination of activities to assure that their performance it is accomplishing its goals and/or that it will
is consistent with that assumed in the PRA. continue to operate with low probability of failure.

A Periodic testing of SSCs may include startup ofstandby 2. Reliability Methodolocy: Methods by which the

Q systems, surveillance testing of instrument circuits to plant owner / operator can compare plant data to the
assure that they will respond to appropriate signals, and SSC data in the PRA.
inspection of passive SSCs (such as tanks and pipes) to
show that they are available to perform as designed. 3. Boblem Prioritization: Identification, for each of
Performance monitoring, including condition monitoring, the risk- significant SSCs, of the importance of
can consist of measurement of output (such as pump flow that item as a contributor to its system unavailability
rate or heat exchanger temperatures), measurement of and assignment of priorities to problems that are
magnitude of an important variable (such as vibration or detected with such equipment.
temperature), and testing for abnormal conditions (such as
oil degradation or local hot spots). 4. Root Cause Analysis: Determination, for problems

that occur regarding reliability of risk-significant
| Periodic preventive maintenance (PM) is an activity SSCs, of the root causes, those causes which, after

performed at regular intervals to preclude problems that correction, will not recur to again degrade the
could occur before the next PM interval. This could be reliability of equipment.
regular oil changes, replacement of seals and gaskets, or
refurbishment of equipment subject to wear or age related 5. Corrective Action Determination: Identification
degradation. of corrective actions needed to restore equipment

to its required functional capability and reliability,
Planned maintenance activities will be integrated with based on the results of problem identification and

the regular operating plans so that they do not disrupt root cause analysis,
normal operation. Maintenance that will be performed
more frequently than refueling outages must be planned so 6. Corrective Action Imolementation: Carrying out )

as to not disrupt operation or be likely to cause reactor identified corrective action on risk-significant
| scram, Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) actuation, or equipment to restore equipment to its intended

abnormal transients. Maintenance planned for performance function in such a way that plant safety is not,3
i ;

V
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compromised during work,
reactivity with the normalcontrot rods. The SLCS consists

7. Corrective Action Verification: Post-corrective of a boron solution storage tank,two positive displacement

action tasks to be followed after maintenance on pumps, two motor operated injection valves (provided in

risk significant equipment to assure that such parallel for redundancy), and associated piping and valves

equipment will perform its safety functions. used to transfer borated water from the storage tank to the

reactor pressure vessel (RPV).

8. Plant Acine: Someof therisk-significant
equipment is expected to undergo age related He borated solution is discharged through the 'B'

degradation that will require equipment high pressure core flooder (HPCF) subsystem sparger. A

replacement or refurbishment. schematic diagram of the SLCS, showing major system
components, is presented in Figure 17.3-7. Some locked

9. Feedback to Desiener: The plant owner / operator open maintenance valves and some check valves are not

will periodically compare performance of risk- shown. Key equipment performance requirements are:

significant equipment to that specified in the PRA
and D-RAP, as mentioned in item 1 above, and, at a. Pump flow 11.35 m'/hr per

its discretion, may feedback SSC performance pump
2

data to plant or equipment designers in those cases b. Maximum reactor pressure 88 kg/cm

that consistently show performance below that (for injection)
specified. c. Pumpable volumein 23,090.9 liters

storage tank (minimum)
10. Procrammatic Interfaces: Reliability assurance

interfaces related to the work of the several Design provisions to permit system testing include a
organizations and personnel groups working on test tank and associated piping and valves. He tank can
risk-significant SSCs. be supplied with demineralized water which can be pumped

in a closed loop through either pump or injected into the
The plant owner / operator's O-RAP will address the reactor.

interfaces with construction, startup testing, operations,
maintenance, engineering, safety, licensing, quality The SLCS uses a dissolved solution of sodium
assurance and procurement of replacement equipment. pentaborate as the neutron- absorbing poison. Ris solution

is held in a heated storage tank to maintain the solution

17.3.11 D-RAPImplementation above its saturation temperature. The SLCS solution tank,
a test water tank, the two positive displacement pumps,

An example ofimplementation of the D-RAP is given and associated valving are located in the secondary

for the standby liquid controlsystem (SLCS). The purpose containment on the floor elevation below the operating

of the SLCS is to inject neutron absorbing poison into the floor. This is a Seismic Category I structure, and the SLCS

reactor,upon demand,providing a backup reactor shutdown equipment is protected from phenomena such as

capability independent of the control rods. He system is earthquakes, tornados, hurricanes and floods as well as

capable of operating over a wide range of reactor pressure from internal postulated accidentphenomena. In this area,

conditions. The SLCS may or may not be identified by the the S LCS is not subject to conditions such as missiles, pipe ;

final PRA as a significant contributor to core damage whip, and discharging fluids. i

; frequency (CDF) or to offsite risk. For the purpose of this The pumps are capable of producing discharge pressure
i example it is assumed that the SLCS is identified as a to inject the solution into the reactor when the reactor is at

significant contributor to CDF or to offsite nsk, high pressure conditions corresponding to the system

| relief valve actuation. Signals indicating storage tank
! 17.3.11.1 SLCS Description liquid level, tank outlet valve position, pump discharge

pressure and injection valve position are available in the
During normal operation the S LCS is on standby, only control room.

to function in event the operators are unable to control
The pumps, heater, valves and controls are powered

i
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from the standby power supply or normal offsite power. piping. This quantity of boron solution is the amount
The pumps and valves are powered and controlled from which is above the pump suction shutoff level in the
separate buses and circuits so that single active failures storage tank thus allowing for the portion of the tank
will not prevent system operation. The power supplied to volume which cannot be injected.

one motor operated injection valve, storage tank discharge
valve, and injection pump is from Division I,480 VAC.
He power supply to the other motor-operated injection 173.113 Major Differences From
valve, storage tank outlet valve, and injection pump is Operating BWRs
from Division 11,480 VAC. De power supply to the tank
heaters and heater controls is connectable to a standby The SLCS design is very similar to that of operating

BWRs. Automatic actuation of the ABWR SLCS ispower source. De standby power source is Class 1E from
an on-site source and is independent of the off-site power. similar to that incorporated in some operating BWRs.

Because of the larger ABWR RPV volume, the pumping

All components of the system which are required for capacity has been increased from 9.8 to 11.4 myhr per |

injection of the neutron absorber into the reactor are pump. Injection of SLCS solution through the HPCF
classified Seismic Category I. All major mechanical sparger has been shown by boron mixing tests to give

components are designed to meet .ASME Code better mixing than the operating plant injection through a

requirements as shown below. standpipe.

C "" ""' Injection valves ofoperating plants are leak proofexplosive
Cod Class Imr e valves to keep boron out of the reactor during SLCS

testing. In the ABWR the injection valves are motor
Storage Tank 2 Static Head 66*C

operated and a suction pipe fill system keeps the lines
(N Pump 2 110 kg/cm' 66*C

filled with distilled water at slightly higher pressure than
> )1 Injection Valves 1 110 kg/cm2 66*C( that of the boron storage tank to preclude entry of boron

Piping Inboard of into the reactor. De motor operated injection valves
2Injection Valves 1 88 kg/cm 302*C provide the following advantages over explosive valves:

a. Radiation exposure to personnel is potentially
173.11.2 SLCS Operation reduced during testing and maintenance because

less work will be required at the valves.
The SLCS is initiated by one of three means:

(a) manually initiated from the main control room, b. Post-injection containment isolation capability
(b) automatically initiated if conditions of high reactor is enhanced because the motor operated valves
pressure and power level not below the Anticipated can be closed following boron injection.
Transient Without Scram (ATWS) permissive powerlevel Explosive valves cannot be reclosed to provide
exist for 3 minutes, or (c) automatically initiated if containment isolation.
conditions of RPV water level below the level 2 setpoint

and power level not below the ATWS permissive power 17.3.11.4 SLCS Fault Tree
level exist for 3 minutes. The SLCS provides borated
water to the reactor core to introduce negative reactivity he top level fault tree for the SLCS is shown in
effects during the required conditions. Figure 17.3-8 with the top gate def' ed as failure tom

deliver 11.4 m'/hr of borated water from the storage tank |
To meetits negative reactivity objective,it is necessary to the RPV. Details providing input to most of the events

for the SLCS to inject a quantity of boron which produces in Figure 17.3-8 are contained in the several additional !
a minimum concentration of 850 ppm of natural boron in branches to the fault tree. |
the reactor core at 20 C. To allow for potential leakage

| and imperfect mixing in the reactor system, an additionalIt is assumed that the SLCS has been identified by the ,

25 % (220 ppm) margin is added to the above requirement. PRA as a system making significant contribution to CDF. I

/N De required concentration is achieved accounting for i
Ik dilution in the RPV with normal water level and including

the volume in the residual heat removal shutdown cooling

Amendment 27 17.3-5
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A listing of the SLCS components or events by Fussell- Redesign considerations,if they had been required,
Vesely importance was made,and those SSCs with greatest would have included trying to identify more reliable relief
importance are given in Table 17.3-1. No SSCs appear to valves and pumps and suc tion lines less likely to plug, ne
be risk-significant because of aging or common cause latter might be achieved by using larger diameter pipes or I

Iconsiderations. De seven most significant components multiple suction lines. Pump and valve reliability might
are listed in Table 17.3-2, so these SSCs should be be enhanced by specific design changes or by selection of !

considered as risk-significant candidates for 0-RAP a different component. Any such redesign would have to
activities, be evaluated by balancing the increase in reliability against

the added complication to plant equipment and layout.

17.3.11.5 System Design Response
b. Failure Mode identification

Re seven S LCS risk-significant components identified . .

in Table 17.3-2 as having high importance in the SLCS If redesign is not necessary, or after redesign has been

fault tree are now considered for redesign or for 0-RAP c mpleted, the appropriate O-RAP activities would be
identified for the three SLCS component types identifiedactivities, as noted above. The flow chart of

Figure 17.3-1 guides the designer. by the fault tree and discussed above. Ris begms with
,

determining the likely failure modes that will lead to loss
,

Two of the events in Table 17.3-2 result from flow of f function, following the steps in Figure 17.3-2. The

SLCS fluid being diverted through relief valves back to components of SLCS have adequate failure history to

pump suction rather than into the RPV. Since gate and identify critical failure modes,so Assessment Paths A and

check valve failures (which could result in relief valve
C (Figures 17.3-3 and 17.3-5, respectively) would be
f 11 wed to define the failure modes for consideration.

,

operation) are accounted for by separate events, the relief
valve failures of concem can be considered to be valve . ..

body failures orinadvertent opening of the relief valves. For the S LCS relief valves past experience with similar

Plugging of the suction lines from the storage tank could valves shows that the major failure modes are fluid leakage

result from some contamination of the tank fluid or fmm the valve body and a spurious opening as result of

collection of foreign matter in the tank. He pump failures fanure of the spring, the spring fastener, the valve stem or

to start upon demand could result from electrical or the disk. Past pump failures fallinto two general categories,

mechanical problems at the pumps or their control circuits. electrical problems resulting in failure to start on demand
and mechamcal problems that cause a running pump to

Two AC electrical system failures that contribute to stop or fail to provide rated flow. The plugging of fluid

SLCS system failure are identified in Table 17.3-2. No lines generally results from presence of sediment or

further de tails of electrical system failures or maintenance precipitation of compounds from saturated fluid,

are included here. That leaves the five components noted
above for special attention with regard to reducing the risk Following the flowchart of Figure 17.3-3,the designer

of system failure, would determine more details about each failure mode,
including pieceparts most likely to fail and the frequency

a. Redesign of each failure mode category or piecepart failure. His
| would result in a list of the dominant failure modes to be

The design evaluation of Figure 17.3-1 is used by the considered for the O-RAP. ASME Section XI requirement

designer. ne design assessment shows that the component f r inservice inspection (ISI) and other mandated |!

| failure rates are the same as those used in the PRA, so there inspections and test would be identified, as indicated in

is no need to recalculate the PR A. Also, no one SSC has Figure 17.3-5.

a major impact on SLCS system unavailability, so redesign
or reselection of components is not required and the seven Examples of the types of failure modes that could|

components are identified for consideration by the impact reliability of these identified components are shown

0-RAP. in Table 17.3-3. The table is not a complete listing of
important failure modes, but is intended to indicate the

O
!
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Figure 17.3-5. Inclusion of Maintenance Requirements in the Definition of Failure Modes |
r

i
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|
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NO

4

If
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DOES SSC REQUIRE &

| PERFORMANCE TESTING 7 PERFORMANCE7
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II
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4
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MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES
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UNCERTAINTIES, FOR Tile
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|

Figure 17.3 6. Identification of Risk-Significant SSC 0-RAP Activities

O
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Rev. aStandard Plant

NRC* Review Questlos SSAR Response RAl"

p Branch Area Number Subsection Subsection letter
;
' V

53.1.4.5
53.1.4.7
53.1.5.2
53.1.53
53.2.1.5

251.4 53.1.6.1 203.1 1

251.5 53.1.63 203.1 1

251.6 53.2.1 20 3.1 1

251.7 53.2.1.1 203.1 1

53.2.1.2
53.2.13
53.2.1.5

251.8 533 203.1 1
j

251.9 533.1.1.1 20 3.1 1

251.10 533.2 20 3.1 1

251.11 533.6 20 3.1 1

251.12 '3.1.2.5.2.1 2033 3

251.13 3.5.1.1.13- 2033 3

251.14 3.5.4.1 2033 3

251.15 3.63 .2033 3

Materials 252.1 4.5.1.1(1) 203.1 1

Application 252.2 4.5.1.1(2) 20 3.1 1

2523 4.5.2.2 20 3.1 1

252.4' 4.5.23 20 3.1 1.0 252.5 4.5.2.4 20 3.1 1

252.6 4.5.2.5 203.1 1

252.7 5.23.2.2 203.1 1

252.8 5.23.23 203.1 1

252.9 5.233.1 20 3.1- 1

252.8 5.23.23 20 3.1 1

252.10 5.23.4.1.1- 20 3.1 1

252.11 5.23.4.23 20 3.1 1

252.12 thru 252.15 not used
| 252.16 19B.2.12 203.17 17

LOAB Quality 260.1, 17.0 20 3.8' 8

Assurance . 260.2 17.0 203.8 8

260 3 17.0 203.8 8

260.4 19B.2.1 203.17 17'

260.5 19B3.1 20 3.17 17

260.6 19A.2.41 20 3.17 17.

260.7 19A.2.42 20 3.17 17

EMEB Seismic and 271.1 3.10.1 3 203.5- 5

Dynamic 271.2 3.10.1 3 20 3.5 5

Load
Qualification

ONJ
20.1 1.2
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NRC* Review Question SSAR Response RAl**
Branch Area Number Subsection Subsection letter

ECEB Chemical 281.1 5.1 203.1 1

Technology 281.2 5.23.2.2 20 3.1 1

2813 5.23.2.2 20 3.1 1

281.4 5.23.2.2 20 3.1 1

281.5 5.23.2.2 203.1 1

281.6 5.23.2.2.2 20 3.1 1

281.7 5.23.2.23(4) 20 3.1 1

281.8 5.23.2.23(13) 20 3.1 1

281.9 6.4.9.2 20 3.1 1

281.10 Chap. 5 20 3.1 1

281.11 9.13 20 3.7 7

281.12 9.13 203.7 7

281.13 11.1 20 3.7 7

281.14 11.5.2 20 3.7 7

281.15 10.4 20 3.11 11

281.16 10.4.6 3 203.11 11

281.17 10.4.7 20 3.11 11

281.18 10.4 20 3.11 11

SPLB Auxiliary 410.1 3.5.1 2033 3

Systems 410.2 3.5.1 2033 3
4103 3.5.1.1 2033 3

410.4 3.5.1.1 2033 3

410.5 3.5.1.1 2033 3

410.6 3.5.1.1 2033 3

410.7 3.5.1.1 2033 3
410.8 3.5.1.1 2033 3
410.9 3.5.1.1 2033 3
410.10 3.5.1.2 2033 3
410.11 3.5.1.2 2033 3
410.12 3.5.1.2 2033 3

410.13 3.5.1.2 2033 3

410.14 3.5.1.2 2033 3
410.15 3.5.1.2 2033 3 |

410.16 3.5.1.4 2033 3 1

410.17 3.5.2 2033 3
1

410.18 3.5.2 2033 3 1

410.19 3.5.2 2033 3 I
410.19a 3.6.1 2033 3 ;

410.20 3.6.1 2033 3 I
410.21 3.6.1 2033 3 i

410.22 3.6.1 2033 3 |

410.23 3.6.1 2033 3 |

'

410.24 3.6.1 2033 3
410.25 3.6.1 2033 3

410.26 3.6.1 2033 3

410.27 3.6.1 2033 3

410.28 3.6.1 2033 3 - '

410.29 3.6.1 2033 3 ;
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Branch Ana Number Subsection Subsection Letter

410.29a APP 31 2033 3

41030 3.11 ~ 2033 3

41031 9.13 20 3.7 7

41032 9.13 20 3.7 7
| 41033 9.13 20 3.7 7

41034 9.13 203.7 7

41035 9.13 20 3.7 7

41036 9.13 20 3.7 7

f 41037 9.13 203.7 7

41038 9.13 203.7 7

41039 9.13 20 3.7 7

410.40 9.1.5 203.7 7

| 410.41 9.1.5 20 3.7 7

| 410.42 9.1.5 20 3.7 7
'

410.43 9.1.5 203.7 7

410.44 9.2.9 203.7 7

410.45 9.2.9 203.7 7

410.46 9.2.9 20 3.7 7

410.47 9.2.9 203.7 7

| 410.48 9.2.9 203.7 7
| 410.49 9.2.9 20 3.7 7

410.50 9.2.10 20 3.7 7

410.51 9.2.10 20 3.7 7

O 410.52 9.2.10 20 3.7 7
410.53 9.2.10 203.7 7

| 41034 9.2.10 20 3.7 7
410.55 9.2.11 20 3.7 7

| 410.56 9.2.11 20 3.7 7

| 410.57 9.2.11 203.7 7
410.58 9.2.11 20 3.7 7
410.59 9.2.11 20 3.7 7

410.60 9.2.11 20 3.7 - 7

410.61 9.2.11 203.7 7
410.62 9.2.11 20 3.7 7
410.63 9.2.12 20 3.7 7

410.64 9.2.13 20 3.7 7
,

|

SCIB I&C 420.1 Chap 7 20 3.8 8

420.2 Chap 7 203.8 8

4203 Chap 7 20 3.8 8
420.4 Chap 7 20 3.8 8
420.5 Chap 7 20 3.8 8

420.6 App 31 20 3.8 - 8
420.7 App 31 203.8 8

420.8 App 31 20 3.8 8
420.9 App 31 . 20 3.8 8
420.10 Chap 7 - 20 3.8 8
420.11 ~7.6.1.1 203.8 - 8
420.12 7.4.2.2.2 20 3.8 8-

d 420.13 Chap 7 20 3.8 ~8
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Branch Area Number Subsection Subsection letter

420.14 7.1.23.9 20 3.8 8

420.15 7.4 20 3.8 8

420.16 7.4 20 3.8 8

420.17 Chap 7 20 3.8 8

420.18 Chap 7 20 3.8 8
|

| |
420.19 7.1 20 3.8 8

420.20 Chap 7 20 3.8 8'

420.21 Chap 7 20 3.8 8

420.22 Chap 7 20 3.8 8

420.23 Chap 7 20 3.8 8

420.24 Chap 7 20 3.8 8

420.25 Chap 7 20 3.8 8

N.26 7.1.2.1.6 20 3.8 8-
420.27 Chap 7 20 3.8 8

420.28 App 15A 20 3.8 8

420.29 7.1.1 203.8 8

! 42030 7.1.2.2 203.8 8

42031 7.1.23.2 20 3.8 8

42032 7.1.23.2 20 3.8 8

42033 7.1.23.2 20 3.8 8

42034 7.1.23.7 20 3.8 8

42035 7.1.2.6.5 203.8 8

42036 7.1.2.6.6 20 3.8 8

42037 7.1.2.6.7 20 3.8 8

42038 7.1 203.8 8

42039 7.1 20 3.8 8

| 420.40 73.1.1.1.1 203.8 8

420.41 73.1.1.1.1 20 3.8 8

420.42 73.1.1.1.1 20 3.8 8

420.43 73.1.1.2 203.8 8

420.44 73.1.1.13 20 3.8 8

420.45 73.1.1.13 20 3.8 8

420.46 73.1.1.1.4 203.8 8

| 420.47 73.1.1.4 20 3.8 8

420.48 7.1.2.1.6 20 3.8 8

420.49 Chap 7 20 3.8 8

420.50 7.1 20 3.8 8

420.51 7.1 203.8 8

| 420.52 Chap 7 20 3.8 8

420.53 Chap 7 20 3.8 8

420.54 Chap 7 203.8 8

420.55 Chap 7 20 3.8 8

420.56 Chap 7 20 3.8 8
;
'

420.57 Chap 7 20 3.8 8

420.58 Chap 7 20 3.8 8

420.59 Chap 7 20 3.8 8

| 420.60 7.1.2.2 20 3.8 8

420.61 7.1.2.2 203.8 8

420.62 7.1.2.10.11 203.8 8

420.63 Chap 7 203.8 8
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420.64 Chap 7 203.8 8

420.65 Chap 7 20 3.8 8

420.66 Chap 7 203.8 8

420.67 Chap 7 203.8 8

420.68 Chap 7 20 3.8 8
'

| 420 69 Chap 7 203.8 8

420.70 7.1.2.1.6 203.8 8

420.71 7.1.2.1.6 ,203.8 - 8

420.72 7.1.2.1.6 203.8 8

420.73 7.1.2.1.6 203.8 8

420.74 7.1.2.1.6 203.8'- 8

420.75 7.1.2.2 203.8 8

420.76 7.1.23.2 20 3.8 8

420.77 7.1.2.1.4.1 203.8 8

420.78 7.1.2.1.4.1 -203.8 8

420.79 ' 7.1.2.1.4.1- 203.8 8

420.80 7.1.23.1 20 3.8, 8

420.81 7.1.23.1 .203.8 8-
420.82 7.1.233 20 3.8 8

420.83 7.1.23.4 20 3.8 8

420.84 App 31 203.8 '8
,

420.85 . Chap 7 203.8 8

420.86 Chap 7 20 3.8 .8
- 420.87 Chap 7 203.8 8

420.88 Chap 7 20 3.8 8 i

420.89 Chap 7 203.8 8 .

420.90 Chap 7 203.8 8

420.91' Chap 7 20 3.8 8

420.92 Chap 7 203.8 8

420.93 Chap 7 20 3.8 :8
420.94 Chap 7 203.8 8

420.95 Chap 7 203.8 8 ;

420.96 15A.6 20 3.8 8 ;

.420.97- 73.1.1.4 203.8 8

420.98 Chap 7 203.8 8
420.99 Chap 7 203.8 8

'

420.100 Chap 7 20 3.8 8

420.101 Chap 7 203.8 8

420.102 Chap 7 203.8 8

420.103 Chap 7 203.8 8

420.104 Chap 7 20 3.8 8 H

420.105 Chap 7 20 3.8 8

420.106 Chap 7 203.8 8

420.107 93.5.2 203.8 8- |

420.108 7.1.2.2 203.8 .8
420.109 7.1.23.1 20 3.8 8 ,

420.110 7.1.23.1 203.8 8 I

420.111 7.1.23.7 20 3.8 8
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420.112 7.1.2.43 20 3.8 8

420.113 7.1.2.6.1.1 20 3.8 8

420.114 App 7A 20 3.8 8

420.115 73.1.1.13 20 3.8 8

420.116 1.2.2.4.8.1.2 20 3.8 8

420.117 93.5.1.1 20 3.8 8

420.118 15.2.4.5.1 203.8 8

420.119 7.4.1.2 20 3.8 8

420.120 73.2.1.2 20 3.8 8

420.121 73.1.2 20 3.8 8

420.122 15.2.2.2.1.4 20 3.8 8

& Chap 7
420.123 15B.4 & Chap 7 20 3.11 11

420.124 15B.4 & Chap 7 20 3.11 11

! 420.125 7.4.1.4 20 3.11 11

| 420.126 7A.7 203.11 11

420.127 Chap 7 203.11 11

420.128 7A.7 20.2.11 11

420.129 Chap 7 203.11 11

420.131 19.23.4 & Chap 7 20 3.11 11

420.132 193.13.1 & Chap 7 203.11 11

|
420.133 193.13.1 & Chap 7 203.11 11

| 420.134 19D3.4 & Chap 7 20 3.11 11

420.135 19D.6 & Chap 7 20 3.11 11
1 420.136 App 7A 203.11 11

420.137 19A.230 203.17 17

SPLB Plant 430.1 4.6 20 3.2 2

Systems 430.2 5.2.5 20 3.2 2

430 3 5.2.5 203.2 2

430.4 5.2.5.4.1 203.2 2

430.5 5.2.5 203.2 2

430.6 5.2.5 203.2 2
430.7 6.2 203.2 2

430.8 6.2 20 3.2 2

430.9 6.2 203.2 2

430.10 6.2 20 3.2 2

| 430.11 6.2 203.2 2

430.12 6.2 203.2 2

430.13 6.2.1.13 20 3.2 2

430.14 6.2 20 3.2 2

430.15 6.2 20 3.2 2

430.16 6.2 203.2 2

430.17 6.2.1.23 20 3.2 2

430.18 6.2 20 3.2 2

430.19 6.2 20 3.2 2

430.20 6.2 20 3.2 2

430.21 6.2 20 3.2 2 '

430.22 6.2 203.2 2

Amendment 27 20.1 1.7
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|

| 430.23 6.2 20 3.2 2

,

430.24 6.2 203.2 2

| 430.25 6.2 20 3.2 2 |
| 430.26 6.2 20 3.2 2

430.27 6.2 20 3.2 2

430.28 6.2 203.2 2.
430.29 6.23 203.2 2

43030 6.2 203.2 2

43031 6.2 ' 20 3.2 2

43032 6.2 20 3.2 2

43033 6.2 20 3.2 2

43034 6.2 203.2 2

43035 6.2 20 3.2 2

43036 6.2 20 3.2 2
,

L 43037 6.2 203.2 2

43038 6.2 203.2 2

43039 6.2.4 203.2 2

430.40 6.2 _.20 3.2 2

430.41 6.2 203.2 2

430.42 6.2 20 3.2 2
l 430.43 6.2 20 3.2 2

| 430.44 6.2 203.2.5 - 2

430.45 6.2 20 3.2 2n
|f 430.46 6.2 203.2 2

430.47 6.2.53 20 3.2 2'

! 430.48 6.2.6 20 3.2 2

430.49 6.2.6 20 3.2 2

430.50 6.2.6 20 3.2 2

430.51 6.2.6 20 3.2 2

430.52 6.2.6 203.2 2

430.53 6.2.6 203.2 2

430.54 6.4 20 3.2 2

430.55 6.5.1 203.2 2

430.56 6.53 203.2 2

430.57 6.7 203.2 2

430.58 15.7 3 20 3.2 - 2

430.59 10.1 203.10 10

430.60 10.2 203.10 10

430.61 10.2.2.2 20 3.10 10

430.62 10.2 20 3.10 10

430.63 10.2.2.4 20 3.10 10

430.64 10.2.2.4 20 3.10 10

430.65 10.2 203.10 10 -

430.66 10.2 20 3.10 10

430.67 103.2.1 20 3.10 10

430.68 1033 20 3.10 10

430.69 10 3 203.10 10

430.70 103 20 3.10 10

T' 430.71 10.4.1 203.10 10

O)
20.1 1.8
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Branch Ana Number Subsection Subsection letter'

'

430.72 10.4.1 203.10 10

430.73 10.4.1 203.10 10

430.74 10.4.2 203.10 10

430.75 10.4.2 203.10 10

430.76 10.4.2 20 3.10 10

430.77 10.4.2 203.10 10

430.78 10.4.2 20 3.10 10

430.79 10.4.2 203.10 10

430.80 10.4 3 20 3.10 10

430.81 10.4 3 20 3.10 10

| 430.82 10.4 3 203.10 10

430.83 10.4 3 203.10 10

( 430.84 10.4.4 20 3.10 10

| 430.85 10.4.5 20 3.10 10

| 430.86 10.4.7 - 20 3.10 10

l 430.87 Chap 10 20 3.10 10

430.88 Chap 10 20 3.10 10

430.89 10.4.7 203.10 10

430.90 10.4.7 20 3.10 10

430.91 thru 430.153 not used.
430.154 11.2 20 3.13 13

| 430.156 11.2 203.13 13

430.157 11.2 20 3.13 13

430.158 11.2 203.13 13

430.159 11.2 20 3.13 13

l 430.160 11.2 203.13 13
I 430.161 11.2 203.13 13

430.162 113 203.13 13

430.163 113 203.13 13

430.164 113 20 3.13 13

430.165 113 203.13 13

430.166 11 3 203.13 13

430.167 113 203.13 13

430.168 11 3 20 3.13 13

430.169 11.4 203.13 13

430.170 11.4 20 3.13 13

430.17) 11.4 203.13 13

430.172 11.4 203.13 13

430.173 11.4 203.13 13

430.174 11.4 203.13 13

430.175 11.4 203.13 13

| 430.176 11.4 203.13 13

430.177 9.1 203.15 15

430.178 9.1 20 3.15 15 1

430.179 9.1 203.15 15 |
430.180 9.1 203.15 15-

430.181 9.1 203.15 15

O
Amendment 27 20.1 1.9
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430.272 9.5.4 203.16 16

430.273 9.5.4 203.16 16

430.274 9.5.4 203.16 16

430.275 93.4 203.16 16

430.276 9.5.4 20 3.16 16

430.277 9.5.5 203.16 16

430.278 9.5.5 203.16 16

430.279 9.5.5 203.16 16
'

430.280 9.5.5 203.16 16

430.281 9.5.5 203.16 16 >

430.282 9.5.5 203.16 16

430.283 9.5.5 203.16 16 ~

430.284 9.5.5 203.16 16

430.285 9.5.6 203.16 16

430.286 9.5.6 203.16 16

430.287 9.5.6. 20 3.16 16

430.288 9.5.6 203.16 16

430.289 9.5.6,9.5.8 203.16 16

430.290 9.5.7 20 3.16 16

430.291 9.5.7 203.16 16

i 430.292 9.5.7 20 3.16 16

| 430.293 9.5.7 203.16 16
'

s 430.294 9.5.7 203.16 16~

430.295 9.5.8 203.16 16

430.296 9.5.8 203.16 16
' -

430.297 9.5.8 203.16 16
I 430.298 9.5.8 203.16 16

430.299 9.5.8 20 3.16 16

430300 19A.2.26 203.17 17

19A.2.27 -
430301 19A.2.26 203.17 17

19A.2.27
| 430302 19A.2.26 203.17 17 i

19A.2.27

| 430303 19A.2.26 203.17 17

19A.2.27

| 430304 19A.2.26 20 3.17 17
| 19A.2.27

430305 19A.2.26 20 3.17 17

19A.2.27
430306 19A.2.26 203.17 17'

19A.2.27
| 430307 19A.2.12 203.17 17

19A.2.21
19A.2.46
19B.2.6 ,

430 308 19A.2.12 203.17 17'
. 19A.2.21

! 19A.2.46
- 19B.2.6 -

Amendment 17 20.1 1.12
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430309 19A.2.12 203.17 17

19A.2.21
19A.2.46
19B.2.6

430 310 19A.2.12 203.17 17

19A.2.21
19A.2.46
19B.2.6

430311 19A.2.12 20 3.17 17

19A.2.21
19A.2.46
19B.2.6

430312 19A.2.12 20 3.17 17

19A.2.21
19A.2.46
19B.2.6

430 3 13 19A.2.29 20 3.17 17

| 430314 Not used
430315 9.5.1 203.16 16

430316 9.5.1 203.16 16

430317 9.5.1 203.16 16

430318 9.5.1 20 3.16 16

430 319 95.1 203.16 16

430320 9.5.1 203.16 16

430321 9.5.1,9.53 20 3.16 16

430322 9.5.1 203.16 16

430323 9.5.1 203.16 16

430 324 9.5.1 203.16 16

430 325 9A3 203.16 16

430 326 9A.4 203.16 16

430327 9.5.1 20 3.16 16

430328 9.5.1 20 3.16 16

430 329 9.5.1 203.16 16

430 330 9.5.1 20 3.16 16

430331 9.5.1 20 3.16 16

430332 9.5.1 20 3.16 16

430333 9.5.1 203.16 16

430334 9A.4 20 3.16 16

430335 9A.4 20 3.16 16

430336 9.5.1 203.16 16

430337 9.5.1 203.16 16

430338 9A.4 20 3.16 16

430339 9A.4 20 3.16 16

430 340 9.5.1 203.16 16

430 341 9A.5 203.16 16

430342 9A.5 20 3.16 16

|
430343 5.4.6,6.2.4,83.2 20 3.16 16

9.2.6,93.1,9.4.1
9.4.5,9.4.6,9.4.7

9.4.8

Amendment 27 20.1 1.13
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b ]

440.19 5.2.2 20 3.4 4 !

440.20 5.2.2 203.4 4

440.21 5.2.2 20 3.4 . 4

440.22 5.1 203.4 4

| 440.23 Not used
440.24 5.2.2 20 3.4 4

440.28 1.8 20 3.4 4

440.29 5.2.2 203.4 4

44030- 4.6, 7.7.1.2 -20 3.4 4

44031 4.6 203.4 -4
44032 4.6 203.4 4

44033 4.6 20 3.4 4

44034 5.4.1 20 3.4 4

|44035 5.4.1 20 3.4 4

44036 5.4.1 203.4 4

44037 - 5.4.6 . 203.4 L 4

44038 5.4.6 .203.4 4

44039 5.4.6 203.4 4

440.40 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.41 5.4.6 203.4 4-
440.42 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.43 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.44 5.4.6 203.4 4

440.45 5.4. ) 203.4 4

0 440.46 5.4.6 203.4 4

440.47 L.4.6 203.4 4

440.48 14.6 20 3.4 4

440.49 14.6 20 3.4 4 1

440.50 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.51 5.4.6 203.4 4 -

440.52 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.53 5.4.6 203.4 - 4

440.54 5.4.6 203.4 4 ,

440.55 5.4.6 203.4 4

440.56 5.4.6 203.4 4 (
440.57 5.4.6 203.4 4

440.58 5.4.6 20 3.4 4

440.59 5.4.7 20 3.4 4 )
440.60 5.4.7 203.4 - 4 1

440.61 5.4.7 20 3.4 4

440.62 5.4.7 20 3.4 4

440.63 5.4.7 203.4 4

440.64 5.4.7 20 3.4 4

440.65 - 5.4.7 203.4 4

440.66 thru 440.71 Not used
440.72 5.4.7 203.4 4

440.73 5.4.7 20 3.4 4 |

440.74 5.4.7 20 3.4 4-

440.75 63 20 3.6 6

440.76 63 20 3.6 6

O 440.77 63 203.6 6

20.1 1.16Amendment 27
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440.78 63 20 3.6 6
440.79 63 203.6 6
440.80 63 20 3.6 6
440.81 63 20 3.6 6
440.82 63 203.6 6
440.83 63 20 3.6 6
440.84 63 203.6 6
440.85 63 203.6 6

440.86 63 203.6 6
440.87 63 203.6 6
440.88 63 203.6 6
440.89 63 203.6 6
440.90 63 203.6 6
440.91 63 20 3.6 6
440.92 63 20 3.6 6

440.93 63 203.6 6
440.94 63 203.6 6

; 440.95 63 203.6 6
| 440.% 63 203.6 6

440.97 63 203.6 6
440.98 63 20 3.6 6
440.99 63 20 3.6 6
440.100 63 203.6 6
440.101 93.5 20 3.6 6
440.102 93.5 20 3.6 6
440.103 93.5 20 3.6 6
440.104 93.5 20 3.6 6
440.105 93.5 203.6 6
440.106 93.5 203.6 6
440.107 93.5 20 3.6 6
440.108 Chap 15 203.6 6
440.109 Chap 15 20 3.6 6
440.110 Chap 15 203.6 6
440.111 Chap 15 203.6 6
440.112 Chap 15 203.6 6
440.113 Chap 15 203.6 6
440.114 Chap 15 203.6 6

| 440.115 Chap 15 203.6 6-
440.116 Chap 15 203.6 6

| 440.117 19A.230 203.17 17

PRPB Meteorology 451.1 2.0 2033 3
451.2 2.4 2033 3

SPLB Efnuent 460.1 11.1 203.7 7

| Treatment 460.2 11.1 203.7 7
| 460 3 11.1 20 3.7 7

460.4 11.1 203.7 7
460.5 11.5 203.7 7

Amendment 17 20.1-1.17
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725.93 App.19J 203.12 12

| 725.94 App.19J, I 203.12 12

RSGB Safeguards 910.7 13.6.1 203.7 7

910.8 13.6 3.7 20 3.7 7 !

| 910.9 13.6 3 203.7 7 |

| 910.10 13.6 3.7 203.7 7 |

| 910.11 13.633 20 3.7 7 I

910.12 13.6 3.4 203.7 7

910.13 13.6 3.6 20 3.7 7

910.14 13.6 3 203.7 7

910.15 Not used| |
i 910.16 13.6 20 3.7 7

910.17 13.6 3.7 203.15 15

910.18 13.6 20 3.15 15

! 910.19 13.6 20 3.15 15

910.20 13.633 203.15 15

910.21 13.6 3.4 20 3.15 15

! 910.22 13.6 3.4 20 3.15 15

910.23 13.633 20 3.15 15

910.24 13.6 3.6 20 3.15 15 )
| 910.25 13.6 3 20 3.15 15

910.26 19B.2.4 203.17 17

b !

I
'

,

L

i
l
l

i

.i
, .

20.1 1.22
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p 470.5
5 1

\._./ Provide a discussion of, or reference to, the analysis of the radiological consequences of
leakage from engineered safety feature components after a design basis LOCA.

,

470.6

i

For the spent fuel cask drop accident, what is the assumed period for decay from the stated powcr j
condition? What is the justification for that assumption? ;

470.7

The tables in Chapter 15 should be checked and revised as appropriate. In several cases the
footnotes contain typographical errors related to defining the scientific notation. Table 15.7-12

| also appears to contain inappropriate references to Table 15.7-16, rather than Table 15.7-13.

470.8

It is stated that Regulatory Guides 1.3 and 1.45 were used in the calculations of X/O values.
Based on the values presented, it appears as though a Pasquill stability Class F and one meter per
second wind speed were assumed, with adjustment for meander per Figure 3 of Regulatory Guide 1.145.
If this is not the case, describe the assumptions and justification used in calculating the X/O
values which are used in Chapter 15 dose assessments.

470.9
The SGTS filter efficiencies of 99% for inorganic and organic iodine are higher than the 90% and

/' 3 70% values, respectively, assumed in Regulatory Guide 1.25 if it can be shown that the building
'( atmosphere is exhausted through adsorbers designed to remove iodine. Provide a justification for the

use of the higher values.

470.10

Dose related factors such as breathing rates, iodine conversion factors and finite versus
infinite cloud assumptions for calculating the whole body dose are not stated explicitly, although
reference is made to Regulatory Guide 1.25 and another document. State these assumptions explicitly
and justify use of any values which deviate from Regulatory Guide 1.25.

440.109 |

Provide an analysis of the loss of instrument air (nitrogen). (15)

440.110

In SSAR Table 15.0-2, the following transients are not categorized as moderate frequency event
[ Category (a))

(a) Runout of two feedwater pumps (Cat.c)

(b) Opening of all Control and Bypass Valves (Cat.c)
,

(c) Pressure Regulator Downscale failure (Cat.c)'

| (d) Generator Load Rejection, Failure of One Bypass Valve (Cat.b)

(e) Generator Load Rejection with Bypass Off (Cat.c)

(f) Turbine Trip with Failure of One Bypass Valve (Cat.b)i ,,
!

(v) (g) Turbine trip, Bypass Off (Cat.c)

(h) less of Aux. Power Transformer and one S/up transformer (Cat c)

Amendment 27 20.2-21.2

|

|
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(i) Trip of all Reactor Internal Pumps (Cat.c)
(j) Fast Runback of all Reactor Internal Pumps (Cat.c)
(k) Inadvertent HPCF pump start up (Cat.b)

Category b refers to infrequent event and Category c refers to limiting faults.

The above categorization of transients is a significant deviation from the SRP and hence
sufficient justification must be submitted to support the change in the categorization. (15)

440.111

Provide a table similar to 15.0-2 showing your evaluation of anticipated transients with single
failure. List the single failt.re chosen for each event and provide a justification for why the
chosen failure is the most limiting. (15)

440.112

Provide the following:

(1) A listing of all equipment which is not classified as safety-related but is assumed in FSAR
analyses to mitigate the consequences of transients or accidents.

(2) Justification for the assumption of operability of this equipment based upon equipment quality,
reliability, and proposed surveillance requirements.

(3) Discuss the consequences of those events concerning (i) number of fuel failures,(ii) delta CPR
and (iii) delta perk pressure that would result if only safety grade systems or components were
considered in the specific transients analyses taking credit of non-safety grade systems or
components. (15)

440.113

You have classified the trip of all reactor internal pumps as a limiting fault. This ,ig based on
your assumption that the loss of greater than three reactor internal pumps is 10 per year.
Provide operating experience data to justify this failure rate. (15)

440.114

The ABWR feedwater control system and the steam bypass and pressure control system use a
triplicated digital system. You claim that no single failure in these systems will cause a minimum
demand to all turbine control valves and bypass valves or the runout of two feedwater pumps. (15)

(a) What is the reliability of the system?

(b) What design feature of these systems prevent common mode failure to more than one
channel?

(c) What protection is provided in these systems against a technician disabling a second
channel while performing maintenance on the first.

(d) What are the most limiting events for the case where two channels are lost in these
systems?

!

Amendment 25 20.2-213 |
)
|

|
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QITESTiON 430.54o
1

Section 6.4.7.1, External Temperature, *provides design maximum external temperature of 1000F
snd .100F. How are these values used in the design and assessments related to the ABWR? What
ftctors, such as insulation, heat generation from control room personnel and equipment and heat
losses, are taken into account? Do these values represent " instantaneous" values or are they
temporal and/or spatial averages?

RESPONSE 430.540

These values represent the summer maximum dry bulb air temperature. They are used in sizing the
HVAC essential chilled water system chillers and the control room HVAC system.

QUESTION 430.54p

Clarify your position on potential hazardous or toxic gas sources onsite of an ABWR. If
applicable, indicate the special features provided in the ABWR design in this regard, to ensure
control room habitability.

RESPONSE 430.54p

( m) Respcnse to this question is provided in revised Subsection 6.4.73.
/

G/
QUESTION 430.54q

Identify all the interface requirements for control room habitability systems (e.g.,
instrumentation for protection against toxic gases in general and chlorine in particular; potential
toxic gas release points in the environs).

RESPONSE 430.54q

The ABWR control room habitability system has no interface requirements.

QUESTION 430.55

Regarding ESF Atmosphere Cleanup Systems, (6.5.1)

QUESTION 430.55a

Provide a table listing the compliance status of the Standby Gas Treatment System (SGTS) with
tagA of the regulatory positions specified under C of RG 1.52. Provide justifications for each of
those items that do not fully comply with the corresponding requirements. In this context, you may
note that the lack of redundancy of the SGTS filter train (the staff considers that filter trains are
also active components - See SRP 6.4, Acceptance Criterion II.2.b) is not acceptable. Further, the
described sizing of the charcoal adsorbers based on assumed decontamination factors for various
chemical forms of iodine in the suppression pool is not acceptable (RG 1.3 assumes a decontamination

(N factor of I for all forms of iodine and RG 1.52 requires compliance with the above guide for the
V design of the adsorber section). Therefore, revise charcoal weight and charcoal iodine loading given

in SSAR Table 6.5-1 as appropriate.

Amadment 11 20 3-60
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RESPONSE 430.55a ,

The response to the first part of this question is provided in Appendix 6A. Two cornpletely
redundant filter trains are provided as described in Subsection 6.5.1.3.3. The iodine source term
is discussed in Subsections 6.5.133 and 6.5.13.4. Tables 6.5-1 and 6.5-2 have been revised.

QUESTION 430.55b

Specify the laboratory test criteria for methyl iodine penetration that will be identified as an
interface requirement to be qualified for the adsorber efficiencies for iodine given in SSAR Table
15.6-8. Also, provide the depth of the charcoal beds for the control room emergency system.

RESPONSE 430.55b

The response to the first part of this question is provided in Appendix 6A which assesses
compliance against Regulatory Guide 1.52, Positions C.3.1, C.6.a (2) and C.6.a(3).

Control room HVAC charcoal bed depth is discussed in Subsection 9.4.1.13.

QUESTION 430.55c

Provide a table listing the compliance status of the instrumentation provided for the SGTS for
read out, recording and alarm provisions in the control room with gash of the instrumentation items
identified in Table 6.5.1-1 of SRP 6.5.1. For partial or non compliance items, provide
justifications.

RESPONSE 430.55c

The response to this question is provided in Appendix 6B.

QUESTION 430.55d

Clarify whether primary containment purging during normal plant operation when required to limit
the discharge of contaminants to the environment will always be through the SGTS (See SSAR Section
6.5.1.2.3.3) . Clarify whether such a release prior to the purge system isolation has been
considered in the LOCA dose analysis.

RESPONSE 430.55d

The response to this question is provided in Subsection 6.5.13.6. Note that Subsection
6.5.1.2.33 has been renumbered to 6.5.1.23.2.

QUESTION 430.55e

Provide the compliance status tables referred to in Items (a) and (c) above for the control room
ESF filter trains. (The staff notes that you have committed to discuss control room ESF filter
system under Section 9.4.1. However, since evaluation of the control room habitability system
cannot be completed until the information identified above is provided, the above information is
requested now.)

RESPONSE 430.55c

| The response to this question is provided in Subsections 9.4.1.

Amendment 27 20.M 1
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20.3.4 Response to Fourth RAI-Reference 4 -|1

I
,

%
QUESTION 440.13

ODYNA and REDYA are the improved versions of NRC approved ODYN and REDY Codes. Describe the
changes made in the codes. The staff requires approval of these codes before the final design i,

approval.

RESPONSE 440.13
-1

The response to this question is provided in Appendix 20A. j
i
l

QUESTION 440.14
|

Information given in NEDE-24011.P-A is not sufficient to demonstrate compliance with the ASME j

code. The ASME Code Section III, Article NB-7200, requires that an overpressure protection report be |

prepared. Provide this report for the staff review.

Include the followmg items in the report:

(1) Provide all system and core parameter initial values assumed in the overpressure analyses.
Include their nominal operating range with uncertainties and Technical Specification; limits.

(2) Scram time characteristics.

(3) Safety / relief valve characteristics.

(4) Demonstrate available safety margin considering the most limiting transients.

(5) Peak vessel bottom pressure versus time for the limiting transients.

(6) Provide graphical representation for peak vessel bottom pressure versus safety / relief valve
; capacity and number of safety / relief valves used for the most limiting transient.

'

I

(7) Identify conservatisms used in the overpressure transient analyses.

RESPONSE 440.14

An overpressure protection report will be submitted during the application of a construction
permit. However, transient analysis for vessel overpressure protection has been documented in
Subsection 5.2.2.2. The following are responses to specific questions:

i

|

|

|
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(1) The initial values of system and core parameters assumed in the overpressure analysis .

are listed in Subsection 5.2.2.2.2.1 are: ,

I

ANALYSIS NOMINAL
VALUE VALUE

(a) Operating Power
- MWt 4005 3926

| - % NBR 102 100

(b) Vessel Dome Pressure
- psig 1040 1025

(c) Steamilow 6 6
-Ib/hr 17.29 x 10 16.84 x 10

- % NBR 102.7 100

( The operating power and geam flow will be limited by the operating license to their nominal
values. It is not necessary to have a technical specification on the operating dome pressure,
since it is limited by the pressure scram setpoint. As shown in the response to Question
440.16, the overpressure protection system has enough margin to account for variation in the
operating pressure up to the pressure scram setpoint.

(2) The scram time characteristics are shown in Table 15.0-6.

(3) In the overpressure protection analysis, only the operation of the safety mode of all
safety / relief valves is assumed. The safety mode characteristics are shown in Figure 5.2-1.

(4) The most limiting transient (i.e. MSIV closure with flux scram) has been analyzed and its
results summarized in Subsectica 5.2.2.2.3.1 and Figure 5.2-2.

(5) The peak vessel bottom pressure versus time for the limiting transient (i.e. MSIV closure with
flux scram) is shown in Figure 20.3-14.

(6) The peak vessel bottom pressure versus safety / relief valve capacity and number of safety /rclief
valves for the most limiting transient (i.e. MSiv closure with flux scram) is shown in Figure
20.3-15.

(7) The conservatisms in the following areas are included in the overpressure transient analysis:

(a) Initial conditions See (1) above..

(b) Nuclear conditions : EOEC conditions are used.

(c) Scram Characteristics : Technical Specification Limits are used.

(d) SafetySetpoints : Analyticallimits are used.

(e) Safety / Relief Valves Only the safety mode is assumed.-

(f) Scraminitiation : Flux scram instead of position scram

O
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n QUESTION 440.19
f I

I Explain in detail how the spring and relief modes of the SRV works. Are they any different from
the SRVs currently used in operating BWRs?

RESPONSE 440.19

It is currently anticipated that the basic ABWR SRV configuration will be very similar to that of
direct acting SRVs used on BWR/6 plants. The spring is used to provide the force to the SRV stem,
which in turn forces the disk down on the valve seat, capturing the steam on the inlet side of the
valve. When the steam pressure increases so that it's force is equal to the downward force provided
by the spring, the disk and stem begin to lift. As this happens, the steam pressure acts over a

| larger area of the disk and the valve opens quickly. This actuation using steam pressure to overcome
spring force is safety mode actuation. In relief mode actuation, an actuator system uses a large
pneumatic piston to lift a lever which in turn lifts the valve stem against the force of the spring.
This system is driven by one or more solenoid operated pneumatic valves and normally has an
intermediate stage pneumatic valve (one driven by each solenoid valve) to provide the required
pneumatic flow rate to the piston. This pneumatically driven method of operating the SRV (the relief
mode of operation) must never interfere with operation of the SRV in the safety mode.

The main spring of the ABWR SRV may be a double spring configuration or a set of Belleville
washers. The main spring (s) will be controlled by specification requirements and manufacturing
standards to provide smooth operating and relative motion characteristics and to minimize SRV set
point drift due to spring relaxation. The valve stem will be guided to preclude any tendency to cock
or gall.

(Q
The ABWR could use a pilot operated valve. This type of valve has a pilot stage which acts as a

_/ small direct acting valve. When the pilot stage opens, steam is redirected inside the valve so that
the main disk opens. The relief mode actuator is connected to the pilot stage.

QUESTION 440.20

What ATWS considerations have you given for sizing SRVs?

RESPONSE 440.

The most limiting ATWS event (i.e., MSIV closure) has been analyzed. The peak vessel bottom j

pressure for this case is 1300 psig, which is well below the ATWS overpressure criterion of 1500 1

psig.

QUESTION 440.21

In Subsection 5.2.2.2.2.3 the reclosure pressure setpoint (% of operating setpoint) for both modes
are given as 98 and 93. Explain the significance of these numbers.

RESPONSE 440.21

Subsection 5.2.2.2.2.3 has been revised to reflect SRV safety mode reclosure points consistent
with new ABWR requirements. These new requirements are 96% of nameplate opening setpoint (4%
blowdown) to 90% of nameplate setpoint (10% blowdown). The lower reclosure limit (10% blowdown) is
based on JIS Standard B8210-1986 and reflects a requirement imposed by MITI on plants built in
Japan. It is a reasonable lower limit for two reasons: (1) It makes sense, economically, not to let,-

(~j more steam escape from the reactor system than is necessary to protect the system within a reasonable
safety margin. (2) It provides an effective lower limit from a system standpoint so that SRV opening
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and reclosure in the safety mode occur at a higher pressure than the respective " normal" opening and
,

reclosure in the relief mode (i.e., as normally initiated by pressure sensors in the steam lines). 4

The upper reclosure limit (reclosure point at 96% of opening setpoint) is a reasonable upper
limit which will serve to limit the number of times the SRV will open and reclose in case of a
pressure transient causing valve operation in the safety mode, it permits the valve to remain open
longer and cycle less often (as compared with prior allowed upper reclosure limits, which were set at

.

|97% and 98% of opening setpoint in the past).

The %% upper limit also provides an extra measure of insurance that deviations in manufacturing
tolerances, actual back-pressure in service, and other such variables do not result in an SRV with
negative blowdown, in which buildup of backpressure would reclose the valve before it could perform
its pressure relief function.

QUESTION 440.22 .

I
In Figure 5.1.3a the SRV solenoid valves are not shown as DC powered as they should be. Note 8 |

states that " valve motor operators and pilot solenoids are ac operated unless otherwise specified."

RESPONSE 440.22

At the next revision, Figure 5.1.3a will be revised to show that the SRV solenoids are DC
powered.

QUESTION / RESPONSE 440.23

This question number not used.

QUESTION 440.24

Confirm that SRVs are designed to meet seismic and quality standards consistent with the
recommendations of Regulatory Guides 1.26 and 1.29.

RESPONSE 440.24

(1) The SRVs are classified as Quality Group A and Seismic Category I as shown in Table
,

3.2-1. The SRVs are designed to meet Regulatory Guides 1.26 and 1.29. Tests required j

by ASME Code Section III for Class I valves are imposed in the ABWR SRV equipment |

specification. Analyses equivalent to those required by ASME III are performed in I

accordance with the requirements of MITI 501 (the Japanese equivalent of ASME III).

(2) SRV's are Class IE (active, safety related, electrically driven). It is currently
3

planned to impose a complete environmental qualification program on the entire SRV, j

including both electrically and pneumatically driven components of the actuator |
systeni. This program includes dynamic qualification of operability following the
Japanese equivalent of an SSE. This program will be in compliance with NUREG-0588
requirements.

QUESTIONS / RESPONSES 440.25 through 440.27

These questions numbers not used.

QUESTION 440.28

In SSAR Table 1.8-19,it is stated that branch technical position RSB 5-2 is applicable for ABWR. '

How does the ABWR design comply with BTP RSB 5-27

Amendment 8
20.3-101
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RESPONSE 440.28 ,p
O The entry for BTP RSB S-2 in Table 1.8-19 was in error and has been corrected to show *not ;

*

applicable" to the ABWR.

QUESTION 440.29
;

Describe the methods planned for performing hydrostatic tests on ABWR RPV vessel after the
initial start-up. Can you perform hydrostatic tests and leak tests without using critical heat?

RESPONSE 440.29
"

System leakage and hydrostatic pressure test will be performed in accordance with IWB-1220 and
2500 as stated _in Subsection 5.2.4.6. It is expected that testing for. ABWR RPV will be done ;

similarly to that of currently operating BWRs without critical heat. . Typically, this involves i

using the developed head of the CRD and/or RWCU pumps to pressurize the reactor water against a
small pocket of air at the top of the bottled up vessel. Pumping heat from the reactor internal
pump (RIPS), supplemented by reactor decay heat, will be used to maintain the vessel temperature
above the applicable minimum temperature limit of Figure 5.3-1. For the ABWR, with its expected-

lower initial RT and its lower fluence at the vessel wall, the minimum temperature curve is
not expected to Nsignificantly, if at all, over the life of the plant. Therefore, because the
total pumping heat of the RIPS is on the same order of magnitude as that from the recire pumps of
current BWRs, it is anticipated that hydrostatic testing can be fully supported without reliance on
critical heat.

QUESTION 440.30
/~N
Q In SSAR Section 7.7.1.2, Section 4, it is stated that: "The Rod Control and Information System

(RC&lS) is not classified as a safety related system, it has a control design basis only and is not
required for the safety and orderly shutdown of the plant. A failure of RC&lS will not result in j
fuel damage. The Rod block Functions of the RC&lS. however. are imoortant in limiting the '

consequences of a rod withdrawal error during normal plant operation. An abnormal operating
transient that might result in local fuel damage is prevented by the rod block enforcement
functions of the RC&lS."

If credit for RC&lS is assumed in the analysis of the rod withdrawal transient to meet the GDC
10 requirement that "specified acceptance fuel design limits (SAFDL) will not be exceeded," the
staff requires that RC&lS satisfies GDC-1 which states that " structures, systems and components
important to safety must be designed, fabricated, erected and tested to quality standards
commensurate with the safety function to be performed."

RESPONSE 440.30 ,
.

Subsection 7.7.1.2 (4) states that "A failure or the RC&IS will not result in GROSS fuel
damage." Certain MULTIPLE failures of the RC&lS can be postulated that could result in LOCAL fuel
damage. However, such multiple failures are not considered credible for the following reasons:

(1) The rod control and information system (RC&lS) is designed with highly reliable
components and provides for a high availability. The system is completely redundant
except for the final motor control logic for each fine motion control rod drive
(FMCRD). All normal rod movement commands are subject to an agreement between each
independent RC&IS channel. Disagreement between the two channels results in rod

O withdrawal inhibit.

Amendment 27 20.3-102
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| (2) The rod block function of the RC&IS, which are important in limiting the consequences of a rod
withdrawal error during normal plant operation, consist of its redundant automated rod block
monitor (ARBM) subsystem and the rod block function of the redundant multi-channel rod block .
monitor (MRBM) subsystem of the neutron monitoring system (NMS). Both subsystems are il

! responsible for monitoring thermal margin of the reactor via the NMS and enforcing rod blocks i

|
that prevent any further rod movement.

|

The MRBM uses local power range monitor (LPRM) signals to monitor for any abnormal operating
transient that might result in local fuel damage. In the manual mode of operation, the MRBM
function prevents fuel assembly safety thermallimit violation if both channels of the ABRM
subsystem are inoperative. This is similar to the RBM function of BWR/5 plants. The ARBM
subsystem receives LPRM, APRM and core flow signals directly from the NMS, and performs thermal

.
limit c:!alations on the inputs independently to enforce rod blocks. Multiple failures are

| required before the ARBM function is disabled.
.

(3) The ARBM subsystem is designed so that no credible single failure or single operator error shall
prevent its intended function. The ARBM function is to prevent a rod withdrawal error (RWE)
from occurring. As such, there is no basis for occurrence of the RWE in the power range.

(4) The RC&lS acts on signals received from either the ABRM or the MRBM to issue rod blocks. The
signals that are generated to allow rod withdrawal are serialized data transmission too complex
for credible failures to duplicate; particularly on two independent and separate data
transmission channels.

| (5) Non-safety power generation components of both the RC&lS and the NMS are completely independent
of the scram function. Other components, associated with monitoring power and initiating a
reactor scram, are qualified in accordance with safety criteria.

| (6) There is complete independence of the RC&IS FMCRD motors from the FMCRD hydraulic scram
| function. No failure of an individual motor control logic affects or impairs the reactor

scram. The RC&lS and the active run-in function of the FMCRD are power generation components
and are not required for safety.

(7) The control rod drive (CRD) system components that are required for the safe and orderly
shutdown of the plant and/or whose failure can result in gross fuel damage are qualified as
safety related. The components that are required for positioning the control rods to control
power generation meet the design requirements of a power generation system. Those mechanical
FMCRD components and other CRD system mechanical and electrical components that must function to

, accomplish the reactor scram function are qualified in accordance with safety criteria (e.g.
I Class 1E criteria for CRD clectrical components).

(8) The CRD control rod brake is designed to ' fail safe"in that if the RC&lS fails to send any
signals to the CRD system, the control rod brake is engaged and no further rod movement can
occur. Also, loss of power maintains brake engagement. The engagement of the brake aborts rod
withdrawal, but has no affect on the hydraulic scram function.

The failure modes and effects analyses shown in Tables 20.3-9 and 20.3-10 demonstrate the high
reliability inherent in the RC&lS functions for both the automatic and manual modes.

QUESTION 440.31

Selected control rod run in (SCRRI) is provided for thermal-hydraulic stability control. Describe
in detail how SCRRI controls stability.
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heat removal system and its classification summary is included in Items E1.1 through E1.15 of
g

Table 3.2-1.*

(O
QUESTION 210.10

Provide the basis for all Control Rod Drive System valves (Item C1.1 in Table 3.2-1) to be
classified as Non-Nuclear Safety and Non-Seismic.

RESPONSE 210.10

Item C1.1 of Table 3.21 has been clarified. All valves required to provide the scram function
are part of the hydraulic control unit which is Safety Class 2. The hydraulic control unit is Item

| | C2.4 in Table 3.21. All other valves do not perform a safety-related function and are Non-Nuclear
Safety.

QUESTION 210.11

I Provide the basis for portions of piping systems with the outermost isolation valves in the
Residual Heat Removal System and the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System (Items E1.3, E4.1, and
E4.6 in Table 3.2-1) to be classified as Safety Class 2 and 3.

RESPONSE 210.11j

Portions of piping of the residual heat removal system, high pressure core flooder system, and
reactor core isolation cooling system within the outermost isolation valve which are not part of
the reactor coolant pressure boundary but are part of an engineered safety feature are Safety Class
2. Examples are the suppression pool suction piping and containment spray piping. Portions of| n

(j piping of the residual heat removal system, high pressure core flooder system, and the reactor core
isolation cooling system which are part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary but are one (1)'

inch or less in diameter are Safety Class 2. Examples are instrument lines and drain lines. Items
Bl.5, E1.3, E2.1, E2.2 and E2.5 of Table 3.2-1 have been clarified; Figures 5.410a and 6.2-38a )
will be corrected at their next revision (as indicated in Figures 20.3-20.1 and 20.3-20.2) and !

|Subsections 9.5.1.2.4, 3.9.5.1.2.5, and 3.9.5.1.2.6 have been corrected.

QUESTION 210.12

Items E2.1 and E2.5 in Table 3.2-1 classifies some pumps and valves within the outermost
isolation val.ves in the High Pressure Core Flooder System as Safety Class 2. Provide the basis for

i

this classification.

RESPONSE 210.12

See response to Question 210.11.

QUESTION 210.13

In Table 3.2-1, Item F4.1, " Refueling Equipment Platform Assembly" is classified as Non-Nuclear
Safety. To be consistent with the staff position as stated in Ouestion 210.4 and with staff
reviews on recent BWR/6 plants, such as Perry and River Bend, revise Table 3.2-1 to change this
classification to Safety Class 2 and Quality Group B.

f)>
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QUESTION 440.105
s

We understand that boron mixing tests were performed for optimizing the location of boron
injection. Describe the test criteria and the test results. (9.3.5)

RESPONSE 440.105

Boron mixing tests were performed in a 1/6 scale three dimensional model of ABWR with reactor
internal pumps. In these tests, the overhead type high pressure core spray sparger was used as the
primary injection location. Injection at the reactor internal pump suction was examined as a backup
location. The objective of the tests was to understand the mixing phenomenon when a boron solution
is injected into the reactor coolant, and to determine the mixing coefficient, n, which is a measure
of the mixing efficiency or effectiveness as defined as:

Concentration ofinjection solution at a
measured location (region of the model) '

n=
Concentration if well mixed with entire

modelinventory

A coefficient of unity thus represented the equivalent of a completely mixed solution.
Incomplete mixing was characterized by coefficients less than unity in some regions of the model and
greater than unity in others. Transit time is defined as the time required for the injected solution
to travel from the point of injection to the region of interest.

Based on the data analyses, the following conclusions were drawn:

(1) Boron injected through'HPCF will reach the core in all conditions including time after hot
shutdown. No stratification was found anywhere in the vessel for all the tests.

(2) HPCF is the recommended injection location. If HPCF were not the design basis, injection
through four recirculation pump suction locations will also provide good mixing.

QUESTION 440.106

in SSAR Section 9.3.5.3, under criterion 26, it is stated that "The requirements of this
criterion do not apply within the SLCS itself." Elaborate on this assumption. (9.3.5)

RESPONSE 440.106

The identified statement has been removed. 1

QUESTION 440.107

' In SSAR Section 9.3.5.3, under criterion 27, it is stated that "this criterion applies no

O. specific requirements onto the SLCS and therefore is not applicable." Describe in detail the
justification for the above statement. (9.3.5)

' Amendment 8 20.3-154
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RESPONSE 440.107

ICriterion 27 (Combined Reactivity Control Systems Capability) states the requirements for the
reactivity control systems to operate "in conjunction with poison addition" to maintain core l
cooling. Since the SLCS is the means for * poison addition", Criterion 27 gives requirements for i
other systems to work with the SLCS. In addition, Subsection 3.1.2.3.8.2 states that there are no l
credible events applicable to the ABWR which require combined capability of the control rod system !
and poison additions by the emergency core cooling network. Therefore, Criterion 27 " applies no
specific requirements onto the SLCS."

QUESTION 440.108

Provide further justification for the fact that the input parameters and initial conditions for
analyzed events are conservative. Provide a list of what parameters will be checked at startup and
which will be in the Technical Specifications. You should define the range of operating conditions
and fuel types for which your input parameters will remain valid. For example, would these
parameters remain valid for 9x9 or 7x7 fuel or for a similar large change in the fuel lattice. (15)

RESPONSE 440.108
|

| The input parameters and initial conditions used in the analysis can be divided into three
categories: (1) Initial operating conditions, (2) equipment performance characteristics, and (3)
safety setpoints. Conservative values are used for all input parameters as described below:

(1) Initial Operating Condition

A Comparison of analysis values and nominal values is shown below:

Analysis Nominal
Valve Valve

a. Operating Power

|
-MWT 4005 3926
- % NBR 102 100

b. Vessel Domg Pressure

| - kg/cm g 73.12 72.07

c. Steam Flow
6 6

- kg/hr 7.84x10 7.64x10
- % NBR 102.7 100

The operating power and steam flow will be limited by the operating license to their nominal
valves. Therefore, the analysis conditions are conservative.

(2) Equipment Performance Characteristics
In the analysis, the specified limiting equipment performance characteristics are used. These
include maximum delay time, maximum response time, fastest / slowest valve spring / closing ;

characteristics. These characteristics will be checked at startup. Therefore, the analysis )
is conservative.

!

l
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(3) Safety Setpoints
All safety setpoints used in the analysis will be treated as analytical limits. Then
the setpoint methodology approved by the NRC will be used to determine the allowable

| values and nominal setpoints. These values will be included in the technical
,

| specifications.
I
' Regarding the nuclear conditions used in the analysis, current ABWR core and fuel design with

8x8N fuellattice as described in GESTAR II is used. If the core and fuel design changes in the
future ABWR application, limiting events will be reanalyzed to determine the operating limits as

| described in Subsection 15.0.4.5. Since margins have been provided in designing ABWR equipment,it
is expected that ABWR can accommodate any new fuel designs.

QUESTION 440.109
;

Provide an analysis of the loss of instrument air (nitrogen). (15)

RESPONSE 440.109

Loss of instrument air systems does not result in any transient more severe than MSIV closure
occurs. After the MSIV closure, the reactor pressure is regulated by the safety / relief valves.

i

Loss of air to SJAE steam valves results in loss of condenser vacuum, which is covered in the
SSAR. Availability of safety / relief valve helps reduce severity of any transient that may occur as-
a result of loss of air. .;

Primary containment purge isolation valves are not safety related, and their closure due to loss ~ !
of air does not result in any NSSS transient more severe than MSIV closure. This is also true forp) the closure of the ventilation supply and exhaust isolation valves for the reactor building( secondary containment, closure of all other' air operated isolation valves, and the stoppage of
control room exhaust fan.

The most severe results of loss of instrument air, as evidenced from the above' discussion, are
reactor scram and isolation. This MSIV closure with concurrent scram is a transient which is
bounded by the MSIV closure trip scram transient, as analyzed in the SSAR, with respect to thermal
and pressure limits. Since'the loss of air could, at worst, result in reactor scram and isolation,

|
there is no potential for causing or compounding more severe events.

QUESTION 440.110

in SS.AR Table 15.0 2, the following transients are not categorized as moderate frequency event
[ Category (a)]

(a) Runout of two feedwater pumps (Cat.c)

(b) Opening of all Control and Bypass Valves (Cat.c)

(c) Pressure Regulator Downscale failure (Cat.c)

(d) Generator Load Rejection, Failure of One Bypass Valve (Cat.b)

(c) Generator Load Rejection with Bypass Off (Cat.c)

(f) Turbine Trip with Failure of One Bypass Valve (Cat.b)
(g) Turbine trip, Bypass Off(Cat.c)

(h) Loss of Aux. Power Transformer and one S/up transformer (Cat c)

(i) Trip of all Reactor Internal Pumps (Cat.c)
(j) Fast Runback of all Reactor Internal Pumps (Cat.c)

- (k) Inadvertent HPCF pump start-up (Cat.b)

I
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1

Category b refers to Infrequent event and Category c refers to limiting faults. I
!

The above categorization of transients is a significant deviation from the SRP and hence j

sufficient justification must be submitted to support the change in the categorization. (15)
!

RESPONSE 440.110 l

According to Regulatory Guide 1.70, Rev. 3, each initiating event should be categorized according
to its expected frequency of occurrence. Each initiating event should be assigned to one of the
following frequency groups:

(1) Incidents of moderate frecuency - these are incidents that may occur during a calendar year to
once per 20 years for a particular plant. This event is referred to as an " anticipated
(expected) operational transient".

(2) Infrecuent incidents - these are incidents that may occur during the life of the particular
plant (spanning once in 20 years to once in 100 years). This event is referred to as an
' abnormal (unexpected) operational transient".

(3) Limitine faults these are incidents that are not expected to occur but are postulated because
their consequences may result in the release of significant amounts of radioactive material.
This event is referred to as a " design basis (postulated) accident".

The frequency of occurrence of each event is traditionally based on the nuclear safety operational
analysis (NSOA) and currently available operating plant history for the transient event. The event
categorization contained in the standard review plan (SRP) is based on operating experience of
current BWR design with single-channel analog control systems. Since ABWR uses triplicated digital
control systems, transient events caused by complex control system failures are expected to be less
frequent. (See Chapter 7 for the description of control systems.) Therefore, the event frequency
for ABWR transients is reevaluated based on improved ABWR system design. This evaluation is
documented in subsections entitled " Identification of Causes" and ' Frequency Classification" for each
initiating event in Chapter 15. For example, the frequency of occurrence of the feedwater controller
failure - maximum demand event is discussed in Subsection 15.1.2.1.1 and 15.1.2.1.2. For some
events, conservative categorization is assigned.

QUESTION 440.111

Provide a table similar to 15.0-2 showing your evaluation of anticipated transients with single
failure. List the single failure chosen for each event and provide a justification for why the
chosen failure is the most limiting. (15)

RESPONSE 440.111

Anticipated transients with additional failures are discussed and evaluated in Chapter 15.
Usually, initiating events with additional multiple failures are analyzed to bound this type of
event. These results are summarized in Chapter 15 of the SSAR and also in Table 15.0-2. The
following is a tabulation of these events:

Bounding Event
Initiatine Event With Additional Failures ;

15.1.2 Runout of one FW Pump (Figure 15.1.2) Runout of Two FW pump (Figure 15.1-3) '

!
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e Bounding Event
Initiating Event (continued) With Additional Failures (continued)'

15.1 3 Opening of One Bypass Valve (Figure 15.1-4) Opening of All Control and Bypass Valves
(Figure 15.1-5)

15.2.1 Closure of One Turbine Control Valve Pressure Regulator Downscale Failure
(Figure 15.2-1) (Figure 15.2-2)

15.2.2 Generator Load Rejection Generator lead Rejection with Failure of
(Figure 15.2-3) One 3ypass Valve (Figure 15.2-4)

Generator Load Rejection with Failure of
All Bypass Valves (Figure 15.2-5)

15.2 3 Turbine Trip (Figure 15.2-6) Turbine Trip with Failure of One Bypass
Valve (Figure 15.2-7)

Turbine Trip with Failure of All Bypass
Valves (Figure 15.2-8)

15.2.6 IAss of Auxiliary Power Transformer Loss of Auxiliary Transformer and One
|(Figure 15.2-11) Startup Transformer (Figure 153-12)

15 3.1 Trip of 3 RIPS (figure 153-1) Trip of All RIPS (Figure 153-2)

f) 15 3.2 Fast Runback of one RIP (Figure 153-3) Fast Runback of All RIPS (Figure 153-4)
V

15.4.5 Fast Runout of one RIP (Figure 15.4-1) Fast Runout of All RIPS (Figure 15.4 2)

For events not listed in the table above, initiating events with additional failures are not
quantitatively analyzed because:

(1) No additional active single failure would cause the event to become more severe:

15.1.1 Loss of FW Heating

15.2.4 Inadvertant MSIV closure

(2) They are not limiting transients:

other transients not listed above

QUESTION 440.112

Provide the following:

(1) A listing of all equipment which is not classified as safety-related but is assumed in FSAR
analyses to mitigate the consequences of transients or accidents.

(2) Justification for the assumption of operability of this equipment based upon equipment

(] quality, reliability, and proposed surveillance requirements.
'J
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(3) Discuss the consequences of those events concerning (i) number of fuel failures, (ii)

| delta CPR and (iii) delta peak pressure that would result if only safety grade systems
or components were considered in the specific transients analyses taking credit of
non-safety grade systems or components. (15)

RESPONSE 440.112

(1) Normal operation of the following non-safety related equipments is assumed in the
analysis of anticipated transients:

(a) Relief function of safety / relief valves,
(b) High water level (Level 8) trips,
(c) Turbine bypass valves, and
(d) Recirculation pump trip (RPT) on load rejection / turbine trip.

(2) The equipments listed in (1) above are also used in currently operating BWRs. Operating
experience from operating BWRs show these equipments are highly reliable. For ABWR,
trip logics for these equipments are designed with redundant or triplicated design,
which is a design improvement for ABWR. No single failure can cause a function to fail
completely. Therefore, the availability of these equipments during ABWR transients is
far better than those in operating BWRs. This high availability will also be maintained
and enhanced by standard surveillance programs that are already irnplemented in current
operating BWRs.

(3) The standard review plan (SRP) requires that an incident of moderate frequency in
combination with any single active component failure, or single operation error, shall
be considered an event for which an estimate of the number of potential fuel failure
shall be provided for radiological dose calculations. These evaluations for ABWR
transients are discussed in Chapter 15 and in the response to Question 440.111. There
is no requirement that non-safety-related equipment should be assumed to fait
completely. Therefore, the evaluation requested in this question is far beyond the
scope of transient analysis. However, in order to show the design margins available in
the ABWR design, the following are provided for your information only:

(a) Effect of Relief Function of Safety / Relief Valves

Since the relief function of safety / relief valves is initiated after the MCPR occurs
during the transient, its impact on thermal margin (i.e. delta CPR) is
insignificant. The major impact of this relief function is on the peak pressures
during transients. However, overpressure protection analysis, which takes credit of
the spring function of safety / relief valves only, shows that a large margin to ASME
code upset limit exists even if a delayed scram is considered. (See Subsection
5.2.2) Therefore, transients with a failure of the relief function of all
safety / relief valves meet not only criteria for accidents, but also criteria for
transients.

(b) Effect of Other Non-Safety Related Trios

The trip logic design in ABWR assures no single failure can cause any trip function
to fail completely. In order to show ABWRs capability of in-depth protection, the
most limiting pressurization event (i.e. load rejection) is analyzed to evaluate the
effect of additional failures on the thermal margin. The evaluation with an assumed
initial CPR operating limit of 1.16 is summarized below:
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/~ No of Addit- % of Rods in

()3 lonal Failures Failed comoonen1 MCPR Bolline Trnnsition

1.10 Meet transient criteria(a) 0 ---

(b) 1 1 Bypass valve fails to open 1.10 Meet transient criteria

(c) 1 1 RIP fails to trip on RPT 1.10 Meet transient criteria

(d) p_3 Allbypass valves fail to open 1.07 Meet transient criteria

(e) >3 RPT fails 1.04 03

(f) >6 Allbypass valves fail to open 0.97 3.0

and RPT fails

Events (b) to (f) above meet all criteria for limiting faults. In fact, no fuel failure
is expected since the time in the boiling transition is very short (<5 seconds), and the
peak clad temperature (PCT) would be less than 1100 F even without rewetting credit.

QUESTION 440.113

on your assumption that the loss of greater than three reactor internal pumps is 10'g is based
You have classified the trip of all reactor internal pumps as a limiting fault. Th

per year.
Provide operating experience data to justify this failure rate. (15)

} RESPONSE 440.113
v

There is no U.S. operating experience data for plants with reactor internal pumps (RIPS). The
following data are obtained from an European reactor vendor:

(1) With 6 BWRs having 44 RIPS in operation of about 40 operating years, there is no event
involving trip of more than one RIP. All trips involve only one RIP.

(2) All single-RIP trips were caused by faulty trips in adjustable speed drive (ASD) due to
noise in ASD protective circuits.

From these data, it is concluded that a trip of more than one RIP simultaneously is extremely
unlikely. The ASD design has also been modified to reduce the probability of occurrence much less
than once per plant life. So it is proper to classify the trip of all RIPS as an accident, and it
is conservative to treat a trip of 3-RIPS as a moderate-frequency event.

QUESTION 440.114

The ABWR feedwater control system and the steam bypass and pressure control system use a
triplicated digital system. You claim that no single failure in these systems will cause a minimum
demand to all turbine control valves and bypass valves or the runout of two feedwater pumps. (15)

QUESTION 440.114a

ht is the reliability of the system?
,a
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RESPONSE 440.114a

The systems are required to have a Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) of greater than 1x10
hours. This requirements is on the failure rate of the system function, not single components.

QUESTION 440.114b

What design feature of these systems prevent common mode failure to more than one channel?

RESPONSE 440.114b

The source of any common mode failure would be a design error in the hardware or processor
software. Design procedures for control and instrumentation design were designed to preclude such
design errors. These procedures specify requirements for all stages of software design, verification
and validation. Specifically, requirements for the verification and validation of hardware and
software specify procedures required to exhaustively test hardware and software prior to use.
Through this process, common mode failures due to hardware and software design errors shall be
avoided.

QUESTION 440.114c

What protection is provided in these systems against a technician disabling a second channel while
performing maintenance on the first.

RESPONSE 440.114c

There are many features of the process control systems which protect against errors propagating
between channels regardless of the cause of the initial error. The following discussion focuses on
interfaces between channels and the features that provide protection against the propagation of
faults.

The process control system channels operate independently using separate hardware components,
different power supplies and separate, independent input signals. Interprocessor communication links
are used to detect faults and avoid divergence of integrator states in each processor. The process
of selecting the appropriate integrator state to use in all 3 processing channels is accomplished
through the use of middle value voters included in each channel's software. This assures that a
failure in one channel cannot adversely affect the operation of the other 2 channels, in addition,
the interprocessor communication paths are required to have adequate transient protection to prevent
propgation of faults between processors. For these reasons the interprocessor communication feature

| of the fault tolerant digital controllers can not be the source of common mode failures.

Each of the three channels generates its own control signal. The three resulting control signals
(1 from each channel) are converted to a single control actuator signal, locally, by a fault
tolerant, middle value voter. The output of the voter (the final control signal) is fed back to each
of the three processors for validation. This allows the controllers to detect a voter failure. If 2
of the 3 channels determine that a voter has failed, a lockup signal is sent to the control actuator,

Iwhich locks the control actuator at its last position. This feature prevents the possibility of the
final output voter failure causing a failure of the system function. 4

|
While a technician is performing maintenance on an out of service channel, the other 2 channels |

will recognize that the out of service channel is faulted. The technician, at worst could cause the i

out of service channel to generate faulty signals on the interprocessor communication links or output i

control signal voters, these faulty signals would be detected as faulty and ignored.

I
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QUESTION 41031p\i
\ j

Identify,in detail, the principal equipment that comprise the spent fuel pool cooling and cleanupv

system. Be specific to define its boundaries and safety-related portions. (9.1.3)
1

RESPONSE 41031
'

The fuel pool cooling and clean-up system consists of two circulating pumps, two heat exchangers,
two filter demineralizers, two skimmer surge tanks, piping, valves, controls and instrumentation.

| The classification of the fuel pool cooling and clean-up system is discussed in the response to
Question 210.17 and Table 3.2-1.

QUESTION 41032

Explain why, for the ABWR, two 50 percent rated spent fuel pool cooling trains are considered as
sufficient (Note that for some of the operating BWRs, two 100 percent rated spent fuel pool cooling
trains have been provided). (9.13)

RESPONSE 41032

ABWR fuel pool cooling heat exchangers are sized to handle only normal heat load which is defined
as the heat from the spent fuel stored in the fuel pool when the pool gate is closed at 21 days after
the control rods are inserted.

The maximum heat load operation is when more than the normal refueling batches are drawn out from
the reactor in the pool. Since decay heat in this mode exceeds the heat exchanger capacity, pool
water shall be cooled by also using one of the loops of the residual heat removal (RHR) system.

i'')
QUESTION 41033

Explain why, for the ABWR, the minimum capacity of the spent fuel pool for storage of the spent
fuel is only 270 percent of a full core. (9.13)

RESPONSE 41033

The top level plant requirement for spent fuel storage is a minimum of 270 percent.

QUESTION 41034
;

In the design bases for the Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System (FPCS), include the requirements
for makeup water and radiation shielding. Provide appropriate discussion regarding the design ,

compliance with Regulatory Position C.8 of Regulatory Guide 1.13 and Regulatory Positions C.2.f(2) I

and C.2.f(3) of Regulatory Guide 8.8. (9.13)

i
RESPONSE 41034 |

Makeuo water: - Fuel pool cooling and clean-up system prevents excess radiation to plant personnel .

by maintaining a minimum water level over the spent fuel. Makeup water lines are provided to guard j
against evaporation, leakage and any loss during a seismic event. Piping from condensate makeup !

water system to the fuel pool surge tank provides normal makeup. Seismic makeup from the RHR system
provides makeup on loss of the normal makeup water. As required, fire hoses may be used to replenish ;

water inventory. The suppression pool clean-up (SPCU) system may also be used to add water into the ;

fuel pool. Shielding and maintenance of spent fuel pool water level is addressed in 93.1(3). |
v |

|
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|Comoliance with Rec. Guide 1.13 Position C.8: The reactor building crane used for handling heavy
objects over the fuel storage pool is designed to an appropriate quality. The crane is designed so

I

i
t

O

O
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that no single component failure (mechanical or electrical) will permit dropping or other

(m") uncontrolled hoisting or lowering of the load. An inspection program is required to assure continued j
integrity of items such as cables, load blocks, and drums. In addition, the Reactor Building crane

'

is interlocked to prevent handling heavy loads over the fuel pool. Subsection 9.1.5 provides
additional description of the overhead heavy load handling systems. |

New-fuel storage vault for storing about 40 percent core load of new fuel assemblies is located as
close as practical to the fuel pool work area to facilitate fuel handling. However, the vault
location is checked to assure that the vault is not in the transport path of any large objects whose
drop could cause penetration of the vault and damage the fuel.

Comoliance with Rec. Guide 8.8 Positions C.2 f(2) and C.2 f(3): Radiation exposure during
maintenance and inspection is taken into account in the arrangement of the piping, FPC pumps, heat
exchangers, and filter demineralizers. The FPC pumps, heat exchangers and filter demineralizers are
located in separately shielded rooms. Each shielded room is arranged so as to be able to perform
service as quickly as possible. Adequate space is provided such that temporary shielding may be
erected if required to reduce personnel exposure during maintenance.

The piping and valves are arranged so that individual components can be isolated and serviced
independently of other equipment. Lines are sloped to vent and drain freely to prevent accumulation
of radioactive contaminants.

Before dismantling any equipment which normally holds or conducts radioactive water, the equipment
will be flushed through connections shown on the P&ID to reduce radiation. Drains are piped to the
radwaste system.

(~ QUESTION 41035

'Q/
Discuss the extent of the system's compliance with Regulatory Positions (9.1.3) C.1, C.2, and C.6

of Regulatory Guide 1.13, Regulatory Positions C.1 and C.2 of Regulatory Guide 1.29, and address the
Quality Group requirements for the system in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.26. 1

RESPONSE 41035

The fuel pool cooling and clean iComoliance with Rec. Guide 1.13 Positions C.1. C.2. and C 6: up
system facility is located in the Seismic Category I reactor building. The reactor building is
designed to withstand and protect equipment from tornadoes, missiles and other natural phenomena.

The fuel assembly drop accident is discussed in Subsection 15.7.4. In Subsection 15.7.4, the I

event assumed is the drop of a fuel assembly into the open RPV. This event bounds any drop accident
over the spent fuel pool storage rack. Should a dry-loaded cask be filled with water, appropriate
measures to control " vent gas" will be provided. Note that fuel brought into the plant comes in
crates.

There are no piping connections which penetrate the fuel pool liner to the fuel storage pool below
the bottom of the fuel transfer canal.

Fuel pool cooling system is designed such that no single failure or malfunction or misoperation of
the active components will uncover the stored fuel or exceed the maximum pool temperature.

The fuel pool clean up . system portion (filter demineralizer) of the fuel pool cooling system is
designed to be isolated during seismic event or LOCA such that pool cooling can be accomplished.n

( \
%)
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Comoliance with Rec. Guide 1.26: The fuel pool cooling system is a Quality Group Class C design. !

OComoliance with Rec. Guide 1.29 Positions C.1 and C.2: In accordance with Acceptance Criterion i
ll.1.a of SRP Section 9.1.3, a Seismic Category I spent fuel pool makeup water source is provided I
from the suppression pool through the residual heat removal (RHR) system and then through a portion |
of fuel pool cooling and cleanup (FPC) system to which the RHR system connects. The suppression
pool, the RHR system and the portion of the FPC system that provides the makeup water flow path to '

the spent fuel storage pool are safety-related and Seismic Category I. The Seismic Category I
portion of the FPC system can be isolated, assuming a single active failure, from the
nonsafety-related, non-Scismic Category I portions of the FPC system and from the nonsafety-related

| Seismic Category I suppression pool cleanup system.

QUESTION 410.36

With respect to the cooling capacity of the system, demonstrate that on the bases of conservative
assumptions relative to Branch Technical Position 9-2, ' Residual Decay Energy for Light Water
Reactors for Long Term Cooling," and SRP 9.1.3 III.1.h, the total capacity of the heat exchangers
with both pumps operating exceeds the maximum normal heat load, and that the fuel pool temperature
can be ; maintained below the 140 F criterion, specified in SRP Section 9.1.3 for maximum normal
conditions. Also, confirm that 140 F will not be exceeded if a single active failure and loss of
offsite power is assumed. Describe the redundancy provisions in powering the two cooling pump
motors. (9.1.3)

RESPONSE 410.36

The sizing basis of the fuel pool cooling heat exchangers is the removal of decay heat 21 days
after shutdown. This 21 days reficcts the time at which the gate between the spent fuel pool and the
reactor well could be closed. The capacity of the spent fuel pool for the ABWR has been established
as 270% of a core. The 270% includes 170% consisting of previous 35% refueling batches and 100%
reflecting a potential complete defueling of the reactor vessel.

The fuel pool cooling heat exchangers are sized to remove the normal maximum heat load of 170% of
a core. Should the reactor be defueled, the RHR system can be valved in to provide additional heat
removal.

The May-Witt model with finite irradiation time with 10% margin is used to determine the loading
on the heat exchangers. With the given inputs, 3.12x10' kcal/hr (1.18x10' BTU /hr) at 21 days
after rods in is used to size the fuel pool cooling heat exchangers. GE calculation using the method
described in BTP ASB 9-2 results in a decay heat of 2.96x10'kcal/hr (1.18x10' BTU /hr) which
is less conservative than that used for actual design. This BTP ASB 9-2 model calculation includes
an uncertainty factor of 0.1 (margin =10%) as recommended in SRP 9.1.3 III.l.h.i.

If a single active failure occurs which results in a loss of one loop of fuel pool cooling, RHR
can be used as necessary by realigning appropriate valves (e.g., open F029) to limit the fuel pool
temperature to below 140 F.

QUESTION 410.37

Describe the emergency makeup water systems provided, and discuss redundancy and seismic
requirements for the system. (9.1.3)

O
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QUESTION 420.26

What is the definition of" Safety Associated * as used in SAR Section 7.1.2.1.67 (7.1.2.1.6)

RESPONSE 420.26

The self test subsystem (STS) is classified as " Safety Associated * because its function is not safety related,
yet it is intimately interconnected with functions which are safety related (i.e., the safety system logic & control
network which controls RPS and ESF functions). Since the STS hardware is qualified Class 1E, and receives its
power from the divisional buses, the subsystem may be considered Class 1E so far as IEEE 384 is concerned.

QUESTION 420.27

Specify which parameters are to be triplicated. At what point does the triplication start (flow orifice,
sensor?) and end (transmitter, trip logic?). If there is triplication of sensors is there diversity between sensors?

(7)

RESPONSE 420.27
i

Some of the non-safety-related process systems use triplicated logic; however, the safety systems, which are
l the subject of these questions, have sensors and logic in four protection divisions and will be addressed in this

j response.
i

*

The sensors are not diverse among divisions, but are powered separately by the divisional power sources.
The logic for most parameters is 2-out-of-4 in each division. Thus, the output of the sensor trip logic for each
variable in a division is sent to the other divisions of the particular system. The resulting 2/4 coincidence trip
signal is applied to energize the driven equipment in each division. For ESF functions, the driven equipment|(- within a division is not replicated, but the coincidence trips are processed in dual logic processors with a!

2-out-of-2 voted output to prevent inadvertent initiation of pumps or valves. In case one processor fails, ji
''

automatic bypass permits temporary 1-out-of-1 output until repair is accomplished.

For RPS and MSIV, input logic is 2-out-of-4 as above, but the output load drivers which energize various
groups of solenoids are also arranged in a 2-out-c,f-4 grouping. This permits bypassing a full division of logic while
still maintaining control of all solenoids with 2-out-of-4 input logic and 2-out-of-3 output logic.

QUESTION 420.28

Section 15.A.2.2 defines " Safety" and " Power Generation." The staff did not locate definitions for "important
to safety" and " safety related" which are used in Chapter 7. (Section 15A)

RESPONSE 420.28
1

I
! " Safety-related" is the correct term in accordance with the explicit definition in 10CFR50.49(b)(1). " Basic

component" defined in 10CFR21 and used in the potentially reportable condition process is equivalent to
" safety-related".

In the past, the term "important-to-safety" was used by GE Nuclear Energy as a synonym for
" safety-related". However, to avoid confusion, this term should not have been used in the ABWR SSAR. The
staff did not indicate where this term was found, except that it was "...used in Chapter 7". GE will change such
terms to " safety-related" as they become known. Meanwhile, expressions such as " safety essential,", " essential,"
" safety grade," and " nuclear safety-related" should be considered synonymous with the term " safety-related".

I

l
!
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QUESTION 420.29 O
For those systems where it has not already been done (example 7.1.13.5) clarify whether manual or

automatic initiation will be used. (7.1.1)

RESPONSE 420.29

The following systems definitions in Section 7.1.1 have been modified to state manual or automatic initiation
as indicated below:

SECTION SYSTEM INITIATION

7.1.13.1 ECCS Automatic
7.1.13.2 LDS Automatic
7.1.13.5 SGTS Automatic safety portion
7.1.13.6 DG Automatic
7.1.13.7 RCW Automatic safety portion
7.1.13.8 IIVAC Automatic safety portion
7.1.13.9 HECW Automatic safety portion
7.1.13.10 IIPIN Automatic safety portion
7.1.1.4.1 ARI Automatic
7.1.1.4.4 RSS Manual
7.1.1.6.1 NMS Automatic trip to RPS
7.1.1.6.2 PRRM Automatic trip to RPS
7.1.1.6.4 Deleted
7.1.1.6.5 WDVBS Automatic
7.1.1.6.6 CAMS Continuous / Automatic
7.1.1.6.7 SPTM Continuous

QUESTION 42030

Define the word " sufficient" used in section (j). (7.1.2.2)

RESPONSE 42030

With regard to the reactor protection (trip) system (RPS), the statement "... sufficient electrical and physical
separation between redundant .. equipment" means that the system design bases is such that a single event caused
by the environment, an electrical transient, or physical event such as a missile, will not disable more than one
division of the RPS. In reality, the ABWR RPS 2/4 voting logic could permit a loss of two divisions and still
function correctly to scram the reactor.

The following description of the ABWR reactor building design illustrates the electrical and physical
separation methods used to accomplish this design basis objective.

Each floor of the ABWR reactor building is sectioned with fire walls dividing the redundant mechanical
divisions. The placement of electrical equipment,in general, corresponds to the mechanically separated division
assigned to each section (i.e., mechanical divisions A1,B,C and A4 correspond with electrical divisions 1,11,111 and
IV, respectively). Some exceptions are necessary where a given area requires more than one electrical division
for sensors or other equipment. (For example, redundant leak detection system sensors may be required to be
placed within the same partitioned area.) However, electrical separation is maintained between the redundant
dh>isions.

Because of this partitioned design, it is highly unlikely a single event would affect more than one of the
partitioned areas, and thus affect more than one of the redundant RPS divisions. Furthermore, it is not

Amendment 27 20.3-217
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Output Voltage - 2 kV to 16.5 kV
Polarity - positive(V,

Energy Storage Capacitor - 150 pF plus or minus 10%
Discharge Resistor - 150 ohms plus or minus 5%
Charging Resistor - 100 Megohms plus or minus 10%
Rise time of discharge current - 5 ns plus or minus 30% at 4 KV
Operating Modes - (1) up to 20 discharges per second for approximately 5 seconds per test; (2) also single
pulses with at least 1 see between succesive discharges.

Acceptance criterion shall be no misoperation during or after test.

QUESTION 420.92

The application of high technology semiconductor materials and relate.d technologies to computing devices
has resulted in high current densities in some portions of equipment used in non-nuclear applications. This type
of equipment may be used for the ABWR.

Identify how these higher current densities, which can result in localized high heat spots, will be considered
in the design described by Section 7.0. (7)

RESPONSE 420.92

Computing devices used for ABWR instrumentation are designed to utilize the lowest power components
available for the task. Technologies such as CMOS and low power Schottky, including high speed and advanced
versions, will be the standard device types used for all functions, including the microprocessor. The emphasis is
on low stress design; when these components are operated within their voltage and current ratings and at their
specified clock frequency, no unusual heat stresses will occur within the semiconductor materials. As much as(qj possible, all components shall be of the high reliability type or adequately screened and burned-in to ensure high
reliability.

The only likely areas of high current density will be in the power semiconductors of solid-state load drivers.
The effects of these localized high spots will be mitigated by proper heat sinking and ventilation of the local area,
following the component vendor's recommendations. High power devices will be physically separated as much as
possible from lower power circuitry.

To ensure that adequate compensation for heat rise is incorporated into the design, a COL licensing
information thermal analysis will be performed at the circuit board, instrument and panel design stages.
Convective cooling is assumed; cooling fans, particularly for safety-related equipment, are not recommended for
mounting within instruments or panels. However, if fans are used to increase reliability of equipment located in

,

high density panels or high temperature areas, no credit shall be taken for forced-air cooling in the thermal I

analyses. Since it is intended that all computerized instrumentation will be installed in the Main Control Room or I

in other areas with similar environmental conditions, adequate HVAC will generally be available for proper heat I
transfer. In case of loss of HVAC, the instrumentation is designed for operation to an ambient temperature of ;
122 degrees F (50 degrees C). Environmental qualification testing of safety-related equipment shall include |

adequate margin to ensure that this condition can be met under extreme conditions.

All I&C designs shall meet the environmental criteria stated in the following ABWR requirements |
documents listed in Section 1.1.3: |

(1) BWR Requirements - Equipment Environmental Interface Data,

(2) Emironmental Quality Requirements for Safety Grade Equipment.
G
l s

\d
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At the component design level, the methods of MIL-HDBK-217E (or latest revision) shall be used to
include environmental stress as part of overall reliability prediction. During the detailed design stage, the Part
Stress Analysis Prediction method shall be applied to all parts, using an appropriate environmental factor such as
Ground, Fixed (rack mounted, air-cooled, but uncontrolled environment) or Ground, Benign (control room-type
conditions). Thermal analysis is an important part of this method; all analyses shall follow the methods described
in MIL HDBK-251," Reliability / Design: Thermal Applications".

QUESTION 420.93

The application of high technology semiconductor materials and related technologies to computing devices
has resulted in high current densities in some portions of equipment used in non-nuclear applications. This type
of equipment may be used for the ABWR.

Does an analysis of these potential hot spots result in special thermal design constraints? (7)

RESPONSE 420.93

The answer to this question is included in the reponse to Question 420.92.

QUESTION 420.94

The application of high technology semiconductor materials and related technologies to computing devices
has resulted in high current densities in some portions of equipment used in non-nuclear applicationa. This type
of equipment may be used for the ABWR.

What design criteria are to be applied and what will be the effects upon the microprocessor reliability? (7)

RESPONSE 420.94

The answer to this question is included in the response to Question 420.92.

QUESTION 420.95

The application of high technology semiconductor materials and related technologies to computing devices
has resulted in high current densities in some portions of equipment used in non-nuclear applications. This type
of equipment may be used for the ABWR.

Since the plant environmental limitations only identify general area temperature ranges, what consideration
will be given to localized cooling and heat transfer? (7)

RESPONSE 420.95

The answer to this question is included in the response to Question 420.92.

QUESTION 420.%

The safety system auxiliaries (Figure 15A.6-1) should be modified to include any HVAC required to assure
continued operation of the electronics. (15A.6)

RESPONSE 420.%

The electronics for safety systems are located in either equipment rooms or the control room. The cooling,

| of safety systems equipment rooms is already shown in Revision B of Figure 15A.61. The boxes titled
i
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RESPONSE 420.112

We do not anticipate such revisions for the following reason: ;

The safety design bases for the protection systems described in this section generally pertain to accident
(abnormal) conditions. Few,if any," normal" operation parameters are defined for such systems, other than to
monitor for detection of an abnormal condition. An exception, as indicated, is the RHR shutdown cooling mode
which has a safety function to remove residual heat from the reactor vessel during normal shutdown.

Normal operating parameters are generally handled by the control systems described in Section 7.7. These
systems design bases are just the opposite, in that they generally have no safety design bases except to assure their i

functions do not preclude the operation of safety-related systems. [See Subsection 7.1.2.7(1).] I
1

QUESTION 420.113

Has consideration been given to providing the annunciators with backup diesel or battery power? (Ref.
7.1.2.6.1.1(2)(g)) (7.1.2.6.1.1)

RESPONSE 420.113

Yes. All control room annunciators shall be powered uninterruptably.
;

1

QUESTION 420.114 |

The copy of Section 7 provided to the staff did not include Appendix 7A nor an indication that it was to be
provided later. Provide this section or a schedule for providing it. (7A)

d RESPONSE 420.114

Appendix 7A was submitted to the NRC Staff in March,1989.

QUESTION 420.115

In the discussion about torque switches and thermal overloads, there is a reference to Section 3.8.4.2 which
,

is the applicable codes and standards for seismic qualification of the reactor and control buildings. What is the !

correct reference? (73.1.1.13(4)(c)) |

RESPONSE 420.115

Subsection 73.1.1.13(4) (c) has been revised to say "( for more information on valve testing, see Subsection
3.93.2)"

1

QUESTION 420.116

The forth paragraph seems to imply that all three systems are needed to mitigate a LOCA. Is that accurate?
(1.2.2.4.8.1.2)

RESPONSE 420.116

The previous text was misleading. Subsection 63.1.1 provides a more accurate and detailed discription of
the redundant features of the ECCS network. The last sentence of the fourth paragraph of Subsection
1.2.2.4.8.12 has been replaced with the following:

. These high pressure systems, combined with the RHR low pressure flooders and ADS, make up the ECCS
"

Amendment 9 20.3-250
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network which can accommodate any single failure and still safely shut down the reactor. (See Subsection 6.3.1.1
for detail description of ECCS redundancy and reliability.)"

QUESTION 420.117

(Describe interlocks and indications used to prevent injection of the testing mode demineralized water
instead of boron. 9.3.5.1.1)

RESPONSE 420.117

Control room indications in conjunction with the EOPs prevent the unlikely occurrence ofinjecting the test
tank demineralized water instead of boron.

When the SLCS has been initiated from the main control room, the injection valve and the pump suction
valve will open to begin injection of the sodium pentaborate solution. In the unlikely event that the test tank
suction valve were open, then neither the injection valve nor the pump suction valve would open. However, the

| test tank suction valve is a manually operated valve whose position (full open or full closed) is indicated in the
control room. To inhibit boron injection under this condition, the plant operators would have had to have left the
test tank valve open after testing, and the control room operators would have had to ignore the valve position
indicator. This is an extremely unlikely scenario.

In addition to the above, the operators operating under the EPGs (See response to Question 420.107) are
instructed to confirm boron injection by monitoring the solution water level in the tank.

Therefore, the operating procedures and indicators will prevent the injection of the testing mode
demineralized water instead of boron.

QUESTION 420.118

Describe when appropriate operator action in seconds is required to prevent significant radiological impact.

(15.2.4.5.1)

RESPONSE 420.118

The reference to "... operator action (seconds).." in Subsection 15.2.4.5.1(1) was is in error and this
subsection has been revised accordingly.

With respect to offsite radiological impact, there are no operator actions required within " seconds" to
prevent significant radiological impact. Operator actions for transients are normally based upon (1) returning the
plant to a normal condition or (2) are taken to prevent damage to the plant. Those actions necessary to prevent
significant radiologicalimpact are automated as part of the normal plant safety systems.

QUESTION 420.119

Are there any other valves which must isolate upon initiation of the SLCS? (7.4.1.2(7))

RESPONSE 420.119

Only the reactor water cleanup isolation valve must close upon initiation of the SLCS. However, given the
initiation of the SILS the operator will be monitoring and controlling many functions of the plant,(See response
to Question 420.107), such as managing the RPV water level, to bring the plant to a safe shutdown. These other
actions may involve isolating other systems to maximize the benefits of the SLCS.

O
Amendment 27 20.3-251
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p RESPONSE 430.161

b The seismic Category I steel-lined radwaste building substructure includes the base mat and outside walls to
a height sufficient to contain the maximum liquid inventory expected to be in the building.

QUESTION 430.162

| Regulatory Guide 1.143, Position C.2, provides that, for a system with a design pressure of less than 1.5
atmosphere absolute, the supports for the charcoal tanks and the buildings housing there tanks meet the scismic
design criteria of Position C.5. Clarify whether the charcoal adsorber vault meets these requirements. Include a +

discussion of how the gaseous waste management system meets Position C.5 guidance. (113)

RESPONSE 430.162 -

!

Since the offgas system normally operates near ambient pressure, the Position C.2 criteria apply to the tank
support elements and the building housing the tanks. The charcoal adsorber vault meets these requirements as
described in the second paragraph of Subsection 113.4.6. A discussion of how the offgas system meets Position
C.5 guidance is prodded in the first paragraph of Subsection 113.4.6. !

+

QUESTION 430.163

Figures 113-1 and 113-2 have been reduced so that portions of each of these figures are not legible. Please
provide legible versions of these figures. (113)

*

RESPONSE 430.163

Enlarged-sized versions of these figures have been provided under separate cover.

'

QUESTION 430.164

The combination of the design dewpoint (30F, ABWR SSAR Section- 113.4.2.7), the system operating
temperature (100F, ABWR SSAR Section 1133.1) and the mass of charcoal (12 tons, ABWR SSAR Table
113-2) gives significantly lower dynamic adsorption coefficients for krypton and xenon, and consequently much ,

'

lower holdup times for these' gases in the offgas processing system than those given in ABWR SSAR Section
113.2. Correct the values for adsorption coefficients and the holdup tunes as appropriate. Note that the staff |

''

calculates the holdup times using the expression given in NUREG-0016, Rev.1 (page 2-35) Also, note that thg
above parametric values will result in substantially higher noble gas releases to the environment (e.g., about 10 j
ci/yr for Xe-133) from the offgas treatment system. Provide the dynamic adsorption coefficient and holdup time !

for Argon-41 also. [In this context, the staff notes that GE provided the same holdup times for xenon and
krypton,i.e.,42 days and 46 hours respectively,in the SAR for GESSAR-II, which uses a refrigerated charcoal
delay bed system centaining 24 tons of activated charcoal.] Additionally, justify the apparent significant reduction
in holdup time for noble gases for an advanced design such as ABWR.

RESPONSE 430.164

The charcoal beds contain 113.4 Tonnes of charcoal (see markup of Table 113-2) at 35. 3 C. However, a . .;

10% margin is assumed and the releases are conservatively based on 112 Tonnes. The dewpoint of the input gas !

!is approximately 183 C (RH approximately 3067) which yields a delay as specified at 42 days for Xenon and 46
3 ihours for Krypton at the specified flow of 48.2 m /H.

QUESTION 430.165

Describe provisions to control leakage paths to the environment after a hydrogen detonation within the |
gaseous waste management system.

Amendment 27 20.3-350.8
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RESPONSE 430.165

because the system is designed to be detonation resistant according to the acceptable de/0 detonation
There are no leakage paths except as shown on the P&lD (Figure 11.3-2) following a H

2sign rules of
ANSI /ANS-55.4, Appendix C.

QUESTION 430.166

| Provide information on the following items for the gaseous waste management system:

QUESTION 430.166A

Hydrogen concentration instrumentation and associated alarm provisions. Discuss how the ABWR
instrumentation conforms with applicable guidelines of SRP 11.3, Acceptance Criterion II.B.6, pages 11.3-4
through 11.3-6. Also, discuss how the offgas system design complies with GDC 3 as it relates to providing
protection to the system from the effects of an explosive mixture of hydrogen and oxygen.

RESPONSE 430.166A

| he range of 1% to 5% and alarm at 2%.The system is provided with redundant non-igniting detonation resistant H, analyzers which indicate H i"2
t

,

!

The offgas system is nel safety-related and would not fail as a result of a H,/O, mixture detonation.!

| The system is provided with shutoff valves and gaseous N, purge connections to facilitate extinguishment
and cooling in the event of a charcoalignition.

QUESTION 430.166B

Holdup time for off-gasses from the main condenser air ejector off-gas treatment system. The staff notes
that GE did not provide a satisfactory response to the above question raised earlier (see GE's response dated
March 7,1989 to Question No. 460.4.7).

RESPONSE 430.166B

The estimated transit time from the main condenser to the charcoal beds is 2.5 minutes..

QUESTION 430.166C

Oflgas system alarmed process parameters (provide in tabular form).

! RESPONSE 430.166C

i Response to this question is provided in revised Subsection 11.3.4.2 and new Table 11.3-4

QUESTION 430.166D

Design holdup time for gas vented from the gland seal condenser, iodine partition factor for the condenser,
and fraction of radioiodine released through the system vent. Provide expected annual noble gas and iodine
releases to the environment (including the basis and rationale) from the turbine gland seal system resulting from
use of steam generated from main steam and high pressure heater drain tanks for scaling the turbine gland (see
GE's response to Question No. 430.83 dated February 28,1990.)

O
Amendment 27 20.3-350.9
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RESPONSE 430.166D

j - . Because releases from the turbine gland seal system are relatively small, the following estimates are
developed using generally conservative process models and parameters that were chosen for their simplicity.
These estimates are based on the projected ABWR long term average source term equivalent to 15 mci of noble

'

gases at 30 minutes decay (see Section 11.1) No credit is taken here for gland sealing by clean steam as the
ABWR is not expected to ever require use of this backup process, although it is always readily available. 4

The following holdup times are estimated:

| Leneth (M) Velocity (M/sec) Time (sec)

Main steam lines > 100 <368 2

Heater drain tank shortest inlet lines,

(holdup applicable during power operation only) > 24 < 19 10

Gland sealinlet and outline lines > 37 <147 2
,
J

Gland seal condenser, vent line > 73 < 49 12

'

Turbine building exhaust vent
header and plant stack 183 <122 15

Total hold up time during operation above 50% power ~40
,

Total hold up time during operation below 50% power ~ 30

| Turbine Gland Seal System (TGSS) Releases Durine Oneration Below 50% Power i

During operation below 50% power, the turbine gland seals are normally supplied with main steam. The
ABWR plant, however, is designed as a baseload plant with a normal operating range from 60 to 100% of
rating. Thus, ABWR is to be operated below 50% only during start up and shutdown, for no greater than 1% *

of the time, or about 90 hours per year.

The yearly average TGSS releases during these periods are estimated as follows: |

Noble Gases: Equivalent to the discharge of 3.6E5 kg of main steam after a 30 see holdup (90 hours at 3,989
kg/H*).

Iodine: Calculated by the NUREG-0016 Rev.1 methodology (see pages 2-1 and 2-24) but assuming a I
capacity factor of1% instead of 80%

I-131: 8.1 E-1/80 Ci/ year per #Ci/gm in reactor coolant (23 E-3), or 23 E-5 Ci/ year.

1-133: 2.2 E-1/80 Ci/ year per #Ci/gm in reactor coolant (1.6 E-2), or 4.4 E-5 Ci/ year.

Gland Steam Condenser (GSC) inlet steam flowrate. See Ref. Heat Balance Figure 10.12.*

O
20.3-350.10 j
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TGSS Iodine Releases Durine Operation Above 5054 Power I

OI|The following estimating bases are used:
i

Plant power operation 1

load factor L = 80%

| Reactor water isotope R , #Ci/gm
concentration

Reactor boiling partition P = 1.5%
'

factor

| Main steam flow rate M,= 7.62E6 kg/H*

Cross around steam moisture
scrubbing effectiveness S, = 100%

| Heater drain tanks (HDT)

D" E!"flow rate H

HDT boiling partition factor P, = 1%

Gland steam condenser (GSC) moisture
scrubbing effectiveness S, = 98%

,

| GSC steam inlet flow rate G = 3.99E3 kg/H*
3

The TGSS iodine releases are estimated as follows:

HDT iodine input (#Ci/hr),I,

I, = M, (P,) (R,) (S,) E-3

HDT liquid concentration (pCi/gm), C

C, = (M,) (P) (R,) (S,)

H
9

C, = (74)(0.015)(R,)(1) = (0.048R)

2.4

See Figure 10.1-2.*

O
Amendment 27 20 3 350.11
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. GsC iodine input (#Ci/hr), G

G = G, (C) (P,) (1000) . ,

G = 3.99E3 (C ) (0.01) (1000) -_
'

X x |

G = 3.99(E4)(C,) = 1.93E3 (R)
+

TGSS iodine release (#Ci/yr),T -

y
^

!
~i

T = L(8760 hr/yr) (G,)(1-S,)y

Tg = 0.8(8760)(G)(0.02)-

T = 140.2 (G) = 2.71ES R

^

For I-131 R, = 23 E-3 #Ci/gm, T, = 6.2 E-4 Ci/yr.'
t

For I-133 R, = 16 E-3 #Ci/gm, T, = 43 E-3 Ci/yr.

:

TESS Noble Gas Releases durina Operation above 50%

~

'

The releases are again estimated in terms of equivalent amounts of main steam that in'the present case, are -
assumed to be discharged after a 40 second holdup inside the plant.

The TGSS effluents are controlled by the following process: j
-1

(1) As main steam expands through the HP turbine and forms moisture, the noble gases generally remain in the {
vapor phase. Crossaround steam noble gas concentration (C,) is therefore assumed to increase above that 1

of main steam (M like the inverse rates of the main to crossaround steam mass flow rates determined j
from Figure 10.125)y, the following approximation. '

C, = (133E6)(M) = 1.15 M,
11.6E6

(2) At the crossaround stage, the drains formed or collected in the heaters and moisture separators dissolve j
some noble gases and, in the heater drain tanks, these gases are partially released as the drains generate the

'

gland scaling steam. For simplicity and conservatism, the former process gas dissolution into the drain is as- :
sumed to resuk in the 'same vapor to liquid phase mass concentration ratio (B) as the latter process gas evo-
lution by slow steaming. Further the xenon 'B' coefficient is~also applied to krypton, thus,' overestimating i

- the release of the less soluble krypton isotopes but leading to the following general estimates of heater drain !
tank noble gas parameters.

~
' '

']
'

Input concentration: C,=C,/B -

. where B- 1.7E3

O 1
20.3-350.12Amendment 27 ,
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based on " solubilities of Inert Gases in Water" D.N. Himmelblau, J. Chemical Eng. Data 5,10 (1960),
arJ

C, = 6.8 (E-4M,).

Output concentration in the vapor phase Co (based en tank inventory balance)

[ Input:5.2E6(C )] = [ Vapor Phase Output:2.2E4(Co)] + [ Liquid Phase Output:5.178E6(Co)/B)]
3

= 2.5 E4 Co

Co - 20SC, = 0.14 M,.

Amount of main steam that, after 40 seconds decay, has an equivalent noble gas content as the TGSS power
operation releases

L(8760hr/yr) (G,) (0.14)=

0.8(8760)(3.99E3)(0.14) = 3.91E6 kg/yr.

Total TGSS Yearly Release

lodine

I 131 : 6-5E-4 Ci/yr
i 133 : 43E-3 Ci/yr

Noble Gases:

Kr 85 : 7E-3 Ci/yr
Xe 131 : 6E-3 Ci/yr
Xe 133 : 3 Ci/yr
Xe 135 : 7 Ci/yr
Xe 135m : 8 Ci/yr
Xe 138 : 25 Ci/yr

Table 12.2-19 and 12.2-20 have been revised to reflect the above yearly releases.

QUESTION 430.166E ,

Provisions incorporated to reduce radioactivity releases through the ventilation systems (turbine building,
etc.) (e.g., HEPA filter, charcoal adsorbers and their thickness). Discuss how the ABWR systems conform with
the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.140 with respect to the treatment systems for these release paths.

RESPONSE 4.141.166E

No normal HVAC system requires filters for normal operations to meet 10CFR50 limits on effluent
discharge, therefore, Regulatory Guide 1.140 is not applicable to the ABWR design. The secondary
containment HVAC isolates on high radiation signal and initiates SGTS. See Appendix 6A for the SGTS ;

conformance to Regulatory Guide 1.52.
'

O
AmendmenW 20,3 330,33
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QUESTION 430.166F
:

Release points, effluent flow rates through them and their other characteristics (see NUREG-0016, Rev.1, !

Section 4.7, Item 4).

RESPONSE 430.166F l

Section 113 has been expanded to include all plant systems that have a potential to release radioactive ;

materials in gaseous effluent to the environment. As indicated in new Subsection 113.10.1, the only release ;

point is the reactor building stack. The radwaste building and turbine building effluents are brought over to the
~

reactor building before their release. The effluent flow rate for the secondary containment HVAC and the tur- |

bine building HVAC systems have been added to the appropriate flow diagrams (Figures 9.4-2,9.4-3). The i

radwaste effluent flow rate will be included in the radwaste flow diagram when the diagram is added to Section
'

'

9.4 in a future amendment. The characteristics of the effluents are pro ided in Table 12.2-19.

QUESTION 430.166G -

Provide a discussion on compliance with GDCs 60 and 64 for all gaseous releases to the environment (do .

not limit this discussion to the offgas system).

RESPONSE 430.166G

Response to this question is provided in Subsections 3.1.2.6.1.2. and 3.1.2.6.5.2. !

QUESTION 430.166H
i

Monitoring of the individual performance of the equipment within the offgas system. )

RESPONSE 430.166H

The offgas instrumentation critical to operation is listed in new Table 113-4.

QUESTION 430.167

The total annual noble gas release from the offgas treatment system given in ABWR SSAR Table 113-1 is
incorrect. Also, the table lists only releases from the offgas treatment system. Provide a table listing expected *

annual total airborne release from all sources (offgas system, mechanical vacuum pump, gland seal, building |

| ventilation releases including containment purges) for noble gases including argon-41,' iodines, particulates,
carbon-14, and tritium during normal plant operation including anticipated operational occurrences. (113)-

RESPONSE 430.167

~

Table 11.3-1, listing releases from the offgas system, has been corrected as indicated on the attached
markup. Table 12.2-19 lists airborne releases for all components of the plant.

'

QUESTION 430.168

Provide a tabic comparing airborne effluent concentrations for all radionuclides during periods of fission
product release at design levels from the fuel with 10 CFR Part 20 concentration limits (113.)

Amendment 27 20.3 35014
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RESPONSE 430.168

See Table 12.2-20.

QUESTION 430.169

Section 11.4.2.3.5 makes reference to storage of containers until they can be shipped. However, no
description of the storage facility for solid wastes is provided. Provide information regarding these storage
facilities that shows that these facilities will meet the guidance of BTP ETSB 113, Part B.III and Regulatory
Guide 1.143.

RESPONSE 430.169

Sufficient storage is provided in the radwaste building to hold at least six months production of radwaste
ready for shipment. This amount of storage meets the requirements for at least 30 days storage and capable of
accommodating at least one full offsite waste shipment in BTP ETSB 11-3, Part B.111. This storage also meets
the requirements for minimizing personnel exposure, seismic criteria and quality assurance in Regulatory Guide
1.143.

QUESTION 430.170

Provide a table of expected waste volumes generated annually by each " wet" solid waste source (normal and
greater than-expected surge waste volumes) and the capacities of all tanks accumulating spent resins and filter
sludges. Provide the corresponding specific activity for each " wet" solid waste source. These tanks should be
sized so as to meet the storage requirements of BTP ETSB 11.3, Part B.111.1. Provide an estimate of expected
annual" dry" solid wastes and the corresponding curie content.

RESPONSE 430.170

WET WASTE SOURCE VOLUhlE GENERATED SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

CUW F/D sludge 4.7 m /y 7.34 x 10 #C/kg

3 6
FPC F/D sludge 1.8 m /y 1.94 x 10 pC/kg

5
Condensate Filter sludge 4.6 m /y 2.40 x 10 #C/kg

6
LCW Filter sludge 0.2 m /y 1.50 x 10 #C/kg

4
Condensate Demineralizer 18.0 m /y 5.70 x 10 #C/kg
resin

5
LCW Demineralizer resin 5.0 m /y 1.18 x 10 #C/kg

IICW Demineralizer resin 2.7 m /y 8.4 #C/kg

3
Concentrated Liquid 27.4 m /y 4.67 x 10 #C/kg
Waste

The first foug items in the above table are stored in either of two CUW phase separators which gave a
capacity of 4 m each. During a normal period these four wastes are generated at a rate of about 2 m in 60 ;

days.

Amendment 22 20.3-350.15
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QUESTION 430.260

V Provide a failure modes and effects analysis for the radwaste building HVAC system which shows that
the normal direction of air flow from areas of low potential contamination to areas of higher contamination will
not be reversed for the failure of any active component. (9.4.6)

RESPONSE 430.260

See response to Question 430.243d.

QUESTION 430.261

For both of the radwaste building HVAC system zone exhausts, provide tables listing compliance status
including justification for non-compliance with each of the applicable guidelines identified in Positions C.1 and
C.2 of Regulatory Guide 1.140.(9.4.6)

RESPONSE 430.261

The radwaste building HVAC exhaust is routed through the main plant stack. No air-treatment will be
performed by this exhaust system. Subsection 9.4.6.2.2 has been updated as indicated.

QUESTION 430.262

For the service building ventilation system, provide complete system P&lDs including safety
classification changes, isolation and monitoring devices, (2) component description tables, and (3) compliance
with applicable guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.140 for the system exhaust. Also, provide legible and enlarged

g portions of the SSAR Figure 9.4-7 which are currently illegible; include flow rates in the figure. (9.4.8)

(
RESPONSE 430.262

The service building HVAC system will be kept at the current flow diagram detail. All additional
details are utility / site dependent and will be handled by the applicant referencing the ABWR design. Interface
items will be placed in a new Subsection 9.4.10 (Interfaces) and Section 1.9 in a future amendment.

QUESTION 430.263

Provide enlarged and legible versions of the drywell cooling system P&ID (SSAR Figure 9.4-8).

RESPONSE 430.263

An enlarged version of Figure 9.4-8 has been submitted.

QUESTION 430.264

Identify the HVAC system that will service the remote shutdown panel area that will be used for
providing alternate shutdown capability following certain fire events. (9.4)

RESPONSE 430.264

Division B of the control building essential electrical HVAC system will provide air cooling.
Subsection 9.4.1.2.3.2 has been updated as indicated.

%j
Amendment 22 20.3-354.27
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QUESTION 430.265

Identify interface requirements as they relate to IIVAC systems for plant areas which do not fall within the
ABWR design scope but which may impact the SSC that are within the ABWR scope. Also, provide interface
requirements for the technical support center (TSC) HVAC system. (9.4)

RESPONSE 430.265

There are no HVAC systems for plant areas which do not fall within the ABWR design scope that impact
the SSC that are within the ABWR scope; hence, there are no related " interface requirements". The interface
requirements fro the TSC are called out as COL action item in Subsection 9.4.10.

QUESTION 910.17

Response 910.10 stated that in-plant security communications requirements of 10 CFR 73.55(f) are outside
the scope of the ABWR Standard Design and would be the responsibility of the certification users. NRC
Information Notice 83 83,"Use of Portable Radio Transmitters Inside Nuclear Power Plants," discussed
concerns about the potential for radio frequency interference (RFI) from portable radio transmitters to cause
reactor system malfunctions and spurious actuations. A capability for continuous communication between
security personnel on patrol within vital areas of the plant and the security alarm stations is required by
73.55(f)(1). Common practice is to use hand held radios to meet this requirement. As noted in Information
Notice 83-83, administrative prohibitions on the use of portable radios in certain areas of the plant may not
adequately resolve the concern, particularly for new designs that make extensive use of solid state devices in
instrumentation and control circuits. The ABWR Licensing Review Basis (August,1987) stated that the ABWR
SSAR will not provide details but will identify design requirements for 73.55(f). Please address design
requirements to assure that means can be provided for continuous communication between security personnel
stationed within, or on patrol within, vital areas of the plant and the security alarm stations, without interference
with plant instrumentation and control.

RESPONSE 910.17

Response to this question is provided under separate cover (Safeguards Information).

QUESTION 910.18

Generic Letter 87-08 states that an uninterruptable power supply is preferred for alarm annunciator
equipment and non-portable communications equipment. Industry standard ANSI /ANS-3.3-1988 states that
intrusion detection aids (e.g., door alarms, fence alarms, and the alarm assessment [ closed circuit television)
system) should also be supplied with uninterruptable power. Regulatory Guide 5.65 notes that an

.

uninterruptable power supply for electricallocking devices on vital area doors is an acceptable method for
providing the prompt access to vital equipment required by 10 CFR 73.55(d)(7)(ii). Section 8.3 of the ABWR
SSAR discusses onsite power systems, including non-*ss 1E vital AC power for important non-safety related
loads, but makes no mention of security syster ,we. requirements. The draft EPRI-ALWR Requirements
Document quoted in ABWR SSAR Appen .?" ays that the security power subsystem shall be a
non-interruptible power source. Therefore, we again request you to discuss what provisions for these security
systems have been provided in the standard design, and provide interface criteria that will allow the security
requirements for these systems to be accomplished without adversely interfering with safety systems.

RESPONSE 910.18

Response to this question is provided under separate cover (Safeguards Information).

O
Amendment 27 20.3 354.28
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20.3.17 Response to Seventeenth RAI-Reference 17

O QUESTION 21031

The information in this section should be revised to more nearly reflect the current status of this issue. GSI

II.E.6.1 originally consisted of the following sub-issues:

(1) In-situ testing of motor operated valves (MOV)

(2) In-situ testing of pressure isolation valves (PIV)

(3) Reevaluation of thermal overload protection devices for motor operated valves.

(4) In-situ testing of check valves

Sub-issues 1,2 and 3 are no longer considered to be part of II.E.6.I. Sub-issue I was subsumed by the staff's
evaluation of responses to Generic Ixtter 89-10, " Safety-Related MOV Testing and Surveillance". Sub-issue 2
was subsumed by Generic Safety Issue 105," Interfacing Systems LOCA in Light-Water Reactors". Sub-issue 3
is considered to be resolved for the ABWR on the basis of the unconditional commitment in the SrSAR Table
1.8-20 to Regulatory Guide 1.106, " Thermal Overload Protection for Electric Motors on Motor-Operated
Valves". Sub-issue 4 remains unresolved at this time. During a meeting on April 7,1986 between the staff and
industry representatives, it was agreed that industry would initiate an aggressive program to resolve the check
valve issue. Since that time, the Institute (EPRI), the Nuclear Power Operation (INPO), the Electric Power

| Research Institute (EPRI), the Nuclear Industry Check Valve Group (NIC) and the staff have made some
progress in addressing this issue. However, as stated in a letter to Mr. Z. T. Pate, President of INPO, dated
April 20,1990, the staff continues to find weakness in the efforts of individual licensees to improve the
performance of check valves. To assist the staff in its continuing evaluations and perspectives regarding the

n} resolution of the check valve issue. The staff has not yet received a complete response to this request.f

The staff does not agree that the information in the "ABWR Resolution" of Subsection 19B.2.2 in the SSAR i

is sufficient to resolve this issue for the ABWR. The exceptions to position indication of check valves will
require some clarification. However, the staff prefers that this type ofinformation be included as a part of the
ASME Section XI Inservice Test Program for safety-related pumps and valves which is discussed in the SSAR, i

Subsection 3.9.6. Therefore, GE is requested to revise Subsection 19B.2.2 related to sub-issue 4 to reflect a !

more broad commitment to the collective industry and NRC activities relative to implementation of the
resolution of issues on in-situ testing of check valves. In addition, the staff will need to complete its review of
the ABWR Inservice Testing Program before this issue can be considered resolved. |

Since sub-issue 1 has been subsumed, Subsection 19B.2.2 should also include a commitment to provide a

response to Generic Letter 89-10 which willbe applicable to the ABWR. (19B.2.2)

RESPONSE 210.51

This response is contained in revised Subsection 19B.2.2.

The ABWR resolution to in-situ testing of valves is presented in Subsection 3.9.6. A plan of periodic testing
that implements the ASME OM Code 1990, Subsection ISTC and Appendix I, for safety related valves is
outlined.

To insure MOV operability when subjected to the design basis conditions considered during both normal
operation and abnormal events, the detail design is committed to a test program that is responsive to Generic
Letter 89-10. GL 89-10 is an interface requirement listed in Table 1.8-22.

n
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QUESTION 210.52

Recent BWR operating experience indicates that the isolation valves between the RCS and low pressure
interfacing systems may not adequately protect against overpressurization of low pressure systems.

For ABWRs, pressure isolation valve instrumentation and controls are provided to (1) prevent opening
shutdown cooling connections to the vesselin any loop when the pool suction valve, discharge valve, or spray
valves are open in the same loop, (2) prevent opening the shutdown connections to and from the vessel
whenever the RCS pressure is above the shutdown range, (3) automatically close shutdown connections when
RCS pressure rises above the shutdown range, and (4) prevent operation of shutdown suction valves in the i

event of a signal that the water level in the reactor is low.

The ABWR has been designed to minimize the possibility of an interfacing system LOCA in the following
ways. The low pressure systems directly interfacing with the RCS are designed with 500 psig piping which
provides for a rupture pressure of approximately 100 psig. In addition, the high/ low-pressure motor-operated
isolation valves have safety-grade, redundant pressure interlocks. Also, the motor-operated emergency core
cooling system (ECCS) valves will only be tested when the reactor is at low pressure. Allinboard check valves
on the ECCS will be testable and have position indication. Additionally, design criteria used by GE require
that all pipe designed to 1/3 or greater of reactor pressure requires two malfunctions to occur before the pipe
would be subjected to reactor system pressure. The pipe designed to less than 1/3 reactor pressure requires at
least three malfunctions before the pipe would be subjected to reactor system pressure.

Position

Since ABWR low pressure systems are designed only for 500 psig rather than the full RCS design pressure
of 1250 psig, the ABWR design should provide (1) the capability for leak testing of the pressure isolation

'

valves, (2) valve position indication that is available in the control room when isolation valve operators are
deenergized and (3) high-pressure alarms to warn control room operators when rising RCS pressure
approaches the design pressure of attached low-pressure systems and both isolation valves are not closed. It is
the staffs position that GE should confirm that the above design features are incorporated into the ABWR
design.

GI-96 was related to PWRs which considers the failure of the low pressure isolation valves between the
RCS and RHR system in PWRs. The issues contained in GI-% now are incorporated into GI 105. (19B.2.15)

RESPONSE 210.52

(1) The response for leak testing of reactor coolant pressure isolation valves is contained in the revised
Subsection 3.9.6.

(2) All PIV's in RHR, HPCF, and RCIC systems have position indication in the control room. The SLC
system outboard valve (motor-operated) is provided with local as well as control room position indication.

(3) The RHR system " Low Pressure Flooder" (LPFL) high/ low interface is provided with a high pressure
alarm at the downstream of the pump discharge check valve. A rising reactor coolant pressure will trigger
the alarm when it approaches the set point pressure (less than the low pressure piping design pressure) and
both PIV's are open to pressurize the piping.

The RHR system " Shutdown Cooling" (SDC) high/ low interface is provided with a high pressure alarm
between the outboard PIV and the pump suction valve. A rising reactor coolant pressure will trigger the -
alarm when it approaches the set point pressure (less than the piping design pressure) and both PIV's are
open to pressurize the piping.
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The HPCF and RCIC systems high/ low interface is provided with a high pressure alarm in the low pressure

O,- piping which is at the upstream of the pump. All downstream piping from the pump are designed for higher
'

pressure. A rising reactor coolant pressure will trigger the alarm when it approaches the set point pressure
(less than the piping design pressure) and both PlV's plus the pump discharge check valves are open.
Therefore, three barriers are required to be removed before the high pressure reactor coolant can
pressurize the low pressure piping.

The SLC system high/ low interface does not have a high pressure alarm in the low pressure piping.
,

| However, three check valves and a motor-operated valve separate the high and low pressure portions of the
system. This is considered to be adequate design for protection of low pressure piping from the high;

pressure reactor coolant .
'

| (4) The design off low pressure piping connected to RCS is established at 26.4 atg to assure the piping can i

withstand the full reactor operating pressure based on ultimate rupture strength (URS) criteria. The 24.6'

atg design pressure is established to reduce the possibility of a LOCA outside containment by designing to
the extent practicable to an URS at least equal to full reactor coolant system (RCS) p-essure. This is
achieved by assuring that the design pressure exceeds the ratio of ASME Code allowable stren to the
ASME Code ultimate (rupture) stress multiplied by the full RCS pressure (1025 psig).

QUESTION 210.53

Position ]

The record of relief-valve failures to close for all boiling-water reactors (BWRs) in the past 3 years of plant |
operation is approximately 30 in 73 reactor-years (0.41 failures per reactor-year). This has demonstrated that ;

the failure of a relief valve to close would be the most likely cause of a small-break loss-of-coolant accident ]
LOCA). The high failure rate is the result of a high relief-valve challenge rate and a relatively high failure rateO per challenge (0.16 failures per challenge). Typically, five valves are challenged in each event. This results in an
equivalent failure rate per challenge of 0.03. The challenge and failure rates can be reduced in the following
ways:

(1) Additional anticipatory scram on loss of feedwater,
(2) Revised relief valve actuation setpoints,
(3) Increased emergency core cooling (ECC) flow,
(4) 1.ower operating pressures,
(5) Earlier initiation of ECC systems,
(6) Heat removal through emergency condensers,
(7) Offset valve setpoints to open fewer valves per challenge,
(8) Installation of additional relief valves with a block or isolation-valve feature to eliminate opening of

the safety / relief valves (SRVs), consistent with the ASME Code,
(9) Increasing the high steam line flow setpoint for the main steam line isolation valve (MISV) closure, ,

(10) Lowering the pressure setpoint for MSIV closure, |
(11) Reducing the testing frequency of the MSIVs,

'

(12) More-stringent valve leakage criteria, and
(13) Early removal of leaking valves.

An investigation of the feasibility of reducing challenges to the relief valves by use of the aforementioned
methods should be conducted. Other methods should also be included in the feasibility study. Those changes
which are shown to reduce relief-va ve challenges without compromising the performance of the relief valves ori

other systems should be implemented. Challenges to the relief valves should be reduced substantially (by an
order of magnitude).

Resolution

The staff requires the following additional information to complete the review on this item:
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In the NRC position for this item,13 possible ways are listed for reducing the challenge and the failure
rates of safety relief valves. These items that will be implemented for the ABWR should be listed, and the i

basis for concluding that they reduce the challenge rate substantially should be provided. (19A.2.6)

RESPONSE 210.53

(1) Additional Anticipatory Scram on Loss of Feedwater

The ABWR design has implemented reduction of the isolation setpoint from Level 2 to Level 11/2.
Following a scram at Level 3, the RCIC is initiated at Level 2. The associated reduction in the isolation
setpoint from Level 2 to Level 11/2 provides a different way to reduce SRV challenges due to loss of
feedwater from the NUREG-0626 method as provided in the " definition" of Paragraph 3.1.2.5,
NEDO-24951 [ Reference 1A.4(6)] (anticipatory signals on the feedwater pump). This improved isolation
logic is considered an equally effective way of reducing SRV challenges (resulting from loss of
feedwater), as compared with the method suggested in the NRC position.

(2) Revised Relief Valve Actuation Setpoints

The response for ABWR is identical to the response for direct-acting type SRVs provided in Paragraph
3.1.3.2, NEDO-24951. In summary, there are many factors affecting the values established for SRV
setpoints. The direct-acting type valve setpoints are already near their maximum possible values. An
additional incremental increase will not cause significant reduction in SRV challenges.

(3) Increased Emergency Core Cooling (ECC Flow

and

O(5) Lower Operating Pressures

The detailed response to these two items in contained in Paragraph 3.1.4.6, NEDO-2495L This response
is entirely applicable to ABWR. The modifications suggested by these two items of the NRC position
cannot be justified, primarily because of the steep rate of pressure rise following a transient, which
precludes early enough initiation of ECC by any practical means so that significant reduction of the
number of SRVs that open during the initial blowdown might be achieved.

(4) Earlier Initiation of ECC Systems

Plant design pressure is a basic front-end design value. Once established, this number drives the design
of plant systems and equipment. Economic considerations are one factor operating against decrease of
reactor operating pressure. Another equally important factor acting to oppose the reduction of operating
pressure is one of the basic groundrules of ABWR design, which is to use existing technology to the
extent practicable. Existing technology is based on current reactor operating pressures which are
essentially the same as that selected for ABWR.

(6) Heat Removal Through Emergency Condensers

Emergency condensers were used on earlier BWRs (BWR-2's and some early BWR-3's), after which they
were replaced by RCIC systems. For the very large power output of the ABWR design, the economic
and structural penalties associated with the use of such condensers are such that the use of RCIC in the
ABWR design is preferred.

O
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(7) Offset Valves Setpoints to Open Fewer Valves per Challenge

The response is the same as described in Paragraph 3.1.3.3, NEDO-24951 Only one or two SRVs
participate in isolation cycling. The drift and statistical uncertainty in SRV setpoints creates a defacto
offsetting of setpoints in any case.

(8) Installation of Additional Relief Valves with A Block or Isolation Valve Feature to Eliminate Opening of -
the Safety-Relief Valves (SRVs) Consistent with the ASME Code

The response for ABWR is the same as that described in Paragraph 3.1.4.5, NEDO-24951. To
summarize:

(a) Additional valves would be required or the ASME Code would be violated.

(b) The new valves, along with the outlet of the associated relief valves, would have to be designed to
reactor pressure (2.1250 psig).

(c) The problems associated with inadvertent closure of block valves are introduced.

(9) Increasing the High Steamline Flow Setpoint for Main Steam Isolation Valve (MSIV) Closure

The response to this item is the same as that provided in Paragraph 3.13.4, NEDO-24951. Review of 249 '

total isolation events at 32 plants over the last ten years reveals that those isolation incidents that have
. occurred relating to high flow setpoints appear to be related overwhelmingly to human error during
MSIV testing and not to operational transients, and the reduction in SRV challenges due to increased
high steam flow setpoint appears to be negligible.

(10) Iowering the Pressure Setpoint for MSIV Closure
2

As d <~=-d in Paragraph 3.1.1.2, NEDO-24951, current g.S. plants are set in the range of 58 kg/cm 8-
The analyticallimit for ABWR was reduced to 52.7 kg/cm g.

(11) Reducing the Testing Frequencies of the MSIVs

The response for ABWR is identical to that provided in Paragraph 3.1.4.4, NEDO-24951. The frequency
of MSIV testing is based on ASME B&PV Code, Section XI recommendations. The extent of test
frequency reduction possible without adverse impact on the reliability of isolation capability could only be
expected to result in a 2-3 percent reduction in SRV challenges. .The disadvantage of increased risk due
to less frequent assurance of MSIV operability is of greater concern than the advantage gained in
reduction of challenges to SRVs.

(12) More Stringent Valve leakage Criteria

and

(13) Early Removalofleaking Valves

The response to these items are the same as the responses for direct acting SRVs as provided in
Paragraph 33.4, NEDO-24951. Leakage in direct acting SRVs does not result in a significant increase in
spurious opening of SRV and resulting plant blowdown. There are other reasons why it is desirable to
detect SRV leakage (to permit planned refurbishments or replacement during the next planned outage) -
- but these are related to suppression pool heating and challenges to the RHR system, not to the SORV
concern. Special effort directed toward unplanned or special outages dedicated to early_
removal / replacement of leaking SRVs is therefore not a major concern and is not planned for ABWR.s.
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QUESTION 220.16

Generic safety issue 82 "Beyond Design Basis Accidents in Spent Fuel Pools" is concerned with the loss
of the pool water which may result in a fire in the pool causing a release of fission products. In the ABWR
resolution, it is indicated that the spent fuel pool will be designed to withstand a design basis earthquake
without pool drainage, and will be arranged to prevent cask movement over the pool, which will be
accomplished through the use of a separate cask loading pit. Was a cask drop in the cask loading pit
considered? Since the cask loading pit is adjacent to the spent fuel pool. In addition, it appears that the fuel
pool is near the staging area for the reactor vessel head, indicate the effect on the fuel pool of vessel head
drop on the adjacent staging area. (19B.2.14)

RESPONSE 220.16

For reasons cited in Subsection 19L.103(1), Spent Fuel Cask Drop Accident, the probability of
dropping a spent fuel cask during handling is extremely low. For the same reasons, the probability of
dropping a vessel head on the stagging area is also extremely low. The potential for draining the spent fuel
pool due to drop of a heavy load is addressed in Subsection 19L.10.5, Drainage of Fuel Pool.

QUESTION 220.17

Generic Safety Issue No.103 " Design for Probable Maximum Precipitation"(PMP)is concerned with
the difference in the determination of PMP. BY using the recently developed NOAA/NWS procedures
which are believed to be more realistic, PMP estimates larger than those obtained by previously used
methodologies maylead to higher flood levels. Therefore,in ABWR resolution on Page 19B 2 47, specify
that the recently developed NOAA/NWS procedures will be used for determining PMP for a specific site.

(19B.2.17)

RESPONSE 220.17

The use of NOAA/NWS procedures has been added to Subsection 19B.2.17.

QUESTION 252.16

(1) The applicant should define bolting in detail. Bolting in this context should include bolts, studs,
embedments, machine / cap screws, threaded fasteners, and associated nuts and washers.

(2) Define high strength bolting and medium strength bolting in terms of material and mechanical
properties.

(3) Provide bolting manufacture process (e.g., heat treated, quenched, tempered, etc,).

(4) Identify specific safety related items (e.g., equipment and piping systems) where the high strength
bolting or medium bolting will be used.

(5) Discuss how to avoid the intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) of bolting in a BWR
hydrogen environment. ;

1

(6) Identify thread lubricants that will be used and identify chemical compond(s) in them. |

(7) The applicant discussed the ALWR Resolution initiated by the Atomic Industrial Forum / Metal
Properties Council Task Group and BWR Requirements in the EPRI-ALWR Requirements
Document. It is unclear whether the applicant will follow the resolutions and requirements. (19B.2.12)
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i RESPONSE 420.137

One of the criteria specified in GL 84-023 is that the vertical drop of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV)
water level reference leg instrument lines from the condensing chamber to the drywell wall must be minimized
to reduce level indication errors caused by high drywell temperature. The maximum allowable drop would
allow the post accident RPV water levelinstrumentation to indicate that the RPV water levelis at the bottom

i of the normal operating range for the worst case flashing condition (i.e. all the water column in the instrument
| line within the drywell has been expelled) with the actual RPV water level just above the RPV wide range

water level instrumentation lower tap. For many BWR/4s BWR/5s, and BWR/6S, this limit results in a
| maximum allowable vertical drop on the order of 2.7 meters.

For the ABWR, the vertical drop in the drywell for the RPV water level reference leg instrument lines
from the condensing chamber to the drywellwall has been limited to 0.9 meters (3 feet). This is specified in
Note 9, Figure 5.1-3.

|

The lower end of the normal RPV water level range is RPV Low Water Level 4, as this is the setpoint for
j

| the RPV low water level alarm. The post accident RPV water levelinstrumentation is considered to be the

|
RPV wide range water levelinstrumentation. RPV Low Water Level 4 is 4327 meters (14.2 feet) above the
lower tap of the RPV wide range water levelinstrumentation. (See Figure 5.1-3).|

The ABWR has temperature compensated RPV levelindication for post accident monitoring of the RPV
water level. The ABWR temperature compensated water level instrumentation / logic compensates for the
temperature within the RPV and the temperature of the water column in the instrument lines, both inside and
outside the drywell. This essentially eli ainates the drywell temperature effect on the RPV water level
indication, except for the condition when flashing occurs in the RPV water level reference leg instrument lines.
Section 18A3 identifies the potential situations where flashing may occur in the RPV water level reference leg

q instrument lines. Section 18A also specifies that, for those conditions were RPV water level monitoring is|

' Q uncertain, the RPV is to be flooded in accordance with the Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPGs).

For the condition where flashing occurs in the section of the RPV water level reference leg instrument
line inside the drywell, the maximum water level error which will occur will be about equal to the vertical drop
of the RPV water level reference leg instrument line inside the drywell plus some small additional amount to
account for instrumentation and logic inaccuracies. This results in a maximum error on the order of 0.9 meters

| instrumentation lower tap and RPV Low Water Level 4. Therefore, even in the worst flashing case, the RPV
for the ABWR. This is substantially less than the 433 meters between the RPV wide range water level

wide range water level instrumentation should comply with GL 84-23.

The ABWR uses analog level transmitters (LTs) as requested in GL 84-23.

For the automatic safety systems initiated on RPV water level trips, the ABWR safety systems utilizes
two-out-of-four logic, with input from each of the four RPV water level instrument lines. The loss of one
instrument line can not result in the loss of an automatic safety function.

QUESTION 430300

Justify non-compliance of the current ABWR design with position 7 of TMI issue II.E.4.2. This design
,

does not include the containment isolation on a high containment radiation signal for the containment purge

| and vent isolation valves as required by position 7. (19A.2.26,19A.2.27)
1

RESPONSE 430300

The ABWR design fully complies with NRC position 7 of TMl Issue II.E.4.2. The containment purge

h and vent valves are automatically isolated on high radiation levels in the reactor building HVAC air exhaust or,

b in the fuel handling area air exhaust.
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This response has been incorporated in revised Subsection 1A.2.14.

QUESTION 430301

Explain whether the reopening of isolation valves is performed on a valve-by valve basis (which is
acceptable according to the guidance provided by TMI issue II.E.4.2) or as a ganged opening (which is not
acceptable). (19A.2.26,19A.2.27)

RESPONSE 430301

Re-opening of any containment isolation valve is performed on a valve by valve basis once the isolation
signal has cleared and following subsequent logic reset. This is in compliance with the guidance in NRC
Position 4 on this issue.

QUESTION 430302

Discuss the administrative controls that will be in effect to assure that closed purge isolation valves
cannot be inadvertently opened. (19A.2.26,19A.2.27)

RESPONSE 430302

The administrative controls that will be in effect to guard against inadvertent re-opening of the
containment purge isolation valves are in accordance with the following sequential steps:

(1) The containment signal must be clear to remove the cause of the trip condition.

(2) The isolation logic must be manually reset to remove the sealed signal.

(3) Deliberate operator action is then required to manually re-open each containment isolation valve
indisidually.

QUESTION 430303

Explain the technical basis for the 72 (versus 24) hour technical specification limit allowing the large
diameter purge lines to be open above 15% power at the beginning and end of the fuel cycle. Since these
valves can be open during power operation, verify that the large diameter (22") purge line isolation valves can
successfully perform their intended function under accident conditions (containment design pressures).
(19A.2.26,19A.2.27)

RESPONSE 430303

The ABWR Technical Specification (Subsection 16.93.2) window during which the large diameter purge
lines are allowed to be open has been changed to 24 hours at the beginning and end of a fuel cycle. This is

| consistent with Subsection 6.2.5.2.2. The large diameter 56 centimeters purge valves are required to be able to
close under accident conditions. It is not necessary to open these valves following an accident since
overpressure protection of the containment is provided by rupture disks.

QUESTION 430304

Evaluate the adequacy of two-inch at power purge lines for relieving primary containment excessive
pressure (resulting from a combination of compressed air system leaks, steam leaks, and elevated containment
atmosphere temperatures associated with hot days or degraded containment HVAC performance) during

i

normal operation in light of current reactor operating experience in which many plant operators are forced to |
periodically open the large containment purge lines at power to maintain normal containment pressure. |
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Include an evaluation of the ability of the two-inch lines to maintain normal containment pressure, the possible Iqy need to operate the large (22") containment purge and vent isolation valves, and identify the size of a small
purge line required to preclude operation of the (22") containment purge lines during power operation. 1

l

(19A.2.26,19A.2.27)

RESPONSE 430304

| The 5 centimeter nitrogen bleed lines are expected to be fully adequate to maintain normal containment ,

pressure during startup and power operation, as stated in Subsections 6.2.5.2.4 and 6.2.5.2.5. The ABWR |
'

drywell cooling system is much improved in capacity over previous BWR designs and has substantial excess
capacity. The containment spray could also be used to remove excess heat (and thus reduce pressure) if

| necessary. Previous BWR5 and BWR6 plants also have used 5 centimeter bleed lines for containment pressure
control.

QUESTION 430305

Also note a discrepancy between Figure 6.2-39a sheet 1 and Table 6.2-7 of Amendment 11. Valve
T31-F007 is listed as a 2" valve in Table 6.2-7. However, Figure 6.2-39a has been modified and this valve now
appears to be on the same line as the 14" rupture disk to be used for containment overpressure protection
system. Other information provided for this valve in the figure and the table is also contradictory. Modify the
figure and table to accurately represent both the 2" at-power purge lines and the containment
overpressurization protection flow path. (19A.2.26,19A.2.27)

RESPONSE 430305

Table 6.2-7 was revised in Amendment 14 and valve T31-F007 was deleted from the table because it is
3 | not an isolation valve. This valve is not a 5 centimeter valve but is a 3.56 meter valve as is correctly shown on

(Q Figure 6.2-39a. The isolation signal to valve T31-F007 has been deleted from Figure 6.2-39a.

QUESTION 430306

Widely separated primary containment penetrations for the drywell and wetwell purge systems (supply
side penetrations X-80 and X-240; and exhaust side penetrations X-81 and X-241, SSAR Figure 6.2-39a, (sheet
1) have common primary containment outboard isolation valves. Explain how the above configurations comply
with GDC 56 which requires the outboard isolation valve to be as close to the containment (i.e., the drywell or
wetwell in this case) as practical. (19A.2.26,19A.2.27)

RESPONSE 430306

The following paragraph has been added to Subsection 6.2.43.2.2.

6.2.43.2.23 ACS Lines to Containment

The Atmospheric Control System (ACS) has both influent and effluent lines which penetrate the
containment. Both isolation valves on these lines are outside of the containment vessel to provide accessibility

i
'

to the valves. The inboard valve is located as close as practical to the containment vessel. The piping to both
valves is an extension of the containment boundary.

,
QUESTION 430307

|

| Section 19B.2.6 of the ABWR SSAR reflects the EPRI Requirements Document positions on hydrogen
generation, that is, containment concentrations resulting from an active fuel-clad oxidation of 75% and the,3

(''~ ') concentration of less than 13%. These requirements are less conservative than the requirements of 10 CFR
5034(f), namely 100% and 10%. Also, provide an analysis and supporting documentation demonstrating that

|
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the hydrogen control system will be able to maintain containment atmosphere within acceptable limits and that
the hydrogen recombiners will function in an extremely hydrogen rich environment, using the hydrogen
generation rates and allowable concentrations of 10 CFR 5034(f). (19A.2.12,19A.2.21,19A.2.46,19B.2.6)

RESPONSE 430307

The response is contained in the ABWR Resolution in Subsection 19B.2.6 of Amendment 10.

QUESTION 430308

There is a discrepancy between ABWR SSAR Section 19A.2.12 which states that permanently installed
recombiners are provided and Section 6.2.1.1.1 which states that portable recombiners will be available for use
after a LOCA signal is generated (Section 6.2.5.2.7 also states that recombiners will be located on skids in the
secondary containment). Clarify the type of recombiners to be included in the ABWR design. If portable
recombiners are to be used and located outside primary containment, provide information detailing how
containment integrity is to be maintained during system operation. Of specific concern is the possibility that
leaks in the portions of the system outside containment could result in a flammable mixture and uncontrolled
combustion. Additionally, EPRI ALWR requirements presented in section 19B.2.6 require that the " Plant
Designer shall define a suitable scheme" for removing residual hydrogen from the containment after an
accident. This concern has not been addressed and it appears that there would not be sufficient oxygen in
containment after an accident to recombine all the hydrogen. Thus, either an analysis demonstrating that
recombiners are sufficient to remove the hydrogen present after a beyond design basis accident, or a method
for ensuring that purging containment, using either the Containment Overpressure Protection System or
purging through the Standby Gas Treatment System, will not result in a mixture that would be flammable upon
contact with air, is required. (19A.2.12,19A.2.21,19A.2.46,19B.2.6)

RESPONSE 430308

The response has been incorporated in revised Subsection 6.2.1.1.1(9) and Figure 6.2.40. The EPRI
ALWR requirements have been deleted from Subsection 19B.2.6 in Amendment 11. Note 1 on Figure 6.2-40
has been deleted.

QUESTION 430309

Section 6.2.5 of the ABWR'SSAR asserts, but does not demonstrate, that mixing of drywell and
suppression chamber atmospheres by natural circulation occurs and would be enhanced by containment sprays.
There is no justification for the assertion that combustible mixtures will not form locally. Provide the analysis
justifying the assertion that combustible mixtures will not form locally. (19A.2.12,19A.2.21,19A.2.46,19B.2.6)

.

1

RESPONSE 430309
,

Atmospheric mixing in the containment is a complex function of diffusion and natural and induced |
convection. Largely because of the complex geometry of the containment, detailed and rigorous calculations of !

convection flow paths are impractical. However, a number of solutions of the diffusion equation for specific !

geometries and boundary conditions are available in the literature. Furthermore, by noting the similarities i

between the phenomena and equations governing mass and heat transfer, experimental heat transfer data and l

their correlations can be used to predict the effect of convection on mass transfer.

Since radiolysis is the only source of oxygen in the ABWR containment following a LOCA, this :

lmass / heat transfer analogy can be used to make conservative predictions of the local concentration of oxygen
in the wetwell. The result of this analysis shows a maximum concentration of 5.10% at the suppression pool
surface for an average concentration of SE Using less conservative assumptions with respect to natural

Amendment 17 20 M 00
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. (e) Response to this question will be provided in a future amendment.

CAMS design will utilize oxygen and hydrogen monitors that are capable of operation from !
The ABWl} to design pressure in conformance with R.G.1.97 Rev3.(f)

l-35 kg/cm

QUESTION 435.63

Description and analysis demonstrating compliance'of the offsite power system to regulatory
requirements has not been addressed in the ABWR SSAR. Provide a description and analysis demonstrating j
compliance for the offsite power system within the ABWR standard plant scope from the utility /ABWR - !

interface to the Class 1E distribution system input terminals. Also, provide interface requirements for the i

offsite power system outside the ABWR s'andard plant scope from the utility /ABWR interface out to the !

utility grid system. (19B.2.18,19B.2.24) J

RESPONSE 435.63
'

Sections 8.1.1 and 8.1.III of the Standard Review Plan )SRP) refer to the "offsite power grid ' system * and -
the "onsite power system" as the two areas of review for the Power Systems Branch. However, SRP Sections
8.1.I and 83.13 include " transformers, switchyard components and control systems", which are actually on the
plant site, in the "offsite" definition. This has resulted in some confusion in the identification of "offsite"
equipment in the SSAR. Since GE considered this equipment to be "onsite", the description was provided in . |.
Subsection 8.1.2.1. j

i

The statements in Section 8.2 (Amendment 10), that offsite power systems are out of the ABWR - )
Standard Plant scope, refer to the offsite power grid system and the main transformer. Subsection 8.2.3
identifies the interface point between the ABWR design and the utility design for the main power transformer i

| low voltage terminals. The rated conditions for this interface, and those of the alternate offsite power source i

|. via the reserve auxiliary transformer, are also given in Subsection 8.23. Other interfaces, pertaining to both j
offsite and onsite requirements are given in Subsections 8.1.4 and 83.4. j!

As indicated in Subsection 8.1.2.1, all electrical' equipment on the station side of the main power -|
transformer low voltage terminals is considered to be "onsite*, and within the ABWR Standard Plant scope. ,

I
This includes the 27 kv bus system to the main power, unit auxiliary, and emergency unit annhwy transformer;
and the 6.9 kv feeds to the input terminals of the feed breakers for the 6.9 kV buses (see Figure 831). i

'I

Subsection 8.2.1 has been modified to clarify the offsite/onsite definition and to reference the appropriate
description. Subsection 8.2.2 has been revised to include the requested analysis.

|
,

Questice 435.64

Provide descriptive information and analysis for reference in the ABWR SSAR, where the descriptive j

design information or analysis can be found, which demonstrates the ABWR design is consistent with the -i

ALWR resolution for generic issues described in Section 19B.2.18 and 198.2.24. (19B.2.18,198.2.24)

RESPONSE 435.64
!

The ABWR resolution for Subsection 19B.2.18 is included as the last segment within that same
subsection (see page 19B.4-48, Amendment 7). However, since the main transformer is not part of the ABWR -
Standard Plant scope (see Subsection 8.1.2.1), design details must be supplied by the COL applicant.
Amendment 15 added the corresponding COL license information requirement in Subsection 19B3.6.

[
Amendment 27 20.3403 ;
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| Similarly, the ABWR resolution for Subsection 19B.2.24 is included as the last segment within that same
i subsection (see Page 19B.2-56, Amendment 7). Specific descriptions and/or drawings in Chapter 8, which
'

support the ABWR resolutions statements, are identified as follows:

ABWR Resolution Sunnort Source (s)

(1) 8.1.2.1,8.13.1.1.1,
83.1.1,83.1.1.4.1,
83.1.2.1,83.1.4,
Figures 83-1 thru 83-7

(2) 83.1.1.8.1,
Figures 83-1 thru 83-3

(3) * Figure 83-7

(4) 8.1.2.1,8.13.1.1.1,
83.1.1, Figure 83-1

i

j (5),(6) 8.1.2.1,83.1.1,
83.1.2.1,83.1.4,'

Figures 83-1 thru 83-7

! Both Paragraph (3) and Figure 83-7 were revised as described in Responses 435.69 and 435.66,*

| respectively.

QUESTION 435.65 O
it is the staff position that transformers associated with the preferred offsite circuits be separated by the;

maximum extent practical (preferably on different sides of a building) in order to minimize the common-cause
effects of fire, missiles, or environmental effects on their operation. Provide a description and interface
requirements which demonstrates compliance with the staff position. (19B.2.18,19B.2.24)

RESPONSE 435.65

The locations of the main transformer, the unit auxiliary transformers, and the reserve auxiliary
transformer are shown on Figure 43-2. The main and unit auxiliary transformers are located outside the
turbine building at the west end, which is opposite the end which adjoins the control building. The reserve
auxiliary transformer is located on the north side, which provides separation for the secondary offsite power
interface. The reserve auxiliary transformer has separate and independent bus feeds to all three divisional buses
and one non-divisional bus (see Figure 83-1). Therefore, its separate location demonstrates compliance with

'
the staff position.

In addition, the onsite power sources are located at areas quite remote from these transformers. The .

.

three diesel generators are located in three of the four corners of the reactor building, and the gas turbine
i generator is located inside the turbine building, in the room adjoining the "B" load and switchgear area (see

Figure 43-3).
l

QUESTION 435.66

It is the staff position that interconnectors between redundant divisions through safety or non-safety buses )
shall be maintained with two normally open and interlocked devices that are separate and independent such that
single failure or operator error cannot cause the interconnection of or challenge to redundant divisions. Provide

Amendment 17 20.3-404 l
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